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TRANSACTIONS

• OF THE

ASIATIC SOCIETY*

I.

AN ACCOUNT OF THE

petrifactiojYS j^ear the village of TREEVIKERA,
IJf THE CARKATIC.

CAPTAIN JOHN AVARREN, - .i
' *

Of H. M. 35d Regiment cf Foot. =

*
.

TThE petrifactions which are to be seen near the village of Treeiikera, t

have long since been known 'in India; but as I do not find that any regular
'

account of them as yet been given to the public, I am induced to believe

that the following description of their appearance, and of the place where I

they lie, may prove acceptable to the Asiatic Society. I must preface, r
•

however, what I have to say, by stating, that the details here offered to

their notice, were mostly communicated to me, in the language in which

I. repeat them after him, by a gentleman high in the Company’s Civil

Service, who had visited Treevikei'a several months before me; and that

VOL. XI. s



‘2 ACCOUNT OF PETRIFACTIONS

f have done little more than to collate, by immediate inspection, what

he has very correctly described. Some few additional remarks have oc-

curred, which I have annexed to his paper; but these, though they have

extended, have seldom corrected his narrative.

The village of Treevilcera is situated on the north bank of the Arna-

coopum, or Villenore river, about fifteen miles in a direction west by north

of the city of Pondicherry, and four miles beyond the old Fort of Woldoor,

formerly belonging to the French, but now in a state of ruin.
*

Treevikera is at present composed of a few scattered huts; although,

from the appearance of the pagoda at that place, the interior of which is

all built of stones, from the size of the tower over its gateway, eight sto-

ries high, (the lower one of which is entirely of blue granite,) from the

large stone tank which lies close to the pagoda, and covers several acres

of ground, and the size of the principal streets, which can still be traced

;

from these remains, I say, we may conclude, that in former times Treevi-

kera was a place of great extent and importance. The inscriptions in

Sanscrit upon the walls, now scarcely legible, and the mouldered condi-

tion of many of the stones, indicate the great antiquity of these build-

inns. The destructive hand of Haider Ali Khan, however, has accelerated

the ravages of time : for many parts of the pagoda were injured, and

several of the statues mutilated, by his army, as it retired from Porto

Abco towards JMysore, in the year 1781,

To the eastward of the village, at a distance of a quarter of a mile,

rises a hill, or rather a hillock; one of a chain consisting of ten or a do-

zen similar elevations, none exceeding forty or fifty feet in perpendicular

height. These hills vary in size, and run in a line from north to south ;

the whole extending over about one mile and a half of ground.



IN THE CARNATIC.

Their surface in general exhibits a dark red appearance on the heights,

and a sandy colour in the low grounds ; an effect produced by the perio-

dical rains, which have formed, in many places, deep channels through

the sides of the hills, driving the sand into the hollows, and leaving

exposed to the view, their ruddy stratum, w'hich every where has a very

rugged appearance. The sub-stratum, in most places, seems to be a

species of lime mixed with red earth, of so soft a quality as to be easily

broken by any iron instrument.

On the declivity, and on the west side of this hill, about two feet

and a half below its summit, a petrified tree appears, lying in a horizontal

position on the surface of the ground, with about two thirds of its root

entirely bare.

Of the body of this tree (which has been divided into three pieces

by the stone-cutters) twenty feet still remain; the root being seven feet

in diameter ; the trunk, at the bottom, three feet ; in the middle part, tu'o

feet; and at top one and a quarter foot in diameter.

Another tree lies at a small distance from the above, and five feet

below the summit of the hill; this is almost buried in the stratum, the

surface only being visible. Some parts of this tree are as hard as flint,

and others so soft as to be reduced to dust by the slightest pressure.

Another tree, not far off, is forty feet in length. All these petrifactions

lie horizontally, and none of their branches can be discovered, even detach-

ed, or in the vicinity of the parent stem. These must have withered

away before the process of petrification had taken place ; for the knots

at the insertion of the branches with the trunk arc very visible in most

of the trees.

B 2



4 ACCOUNT OF PETRIFACTIONS

The number of petrifactions, which are to be seen, in every direction,

in this broken ground, (about fifteen or twenty,) is too great to admit a

minute description of every subject. The fragments of one particular

tree, however, attracted sufficiently my notice, to induce me to give some

account of it at this place: Isay of a tree, because, although the parts that

remain are very remote from one another, yet the natives affirm that:

they did belong to the same individual.

The middle part of the trunk seems to have been detached from the

extremities by a water-course or deep rut, which forming under it, depri-

ved its centre of support : and as all these trees are generally broken

across, at intervals of three and four feet, (as would be the case, were a

long stone pillar to be let fall suddenly on its side,) it followed, that whei>

these divisions lost their support, they rolled off, or fell down ; and if of a

good texture and colour, they may have been carried away by the stone-

cutters. One of these fragments lies a little on one side, and below the

upper part of the tree ; but the top and the root, which were most firmly

fixed into the ground, kept fast in their place. These pieces lie evidently

in the same or in parallel lines.

Measuring from whence the top is inserted into the stratum, down to

the extremity of the root, it was sixty feet in length ; its diameter at the

upper insertion was two feet; at the piece fallen down, three feet; at the

bottom of the trunk, four and half feet

;

and at the root, at its broadest

place, about eight or nine feet; a prodigious size, if these fragments really

once did belong to the same tree.

Another curious appearance was that of a tree, about thirty feet long,,

which traversed the summit of one of the hillocks in an oblique direction,.
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so as to let a considerable part of both its extremities be seen on each

side of the mound. ^

I shall observe of the last eminence to the southward^ (which is sepa-

rated about a quarter of a mile from the rest,) that it exhibits the most

remarkable assemblage of petrifactions. I discovered, within the circum-

ference of about one hundred yards, no less than ten trees of a large size,

lying in different directions, excepting three of them, which were parallel

to each other, with a proportion of their roots out of the ground ; some

almost complete, although the bodies were generally enveloped w'ith the

stratum

Although it was reported to me, that' there were no trees seen at a dis^

tance from the rising grounds above described, yet I noticed part of one,

just appearing at the surface of the earth, in the plain, about half way

between the hills and the village. Moreover a French officer (who now

resides at Pondicherry

)

showed me a piece of petrified wood, which he had

himself separated from a large block, which lies in the bed of the ^rria-

coopum river, at a distance of about seven or eight miles from Treevikera.

In the same manner we may believe that a great many more petrified

trees lie hid under ground, which have yet never been exposed to light

in that state. >

I have generally remarked of these petrifactions, that they are more

perfect at the root, and in those parts which are buried under ground, than

where they lie exposed to the air. The petrified root, inmost places, is

as hard as flint; it lakes a much finer polish than any part of the stem, and

assumes a more variegated appearance in its veins and colours : like the

flint, it easily strikes fire, and breaks short where it is briskly stricken..
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The jewellers prefer those fragments which, when broken from the

tree, appear in the interior of a brown and purple colour, occasionally

striped with grey or white veins. The more prevalent the purple or pink,

the more the stone is valued. When- polished, and well selected, it as-

sumes a great variety of colours, resembling most frequently agate, chang-

ing from a dark brown grey to bright red with white veins. The red,

when well chosen, might easily be taken for cornelians: it is generally

preferred for necklaces whem cut in flat circles, and set according to the

taste of the artist. The grey looks best in beads, and is used in that shape,

for necklaces and bracelets, arranged in the usual way.

On the western, or opposite side of the village, and within a quarter of

a mile from it, there is another hill, much higher than those already de-

scribed. It is entirely covered with large blue granite stones, and tapers

into a bare pointed rock. In this hill there is no sign whatever of petri-

faction, and its aspect is quite opposite to that of the other range.

To return to these hills, I shall observe, that their surfaces present, every

where, with an elevation of about four inches above the surface of the

ground, a number of small protuberances, which answer much to the

description of the pudding stone, and which at. first sight might be taken

for the work of the potter. Some persons have formed strange conjec-

tures on these appearances ; some taking them for the cups or sockets in

which the fruit of the Palmyra tree is retained, and which they suppose

has sustained some degree of petrifaction; others fancying them to be the

decayed remnants of petrified branches. But it requires no great exami-

nation to perceive that these tubes (if I may so call them) extend deep

into the earth. This may be seen where the side of the hill is abruptly
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broken off, and where they are seen to spread like the ramifications of a

nest of white ants. The part which is seen above the surface, is in fact

nothing more than the projection of these ducts. I believe there is but

little doubt that these subterraneous tubes were originally the work of some

swarms of insects, or larger inhabitants of the soil; for though their

centre be filled with a sort of stiff earth mixed with gravel dust, yet it can

easily be removed; and the sides (though rather hard) are nothing else

but a stratum about three tenths of an inch thick, strongly incrustated,

both in and out side, with a small silicious stone, but easily separated.

A substance perhaps more curious, and which is to be found in great

quantities upon those hills, is a small round body, generally one and half

inch in diameter, the exterior coat of which resembles much that of the

tubes above described, and which, from its round shape, might be taken

at first sight for a pebble smeared with earth and gravel.

When these balls are broken through the middle, they exhibit a number

of concentric circles of various colours and densities, the latter of which

decreases as it approaches the centre, where it generally is in a state

of loose dust. One of the most variegated which I opened, had the follow-

ing successions of colours, beginning from the outer shell, and proceeding

towards the centre.

The exterior coat was a sort of yellow ochre, about one tenth of an inch

thick, soiled at the surface by the dust and gravel which it had collected,,

but very clear where it had been protected. This was succeeded 'by an

ore of a dark iron colour, very shining, about two tenths of an inch in thick-

ness : next followed a smaller ring of dark red, tending to purple, about

one tenth of an inch deep ; and this was succeeded by a thin bright lilac
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circle, lined with a narrow rim of white, apparently a sort of- lime, which

was the last solids stratum of this, curious concretion. The rest was filled

ViTith loose earth and gravel dust, which crumbled off the moment it was

broken: many of the particles of gravel, however, adhered to the interior

coat of the Shell, The diameter of this subject 'was, at the exterior, about

two inches, and at the interior, one and a quarter inch. When broken, the

parts resembled the splinters of a hand grenade.

.

‘

i
'

i f i.

‘N’ear the bottom of the northernmost hill there is a small cave; one of

those excavations which are to be seen in every part of the country, and

once the residence of a Faqueer, who dug it for the purpose. This would

hardly deserve to be noticed, but for the surprising manner in which the

superincumbent stratum supports itself from the mere cohesion of its

parts. V
‘

This cave is divided into two parts, the entrance being an open space,

somewhat in imitation of' a choultry, but of a very irregular shape. It is

about eighteen feet wide, six feet high, .and twelve feet deep in the middle:

fhe sides are of unequal depth, owing to the irregularity of the rock

at the entrance. The roof is cut quite horizontally, and was formerly

supported by two pillars about two feet thick, cut out of the same solid

stratum as the rest. One of these is now fallen to the ground.

The second and innermost part is a recess of a nearly circular form,

the conViminication of which opens in the centre of the first one. It is

about nine feet deep, by seven feet wide, and six feet high. On each side

of its entrance, and on the outside, there arc two sorts of niches, about

two feet deep, which can hardly ever have been of any use.
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The distance from the point of the roof, which stands over the entrance,

to the bottom of the principal recess, is twenty-four feet ;
and the whole

roof (which is of a considerable thickness, and projects horizontally

eight or nine feet beyond the remaining pillar) hangs over the head, sup-

ported merely by the adhesive qualities of the component parts of the

stratum.

I have now only a few words to add on the probable species of the trees

which lie petrified near Treevikera, about which we can form only vague

conjectures.

To judge by the present grawth of trees in the vicinity, which are

principally of the tamarind kind ; by the respective height of these trees,

and of the petrified shafts which lie upon the ground ; by the dark red

and brown colours which are to be seen in the centre of the petrifactions,

and by the deep brown colour of the heart of the tamarind tree; and par-

ticularly if we consider that in no one subject which I have examined, I

could distinguish the_ adhesive roots, and sinuosities which characterize the

trunk of the banian tree, (the only species of size besides the tamarind

which is to be seen in the district;) from these considerations, I say, ^we

may conclude, that the whole of that transformed grove was once of the

" majestic and wide-spreading tamarind.”

' /

Of the antiquity of these petrifactions we are still more ignorant.

The archives of the Treevikera pagoda are silent in regard to them.

The oldest Bramins on the spot, who are the only intelligent people in the

village, declare that they remember some of the largest trees since fifty

years ; and that their fathers and grand-fathers asserted they had like-
%

wise seen them; but that no trace had been transmitted down of their

VoL. XI. c
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origin ; nor had any light been afforded, that could lead to any conclusion,

whereby the period 'of time in which the petrified trees had been in that

state, or in their progress of transmutation from wood to stone, could

be ascertained. It is remarkable, that the circumstance having been known

to the Bramins for such a length of time, they should have omitted to

ascribe it to the influence of some supernatural agent, whose presence

would have enhanced the sanctity, and promoted the emoluments, of their

pagoda.

J

Treevikera, 20th of

June 1808,
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ESSAA" VI.

Part I. Chapter II.

Of 'SwETAMj or the White Island; called also 'S'acam.

I. Th E western Tri~citta, or the Three-peak-land, is the most famous

of the two among the Paurdn'ics, and also the most interesting to us, as

it includes the British empire in the west; at least in my humble opinion,

which, however, I submit with all due deference to the impartial judgment

of the learned. The numerous passages in the Purdn'as, and other

Sanscrit books, and also from ancient and modern writers in the west.
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which I shall adduce in support of my opinion^ I have faithfully extracted:

neither have I omitted any, wilfully, that should militate against it. Should

the learned, after having duly examined them, and weighed the evidence

resting upon them, think proper to place this famous country, and the White

Island, some where else in the west, I shall acquiesce ; but I cannot con-

ceive it altogether an Utopiati land. It was certainly my opinion at first,

that the White Island was Crete, and the White Sea the Mediterranean:

the former being called to this day, Ghirita-Adassi, and the latter, Ac-

Denghiz, or the Whitt-Sea, by the Turks. Ghrita is also another name

for the White Island, in Sanscrit, which implies shining white. This first

impression, as usually happens, was not easily done away. As the deno-

mination of Tri-cu'ta is by no means applicable to Crete, I had at first some

idea to remove it to Sicily, called in Greek, Trinacria, or the island with

three peaks; (for acron signifies a j^eak, and, by implication only, a head-

land or promontory;) these three promontories making a triangle, or

Tri-con'a in Sanscrit, and Tri-cshetra, or a figure with three places or

corners. This last, in the spoken dialects of India', is pronounced Tri-khyetra

in the eastern, and Tri-khetra in the western, parts of it. It is the

same with Triquetra in Latin

:

and this etymology I conceive to be better

than the one generally admitted, which derives it from Tri-quadrate,

or squared into three corners, as it is rendered. Thus Tri-khetra is the

origin of Triquetra in Latin, and Tri-co'na of Trigonos in Greek.

For the illustration of this subject, I have annexed a map of the

north-west quarter of the old continent, from the Purdn'as

;

and the only

additions I have presumed to make, are, first, a rough delineation of the

western shores of Europe

;

and secondly, the polar circle.

Meru is omitted through want of room ;
but this is immaterial ; and
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it is supposed to be in forty degrees of latitude north.' The Hindu astro-

nomerSj and such of the Paurdn'ics as have adopted in part their ideas,

reckon every place in Janibu, or the old continent, to be to the south of

Me.ru, which they consider then as the north pole. But they are con-

stantly contradicting one another, and even themselves. Thus llomaca,

or Rome, ought to be to the south of Meru; and in the Surya-Sidd’hdnta,

it is declared to be so
:

yet in general they reckon it to the westward

of it, which is true. In the Vardha-purdn'a, the country of Ramdnaca,

or Ramyaca, is declared to be in the north-west quarter of the old conti-

nent
;
yet in the same passage it is said to be to the south of the Nila, or

blue mountains, and north of the range ; which is impossible, if /2a-

myaca be situated in the north-west part of the old continent. Thus the

extensive country of Curu, or Siberia, beyond Meru with regard to India,

is declared to be to the south of the Northern Ocean

;

which is really

the case, but is inadmissible in their own system. In the same manner,

and upon the same principles, Scotland ought to be to the west of Eng-

land; and it is really declared in the Purdn'as to be so situated in respect

of England and of Ireland, as we shall see hereafter. Thus, according

to this delineation, the British Isles are to the west of Rome, Ireland is to

the south of England, and Scotland to the westward of both. J could point

out a great many more instances of this kind, but these will suffice.

The shape and general outlines of the western shores, in the accompany-

ing map, bear no small affinity with those of Europe, which they were in-

tended to represent. There we may trace the Bay of Biscay, the German

Sea, and the entrance into the Baltic. But, above all, the greatest resem-

blance is in the arrangement of the British Isles, Iceland, and the adjacent

shores of AmeHca: and this surely cannot be merely accidental. The
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islands of St'liula, or Thule, now Ferro, Clmitdicd, the Shetland Isles, Indra^

dxvi'pa, or the Orkneys, are placed beyond the British Isles

;

and I have

arranged them in the manner they are in the map^ on the supposition that

they really answer to the above islands.

The same configuration is assigned to the shores of the old continent in

the north-easb south-east and south-west quarters : but in these instances

there is no resemblance whatever. Besides^ the Paurdn'ics are totally

unacquainted with the north-east and south-west quarters; and with regard

to the south-easb they know much less than we could reasonably expect.

In giving the same configuration to alb they have had no other view, but

to preserve the symmetry of the corresponding parts.

Another striking peculiarity in the north-west quarter is the three-fold

gap of Crauncha, which I conceive to be the three belts leading into the

Baltic. These were made by Scanda^ called also Canda in man^ of the

spoken dialects, and Candaos by the Thracians or Goths. As he is a

form of Hara, he is really Haraja, and Hara-cula, or Hercules; and

the Cronian straits were known also in the west, under the appellation of

straits of Hercules, according to Tacitus; and the denominations of

Scandia, and Candavia, may be derived from him.

The chasm in the mountains surrounding the world, with the abode of

the great spirit beyond them, among waters, is also a singular feature

in this delineation of the countries towards the north-west quarter of the old

continent, and which will be fully illustrated hereafter.

I mentioned before, that the Paurdn'ics are acquainted with only two

quarters of the old continent, the north-west and south-east; which, with

the intermediate parts, form, as it were, a belt across the old continent in
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an oblique direction. This belt gives the range, compass and extent of

the Sanscrit language, and of the religious system of the Hindus^ under

various modifications.

I

The first passage to be examined is from the Vardha-purdna. ‘‘ South

“
(it should be north) of NUa, and north (south) of ''Sweta, or the white

“ mountain, is Vdyaoyam-Ramyacam, or the country of Ramyaca in the

*Miorth-west.” (Vdyavyam is derived from Vdyu, or ^Eolus, the guar-

dian of the north-west ; and of course is used here to designate that

quarter.) “To the south (north) of the range of the 'Sweta, or “white

mountains, and north (south) of the range called ''Sringavdn, is the country

“ of Hiranmaya. There is Tri-sringa ( or Tri-cu'ta

)

in the ocean in the

“ west. There is the Cshira tree, and island 4000 yojanas in circumference.

“ There is the Chandra-varttd, a great river : its banks are covered with

“trees, and -it receives many other streams. This is Curuvarsha, or

“country of Guru; (or this is part of, or belongs to. Guru.) To the

north is Surya-dwipa, or the island of the sun, in which gods abide :

“ it is in the middle of a sea full of waves, like so many garlands. It

“is 1000 yojanas in circumference: in the middle is a mountain 100

yojanas high, and as many broad. From it flows the river Surya-mrttd.

“ There is the sthdn, or place of the sun : there they worship the sun.

“To the west of it (north,) at the distance of ^000 yojanas, is Rudracdrai

“(read Bhadra-cdra-dwzpa
:

)

there is Bhadrdsana~Vdyu-Vigrahavdii, or

the seat of Va'yu, with the epithet of Vigrahavdn, or in a human shape.”

This last part shews positively that Tri-cutddri, of which 'Sweta is part,

lies in the quarter of Vdyu, or the north-west quarter of the old continent.

In the Vdyu-purdria, the author, having described the country of Cctu-

Mdla, which includes Europe, the northern parts of Africa, the lesser
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Irmi, See. informs us, “ that south of the range of Ni'la, and north

of that of ''Sweta, is the country of Ramdnacam, or Ramyacam, inhabited

“ by while men, who live 1500 years ; do not grow old, have many
"" servants ; and there is a famous Nyagrdd’ha tree.* North of the range

of 'Sweta, and south of that of ''Srmga, is the country called Hiran'ya-

xatam. There is the river Haimavati, or full of snow. People live there
\

1100 years. There are the peak lands of Hiran'ya-maya, Man'imaya,

Rainamaya. South of the shores of the Northern Ocean are the two Curus]

(or north and south Curu:) it is a holy country, inhabited by Sidd’has,

"or saints; men falling (or returning) from heaven, are born again

" there, and live 1300 and 1500 years.” It is declared in the Purdn'as,

that South Cxiru is next to Mem; now if Me'ru was the north pole, this

would be impossible. . ,

Ja'tiicVhi, and "Saila-raja, abounding with caves, are two large

" mountains. There are also the two famous mountains called Surya-ednta

" and Chandra-ednta. Between them flows the river Bhadrasomd, &c.”

These two mountains are both at the extremities of Curu; Surya-ednta

in the east, and Chandra-ednta in the west. Surya-ednta is called also

Udoya-giri, or the mountain of Udaya

;

because the sun is supposed to

rise behind it ; and Chandra-ednta, in the west, is thus called, because the

moon, in her monthly course, appears first above it. It is called also Aslogiri,

because the sun disappears behind it. Another name for it is Mahd-Rajata-

Astogiri, because it is situated in the famous island of Rajaia (silver) or

"Swe'la. Chandra-ednta is of course the same with Chandra-dwfa, or the

island of the moon.

* Ficus Indica.
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In the "Sdntiparva, one of the greater divisions of the Malid-Bharatd,

section of the Mdcsha-d’harma, Na'rada is introduced saying to Na'ra'-

yan'a, “Thou who wert incarnate through thy own power, now perform

“ that for which thou wert born. I am going to see thy "Ad’hyam, or

first and original form, (which resides in 'Swe'ta-dwi'pa, in the com-

“mentary,
)

to perform the fujd in honor of him who is Guhya, or

“ concealed. Na'ra'yan'a said. Go. Na'rada made his obeisance, and

“ flew through heaven to Meru. There he remained about two hours,

“ when he looked towards the north-west, and descried at a great distance

an object of an astonishing size. He saw, in the north of the Cshird-

“ dad’hi, or Whiie Sea, the island 'Swe t.v, thus called, which, as every

“ body knows, is very great.’'

In the Vdyu-purdn'a is to be found the following passage: “ Know ye,

that to the south of Uttara-Curu, or Norlh-Carii, in the ocean with

waves like so many garlands, at the distance of 5000 yejanas, is the

“ Surdleyam, or abode of the gods, famous for the various sorts of deities

living in it, and Chandra-dwipa thus called. There is the Mari‘dala?n,

“ or sacred road of Lunus. To the west of this western island, in the

“ Mahddad’hi, or great sea, is an island called Bhadracdra, where is the

“ Bhadrdsana, or throne of Vigrahava'n-Va'yu, who resides there in a

“ human shape, and is worshipped as a god.”

Va'yu, or Yah, is tEolus, and the guardian of the north-west quarter of

the world. By the country to the south of Uttara-Curu, or North-Cwi'u,

we must understand here South-Cz/ru, and which is bounded on the north, as

I have shewn before, by the arctic circle; I mean the sensible one, where

there are days of 24 hours, and which passes through the meridional

parts of Iceland, or Pushcara; which island is declared to be in Uttara-

\OL . XI. D
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Curu, or in the same climate. This distance from Uttara-Curu, or from

the arctic circle, to Chandra-cVwipa, or^SwHcim, is equal to nine degrees

of latitude; for 5000 is the twentieth part of 100,000 yojanas, the length

and breadth of the superior hemisphere, answering to 180 degrees.

These nine degrees will bring the White Island between the parallels of

50 and 55 degrees of north latitude.

Though I have said, that the distance of "Swetam, or rather of its

centre, from the continent, is no where mentioned, yet it is supposed to

be 4 or 5000 yojanas; and I believe it is, because islands are generally

placed at that distance from the main land, and straits also are generally

described as 4 or 5000 yojanas broad. Several learned Pandits are of

opinion, that in the first passage, which I have produced from the Vardha-

purdn'a, instead of the circumference of the White Island, which is

described as a very large one, and is declared here to be only 4000

yojanas, or stades, we should read, to the west of the continent is an

Island 4000 yojanas distant and I believe they are in the right.

The whole passage is certainly obscure, owing to some inaccuracy and

mistake in the manuscripts with respect to the particulars ; though there

be none about the situation of the While Island with regard to the

adjacent ranges.

In the passage from the Vardha-purdn'a, which I mentioned before,

the name of 'Sweta is not very obvious: but its identity is ascertained

from the famous Cshira tree growing there; and the river Chandra-

varttd: and the passage seems to imply, that the island was also called

Cshira, as it is constantly denominated in the Trai-locya-dei'petna. There

is the Three-peak-land in the ocean; the Cshira tree and island to the

“ west of the continent, 4000 y^anas in circumference : there is the river
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“ Cliandra-varttd.” To the north of the island of Cshira is the Suri/a-dm'ipa,

or the Island of the Sun, called also Hiranya and Suvarn'a, or Ireland,

and placed to the north of Britain by Strabo and Mela. Bhadracdra-

dwipa is placed to the west of Surya-d-wipa erroneously. Scotland is

not noticed by Strabo; otherwise he would, in all probability, have

placed it also to the west of Ireland. The compiler has placed, however,

the three islands in a triangle, which was his chief if not sole object.

In the Vdyur-purdn'a there is some inaccuracy with regard to the

names of these three peak-lands, which are said to be Hiran'ya, Mani,

and Batna; whilst Marti and Ratna are considered as the same, and are

really so.

^Swe'ta7?i is called also the island of Chandra, because Chandra or

Lunus resides there; and as he rises or appears first above it, 'Swetam is

called Chandra-cdnta, and Chandrddaya for Chandra-Udaya, the udaya

or place of the rising of the moon. The place of the rising of the sun

is simply and emphatically called Udaya, which is also a general name in

Scmscrit for the countries toward the rising of the sun ; and we have

Udaya and Mahd-daya: but as these denominations seldom occur, and

then without any particulars, I was at a loss what to do with them ; till I

found, in Col. Symes’s relation of his embassy to A'vd, that Odeea, or

Udaya, is the name of China, as well as of Siam, among the natives of

A'vd, who call the emperor of China, Odeea-hoa; in Sanscrit it would be

Udaya-paf^ Thus it appears, that China, and Mahd-China, are the

same with Udaya, and Mpho-daya for Mahd-Udaya. In the Matsya-

purdna, section ofBhu-c'handa, or of the earth, the White Island, or

( 1 ) Eox (regionis) rex,

D 2
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Rajata, (silver,) is the same, as acknowledged by every body, with Rqjato--

malidn-Astigiri, in which passage the White Island is declared to be the

great or famous mountain Asta-giri, behind which the sun disappears.

The White Island, 'SwE'TA-dwi'pa, or 'Swe'tam, simply in a derivative

form of the neuter gender, is called also 'Sucla, which is synonymous

with 'Sufeta. Cshzra-dwtpa, or Khira-dwipa, in the spoken dialects, sig-

nifies the Milk Island, from its whiteness. All names signifying White

are applicable, and occasionally applied, to the White Island. '^Svoeta

S'aila, or the White Cliffs, is often used, and is literally the Leucas-peira of

Homer, and Al-Fionu in Gali&.

It is called the Silver Island, because it is supposed to abound with

that metal, and more probably from a supposed affinity between the moon

and silver. Gold, says Proclus, is a solar, and silver a lunar, form.

Rupa and Rajata are Sanscrit names of that metal : hence the White

Island is called Rajata-dvcipa, or the Silver Island; Rajata-cu'ta, the

Silver-peak-land. Raupya is used in the Rhdgavata in a derivative form;

and Raupya-bhumi, or Silver Land. Arajata, or Arjata, in Sanscrit, implies

full of silver, abounding with silver. This word is pronounced, in the

west of India, Aryata; and in this manner the word argentum is pro-

nounced aryentum in Germany ; arjata, argoid, and arget, in Irish. Aryata

becomes arjateya and aryateya in a regular derivative form ; which last

is probably the famous Eritliya and Lritheia of the Greeks, who placed it

near the columns of Hercules, which was the ne plus ultra of their geo*

graphical knowledge. Besides, Aryateya was not far from the northern

columns, and straits of Hercules, or the entrance into the Raltick,

which v;ere always confounded by the careless Greeks with the stiaits of

Gibi'altar.
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The White Island is called Chdndra-duotpa, or the island of Lnnus, or

the moon, because he was born there; and it is also the place of his resi-

dence: Chandrdm-Suca, as it is called, I believe, in the Bhagavaia, signi-

fies also resplendent like the moon. 'Sasi-c’handa, the Canton or country

of 'Sa'si, another name for Lunus, is mentioned in the Vrihal-cal'hd.

The Jfliite Island is called also Ratna-maya and Ratna-dunpa, the island

of jewels ; because, at the churning of the ocean, fourteen invaluable ratna,

or jewels, were produced by the churning, and deposited there till dis-

posed of. Gomeda and Man'i, which signify jewels also, are denomina-

tions of the All these names are often met with in composi-

tion, with "Saila, cliff, or cliffs; for, in composition, a noun in the singular

has often the force of the plural number. Thus, '‘Swela-Baila signifies

the White Cliffs: Chandra- Saila, Soma-Saila, ihe cliffs of the moon:

Ratna- Saila, the cliffs abounding with jewels &c.

Mucti-dwi'pa is also another name for the White Island, used in the

Vrihat-cat’hd, and signifies the blessed island; and answers to the Bea-

torum Insole of the western mythologists. In the same manner, S'ri-

dvctpa, and S'ri- Saila, the fortunate island, mountain, or cliffs, answer

to the fortunate islands. In the fifth section of the De'vz-purdn'a, the

abode of De'vi' in the White-Sea is called S'ri-puri, or the blessed city

or abode : it is the same with the White Island.

The White Island, was not unknown to the western mythologists, but

this name had become obsolete for so long a period of time, that they

had entirely forgotten that it belonged to Britain. But, before we pro-,

ceed further, it will be necessary to return to"* Tri-dita, or the three-

peak-land; and having already mentioned the different names of the
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White Island, let us pass to those of the two others. Su-varn'a-dvcipa, or

the island of Su-varn'a or gold, might be called also, in a derivative form,

Su-varn'e'ya simply, as Anglia for Engle-lond. It is called also Hiran'ya,

a denomination of the same import, as well
^
as Canchana bhiimi, or land of

gold. Hiran'ya and Su-varn eya are obviously the same with Erin^ and

Juvernia, or Ireland, Another name for it is Surya-dwipa, or the Island

of the Sun ; and it is probably the old garden of Phcebus of the western

mythologists.

The third peak-land, or Scotland^ is called Aya-ciita, or the Iron peak or

island. It is called Ayasa in the Bhdgavata^ a word of the same import.

In a derivative form we might grammatically say Ayeya^ though this term

be never used; but that is no reason for supposing that the term never was

in use; for it is the Island of Aiaia, or Acea, of the western mythologists.

It might be called also Loha-dwipa

:

but this denomination is never found

in the Purdn'as; though there is every reason to believe that it was u^ed

also formerly ; and I believe that it was really the original name, as we

shall see when we come to treat of that country. We have seen before

that England is called Chandra-cdnta ; Ireland, Surya-cdnta. Scotland is

likewise denominated Ayas-cdnta.

Nothing but faint vestiges of Tri-cilta, or the Three-peak-land, are to

be found in the ancient history and mythology of the w'est. These are

considered as three distinct islands by the Paurdn'ics

:

and it was even so

in the opinion of the Nubian geographer, in the twelfth century. The

word dwipa signifies only a country between two waters, as Do-ab in

Persian; and, like the Arabic Jezirah, is applied to any country bordering

on the sea. These three peak-lands are supposed to be solid masses of

silver, gold, and iron.
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This notion^ or at least the opinion, that these metals abounded there,

prevailed once in the west: for Cicero’s brother wrote to him from Bri~

tain, that he had been much disappointed; and that he had not found

there a single particle of these precious metals. Yet Strabo says, that

gold, silver and iron were found in Britain, and were even an article of

trade. There are, indeed, gold mines in ; and, like those of Spain,

they might have been more productive formerly; and the astonishing

quantities of gold trinkets found daily in the bogs, seem to countenance

this idea. Besides, Donatus, bishop of Fiezoli, and who lived about

1100 years ago, says that Ireland abounded with gold and silver, and that

there were mines of these precious metals. This, whether true or not,

shows, at least, that it was the general opinion in the west at a v-ery early

period. Scotland might, with equal propriety, be called the Iron-peak^

land. With respect to England, it is not so obvious, whether formerly it

abounded with silver, or had mines of that precious metal.

The word Tri-cu'la is perfectly synonymous with Trinacria in Greek:

for acron does not signify positively a cape, but, like ciFta, it implies a

peak, and a peak-land. This was perhaps the occasion of the various

mistakes of Homer, with regard to the voyages of Ulysses, by his con-

founding Trinacria in the ocean with the other in the Mediterranean:

for the venerable bard’s geographical knowledge of the western countries

extended very little beyond Ithaca. But this is no disparagement to the

illustrious poet, who was not*btiund to know more on this subject than

his contemporaries. Heraclides of Pontus, who lived at the time of the

taking of Rome by the Gauls, speaking of that event, says, “ that it was

" reported at that time, that the Gauls had taken Rome” a city on the

shores of the Western Ocean, The Paurdnics, when speaking of Romaca,
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or Rojne, place It equally on the shores of the Western or Atlantic Ocean.

We read in Plutarch, that a certain Thespesius of Soli, was trans-

ported in the spirit to the islands of the departed, where he saw three

Genii sitting in a triangle. He saw there also three lakes of melted gold,

lead and iron. The first looked like gold. The second, of lead, though in

fusion, was exceedingly cold, and looked white. This was meant per-

haps for white lead or tin. The third lake, of iron, was black, and its sur-

face very rugged, as if full of scorias.

The three Genii were Vishnu, Brahma', and 'Siva, or rather their

'Sactis, or female energies, which are the three Farcer of the western my-

thologists. This relation of Thespesius alludes visibly to the ternary

number of these islands; and the three lakes have an obvious reference

to the three peaks. But this interesting vision I shall resume when I come

to treat of the elysium of the western mythologists.

The ancients had certainly some knowledge of three peaks of solid

gold, silver, and iron, which they placed, as usual, near the pillars of

Hercules, the limit of their geographical knowledge in the west; and

every place said to be far toward the west, W’as immediately concluded to

be near these pillars. Another cause of their misplacing thus these

three peaks, was, that the Greeks confounded the pillars and straits of

Hercules, at the mouth of the Baltick^ wntli those of the same name near

Gades. Now Tri-ciFta is opposite to the entrance of the Baltick^ and

near enough to be said, by such a distant and careless people as the Greeks

were, to be in the vicinity of these pillars and straits. When the Romans

sailed under Drusus into the German seas, they were struck with asto-

nishment, when they heard of these columns of Hercules so far north;
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and though they did not see them, such was the information which they

received, that they did not entertain the smallest doubt of their exist-

ence. The golden mountain is mentioned by Justin. There is, says

he, a mountain of gold in that country, which is considered sacred,

and nobody dares dig there for that precious metal: but when it thunders,

the lightning very often falls upon it, and separates lumps from the

body of the mountain: these lumps it is lawful to take, and carry away.

The Silver Peak is mentioned by the poet Stesichorus, and after him by

Strabo and Avienus. Lastly, the third or Iron Peak is mentioned by

Pliny as the northernmost of the three. This mountain of iron, says

he, is on the shores of the ocean, abrupt all round;' and however incre-

dible it may appear, is a solid mass of iron. The Spaniards called gold

dust Bahicis, Baluca, Szc. The Sanscrit name for dust is Bdluca in ge-

neral ; and Canchana-bdlucam signifies gold dust. Pliny says, that the

Spaniards called this gold dust Ballucis: in an old glossary it is called

Balluca, and Valuca~ and in Sanscrit it is pronounced indifferently Bdluca

and Vdluca. Timarciius of Chceronea, who saw also these islands in a

vision, according to Plutarch, says, that they were very large, and "were

situated in the eighth sea, or division of the world. Tri-cuHa is always

placed in the last sea but one : it is in the sixth sea according to the Hindus,

who affect the number seven : it is in the seventh according to the Baudd'-

hists, who affect the number eight: and in the west it was in the eighth,

because they had a predilection for the number nine. The Styx winded

nine times round the world ; and, according to the Edda, there w'ere nine

worlds. It will appear in the sequel of this work, that the Styx is the

same with the seven Seas, which are sometimes represented as forming a

(2) Lib. 44.® c. 3.®

(3) Pliny, lib. 34.® c. 15.®

VoL. XI. E
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spiral line: and in some Puran'aSi and also among the Baudd'histi^ they

are considered simply as a river; and by some called the Cshi'rd, or

river of milk
;

probably because its source is in the island of Cshira^ or

''Swclam,

The famous Atlantis no longer exists,” says Pkoclus* in his com-

mentary on the Timccus of Plato; but we can hardly doubt but that it did

once. For Marcellus, who wrote a history of Ethiopian affairs, says,

that such and so
,
great an Island once existed, is evinced by those who

composed histories of things relative to the external sea. For they re-

late that in their time, there were seven islands in the Atlantic Sea sacred

to Proserpine: and besides these, three others of an immense magni-

"tude; one of which was sacred to Pluto, another to Ammon, (Jupiter),

" and the third, which is in the middle of these, and is of a thousand

“ stadia, to Neptune. And besides this, that the inhabitants of this last

** island preserved the memory ol the prodigious magnitude of the At-

“ lantic Island, as related by their ancestors, and of its governing for

many periods all the Islands in the Atlantic Sea. From this isle one may

pass to other large islands beyond, and which are not far from the

“ Firm-land, near which is the true sea
”

Whether the Atlantis ever existed or not, is immaterial ; but this de-

scription of seven islands, of a great magnitude, in the external or in the

Atlantic Sea, and from which one may pass to the other islands beyond, and

which are not far from that Firm-land which incloses all the world, is

applicable to the British Isles only, beyond which are several other

islands, such as the Orkneys, Shetland, Fero, and Iceland, which last

• Quoted in Clarke’s Mariliine Discoveries
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is near that famous Firm-land of which the ancients had some notion,

and, with the Hindus, conceived it to be the boundary of the Universe.

The sea towards it, or the Atlaniic, is the only true sea ; for the

other seas are really but gulfs and bays. Tiiespesius, whom I mentioned

before, says, that there was but one island belonging to Proserpine;

Marcellos says that they all belonged to her. She is the Lacsiim'i

of the Purdnas^ and the daughter of the ocean. Besides these seven

dviipas, there were three of a vast sizo, which belonged to the three su-

perior deities. These three islands constitute the seventh division of

the world, according to the followers of Budd’ha ; and the sixth only

accordino- to the Paurdn'ics, w^ho divide the world into seven, as the former

do into eight dvotpas. The three superior deities, according to the Hin-

dus, are Brahma', Vishnu, and 'Siva, who preside over these three

islands. To Brahma' belongs Suvarn'eya; and it is also the abode of

Yama, or Pluto. Vishnu presides over the White Island; he who is

Na'ra'ya'na, or abiding in the waters, and consec|Uently often mistaken

for Neptune. The third island, says Marcellus, belongs to Jupiter

Ammon, who is the same with 'Siva in the character of Barcara, or with

the head of a he goat. The word Barcara was formerly used in the west

for a ram and a sheep

;

for in the Latin of the middle ages, Barcaria, or

Bercaria, signified a sheep-fold, Bercarius a shepherd ; hence the French

word Berger.

These seven dwtpas, inaccurately rendered islands, eonstituted the body

of the famous Atlantis, according to Marcellus: but the general

opinion was, that it consisted of ten parts, Neptune having divided the

whole country between his ten sons. The whole is perfectly consonant

with the account of the Paurdn'ics, Priyavrata, the eldest son of
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iSwa'yamjbh uvAj or Adam^ had ten sons, and intended to have divided

the whole earth among them; but three of them having renounced the

world, he divided it between the seven others; and such is the origin of

the seven drvipas^ or grand divisions of the earth. This evidently shows,

that the Atlantis is the old continent ; and the tenth and last division of

it, called Gades, after one of the sons of Neptune, is declared to have

been at the furthest extremity ; which is true only if we admit that the

Atlantis was the old continent. The Atlantis was destroyed by a most

violent storm: this is well known to the Paurdnics, some of whom assert,

that in consequence of this dreadful convulsion of nature, six of the dwipas

disappeared, and Jambu only escaped from the fury of an overwhelming

ocean: but the general opinion is, that though all the dwtpas suffered

much, they were by no means destroyed. The seven islands belonged to

Proserpine, or Lacshm'i, called also Prithwi, or the goddess Tellus,

or the earth, according to the Hindus,

Marcellus informs us, that all that was known in the west concerning

the Atlantis, its kings, their power and conquests, was from legendary

histories, preserved by the inhabitants, as related by their ancestors. This

Marcellus was a but he is otherwise unknown to me: there was,

in the time of Commodus, a Roman legate or governor of that name in

Britain, whose abstinence, cleanliness, watchfulness, and inquisitive turn,

were astonishing: but whether he wrote historical treatises, is not known;

at least Dio and Suidas take no notice of it.

II. Besides the three principal islands, there are four inferior ones,

according to the Hindus, and five, according to the followers of Budd ha.

Hence, in the peninsula, the islands of Lanca are called leenl-Lancd, or

the seven islands of Lanca, according to the information of Mr. Duncan,
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and these are the seven islands of Jambulus. In the north-west there are

either eight or sixteen, according to the BaudcVhists. The Faurdn'ics

are silent on that subject: but the mythologists in the west reckoned

seven islands under the dominion of ^olus ; and I shall show, in the

course of this work, that the British Isles are the original and real

uBolian Isles of the ancients. It is a curious instance of the propensity of

the Hindus, and also of our ancestors, for mysterious intricacies, which

must appear to us at least useless, if not ridiculous and absurd. The

three islands are asserted, by the followers of Budd’ha, to be three and

four: the three are certainly four; yet these four islands really make

but three: and with such quibbles they are highly delighted. According

to them, the names of the three islands are Suvarn'a, Bupa-var, and

Vojra, to which they add D'hdtiici, or the land of metals : but this last is

generally connected with Vajra, and they say Vajra-D'hdtnci. Timar-

CHUS, as cited by Plutarch, saw in a vision four divisions of the infernal

domains; but these, says he, were reducible to three; because the Jirst

was connected with the second; the second with the third

;

and the third

with the 'fourth. Over these three compages, or combinations, presided the

three Parcee. Thus 'Sweta and Suvarn'a are considered as two halves of

one whole : 'Suvarn'a is connected with Vojra, as Ca'la or Pluto rules

over both ; and lastly, Vajra is connected with D’hdtuci.

In the Haimnvat-clian'da, a section of the Scanda-purdn'a, we read

that “ the mighty Vishnu, in the shape of a boar, having lifted up the

earth, which was sinking into hell, secured it on his tusk. lie then
" directed Brahma' to create, or rather to fashion, the earth. Brahma'
“ then made the seven duipas, Jamhu, Placsha, 'Sdlmalica, Cusha,

“ Crauncha, 'Sdea, and Fushcara. In the middle of Jambu is J\Jeru with
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four supports^ as they are called in other Purdncis; the one in the east

“is of Gold; another of Iroi\ is in the south; the third of Silver in the

“ west ; and the fourth in the north is of Brass. Between these are small-

“ er peaks, of crystal, coral, and various sorts of gems. Mahe'ndra,

“ or the great Indra, resides in the East, in Indra-dwipa

;

in the South,
/

“ Yama rules; in the West, Varuna; and in the North, Cuve'ra, or

“ D’hanada. In the intermediate points are the sl’hdns of Agni in the

“south-east; Carljiira, or Nairrit, in the south-west; in the north-

“ west ;
and Maliddeva in the north-east quarter. In the East he made

the Udapa, or the mountain of the rising sun : in the South Brahma'

placed the Vind'hija mountains. In the west he framed a beautiful

“ mountain, one half of gold, and the other half of silver ; one side

“ looks like the sun; and the other like Indu, or the moon.” As this

curious mountain is placed here in the west, in opposition to Udaya

in the east, behind which the sun rises, it is of course the famous

Astagiri, behind which, the sun disappears. The two halves of it are

the gold and silver peaks, or islands ; or, in other words, Hiran'ya,

(Erin,) and 'Swetam, or the While Island, considered as one in the Vrihal-

Cat’lid, being only divided by a river or arm of the sea. What Brahma'

made in the north is omitted in the manuscripts ; and we read imme-

diately after, that the mountains glowing with rage, flew about, desolating

and laying waste the surface of the earth : but Indra with his thunder-

bolt clipped their wings.

In the Harivdnsa this story is somewhat differently told. “ Vishnu,

“ for the good of mankind, having assumed the shape of a boar, rescued

the earth from the waters, and secured it on all sides. Upon it he made

J\Idru of solid gold : towards the East he placed the Udaya mountain.
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with others. He then went toward the souths and there framed beaiiti-

ful mountains of gold and silver : these are the gold and silver peaks

or islands Lanca, of Malaya, and Sumatra. In tlie west he made a

mountain 100 yojanas high, quite beautiful, with large and variegated

'' peaks, abounding with gold ; with golden caves, with trees beautiful

and resplendent like the sun, (that is to say, they were of gold:) there

" are the Tri-Vedica, or the three mountains with seats, for the three
\

" gods. There, in the west, is Varaha-dwipa

:

there Vardha, or the Boar,

" made 60,000 mountains, like Meru, of gold, and dreadful to behold.

Among them is another Meru, from which flow a thousand streams.

There are all sorts of Tirtlias, or holy places. This mountain,

" called Vardha, is 60 yojanas long and high, or about 300 miles ; and it

is like Vara'ha himself. He made also Vaidurya, (Scotland,) Rajaia,

(England,) Cdncliana, (Ireland,) high and divine mountains. He

then made the Chacravdn, or Chacramdn, a very high mountain
: (this

“ is Pushcara, or Icclaiid, like a ring, or coit, as implied by the appellation of

Chacra.) Like a shell, and abounding with shells, with a thousand peaks,

“ Rajata, or the silver peak ; hence it is called ^Sanc’ha-parvata, or the

“ mountain of shells. The trees there are all white : the juice of the Pd-

“ 7'ijdta tree is like liquid gold. There is the Ghrtta-d’hard river : its

“ waters are like clarified butter. Prabhu, or Vishnu, made many rivers,

‘‘ called Vardha-sarita, or the streams of the boar ; and these are most

“ holy. Thus he made a mountain, the name of which is omitted, but it

is obviously ^Sweta, with a thousand peaks abounding with jewels; the

“ Tamra, or Vaidurya, peak of copper ; and a mountain of gold, Cdn-

“ chana, according to rule. Thus in the north he made the Saumya-giri,

“(Soma or Chandra,) towering to the skies: the mountain of gold. Can-'
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" chana, has a thousand peaks^ with many places of worship. Thus he
“ made the Trisliicdram, or mountain with three peaks, and the PufJicara
“ mountain, with many rivers, producing every thing good and de-

“ sirable.” The north quarter is again omitted, because, as my learned

friends inform me, the north pole is inaccessible, and by no means a place

of delight. The w'ord, north, mentioned in this legend, relates to the

situation of Soma-giri, or the White Island, in the northern parts of the

White Sea: an expression very common in the Purdn'as: every legend

relating to the White Island, and adjacent parts, generally beginning

thus, Cslnrode-nttara-itrame, in the north of the White Sea, 8cc.

But let us return to the White Island, which was once well knowm to

western mythologists ; but, as I observed before, this denomination be-

came obsolete, and at last intirely out of use. The White Island, called

also ''Siveta-Saila, or the White Clijps, is the Leucas-Petra of Homer,

which is a 'most literal translation of the Sanscrit. The venerable bard

•places it at the extremities of the west, in the ocean, near the setting sun,

or the Astagiri of the Purdn'as, and in the country of the Manes, near

the Elysian Fields. In the argonaiitics, ascribed to Orpheus, it is called

Leucon-cherson, or the white country, and placed in the western ocean with

lerne, Erin, or Ireland. Lastly, it is mentioned by Nonnus in his Diony-

siacs under the name of leucon-pedion, or the white plains. Ino was

called Leuco-Thea, or the white goddess, from her going into that

country. It is true that the author of the Etymologicon says, that this

white country, or place, was near Megara

:

but the Purdn'as are positively

against it. 'Sveeta-derz, or the white goddess, Leucothea in Greek, and

(1) Odyss. lib. 2t®. 11. (2) Dionys. lib. 10°. V. 76®.
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Alhunea in Latin, resides in the White Island: they are intimate to each

other, and cannot exist separately.

Under the name of. Cshtrai the White Island appears to be the Scluria

of Homer, ' and other ancient writers. The word Cshira, in Sanscrit,

signifies milk; but it appears that its original meaning was White, pure,

clear> sheer. Skirr in the Edda signifies exactly the same thing ; and

Xiroi in Japanese signifies white also. Skeiras, skiras, skirra, iii Gi'eek,

signified white, and for that reason it became the name of chalk. There

were the skiroi theoi, the white gods, or the gods of Skerr, or Scheria,

mentioned by -Plutarch. There was also a nation of that name in

Europe, mentioned by Stephanus

i •
•*

The word cshzr' is always pronounced khtr in the vulgar dialects, and

khdr in Tibet; and it appears that Scheria was also called KheriaJ'^ This

is the same island which is called K^re znd' K^iS *hy Pal.«phatus; and

was the native country of-iPnottcus.' ('Kyr.ene or Cerne appears in a deri-

vative form, from C/rn« in Sanscrit.) These islands were three in number,

like those of the Hesperides in the north-west, according to Apollodorus.

There were three islands of the Gorgones, and three more belonging to

Geryon. These were probably the same, and ‘made what was called the

western Cerne, which, like the Hesperides, were misplaced. The eastern

Cerne was Sumatra; but which, like the Cerne in the west, included also

the eastern Tricu'la. The wind called skiron at Athens, was called by

the Gnn/s, Circius, which is to be pronounced kirkius

;

and which appears

to have been originally the same with Corns or Caurus, as long as the

ancients remained satisfied with the old division of the horizon into eiohto

(1) Steph. Bezant, v. Ktimene.

You XI. F
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point. But when they increased the number, they applied, differently,

denominations which before were synonymous. Cshira or khir is also

the name of a favourite dish of the Hindus, made of rice, milk and sugar.

They suppose that the gods are equally fond of it, except that their’s is

prepared with amrit, or ambrosia. Some suppose even that all chalks are

the remains of their banquets ; which after a long time, as may be reason-

ably supposed, have lost their original flavour. The island of the moon

is entirely composed of strata of such chalks, or rather of the coarser

parts of the ambrosia, which was produced by the churning of the

ocean : the purer parts flew to heaven, and of these is made the moon,

which is nothing but pure amrit, or clarified ambergris ; for this substance is

meant, as will be subsequently shown. Natural philosophers in the west

entertained formerly the same notions; and to this day they call the

purer parts of chalk, found in a liquid state, lac lunoc, or moon’s milk.

German miners call it guhr, and the Hindus, kliir. Orpheus, in his

hymn to the moon, calls her Electris, or of amber; and Eustathius, in

his notes on Dionysius, gravely informs us, that there is a great affinity

between the moon and electrum, or amber.

The White Island is well known to the inhabitants of the Philippine

Isles; who believe that it is the receptacle of good men after death.

Lastly, the aborigines of .Bntow call it to this Azy Inis-Wen, or the White

Island; the Inis-huna or Inis-Uina of Caledonian bards, who, by it, under-

stand England, or at least the southern parts of it. Al-Fionn, in Galic,

answers literally to ^Sweta-Saila, in Sanscrit, and to the Leucas-petra of

Homer, or the white cliffs; and Britain is called Ahvion by Ptolemy,

and Albion by others. Yet it is doubtful whether Britain was thus called

(1) Thevenot’s Vol. I. Relation of the Philippine Islands, p. 42.
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from the appearance of the country, or from a German tribe, which pro-

bably invaded it under the command of Skirr, son of Niord, the Skirus,

son of Neptune, mentioned by Hesychius for Niord was Neptune

among the Scandinavians, But, as this will be the subject cf a separate

paragraph, let us return to the JVhite Island, the terrestrial moon, aiul

Amber-like, or Eleclris insida of Sotacus,

III. The JFliite Island is called also Chandra-dvcipa, or the island of

Lunus; Sdma-parvata, or the mountain of the moon; '"Sdsi-c’handa, or the

country of the moon. Some suppose that both the celestial and terres-

trial moons were originally united together into one mass of

which was produced from the rheum which flowed copiously from the

eyes of the giant-like Atri, who caught cold whilst performing tapasya

in these frigid climates. It is said, in some Purdn'as, that this rheum was

nothing else but the spermatical matter which reascended, and came

out at his eyes. It fell into the sea; and Atri said to Oceanus, This is

my son, take care of him. Oceanus, however, neglected Lunu's for a

long time, w’ho floated thus at the mercy of the waves and winds. When

at last, recollecting his promise to Atri, he gave a placeto Lunus; that is

to say, he fixed it, and made it stationary. He brought him up in his

human shape, at his own court, with Lacshmi'; hence Lunus is called the

brother of Lacsu.mi'; for he was adopted by old Oceanus, and at last

considered by him as his own son. Yet Lunus was far from answering

the great expectations which the world had formed at his birth. The

gods, having maturely considered the subject, resolved to churn the

waters of the ocean, in order to obtain fourteen precious things

which they were in want of; and among the rest such a moon as would

(2) IIesych. a<t voc. Skiros.
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answer the purpose of living creatures^ either moveable or immoveable.

They then took the old. moon, pounded it with the scurf that was

scraped off the body of Vishnu, and flung the whole mixture into the

JFhite Sea, with all sorts of plants and trees. After the churning, a new

and perfect moon appeared, to the inexpressible joy of the three worlds.

It consisted of the most pure parts of the mass of Amrzt, and it instant-

ly flew up to heaven. Since the churning, the JVhite Sea might be con-

sidered as entirely of ambrosia, or Amrzt, called also Amalact in Sanscrit,

It is in consequence called Amrztdbd'hi, or the sea of Amrzt', and it was

named the Amalchian sea in the west, probably from Atnalacz. In the

Puran'as, the JVhite Island is called Amrztcdra, which in an active sense

signifies producing, making amber : but in a neuter sense, it implies that

it is made of amber.

This is then the original island called Electris; and Sotacus, as cited

by Puny, asserted, that amber was produced from certain trees in Britain,

This idea of Sotacus originated probably from some ancient legend con-

cerning the first appearance of Amrzt in that island. The isle of the

moon was called Electris, and so was the moon itself. The Paurdn'ics

declare, that it is of the purest amber, or ambergris: for it is difficult to

discriminate which of the two they mean : but it appears that they have

confounded these two substances together; or at least, that they con-

sidered them as two species of the same kind or genus. They say in

Tibet, that the moon is of liquid crystal; and the Manicheans affirmed,

that it was entirely of what they called the water of perfection. The

Paurdn'ics call also the moon Carpura, which is a general term for am-

ber, ambergris, camphire, Agallochum zndTabaxii', or sugar of bambus.

To these they ascribe the same origin, except to the Agallochum. In
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their opinion all these substances are produced by a certain dew that falls

on trees, and in the sea when the sun is in the lunar mansion of Swdlica,

which is part of Lih'a.

Amber in Cdsas, or lexicons, is however described as a mineral or

fossil substance ; Dlidtub’heda” a sort of mineral ; Swarn'am,” of a

gold colour. As Pandits know very little of natural history, and as their

lexicons contain the names only of. the different sorts of Carpura, I was

obliged to apply to physicians, druggists, and merchants. From their

accounts, compared and combined together, it appears that ambergris is

called in Sanscrit, Chandram, being like the substance of the moon ; and

Chandra-rasa, or the same with the pure and crystalline fluid of which the

body of the moon consists, and which is pure and liquid amber. Merchants

use the word Chandra-rasa for ambergris; but druggists call it musk-am-

ber, because it is always adulterated with civet. It is called also Hitdbhra, on

account of its transcendent qualities ; being considered as a purer sort

of Ahhra or amber. Amber, or succinum, is called in the spoken dialects,

Cdpur: this is also confirmed by the author of the Tohfet-ul-Miiminin,

which is a learned treatise on medicinal drugs. The author, who was

a native of India, declares positively, that in Hindostan, amber is called

Cdpur, the same which is denominated, in Persian, Cdrubah, or grass-

attracting. This word is now used in Hindostan; but they pronounce it

Cdharbd: and its electric property is very well known. In Sanscrit it is

called Ablira, or abhram, from its being transparent; and abracam, or

dbhrac, in our talk. Camphire is called Bardsa in the spoken dialects,

according to the Bhdva-pracdsa

:

and its Sanscrit name is there declared

to be Carpura-Chainaca, or Chinese Carpura

;

and there is another sort of

it called Carpura-Tagaru. The first sort, called Bardsa, is obviously
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the CdphooV'-Baroos of the J^ialays ; and the other is the Cdphoor^

Tdhoone, according to Mr. Howison’s Vocabulary of that language,

Camphire is denominated Haima-hdlucam, or snow-dust, in Sansci'it.

Agaru, or Aguru, is generally understood of a sort of sweet-scented

tv’^ood, called by us Agallochum, from the Sanscrit derivative form

Agarucam. According to Mr. Marsden, it is called Garoo in Sumatra

;

and in the spoken dialects of India it is denominated A'gur. The

word Agaru, or Aguru, signifies in general any thing with a fragrant

smell ; and is equally used to signify amber and Agallochum, the true

Sanscrit name of which is Vayasa, according to lexicons. Carpurdguru

is amber
;
and Chandandguru is the Agallochum. Chandana is the sandal-

wood, called also Malayaja, because it grows in Malaya, where the breeze,

according to the Hindus, imparts its fragrance to the whole vegetable

kingdom ; and poets in India often mention the Malayan, as we do the

Sabean, breezes.

Carpurdguru is amber, called Hitdbhra and Gdmedaca sometimes by

merchants; but more generally Cdpur and Cdharba. Gdmeda, Gdmedaca,

and Gdmdyam, are synonymous : and Delaval, in his account of the

Maldhia Islands, says that ambergris is called Gotnem by the inhabi-

tants ; for Gdmedam, I suppose. There are three sorts of it. S'inelaguru,

Ldhdguru or Suvarn'a, and Cdldguru or Crishndguru. The first or

white Aguru, or A'gur, is considered as an inferior sort ; though some

seem to understand ambergris by it.

I

Ldhdguru, Ldhdgur, or Suvarn'a, is considered as a fossil, (dhdtu:) it is

called Lohdguru, from Uha, iron; because they suppose that its colour is

occasioned by the presence of that metal, and Suvarn'a, from its golden

colour. We find it called in lexicons, Chapura and Ambar

:

but these words.
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, not to be found in any other Sanscrit books, are justly supposed to origi-

nate from the spoken dialects. CrhlmdgurUj or black Aguru, is called

also '‘Sild-Jdtu, stone bitumen, or Petroleum : another name for it is Asma-

jam, or stony. From ^Sildjdtu, Avicen and Simeon Sethi have made

Seldhit, and ^Scldc'hitum. It is naturally soft; but sometimes it is found

in an indurated state : and this stone jdtu is really what we call jet, and

the French, jayet. Jdtu, in Sanscrit, is a fossil, fatty and tenacious sub-

stance. The Sild-Jdtu is said to be an exudation from stones, as implied

by its name, and to be found sometimes 'floating on water: it is very

black, and of a disagreeable smell.

The famous Averroes says, that amhar is a sort of camphire : and he

is perfectly correct ; that is, what he says is perfectly conformable to the

notions of the Hindus on that subject; and even Boerhaave resembles it

to camphire. The word amhar is derived from the Sanscrit Abhra, and

which the more modern Greeks could not write otherwise than AjWTra^, ampar,
f

but which is to be pronounced Abar

:

and we have framed our pronuncia-

tion from their vicious orthography, not considering that they did not

pronounce it so themselves : thus, they write Tempit for Tibet, but pro-

nounce it Tebit.

When the Portuguese arrived in India, they found that amber was called

there abar, and that the Hindu merchants distinguished three sorts of it.

The first was Ponah-ambar, which they were told signified golden ambar.

Puambar, or Coambar, was the second sort, and implied as much as water

ambar ; because it was supposed to come from the sea. The third was called

J\Ianiambar, being supposed to be the excrements of a large fish : this was*

black. The second sort was of a greyish colour ; and Ferdinand Lopez

writes Coambar fot Puambar. But other Portuguese authors write Por-
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ahar, Pu-abar, and Min-abar, more correctly. By Por-abar they understood

the white sort of ambar, which was the best, and for this reason dearest.

They said it was called Ponali-Ambar, or golden amber, not on account of

its colour, but because it was sold for its weight of gold.

All these denominations are pure Sanscrit, except the first, which

however appears to be only a corruption. Ponah~abar should be written

Sona-Abar, called in Sanscrit lexicons Swarn'abhra

:

for in the spoken dia-

lects, they constantly say son'a for su'arn'a or suvarn'a, or gold, in Sanscrit.

Por-abar is from Parabhra, the pure or most excellent abhra or amber:

and this is confirmed from its extravagant price. Pu-abar or Co-abar, or

water amber, are from the Sanscrit Paydblira or Co-dbhra ; Paya and Ca

being Sanscrit names for water. Min-abar is from Mindbhra, or jish-

amber. None of these denominations, except Sxvarn'dbhra, or Son'dbhra,

are to .be found in Sanscrit lexicons, for the word abhra signifies transpa-

rent, which is by no means applicable to amber-gris : and at the same

time I believe Soiddbhra and Parabhra to be two very different things.

The first, being, according to different lexicons, a fossil substance, trans-

parent, and of the colour of gold, is obviously the succinum of the an-

cients, and our amber. The Pardbar, or Pardbhra, of a white colour, is

the purest and most perfect sort of ambergris. When Pliny says, that

white amber is a most fragrant perfume, this must be understood of the

best sort of ambergris; for white amber has hardly any fragrancy.

Pordbar then seems to be the same with Pudbar or Co-dbar, Poy-dbhra

and Ca-dbhra, because it comes from the sea. As ambergris comes from

the East, and in very small quantities, and is very rarely found on

the shores of the Atlantic, it is but imperfectly described by the ancients.

They called it- white amber, and I believe, Alcyonion, conceiving it to
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be the fceces of the Alcyon, a famous bird in antiquity. The Minabhra

is from mina, fish, in Sanscrit; being supposed to be the fceces of a

sort of whale, and they said that it was black; thus confounding it

with the ^Saila-Jdtu, or Petroleum, called Selahit, Silachet, or Selachet,

by Arab and Greek authors.

Abhra is then the root of amber, and is the same substance; though

the^ learned are in general of a different opinion. Several Pandits think,

that by Carpura in general, we are to understand ambergris, (called

also Chandram or Chandra-rasa,) unless it be otherwise specified.

The word ambara is found only in Sanscrit lexicons, and in no other

books: hence I suppose that it is not originally a Sanscrit word, and

that, like many proper names not pure Sanscrit, has been admitted into

lexicons : besides, it is not there said to mean amber.

Amrita is the sacred name of this precious perfume, in its most

perfect state, but not to be procured by mortals; for it belongs solely

to the gods, whom it has rendered immortal. They procured it in that

high refined state, with immense labour, by churning the White Sea;

and what we have, is nothing more than the dregs and coarser parts,

left behind after the churning was over. Though it cannot confer im-

mortality, yet it will, when duly prepared, greatly lengthen the days

of mortal man. This preparation is somewhat like the philosopher’s

stone among chymists; and it was the opinion of the celebrated

Boerhaave, I believe, for I speak from recollection only, that, if

properly prepared, it might have that effect. Amber and ambergris

have certainly a very great affinity ; for by analysis they give the same

results.

VoL. XI. G
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Amv'ita is derived from mrit mors, mort.s, with the privative particle a;

and seems to re-appear in the word immortal, which is but a derivative

form. Amrttasya, or Amritsya, is in the possessive case, and is also a

derivative form, and from it is derived ambrosia, the food of the gods ; and

as rivers, on the banks of which amber was collected, were called Eri-

danus, Eridanum, it is not improbable that the latter is derived from the

Sanscrit Amrit-ddnam, giving, producing amber. .

Lohdguru, called also Swam'dguru, or gold-like Agitru, is then our suc-

cinum or amber. It is true that Aguru, or Agallochum, is said to be of

three sorts, the white, yellow or citron colour, and the red ; but we never

read of black Agallochum

;

and of course the Cdldguru, or Crishndguru, is

not a species of Agallochum, but a sort of amber called Jet, or 'Saila-Jdtu,

in a less indurated state: for, as we observed before, Agallochum is called,

in Sanscrit, Chandandguru, which implies, .that Agallochum belongs to the

vegetable kingdom, like the sweet-scented sandal-wood. That which grows

in India is of little or no repute
:

yet we read of sandal al-Cumdri,

which is interpreted as if growing near Cayc Comorin. But I take it to

signify the island of Sumatra, which was called the island of Chandra, or

the moon, synonymous with Comr in Arabic.

Ldhdgurn, or Lohdgur, was also the name of amber in the west, where

it was called Lugurium, Lygirion; according to Josephus, Lygurimn,

Lagurium,. and corruptly Lynguriu7u, Lyncurium, 8cc. Hence all the

western parts of Europe were called Leguria, or Lyguria, or the amber

countrv; and amber was first heard of among the Ligurians; there, as

is pretended, it flowed from certain poplar trees, into which the

sisters of Phaetcn had been traitsformed. Liguriutn was after-

wards used to signify such substances as had the properties of real
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electrum; the name of which is probably derived from the Sanscrit

Alac’tiram; because it was found on the tiram or shores of the Alaca

islands of the Paurdn'ics, called Aloeia by Ptolemy; in the same man-

ner as tin was called Cassiteris, because found on the iiram or coasts of

Cach’hUy among the western islands : and tin is called tzram to this day in

Sanscrit. Sotacus, whom Pliny calls an ancient author, insisted that

amber came from Britain, which of course is the original Electris, or

Amier Island, and Liguria.

The western mythologists acknowledged also, that the moon was of

amber, or at least had a very great affinity with it, as we have seen be-

fore ; and the abode of the moon, her heaven or paradise, wherein she

sheltered her faithful servants, 'they called, from that circumstance, Locure',

accordin g to Orpheus, in his hymn to the moon.

“ Hear, O goddess ! O queen ! Thou giver of light, divine moon

!

''Moon with bull’s horns, travelling by night; going through the air!

“ Nocturnal moon ! Torch-bearing maid ! Propitious star I Encreasing,

" decreasing I Male and female 1 Bright, fond of horses, mother of time !

" Fruit-producing-moon ! Amber-like, solemn, nocturnal light ! Seeing

" every thing ; fond of night watches, shining among beautiful stars

!

“Loving rest, and stolen pleasures I O thou gracious fruit-producing

“ Lampetia 1 Image of night ! Standing erect, in long robes! Running-

“ in a circle ! O haste thou, prudent maid ! O prosperous ! O giver of de-

“ light ! Propitious star ! Shining with thine own light, shelter in Locure'

“ those who humbly call on thee.”

This is entirely in the style of the Paurdn'ics, who do not believe that

the moon borrows her light from the sun. Though considered as a male,

G 2
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yet she is a female deity at the time of the conjunctioiij and considered

as such for astrological and chymical purposes, as I have been informed;

and it is believed by all orthodox Hindus, that those who have faithfully

performed certain religious duties, at certain times of the moon’s period,

will, with the followers of Vishnu, be born again in ^Svoclam, there to

receive the full reward due to their attachment.

Locurc is then the name of this paradise of the moon, called, in

Sanscrit, Chandra-Man'dalam, and positively asserted to be in 'Siaetam,

or the White Island; and even to be ''Sivetam itself. The aborigines

of 'Swetam have preserved to this day, that ancient name in

LlQegjjr, Loegria, and Logres, as it is called in old French romances.

According to some Purdn'as, the appellation of Chandra-dunpa, which

carries along with it the idea of amber, of w'hich the moon is made,

w'as not confined to England, but extended over a considerable part

of Europe. As for instance, when we read in the 'Rerod, and Cumdried-

c'haridhas, that the whole zone, extending from the shores of the east-

ern to those of the western ocean, describing an arch round the southern

parts of Mtru, is divided into nine equal parts, one of which is de-

clared to be the country of the moon, at the western extremity: it im-

plies that this country of the moon, and of amber, was not limited to

Britain, but extended over the adjacent parts of the continent: and we find

in ancient history, that Lloegyr, or Liguria, included France, part of Italy

and of Spain, and most probably a large portion of Germany, The name

of Lyguria, as belonging to Britain, or at least a part of it, was for-

merly used in that sense; for IIimilco says positively, that the inhabi-

tants of Britain, and from the context it appears that they w'ere aborigines,

were Lygurians, Their country was of course called Lloegyr, or Lyguria.
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In France there is the river Liger or Ligeris, called the Loire, by

dropping the quiescent letter g ; which practice is pretty general ; but more

particularly affected by the Celtic language, its dialects, and the modern

languages^3partly derivqdi frpm them. »fi.( Thus in the Italian, French ajid

languages, instead of viginti, triginfa, &Ci they say wn/, trente. See.

Most of the ancient names of places and rivers in Gaul, are modernised

in that manner: thus the river Socona is now called the Soane; and

Sequana \s t\ic Seine.), •

; ) .

'
' J>0

On
,
the highest grounds in Lloegyr was a city of that name, called

afterwards Leger-Ceaster, Ligora-Ceastcr, Legra-Ceaster. It is nov; called

Leicester, for Leir-cester. v The learned Somner ,'says, that the river

which runs by it, was formerly called Lear ,hy the same contraction,

and it is probably the river Liar of
;
the anonymous geographer, Mr.

Somner, if I be
,
not mistaken, places the ^original town of Ligora near

the source ^of the Lear, now > the Soar, on the most elevated spot in

Englandy and in the center of thq Chandra-MamValam, or sacred road

of Lunus, called also Electris, or Lohaguru, Lygguros, Lloegyr; and

I believe that Lloer, the Welsh name of the moon, is derived from

Lloegyr, by a similar process congenial to that language. Thus from

the Latin lucere, ov Inhere, the JF’rcwc/t have made

^hTYr -r
*

i

‘
*

The ancient Britons established in France, consider the modern name

of the river Liger, written Loire in French, as synonymous with Loar,

the name of the moon in their dialect. In the Cornish dialect, lur signi-

fies the moon. In Greek the moon was called Ilaeira, llaira, according

to Hesvchius and Plutarch ; the same name is pronounced Laira by

other authors, as Hyginus.
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This island and country of Lloegyr, or Locura, is probably the same

with the island of Lalcena, the native country of Venus^ and her mother

A.stynome, who married Aphros, the same probably with Hesperus, or

the west, the son of Saturn, and the brother of Picus and Chiron, accor-

ding to the Clironicon-Paschale.

Of the island of the moon there are even some pretty strong traces in

the mythology of the west: for Timarchus, when he was transported in

the spirit to the islands of the departed, positively assserts, that one of

them was the portion or island of the moon ; and Statius, in his Thebais^

says, that philosophers declared, that there was a moon on earth/'* The

island of the moon is declared in the Purdnas to be Swerga-bhumi, or a

celestial earth : hence we read in Macrobius, that we are to consider the

moon as an earth or region, which we might call a celestial earth, or ter-

restrial moon/^’ and Lutatius asserts, that it was the opinion of philo-

sophers, that there was a moon on earth. This idea prevailed then

equally in the west, and the present passage from Lutatius requires no

emendation.

As ^Swd'tam is the residence of Vishnu, and of the Supreme Being

also, for they are generally considered as one, it is called his Teja-sthdn,

or the place of the refulgence of Vishnu; or in other words, his Ghrita-

st'han

:

for teja and ghrtta are synonymous, and signify refulgence, res-

plendence. It is true that 'Svoeta is never called ghrtta; yet it is declared

to be ghrtta, or a resplendent place or island ; or the same is expressed

in other synonymous words. Such is the resplendence of its cliffs, and

that of the whole island, that it is seen at a great distance; and mortal

(1) Macrob. p. 41. See notes also.

(2) Macrob. in Somn. Scipion. p. 41 in notis*
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eyes can hardly bear it. This notion arose probably from the shining

whiteness of its cliffs, and strata of chalk ; which struck the Homans

with admiration, as it appears from Cicero’s letters to Atticus; in

which he calls these white cliffs, mirijica: moles, which, besides that

property, have in themselves nothing very remarkable. It is probable

that chalk was called creta in Latin, and the island .of that name in

Greece abounding also with chalk, from its shining white colour, or

ghrita, in Sansci'it. The isle of Crete, and its adjacent sea, are called

ghrita in the Purdn'as, and ghrit or ghirit-adassi by the Turks to this

day. But as ghrita in Sanscrit is applied, for the same reason, to

ghee, or clarified butter, the Paurdn'ics suppose, that its adjacent sea is

entirely of ghee, and of course unctuous, as the author of the lYai-locya^

flerpan'a nicy% it h.
'

• i : ; . i
'

,

‘

As cslnra, ^Sweta and ghrita are synonymous terms, it is highly pro-

bable that England was called also Ghrita, or Creta; and indeed it is de-

clared to be Ghrita, t j\ot as a proper name, but as an epithet. This pro-

bably, and vanity also, induced the Greeks to attribute to their own Creta,

whatever legends belonged to the other and original Creta. Thus 'Sioeta

is represented floating at random on the surface of the ocean like Delos;

and in my humble opinion it is the original Delos. or in Greek,

signified originally, light, a lamp, resplendent, manifest, conspicuous' as

light itself. The .learned and ingenious Mr. Bailly was .of opinion that

the primeval Delos did not belong to Greece, but to the Hyperboreans; and

Lucian ridicules the idea of those who asserted that Delos was a mass de-

tached fronv or Tri-rCtddri. The Cretans asserted that Jupiter

\vas born in their island; the Arcadians claimed the same honour. Accor-

ding to others, he was only brought from some other country, and conceal-
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ed there. The Paurdn'ics insist that the manifestation of Vishnit, in the

character of CrTshnAj happened in ''Swetam, on Tri-Cuta; and the two

rams, mentioned in the legends of the Cretan Jupiter, are placed, by rthe

author of the Frihat-Cat’ha, in Suvarn'a-dwtpa, or Ireland. In short, ^S-wela

was called by the Greeks and Romans, Ultima Creta, or Leuce.

In the Roman Hippodromus, or Circus, we find a delineation of the cos-

mographical system of the Hindus

:

for Cassiodorus compares the whole

to heaven and earth. The Spina, or ridge in the middle, represented Jambu,

or the continent ; whilst the Carriere or Course formed a spiral line seven

times revolving round the Spina. Every charioteer or horseman passed

six times near the fatal meta, or goal; and on the seventh, reached at last

the Ultima Creta, which was a spot near the barriers, marked with

chalk or creta : “ Septem spatia," says Isidorus, " quadriga; currunt

;

“ quibus peractis, vita terminus consummatur, quorum finis est Creta,

“ id est judicium. Life is like the seven spaces run by charioteers

;

‘"these beingj accomplished, there .ds > also an end, of life; for thei

“ end of these spaces is Creta, or doom.” The inhabitants of Atria,

at the mouth of the Po, had a river Tartarus, and certain marshes,

which they called the seven seas.

This is truly in the style of the Hhidu divines ; who assert that every

man after death -must go to Tri-cu'ta and 'Sweta, (for they often give

the names of 'Sweta and Chandra to all the British Isles

;

though they

belong properly to England,) there to stand their trial before the king

of justice, the D’harma-rdja, except persons either eminent for their

holiness, or notoriously infamous. There is no occasion for a trial in

these cases ; for they are immediately hurried away to their own respective

places. In the Vardha-purdn'a, it is declared, that pious men go.
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after death and judgment, through every island and zone, .where they .

are born again; and if they persevere, they at last reach ''Sweta, the

Ghrtta, or resplendent island; there to remain, for a certain time, in pro-

portion to their merits; when they are born again in the dwipa of Jamhu,

or India, the land of merits and demerits. '

Like 'Swetam, or Ghrtta, this Ultima Greta was the principium et Jinis,

the beginning and the end, of their worldly pilgrimage, of which their

courses were a lively image. Chrysostom makes use of the same al-

legory; and calls the barrier Leuke, synonymous with Creta. The spiral

line which the racers described, and which was seven times involved, evi-

dently alludes to the seven narrow seas; and for this reason they called it

Euripus. Though these seven seas, and the seven islands,. be described

in the Hindu system as so many concentrical circles and zones, yet in

some Purdn'as they are represented as. forming a spiral line. This

Ultima Creta, or Leuke, being thus placed at the furthest extremity of the

world, answers obviously to our 'Sweta in the Roman and original system,

but will by no means agree with the Grecian Crete. The famous plant

dictamnus, supposed to grow in Crete, is positively asserted, in the Rdrnd-

yena^ to be a native of our Ghrtta, or at least a plant with similar pro-

perties. For Hanuma'n was directed to fetch it thence, to cure the

wounds which Lacshman'a had received in battle.

We observed before, that the White Island was also denominated

Rajata, Arjata, Rupa-vdra, Raupya, or the Silver Island: to these names

we must also add that of Tara or Tar, which implies the same thing.'

The name of the whole country is Tdr-desa, or silver country, and it is

represented as such: and though it be not mentioned under that name

\oi. XI. H
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in any Sanscrit book, yet from the context it is certainly admissible.

This has an obvious affinity with the Tartessus of the ancients, which

they placed at random, beyond the columns of Hercules, as usual. If

we find a town thus called at the mouth of the river Bcetis, it was proba-

bly from its being the emporium or staple for merchants to and from

the real 'lar-clesa, or Ta7'tessus.

The existence of a town called Tartessus at the mouth of the river

Bcetis, is very uncertain ; Strabo speaks of it in a very doubtful manner.

" It seems,” says he, that the ancients called the river Bcetis, Tartessus.

They say that there was a town of the same name, and that the coun-

try about it was called Tartessis.” The river flowed from the silver

peak; and Stesichorus jumbles together, the silver mountain, the river

Tartessus, and the island of Erytheia, which Eratosthenes calls properly

enough Tartessis. Tartesis, from Tardesa, signifies the silver country, as

Eritheia from Aryateya. Arganthonius, or the silver king, reigned

over Tartessis: and the kings of the silver island are called Rupa-d’hara

in the VnhcU-CaVhd; and their wives Hemalatd, the golden creepers; and

their daughters, Rupa-latd, or the silver creepers.

The White Island is said, in the Purdn'as, but more particularly in the

Trai-ldcya-derpan'a, to be in the ttram Ur, or borders of the White Sea,

or CdlodacVhi, the sea of Ca'la, or Pluto; that is to say, reckoning

from the continent; for Vojra or Vadra, Scotland, is said, in the same

book, to be on the other Ur or border. The compiler of the above trea-

tise says, that, by the ttr of the While Island, we must understand a

space of eighteen yqjanas, or 88|- miles. This is to be understood all

along the sea shores, and both within the land, and without at sea; so

that every island at sea, or district on shore, within these limits, is said to
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be in the Cshiraiiram, or on the borders or skirts of Csliira, or the White

Island. The skirts of the Silver Island might, 'vith equal propriety, be

called Tara-tiram, or Tar^iir, asItAvould be pronounced in conversation.

I

)

Another name for tiram is Cach’ha. This signifies, they say, a low

swampy shore, or tiram: but this interpretation is far from being adhered

to in India: and whether we consider it as the name of a part of ^S-wetam

simply, or as implying only its shores, is a matter of no consequence in

the present case.

This name is applied to some extensive district of the British Isles, in

the Vdiju and Vardha Purdn'as. In the first is a list of mountains, rivers

and nations in Cetu-mdla, or Europe; and the author begins first with the

Tatsuc’lias, probably the Tectosacce

;

then he proceeds to the nations

called Samudrdntaracas, that^ is to say, living in the ocean : there we

find the Carambhavas, the Cuchas, 'Swetas, Suvarn'atatacas, (who live

in the tat or tir of Suvarn'a or Ireland,) the ^Su'etdngas &c.

i t

In the Vardha-purdna, the Cuchas are called, in some manuscripts,

Cunchas; but the true reading, according to the learned, is either Cucha

or Cach'ha

;

and they are inclined to admit the latter, the other readings

being without any etymological meaning, which ought not to be the case.

Besides, Cach’ha answers to the Suvarn'atatacas, or those who live on

the borders of Suvarn'a; and here in all manuscripts, and in every book

in which it is mentioned, it is always joined with the 'Swetas, in this

manner, Cach’ha- Svoeta, or the 'Sweto-Cach’has

;

in like manner we say

Volcec-Tectosages, Anglo-Saxons; and whether we reTid Cucha, Cacha, or

Cach’ha, is of no consequence. In India, the country to the east of the

Indus, along the sea shore, is called in the maps Cutch, but its Sanscrit
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name is ackno%vledged to be Cacli’ha ; yet it is sometimes written Cacha,

and Cucha, The name of Cochin is derived from the same source ; and

they call it, in India, CacJt'ha-Bunder, or the harbour of Cach'ha. JVlahd~

Cach’ha is the country to the north of Guzardt ; Cliuta-Cach’ha is to the

north-east ,of Multan, along the banks of the Sitlodd, or Sutluje

;

and

Cach’ha near the sea seems to be the Coilsta of Elian/'’ The Cach’has,
*

or rather Cach’han in the plural number, the Cach’hans, or those living on

the Cach'ha or sea shores, are perhaps the Cassini, Ostini or Ostiani of the

ancient geographers, whose name should be Costiani. Hence perhaps

the Gorgones, who lived in the White Island, were called K^stinaS^^ In

the Cshetra-Samdsa, a geographical treatise, according to the system of

the followers of Jina, Cach’ha is mentioned as a famous country in the

west ; and the compiler sings twice and tv^ice, dwigan-dwigan, as usual, its

praise, under the titles of Cach’ha ; Su-Cach’ha, the most excellent Cach’ha

;

Mahd-Cach’ha, Cach’ha the great; Cach’ha-Vijatja, Cach’ha the victorious.

From Cach’ha or Cutch are probably derived the denominations of Kust,

Kuste, Caste, and Coast, for the sea shore, in all the dialects of the Gothic

language. This word is also pronounced Costera, in ancient records of

the tenth, eleventh and preceding centuries; and is, I believe, some-

times used in French, as Costiere or cotiere. Cach’ha signifies also low,

marshy ground: and as hogs delight in such places, they are called in

Sanscrit, Cach’ha and Cach’hdn, words which are still retained in the French

language, (Cochon.) Cach’hatzr signifies the borders of Cach’ha, consi-

dered either as a country, or as implying the lands adjacent to the water

edge, and both words were in use in the west: the Greeks said iernia for

(1) vEl. de Animal, lib. lC». c. 35.»

iEscHYL. in Prometh. Solute, as citid by Rudbeck.
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tirani', the Latians, terminus. It was tlirem, ihrim, in Gothic; and the

English word to trim, in its original sense, is derived from it.

The Tin Islands were certainly within the tir of '‘S'wHam, and of Cach-

*ha

;

from that circumstance they were probably denominated Cach’ha-tir.

Thus they say in India, Jungle-terry, (Jangal-teri,) or districts within the

Ur, or on the borders of the jungles or woods. Hence the white lead or tin

that came from those islands, was called Cassiteris by the Greeks; Raster in

Suio-Gothic ; Castira in Chaldaic zwA Arabic. In India, \czs,i\n Sanscrit,

tin is called Tiram : Ttr-trapu, and Rangam, are also other names for it

;

but Rangam is generally used in the spoken dialects: and Ttr-trapu sig-

nifies the tin that comes from the Ur or tiram, or extremities of the world.

'‘S'iXetam is repeatedly declared to be the abode of resplendence and

refulgence, as we have observed before. Cirn'n'a in Sanscrit is a most

opposite term for this ; and it seems that 'Swetam was known under that name

in the west. Stephanus of Byzantium, and PALiEPHATus, place an island

called Cyrene near the columns of Hercules. Phorcus, says the latter, was

a native of Cyrene, and his kingdom was beyond these pillars. Phorcus will

appear, in the course of this work, to be Va'raha or Yara'hac'a, the boar

of the Purdrias, who was born in 'Sweta the resplendent. CimWa or

Cyrene is connected with the fables of the Hesperides, and Gorgonis placed

by Pindar and Apollodorus among the Hyperboreans, Thus it ap-

pears that 'Swela was the western Cerne. The White Island in the

southern Tri-cuta, answering to in the west, is the island oi Stimatra

;

^Yhich, as well as the peninsula of JVIalacca, is supposed by the Pau-

rdn'ics, the Nubian geographer, and others, to be adjacent to the great

island of Sanc’ha, part of which retains to this day its ancient name, being

called Zingis, Zeng, &c. The island of Sumatra is then the eastern Cerne,
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supposed also to be adjacent to the coasts of Africa; and the island of

Sumatra is also called the island of the moon^ as well as the islands on

the eastern coast of Africa.^’-^

It is declared in the Purdn'as, that the White Island is incapable of

decay, and is never involved in the destruction and ruin, which happens

at each renovation of the world; except the last, when every thing will be

absorbed into the Supreme Being, Who will remain alone. The White

Island and mountain is then the same, in which lived Evenor and his

wife Leucippe, or the white goddess, according to Plato : and from the

context this island was certainly in the west. Neptune married their

daughter Clito, and had by her Hesperus, who was thus called because

he was born in the west. Hesperus had a daughter called Creta, pro-

bably because she was born in this Ultima Creta. Some assert, that the

Grecian island of that name was thus called after her.

V. The White Island is also called the drvtpa of 'Sdea or 'Sdcam,

which is the same with Seaxnm or Saxiim, as it was pronounced by our

ancestors
; or more properly, the White Island was part of 'Sdcam, as it is

positively declared in the JMatsya and Vardha Purdn'as. From these two

Purdidas \i is put beyond doubt, that the British Isles are to be understood

by Sdcam : perhaps some adjacent parts of the continent are also to be

included under this denomination.

In the Matsya-purdn'

a

we read, that in the du'tpa of 'Sdea is Bajatd-

mahan-ASt6girl, called also Sdmaca, or the country or island of the moon.

There the gods obtained the Amrtt, and from thence Garu’da carried it

away for his mother. Eajatdmahdn-Astogiri is a phrase which sig-

(2) Dissert, in Hannon. Pcripl. inter Geograj)h. vet, min.
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nifiesj that the country or island of Rajata, or silver, is the same with the

great Astagiri, or mountain behind which the sun disappears.

In "Sdcam is Jalad'^hdra, a large mountainous country, called also Chan-

dra. This is Ireland; and instead of Chandra, we should read Surya, as we

shall see hereafter. There is also the mountain of Ambiceyd, and that of

Ramya, called Vihhrdja and Cesava, from which proceeds Va'yu ; or in

other words it is the place of his abode. This is placed in the north-west,

at the furthest extremities of the world, in all the Purdnas

;

for Va'yu is

the guardian of the north-west quarter. Jalad’hdra is also placed there,

and declared to be near the mountains of Locdloca, which surround the

world. In the Vardha-yurdn'a we read, in 'Sa'ca is the Jalad’hdra

“ mountain : near it is ^Swetaca, or the white mountain, or island, called

zho'Sata-S'ringa, or with an hundred peaks; (but in other Pwri/i'rts this

is said to be only a part of it.”) Rajata-giri, (in some copies Jantugiri,)

or the silver mountain or island, is the same with 'Siveta, according to

the other Purdn'as: this is called also 'Saca-giri, or the mountainous

country of the 'Sacas. Then Ambiceyd, called Vibhrdja, Cesari and

« Varshdm, from which Va'yu proceeds. In the middle of 'Saca is the

great 'Saca tree.” It is also declared, in the Cumdricd-c’han'da, that the

island of 'Sacam belongs to Va'yu, and that he resides there.

This is also confirmed in the Crhhna-janma-c’han'da, a section of

the Bralima-Vaivartta, Pa'rvati' having fled on account of some petty

quarrel with her consort Maha'-deva, the world was in great distress,

and the poor husband ^also. He searched for her in vain for a long time,

when he went to Vishnu, and unbosoming himself, begged he would

assist in the search. Thus Hari or Vishnu, and Tri-ne'tra or 'Si'va

with three eyes, travelled all over the world ; but they found her not.
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They were then at the extremity of the world, and both wept for grief

and sorrow. Their tears formed a large lake, called Asru-iirt'ha, or the

place of worship near the Tearful lake or pool. It is to the west of the

Asto-giri, behind whicli the sun disappears, near the Acshaya-vd'ta, the

Vdta or Indian fig tree, incapable of decay. They found her at last:

and being reconciled, 'Si'va and Pa'rvati' travelled from dwtpa to dvdpa,

dallying all the way, till they came back to Canchana-bhumi, or the land

of gold, called also Canchana-dwipa, near the roots of the beautiful Vaia

tree, close to the sea shore, in the Pushpa-cdnana, or flowery grove, which

resounds with the humming of the proud Bramara, a sort of Fucus, or

rather lar^e black bee, and with the notes of the Cbcila or Cuculus, and

remarkable for its fragrant breezes. There he made her many presents;

and remained with her an hundred years, unknown to the world. They

returned at last to the house of Dacsha, who was so pleased to see them

again,^that he presented them with a self-moving car, the work ofVisvA-

Carma or Twashta'. Highly delighted with this present, they set off,

and travelled in it till they reached the ocean again, where they stopped

once more, under the Vdta tree, near the Asta-giri mountain. CrTshna

having related this story to Ra'dha', proposes to her to follow their

example. Canchana-hhutni, or the land of gold, is the same with Ca)i-

cliana-divzpa, or the golden island, or Hiran'ya and SiiTarn'ya, which is

Ireland', near which, in the sea, according to some, and close to the sea

shore, according to others, is the famous Calpa-vricsha, or tree of know-

ledge and plenty. The lake of tears is in Canchana-dwipa, near the

Vdta tree, to the west of, and not far from, the Astagiri, called also

Bqjata-Mahdn-Astagiri, or the famous Astagiri m^ountain, in the Silver

or White Island, '
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All these particulars prove Hhat 'Sweta or liqjata is the same with

\Sacatn in a .more limited sense, and also part of 'Saca-dwtpa in a more

extensive one. Besides, Nandi, the bull of 'SA'a, is said, in the Amhicd-

c’hartda, a section of the Scanda-purdn'a, to rule in the Amritcdra island,

or Electris,. in the ’fVhite Sea. This is the same with the White

Island, called Electris by Sotacus, according to Pliny; and it is called

also AmrUd-sliayam, the abode or place of Amrit, in the Mahd-Bhdrata.

In the same^book, he is said to rule in 'Saca; or rather himself and com-

panions collectively, called the Nandi-gan'as. These are probably the

jyientores or Minotauri in the island of Scheria, or White Island, who killed

Hyllus, in the first attempt made by the Phceacians to settle in that island.

w • - >

, It is said in the Purdn'as, that the gods having been frightened by

the Daitya Mahishdsura, or the demon in the shape of a buffaloe, and

called in the Deccan, and by Sig. Bayer, Maidhasur, they fled to the

JFhite Island as usual, to claim the' protection of Hari or Vishnu: but •

in the Vdmam-purdn'

a

this island is called 'Sdca, because it is really the

same.
,

The Aslagiri mountain is the same with that called Chandra-cdnia

:

for.

it is declared that the sun disappears in the^west behind them. They are

also placed in the.^ame latitude from the,.context, and at the furthermost

extremity of the world. The Astagiri is called Chandra-cdnta, and Chan-,

drbdaya, because the moon in her monthly courses rises behind it ; and they

must be the same : for where the sun disappears, there the moon makes,

her first appearance; and according to the Paurdn'ics, the moon is just

seen creeping at that time on the shoulders of the sun, and appearing on

his forehead. Hence 'Siva, or the sun, in the west, is represented with the

crescent on his forehead, under the name of Chandra-Cdntesu'ara-Mahd-,

VoL. XI. 1
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deva. According to the context of the Purdnas, the White Island was

called "Sdcam from the 'Sdcas, who conquered that island, and settled

in it.

In the Vardha-purdn'a, as we observed before, ^Sweia is called 'Sdca^

and is also said to be part of 'Aim in a more extensive acceptation. Then

- afterwards both 'Sivetam and 'Sdcam are put in the sixth place,

where they are to be considered as one : otherwise there would be

eight islands, which is an heretical assertion.

These islands are thus placed, Janibu, Cusha, Qomida or Gomdyam,

"*Sdlmala, Craunhca, 'SwHa-Sdca, and Pushcara. In order to save the

orthodoxy of this passage, two must be joined, and considered as one.

This is easily done, from the above passages of the Vardha-furdn'a

itself, and from the Matsya-purdn'a» A few lines after, ^Su'etam and

'Sdcam seem indeed to be considered as two distinct islands. Vishnu is

introduced saying, Whatever man in Janibu, or India, has attached him-

'^self to me by the practice of religious duties, for the space of twelve

years, will be born again in the dvciya of Cusha, in the house of a rich

man ; and the gods will bow to him. From this dwipa he will trans-

" migrate into Gomdyam or Gdmeda-dnzpa, or Placsha-dwzpa, and there

'* will be king for as many years as there are paces in the whole length

“ of that dii'ipa. He will then be translated, for a certain time, into

heaven : from heaven he will be born again in "Sdlmala, where he will

" enjoy every pleasure for eleven thousand and eleven hundred years

;

** and then will be a king for twelve thousand more. He will then return

'' to Gomdyam, and afterwards go into my own heaven, among the Fw/mw-

“ Ideas, where he will remain for as many years as as there are drops of

" water falling from the body of a man when bathing. From thence he
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will go into the dwipa of Crauncha, and from Crauncha to '‘Sweta, through

" the efficacy of his own righteousness.” Bhagava'n or Vishnu omits

Pmlicara, the seventh dwtpa, because he has no power there, as it belongs

to Brahma'. Hence, in Ceylon,' the followers of Budd’ua, who is Vishnu,

acknowledge only six inferior or terrestrial paradises, through which men

pass after death, and are judged by Yammeh-Ra'ja or Yama, who resides

in the sixth paradise, or the dwtpa of ''Sdcam, according to Captain

Mahony.^” " But,” says Bhagava'n, “ I will tell you what becomes of

men truly religious ; they go at once into heaven, there to remain for

as many years as there are atoms of dust in a whirlw'ind : from heaven

they descend into the dwtpa of ^Sdca, where they will be kings for a long

time: after which they will transmigrate into the dwtpa of 'SwetaZ*

It would appear from this, that ^Sxveta is different from 'Sdcam

:

but in

that case there wouldtbe eight primary islands, which being conformable

to the system of the > followers of Budd’ha, would be an heretical asser-

tion. Two out of the eight islands must, in reality be but one ; and from the

authority of this Purdn'a, which surely cannot militate against itself, and

from the authority of other Purdn'as also, 'Swetam is either the same with

'Sdcam, or part of it. The sense, then, according to my learned friends here,

who at first indeed were not a little puzzled, is plain and obvions Truly

religious people transmigrate at once from Jamhu, or India, into 'Sdcam,

or the British Isles in general, and after remaining a long time there, they

ultimately go to "Swetam, which is here represented as the Ultima Creta

;

the wished-for goal, where they are to remain, with a divine body, in the

presence of the Supreme Being ; never to transmigrate again till the dis-

(1) See Asiatic Researches, Vol, VII, p. 35.
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solution of the world. Besides, there are three paradises, called 'Sueia

the celestial ''Sweta in the air, the terrestrial, and also the infernal one.

These three paradises were not unknown to the western mythologists

:

for some placed the elysium under ground, as Virgil: others on the

surface of the earth, as Homer; and others again in the air. But many

learned men in India believe that there is but one elysium, and that

on the surface of the earth.

The meaning of the above passage would then be, that truly religi-

ous men go at once into ^Sdeam, the terrestrial '"Suetam

;

after which

they are translated into the heaven of Vishnu, or "Swetam the celestial,

called the Golocas; and the geography of which is the same exactly

with that of the terrestrial 'Swetam, but upon a larger scale; for these

three "Suetams appear as so many sections of an inverted cone, like

Meru, to which they are compared. The Sanscrit expression of Swerga-

hliumt, of celestial earth or region, is perfectly synonymous with .our

terrestrial paradise, since the word paradise is become', synonymous

with heaven, the abode of the blessed. The terrestrial moon of divines

in the west, is the island of the moon, which was a terrestrial heaven.

Besides this, they had also, ' according • to Macrobius, a celestial earth

or region, which they were apt to mistake for the ‘ moon ; biit this was iio

other than the Golocas of the Hindus, exactly' above the terrestrial moon,

or ''S'wkam in the air. . ^ i '-'i.a

V':It J. fT J:; Q •

Christian’ divines, and Jewish commentators, who reason sometimes

conformably to certain ideas once prevailing, and probably th? remains

of some old system, throw some light on this subject. Enoch was

translated into a terrestrial paradise, or Swerga-bliumi

;

of this there
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can be no doubt, says Cardinal Bellarmin ; for had he been trans-

lated into the celestial earth or paradise, he could never come back

to teach the Gentiles. This paradise, according to Jewish divines, or

at least the Essenians, a most religious and also learned sect of them,

was situated in the west, beyond the ocean. As the situation of Enoch,

during the flood, would have been at best but a very disagreeable one,

learned commentators, like the Pmirdnfics, soon recollected that this ter-

restrial paradise is by no means liable to the vicissitudes which desolate

at certain periods the rest of the globe. Others thought that Enoch

was in that celestial earth or region above the highest mountains, and near

the path of the moon. Cornelius a Lapide places it in the air,

where Enoch lives, with many other devout people, among whom are

the nine persons who never tasted death, according to the Talmudists.

The daughter of Pharao, and Eeedmelech, the negro, are among

them : but the 'Hindus reckon only seven of these privileged persons.

Those who take the New Jerusalem in a material and literal sense, place^

it in the third heaven or story, like the upper 'Swe'tam

:

others in the hea-

ven of the moon, but not in the moon, exactly like the celestial 'Swetam,

or the Gdlecas of the Hindus; and Chandra-Mand'alam in Sanscrit, implies

the heaven, or rather the path, of the moon.

'Swe'tam was denominated 'Sdcam from the 'Sacas or '‘Sacs, who con-

quered that island, and settled there. The fact of the ''Sacas being in pos-

session of that island at an early period, is mentioned in this same Purdn'a,

called Vardha. Bhagava'n, or Vishnu, is introduced mentioning- seve-»»

ral privileged places in India, the wonderful powers and eflicacy of which

are such, that, whatever man dies there, even accidentally, whether clean

or unclean, righteous or unrighteous, immediately transmigrates into
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'Sv)eta?}i, and becomes a king, or at least a great man there. One of these

famous places is the Cocd-muc’ha-mand'ala in the mountains to the north

of India,

There was a man who lived on flesh, and went to Cocd-muc’lia

:

there

he caught a fish: a syena, or falcon, snatched it hastily from his hands;

but let it fall on Cdcd-muc'ha. The fish transmigrated immediately, and

was born the son of king 'Saca: he was strong and beautiful. This flesh-

eater gave then a piece of flesh to his wife <0 dress it : a gruVhra, or

vulture, attempted to carry it away, but the flesh-eater brought her down

with an arrow, and she fell and died at Cocd-muc'ha. She transmigrated,

and was born the daughter of the king of Indra-puri, When of age,

they were married, and their nuptials celebrated at 'Saca- Ananda-pura,

or 'Saca-Nan iana-pura The husband was regularly troubled every day

at noon with the head-ache. Physicians, and men highly skilled in the

sacred books, were convened in vain. His wife asked him, what his ill-

ness could be owing to. “ It is necessary,” says he, “ that you should

know before, the history of my birth ; and of this I will inform you,

if you will accompany me to Cocd-muclia.” She went to her father

and mother-in-law, to ask leave for both to go there. They at last gave

their consent with infinite reluctance, and after journeying a long time,

they arrived at Cocd-muc'ha. The husband began to dig the ground,

and brought up bones. " These,” says he, " these are my bones in a

former generation. I was then a fish: a bird of prey seized me by

*' the head. The head-ache, you see, was occasioned by the deep impres-

'' sion of his talons.” He was there cured, according to the context,

of his head-ache, by going to the Cocd-mand'alani

:

he obtained the eight

Sidd'his, and returned to 'Sxceta-dii'ipa. Thus,” says Bhacava'x,
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or Vishnu, every one of those who attach themselves to me, and

^ die at the Cord- man'dala,^go to 'Sweta-dwfpa, or the White Island. The

*' inhabitants of 'Saca-nandana-pura, on hearing of this wonderful and

miraculous account, renounced the world, and obtained mocsha, or

eternal bliss. Thus ultimately the fish, and the bird of prey, were

"reunited to me. Thus I have related ta you the wonderful story of

" king ‘Saca. Whoever, like him, goes to the Cdcd-mandala, obtains

" the eight Sidd’his.”

The king of the 'Sacas, being, simply called 'Saca, or Maha''-'Saca,

implies, that he was the first king of the 'Sacas in 'Sxoetam

;

otherwise he

would have been called 'Saca-pati. This is the rule, though probably

not always strictly adhered to. 'Sdcaya-mandana, his capital, or more

properly 'Saca-nandana, signifies the delight of king 'Saca, like the

German, lust, in composition. There were four towns called Nandana,

all in the west according to the Purdn'as. Of these, two were in

^Swetam

;

and out of the four, three belonged to Gan'es'a. The first

and most ancient of these three, was in the Icshu or Euxine Sea:

the second in 'Swetam, belonging to Gan'es'a, is called Swa-Nandana-

puri, or the self-delighting city. The situation of the third is very

obscurely mentioned, and of course is not easily ascertained : but it

is said in the text, that this place is at or near the sthdn of Ma-

ua'de'va. There is no date affixed to this legend ; neither is there any

circumstance which might assist in fixing the time of the conquest of

'Sweta7n by the 'Sacas. The 'Sacas are often mentioned in the Fiirdnas

as a most powerful nation : their name is often introduced, but in general

terms only, and any thing material or interesting is seldom recorded of

them. They are spoken of in terms by no means derogatory, or disres-
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pectful ; though they are considered as heretics, and ranked of course

among the impure tribes.

They are represented as living origihally in the countries bordering on

the Chacshu or Oxus. We find them afterwards spreading themselves

into Persw : and in the Harivansa, section the 13th, we find that Ra'ja'

Ba'hu was worsted by the ^Sdcas, and the greatest part of his country

taken from him by them, in conjunction with the Yavanas, those of

Camboja or Gaz/ni, the Paradas, Palilavas, the Haiha^as or Persians, and

the Tdlajanghas. His son Sagara, having obtained the Agneydsiram, or

fire-arms, (whatever they were,) from Aurva-RTshi, attacked the '‘Sacas;

and 'their confederates, and after several bloody conflicts obliged them to

submit. He wanted to extirpate the whole ‘race ; but they applied to the

sage Vasishtha, who pacified Sagara in some measure, and granted them

life on very harsh conditions. He ordered the Yavanas to shave theii*

heads entirely ; the "Sacas half only : he spared the CamUJas, but shaved

the beards of the Palilavas, and forbad them all to perform the ‘piljd and

lioma, according to the usual rites of the Cshetiris, or warriors, to which

class they belonged. It was at that time, according to learned Pandits,

that the "Sacas began their emigrations toward the west ; and this, is cer-

tainlv probable enough. Ra'ja Ba'hu, and his son Sagara, according to

the genealogical scale prefixed to my essay on the chronology of the

Hindus, lived about 2000 years before the Christian era. The "Sacas,

who lived to the north of the Danube, declared to Herodotus, that from

their first settlement in that country, to the invasion of Darius, there

were exactly 1000 years, neither more nor less. This shows that they did

not speak at random, and that their reckoning may be depended on.

This places their permanent settlement in that part of the country, ex-

actly 1508 years before Christ.
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Though we cannot fix the time of the conquest of the White Island by

the 'SacaSj yet we find it asserted in the Furdrias, that they were in

possession of it, at least of a great part of it, in the time of Crishna.

I have shown before, that Crishna lived- 1370 B, C. and that he was born

probably 1429 before our era. He married at the age of twenty ; and

his son 'Sa'mea was about twenty also, when eighteen families of

Br'ahmens went from the White Island to India, and these "were 'Sacas.

This partial conquest is attested by the Paurmics: for the king of

Indra-pziri, whose daughter married the son of king 'Saca, was not a

'Saca or Saxon, but a native prince of the White Island.

With regard to emigrations and colonizations, we are apt to entertain

ideas, which, in my humble opinion, are far from being correct. We
generally suppose that no emigration can take place, but when a country

is overstocked with inhabitants; and then colonization takes place only

by approximation, that is to say, the nearest empty spot is colonized first.

It appears, however, from history, that in general, the numerous tribes

which emigrated, did not always advance hi so slow and regular a

manner. Many other reasons, besides that of an overgrown population,

determined them to emigrate. Factions at home, feuds between the

leading men of a tribe, variety of opinion in religious matters, which

always, .but more particularly in these early times, ran very high, obliged

the weakest, or those more peaceably inclined, to emigrate. These

would naturally remove as far as convenient to distant countries, leaving

a vast tract of uncultivated lands between them and their oppressors

like a barrier. These barriers became at last part of the general system

of politics in Europe, and were made use of by the most fierce and war-

like tribes in Germany. Tacitus has however greatly exaggerated the

VoL. XI. K
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extent of these barriers. The Semnones, says he, had desolated the

country all round their own for the space of one hundred miles, which

they kept in that state as a barrier. Their own country could not be less

than one hundred miles in diameter: and in that case there was not

room for two such tribes in Germany.

The mode of life, manners and habits of those nations at an early

period, greatly facilitated these emigrations, which proceeded with great

expedition ; and when arrived at the place of destination, a new settle-

ment was not attended with so many difficulties, as it would be with more

civilized and polished tribes.

Nothing but conjecture has ever been advanced concerning the colo-

nization of the British Isles. The opinion of the monk of Cirencester

is a mere surmise, and of course is of no weight, for he could not

have had more lights on this subject than we have. I acknowledge that

he had the Roman itinerary, ascribed to Antoninus, in a more perfect

state than we have it now; and we are much indebted to him for pre-

serving that part which relates to Great-Britain

:

but I can never believe

that there ever were memoirs of a certain Roman general, containing any

thing about the first population and settlement of the British Isles. It

was not customary among the Romans to notice such things : and these

boasted memoirs are nothing more than the military roads through Bri-

tain, which he has preserved, and which we had before, but in a more

imperfect condition. , Should it appear hereafter, that the Bhocacians

were Goths, or 'Sacas, and that the island of Seheria is Britain, it may

settle nearly the time of the first emigration of the 'Sacas, and other Go-

thic tribes, into the British Isles. The Paurdn'ics consider the Romacas

( Romaicoi in Greek) or Ro?nans, and the Yavanas, as tribes of the same
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family with the '‘Sacas, being alike descended from the cow 'Sahala.

The name of the famous cow Adumhla, or Uduvibla, seems to be derived

from the Sanscrit D’habald, which signifies a white Cow

:

in Greek, Da~

maid is a heifer; and in Sanscrit, Udd'habald signifies the most excellent

and perfect cow, the famous cow Cdmad’henu.

VI. In the Bhaiishya purdn'a we read that Ma'rtax'da, or the sun,

has two wives : the first, called Rajni', is a celestial form ;
the other,

Ni-csiiubha', immobilis, a terrestrial form, is the daughter ol the famous

Twasht.V, the chief engineer of the gods. Ni-csnuBirV is called also

Cshubhd, ?nobilis, and of course is the same with Halan.v' and Na-iial.\-

na', a well-known goddess in the west. According to Hindu divines,

whatever may be affirmed of the gods, and every thing else, may be also

denied, as long as we remain involved in mayd, or worldly illusion. Su-

RANuir, for thus she is called likewise, unable to bear the refulgence of

her husband, ran away secretly, and left with him in her room, her

own shadow. Ma'rtan'da having been -informed that the real person

of his wife had fled, went to her father Twashta', who told him the

cause of her leaving him ; and that the only way to bring her back,

was to allow his rays to be clipped, to Avhich proposal the sun agreed

immediately.

Thus in ''Saca-dxcipa did Twashta' place the Sun upon a potter’s

wheel, and clipped his rays. He then looked beautiful and charming,

and w'as soon reconciled with his second wife, the daughter of Twashta',

with whom he lives six months, from the winter solstice, or nearly so, to

the summer solstice. Thus the Hindus account for the phajnomenon

which takes place every day a little before the sun disappears behind

ihe Astagiri \n '‘SxxHam ov''Sdca7u, w'hen, on account of the vapours above
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the horizon^ and which act like a coloured glass, the sun appears de-

prived of its rays and splendor. It seems that Twashta' was a little

awkward at first : for it is declared, that it took him a hundred years to

perform this operation ; and the sun’s face felt so sore after it, that

Twashta' was obliged to besmear it with such drugs as are used in India

for sores and contusions ; hence the sun’s bloated appearance in the

evening.

Twasiita' is now much more expert, and every evening the business

is soon expedited, when the sun in his night dress immediately disappears

with his consort behind the Astagiri in 'Swetam. Ni-cshuea' or Neha-

LENiA goes to live with the sun on the seventh day of the black half of

JVIdglia, answering in the year 1802 to the fifteenth of January ; and she

leaves him the seventh of Srdvana, or the twenty-first of July.

The word Nehalenya' is never used in the room of Ni-cshubha': it is

however a Sanscrit word, 'TSI’a-halina', and' perfectly synonymous with

Ni-cshueiia'. I have adopted it, as Nehalenya', a derivative form, is

the name of a goddess peculiar to Britain, and to some adjacent countries,

as Holland; where her statue was found, and is described by Montfau-

CON, and I believe bv several other authors.

Twashta', having thus obtained the fiery rays of the sun, applied the

element of fire to his own purpose ; introduced it into his own shop ; and

was thus enabled to fabricate all his tools and implements : for before that

time, there was no such a thing as Teja, resplendence, light, or fire, in the

world, except that of the sun, which it was almost impossible to come at,

till a favourable opportunity offered itself to Twashta', who eagerly seized

it, and obtained by gentle means, what Prometheus got by stealth; and
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for which he was severely punished. The sun, after he was shorn of his

rays, had no objection to his father-in-law keeping them, and appropriating

them to whatever use he thought proper.

The next legend from the Bliavisliya-purm'

a

is most curious and

interesting to us. It certainly tends to prove, not only an early con-

nexion between the JVhite Island and India, but also that there is a

tribe of Brahmens in India to this day, actually descended from a sa-

cerdotal race residing originally in the JVhite Island. There Can be no

question about the genuineness of this legend, as it is well known to

learned and even unlearned Brahmens in general. Learned men in India

readily acknowledge, that the hrdhmenical tribes are by no means native

of that country; they came from the north, and entered India through

the pass of Hari-dwdr

;

and their first settlement was at Canya-cuhja, or

Canoge. This they readily acknowledge, though they cannot produce

any documents on that subject from their sacred books.

They also acknowledge, that the light of revelation came from the

west, and that the Vedas reside in the JVhite Island in human shapes.

This notion is openly avowed in their sacred books ; as well as, that

the fundamental mysteries of their religion are intimately connected

with the White Island; and that the momentous events which took

place in consequence of them, either to create the world, or to bring

on the regeneration of mankind, and show them the path to heaven

and eternal bliss, actually came to pass in the White Island, or its

adjacent sea. However explicit this legend and several others may ap-

pear, yet we are too well acquainted with the Paurdn'ics to put any

reliance upon them, and to consider them as sufficient authority. The
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White Island is the holy land of the Hindus, and to it they refer every

thing; and they have made of it a sort of fairy land. Even the chalk "with

which they mark their foreheads must come from the White Island, no

other would answer their purpose. Accordingly^ they suppose that Vishnu

and several holy men brought numerous lumps of it at different times;

and some of these, particularly that at Dudracd, are as large as any

county in England.

We may admit that some sacerdotal tribes are really '‘Sacas, and that

they came from the west
;
perhaps, as asserted, in the time of CrTshna; but

that they came from the While Island, as well as the Vedas, is questiona-

ble. Certainly it is by no means impossible: but it requires stronger

proofs of its being true. As I do not write history, let us proceed to

the legend itself.

“ In the Duipa of Janihu is the '"Adya-sVhandm : in this island of Janibu

are three si’hdns of the sun ; the first called Indvavdn, the second Man-

“ ddra, and the third Cdlapr'iyam, as every body knows : but there is a

“ fourth revealed to mankind by Brahma', in the tat or countries border-

ing on the Chandra-hhdgd, or Chindh

:

it is called 'Sdtnbd-pura, or the

“ town of 'Sdmbd. This place is incapable of decay; and there the sun

resides.

“ 'Sa'mea is the son of V.Vsu-de'va-CrTsiina, born unto him from

Jambavati', daughter of the bear Jamba, slain by him. 'S.Vmb.v was

proud ; he met one day Durva'sas, a choleric saint, and made wry faces

‘‘
at him. The holy man cursed him, and wished that he might become a

leper. Soon after Na'rada came to see CrTshna, and spoke much in

praise of 'S.Vmb.\ : “All your wives,” says he, admire him much.”
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CrTshna was much nettled at this, and going into the secret apartments,

he found ‘Sa'mba there, and cursed him. 'Sa'mba, falling at his feet,

humbled himself, and the father, relenting, forgave him ; but the curse

** of the Rislii was not to be so easily removed ; and in consequence of it a

piece of iron was produced in his belly. Crishna advised him to direct

his prayers to the sun : this he did ; and was cured. He placed the image

" of the sun on the banks of the Chandra-sarita, or C1iin~db

;

and as it was

" the. first place erected in Jambu in honor of the sun, it was from that cir-

cumstance called Adya-sfbdnam. Among the twelve suns, he chose

Mitra for the good of mankind : hence this place is called Mitra-]padam,

or at the feet of Mitra, or at the friendly feet.” Thus at the court of

the Ch'and Lama they say the most excellent feet ; at the court of Ava,

the golden feet.

'Sa'mba having obtained leave from his father to withdraw into fo-

rests, there to dedicate himself to the service of the sun, he forsook

“ D~dodracd, and soon reached the northern shores of the sea of the gulph

“ of Cutch, and safely travelled to the banks of the Cliandra-bhdgd, a

great river, which he crossed. Then he went into Mitra-vdn, or the

“ forest of Mitra, where is a sacred pool, well known to the three worlds.

There he fasted in honor of the sun, performing the guhyam-mantram, or

“ secret spell, inwardly repeating sacred words, and the names of the sun.

“There is a Maridalam, white, divine, and {ajaram) enjoying the full

“ energy of youth, or in other words incapable of decay. Such is the re-

“ fulgence of this holy place, as to illumine the whole country. The sun,

“ pleased with his austerities, said to him, “ Ask your boon.” “ My only

“wish,” answered 'Sa'mba, “is, that you will deign to admit me among

“ your servants for ever.” The sun said, “ Build here a town, and call it
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after your own name : erect also many places of worship in my honor, in

the delightful countries bordering on the Chaudra-bhagd. He made a

“ statue of the sun of pure gold, and sent for a holy man to consecrate it.

His name was Gaura-muc’ha,” (called also Gaurucii-na't’ha in the

spoken dialects, )
and he lived in a forest,” (called to this day Gauruch-

van, for Gaura-muc’lia-van, or Caur-ban, to the north of CabtU.J “But the

“ holy man refused to come, saying, that it was not lawful for him to accept

“ of things already belonging to the sun ; for "Sa^mea had given all his pro-

“ perty to the sun. But, says he, there is a Brahmen called Maga, who will

not scruple to take them. He is is the son of Ni-cshubiia^, (Neiialenia,
)

and Agni, fire, and born from the heart of the sun, 'Aditi/a;'’ (or in other

words, the sun w’as his father, and of course Tavashta' was his grandfather.

)

“ I don’t know,” says the sage, “ where he lives; but Bavi, the sun, does.”

“ 'Sa'mea asked the statue, which answered, “ There is nobody in ~Jambu,

“ worthy of offering up prayers to me; that is to say, who is acquainted with

“ the true and most efficacious manner and rites of my worship. There is

“ one m 'Saca-dwipa, bring him here. This is beyond the Ar/f /Sm,

“ and is surrounded by the White Sea. It is beyond Janibu, and its name

“ is ^Saca. There are four tribes abounding in meritorious deeds : the

first is called Maga, the second Magasa, the third Mdnasa, and the

“ fourth Magada

:

but the Magas are Brahmens. In the dwipa of Jam-

** bu I dwell, in the character of Vishnu; and the Vedas, in human

“shapes, chaunt my praise. In'Sdlmali I am S'dcra-lndra

:

in Crauncha

“my name is Bhaga.” (Bog is the name of the Supreme Being there

to this day.) “ In 'Saca, I am Divd-cara', maker or giver of light;” (be-

cause the sun rises there in his yearly course.) “In Pushcara I am

“ BraiimX', and there I am Maiies'wara.” The name of Cusha-dwtpa

being omitted in the text, it is supposed, that in the original it stood
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immediately after the word Brahma'. “ Take Garud'a, or the eaglc^

^‘’said the statue, go quickly, and bring Maga. 'S'amba went to Dwdracd

to his father, who advised him to lose no time ; and 'Sa'mba, mounting

“ Garud'a, soon arrived in 'Saca-dwtpa. There he found the sage worship-

ping the sun, upon whom he prevailed at last to follow him. The

“ sage said, there are eighteen families descended from me, all deeply

skilled in the Vedas, and perfectly well acquainted with all religious

rites and ceremonies, and we are ready to accompany you. They

mounted Garud'a, and soon arrived at the town of 'Samba. There

they consecrated the statue of the sun ; and 'Sa'mba bestowed upon

“ them the town, and immense riches. They afterward intermarried in

''the family of king Bho'ja; hence they, are called' Bhojacas. Since that

" time the town of 'Samba is become famous through the three worlds ;

“ and 'Sa'mba, having bowed to the sun, to the Brdhmcns, and performed

“ the usual procession, went to see his father at Diedracd.”

The town of 'Samba^ is very little known to us, and even to the na-

tives. It is mentioned however by Father Monserrat, who accompanied

the Emperor Acear in his expedition to Cabul in the year 1581. The

emperor, and his army,,, passed in sight of 'Samba, which was then

garrisoned by his troops; and Monserrat places it 13 minutes of long,

to the east of Jummoo, and 21 minutes, or geographical miles, to the

north of it. It cannot be far from the ChindL; and the word iat

does not imply the banks of a river exclusively, but extends also to

the adjacent country. Thus- eighteen families of learned and devout

priests, with their, venerable sire Maga at their head, came from the

most distant countries in the west, from the dvoipa of 'Saca in the

White Sea, to instruct the inhabitants of India in the most perfect

VOL. XI. L
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mode of worshipping the sun. They were invited by the son of the

most powerful leader and chief in India; and though learned men here

will not acknowledge that 'Sweta and 'Saca are the same, yet they

confess that they are close to each other in the JFhiie Sea

;

and that

'Saca being called a dwipa, and 'Sweta an Upadwtpa, or inferior dwipa,

it must have made part of 'Saca, though perhaps perfectly independent

of it. Of course the learned of this country, and myself, difl’er very

little in opinion about it.

In the Bhavishya-purdti'a the sun says, ‘‘ In the dwtpa of Janibii I am

“Vishnu; there the Fedas in human shapes are constantly chaunting my

“ praise:” but in the 'Samba-puran'

a

we read in the dwipa of "Swela instead

of Jambu-dwipa, which is the true reading, and conformable to the other

Purdnas; and where should CrTshna and his son have looked for per-

sons duly skilled in the worship of the sun, but in "Swetam, where their

prototype Vishnu resides, and is himself the sun there ; and where the

sacred Vedas in human shapes, because they were not written, but orally

delivered, are constantly chaunting the praise of the sun ? “ I am

“ Divdeara in 'Saca,” says the sun. In the 'Samba-purdn'

a

we read, “ I am
“ BJidscara in the dwtpa of 'Saca.” In the character of Vishnu the sun

is worshipped in 'Swelam only ; the divine presence of Vishnu is limited

to 'Swetam; of course, it is more correct to say Vishnu resides in "Swetam

than in 'Sacam; which would convey an inadequate idea. But the sun, in

his character of Dirdcara, maker or giver of light, and Bha'scara, or

the author of resplendence, is worshipped all over 'Sacam, as he is with

the title of Bliaga in the dwtpa of Crauncha. Thus St. George, the suc-

cessor of Vishnu, though greatly inferior to him, being only a Rtslii, is

the patron of the British empire in general, or 'Sacam; yet he is more

particularly the guardian angel of England, or 'SwRam.

\
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The names of the four tribes are still preserved in Briiain, and the

nearest parts of the continent, in the titles of their Cnla-dcvatas, or tute-

lary gods of families, tribes, and nations. Thus the name of the sacerdotal

tribe of the Magas, or Magans, in the plural number, is still obvious in

that of the god Mogon, inscribed on several stones in the north of England:

he is the same with Mercurius Moccus, mentioned in the French Encyclo-

psedia, from an inscription discovered at Langres.^'^

The tribe called Mdgasa, or of the Mdgasans, was the tribe of war-

riors, as declared in the '‘Sdmba-purdn'a; and we have Hercules Magu-

scEus, and Magusanus, mentioned in several monuments found in Holland,

and other adjacent countries. The third tribe of merchants, called Mdnasa,

is rescued from oblivion in the name, of the god Mounus, in an inscription

in England. The name of the fourth or lowest class, called Magada,

though in some manuscripts we read Mandaga, and Mangada, is still

obvious in the name of the goddess Magada, whom the more modern

Germans acknowledge that their ancestors once worshipped.

This tribe of Brahmens is still very numerous in India, particularly in

South Bdhdr, which is acknowledged to be called, in Sanscrit, MagacUha,

from them. They are called ^Sacas; and, in a derivative form, 'Sacalas,

from their native country; and Magas, from their venerable sire.

The Burmahs call Gaut.vma, or Budd’ha, Maga, according to Dr.

Buchanan; and Salmasius says that Zoroaster was called Mog: certain

it is, that he w'as a Maga or Magus. The same author thinks, that he

may be the same with a certain sage called Mociius by the Greeks, and

who is said to have lived some time before the Trojan war. The appel-

(1) French Encyclop. voce Mercure.

L 2
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lation of Maga, or Magus, was that of the priests, among the Persians:

and from them it passed to the laity, and to the whole nation, according

to T. Hyde. Col. Symes says exactly the same thing, in speaking of the

Magas or Mugs of Aracan. As the Magi were apt to make an improper

use of their knowledge, the words Magia, Macagistia, Magi, or magi-

cians, became terms of reproach. Thus, in Persia the appellation of

pMosoplios, or philosopher, which they pronounce Filsouf, signifies a crafty

and wicked man.

Thus we see that the Magas or Magi extended from the White Island,

in the west, to Persia, Lidia, Aracan and the Burman empire: for, ac-

cording to Dr. Buchanan, the people of A^va consider the Magas of

Aracan as their ancestors. They have spread their doctrine into Ceylon

and Siam, where their sacred language is called Magadlii, as well as

Pali or Bali. According to Ptolemy’s interpreter, the Tabassi, a na-

tion in India, were Magas or Magi. In the text we read, Aithnos-

‘‘ mega, a great nation:” but it appears that this was not the case, from

their name, Tapaswi in Sancrit, or Tabasa, according to the pronunciation

of the inhabitants of the Malabar Coast, and which signifies a religious

man performing tapas, or austere penance, and given up to contempla-

tion. Ptolemy mentions the island of the Magi in the Red Sea, and

the Bay of the Magi in the Persian Gulf. Ireland was called also Muc,

which Gen. Valancey derives very properly from Mogh, Mugh, and

Muc. Pliny says, that from the great resemblance of ceremonies in

religious worship, and other practices among the Persians and Druids, one

mi«-ht be induced to believe, that Magia, or Magism, had passed from

Britain into Persia.

Thus the Magas and Magism form an interrupted chain from Britain
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to Siam, along the belt I mentioned before. According to the ^Sdtnba-

'purdn'a, they excelled in their religious worship of the sun, and of course

of the sacred fire, which are to this day the chief objects of the worship

of the modern Magi in Persia, and also in India, though in a lesser de-

gree. It does not appear, however, that Magism ever made any consi-

derable progress in Europe; or, what is most likely, it soon came to decay,

from the unwarrantable use the professors of it made of their superior

knowledge: for it appears that neither the Greeks nor Lallans borrowed

the words Magas, Magus, and Magia, from the east. Besides, Maga does

not appear to be a Sanscrit word, having no satisfactory root in that lan-

guage; but it has one in the old Irish, in which it signifies divine ; and is

also a name of God, according to the learned General Valancey. The

Telchines are supposed to have been Magi, and not without reason: and

Salmasius refers the origin of the Magi to a certain Mochos, a sage, who

lived in the west long before the Trojan war. Maga, the father of the

Magas, or Maugas, was the offspring of the sun by Surenuh, daughter

of Twashta' or Vulcan. He was the brother of the Asxcinau-Cumdrau,

or Dioscuri, who were peculiarly worshipped in the west, on the shores of

the Atlantic. Considered as an individual, they appear to be -^TIsculapius,

or Asclepius: for in Sanscrit, Asudculapa signifies the chief of the race

of AsVi''. This epithet might, indeed, be applied to their father, the sun;

and AiscuLAPius, according to some, was a form of the sun himself: and

Twashta' is considered, in the east, not only as a god, but as a form of

the sun likewise. According to Sanchoniathon, Magus and Amynus

were the grandsons of Technites, (the Twashta' of the Hindus, for the

two denominations are of the same import. ) Technites, or the artist, as

well as the Latin verb Texo, the obsolete Teuxo, now Tcukho, in Greek,

are derived from the Sanscrit Tacsha. Twashta', like Technites, stands
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ill the eighth degree of lineal descent from Swayameiiuva, Adam, or

Protogonus, as I shall prove hereafter from the Puran'as. Twashta

was the grandfather of Maga, and of the present Manu; both answer-

ing to Magus and Amynus, descended from Technites, according to

Sanchoniathon. From Magus and Amynus were descended Misor

and Sydic, the fathers of the Dioscuri, Cahiri and Corjjhcintes, one of

whom 'was called iEscuLAPi us, orEsMUNus. These two names, in Sanserif,

arc nearly synonymous; As'vi'-cula-pa, As'va-cu la-pa, As'va-ma'n,

from his being originally descended from Ah'a or Ahi, a mare.

According to Apollodorus, Thyestes, (or Twashta',) was the father of

Leda, the mother of the or) Z)/osc?zr/. According to Agesilaus

the Argian, as cited by Strabo, the Cahiri were the grandsons of Vul-

can, otherwise called Technites, (or Twashta'.) Many learned men are

of opinion that the Telchines are the same with the Coryhantes and Cahiri:

and if not the same, it appears that they were related to them. The

Tiichines were famed for their skill in forging and w'orking of metals:

they moreover exercised themselves in charms, spells and divinations, like

Twashta', who was not only conversant with the three principal Vedas,

but also with the Atliarvan a-Vkla, a most complete system of incanta-

tions and magical devices. Dad’hyach taught this VMa particularly,

with the three others, to the Aswinau or Dioscuri, the grandsons of

Twashta'. He taught also Visva-rupa or Twa'shtra; that is to say, the

son of Twashta', and his son Abhuti. Thus the sacred Vedas were

orally handed down to Vya'sa, who first presumed to write them in a

book, and was contemporary with Maga, who was sent for by 'Sa'msa, the

son of Crishna. There appears an inconsistency in the Furdn'as: for

Maga was the child of the sun, by Suren uh, daughter of Twashta', in

the eighth generation from Adam, and of course before the flood ; and
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here he re-appears as contemporary with CrTshna. The Paurdn'ics an-

swer to this, that, at that time, a partial renovation of the world took

place; when, as we observed before, the same persons re-appear on

the stage, the same events come to pass : and in the course of this

work, CrTshna will appear to be the same with the Cretan Jupiter,

and the original Crete to be the same with the White Island in the

west. Contemporary with Minos and CrTshna was Daedalus, and

his nephew Talus, a man of brass; probably a brazier, or one who work-

ed in brass before the discovery of iron. D^dalus was the most

skilful artist that ever existed : he invented the hatchet, the level,

and many other instruments. He made statues endowed with life ;

and in short was another Twashta'. He taught his nephew Talus,

who made such proficiency under him, that he brought the mechanical •

arts to very 'great perfection He folind out the potter’s wheel, and the

turner’s lath, attributed also to Twashta': and he was the first who con-

trived a saw. Twasht.a' was called also Tacsha and Tasiita ; because

he was an artist, as implied by these words. DA^mALUs was thus deno-

minated in Greek, for the same reason, from Daidalos, which signifies a

skilful artist ; the particle da being prefixed to enhance the signification.

In Latin, the verb didolare implies, to cut and carve with skill, from the

verb dolare, which is now obsolete, and out of use in Ca'eek. It is derived

from the Sanscrit data, to cut, to carve ; and in Hindi, dalna is to cut,

to cut down. Daedalus’s nephew. Talus, was thus denominated for the

same reason : thus the French say, dolcr and tailler. From dd comes ddraca,

to cut, often pronounced ddlaca: but the latter comes from data.

There is a famous Rishi, and skilful artist, called Udda'laca, from Ut-

answering to Daidalus; for the particle ut, in Sansadf, corresponds

to dd, in Greek, Twashta', who is called a god in the Purdn'as, is pro-
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bably JapiTER Dolichenus, or Jupiter the artist; and the Telcliines

were probably thus denominated from the same original term^ and for the

same reason. Daidalus was the son of Micion, the same, I believe, with

Zeus Michius, or Jupiter Doliciienus. Micinus is probably derived

from an obsolete Greek verb, answering to the Englesh verb, to make:

hence mechane, niachina. Sec.

If the Hindus had been in possession of the VMas in the time of CrTsh-

na, there would have been no occasion to send to the White Island for

Brahmens skilled in the true worship of the sun : and we find that the

sacred Vedas were committed to writing, and published at that very time

in India by the famous Vya'sa ; at the time, I say, that the Magas

made their appearance in India. As it is acknowledged that these sacred

books came originally from the west, and as they were committed to

writing about the time that the Magas arrived in India, it might be sup-

posed, that they brought this sacred treasure with them, and delivered it

orally to Vya'sa, who committed it immediately to writing; for which

deed he is highly censured by some. But, what solves the difficulty

at once, is, that the famous Vya'sa is declared to have abided for

so long a period in the White Island, that he obtained the well-known

surname of Dwaipa'ya'na, or he who resides in the island. For thus

is the White Island emphatically denominated : thus Vishnu is called

Dvvaipa'ya'na, which, like Divtpa-sVha, does not imply a person who

had resided for some time in the island, but an inhabitant of the island.

Vya''sa is called Dwaipa'ya'na in the Mahd-Bhdrata, section of the

"Sdntipui'va, paragraph of the Mocsha-Dhnrma, where we read, “ Our
“ spiritual guide is Crishna-Dwaipa'yaVa-Muni, or the Muni who made

‘Mhe Island his abode, and who is a form of Vishnu or CrTshna;”
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and this Muni is acknowledged by every body to be Vya'sa. Having made

japa in honor of Na'ra'yan^a, or having inwardly repeated his sacred

names, he flew through the air to the Cslurodam, or White Sea, (amritasa-

yam,) the abode of amrita; and performed puja in honor of the God of

Gods, at his own place of abode, (sisoam-asramam, Siium eremum,) which

is the White Island. (For dsrama, in Sanscrit, signifies an uninhabited

place, a forest : also the dwelling of an hermit in such a place : and it

is of course synonymous with eremus, a desert, and an hermitage.

)

According to Lucian, the priests, not only of the Persians, but those

of the Parthians, Bactrians, Chorasniians, Arians, Sacee or Saxons, and

other barbarous nations, were equally called Magi. Indeed, all those nations

were so many tribes descended from the "Sacas.

It was not the intention of the children of Maga to remain in India;

and accordingly they had previously bargained with Garu'da, that he

should carry them back to 'Sacam, as soon as they had completed the

object of their mission. To this Garu'da agreed: but J.ara-Sand’ha, king

and lord paramount of India at that time, and whose capital city was Rd-

jagriha, in South Bahar, prevailed on them to come to him, to perform

certain religious rites, and to teach him, as well as the priests in his domi-

nions, the true worship of the sun. They agreed to it; and when they had

acquitted themselves of their promise to the king, they wanted to return to

Sacam; but Garud'a refused to carry them back, as they had broken

the terms of the agreement; which was, that he, Garud''a, bound

himself to carry them back as soon as the object of their mission to

'Samba was accomplished; instead of which, they had gone to Jarasand’ha,

and spent much time with him. Deterred from travelling back to 'Sacam,

on account of the immense distance, they were forced to remain in India.

VoL. XI. M
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King Bhoja, a vassal of Jara'sand’ha, invited them into his own coun-

try, called Curuca~desa, south of the Ganges, the name of which still

remains in that of the small district called Curruckpoor. They accepted

of his invitation : he gave them lands, and they married into his family

:

to one of them he gave his own daughter; and on that account they

are called Bhojacas.

The country was called, from them, Alagad'ha: its proper name is

Cicala; and Curucd is part of it. Some of them went toward the east,

and settled in Aracan, and adjacent countries, where the sacerdotal tribe

goes still by the name of Maga, according to Col. Symes, who calls them

JVlogos, which sounds exactly like JVLagas, in Sanscrit. From them the

whole nation is known in Bengal under the name of Magas, or Mugs.

This denomination is very ancient in that part of India, for they are

mentioned by Pliny under the name of Macco-Calingce, or the Magas

living on the sea shores of Chittagong, &c. These Magas must have de-

generated, as they are now considered as heretics, being followers of

Budd’ha. The Brahmens from 'Sacam are certainly considered, in India,

as a respectable tribe: yet gi little jealousy, and reciprocal animosity, seems

to prevail. In the first place, it is forbidden, in the Dharma-Sdstra, to

holy and pious men, to dwell in Magadlia, and even to go into that coun-

try, under pain of losing the fruit of their good works, and their stock

of righteousness. Four places of worship are excepted, Gaya, the river

Pompon, (Punyapunya,) the hermitage of Chyavana, and Rqjagriha, in the

hills of South Bahar, where Jara'sand’ha resided occasionally, and where

he was born. The Brahmens of Magad’ha answer, that the prohibition is

by no means on their account ; and as it is their own country, they are not

defiled by living in it, no more than the Brahmens who live on the banks

I
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of the hateful Carmand'sa, by bathing in its waters. Another coniplaiiit

against them is, that their grand-sire, Maga, received presents and ofler-

ings, lands, houses, &c. which had been previously given to the sun, wliich

is unlawful according to the 'Sdsiras. The Magas answer, that they were

servants of the sun, and sent for by him, and that he gave for their own

maintenance, the lands, &c. which had been consecrated and given to him

by 'Sa'mba, and this certainly the sun had a right to do. The other

Brdhmenical tribes give some hints, that they boast too much of the

little knowledge they imparted to them concerning some peculiar rites

about the worship of the sun, which in themselves are of little or no con-

sequence. Here I must observe, that the words of the sun, in the Purd~

n'as, are positive, and militate against this assertion of the Brahmens;

which, in my opinion, is rather bold, if not heterodox, in thus putting a

false construction upon the most sacred and immutable words of the sun,

their lord and chief, the worship of whom is the most perfect, and the

source and origin of every other. According to the sacred and incontro-

vertible words of the sun, there was not a single Brahmen in India who

understood it, and was qualified for officiating, when the sun was to be

worshipped. They must have been very ignorant even of the funda-

mental truths and principles of their religion ; and of course they had

not then the sacred Vedas

;

which are declared in the Purdn'as to have

been found in the White Island by Na^rada, where they reside in human

shapes. The Brahmens from ''Sacam, in return, accuse the others of in-

gratitude, and give to understand, that they imparted much more know-

ledge than they choose to confess, and even communicated the Vedas.

No objection whatever, as I observed before, can be made to this legend

concerning the Magas, nor to its genuineness. It is not an unheard-of

M 2
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legend, brought to light by me from some rare and obscure book

I'here is hardly a learned Pandit, who has not either read it himself, or

who is not at least acquainted with the subject. It is acknowledged all

over India, though somewhat humiliating to the rest of the hrdhmenical

tribes, who endeavour to soften it as much as possible. This legend, be-

sides, is confirmed by foreign evidence; being noticed by several ancient

authors in the west. The most clear and explicit on this subject is £vhe-

MERUSj a very ancient author, cited by Diodorus the Sicilian, Lactan-

Tius, and Eusebius. lie wrote a sacred history, which was translated into

Latin by Ennius, who lived in the third century before Christ, There

he says, that in the country of PancluEa, which I shall show hereafter to be

India, there were priests, who asserted that they came originally from

Crete; from which place they were brought into Pancluea by Jupiter,

whilst he lived among raen» The same author says, according to Lactan-

Tius, that Jupiter went from Crefa into Panchcea, with a large body of

Cretans, to wage war against the Titans, whom he defeated, and delivered

his parents from their confinement. Crishna, who is here the Cretan

Jupiter, was not, properly speaking, a native of India, but came from the

White Island, or Creta. Nonnus, in his Dionysiacs, says, that the

Rliadamanes went from Crete to India, in the time of Minos, in order to

assist Bacchus in his wars; that they built ships for him, which they

navigated themselves.

There we see not only a sacerdotal tribe, but also many followers of

inferior classes, who were forced to leave their native country, and passing

through Arabia, settled at last in India,

This Jupiter is the Vishnu of the Hindus, and he lived among men

n) Nonni Dionys. lib. 36°. p. 528 and 329. bb. 39®. P* 5-18.
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in the charncter of CrTshna, who is acknowledged to have come ori-

ginally from the Jf 'hite Island in the west, the Ultima Creta alluded to

by the Homans, the Ghrita of the Purdn'as, and who lived at Dxvdracd,

one of the Pancluean islands, with his relations. Th'ese were called

Rhadamanes by Nonnus, because they were the followers of Ra'dha'-

mo'hana, a well-known title of Ciuskna, pronounced Ra^da'mo'n in the

spoken dialects. Crishna rescued his mortal parents from confinement, like

the Cretan Jupiter.

In the legendary tales of Crishna, Cansa, and Yud’hishti'r.\, we

have the history of the Jupiter, Saturn and Minx)s; for Yu-

d’hishti'ra was called Dliarma-Rdja, or the king of justice. Like Sa-

turn, Cansa wanted to destroy the offspring of Vasude'va, and had al-

ready destroyed seven of his children ; but the eighth, or young Crishna,

was concealed, like Jupiter, in his infancy. Then we have the wars

of the Titans, who were, according to some, descended from Cres; and

Crishna waged a long war with the descendants of Curu, his relations.

Crishna at last killed Cansa; and died at the advanced a<ie of 1S5

years: Jupiter died at the age of 120, or, according to others, 122 years.

Thus we have in the true style of the Paurdn'ics, the same actors, the same

historical events, reappearing at this renovation of the world, as came to pass,

in more rcinote ages, under the elder Saturn.

T

This notion fully prevailed also in the west; for the followers of Plato

maintained, that every thing that had passed, should there resume its

former state: a Socrates would be again accused by Anytus and Me-
litus, and the Athenians would again condemn him to death, and

lieartily repent of it. Virgil, in his fourth eclogue, says positively the

same thing: there will be then a new Tiphys, another Argo, and ano-
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ther Trojan war. According to the Egyptians, this was to be eflected

after a period of three thousand years: but according to Virgil, the

Romans, and Etruscans, after one thousand years only. The Hindus say,

that the similitude will be perfect after the great revolution ; but that it is

not so obvious at the end of subordinate periods. According to Strabo,^’’

Minos took for a model of his conduct a more ancient Rhadamanthy,

or Rhadamanthus : Budd’ha declared, that he wished to imitate a

more ancient D’harma-Rdja

:

and the heroes of the Edcla took to them-

selves the names of the heroes of former times, and imitated them as

much as it was in their power.

These different passages prove at first sight, that the Brdimicns of the

^Saca tribe came a great way from the west. It is added, that they came

horn Cretan but this could not be Grecian Crefa. It was originally under-

stood of the White Island, a celestial earth : for according to the ancients,

the abode of the blessed was either a celestial earth below, or a terrestrial

heaven above. Other nations would have said at once, that they came

down from heaven. According to the Hindus, Vishnu, or Jupiter, riding

upon the eagle, left the White Island, in order to be born in a human

shape in India, in the character of Crishna.

It was also the opinion of the ancient Greeks, in conformity with the no-

tions of the Hindus, that Jupiter came from the islands of the blessed,

which according to Homer were near the White Cliffs, at the western ex-

tremity of the w'orld, as acknowledged by the ancients. Lycophron, who

was fond of old traditions and obsolete terms, introduces the unfortunate

Cassandra, fortelling to her brother HECTOR,that Jupiter would trar^s-

(1) Strabo, p. 47 d.
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late him into the islands of the blessed, his (Jupiter’s) native country

and this idea was also adopted by his scholiast. But what is still more

wonderful, is, that the greatest part of the Brahmens, to this day, never use

any but real British chalk, as they pretend, to mark their foreheads with

;

and this is carried by merchants all over India. This chalk they call

"Smita-chandana, ''Swela-mritica, 'Sweta-mrM, and it comes from Dwd~

racd, where it was deposited by- Vishnu. It is acknowledged in India,

that the Vklas, and this divine chalk, came both from the White Island in

the west ; and that many tribes emigrated thence, in the time of Crishna,

into India, where they remain, to this day, in great numbers. It is declar-

ed, in the Nagara-cliartda, a section of the Scanda-purdn'a, that Vishnu

brought the White Island itself into Guzar^t, in which is Dwdracd, ih the

time of Crishna, where it is called to this day ''Sweta-dwipa, though on

the main land. Various reasons are assigned for this : some say that it

was on account of Crishna, who lived with his relations at Dwdracd, and

who came from the original ' Sweta-dwtpa. Others say, that Vishnu was

afraid that the White Island should turn black during the Cali-yuga. But

the general opinion is, that Vishnu brought the whole island into Guza-

rd't for Crishna, to be the place of his abode, and also for the benefit

of his faithful servants, that they might have real and genuine chalk to

mark their foreheads with ; and which would have been liable to be adul-

terated by dealers and carriers. It is not to be supposed, that in conse-

quence of this transportation, the White Island no longer exists in the

west. This is by no means the case; for the White Island which he

brought into India was another self, and an emanation of the original one.

The White Island, or rather another self, was brought also near

(2) V. 1189 cum Canteri. Annotat.
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'‘Sambhala-grmnaj or Samhlml, in the country of Oude, as it is declared in

the section of the Scanrla-puran'a, called ''Sanibliala-grdrna-mcihdtmya; and

there it remains still: both must haye been compressed into a smaller

compass/ particularly the latter, which includes but a very small spot of

ground. In that book we read, near ''Samiliala-grama is a place called

''Sweta-dwipa

;

there Jnydna, or knowledge, is obtained.” It is de-

clared, in the ^Alhai'van'a~Veda, that Vara'ha, or Vishnu, in the shape

of a boar, brought a portion of the White Island to Benares, at the con-

fluence of t\\e Burnd with the Gu7iges, at the place called Vishnu-

pddodaca, for the convenience of Brahmens, and for the avowed purpose^

of supplying them with genuine chalk. I have not seen the above .pas-

sage in the rVedas

;

but I was assured that it really to be found in them.

This -is, also
,
mentioned in the Cdsi-c’haitda, a section of the Scanda-

purdn'a, where it is said that Vara'ha brought '‘Sweta-dicipa to the

mouth' of 'the^ Buritd. Be this as it may’^, it is no longer to be seen

there: and it was hinted to me, that it had turned black, on account of the

impure , and polluted tribes,^ in whose possession the holy city has been

for above six hundred years.
^ i ^>

1 ;
> , .

'
i-

VII. The JV.hite Island is considered in ithe Purdn'as as the abode

of the J\Iighty. Thus Ra'vana, anxious to .signalize himself, is intro-

duced in the Bdmdydna, inquiring from Na'rada, in what part of the

world the mighty ones dwelt, that he might go and fight them. The

mighty, says Na'rada, live in the White Island. The most ancient

inhabitants of Britain, in their romances, still call the White Island,

Ynys-y-Cedeirn, the island of the mighty ones. The JVhite Island is de-

clared to be the abode of the gods, or Surdleyam. This would have been

expressed, in the west, by the Gothic tribes, by As-burgh in some of the
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dialects in that language. Another name for it would be As-ganl; and

v/e find that both were in use in that sense. As~gard is constantly used

in the Edda; and As-hurgh is the name of an ancient city, called, by

Ptolemy, Asburgium, in the eastern parts of Europe; and the learned agree,

that it is the same with As-gard.

In Sanscrit it would be Isapura, or Ispuri, the abode of the Lord,

or of the gods, in which light Vishnu is considered in India; and

thougli the White Island is not expressly called I's-puri, yet it is repeat-

edly asserted to be the abode of Vishnu, called Isimra, Isa, and Diva,

or God. Such also is the opinion of the divines of Tibet, and of the fol-

lowers of Budd’ha in China, according to Du-Halde, who maintain, that

the holy one abides in the west: and Confucius had also declared, that

the holy one was to be found there. This tradition is of very great anti-

quity in the east; for it is probable that the wise men were directed to

Judea in consequence of that very notion. In the Puran'as, and in the

Vedas also, as I am informed, the coming of a Saviour from the west is

often foretold. This prediction, the Hindus conceive, was fulfilled in the

person of Crishna, who came from the west to be incarnated in the

house of Vasu-deva, near Mathura. The Samantans, equally cautious,

were in general of opinion, that all the prophecies relating to the

Messiah had been fulfilled in the person of Joshua, who, it is true,

introduced the chosen' people into the land of promise.

Isa or Iswara is, the name of the Supreme Being in Sansci'it. This

word was pronounced IIesus by the Gauls; Aise by the Irish, and Galic

tribes; As and AIsir by the Goths; IEsav. by the Etruscans, and Asios

also by them : and the Greeks used the latter term. Thus probably ls~puri,

VoL. XL K .
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As-burgli, As-hury, came to point out the west; and the western countries

were denominated by the Greeks, Hesperia, &c. The Goilis having con-

quered the White Island, and finding no deities living there, placed very

properly at a great distance, out of the reach of persons too curious and

inquisitive, this abode of the gods toward the east, from which quarter

they came. Thus Asbury, or Asgard, is designated the east with them.

In Sansci'it, pttJi, pura or pur, puri, signify a building to live in, also an

assemblage of such buildings, a village, a town. Beu, peu, in Welsh,

signify the same
:
peu is also written peues

;

and in Sanscrit we have pus,

before certain consonants. Pur and purih answer to burig, byrig, and

burh, in Gothic

:

the Greeks said pyrgos.

The divines of Tibet, according to P. Giorgi, place a paradise in the

west, in a certain world, where Hopameh, or the Supreme Being, re-
/

sides alone. This place is coeval with the world, and is without end.

This is the White Island, which escapes the general devastations of the

world both by fire and water, but will ultimately be destroyed and anni-

hilated with the rest of the creation. Some are of opinion, however,

that the White Island will survive the general wreck, because they con-

ceive that the Supreme Being must have a place to exist in; otherwise

he would exist no where, and of course would not exist at all. This

idea, peculiar only to a few, is in general reprobated as heterodox. Ho-

pameh is the same with Cenresi, according to P. Giorgi, called Justus

judex. D'harma-Rqja, in Sanscrit, one of the two forms of Yama, and

an emanation of Vishnu, or, in other words, Vishnu in the character and

with the title of king of justice. The cabalists among the Jeixs place

the abode of the Divine Majesty in the west: and the JEwaiiaws placed
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there, beyond the ocean, their elysium. This idea had even been adopted

by Christians, at an early period, as far as conistent with tlieir notions of

the Christian religion : for they supposed that the souls of good men,

previous to the coming of Christ, lived in some happy and blessed coun-

try toward the extremities, the rim, limb, or lemhus, of the earth, called

lardar ihreumi in the Eclda: and as mount Atlas was considered 'as the

margin or term of the earth, it was called also dyrim. The word lemhus

is not mentioned in scripture, nor by the fathers of the church; but, in the

room of it, the words infernal regions are used; in Sanscrit, Pdtdla,

which is nearly the same expression; for, according to the learned Du-*

Cange, the word lemhus signifies the borders, the limits of the infernal

regions; which expression of scripture here; and in the Purdn'as, does

by no means imply Tartarus, or hell, the abode of the wicked. Accor-'

ding to Du-Halde, Confucius had said that the holy one was to be found

in the west; and he introduces the followers of Budd’ha saying, “We die

“content; we are upon the point of entering into that blessed abode in

the west, where Fo waits to receive us, and make us partakers of his

“ bliss.”

The Tagalees, according to the relation of the Philippine Islands in

Thevenot’s collection of voyages, not only are acquainted with the

White Island, but place their elysium there. The inhabitants of the

Friendly Isles, in Cook’s Voyages, and who speak the same language

with those of the Philippine Isles, place also the empire of Pluto in the

west, and call it Bulutu,

This idea, that the elysium is situated in the west, is so universal, that

even- the savages of America place their land of souls there alsn. It is

very ancient; for Hesiod places the abode of heroes in the happy regions

N 2
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near the ^ ocean, and Homer at the furthest extremities of the ocean,

near the White Cliffs}'^

As it is the universal opinion of the Paurdn'ics, and Baudd'hists, that

the abode of Vishku, and of the Supreme Being, is in the White Island,

I shall not crowd passages here, from their sacred books, to illustrate

this assertion. Hence it is that Vishnu is called repeatedly 'Sweta-

dwi'pa-vasinau-Nara-Na'ra'yan'au, or Nara-Na'ra'yan'a, who resides

in the White Island, (which is sometimes called emphatically dwtpa, or

the island, by way of pre-eminence,) and Vishnu DwVpasthah-Nara,

or the man who resides in the Island. Vishnu is introduced in the

Brahma-vaivarita, section of the Crishna-Janma-c’haitda, saying, In

the White Island, the abode of justice, I shall return with portions of

the gods and goddesses, to live among the Gdldcas, or shepherds,

near J[Iat'hurd. This shall most certainly happen, and nobody

shall ever be able to prevent its taking place.” All the Avatdras, or

principal emanations of Vishnu, ten in number, came originally from

the White Island. This is also acknowledged by divines, according to

this text from the same book and section :
“ There are many manifes-

“ tations and forms of Bhagavan, O Muni; but the form which resides

in the White Island is the primitive one. Vishnu, says the author,

recalling all his emanations into the White Island, went into the womb,

‘'in the house of Vasu-be'va; and on this grand occasion, he recalled all

“his emanations. Ra'ma and NrTsinha are complete forms, O Muni;

“ but CrTshna, the most powerful king of the JVhite Island, is the

“most perfect and complete of all Vishnu’s forms. For this purpose

“ Vishnu from Pdidla rejoins the body of Ra'd’hice'sVara, the lord

(1) Odvss. 24. V. 11. Hesiod Theog. v. 1014. Erga, v. 1C9.
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" of RaVha^ he who dwells in the JVhite Island with the famous snake

" Shha, a portion of his essence. The gods sent there portions of their

" own essences, to be consolidated into the person of CrTshna, who

“ was going to be incarnated at Gecula."

Ra'ma and NrT-Sinha, or the man-lion, came, as we have seen, from

the JVhite Island; and even Hiranyacasipu was killed either there or

near it. It is the general opinion that this happened at Multan; yet the

Pandits whom I consulted could not find any authority for it in the Furd~

rJas. To reconcile this, they say he was killed at both places; really in

the JVhite Island, and typically only at Multa?i. In the Gan'esa-purdn'a,

Vya'sa is introduced asking Brahma', how Ra'ma was born, and whose

son he was. Ca, or Brahma', answered, In the JVhite Island, well known

“ to all the world, lived Jamadagni, a great Muni, who can at his will

destroy the world, who bestows rewards, and inflicts punishments,

knows the past, the future, and of whom the gods stand in awe. His

** wife was Ren'uca'; in her manners and gait, she is like Rati', the mo-

'' ther of Ca'made'va. The whole world gazed at her with astonishment:

" her eyes are more beautiful than those of the antelope of the forests :

her face is like the moon: she is a goddess, incapable of decay: she is

** Mulaprarrzti, or immediately born of the Supreme Being: she is Isvcariy

the sovereign queen: from her was born Ra'ma, who is Vishnu-Ydgrs-

“ wara, ever victorious Ra'ma, going one day to Caildsa, to pay his

" respects to Maha'-de'va and Pa'rvati', was prevented from entering

" by Gan'es'a, whom he knew not. Enraged at his insolence, he wren-

“ ched Gan'es'a’s scimeter from his hand, and eut off his head : from

‘'that circumstance, or his cutting off, be was surnamed Paras'u-Rama."

The story is related differently in the Gan'esa-purd:n'a-: RA'>fA broke
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off only one of the elephant-like tusks of GanWa, which fell to the

ground with a dreadful noise, and shook the whole earth. Maha'-

de'va and Parvati', who were in fond dalliance, as indeed they al-

ways are when alone, were alarmed. Pa'rvati' particularly was very

angry, and was going to utter a dreadful curse against him, when

Va'mana, an Axatdra of Vishnu, suddenly came from the White

Island, resplendent like ten millions of suns, in a white dress, and

with white teeth. “ Who are you What part of the world do you

come from?” said Pa'rvati' to him. am Va'mana: alarmed by the

“ noise, and the shaking of the earth, I come from the White Island to

save Paras^u-Ra'ma.”

The Egyptians, according to Plutarch, said that Osiris was material-

ly the lunar world, and that he dwelt in the moon, Osiris, of a black

complexion, is Vishnu, whose abode is in the White Island, called also

Chandra-dvoipa, or the island of the moon: and I think that, by the

lunar iscorld of the Egyptians, we are to understand the terrestrial moon

of the western mythologists, and the Chandra-dwipa of the Hindus. In

Tibet, they say, that the god of wisdom resides in the moon: and the

Manicheans, whose reveries have much affinity with those of the Hindus,

placed Christ, in his character of the divine sapience, in the moon;

making it consubstantial with it, as the Egyptians did with respect to

Osiris, and the lunar world.

VIII. In the Trai-locya-derpdna, it is said, that Chacra-vartti-

Na'ra'yan'a resides in islands to the west. This is Vishnu, or Na^ra'-

yan'a, whirling the chacra, or coit. They call him also Nara-na'tha,

or the lord of mankind. In the TFhite Island, says the author of that

treatise, is the Janma-Calpdnac, or birth-tree of Jin a, or Budd’ha. It is
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in Cshira-dwipa, or the White Island, said there to be Cshira-dwipa-

dv)ipana~Sir-mor

;

that is to say, Cshira-dwipa of all the dwipas is the first

and principal. This treatise is written in the spoken dialect of the coun-

tries to -the west of Agra. Sir signifies head; and mor, as well as in

Galic, signifies great ; Sir-mor implies either a man, or any thing above

the rest. The Sir-mor mountains, west of the Jumna, are thus called, be-

cause their heads are greater, or above the others.

This Calpa-vricsha of the gods bestows every thing that is desirable ;

and when Jina is going to be incarnated, the waters of the White Sea

come up to it. Near this tree the Dic’hyddris, or disciples of Jina, cut

their hair, and throw it into the White Sea.

It appears also that the White Island is the Therapnce of the Argo-

nautics ascribed to Orpheus. In the Purdn'as, 'Sivkam is described as

the most proper place for making iarpan'a, or libations in honor of the

Pitris

;

and though not expressly called Tarpana, yet it is declared to

be the land of Tarpan'a

:

and a most proper place it was, as the Pitrh

dwelt there, and in the adjacent islands: and we read of several holy

men going there for the purpose of performing that ceremony. Thus

it appears that the White Island, Cslnra, or Kliira, Scheria, or Kyre,

was called also Tarpavla, or Therapnce,; from which the Greeks made

Drepane. That the White Island was called Tai'pan'a by the Hitidus is

attested by Mr. Lord, when he says that Visva-carma, or Twashta',

went to live in the country of Derpe, or Derpen, after having crossed

many seas. That gentleman’s information is generally true, though

some times incorrect : and though it be found, occasionally, to differ

from the received opinions in this part of India, yet I find it in general

conformable to legends which are current in that part in which he lived.
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The Derpe, or Derpen, ^vhich he mentions, I take to be a corruption

from Tarpan'a: because Twashta' lived actually in the JFhite Island,

or land of Tarpan'a, according to the Pauran'ics.

The White Island is also declared repeatedly to be the land of Tapas,

or the most proper country for performing tapasya: and we find that the

ancient Grce/t« called the islands of the blessed Theba, Thebe, or Thebai

and, in the objective case, Thcben. In the Ayin~Acbei'i, written by Abul-

Fazil, to whom the British Isles seems to have been unknown, is an

island called Tapan'a in the very place of the British Isles. He had pro-

bably derived that notion from some Brahmens, who said that an island,

famous for the performance of Tapas, was in the north-west, at the ex-

tremities of the world. Those islands, called Thebe, Theben, by the Greeks,

were also declared to be the native country of Jupiter, Vishnu, or

Crishna, in conformity with the Pauran'ics, and in opposition to the lying

Cretans, as they were called in all ages.

In the Trai-locva-derpan'a, 'Saca-dwipa, or the JFhite Island, is called

Naiuli-dwipa, from Nandi, the bull of Maha'-deva, who resides there.

No further particulars are mentioned, except that there is the van or

forest of Nandi. When the gods and holy men are in distress, they

are always represented in the Purdn'as, as betaking themselves to the

White Island as a place of shelter. This opinion prevailed once in Eu-

rope; for Homer introduces Jupiter telling Juno, with whom he had

quarrelled, that she might go away, and retire into the regions to the

west: and Cp.eusa, in the Ion of Euripides, earnestly wishes to withdraw

into the same countries.

(1) Schol. in Lycophron. v. 1200. IIS9 . and Canter-annotaf.
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T\ie fVhite Island seems
^
to be the original DeloSy which tjie Egyptians

and Greeks clai\ned as their own property, and accordingly placed it in

their respective countries,
j
.There the Sun and Lunus were born, accor-

ding to the Greeks: but the Egyptians said that they were only concealed

there by Latona, their nurse ; for she ^was not their mother, according

to them. Latona, or Latdyana, in Sanscrit, and the western languages,

implies only a place of concealment. Both islands were floating originally

on the surface of the waters.: but Neptune, pitying the deplorable situation

of this unfortunate island, according to Pindar, rendered it fixed and im-

moveable. This was not the case with the -Egyptian Delos, according to

Herodotus, who says that . it was in a lake near Chenimis: but he

acknowledges that he could not perceive that it was -floating ; though

the priests assured him, that this was really the case.

The White Island, or ^Terrestrial Moon, was equally floating at first;

and I have before related the legend of its production from the tears or

rheum of the giant Atri.^’^ ’
,

\ i.

Delos, according to some Greek mythologlsts, was formerly a woman,

and sister to Latona, and was transformed into an island. The original

name of Delos, and of that woman, was Asteria, the sister of Latona,

and who had
. a famous grade among the Hyperhoreans. As^teria is

then the famous goddess worshipped by the Gothic tribes under the

name of Aster or Easter. Delos, in Greek, is synonymous with Tejas

and Ghrita, or the resplendent, an epithet of the White Island. Cynihus,

another name for Delos, is from the Sanscidt ednta, resplendent; and

the JFhite Island is also galled Chamh'a-cdnta, or resplendent like the

(1) P:ige 35.

oVoL. XI.
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moon. The learned and ingenious Mr. Bailly is of opinioiij that we

must look for the original Delos among the islands to the north-west

of Europe: and even the Greeks acknowledged, that Latona was born

in an island of the Hyperboreans. Delos, said the Greeks, was tiuis

called, because it shone forth or appeared first after the flood. This

has some affinity with the opinion of the Paurdnics on that subject:

for as the White Island is exempted from the dissolution of the rest of

the world, it appears first when these dreadful days are over. The moon

was born there, according to the Purdn'as: and the sun, in the character

of the son of Ca'syapa, was born in the west: but the Sun and Lunus

are not considered as brothers in India. The Greeks considered the west

as the abode and native country of the sun, where he retired every day

to rest himself in the company of his mother and his youthful wifci

according to the poet Stesichorus, as cited by Athenalus. This

moon, remaining on earth, gave general dissatisfaction to the gods and

mankind, as it gave no light: and besides, the plants were poor, and

stunted, and their fruits of no use to mankind. In order to obtain a bet-

ter and more beneficial moon, it was resolved to churn the White Sea:

and after infinite trouble, a new moon was obtained of the purest amrit,

as consisting of the most subtile parts of the former moon, which was

churned along with a certain composition made for that purpose, and

flung into the JFhite Sea. This new moon instantly flew up to heaven-,

where it remaiivs, to the unspeakable benefit of the world*

Yet there was still something wanting: this new moon required a

ruling power, and a moon, or another self, in a human shape. For this

j)urpose Atri made again tapasya; and the Tri-murtti appeared to hin>.

(.1) See Rudbeck’s Atlant. Vo). II. p. 262.
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and was Incarnated in the w’omb of his wife Anusuya'. So'ma or Lunus

was the son of Brahma', Da'tta'treya of Vishnu, and Durvasas of

Maha'-de'va.

In the centre of the JHiite hland resides Vishnu, at a place called

Ndrdt/anpw'a, or the city of Ndrdi/an'at called also Vairdvati or Vai-

rdmati, for both may be used correctly. In the Fadma-purdn'a, section

of the Uttara-c'haitda, is the following description of this place: ‘‘In

“ the northern parts of the Tdyambud'hi, > or sea ‘ of fresh-water, in

'Sweta-dwzpa, the Sanacddicas went to see Bhagava'n' or Vishnu.

^ “ Their names are S.anaca, Sananda, Sana'tana, Sanata-cumara,

“ Ja'ta, Vo'du, Pakcha-'sic’h.a, all children of Brahma', and these,

“ with many others, reside there, near Hari» The WJdle Islofid is like

“the su-hhrunsu, or mild beams of a thousand moons ; like shining jewels.

“ Many Malid-Ydgis, or great penitents, reside there, without fear

“ or molestation. There is a beautiful garden of Pdrijatd'^ and Chandana

“ trees. There is the city Faii'dvaii or Vairdmati, beautiful and full of

“jewels: the consorts^ of the gods reside there in houses shining like the

“ morning sun. Its greatest ornament is a divine mandapa, or house,

“ made of precious stones and amber, (Carpura,) and adorned with

“ flowers. The Apsarasas reside there; and there is a throne supported

“ by lions, and resplendent like fire, brilliant like the sun. See. It consists

“ of eight portions, like so many moons, placed like the petals of a flower.

“ In the centre, within the calix, Jandrdana, or the devourer of souls,

“ is seated with his insignia in human shapes. His clothes are like the

“foam of the fFhile Sea when, it is churned; and De'vi', w’ith a divine

“countenance, is^on his left. Devout prayers and religious rites are the

(1} A sort of Nyctanthes.

o 2
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only means to obtain admission among the servants of Vishnu, and a

" seat at Vislinu-padam, at the feet of Vishnu, called also Parama-padam,

“ or at the place of the most excellent feet/’

In Asia, and the eastern parts of Europe, Britain was considered as

the land of spirits, and the abode of the Deity. In Britain they probably

placed it farther to the west, in America. In this manner the savages

of America place this land of spirits still further to the westward,

and as if it were in Asia. The gods and other spirits are fond of privacy,

and do not like the vicinity of mankind. Accordingly we find in the

Padma-purdn'a, section of Pdtdla, that our White Island is only the

abode of an eminent yet subaltern form of Vishnu and the Supreme

Being, in opposition to the other Purdn'as: and that the great and real

White Island, called Mahd-Rajata-Bhumz, or Mahd-Sweta-bJwmz, the

great silver or white land, is beyond our White Island, and the moun-

tains of Locdloca. An impenetrable darkness, with a chaos-like confusion

of the elements, prevails beyond the mountains of Locdloca, which

determine the world, according to the general opinion of the Piiurdn'icas

;

whilst some insist that it is a perfect vacuum. When Crishna, with Arjuna,

searched into every duzpa for the children of his spiritual guide,

and asked them in vain from Yama, who declared they were not with

him, he went into Pushcara-dvclpa, or Iceland, to Brahma', who told

him, that they were probably with the original Vishnu, whose abode was

beyond the mountains of Locdloca, in darkness, and among waters.

CrTshna, in his self-moving car, advanced toward Suvarn'a-bhumz, or

the land of gold, and striking the mountains with Yds, chacra, or coit, opened

an immense passage through them, which exists to this day, as every

bodjf knoxvs. This is a very common expression in the Purdn'as, and of
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course implies nothing. Ke went with Arjuna through this gap^ and

entered the country of Tamomdyi-malid-bhumi, or the land of darkness.

There he found Vishnu sitting in the midst of waters, and the children

of his Guru under his throne.

In the 18th Psalm we read, that the Supreme Being made darkness his

secret place, his pavilion round about him with dark water, and thick

clouds to cover him.

In North America, in Nev:-England, I believe, is the cave of the

great Spirit, whose abode is in the lake Huron, in the island of the

great Spirit, or Alanitoalin, according to the Indians. There is another

cave of the great Spirit near the Missisippi, below St. Antonio’s Falls;

and near the Ohio, on the heights called the Big-bone-licks, is also the

impression of a divine foot, as well as at many places on the old con-

tinent. In the Pndma-purdn'a, section of Pdtdla, or the infernal regions,

SuTA is introduced relating the most wonderful exploits and mighty

deeds of Ra'ma-chandra, who came originally from the Jf'liite Island, as

we have seen before, and like St. Brandan, long after, wished to visit the

more western regions. Both at first were much at a loss how to effect

this; but with patience, courage, and perseverance, they succeeded. St.

Brandan went by sea, and was six months in this journey, in which he

saw the land of the departed, called hnd. Ra^ma-chandra, having the

advantage of a self-moving car, performed it in a very few days, in com-

pany with Maha'-de'va. The day being fixed fortheirdeparture, RA'M.\-

CH.\NDRA waited anxiously for Si\A, who was dallying in a most charming

grove, and had entirely forgot him. Ra^ma-chandra resolved to

set off without him; and as he was going to ascend his self-moving

vehicle, he saw a holy penitent, a Rtslii, carrying away a w'oman,
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'who had eloped from her husband, a Mimi, or silent contemplator.

They met boldly Ra'ma-ciiandra, shewing signs neither of shame nor

fear. Ra^ia, however, ordered the holy penitent to send away the

woman, and reproached him with his scandalous behaviour. He then

advanced toward the Localbca mountains ; and 'Sambhu, or 'Siva, recol-

lecting the appointment, ascended his vimdna, or vehicle, and with won-

derful speed soon overtook Ra'ma. They then descried the Locdloca

mountains, on the summit of which are the paths of the-planets. Ra'ma-

chandra asked the Muni who was with them, what was become of his

wife. The Muni said, she w'as gone to the Tam^bhdga-giri, or the

mountain of darkness, for which, he said, he was very sorry, as he was not

likely to see her again. 'Sambhu comforted him, and said we' are going

there also. Thus assisted with the refulgence of 'SambHu, they arrived

into the land of darkness, where there are no living creatures. There,

one hundred millions of ydjanas from the limits of light, in that land of

darkness, is Mahd-Bqjata-bJwmi, or the Great Silver or White Country.

In the middle of it is NdrdyaTia-jnira, resplendent like one hundred

millions of suns. R.v'ma w’as astonished at this wonderful sight in the

land of the blessed, and the paradise of Visiiku. “Whose refulgence

“ is this.?” exclaimed he. “ How can we approach it.? Is this the lire which

'‘is to consume the world, or the mayd, or illusion of Bhagav.\"na

?

“ Is my last hour arrived?” Sa.mbhu said, “ O Ra'ghava, or desccn-

“ dant of Raghu, be not dismayed: it is the nidyd of Bhagava'na; none

“ but those who have obtained internal knowledge, can see and enter

“ this holy place. See on all sides Risliis and Munis performing 'jpvjd

“in honor of it. The four Vedas reside there; and the Bomaslid-

daya-Risliis, or descendants of the holy Ro'masha, or Lo'masha, with

“ their wives, are performing the pradacsliiida, (or dextratiOj in Latw,)
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and the Valac'hilijas also. LacshmI, with her damsels, are making

puja to this place of the most excellent feet. The Sandlica-Yogts are

meditating on it. Consider attentively this most pure resplendence.

“ Thus I have shewn to you, Bralun-Nirdcdra, or the Supreme Being

without a body, is Sdcdra, or embodied : for Brahrfi is Sdcdra in his

manifestations. Worldly men cannot see him : it is given only to those

who have obtained internal knowledge.” These words of Sambiiu

tvere heard by those who accompanied Ra'ma ; who immediately made

pujd to Achyuta, or the incorruptible god, with Giri-carmi, Tulsi, ''Sal-

laca, Manila, Nila-camala, or the blue lotos. Then Na'rada came from

c'ham, heaven, with his hair tied up into one lock, his guitar, and a small

crooked staff. Sambhu told him that Ra'ma-chandra wished to see

this place, and begged that he would go and announce him. Na^rada

went in, and announced Ra'ma-chandra and Maha-deVa. Vishnu and

Lacsiimi, w’ith myriads of yogis, came out to meet their guests, and

having worshipped them, carried them to Ndrdyan'a-piira. Vishnu

asked, “How came you to this place inaccessible to mortals? Who
“ is this king?” Sambhu answered, is a portion of your essence:

“ we saw a path, and we followed it, and he wishes very much to see

“ your consort.” “ She is in the inner apartments
;

go and see her,”

answered Vishnu. Ra'ma went in, and having worshipped her, said, “ I have

“ seen you : it is enough. I have obtained at last the object of my most

“ardent wishes.” 'Sri-De'vi said, you are remarkably handsome ; but Sita,

“your consort, is a perfect beauty 1” Ra'ma, alarmed, retired; but Cama-

de'va having deeply wounded LacshmI, she ran after him. Ra'ma being

eca-patni-rratta, or faithful to his only wife, began to tremble, and Vishnu

apd Maha'-de'va were astonished. Ra'ma disengaged himself; and, with

his retinue, having reascended their vimdna, left the Lovdlaca mountains.
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anti soon reached the Swaclaudad'hi, or the sea round PusJicara, and

went home. '

>
,

The same description of our IFhite Island may be collected from

various parts of the Purdn'as, its astonishing refulgence, &c. and the

commentator on the Bhdgavata, with many other learned men, assert, that

these two White Islands, with the Gdldcas, or the celestial 'Sweta, many

millions above the terrestrial one in (he air, are but one. Indeed, the geo-
¥

graphy of them is the same exactly; the dimensions only are different,

being on a much larger scale. Be this as it may, whether there be

another White Island or country in America, is of little consequence, as it

does not interfere with ours, and both are asserted to exist independent

of each other. This notion may lead to suppose, that the inhabitants

of the islands in the northern ocean, had some knowledge of American

a very early period. In my humble opinion, it was hardly possible that

it should be otherwise, particularly when the climate Avas less severe

:

and that this As'as the case once, I conceive, cannot be denied. The

Paurdn'ics say, that this land, which surrounds the world, is called Suvarn'a-

hhumi, or the golden land, from its real appearance, and the quantity

of gold found there. The first travellers who visited the shores

opposite to Iceland and Norveay, Avere struck Avith the appearance of the

rocks glittering like gold. Some of these glittering stones Avere brought

to Europe, and assayed, but produced no m.etal. This appearance Avas

occasioned by a sort of Pyrites, Avhich abounds on these shores. Rocks

Avith such an appearance are mentioned in the northern* ocean by Plu-

tarch.'* According to our mythologists, Hercules and Perseus Avere

(l) De facie in orbe Luna:.
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the only heroes who ever penetrated beyond mount Atlas into the land of

darkness.
* \

IX. It is probable, that this land surrounding the known world, is

altoo^ether the result of some fanciful idea of the Hindus, and other nations

in former ages. ^They conceived that it w'as absolutely necessary, to

prevent the waters of the ambient ocean from running off into the

vacuum : and this idea alone was enough to establish its existence

among them. I was desirous, how^ever, to ascertain, whether some

points in this imaginary boundary of the terraqueous world, could not

be traced through the Puran'as, with the track, either real or imaginary,

of some of their Deities, or heroes, from India, in various directions,

to these parts. Very few indications and marks of such discoveries

I was able to obtain, but these constantly pointed to the north-west

quarter of the old continent, consonant with the obscure hints of the

existence of such land, to be found in Plutarch, in the account

given by Silenus to Midas, aiKl in the argonautics ascribed to Or-

pheus. It is not improbable, that some accidents, and fortunate cir-

cumstances, from time to time, confirmed its existence. Through want

of intercourse, and owing to several centuries intervening without any of

these accidents recurring, which had brought to light its existence, it be-

came problematical and doubtful for a long time ; and the severity of tlie

climate increasing in these northern regions, rendered these accidents

still more uncommon. The track of CrTsiina and R.a'ma-chandra, who

came originally from the White Island, is pointed out, through the north-

west quarter, and the two Pushcaras, ‘the Pritish Isles and Iceland,

through which in the Trailocya-derpan'a this track is also made to pass.

These facts show, that once they had in the w’est, and in India, some

VoL. XI. p
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confused ideas about such land as America: and though their notions

were not clear, yet they did not doubt, at some period, of its existence^

That the eastern parts of America were peopled from Europe, appears to

me beyond any manner of doubt, from the astonishing affinity between

the languages in use in that part of America, with the Sanscrit and other

languages in Europe derived from it. For the Sanscrit pervades all the

languages, both ancient and modern, of Europe, in a surprising degree.

India is by no means to be considered as the primitive and original

country of the Sanscrit language, though it flourishes there now exclu-

sively. The Brahmens acknowledge that they are not native of India,

They entered it, they say, through the pass of Hardwdr

:

and their first

settlement was at Canoje. Towards the east it extendi to A'xd and

Siam, in which countries the Pali, Bali, or sacred language, if not

pure Sanscrit, is at least a dialect next to it, and its eldest daughter^

Towards the west, it pervades all the ancient and modern languages of

Iran, Turan, Arabia, Ethiopia, Egypt, the northern parts of Africa, and

all Europe as far as Iceland inclusively ; forming, as it were, a belt from

the easternmost parts of Asia to the extremities of the west, and of

Europe, and tending from the south-east toward the north-west. To the

north of India, in T,het, the traces of the Sanscrit language prevail, but I

believe in a less dearree than in A'vd and Siam. From this belt some weak
O

ramifications are to be found in Sumatra and Java. The Malay language

contains many words of Sanscrit origin; and in the Chinese and Japanese,

Sanscrit words are to be found occasionally. The language of the abo-

rigines of India, extending from the Bay of Bengal to Bombay, and in-

habiting the mountainous tracts in the interior parts, has no affinity what-

ever with the Sanscrit, or any of its dialects. Its grammar, poor and

barren, as may be supposed, is obsoliitely different from that even of the
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lowest dialects of the Sanscrit. To my great surprise, I could not find

even a single word in it, either derived from the Sanscrit, or any of its

dialects, except the names of a few articles of trade, introduced into it,

but evidently not belonging to it : whilst there are a great many words

obviously derived from the Sanscrit, in the dialects of Brasil, Mexico, of

the Carihbees, and other tribes living on the eastern shores of Jmerica.

In the dialects of the inland and southern parts of Africa, I could not

even trace a single word of Sanscrit derivation, nor in those of the western

shores of America. Some of the dialects of Tartary and Siberia exhibit

occasionally a few words of Sanscrit origin ; but these are not numerous,

whilst none whatever are to be found in the others. Various etymolo-

gies are given of the name of the city of Mexico, the true pronunciation

of which is Machico. The most probable is from the Sanscrit Matsya, or

Mach’ha, fish ; and, in a derivative form, Matsyaca, and Mach’hica. This

word, in the Machico language, is pronounced Mecho, and Meclwa. Ac-

cording to the learned Abee' Clavigero, a native of that country, tire

name of the town and province of Mechoacan signifies the place of fish.
'

Jn Hindi, Machln-clidn'

a

implies the same, and Mach'hwd-c’hdri a, a place

of fishermen, or Mechoa-can. In the Mexican tongue, Teu-Calli signifies

the house or cell of god, in Latin
’

Dei-cella, which is to be pronounced

Hei-kella. Haxeli, a house in Hindi hovel in English, is pronounced

covel, caul, or coil, in several parts * of the peninsula, as in the Tamuli dia-

lect ; and Deu~caul, or JDeu-wal, is the house of god: this well-knoWn

word is generally pronounced De-wul in India. Teotigudean, according

to Gemelli, signifies also, in that language, the place of god: in Hindi,

Heratacd-c'hdndf or Deoid-ca-clidndf signifies the same, though never

used. They say in India, or* rather Persia, But-c’han'd, the place of

idols. Khdnd is lised in Persia, and in the western parts of India, in
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composition, and signifies place. Some believe that it was used formerly

in Sanscrit, and that c’hani, a place of metals, or mine, is derived from it;

but this is not likely, Haloc, in Mexica7i, is the name of the god of

waters; answering to Jalogha in Sanscrit, the energy of the waters. In

the Brasilian dialects, cunya or cunlia, according to the Portuguese mode

of spelling, and canyd, in Sanscrit, signify a young woman.

Ibi, the earth, is from 'i and tva or iba, in Sanscrit, the female power

of nature, and the earth in an animated shape, or the goddess Tellus.

Ara, air: ig or uh, aqua: pi; pes, foot, pouy. Caanga, to eat, is, in Hindi,

caega, cainga, I shall eat. Ca-anga, to say ; in Hindi Cahanga, I shall

say. Co, to go, is ga and gati in Satiscrit ; in Brasilian, guata also is, to

go, to walk. Monhanga, to make, is tnanavinga, in Hindi, I shall ’make.

Yeupira, to mount, to go up, from uper, upon in Hindi. Can, and acan,

head in Galic also, ore-acan, our head. Ai-out, I come, is bum-auie

;

Oi-out is woJi-aute in Hindi, he comes. Auae~aout, they come, and in Hindi,

'ive-aute : in a preposition is mai, both in Brasilian and Hindi.

In the language of the Caribbees, ac oculus, in Hindi, auk, from the

Sanscrit aesha, and aeshdn, from which is derived skin amongst the

Chei'akees, Baica, to eat, is in Sanscrit, bhucta: bouirokou, a boar, or

hog, is vardhaca or bardhaca : jovamii, the soul, is jiva, Jivan. Isheiri,

God, is from Iswara: looca, zmong the Cao'ibbees, is the first of the Ideas,

Idgas OT men in Hindi: and Maboid, the evil spirit, or principle, is from

mahd-bhui, or md-bhui, the great evil spirit, the chief of evil spirits. Bhui

and bhuta are common names for devils, spectres, and other evil spirits.

The word bhui is obsolete, and in great measure used only by women

and children in India.
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In Virginia, psucse, a bird, is from pacshi : yen, yeuck, is u^oli in Hindi,

he; liowan, who, and whom: wastah in Hindi, is watch in Virginia, propter,

because, on account of.

In the Chikkasah and Choktah languages, loca or leak is fire ; and this

is an old Gothic word used in the Edda. Yanasa, a bullock, ydna in

Sanscrit, aia to go, is ya in Sanscrit, and eo in Latin. Anutn-hoU-hole

in their language, is in Hindi, hum, or aham-huli-buld, I spoke the speech.

This last would certainly afford much merriment in the eastern parts of

India particularly, yet it would be understood. Unchdhd is a height,

mountain, both in these languages and in Sanscrit.

These words are extracted, for the greatest part, from Reland's

short vocabularies of the American languages. They are short indeed ;

for they contain only a few hundred words. In the dialects of Peru and

Chili, and the northern coasts of America, California, &c. I have not been

able to find a single word that had the least affinity with the Sansa'it,

or any other language of the old continent. In the languages of

North Afuerica, there are fewer words from the old continent than in

those of South America, and of the Carihbees. The reason is, that, ac-

cording to tradition, the tribes which now inhabit North America, came

originally from the western parts of that country, and settled there,

after having either exterminated or driven away the greatest part of the

inhabitants ; and the Caribbees assert, that they came originally from

Florida.

Beyond this belt, languages have little or no affinity with the Sans-

crit, except among such nations as are well known to have emigrated

out of it. Thus the Chinese, who lived originally on the banks of the
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OxuSj according to the Purdn'as, have preserved a great many Sanscrit

vocables in their language, which are engrafted upon another, unknown

to us.

In the short vocabulary of the Hottmtot language in Mr. Barrow’s

description of the Cape, and consisting only of eighteen words, I was

surprised to find three of them pure Sanscrit. The , fii-st is Surrie, the

sun, in Sanscrit surya : cum, water, in Sanscrit cam ; and cu is the earth in

both languages.

CHAPTER III.

'Sweta' Devi ; or the White Goddess.

I. JL HE White goddess, whose abode is in the White Island, is one of

the three Pai'coe, which, according to the Paurdn'ics, are a Tri~uniiy,

called in the singular number Tri-Cald-devi-Cumdri, or the divine maid

in a three-fold state.

She was born on mount Caildsa, from the Tri-muriti, as related in the

Vardha-purdna

:

the three gods directed their eyes, so that their looks

met into a/rtCMS or point; and this divine maid sprang up instantly. She

is three-fold, and, as soon as she was born, she disappeared, and went to

the White Mountain or Island to perform tapasya. She is Tri-sacU-dhi,

or the goddess with the triple energy :
you must consider her as Tri-

zidiid, or three-fold ; and these three modes are sidd’hi, because they em-
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brace the whole circle of human life. It is the Tri-sacti, that makes

kings: when creating, she is Satwici-Bralimi

:

when fostering, Vaishnavi

:

when destroying, she is JRaudn. These are three forms, which were

thus produced : Brahma', who is of a red complexion, thinking on Maha'-

deVa, who is white, his 'Sacti, or energy, naturally became white. He

then produced a damsel of that colour called 'Swe'ta-ue'vi, or the White

goddess. She is called also Brahmi-Sita'. Brahma', the creating pow-

er, is thus introduced, thinking on the destructive power, for a very ob-

vious reason ; for his energy is so luxuriant, that, if it were not continii'

ally checked, in a short time it would have no room to exert itself: the

creative power would cease, and of course Brahma' would no longer

exist. But if the power of destruction was not equally checked, he

would destroy Brahma'’s works so completely, and so fast, that in a short

time he would have no opportunity to exert himself. In order to obviate

this, Vishnu, or the preserving power, interposes, and meditating on

Brahma', whose creative power gives a scope to his exertions, his energy

becomes red, like Brahma', and produces a damsel of a red complexion,

called Vaishnavi. Rudra, or the power of destruction, is of a white

complexion; but as he is meditating on Vishnu, who preserves only that

he may destroy, his energy turns black, and becomes a damsel called

Raudri, or the fearful goddess, and Tamasi', or black as darkness.

Thus, when we are thinking of a triangle, our ''Sacti becomes a tri-

angle ; when thinking on an object of a white colour, it then becomes

white.

The White goddess is most beautiful. She is Eedeshard, or her

name consists of one letter. This letter is T long, and in a derivative

form, it is Tva, which sounds exactly like Eve, pronounced as a dissyl-
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lable. Thus every woman is a form of 'I, and is really Tva^ or Eve.

Thus Adima, or Adam, is called Swa'yambiui'va, because he is like

Swa'yambhu^, or the self-existing; because he is a form or emanation

from him. She is Sarvdcshara

;

that is, her names, in the sacred spells,

include all the letters of the alphabet: she is Sarasroati, or the goddess

of eloquence. Brahma'' followed the White goddess, his own offspring,

to the White mountain or island, and there fell in love with her, and

there they made tapasya, in order to create mankind. Sita' said to

Brahma', prepare a large sl'lidti or place for me to live in. He then took

her to his bosom, and generation took place, and he had seven sons by

her. Brahma' then praised her in her threefold state, saying, “ Praise

to thee O Jayaf^vd, victorious ; Satya-saml>lmld, self-born : D'hruvd,

immoveable ; Dha-vard, because she contains all the gods in her

womb : Csheind, benign ; Sai'va-Wmtd-Malieswari, great queen of all

living beings ; Vardrohd, firmly seated,’*

The third Cumdri, or damsel of a black hue, is called Rauclri, Cdla~

rdtri, or black as night, and Chcimuitdd. In other books, I am told that

her name is said to be 6, or on. After destroying the demon Ruru,

Maha'-de'va praised her, saying, ” Thou art Bhu'topaharin'I, or she

who destroys living beings ; large are thy teeth, and thy seat is upon

a corpse.” In the JMiru-Tantra, her station is said to be in the North.

From her mouth there issued many Dev'is or goddesses, who instantly

asked for food. Maha'-de'va said, let them devour the fruit of the womb

of any woman, who, being with child, puts on the clothes of another

woman. This threefold deity resides on Tricu\a, each form on her

own peak, the White goddess in ^Swetam, the Red goddess in Hyran'y-

am; and Chamundd, or the Brack goddess, in the north, or on Jyasa?fi.
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They have also another st'hdn near Casmir. In the Vardha-puvdii'a the

name of these three peaks are "Swita, Mandara, and Nila, or the black

mountain.

There are many mountains called J\^Iandara, or dividing the waters;

and they are represented in general, as consisting of a red or yellowish

earth, or they are said to be of that colour; and of course it corresponds,

or rather it is the same, with Suvarn'a or Hiranya.

These three goddesses are obviously the Parc(S of the western my-

thologists, which according to Plutarch'*’ were three and one. Fate

(literally Lot) says he, in as much as it be an energy, is the general soul

of the world, and is threefold, Clotho, Lachesis, and Atropos: for Plato

says that Providence, by which he understands fate, both physical and

metaphysical, is threefold. The three Parcee were called also Vesta,

Minerva, and Morta or Martia. Vesta is the 'Sacti of. Brahma', who is

represented under the emblem of an ignited globe. Minerva is Saras-

valt, or the energy of Vishnu; and Martia, from Mars or Mavors, who

is Maha'-deva, or Maha'-Haraja, M’ha'raj: her other name, Morta,

is, perhaps, from mors, mortis. These are the three Genii sitting in a

triangle on Trku'ta, in the infernal regions, according to Thespesius, near'

the three lakes of liquid gold, white lead, and iron and between

them probably was the infernal Tri-vium, or the three roads branching

out from one point in the infernal plains, which were threefold also,

Elysium, Erebus, and Tartarus. These are probably the three Skiri~Dei,

or Gods of Sclueria, or Skirr, who began to be known when Saturn

(]) Plut. de Fato.

(2) Plutarch Vol. II. p. 566 and 567.

VoL. XI. q
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withdrew from this world/*) There the three Parcce presided over

the four divisions of Tricu'ta, so combined together as to make only

three parts. These four divisions of Tricuta are mentioned in the Trai'^

lecya-dcrpan'a, Suvarn'a, Rupavdra, Dhatuci, and Vajra, but they are to

be considered as three only. Timarchus, in his vision of the infernal

regions/®) saw many islands in the eighth division of the world. The

friendly spirit, who pointed out to Timarchus whatever was worth his

notice in these regions, told him that there were four shares or portions

of them. A small small portion only,” says he, “ of the superior parts be-

“ longs to us; the other parts are the abode of other gods. The share

of Proserpine, intrusted to our care, is one of the four, which are

divided from each other by the Styx: this you may survey. Proser-

PINE is in the moon, and Mercury is her companion: this is the in-

fernal Mercury or Pluto. ”^3) Her portion, or share, is what the

western mythologists understood, when they said, that there was really

a moon on earth; or, as Macrobius says, a terrestrial moon: thus it

appears that Luna is also an earth, land, or country, which we should

call a celestial earth, in Sanscrit, Swerga-bhilmi, an epithet of the White

Island, or the island of the moon. This moon, says Plutarch, is a

mixed body, and the emblem of the Genii; as the sun is the embleur

of the superior deities. This some call a terrestrial heaven, and others a

celestial earth. This moon, says he, belongs to Genii living on earth.

All the islands which Timarchus saw, were floating: this also is con-

formable to the notions of the Hindus, who conceive that the earth and

the islands are all floating upon the abyss.

(1) Plutarch, Vol. II. p. 421.

(2) Plutarch de Genio Socratis, p. 589.

(3) Plutarch, Vol. p. 9^3.
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The Slt/x (says the friendly genius to Timarchus) is tlie road to hell,

and determines the last portion of all things. It leads in an opposite

direction from Orcus to the superior parts. These four divisions and

regions belong, the ^rst to life, the second to motion, the third to birth,

and the fourth to death. These are again so combined, as to form three

new sets or divisions; for unity, belonging to what escapes the sight, joins

the first and second; intelligence, belonging to the sun, unites the second and

third; and nature, belonging to the moon, joins the third and last. Over

each of these three -combinations rules a Parca. daughter of necessity.

Atropos [or Raudri'] rules over the^rst; Clotho [or Brahmi"] over the

second; and Laciiesis [or Vaishnavi'] over the third, or Selene, the moon

;

and on her rest the conversions of generation.” This singular combina-

tion of the numbers three and four/' was in high estimation among the

followers of Plato and Pythagoras. Thus the four elements, com-

bined together by three intervals, produced every thing that exists.

This combination was really the completion of things. Thus, when

Homer and Virgil exclaim, “ O three and four times happy are they

‘‘ who. See.” they do not mean to say, that they were either seven, or three

^or four times happy; but that they were made completely happy through

the fortunate combination of whatever is requisite for that purpose.

•? #

The other islands have certainly their peculiar deities; but the moon,

which is the portion of the Genii who live on earth, is not so much expos-

ed to the fury of the St^x, being somewhat higher. (This is the ter-

restrial moon, or moon on earth, as mentioned by Lutatius: Philoso-

phi Lunam es^e in terra dicunt, quee circa nostrum hoc solum circulo altiore

suspensa”)i^) The Sti/x, however, invades the moon, (or rather the

(1) Lutatius vetus Statii interpres in Theibad. 1;

Q 2
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island of the moon,
)

the secondary measures 177 : that is to say, every

sixth lunar month : for 334, the number of days in a lunar year, is the

'primary, and its half, or 177, is the secondary measure. When the Styx

rushes toward (the island of) the moon (like the boar or liygr in the

Severn) in the secondary measures, (that is to say at the equinoctial tides,)

the souls then break forth into loud lamentations through fear; for

Pluto seizes upon a great many, who happen to fall off : some, however,

who were brought in by the raging flood, contrive, by dint of exertions,

and good swimming, to reach the shores of the moon, who raises them

up. These are the souls of those whose lot it is to die about the time

appointed for their being born again, except such as are polluted with

crimes. The Styx, thundering and bellowing in a most dreadful manner,

does not allow them to approach ; but lamenting their fate, they are

thrust headlong, and hurried away to another regeneration, as you see.

‘'Why,” says Timarchus, “I see nothing but stars, some merging

“ into the abyss, and others emerging out of it.” “ These are Ge-

“ m7,” answered his conductor; “for such is really the case.” Plu-

tarch, in his discourse on the face seen in the orb of the moon,(‘l

adds, that the Styx, whilst raging, thrusts away many whilst almost

within reach of the shores of the moon : and even some, who had

already reached the wished-for land, are suddenly dragged again

into the deep. Those, however, who have effected their escape, and

stand firm on the beach, are crowned with the plumes of constan-

cy. There are in this moon three pruicipal caverns ; the largest

called the sanctuary of Hecate, where the wicked suffer the punish-

ments due to their crimes. The two other caverns, or rather out-

(1) P. (-2) P. 944.
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lets, like the straits of Hercules, of the Caspian and Red Seas, says our

author, are called the long gaps, [literally the Dirgha Dirghica, or long

passage leading into the hell of the Paran'as, and through which the souls

must pass one looking toward heaven, and the other toward the earth,

being for the ingress and egress of the souls. The moon is the recep-

tacle of the sensitive souls, [animce,) which she composes or decomposes :

the sun then supplying the rational souls, a new being is formed, and the

earth supplies the body. For the earth gives nothing after death; but

receives back what she gave, for the purpose of generation. The sun

receives nothing, except the rational soul, which he gave. But the moon

receives and gives, compounds, decompounds, and divides, Atropos, (or

Raudri, )
who is placed about the sun, is the beginning of generation;

exactlv like the destructive power or 'Siva among the Hindus, and

who is called the cause and the author of generation. Clotho, about the

celestial moon, unites and mixes. The last, or Lachesis, is contiguous to

the earth; but is greatly under the influence of chance. For whatever

being is destitute of a sensitive soul, does not exist of its own right, but

must submit to the affections of another principle : for the rational soul

is of its own right impassible, and is not obnoxious to affections from

another quarter. The sensitive soul is a mediate and mixt being, like

the moon, which is a compound of what is above, and of what is below

;

and is to the sun in the same relation as the earth is to the moon. Well

Pliny might say, with great truth, that the refinements of the Druids

were such, that one would be tempted to believe, that those in the east
I

had largely borrowed from them. This certainly surpasses every thing of

the kind I have ever read or heard in India.

These three goddesses are obviously the Farcer, or fates of the wes'
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tern mythologlsts, which were three and one. This female tri-unity is

really the Tri-mvrtli of the Hindus^ who call it the 'Saclz or energy of

the male Tri-murtti, which in reality is the same thing. Though the

male tri-unity be oftener mentioned, and better known, among the un-

learned, than the other
;

yet the female one is always understood with

the other, because the Tri~murttz cannot act, but through its energy,

or ^Sartz, which is of the feminine gender. The male Tri-muriti was

hardly known in the west: for Jupiter, Pluto, and Neptune, have no

affinity with the Hindu Tri~murtti, except their being three in number.

The real Tri-murtil of ffie Greeks and Latiatis consisted of Cronus, Ju-

piter, and Mars, Brahma', Vishnu, and 'Siva. To these three gods

were dedicated three altars in the upper part of the great circus at Rome.

These are brothers in their Ced^as; and Cronus, of Brahma', who has no

Calpa of his own, produces them; and of course may be considered as

their father. Thus Brahma' creates in general; but Vishnu, in his owm

Cnlpa, assumes the character of Cronus or Brahma', to create, and he is

really Cronus or Brahma': he is then called Brahma'-ru'pi Jana'rdana,

or Vishnu the devourer of souls, with the countenance of Brahma': he

is the preserver in his own character.'

These three were probably the Tripaires of the western mythologists,

called also 'Tritopatores, Tritogeneia, Tris-Evdaimon, Trisolhioi, Tris-

macaristoij and Propatores. The ancients were not well agreed who they

were: some’ even said that they were Cottus, Briareus, and Gyges, the

sons of Tellus and the Sun. Others said that they were Amalcis,

Protocles, and Protocleos, the door-ktiepers and guardians of the

winds. Their mystical origin probably belonged to the secret doctrine,

which the Roman college, like the Druids, never committed to writing.
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and were forbidden to reveal."’ As the ancients swore by them, there can

be little doubt but that they were the three great deities of their religion.

As they are said to be the guardian gods, and keepers of the winds, they

belong to the British Isles.

Pluto or Yama, Neptune or Varun a, are excluded from the Hindu triad.

Jupiter, with the eagle, is Vishnu: but Jupiter Pluvius, and Jupiter

wielding the thunder-bolt, is Indra. In general, we may say that Jupiter

is the Indra of the Hindus^ the Olympian Jupiter.

The White goddess, or Sarasvati, presides over arts and sciences

:

she is the Vedas, and the Vedas are in her. Sa'vitri, the

consort of Brahma', is the Gdyatrz, called emphatically the mother

of the Vedas. The Gdyatri consists of certain ' mysterious words,

which they consider as the quintessence of the Vedas. The three

superior classes are regenerated or born again, as they say, of the

Gdyatri; in the same manner, that we are born again of the spirit and

water : and the mysterious name of the Holy Trinity is really our Gdyatri.

From this regeneration, Brdhmens are called Dwija, or twice born.

The necessity of regeneration is a fundamental tenet among divines in

the east as well as in the w^est; and we are equally Dwija, twice born,

or regenerated. There are five different Gdyatris, according to the

number of the principal deities, which are Vishnu, 'Siva, the Sun, Devi,

and Gan'es'a. That of the sun. is the first, and belongs exclusively to

the sacerdotal class. Sarasvati', the white goddess, assuming innumera-

ble forms, which are all alike, resides in many places ; but the primitive

form’s place of residence is in the White Island. There she was visited

(1.) Mackobius, lib. I. c. viii.
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by Na'rada, who is introduced in the Varaha-puvan'a, saying to Priyav-

ratt'Aj the eldest son of Swa'yambhuva, or Adam, “ Yesterday, (hya-

“ slane or hyastaiiadine,

)

O king of kings ! I saw a lake in the White

" Island. There was in it a large and beautiful flower of the Camala,

or red lotos. On its banks I saw a damsel, seemingly not above ten

“ years of age, with large beautiful eyes : I was astonished ; her eyes

were half closed. I asked the soft-speaking maid. Who are you, O
“ most beautiful ? Why did you come hither ? What is your business ?

Tell me what I am to do, O well-shaped maid ! Thus I said, but she

‘‘ closed her eyes, and remained silent : then all my divine knowledge

forsook me ; I forgot the '^Sdstras, the Ydga-Sdstras, the Sicshd-Sdsirasj

and the Vklas also. I perceived immediately, that she had attracted

the whole to herself. I was surprised, and grew very uneasy : I ap-

“ preached her, and perceived a divine form in her body : on his breast

saw a second form, and on the breast,,of this a third form, whose

“ eyes were red and inflamed : he was beautiful, and resplendent like

the sun. Thus I saw three human forms in her body, which suddenly

“ disappeared, and the damsel remained alone. I said then, O Devi-

Cuma'ri ! divine maid! how came I to -lose my Vedas? Tell me,

“ most beautiful. She answered, The first form you saw in my body,

is the Rig-Ve la^ or Na'ra'yan'a himself, whose name, like fire,

“ burns away all sinfulness. The other on his breast, was tiie Yajur-

“ Veda, or Brahm.^'. The third is the Sdnia-P'eda, with the counfc-

“ nance of Rudra ; thus the three J^edas are three gods. Take back

your Vedas and ^Sdslras, O Na'rada ! and perform your ablutions in

** this lake, the name of which is Vedasava, or Veda-Sm'dvara, the

lake of the Vedas, and you will remember your former transmigra-

tiens. She then disappeared, and having performed my ablutions,
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anil according to the words of the goddess Sa'vitri, I recollected a thoii-

"sand past transmigrations.” (
’

-

- I .
''

r
. 1

In my first generation i \fas a Jirdhmen, much respected at

or Ujjayini. I understood the Vedas’ perfectly, had many disciples, and

was very rich. Reflecting one day of what little avail my wealth would

prove in the end, and of what little service my disciples would be to

me, I bade adieu to the world, after having divided all iny wealth

among them, and went to -the Jake called Sarasvata-sai'ay dr Puslicara,

“thereto make tapasya” . ”
.

•
•

.

f'
' '

,

Here the narrative breaks off' suddenly ; but further particulars are to be

found in another place of the same Purdn'a, where it is said that Na'rada"

went to the White Island, the inhabitants of which looked exactly like

Vishnu. The first man he saw there, he took to'be Vishnu himself; he

then saw a second^ and he looked likeiViSHNU also; in short they were all

alike.' He was astonished, iand making fapasya, he meditated on Vishnu for

a thousand years, when he -appeared to him. -i

1 toi 1.
'

‘ ii:: \ ui. ;

He praised Vishnu, who said, “ After a thousand Yugs of Brahma',

“thou shalt be born of him ; and from thy functions, he shall give thee a

“name Na'rada, from dd;^ to give, Ndr'a, water, to the manes. He
'' then disappeared, and leaving my body, I was reunited to Brahma',

“ and in the present Calpa I was born his son. O king of men !

“perform the pujd in honor of Na'ra'yan'a, and you will obtain* power in

“ this world; and after death, you will be reunited to Vishnu.” The

eldest son of Swayambhuva followed his advice ; and having divided his

kingdom, or the whole earth, between his seven sons, he made tapasya; and

whilst performing or repeating mentally the sacred names of Vishnu,

he obtained mocsha, or was reunited to the Supreme Being.

VoL. XI. R
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II. With regard to the religion of the Druids, very few of its tenets

have been preserved, and transmitted to us, either by the Greeks or the

Romans, of whose religion and fundamental tenets we know also but little,

except what relates to the exterior worship ; for the sacred college at

Rome, and the augurs, kept the whole as a secret to themselves, as closely

as the Druids did. But there is every reason to believe, that the

religion of the Druids was fundamentally the same with that of the

Greeks and Romans, Scythians or Goths, Egyptians and Hindus, with no

greater deviations than those which are found in the Christian religion

among its numerous sects. A Hindu, after visiting Rome and Geneva,

could never be made to believe that the religion of these two places is

fundamentally and originally the same, and that they have the same

scriptures.

The Hindus insist, that theirs is the universal religion of the world,

and that the others are only deviations from the mother church. In India

are found the four grand classes, the three first of which are entitled to

the benefit of regeneration. All the rest of mankind belong to the fifth

class, branching out into an innumerable variety of tribes. The idea,

that the Hindus admit of no proselytes, arises from our not understanding

the principles of that religion. We belong to it, though in a humble

station : it requires no admission of course, and we are entitled to all the

benefits and advantages which this mother church offers to us. We

may pray, perform the pujd, have the hdma offered for us, for our rela-

tions, and friends, paying for the same, as the other Hitidus; we may

have a Brahmen for our purdhiie, or chaplain and almoner. But the

members of this church cannot, in general, rise from, an inferior class to

another, except they die first ; and then, if. deserving of it, they may be
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born again in Jndia> in any of the four tribes. Lidia is called Pu'iija^

hhtinn, or the land of righteousness; not because it prevails there, but

because it may be obtained there. It is called also the land of the law,

or precepts to be followed, in order to obtain either eternal bliss, or heaven.

The other countries are called Bhoga-hhumi, or land of enjoyment,

because people from India go there to enjoy the due reward of their meri'

torious lives. Of course, they 'are incapable either of merits or demerits

in these countries or dwtpas^ which are, six.: in number, and are called

Swarga-hhumi, or heavenly earth, or land., j The inhabitants iof the JVhitc

Island, immediately after death, go back to India, from which they

came, there to be born again in a station suitable to their merits. Those

who inhabit the intermediate dwipas, do not always fall back' immediately

to India; but, according to circumstances,' are either advanced to another

dmpa, of a superior rank, or lowered into an inferior one, before they

transmigrate back to India. In ^Snoeta-dwipa, and other islands, it is

declared that there is no law, and the inhabitants thereof are not capable

either of merits or demerits, When Nahusha, or Noah, ^vanted Indba'ki,

or the wife of Indra, to favour his passion for her, she pleaded her duty

as an insurmountable barrier : he answered, '‘Well, let us go out of Ja?nhu

“ into the other dwipas, the land of enjoyment and dalliance.” This is

nearly the doctrine of the church : for the c/eu’s were born under the

law, and their country w.as really punya-bliumi

:

the gentiles w ere born

without the law, and of course, says the apostle, they perish without

the law.

Swerga, .in Sanscrit,
^
signifies a terrestrial paradise; and there are

many : one on the summit of Mhu or Olympus, where reside the superior

forms of the deity; the others are in the duipas. Swerga then answers

r 2
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to the elysium, and land of the blessed, of the western mythologists.

Swerga, of course, does by no means signify what we understand by

heaven; the real expression for which, in Sansa^it, is the Salia~Ucas, or

the place of those who abide in the presence of the Supreme Being.

According to divines in India, there are two places for good people after

death, and we may choose which of them we like best. These are the

Swerga-hhumts, or terrestrial paradises, and J\I6aiha, which includes the

Saha-ldcas, or heaven, according to our ideas. To obtain these, there are

two modes of worship, very different from each other : for the first com-

prises exterior observances, and in fact is downright idolatry : in the second

you are directed to reject entirely the former mode, and to worship only

the Supreme Being in spirit and truth: sacrifices, pilgrimages, ablutions,

are then no longer required. . . Though they talk much of the latter, yet

I could never find a single Hindu that would follow it, alledging, that

it requires a renunciation of the world and its pleasures, an absolute self-

denial ; and that besides, they do not conceive in what the pleasures of the

Saha-Iocas may consist, as there is no eating, or drinking, nor marrying,

&c. On the contrary, in terrestrial paradises, they eat, drink, marry, &c.

The world, its pomps, and all sensual pleasures, when enjoyed without

distressing our fellow-creatures, is by no means a sinful state for this

reason they prefer Swerga, where they may become kings, great men,

&c. This is a sort of paradise contrived for publicans, scribes, pharisees,

and other worldly persons, who in general are endowed with many vir-

tues ; which, however, remain sterile through want of a vivifying principle.

In this mode of worship, sacrifices, pilgrimages, the worship of superior

emanations, and of their representations, wood, stone, &c. are pecu-

liarly requisite ; and in - cases of great guilt incurred, extraordinary

penances, mortifications, &c. If to the other system of religious worship.
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we were to add the mystery of redemption, it would indeed bring it very

near to the Christian religion.

It is the fashion now to extol the purity of the worship of the Druids,

of which we know but very little, and to suppose that they had no idols.

Some modern authors have rendered the same service to the Brahmens.

One even goes further, and says, If any body should have asked the

Areopagites at Athens, or any body at the court of the kings of Persia,

whether they were idolaters or not, they would hardly have understood

what he meant.^* I cannot answer either for the Areopagites or the

Persians; but ask a Hindu, whether he worships idols, he will imme-

diately, and without the least hesitation, answer, Yes, I do worship

‘^'idols.” Ask, on the other hand, a Hindu, whether learned or unlearned,

Do you worship the Supreme Being, ParameVwara ? Do you pray

“to him? Do you offer sacrifices unto him?” he will answer imme-

diately, “ No, neroer." “ You certainly worship him mentally, which is the

“ purest sort of worship, and which becomes, it seems, fashionable, as it

“subjects us to very little or no inconvenience.” The question is, whether

he will understand you, unless you have made some progress in the lan-

guage. If he does, he will answer, “ JVb.” “ Do you praise him ?” “ No’*

“Do you meditate on his attributes and perfections?” “ JVb.” “What is

“ then that silent meditation mentioned by some learned authors ?” His

answer will be, “When I perform the pvja in honor of some of the gods^

“ I seat myself on the ground, with my legs crossed in such a manner,

“ that each foot rests upon the opposite thigh, (not under, it like a taylor,

“ but) like those who perform tapasya. Then, with my eyes closed, and

“ looking up to heaven, my hands moderately open, and close to each

“ other, and a little elevated) I compose my mind and thoughts, and
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without moving the tongue, or using any of the organs of speechj 'I say

“ inwardly, I am Braiime, or the Supreme Being. We are not conscious

of our being Bralune through maya, or worldly illusion, and

the original taint or sin ; but we know it through revelation. It

“ is forbidden to adore the Supreme Being, to offer prayers and sacrifices

‘Mo him, for it would be worshipping ourselves: but Ave may adore

“ and worship collateral emanations from him, and of a superior

“ degree : we may adore and worship even mere mortals ; of which

“ kind of worship many instances are recorded, and there are

“ even now living ones. The worship of images is recommended,

“ when, after consecration, the deity has been called down and forced

“ into them with powerful spells.” This is the doctrine of the Greeks

and Romans

;

and I do not believe that there ever was any other sort of

idolatry in the world. The Hindus are not acquainted with the refine-

ments of dulia and latria ; and the appejlation of murtti, exactly like the

word idolum, Ei^oXoi/ in Greek, signifies both a material and spiritual image

of the deity, or any divine being in general. The spiritual murttis are

portions of the Supreme Being: the material ones are the embodied

forms of the deity ; and statues, called also inuriit, but more properly

hinibd or praiimd, are representations of these embodied forms, and

into which the deity is forced through spells. As the words murtti and

idolum signify both the supposed emanations from the Supreme Being,

which are after his own image and resemblance, and also carved repre-

sentations of these images and idols, the word idolatry implies the

worship of these emanations, and also of statues or idols: and there

might be, of course, nations of idolaters, though they should not wor-

ship either carved or molten images. That the Greek word EiSoXcv is

synonymous with murtti is obvious from Homer, who represents
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Hercules, the god himself, in heaven ; but says that his idol, or murtt'i, was

in the elysian fields, with the other heroes. The word idol, in Greek,

originally signified an emanation or form, like murlti: and of course it

signified also a spectre or apparition : and the Greeks and Romans seldom

or ever made use of it to signify the statue of a deity; and it was used

in that sense exclusively by ecclesiastical writers.

No divine honours in India are paid to a statue but after the perform-

ance of three ceremonies. They give it first a suitable dress: then it is

consecrated, by forcing the deity to come down into it, by certain spells

or carmina

;

then the officiating priest worships it. The same ceremonies

were equally performed by the Greeks and Romans, and other, idolatrous

nations in the west.

The Hindus call the soul, and other emanations, murttis, because,

according to scripture, they are after the image and resemblance of the

Supreme Being
;
yet they assert that they are really portions of the divine

essence. This was the doctrine of the Greeks and Romans; Anima

est Deus ; I am God; I am Brahme: and all their deities did ultimately

resolve themselves into the Supreme Being, as asserted by the Hindus,

because they were emanations from him. Macrobius shows, that all

the deities resolved themselves ultimately into the sun ; and this is

exactly the doctrine of the Hindus, who add, with Plato,^) that the

sun is the most perfect murtti, or image of the Supreme Being.

The inferior deities resolve themselves into the three superior ones,

and these, ultimately, into the sun; for all emanations are maya, gene-

rally rendered by illusion, but often also applicable to contigent

(1) Macrob. in somn. SciPioN. Lib. I. c. 2°.
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being's^ -whilst the supreme One alone exists really and absolutely.

Divines and philosophers in the east, as well as in the west, seldom,

if ever, considered Jupiter as the Supreme Being, whom they call

Df/ya in the east, or Deus in the west. Of him the Hindus never

presume to make any image; and, according to Plato and Macro-

Eius,(‘) this was exactly the case in the west ; and the Greeks and

Homans never offered up prayers, nor made sacrifices to him, exactly like

the Hindus: and he was unknown to the multitude in the west, precisely

as in India even to this day. They speak of him in India with the

most awful reverence, whilst they ' indulge themselves in the most

obscene tales and legends concerning the embodied forms or deities of

all ranks, exactly like the Greeks and Romans. The reason is, that these

forms were mere mortals, according To the opinion of several respectable

schools in India, and also formerly in the west. Whenever a man can

divest himself of every worldly affection, either good or bad, by self-

denial, and has extinguished, that is to say, subdued, his senses, the

inferior .deities disappear, and concentrate themselves into the Tri-murtit

:

soon after, the Tri-murtli itself disappears, and at that very moment, he

exclaims 1 am Brahme, or God, and he is then conscious of his being

Brahme. To obtain this, it is not only necessary to divest yourself of

'every sinful taint and appetite, but also of every virtue, and laudable in-

clination : for virtue does not differ from vice materially: it is vice itself,

or the extremes of vice, but moderated : and the difference between them

is the same as between a gentle and an intense heat. Virtue, of course,

is a worldly affection, which the man who renounces the world ought

to consider in the light of vice, as it is equally inimical to his purpose.

(1) Macrob. ill somn. ScirioN, Lib. I, c. 2°.
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Virtue’s reward is Suoerga, a temporary and local heaven ; but it is in-

sufficient to obtain heaven in our sense^ or eternal bliss. The lord of heaven

is not the Supreme Being among the Hindus, no more than in the west for-

merly. They believed also that the soul was God, an emanation or portion

of him. The ancient philosophers, and Cicero, said, that the soul was

God, This soul is called A'tmd in Sanscrit, and Autme or Autmd in Greek.

Animam deum, et prisci philosophorum, et Tullius dixit. Anima fori7ia

divina, the soul is a divine form, or emanation, according to Macrobius ;(‘1

and this was also the opinion of Pythagoras. Whether the Druids of

Britain had idols or not, is no where said ; but those on the continent eer-

tainly had, as well as those of Ireland. From a passage in Gildas, it

seems that they had, and that even some remained in his time. The de-

seription he gives us of them, shows they did not belong to the Romans,

as they looked grim and stiff, like the mccsta simulachra Deorum of the

Germans, done without art. There is no reason why we should believe

them free from the errors of the other Druids on the continent. The

little we know of their doctrine is perfectly conformable to that of the

Hindus; except their worshipping under the. oak, which they called em-

phatically Dru, or the Tree. Dru, in Sanscrit, is a tree in general : it was

so in Greek formerly ; and it signifies ^a forest in Russian. It was after-

wards restricted to the oak among the Greeks, and the Celtic tribes.

There are no oaks in India, except in the mountains to the north : but

the Hindus have other trees equally sacred, and the Goths had a peculiar

regard for the ash tree.

The White goddess is represented with a white complexion, mildly

beaming like the moon. Her clothes are white, like the foam of the

. i

, (1) Macros. Lib. II. c. 12. •

VOL. XI. s
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White Sea, In one hand she holds a guitar, and in the other a book, like

Albunea, or the White goddess, commonly called the Tiburtine Sibyl.

The White goddess, whose abode is in the White Island, in the mid-

dle of the White Sea, is the Leuco-Thea of the Greeks, which implies the

same thing exactly. She was the daughter of Cadmus : but others said

that she was the wife of Neptune, and the daughter of Nereus, or the

ocean, according to Phurnutus. Nora, in Sanscrit, signifies water; and

Na'ra'yan'a, he whose abode is in the waters. From Na'ra'yan'a, the

Greeks made Nereon in the objective, from which they formed the right

case. The Greeks called her also Bun'e ; the Latians, Al-Buna and Al--

Bunea. The root of these denominations is no longer to be found in the

Greek language ; but it still exists in the Celtic and its dialects. Fionn, ueen,

ven, signify 'white, shining: Al-wen, Al-Jionn, Al-Ben, remarkably white.

In several dialects of the peninsula of India, as in the Tamtdi, and also in

Cei/lon, hen and ven signify white. The ancient Greeks said phaennos for

white, bright; fionn or phionn in Galic: and the White Island in the

Euxine Sea, is called Phaennahy Pindar.

Leuco-Thea is represented as the goddess of the sea, and as con-

stantly living with the daughters of Nereus at the bottom of the ocean.

These’ were her companions! and formed her retinue: hence they are

called Leuco-Theai-Nereides by Hesychius: and, as we have seen

before, she was supposed by some to be the daughter of Nereus. Near

Tibur she was called Al-Bunea the Sibtjl, and represented with a book

in her hand. As one of the Farces, she was the same with Minerva,

the goddess of wisdom, called also Skirra, or the White goddess. She visits

many places in various parts of the world; some once a year at stated

times ; and others she visits only every third or fourth year. She comes
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regularly once every year at Hinglaj, at Cope Mud'an, Moran, or Malana,

to the west of the river Hcib, the ArUs of the ancients.

CHAPTER IV,

Of the Churning of the White Sea.

I, T^he gods, after the creation, soon perceived that there were still

many things wanting for the good of mankind, and more particularly on

account of themselves. In their numerous wars with the giants, many
•

of the gods being killed, they were informed by Vishnu, that it was

possible to procure a certain beverage which would render them immor

tal. The task, however, was immense ; for it consisted in throwing

all the plants and trees of the universe, according to some, but, accord-

ing to others, only those that grew on the sides of the White Moun-

tain or Island, into the White Sea ; which was to be churned for a long

time, in order to obtain the butter of immortality, or Amrtt, the ambrosia

of the western mythologists : and the old moon, which was already of

Amrtt, would serve as a leaven to pre-dispose the whole mixture. The

old moon, as we observed before, was inert, and of little use. They wanted

also intoxicating liquors to exhilarate themselves, and celestial nymphs

for their own amusement. This churning took place in the Dwdpar, or

third age of the Manwdntara of Cha'cshusa, which immediately preceded

that of Noah. It lasted exactly 29 years and five months, or 10,748

days, 12 hours, and 18 minutes. This is obviously the revolution of Sa-

s 2
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TURN, ^vhich was in use amongst the inhabitants of the Isles in the North-

ern Ocean, who celebrated, with great pomp, the entrance of that planet

into the sign of Taurus, according to Plutarch.

It is declared in the Purdn'as, and "acknowledged by every body,

that this momentous transaction took place in the White Sea ; but the

spot is more particularly pointed out in the Vardlia-purdna, and others.

It happened in that part of the White Sea called the Calasddad’hi, or

the caldron-like sea, from its being an inland one, and surrounded on

all 'sides, or nearly so, by the land; from which circumstance it was

compared to a pot, or caldron. This sea was contiguous to the White

Island on one side; for, on account of its contiguity, the A?nrit is said,

in the Matsya-purdji'a, and others, to have been produced on or near

the White or Silver Mountain, called there also the mountain of Soma

or Lunus. On the other side it bordered on Suvai'n'a-divtpa, or Ireland

:

for we are told in the Vrihal-Cat’hd> that there was a sea town in that

country, called Calasa-purt, from its being situated on the Calasodad’hi,

or sea like a Cala'sa or - caldron. This caldron-like or land-locked sea,

is evidently the Irish Sea. Into this Calasa, according to the Vardha-

purdn'a, the gods flung all the plants, and agreed to churn it. This they

did, says our. author, in Varun'dleyatn, or Vanin'asydleyam, the abode,

dleyam, or st’hdn^ of Varun^, the god of the sea. His abode to

this day is well known, and is in the very centre of that sea. The

Manx and Irish mythologists, according to Col. Valancey, call Va-

run'a, Mananan-Mac-Lir, Mananan, the son of the sea: and his abode,

according to them, is in the Isle of^ Man, or Marinin, as it is called by

Irish bards. According to General Valancey, it was -called also Ma-

?iand, which answers to the Monceda of Ptolemv.
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After the gods had fixed on the most proper time for the churning of

the sea of milk, they soon perceived, that it would be impossible for them

to accomplish this tremendous work without the assistance of the giants.

They made peace accordingly with them, under the most solemn promise

of sharing with them the fruit of their joint labours. The gods in gene-

ral are represented as a weak race, but full of cunning, and very crafty :

the giants, on the contrary, are very strong, and generally without much

guile. The gods of the Goths, and of the Greeks and Romans, did not

bear a much better character. Even among Christians, there are old legends,

in which the devil is most egregiously taken in by holy men.

Having thus settled the conditions, they all went to work, /and ga-

thered all the trees and plants, and flung them into the' caldron-like sea.

They then brought the mountain of JVIttnclara with infinite labour. It is

said that this mountain is in the peninsula, near the sea shore, and to the

north of Madras. They placed it in the middle of the caldron-like sea,

which they used for a churn, and mount Mandara as a churning staff.

The serpent Vdsuci served them instead of a rope, and they twisted him

round mount Mandara, and the giants were allowed to lay hold of the

snake by the head : his fiery breath scorched the giants, and they be-

came black : the unfortunate reptile suffered much ; he complained, but

in vain. Mount Mandara began to sink; but Vishnu, assuming the

shape of a tortoise, placed himself under it. In the Scanda-purdn'a,

chapter of the Sanata-cumdra-Sanhild, in the 75th section, we have

a most minute account of the churning of the White Sea by Visiiku,

the gods and the giants : the latter had Bali at their head. After

churning for five years, the froth began to appear : and after three years

more, Varun'i, or Sura', with her intoxicating liquors. The cow Ca-
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mad’henu, or Surdbhi, appeared after another year’s labour. According

to the Bralwididda-'purdida, she was worshipped by the gods, and both

gods and giants were highly pleased when they saw her. One year after,

the elephant Airdvaii made his appearance ; and the next year a

horse with seven heads. Three months after, the Apsaras with Ram-

eha'-deVi at their head. Chandra, or Lunus, came one year after: then,

after three years more, was produced Ccdd-cuta, a most subtile poison,

flowing in large quantities; and then Vishnu became black. It was of a

fiery colour, and began to set fire to the three worlds. Mankind being

alarmed, began to call out. Ah! Ah! The earth, in great distress, with

Vishnu, waited on 'Siva, craving his assistance. 'Siva swallowed up the

poison, which stuck in his throat, and caused a most intolerable heat,

which parched his throat and body. His throat turned blue; from which

circumstance he is worshipped under the name of Nila-cante'swara,

or the lord with the blue throat. He called for the Ganges, and

placed the moon on his forehead, and snakes round his neck, whose

refrigerative powers are well known. One year after, Codaiida appeared,

or the unerring bow and arrow. The next month a conch was produced,

and the next year the famous Pdrijdta tree. One month after, a jewel of

an azure colour, called Caustubha, and Jye'shta', or poverty, the eldest

sister of Lacsiimi, or wealth. Her dress was black, her hair yellow,

her eyes red ; and her teeth were like the Cushman*da, a sort of gourd.

She looked very old, wanted many teeth, with her tongue lolling out

of her mouth. She was pot-bellied; and the gods and Daityas were

amazed at the sight of such a strange figure. Then Lacsiimi appeared

with a most beautiful countenance: her complexion was like gold, and

she had large swelling breasts. Her clothes were of the foam of the

White Sea: in her hands she held a chaplet of Camala flowers, or red lotos.
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The gods and giants, or 'demons, were filled with rapture when they

saw her.

After churning for twelve years more, a learned physician, called

D’hanwantari, appeared, holding a vase full of Amritt or ambrosia.

The gods drank of it ; but to the giants they gave only intoxicating

liquors. The gods kept the cow Cdmad'henu. Indra took the elephant

Aircmata; and the sun,' the horse with seven heads. The gods seized

the Apsaras. 'Siva retained Codartda, or the unerring bow and arrows.

Vishnu laid hold of the conch Pdncliajanya, the tree Pdrijdta, the jewel

Caustubha, and looked wishfully at Lacshimi. , She did the same at him ;

and the whole assembly kept their eyes fixed on her. Pita'maha, or

Brahma', asked 'Siva, to whom' Lacshmi should be given. 'Siva said.

Let her be given to Vishnu : she agreed to it. Then 'Siva said. Let us

send for Sa'gara, or Oceanus, to perform the nuptial ceremony called

Pdn'igrdlia, or laying hold of the hand, on the 12th of Cdrtica. This

day was fixed upon, because Vishnu awakes from his eight months

slumbers on the 11th of the same month, exactly the day before.

Brahma' then sent for Nadit, or Oceanus; when Lacshmi said, that her

elder sister must be married first, according to the injunction of the Vedas,

A sudden gloom spread itself all over the assembly ; but Vishnu relieved

them from Iheir uneasiness, by giving her to Udda'laca Eishi, who was

unmarried: but this was not effected without much difficulty. The Rhhi

advanced with his bride, the daughter of the ocean, ever faithful to her

consort, and Oceanus, taking water, poured it into the hands of the

Eislii. . Then Vishnu married Lacshmi, and carried her to Vaiemta.

Udda'laca/ with Jye'shta', went to his hermitage. Lacshmi is the god-

dess of riches and fortune, and Jye'shta' of poverty and misfortune:

this last is ever faithful to her consort.
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In the Tdpi-c'handa, a section of the Scanda-purdtda, it is said that

Va'ru'nI was given to Varun'a, the Neptune of the Hindus. Charmed

with his prize^ he set off with her in his chariot;, gently gliding along the

surface of the sea
;

quaffing occasionally intoxicating draughts. ’ Thus they

passed through Lancd-dvcdra, or the gates of Lancd, now the straits of

JVIdlaccd, beyond which the sage Agastya has an hermitage. Being

intoxicated, they behaved disrespectfully to the holy man, who cursed

Varun'a. He became a Cshettri, and was born of Ajami'da, under the

name of Samvarn'a, who is considered as an Avatdra of Varun'a, the

ruler of the waters, or SaliUndra.

Besides these ratnas, or jewels, produced by the churning of the JVhite

Sea, and from which the White Islafid is also denominated Ratna-dwipa,

and Man'z-dwipa, other jewels or precious things were produced also,

and are mentioned occasionally in the Purdn'as. It is declared in the

Prahhdsa-c’handa, a section of the Scanda-purdn'a, that, after the churning,

there appeared a tree entirely of gold, called Lacshmt-vricsha, the

tree of Lacshmj, or wealth. It is called also Vaishnavd-vrksha, or the

tree of the consort of Vishnu. Its situation is ascertained from the

Cumdricd-c'handa, another section of the Scanda-purdn'a. Barbarica,

son of Ghatodcacha, the son of BhIma, the Pandava, wishing to learn

the Mahd-vidyd-Vaishnavi, the great or secret doctrine of Vishnu,

went to Pdtdla, where Vishnu resides also, through a vivara, or

passage, under the Calpa-vricsha, or Vaishnavd-vrtcsha, or tree of know-

ledge. There sat Ndga-cani/d, or a damsel, in the shape ( at least partly

so) of a snake, performing pujd in honour of the Ratna-linga. This

passage is not far from 'Srz-parvata, or the fortunate mountain, and is to

the west of it. ^Srz-parvata is called ^Srt-dwipa in the Vrthaicathd,
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and is the same with the White lsla?id. This tree is said, in the Vrihat-

cat’lia, to be in the western parts of Suvarna-dwipa, or Juvernia

;

and

here the passage into hell is placed under it. Juxo [or Lacsiimi] had

such a tree; for, when she married Jupiter, she made him a present of

golden apples.

In the Padma-purdn'a, section of Bhu-c’handa, it is said, that four

damsels were produced through this churning, like so many jewels.

They stood as if peeping out of the caldron ; and their names are Su-

LacshmI, V.\run'i, 'Sre'shta' or Jye'shta', and Cumo'da'. When pdjd is

performed, on particular occasions, in honor of Lacshmi, they represent

the Cola'socladln by a water-pot; and, after repeating proper spells,

Lacsumi comes peeping out of the pot. She is always present, though

seldom visible, as may be supposed.

In the Brahman'da -purdida

j

section of Lalitopdchydna, it is added, that

this churning produced also a plant called Vyaya, ever victorious, which

Bhairava or 'Siva kept for his own use. Then the goddess Ambic.y'

appeared, seated in a flower of the white lotus. It is she who grants

boons to all the world. She is 'Sri, prosperous ; in her hand is a Padma

flovver.. She sprang from the Cshira-mahdrn'ava, or the great and

famous White Ocean ; which assuming a human shape, presented her

with a 'chaplet of Padma flowers. Vishva-carma, or Twashta', made

her presents of bracelets, and. other ornaments, from his own shop. She

then went.'and seated herself on the breast of Vishnu. Bali, and theO

other Dailyas, were enraged at this; and becoming outrageous, forcibly

took the vase of AmrU out of the hands of Dhanwantaki. The gods

attempted to recover it from them, but in vain. Vishnu then assumed

VOL. XI. t
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the shape of M6niNf, a female deity, in which are concentrated the

illusive powers of Vishnu. The giants, at the sight of her, were thrown

into a state of rapturous ecstacy, and resigned the vase to her. She then

directed the gods and giants to place themselves in two rows, and to sit

down. She made the giants to agree that the gods should be served first.

Ra'hu, being distrustful, placed himself between the sun and moon, who

recognizing him, pointed him to Mohini, who had already given him a

small portion of the beverage of immortality. She, however, cut off his

head, which flew up to heaven. Mohini, having served out the Amrit

to the gods, placed the vase on the ground, and disappeared. A dreadful

conflict took place between the gods and giants, in which the sun and

moon suffered much. The gods prevailed at last, and Indra was acknow-

ledged as sole sovereign of the gods.

In the Ramdyen'a of Va'lmica, section of the Yudd'ha-c'handa, and

in other Pnrdn'as, it is declared, that Vishnu himself cut off Ra^hu’s

head ; and that the event happened on the very place where the Amrit was

made, (Amrita-st'hdne,) in the northern parts of the IVhite Sea, in the coun-

try of the three peaks, called Chandra, or of the moon ; Drdn'a, like the sun

;

or Suvarn'a, and Vaideha: and from the context it seems that this happened

on Drdn'a. From that time Ra'hu is constantly endeavouring to destroy

the sun and moon; like Typhon, according to Egyptian mythologists.

He was thunder-struck by Jupiter, and fell, according to some, into the

quick-sands of the lake Sirhonis, called also Sirbon, and Sarbonis. Now

Siicarblidnu, one of Ra'hu’s names, signifies light of heaven, and in that

character he answ'ers to Lucifer. Like Ra'hu, Typhon, according to

iLii.iAN, often appeared in the shape of a crocodile. Others said, that this

happened at Heroopolis, the Patumos of Herodotus. We are informed.
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by Stephan us of that wiien Typhon was smitten by light-

ning, and h\oo^(haima in Greek) flowed from his wounds, the place

where he fell was thence called Hcetnus, though it had likewise the name

of Hero. It was called also Heroon, or Heroum, a derivative form from

Ra'hu, or Rahum; and Heroopolis probably is the town or place of Ra'hu,

,for 'Rdhoopolis. This head is what the Arabs call Abul-kaul, the father

of terrors. The Gothic tribes, having neither crocodiles nor dragons in

their country, have introduced the wolf Fenrir, who is constantly running

after the sun and moon to destroy them, and will ultimately succeed.

Ra'hu’s name is pronounced Ra'cu in the Deccan, and particularly in the

Tanivli dialect. Rhcecus w'as one of the giants who waged war against

the gods, and he was put to death by Bacchus, 'in the shape of a lion.

Abbe' Pluche^^I says, that Horus, or the sun, having been worsted by

Rhgecus, found means to elude his pursuit, by appearing before him in

the shape of a lion. I do not know' on what authority he grounds this

his assertion. „

• if
This churning of the White Sea was, it seems, unknown to the western

mythologists : at least very faint traces remain of this notion, if it ever

existed among them. '
.

The birth of Venus, or Lacshmi, has some affinity with it: for we read

that Saturn, having cut off Ccelus’s privities, he flung them into the sea,

where, being mixed and agitated with the foam, they gave birth to

Venus. This is the same legend with that concerning the churning ; for

the plants and trees are positively asserted to be the Linga of the ruling

power of the Calpa, and of. which he is deprived by his successor.

(1) Under the word Heroopolis^

T 2
(2) French Eiicyclop. v. Deluge.
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It seems also, that it was once a general opinion, that the moon had

not been created with the rest of the world, but a^eared afterwards.

This is the opinion of the Hindus, and it was also prevalent in the w'est.

The Arcadians boasted that they were more ancient than the moon ; and

several old historians, among whom was Theodorus of Chalcis, said, that

the moon made its appearance a little before the war of the giants,

exactly like the Pauran'ics.

This churning of the Galasodad'lii, or caldron-like sea, owes perhaps

its origin to some strange convulsion of nature in that part of the world,

accompanied with dreadful storms, and some irruption of the sea ; in con-

sequence of which, the shores of the Calasa sea were strew'ed with the

wreck of nature in that part of the country, such as plants and trees torn

from the adjacent country, with large masses of amber, and ambergris,

which are only the coarser parts of the celestial Amrit, or ambrosia.

There are certainly obvious vestiges remaining of such a dreadful catas-

trophe; such as the giant’s causeway on the Irish coast, and other

remains of volcanic convulsions on the adjacent shores of Scotland. The

direful eflecls of such a convulsion of nature in that part of the world, are

still more clearly described in the Purdn'as, as will appear when I come

to treat of the origin of the Vaitaran'i, or Styx,

The Isle of Man, called Monoeda by Plolemy, and Manand by Iri^i

SenachieSf according to General Valancev, being exactly in the centre

of the churn, or caldron, seems to be the mountain of Mandara, called

also Manda, which was brought from distant countries, with infinite

trouble, for the purpose of churning this sea.

In the Hdldsya-c'handa, a section of the Scanda-purdn'a, h is said,

that a holy Rzslii, who was called Dad’hichi, swallowed up the sacred books
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whilst the gods and giants were busied in churning the White Sea, in

order to preserve them ; and this Rtslii will be further noticed when I come

to the legends relating to Twashta',

Mo'hini, or the illusive-or deceiving powers of Vishnu, is not single.

She has many subordinate forms, who are fully possessed of the requi-

site qualifications, and necessary blandishments, to deceive those who

put themselves in their power. Intoxicating draughts, or Surd, are

generally used by them; hence they niight with propriety be called

Surdyan*h, Surdms, Sirenes. These, says Ovid, were contemporary

with Proserpine and her companions, in her excursions into the mea-

dows. Her name in Sanscrit is SarppanT-devI. Pra-SarppanT is s:ram-

matical, but never used. 'Siva, hearing of the irresistible powers of M6-

HiNi, resolved to try them himself. For this purpose he went with

Parvati to the Cslnroda or JVlnte Sea, to the White Island. Vishnu and

Lacshmi came to meet them; but when Vishnu understood the purpose

of his errand, he did what he could to dissuade him from it, but in vain.

The company, which consisted of the two goddesses, with Vishnu and

'Siva, being seated, Mohini suddenly appeared, and played her part so

well, that 'Siva, unable to contain himself any longer, ran after her in a

state of distraction : but she eluded his pursuit, and his semen fell to the

ground. Vishnu, out of respect, took it up in his hand, and blew it into

the ear of a young woman called Anjani, who was making tapasya; and

it found its way into her womb. She conceived ; and as soon as the child

was born, he proved remarkably playful; and mistaking the sun for some

fruit, or play-thing, leaped up, and extending his arm, seized the yoke

of the sun’s chariot, which he broke, and with it fell to the ground. In

this fall, his face and chin were so much disfigured and bruised, that he
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was called Hanuma''n. He is supposed by some to be the son of V^a'yu,

or Ma^R-uta: but it is a mistake; for he is of the seed of Maha'-de'va;

and was conveyed into the womb of, Anjani through the assistance of

VdjjUy the wind or breath of Vishnu,

II. On the 11th of Cdrtica, Vishnu arose from his slumbers: on the

12th his nuptials with Lacshmi were celebrated with great pomp in

the IVhite Island. Old Samudra, or Ocean us, her father, gave her

away, and officiated as high-priest. The inhabitants of the Tri-Bhuvana,

or the three worlds, were present. Bali, with the other giants, fired

with rage and resentment, waged war against the gods, which lasted

three days, namely, the 13th, 14th, and 15th, of Cdrtica; - but Vishnu

proved victorious, and conquered the three worlds. During these three

days, the gods, greatly alarmed, remained in the JVhite Island, seated

on the JVhite Cliffs which border on the White Sea.(') Lacshmi slept

in the midst of them: but on the 15th, the giants being entirely routed,

she slept apart in the calj/x of a Camala or Padma flower. From that

lime she is known, and worshipped, under the name of Padma', or

Camala'-devi. In some Furdn'as, it is asserted, that Bali took her pri-

soner, and many of the gods, whom he confined. ' The place where she

slept apart in the flower of the Padma or lotos, was of course called

CamLdd-sVhdna7n, or the place of the goddess Camala'. This was

properly rendered into the western languages by Camalo-dunum, or

Camvlo-dvnum. The deity worshipped there, was, it seems, of the masculine

gender, the god Camulus, with the titles of Sanctus and Fortis, and

whom the Romans supposed to be Mars. This diflerence of sex is not

so material as would appear at first sight. The sexes of several deities

(1) See Asiatic Researches, Vol. III. p. 264.
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were far from being ascertained among the western mythologists; though

in general otherwise in India.

Venus, or Lacshmi, was both male and female: nay, some even assert-

ed, that Venus was the moon, and a god, not a goddess, according to

Macrobius.(‘) The Parthians said that Venus was Lunus. The appella-

tion of Venus is neither Greek nor Latin, and was unknown at Rome A\\-

ring the time of the kings. Vishnu is also called Camala-prabhu, or Ca-

MULUS.

In the Bralima-vaivartta, section of the Pracriti-cliarhla, we read that

Bhagava'na said to Ra'ma', “O Lacshmi, be ye born in the White Sea;

there send a portion of yourself:” and to Brahma' he said, “O Pad-

" MAJA, born in the Padma flower, churn the ocean, and produce Lacsii-

“ for the gods.” Having thus spoken, he disappeared. The gods

having churned the ocean, among other jewels, LacshmI appeared, with

a chaplet of flowers in her hand, which she gave to him who sleeps in

the White Sea. . She then became VaishnavI-Sati.

All the gods worshipped her, and through her mercy recovered their

own country, 'Sxveta-dwzpa, from the giants. Inura performed his ab-

lutions at a sacred pool, and put on two clean mantles: he then placed

the water-pot before him, and worshipped it, in order to bring down

Lacshmi into the Cslnroda. He invoked the six gods as usual, Gan'e's'a,

Dine's'a the sun, Vahni, fire, Vishnu, 'Siva, and 'Siva', and worshipped

them. He then called down Lacshmi, saying, “ O Maha'-Lacshmi !

Paramaiswarya-ru'pini, with the countenance of Parme's'wara.”

He then worshipped her. Brahma' was officiating as high-priest, and pre-

(1) P. 283.
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senting flowers of tlie Pdrijdta tree, said, On VaicunVha thou art

Maha'-Lacshmi : in the Cslnroda-sdgara, thou art Raja-Lacshmi."

The gods worshipped her. To every one she granted a boon; and gave a

chaplet of flowers to Bhagava'na; and then went and seated herself on

the breast of Hari, who sleeps in the Cslurocla.

. In the same book. Lacs h mi is said to have performed tapasya for

100,000 years in the flower of the Padma, standing on one foot, in order

to obtain Vishnu. She then saw 'Sri-Crishna, or Vishnu, who said.

Thou shalt be my wife when I assume the shape of Vara'ha; but in the

mean time be the ^Sacti of Agni, which ''Sacti, or energy, burns every

“thing: be also, the wife of 'Siva. Valmi, Agni, or fire, for an hundred

“ years of the gods, will have no other wish, but to please thee.” She

conceived by him: the gestation lasted twelve years, and three beautiful

sons were born unto her; Dacshin'a'cni, Garhapatya, and 'Ahava'niya,

three sacred fires. Lacshmi is represented as performing this religious

austerity on one foot, with fervor and faith, but with no less impatience.

She w’as counting the hours, and constantly looking up to that happy

moment, ox Cdla, when she w'as to become the consort of Vishnu. Though

not so called explicitly, yet she is represented as Cdlepsd, or Cdlipsd, or

anxiously wishing for that Cdla, or period, or from Cdla-lipsd, or Cdl’-

Upsd, nearly synonymous. Calypso was the daughter of Oceanus like-

wise, and ultimately married Atlas,(0 who is represented by Vara'ha,

a form of Atula' without equal, or Vishnu, according to the promise

made to her by Vishnu himself. On a Greek medal, inserted, I believe,

in Mr. DTIancarville’s works, there is a female deity, represented

standing on one foot in a flower, which looks very much like that of the

(1) See Steph. of Bezant, under the word Auson,
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lotos. Homer places Calypso in Ogygia

;

but, according to Apuleius^*^

Hyginus, and I believe Mela, Calypso lived in Aiaia, ^/Ecca, the

Aijaijayn or Ayasa of the PurdnaSy and nearer of course to Atlas and the

White Island. . b

>

'Siva, after swallowing the poison, as before related, went to Himalaya,

where he buried himself in the snow. There are many places of worship

dedicated to 'Siva under that title ; but the original one is in the While

Island. It is very doubtful whether our ancestors knew any thing of

this churning, and of the deadly poison produced by it, and of a deity

swallowing it up. In that case, there tvas no such a place in the White

Island. Yet I cannot resist the temptation; and I am inclined to believe it

not altogether improbable, but that many of these idle legends originated

in the west. If so, there might have been such a place ; and it could not

have been far from Camalo-dunum. The poison which 'Siva drank up is

called, in Sanscrit, Cdla~cu'ta, or the black lump or mole, because it re

mained like a lump in -Siva’s throat, which looked like a a peak, also

a lump or mole. Cdla-cu'ta, in IVelsh, is Y-du-man,^ or the black lump

or mole : and this was, according • to Ptolemy, the name of a river in

England, now called the Black-water, in Essex. It might have been

supposed once, ' that> the black stinking mud of marshes and fens, and

more particularly that of the mosses, so baneful to living creatures, was

produced in consequence of this churning ; probably the emblem used to

signify some dreadful convulsion * of nature in these parts. That such a

thing happened in the western ocean, is attested by tradition : and such

was its violence, and the dreadful consequences which attended it, that

(1) P. 20.
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they could not but suppose, that it had destroyed entirely the Atlaulis^

and left nothing in its place but mud.

A deity is then introduced, putting a stop to the progress of this black

and poisonous substance, ready, according to the Puran'as, to overwhelm

not only the White Island, but the whole world also. The serpent

Midgard, living at the bottom of the sea, like Ananta, and vomiting

torrents of deadly poison, and surrounding the world like 'Sesiia-xa'ga,

is the subject of several fundamental legends in the mythology of the

Goths; but absolutely unknown to the Greeks and Romans. This Gala-

cuta, or black lump of poison, stuck in 'Siva’s throat, like the apple that

Adam ate, and occasioned that protuberance since called Adam’s apple

or bit.

III. The other jewels produced by this churning, w'ere the Apsaras, or

nymphs, with Rambha' as their chief. .Jhese were jewels indeed, created

for the amusement of the Indrd-dicas, or gods. Rambha'-devi is the first

:

several others are mentioned, as T^l6ttama', Urvasi, &c. These are

also of infinite service to Indra, whose situation is rather precarious,

lie was originally a mere mortal ; but was informed, that the throne of

heaven belonged to whatever man could perform one hundred Asvame-

d’has, or sacrifices of a horse, which he did. The giant Bali was very

near succeeding: but Indra, with the assistance of Cacust’ha, proved

victorious, and now wields the thunderbolt, and dispenses rain. Cacu-

st’iia was a most powerful prince, and granted his assistance to Indra,

on condition that he would carry him on his shoulders against his enemies.

Indra was forced to comply with this humiliating condition, and to march

against the giants, his enemies, with Cacust’ha seated on his shoulders,

(or Cacuda, in Sanscrit, properly a hump, being the space between the
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shoulders close to the neck.) From that circumstance he was called

Cacust’ha, or he who is seated on the Caciid; and mankind are some-

times called, in the Purdn'as, the children of Cacust’ha. Indra, however,

proved victorious every where, and thus ascended the throne of the heavenly

mansions, there to remain till another, equally fortunate, dispossesses him,

by performing an hundred AsvamecVlias. For this reason Indra is always

watching the actions of men below; and whenever he finds any one attempt-

ing to perform the prescribed AsvamecVhas, he generally waits till they are

nearly completed, and then sends an Apsaras or two, who never fail to spoil

the unfortunate man's devotions.

These nymphs were not unknown in the most remote parts of the western

world, their native country, according to the Paurdn'ics

:

and they are

probably the goddesses Ram^eh.®, or Rumaha;, mentioned in some inscriptions

found in the northern parts of England, and I believe on the banks of

the Rhine; but their name is never found in the first case. There is a

place in the northern parts of England, called Rumabus by the anonymous

geographer of Ravenna; and probably their true name was Ramceboe, or

Rjmioeboc. In the inscription upon an altar found at Lowther, in Westmore-

land, we read, deabus matrieus tramai, &c. In the room of tramai.

Dr. Gale proposes to read Erama

;

but I think the true reading \s,T>eabus

Matribus et ramai bus, or Ramoebis: and in the inscription mentioned by

Gruter, Rumahaebis for Rumaehabus,

The mother goddesses, or Dee Matres, make a most conspicuous

Jigure in India, where they are called Mdiri-devt, Matres Dear. They

are seven in number, and are always invoked together. No nuptial rites

are performed without previously performing the pvjd in their honor.

They draw seven parallel lines or strokes perpendicularly, with clarified

u 2
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butter. These are intended to represent the seven mother goddesses;

they then perform the pi{}a and 'pi'adacshin a, or go in procession round

them. These were well known in the west. The Malrt-Devh are also

called Jandm-divt in Sanscrit; hence the Junones-Dece of the Romaic,

were the same with the mother goddesses. Keysler says, that the

mother goddesses worshipped in Gaul, were also called Matres-Familias

;

and he cites Caesar’s Commentaries as his authority. Mater-Faniilias

answers to the Cula~Devatd, literally Deus or Dea~Familias of the Hindus

;

and out of respect, mothers are often called Jandtii-devz.

The present moon was created, as we have seen, a little before the

war of the gods with the giants. This circumstance was not unknown to

the western mythologists ; for Theohorus, the Chalcidian, informs us,

that Selene, or Luna, made her appearance a little before that famous war.

This circumstance is also noticed by Ariston of Chios, and Dionysius of

Chalcis, according to Mr. Bryant. (‘1 This shows that the system of mythology

in the west was the same with that of the Hindus^ Of the former we have

only a few scattered fragments, but the deficiency may be supplied from

the Pturdn'asj,

The famous tree Pdrijdta, a sort of Nyctanthes, is another invaluable

jewel produced, by this churning. It is not singular; there are many others

in different parts of the world. They are called in general- Colpa^iTzcsba-,

and are endowed with knowledge and speech, like the oaks of Dodona;

and of the wood of such a tree the *drgo must have been made. Some

Christiatus believed also in these Calpa-vrzcshas endowed with reason,,

and of course with the faculty of speech, according to Stephanus

(1) Vol. III. p. 401. and 402.
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Goearus, as cited by Photius. By approaching them in a respectful man-

ner, you obtain from them knowledge, riches, and every thing you can

wish for: unfortunately they are very difficult of access. These Calpa-'

vrirshas, or Calpa-drumas, are of an extraordinary size, covering generally

a space of an hundred yojanas. This Fdr\jdta tree in the White Islcmd

is called Janma-Calpdnaca

:

it sprang up at the birth of Jina or Budd’ha,

and is near the shores of the While Sea, which comes up to its roots.

This is the Calpa-vricsha of the gods, which grants every boon. Near

it the Dic'hydddris, or worshippers of Jina, cut their hair, and fling it

into the White Sea. There was also a garden of Pdrijdta trees in the

middle of the island, in or near the town of Vairdmali, in which resides

Vishnu, according to the Padma-purdn'a, section of Uttara-c*hari‘da,

The Pdrijdta tree, and particularly that in the White Island, is em-

phatically called, in lexicons, drum or dru, or the tree. Besides this chief

of trees, there were also in the sacred isles, others of different sorts.

There was the Cshtra tree, a sort of jessamine, which, according to the

Vardha-purdn'a, sprung up from the White Sea; this remains in the

White Island. There is also a Vdta-mdla, a sort of Indian fis-tree, of

an immense size. There is a golden Calpa-vrtcsha in Ireland; and a

NyagrodJia, or Indian fig-tree, in the islands to the north of Scotland.

IV. The Vdta tree in '‘Sxveta-dzvipa was originally a single hair,

that fell from the body of Vishnu to the ground. It is considered as a

manifestation of Vishnu, or as Vishnu himself. This tree was conveyed,

in a most surprising and miraculous manner, to Jagan-ndfha, on the

coast of Utcala-des a, or Orissa, in the time of king Indradyumna,

according to the Scanda-purdn'a, section of Utcala-c'hadda, paragrai h

of the Purushottama-mahdtmya. There Na'rada is introduced, saying
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to Indradyumna, Brahme has sent me to tell you to perform a thou-

sand J\Ialia-Cratiis, or sacrifices, in order to please Purushottama,

“ whom he will bring from the White Island. Then you will see, with your
• N

own eyes, Da'rava-tanum-Vishnum, or Vishnu, in the shape of a tree:

“
this tree is really Hari-Avatara.” Jaimini adds, that Na'rada shewed

the king a proper place for the performance of religious rites, and the gods

to live in, in Swarna-Sucata. There is a.Fdta, or fig-tree, one i/djana broad,

and tzL'o in height, about ten miles. It is very old, and it bestows mocsha

on men : whatever man dies upon his roots, obtains eternal bliss : what-

ever man sees this ISlyagrdd’ha tree, his sins are removed : for it is Na'ra'-

yana’s countenance. West of it is Chaturmurtti-Vibhu, or Jacan-

na'tha, and to the north is the S'thdn of Nrisinha. There he will come

to shew mercy unto thee; and thy country will become Blidga-lhumt, like

'Sweta-divipa. This is not to be revealed to any body, except those who

are likely to obtain mocsha. From 'Sweta-dxLzpa, Viehu or Vishnu will

come himself: in other places they have only portions of his essence.

Then Indradyumna praised Vishnu ; and a voice from heaven was

heard, saying, Be of good cheer.” The king performed afterwards the

prescribed number of sacrifices in the country of Funisho'ttama, and he

had already performed a thousand but one, w'hen he looked like a god;

and on the seventh at night he fell asleep, and during the fourth watch

he saw Vishmt-J^'H-Hari, and
''

Sxveta-d~iVzpa like a sphatica, or white

and shining crystal, surrounded by Cshira-Sdgara. There are Malid-

Calpa-drvms, and it abounds with odoriferous flowers, and exquisite fruits.

There are the inurttis, or divine forms of Bhaga'vana, the shell, and

the Chacra, in human shapes, in a large edifice, divine, of precious stones,

with a throne supported by lions, adorned with jew’els, and resplendent

like the cold rippling of the White Sea. On this throne he saw Devam,
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Godj he who wields the shell, Txnd Chacra, or coit, and the Gadd, a short

club, like a blue cloud, with a chaplet of flowers. This is the abode of

‘Sri, The prosperous goddess. On his right, Lacshmi, the most beautiful

and accomplished goddess, is seated on a Fadmdsana, or Padma flower

;

she who is La'vanya', or beautiful, the daughter of the ocean. On his

left he saw the all-knowing Cliacra

;

the Sanacddicas and Munis were

praising him. Nara-vara, or the chief or king of men, was highly de-

lighted with this vision, He awoke, and compleated the thousandth Asva-

med'ha, and went to perform his ablutions in the southern sea, near a place

called Bilveswara. Then a Brdh?nen came and informed him, that a

tree, with a divine countenance, was advancing very fast toward the

shore, a great part of which appeared above the water, and was of a

red colour ; and that the Chacra, and shell, were coming along with

it. It was resplendent like the morning sun, and was then very near

the bathing house. The whole shore was filled with its fragrance,

and its name was Sdd'hdran'a, or common. It is Deva-bhuruhah, or

sprung from the land of the gods. It was really God, coming in the

shape of a tree. The king was astonished. This tree, says Na'rada, is that

which you saw in a vision in the White Island: it is Vishnu: a hair

from the body of him, who resides there, fell to the ground, took root,

and became a tree. It is an Ansdvatdra, and this tree is truly Puru~

shdvatdra. Great is thy fortune, O king ! The tree was brought ashore,

and Vi svACARMA was applied to, who sent an able carpenter with his

tools : but he insisted to work in secret ; for whatever man who should

hear the noise he made whilst at work, would become deaf, go to hell,

and his children be wretched.



ESSAY ON THE SACRED ISLES, Scc.

The Chaturmurtti at Jagannat'ha, or four-fold image, consists of Vish-

nu, his wife Subhadra', the Chacra, and Baladeva.

The British Isles were considered in the west as another world, perfect

and complete in itself ; but of smaller dimensions : hence the anonymous

geographer of Ravenna says, that philosophers of old used to call Britain

a microcosm. This is conformable to the notions of the Hindus, who

say that is is another Meru, and exactly the half of it, in all its dimen-

sions. Divines in Tibet entertain exactly the same idea : for they likewise

call the elysium of Hopameh, in the west, another world. These islands

are obviously the Sacred Isles of Hesiod, who represents them as situated

an immense way (/xaA* rt/Xs,) toward the north-west quarter of the old

continent.^*) From this most ancient and venerable bard I have borrowed

the appellation of Sacred Isles, as they are represented as such by the

followers both of Brahma' and Budd’ha, by the Chinese, and even by the

wild inhabitants of the Philippine Islands.

(1) Hesiod, Theog, v. lOU.
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T. HE following catalogue is intended chiefly for the use of gentlemen

of the medical profession on their first arrival in India, to whom it must

be desirable to know what articles of the Materia Medica this country

affords, and by what names they may find them.

The systematic names of the plants are taken from Willdenow's edition of

the Species Plantarum L. with the exception of some new species not

included in that work, which have been arranged in the system, and described

by Dr. Roxburgh; who, with his usual liberality, permitted me to transcribe
.

t

their specific characters and trivial names from his manuscript.

In ascertaining and fixing the Hindustani and Sanscrit names which

correspond to the systematic, a point of considerable difficulty, but essen-

VOL. XI. X
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tial for the purpose of this catalogue, I have been greatly assisted by

Colebrooke, on whose thorough acquaintance with oriental literature, as

well as his knowledge in botany, I knew that I could confidently rely.

i
'

The Hindustani' and Sanscrit words are expressed in Roman characters,

conformably to the system of notation recommended by Sir William

Jones; but as many prefer, for the Hindustani, . the system of Mr. Gil~

Christ, the names in that language are printed according to his orthography

at the bottom of the page.

For the virtues and uses of such medicinal plants and drugs as are al-

ready well known in Europe, I have judged it sufficient to refer to the two

latest and best works on the Materia Medica, Murraj/’s Apparatus

Medicaminum,”* and Woodville^s “ Medical Botany. Of the qua-

lities of those articles which, are known only in this country, some account

is now offered; which, however brief and imperfect, will, it is hoped, have

at least the effect of promoting further inquiry, '

I. Medicinal Plants.

Abrus PRECATORius. (W. )
Gunclidi^'^ W GunJd S.

' The Seed. H. Raciicd S.

The root of this plant, when dried, coincides very exactly, in appear-

ance and medicinal qualities, with the liquorice root, and is often sold for it

in the bazars.

* Apparatus Medicaiuiiium, &c. Auctore Jo. Andrea Murray. Tom. VI. 8 .

Goithig. 1790.
‘

+ Medical Botany, &c. By William Woodville, M. D. 4 vols. 4to. Load. 1794’.

( 1) Gooncha, (2) Ruttee,
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The lowest weight in use among the Hindu druggists takes its deno-

mination from the seed of the Gunja, though the fictitious weight is nearly

double that of the seed. Sir William Jones found, from the average of

numerous trials, the weight of one Gunja seed to be a grain and five six-

teenths. The Retti weight, used by the jewellers and druggists, is equal .

to two grains three sixteenths nearly. See Asiatic Researches If. p. 154.

and V. p, 92.

Acacia Arabica. (W. ) BabulJ^^) H. BarhtiraS,

The Gum. Babul-cd H. ,

The Acacia Vera, (W. ) Mimosa Nilotica, (L.) which yields the Guifimi

Arabicum of the Fuiropean pharmacopoeias, is not found among the

numerous species of Acacias that are natives of Hindostan ; but the gum of

the Babul is so perfectly similar to gum Arabic, that for every purpose,

whether medicinal or economical, it may be substituted for it. The bark of

the tree, like that of most of the Acacias, is a powerful astringent ; and is

used, instead of oak bark, for tanning, by the European manufacturers of

leather in Bengal.

Acacia Catechu. (W. ) Khayar^i) H. C'hadira S.

' J\Iimosa Cate, Murray, II. 540.

Mimosa Catechu, Woodville, II. 183.

Acorus Calamus. ( W. )
BacH^) H. Vachd S.

Murray, V. 39.

Woodville, III. 472.

Allium Sativum. (W.
) Lehsed^) H. Lasuna S.

Murray, V. 122,

Woodville, III. 472.

( 1) Bubool. (2) Bubool-ka Goond, (3) KItucr, (4) Buck, (5) Luhsim,

X 2
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Aloe Perfoliata. (W.) Ghz-Cumari^) H. Ghrita-Cumari and Taruni S*

The Gum ; II , JMukbberi^i Arab.

Murray, V. 238.

Woodville, III. 556.

Alpinia Cardamomum. (Roxb.) Jldchiii^H. EUd S.

Amomum Cardamomum. j Murray, V. 61.

IWoodville, II. 336,

Amomum Zingiber. (W.) Adrad^^ H. Ardraca S.

The dried root. South H.

Murray, V. 52,

‘ Woodville, I. 31.

Sujithi Si

Andropogon Schcenanthus. (W. ) Gendbeli^) H. Bhustrma S.

Murray, V. 443.

This plant, under the name of Juncus Odoratus, had formerly a place

in all the European pharmacopoeias, but it is now rarely met with in the

shops. It continues, however, to be a favorite herb with the Asiatics,

both for medicinal and culinary purposes. The Hindu practitioners con-

sider the infusion of the leaves as sudorific, diuretic, and emmenagogue.

Whatever title it may have to these virtues, it is at least a very agreeable

diluent ; and, on account of its fragrant smell, aromatic flavour, and

warm, bitterish but not unpleasant taste, is generally found to be a drink

very grateful to the stomach in sickness. Many Europeans, with whom tea-

does not agree, use, instead of it, the infusion of this plant, to which they

have given the name of lemon-grass.

Anetiuim SoVa^ (Roxb. MS.
)

H, Misreyd S.

iSp. Ch.—Annual. Leaves superdecompound. Umbel of 5— 15 equally

elevated radii. Fruit oblong, flat.
’ Seeds without a membranaceous margin,

and with three ribs on the base.

Anethum Panmorium (Roxb. MS.) Mayurii^) H, Mad'Tiurica S.

Sp. Ch.—Annual. Erect. Ramous. Leaves superdecompound. Umbel of

(1) G-Jieekooivar. (2) Elwa, (3) Moosubbur, (4) Hackee (5) Udruk.

(6) Gund bcl. (7) Socr. (8) Muyaoree*
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from 10 to 20 unequally elevated radii. Fruit oblong, deeply furrowed, but

not winged.

The former of these umbelliferous plants resembles in appearance the

Anethum graveolens (W.) and the other the Anethum faeniculum (W.

)

Both species are cultivated in Bengal on account of their seeds, which

are used in diet, as well as in medicine. They are warm aromatics, and

may supply the places of dill and fennel-seed, as carminatives, in cases of

flatulent colic or dyspepsia.
,

Apium Involucratum (Roxb. MS.) AJmud(^^ H. AjomddaS.

Sp. Ch.—Annual. Glaucous. Villous. Superior leaflets filiform. Both ge-

neral and partial involucra about six-leaved.

This species of Apium is cultivated in Bengal for the seeds only, the

natives never using the leaves. The seeds have a very agreeable aro-

matic flavor, and are therefore much employed in diet as a condiment.

They are also used in medicine, in the same cases as the Sowa and Ma-

yuri seeds above mentioned.

Aristolochia Indica. (W.‘) Isdrmeiy^ H.

The root of this species of birth-wort is intensely bitter, and is supposed

by the Hindus to possess the emmenagogue and antiarthritic virtues which

were formerly ascribed in Europe to its congeners, the Aristolochia longa

and rotunda. As its bitterness is accompanied with a considerable de-

gree of aromatic warmth, it will probably be found a useful medicine in

dyspepsia.

Artemisia Vulgaris. (W.) Ndg-dona H. Ndgadamana S.

Murray, I. 190.

Woodville, II. 331.

(1) UJinood. (2) Isarmul.
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• Asclepias A^thmatica. ( W. ) Aufomel'llA^)

Asclcpias Vomitoria. Koenig’s Ms.

I have inserted this plant on the authority of the following note, which

was found among the^late Dr. K(rnig*s papers, and communicated to me

by Dr. Bvxburgh. “ Dr. Patrick Russell was informed by the Physi-

cian-General at Madras, that he had, many years before, known it ( the

“ root of the Asclepias Vomitoria) used, both by the European and native

troops, with great success, in the dysentery, which happened at that time

to be epidemic in camp. The store of Ipecacuanha had, it seems, been

wholly expended; and Dr. Anderson, finding the practice of the black

doctors much more successful than his own, was not ashamed to take in-

“ struction from them, which he pursued with good success ; and collect-

ing a quantity of the plant which they pointed out to him, he sent a

“ large package of the roots to Madras. It is certainly an article of the

Materia Medica highly deserving attention.”

I have not obtained any further account of the medicinal virtues of this

species of Asclepias, which grows in the Northern Circars, but is not met

with in Bengal. It is, however, as Dr, Koenig observes, an article highly

deserving attention. The Ipecacuanha root is one of the few medicines lor

which we have not as yet found any adequate substitute in India; and if

such a substitute should be found in the root of the Asclepias Asthmatica,

it would prove a most valuable acquisition to our Materia Mcdica.

Boswellia Tiiurifeea. (Pioxb.) Salaill. Sallaci S.

f Cimduri^) and Gendohjirozeh U.
Olibajimn {The Gum-resin.) ^ ^ •

1 Cundura S.

The grateful odour diffused by Olibanum, when thrown on the fire.

(I) Uoiomul. (“2) Coondoor, (3) Gundu-fccrozu, or Gicndu-hirozu.
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must have early attracted the notice of mankind; as it appears that this

fragrant gum-resin was used as incense in the religious ceremonies of

almost all the ancient nations. Of this honour it has kept possession, from

the most remote antiquity, until the present time, Avhen it still continues,

unless when its place is supplied by Benzoin, to perfume the^ churches,

mosques, and temples, both in Europe and Asia.

i'

That naturalists should, have remained in ignorance, or in error, until

almost the present day, respecting the tree which yields a substance so

long known, and so universally used, must appear not a little surprising.

Such, however, is the fact; and the merit of having discovered the true

origin of this celebrated incense, is due to Mr. Colebrooke, who has

ascertained and proved, most satisfactorily, that the olibanum, or frankin-

cense of the ancients, is not the gum-resin of the Juniperus Lycia, as was

generally supposed, but the produce of our Boswellia Thurifera. See his

paper on this subject in the Asiatic Researches, Vol. IX. p. 377, to which

is subjoined a botanical description of the tree by Dr. JRoxburgJu

Although the Olibanum is still retained in the pharmacopoeias of the

three British Colleges, it is seldom used as a medicine in modern prac-

tice. Formerly, however, it was held in considerable estimation, as a

remedy in catarrh and hoemoptysis; and as it is less heating than myrrh,

by which it has been superseded in these diseases, it might still, perhaps,

be used with advantage in some cases in which the myrrh might prove

too stimulant.

C^sALPiNiA Bonducella. (W..) CcUcaranja^^) Cat-calgz M H. Pnti~

Caranja. S.

This shrub is a native of both the Indies; but its use in medicine is, I

(1) KtU'kurunja, (2) Kut-kulejee,
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believe, known only in the East. The kernels of the seeds are intensely

bitter, and possess the tonic power in a very high degree. They are ac-

cordingly employed by the Hindu physicians, in all cases in which that

power is more especially required; and particularly in intermittent fevers,

for which they are considered as an almost infallible remedy. The mode

of usino- them is as follows. One of the seeds, freed from its hard shell,

is beat into a paste, with a few drops of water, and three corns of black

pepper. This is formed into three pills, which arfe taken for a dose, and

this dose is repeated three or four times a day, or oftener, if necessary.

The decoction of the Gentiana Cherayita (Roxh.) is generally prescribed-

to be taken at the same time with the pills. See Gentiana Cherayita.

This method of curing intermittents is so generally successful, that it

has been adopted by many European practitioners, particularly in those

cases which so frequently occur, in which the patients have an aversion

to the Peruvian bark, or cannot retain it on the stomach. In all such cases,

and also on occasions where the Peruvian bark cannot be procured, I be-

lieve that the Catcaranja will be found one of the best substitutes to which

we can have recourse; particularly if assisted by the decoction of the

Cherayita, which indeed is so powerful an auxiliary, that it may be doubt-

ful, in the case of success, to which of the two remedies the cure should

be chiefly ascribed.

Cannabis Sativa. ( W. ) B'hang and Gdnja IL Ganjicd S.

Murray, IV. 608.

De la JMarck is of opinion, that the Indian Ganja is a different spe-

cies of Cannabis from the Cannabis Sativa, and names it “ Cannabis In-

dica foliis altcrnis.” (Encyc. Bot. I. 605.) But Willdeno-w, after re-

marking that tlie European species has also alternate leaves, assures us
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that, on comparing it with many specimens of the Indian plant, he could

not perceive any difference between them; See Sp. PI. IV. 763. and Dr.

Roxburgh, on comparing plants raised from European hemp-seed with the

Ganja plant, could not discover the slightest difference between them ; not

even enough on which to found a variety.

Capsicum Frutescens. (W.) Lai Mirch H.

The annual species of Capsicum is not a native of this country, and

but rarely found in the gardens. The Capsicum Frutescens, of which there

are several varieties, is cultivated in every part of India, on account of its

pods, which afford to the inhabitants a condiment, as necessary for their

rice and pulse diet as salt itself. In respect to the medical uses of this

species, they perfectly correspond with those of the Capsicum Annuum, for

which see the authors above referred to,

Carica Papaya. (W.) Papaiyal^S^) Rumph. Amb. 1. Tab. 50, 51.

This is not an indigenous tree of India, and consequently has no name

in the Sanscrit language. It is a native of South America and the West

Indies ; whence it was brought, by the Spaniards and Portuguese, to the

Philippines and Moluccas ; and from these islands, being of very quick

growth, it spread rapidly to all the other" countries of India. It has long

been cultivated in every quarter of Hindustan, and is in flower and fruit

during the greatest part of the year. The milky juice that flows from the

fruit when an incision is made into it before it is quite ripe, is esteemed,

by the inhabitants of the Isle of France and Bourbon, as the most powerful

Capsicum Annuum.

(1) Pupueya,

VOL. XI, Y
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vermifuge that has yet been discovered. An account of this remedy was

transmitted to the President of the Asiatic Society, by Mr, Charpentier

Cossigni, in a letter, dated the 3d of November, 1800, of which the follow-

ing is an extract.

“ Un hazard heureux a fait decouvrir a L’Isle de la Reunion un remede
‘‘ le plus efficace de tous ceux connus centre les vers. II y a plusieurs

annees qu’on en fait usage avec le plus grand succes, a L’Isle de France,

ou les maladies vermineuses sont tres communes. C’est du lait de

papayes. On incise ce fruit quand il est verd. II rend un lait, qu’on

recueille, et qu’on fait prendra a jeun au malade. C’est le plus puissant

** de tous le vermifuges. On pretend qu’il tue meme le Taenia cucurbi-

" teux, qui est assez commun dans L’Isle. An reste, les preuves de la

vertu puissante de ce remede sont deja tres nombreuses, sans qu’il soit

** resulte d’accidens, quoiqu’ on ait essaye de I’administrer en grande dose.

Ce qui rend ce remede precieux, c’est qu’une seule dose suffit pour

“ tuer tous les vers, quelle grande qu’en soit la quantite.”

The vermifuge, thus strongly recommended, and on such respectable

authority, has not yet come into use here, either among the native or

European practitioners ; although an account of it was published at the

^
time in the Calcutta newspapers. A remedy, however, so simple, and so

easy at all times to be procured, certainly deserves to have a fair trial.

The dose for an infant is one tea-spoonful of the juice, mixed with thrice

that quantity of warm water, or cow’s milk; for a child of six or seven

years of age, one table spoonful ; and for an adult, two table spoonfuls.

A few hours after the patient has taken the dose of Papaya milk, a dose

of Oleum Ricini is given to him, to promote the expulsion of the dead

worms.
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Cassia Fistula. (W.) Ameltds^^) H. Suvemaca S.

Murray, II. 510.

Woodville, III. 449.

Cassia Alata. ( W.) Ddd-merden (*) H. Dddruglma S.

This shrub is cultivated in Bengal as an ornament to the flower garden.

The expressed juice of the leaves, mixed with common salt, is used exter-

nally for curing the ring-worms. From this quality, it has obtained its

Hindustani and Sanscrit names; and for the same reason, it is called by

JRumphius, Herpetica ; and by French authors, Herbe a Dartres. Not-

withstanding this general prepossession in its favour, in the many trials

which I have made of it, for curing herpetic eruptions, I have oftener

failed than succeeded. .

Cedrela Tuna. (W.) Twnb) H. Tunna and Cuvh'aca S.

The first botanical description of this tree was given by Sir William

Jones, in the 4th Vol. of the As. Res. p. 273. The wood is esteemed

on account of its close grain and beautiful colour, resembling that of maho-

gany, and is much employed by the cabinet-makers in Calcutta, for

the purpose of being made into furniture. No part of the tree is used in

medicine by the Hindus; but a very intelligent English surgeon, now

deceased, found the powder of the bark, and the extract made from it, very

efficacious in the cure of fevers. He also experienced great advantage

from the powder, applied externally, in the treatment of different kinds

of ulcers. See a letter to Dr. Duncan, from Mr. J. Kennedy, surgeon

at Chunar. (Annals of Medicine, I. 387,)

I have not met with any other account of the medicinal qualities of the

Tun bark; but, on so respectable authority, I judged it a proper object of

(2) Dad murditm.(1) Ihmltas. (3) Toon.
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further Inquir)’, and have therefore given the tree a place in the catalogue*

Citrus Aueantium, (W.) Mirety(‘)and Narengi('^)U, Nagaranga^ S.

Citrus Medica. (W,) Lemu(^^ Un JamMraS,

Murray, III. 265. 284-.

Woodville, IIL 496. 500,

CoRDiA Myxa. (W.) Lehsord^) H. Baliuvdraca S,

Murray, II, 133.

. Woodville, IV. 16.

CoRiANDRUM Sativum. (W ) D'hauyd^) H. D'amydca S,

Murray, I. 405.

Woodville, III. 492.

Croton Tiglium. (W.) Jeypdl and Jemdlgotd^) H. Jayaydla S.

Murray, IV. 149.

Rumph. Amb. IV. Tab. 42.

The seeds of this plant were formerly well known in Europe, under the

names of Grana Tiglia, and Grana Molucca. They were employed as

hydragogue purgatives ; but, on account of the violence of their operation,

they have been long banished from modern practice. For the same reason,

they are seldom used by the Hindu practitioners, though not unfrequently

taken, as purgatives, by the poorer classes of the natives. One seed is

sufficient for a dose. It is first carefully cleared from the membranaceous

parts, the rudiments of the seminal leaves, that adhere to the centre of it;

by which precaution, it is found to act less roughly ; and then rubbed with

a little rice gruel, or taken in a bit of the plantain fruit.

CucuMis Colocynthis. (W.) Indrditd^) VL. Indrazdruni S,

Murray, I. 583.

Woodville, III. 476.

( 1 ) Naru7ij. (2) Narungee. (3) Letnoo. (4-) Luhsora^

(5) D'hunj/a. (6) Jumalgota, (7) Indrayun,
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CuMiNUM Cyminum. (W.) Jh'dM'i H. Jtraca S.

Murray, I. 391. •

Woodville, III. 521.

Curcuma Longa. (W.) Haldt\ H. Haridrd S,

Curcuma Zedoaria. (Roxb. MS.) NirMszMy H. Nirljtsi S.

r Murray, V. 82,

I Woodville, II. 361.

Sp» Ch ,—Spikes lateral. Bulbs, small, with long yellow palmated tubers.

Leaves broad, lanceolar, subsessile on their sheath ; sericeous underneath :

colour, uniform green, (Roxb, MS.)

From the roots of several species of Curcuma, that are found in Bengal,

the natives prepare a farinaceous powder, which they call Tikhur.f^l It is in

every respect similar to the powder prepared from the root of the Maranta

Arundinacea, or arrow-root ; and is often sold for it in the Calcutta shops.

Datura Metel. (W. ) D'haiura(^^ H, 1^’hustura S.

j
Murray, L 670.

I Woodville, II, 338,

The D. Stramonium, which is the species used in medicine in Europe,

is not found in Hindustan,* but the D, Metel grows wild in every part of

the country. The soporiferous and intoxicating qualities of the seeds are

well known to the inhabitants; and it appears, from the records of the

native Courts of Justice, that these seeds are still employed, for the same

licentious and wicked purposes, as they were formerly, in the time of

(1) Jeera. (2) Huldee. (3) Nirbissee, (4-) Teekhoor. (5) D'huiooru.

* In the Asiatic Researches, VI. 351. Colonel Hardwicke enumerates the Datura

Stramonium among the plants which he found in the Sirinagur country ; but he afterwards

ascertained, that the plant which he met with was the Datura Metel; and has candidly

authorized me to notice the mistake.
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Acosta and JRumphius. See Humph, Amb. V. 242, I do not know that

cither the seedsj or the extract prepared from the expressed juice of the

plantj are used in medicine here ; but those who place any faith in the

accounts given by Baron Stoerck, and Mr, Odhelius,^ of the efficacy of the

extract of the Stramonium, in the cure of mania, epilepsy, and other con-

vulsive disorders, may reasonably expect the same effects from the extract

of the Metel ; the narcotic power in the two species being perfectly alike.

LinncBus^ indeed, has given a place, in his Materia Medica, to the Metel, in

preference to the Stramonium,

Daucus Carota. (W.) G^yer(‘)H. Garjara S,

Murray, I. 316,

Woodville, III. 443.

Dolichos Pruriens. (W.) KiwachH, Capicach’hu S,

Murray, II. 438.

Woodville, III. 468.

Eciiites Aktedysenterica. (Roxb. MS.) Curayid^) H. CutaJaS,

The seed, Inderjao H. Indrayaxa S,

Murray, I. 828

Woodville, IV. 42,

Eupatorium Ayapana. (W.

)

This plant was brought, about ten years ago, from Brazil, of which

country it is a native, to the Isle of France; and was, by the islanders,

considered for a time, as almost a panacea. It appears, however, that it

has entirely lost its credit with them, and that they do not now allow

it to possess any medicinal virtue whatsoever. See Bory de St, Vincent,

Voyage aux principales Isles des Mens d’ Afrique. The instances are not

unfrequent, of medicines which had been at first too highly extolled, hav-

* Vide Murray and Woodville, loc. citat.

(1) Gajur. (2) Koorayu,
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iiig afterwards met with unmerited neglect; and such may, perhaps, be

the case in respect to the plant in question; which has been lately intro-

duced into Bengal, and is now cultivated in the gardens about Calcutta.

I have therefore inserted the Ayapana in the catalogue as an object de-

serving further inquiry. Its congener, the Eupatorium Cannabinum, was

strongly recommended by Tournefort and Chomel, as a deobstruent, in

visceral obstructions consequent to intermittent fevers ; and externally as

a discutient, in hydropic swellings of the legs and scrotum. See Mur-

rav, I. 202.

Gentiana Chirayita. ( Roxb. Ms. )
Chirdyita H. Cirdtaticta S.

Sp. Ch.—Herbaceous. Leaves, stem-clasping, lanceolate, 3—5 nerved. Corel

rotate, four cleft, smooth. Stamens four. Capsule ovate, bifurcate, as long as

the calyx. (Roxb. Ms.)

This species of Gentian is indigenous in the mountainous countries to

the northward of the Ganges; but does not grow in the lower parts of

Bengal. The dried herb, however, is to be met with in every bazar of

Hindostan; being a medicine in the highest repute with both the Hindu

and European practitioners. It possesses all the stomachic, tonic, febri-

fuge, and antiarthritic virtues which are ascribed to the Gentiana Lutea,

and in a greater degree than they are generally found in that root, in the

state in which it comes to us from Europe. It may therefore, on every

occasion, be advantageously substituted for it. The efficacy of the Chi-

rayita, when combined with the Caranja nut, in curing intermittents, has

been already mentioned. It is found equally powerful in exciting and

strengthening the action of the stomach, and obviating flatulency, acidity

and redundancy of phlegm, in dyspepsia and gout. For restoring the tone

and activity of the moving fibre, in general debility, and in that kind of
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cachexy which is liable to terminate in dropsy, the Chirayita will be found

one of the most useful and effectual remedies which we can employ.

The parts of the plant that are used in medicine, are the dried stalks,

with pieces of the root adhering to them. A decoction of these, or, which

is better, an infusion of them in hot water, is the form usually adminis-

tered. Spirituous tinctures are also prepared from the plant, with the ad-

dition of orange-peel and cardamom seeds; and those who consider such

tinctures as of any avail, will find these very agreeable bitters. The most

useful purpose, however, to which the tincture can be applied, is that of

being added to the decoction, or infusion, with the view of rendering

them more grateful to the stomach.

Glycyrrhiza Glabra. (W.) Jet’lnmad'hi^) H. Yastimadhuca S.

Murray, II. 457.

Woodville, III. 458.

Hyperanthera Mobungo. (W. ) Saijana^*) \l. Sobhanjcma S.

This tree, on account of its beauty, as well as its utility, is a favorite

with the natives of Hindustan, who are fond of planting it near their

houses, both in the towns and villages. The legumes, blossoms and

leaves are all esculent, and are used both as pot-herbs and for pickles.

The root of the young tree, when scraped, so exactly resembles horse-

radish, as scarcely to be distinguished from it by the nicest palate; and

is therefore used, by Europeans, instead of that root, as a condiment with

animal food. In medicine, it completely supplies its place, whether em-

ployed externally, as a rubefacient, or used internally in cases of palsy,

chronic rheumatism, and dropsy, as a stimulant. The expressed oil of

the seeds is used externally, for relieving the pain of the joints in gout and

(1) JcChecmud'h. (C) Suhujna.
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acute rheumatism. This oil is remarkable for resisting rancidity; and, on

that account, has been selected by the perfumers, as the fittest for being

impregnated with the odour of jessamines, violets, tuberoses, and other

flowers; which yield little or no essential oil, but impart their fragrance

to expressed oils.

The seeds of this tree are the Ben nuts of the old writers on pharma-

cy. Some of these ' writers supposed their Lignum Nephriticum to be the

wood of the Morungo; but erroneously; the tree which affords that wood

being a native of New Spain.

Jatropiia Cup.cAs. (W.
)

JBdgbarindd ^

.

'

: Murray, IV. 16L—

The seeds of this plant are, like those of the Croton Tiglium, (to which

plant it is nearly allied,) frequently used as a purgative, by the more in-

digent natives. Their operation is milder than that of the Tiglium seeds,

and two or three may be taken for a dose; but the same precaution must

be used in freeing them from the membranaceous parts, that was formerly

directed to be observed in respect to the Tiglium seeds.

JusTiciA Paniculata. (W.) Calapndt’h6) and Creat H. Cairdta S.

1 • T

This species of Jtisticia'is a native of Bengal, and of many other

parts of Hindustan. The whole of the plant is intensely bitter; and it

yields this quality equally to aqueous, vinous and spirttuoUs menstrua. It

is much used, by the native practitioners, in fevers and dysenteries. The

French and Portuguese inhabitants of India consider it as an excellent

stomachic; and it forms the basis of their' bitter tincture, so well known

on the Malabar coast by the name of Drogue Amere.

(1) Kulupnat^h.

ZVoL. XI.
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Laurus Cinnamomum. (W.) DMiind^) H. Ddrasila S.

Murray, IV. 417.

Woodville, I. 80.

Laurus Cassia. (W.) Tejpdtll, Tamdlapatva^,

The Bark 7y(») H. Twacha S«

Murray, IV. 441.

Woodville, I. 82.

Ligusticum Ajawain. (Roxb. Ms.) JjawaiiM H. Ycvcani S.

Sp. Ch.—Annual. Erect. Leaves superdecompound, with filiform leaflets.

Ridges and furrows of the seeds distinct and scabrous.

The seed of this species of lovage is an excellent aromatic. It is much

used by the natives as an agreeable condiment in their dishes, and for im-

proving the flavour of the betel leaf and nut in their Pans. In medicine,

it is esteemed a powerful remedy in the flatulent colic; and is employed

by the veterinary practitioners in analogous diseases of horses and cows.

This is the seed mentioned and recommended to notice by the late Dr,

Percival, in his Essa}^, (I. 433.) under the name of Ajava seed.

Linum Usitatissimum. (W.) 7y«W H. Atast^.

Murray, III. 474.

, „ ,
Woodville, II. 303.

r- n-. Jr • ^ V- 3/

Melia Azedarachta. (W.) Nimba S.

Melia Sempervirens. (W.) Bacdin^^) H. Mahd-Nimba S.

These two species of the bead-tree are xmalL elegant trees, cultivated

very generally in Hindo^^ on account of theij: beautiful blossoms, and

the medicinal qualities of the leaves. The leaves hav? a nauseous, bitter

taste, devoid of astringency, which they readily impart to water. The

decoction of them is used internally, in cases in which the tonic and sto-

0) Darchecnce, (2) TvJ. (3) Ujwaytin, (4) Teesee, (5) Neentb* (6) Bukayun,
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machic virtues of simple bittefs are required. They are also employed,

externally, as a discutient afid emollient, either in fomentations, or in the

form of cataplasm; for vvhicli tast purpose they are simply heated in an

earthen pot, and then bruised, and" applied to the part affected.
'

'.d :

Menispermum Cordifolium, (W.) Gurcha^^'> H. Guduclii S.

Cit-amerdu. Van Rhede, H. M. VII. 30.

Menispermum Verrucosum. (Roxb. Ms.) Pufra fVali, Java.

Puiiis felleus. Rumph. Amh. V. 82.

Sp. Ch.—Perennial.' Sctnident. Verrucose. Leaves cordate, acuminate,

entire, smooth. Male racemes from the naked branches, simple. Nectareal

scales inserted in the filaments. ^

The Menispermuitr Cordifolmin i§ rndigeifous in most parts of Ilindostan.

The decoction of the leaves is prescribed, by the Hindu physicians, as a

febrifuge, and as a tonic in the gout. It is also "one of the many remedies

which they give for the cure of the jaundice. The very young leaves are
f

employed externally, as an emollient, made into the form of liniment,

with milk.* ‘

The Menispermum Verrucosum was introduced into Bengal, from Ma-

lacca, by Captahi Wright, about ten years ago; and' is now cultivated in

the gardens about Calcufta'T It is re'adily propagated from cuttings,

which are remarkable for the great length of time during which they*

preserve the power of vegetation. Every part of the plant is exceedingly

bitter, particularly the stalk; which, from this quality, has obtained its

Javanese name, Putra Wali; literally translated by Rumphius, funis

felleus. It is the remedy generally employed in the Malay countries, for

the cure of intermittent fevers; and from Captain Wright's account, is

(1) Goorcha ,

7. 2
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as powerful a febrifuge as the Peruvian bark. It has not, however, come

into use here; nor, while we have other approved remedies, is there any

occasion for having recourse to it; but I have given it a place in the cata-

logue, for the sake of captains and surgeons of ships trading to the east-

ward, who, should their stock of bark at any time fail them, may in all

the Malay islands find a valuable substitute for it in the Putra Wall.

I^Ientha ViF.iDis. (W.) Po<//na(‘l H.

Murray, II. 178.

Woodville, III, 463,

Mieabilis Jalappa. (W.) Gid Abbas H,

This is not an indigenous plant of Hindustan; but all the beautiful va-

rieties of it are now cultivated as an ornament to the gardens in Bengal.

The officinal jalap was formerly supposed to be the root of this species

of Mirabilis, and hence it obtained its trivial name; but that valuable

drug is now ascertained to be the root of a species of Convolvulus. As

the Mirabilis, however, had so long retained the credit of affording the

jalap, and, with authors of the highest authority in botany, from Plumier

to Linnccus, I was desirous of discovering what degree of purgative qua-

lity it really possessed. With that view, having carefully dried' and pow-

dered some of the root, I sent it for trial to the European and native hos-

pitals. Dr. Hunter’s report, from the former of these, is as follows:

“ We have tried the Mirabilis with thirteen patients. They do not com-

plain of its being disagreeable to the taste, nor of its exciting nausea

*‘pr griping; but its operation as a purge is uncertain, and two drams

of it sometimes procure only a single stool. It seemed to answer best

" with those who had bowel complaints.” Dr. Slwolhred found the

(l) Poocicaia
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root equally weak and uncertain in its operation, in the trials which he

made of it in the native hospital.

NicotianA Tabacum. (W,) Ta7nhdcu,i') VL* TdmracutaSt

Murray, I. 670.

Woodville, II. 338,

Nigella Indica, (Roxb. MS.) Cold Musayji, S-

Sp, Ch.—Annual. Petals entire. Pistils five : length of the stamina.

Leaves decompound. Exterior lip of the nectary ovate, and deeply two cleft.

Iterior entire, and acute, (Roxb, MS.)

The seed of this plant is used by the natives more in diet than in medicine

;

and, on account of its agreeable flavour and taste, forms the principal

condiment in the Curries. The seed of its congener, the Nigella Sativa,

.is, in like manner, the favorite spice of some nations on the continent

of Europe, particularly the Hanoverians, who have given it the name of

Tout Epice. See Murray, III. 34, and Plenck, Plant, Med, V. 49,.

OciMUM Pilosum, (Roxb, MS.) Itihdn, H,

The seed. Tuklimi RiJidn,^^) H,

Sj3. Ch,—Shrubby. Hairy, Branches four sided. Leaves ovate, oblong,

serrated, with margins and. petioles hairy. Bracts petioled, ovate, cordate,

ciliate. Upper lip of the calyx round, cordate and hairy, with corol twice its.

length., (Roxb*. MS.

)

Many species of the Ocimum are common in Bengal, and comprehended

under the generic name of Tulasi. One of them, the Ocimum Sanctum,.

(W.) Parnasa, in Sanscrit, is well known to be held in higher veneration,

by the Hindus than any other plant. The leaves of most of the species

have a slightly aromatic taste, and a strong but not disagreeable smell.

( 1 ) Tumbakoo, (2) Kalajtcra. (3) Tookhmi riham.
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1 have given the Rihan a. place in the catalogue on account of the

peculiar quality of its seed, which, when infused in cold water, forms‘

a mucilage much .used by the natives as a demulcent in catarrhs. From

the slight aroma which it possesses, it lies easier on the stomach than most
» •

other vegetable mucilages. It is a favorite medicine with the native

women, who take it after parturition, and supposer that it relieves the

after-pains.
'

•

'I
'

Phyllanthus Emblica. (W. )
Ao?2la,(0H. Amalaci,^.. ,

Murray, IV. 127.

This tree is found, both in a wild and cultivated state, in most parts of

Hindostan. Its fruit is one of those which were formerly known in

Europe under the name of Myrobalans, but which have been long discarded

from the pharmacopoeias. It is, however,, in general use with the Hindu

physicians, as an eccoprotic, and enters into many of their compositions.

It is particularly an essential ingredient in the preparation of the Bitlaban,

a medicinal salt, which will be afterwards noticed.
» • I .

Papaver SoMNiFERUM, (W.
)

Post, H. C'liasa, S.

Opium, Ajiun, H.

Murray, II. 254.

Wo*odville, III. 503.

Piper Nigrum, (W. )
Maricha, S.

Murray, V. 22.

Woodville, III. 513.

Piper Longum. (W.) Pzpe/,(®).H. Pippali, S,

Plant.vgo IsPAGHUL. (Roxb. MS.) Jspag7m/,(3) H. . ii

Sp. Ch,—Caulescent. Leaves linear, lanceolate, three nerved, slightly woolly.

Peduncles axillary. Head cylindric. Capsule two-seeded. (Roxb, MS.)

(1) Uoiila and Avmla, (2) Peepul, (3) Ispughoof,
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This plant was formerly supposed to be the Plaiitago Psyllium (L.)

but is certainly a different species. It is cultivated in Bengal on account

of the seeds, which, like those of the P- Psyllium, form a rich mucilage

with boiling water. For this purpose, a pint of water is poured on about

two drams of the seeds. This mucilage is very generally used, as a

demulcent, in catarrhs, nephritic pains, heat of urine, and other diseases in

which acrimony is to be obviated or palliated. T

Plumbago Zeylanica. (W) ClutaS^) H. Chitraca, S.

Plumbago Rosea, (W.) Ldl Chita, H. JRacta Chitraca, S,

Both these shrubs are cultivated in Bengal as flower plants. Every part

of them is extremely acrid, particularly the root ; which, in its recent

state, being bruised, is employed, by the Hindu practitioners, as a vesicatory,
'

The Plumbago Europaea is mentioned by Murray, (I. 772 ) as having

been found efficacious in the cure of cancers, for which purpose the ulcers

are dressed, thrice a day, with olive oil, in which the leaves of the plant

have been infused. The authorities which ’he quotes, for the cures effected

by this application, are respectable; and, as our species coincide entirely

in quality with the Plumbago Europaea, it may be worth while to make a

trial of their power in a disease so deplorable, for which no adequate

remedy has yet been discovered,

Pterocarpus Sanlalinus, (W.) Root Chandan,(^) H, Racta Chandana, S.

Murray, VI. 59,

Woodville, IV. 109,

PuNicA Granatum, (W.) Anar, H- Dadima, S.
'

Murray, HE 262.

Woodville, I. 158.

(1) Cheeta^ (2) Rukut Chmdun*
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The flowers of this beautiful shrub, which were formerly w'ell known under

the name of Balaiistines, are now neglected ; but the rind of the fruit is still

considered as one of the most useful medicinal astringents, in cases wherein

that quality simply is required. This shrub affords another valuable remedy,

in the fresh bark of its root, for the knowledge of which we are indebted

to the Hindu physicians. See An Account of an Indian Remedy for the

Tape-worm," by Dr. Buchanan, in the Edinburgh Medical and Chirurgical

Journal, No. IX. p. .

The Toenia is not a common disorder in Bengal ; but since the date of

Dr. Buchaiian’s communication, several cases of it have occurred here,

to Dr, Hunter, and to Dr, Slioolh'ed, in which the bark of the pome-

granate root was used with complete success, and without having failed

in a single instance. The following is the method in which it is prepared

and administered. Eight ounces of the fresh bark of the root are boiled

in three pints of water to a quart. Of this decoction, the patient takes a

wine-glass full ; and repeats that quantity, at longer or shorter intervals, as

the sickness and faintness which it generally occasions will allow, until

he has taken the whole. The worm is commonly voided in a few hours

after the patient has begun to take the medicine, and not unfrequently

comes away alive.

Ricinus Communis, (W.) Arend,^')Yl, E'randa, S.

This plant is cultivated, for both ceconomical and medicinal purposes,

over all Hindostan. The expressed oil of the seeds, so well known in

Europe under the name of castor oil, is more generally used as a pur-

gative than any other medicine ; and perhaps there is no other on which wc

(1) Vrand.
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may with so much confidence rely, as a safe and at the same time an

active cathartic. It may be given with propriety, in every case in which

that class of remedies is required, (unless when the most drastic are ne-

cessary,) and to patients of every, age and constitution; for though it

seldom fails to produce the effect intended, it operates without heat or

irritation.

The oil should be expressed, in the manner directed by the London
1 (I

College, from the decorticated seeds, and without the assistance of heat.

That which is obtained by boiling the seeds in water, is injured both in

smell and taste, and becomes sooner rancid than the oil procured by

expression.

Rubia IManjit’ii. (Roxb. Ms. )
H, Manjishtha S,

Sp. Cli.—Pentandrous. Perennial. Scandent. Branches with four hispid

angles. Leaves quatern, long-petioled, cordate, acuminate, 5—7 nerved; his-

pid. (Roxb. Ms.)
^

This species of Madder is indigenous in Nepal, and is used by the dyers

and calico-printers, in the same manner, as the Rubia Tinctorum is in

Europe. Parcels of it have been frequently sent to England, where it was

found equal in qualify to the best Dutch madder. I know not that it has

ever been tried here in medicine; but, from its sensible qualities being the

same with those of the Rubia Tinctorum, there is reason to conclude, that

it may be found equally efficacious wjth that drug, as a deobstruent and
• 4 ! 1 * S >

emmenagogue.
; ^ f i . > . .

Ruta Graveolens. ( W. )
Saluri H.

.
^

Murray, III. 112.

, Woodville, I, 108.

( 1 ) Munjeet’h.

A aVoL. XL
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SiDA CoRDiFOLiA. (W. ) Baridlcd^'> Y{, BaVydlaca^.

SiDA Riiombifolia, ( W. )
Ldl Baridla H.

SiDA Rhomboidcea. (Roxb. Ms.) Safed Baridla H.

Bp. Ch.—Shrubby. Erect. Ramous. Leaves short-petioled, rhomboid,

lanceolate, serrate, 3-nerved, villous. Stipules setaceous. Peduncles axillary,

solitary, shorter than the leaves, one-flowered. Capsules 10, without beak.

(Roxb. Ms.)

There are several other species of the Sida in Bengal; but I have se-

lected these three, as being the kinds most generally used in medicine by

the Hindus. Like the other columniferous plants, they all abound in

mucilage, and are much employed by the natives as demulcents and emol-

lients. They possess these virtues in at least an equal degree with our

officinal Althasa and Malva; and may well supply their place, either for

internal use, or, externally, for fomentation, cataplasms, and enemata,

Strychnos Nux Vomica. (W. ) Cwc/n/aW H. Culaca S.

Murray, I. 703.

Woodville, IV. 29.

Strychnos Potatorum. (W.
) Nir-7iialliii) Yl. CatacaS.

The seeds of the Strychnos Nux Vomica are reckoned amongst the

most powerful of the narcotic poisons. In Germany, nevertheless, they

are considered as medicinal, and have been recommended, by many au-

thors of that nation, as efficacious antispasmodics and tonics; but the British

physicians have prudently abstained from the use of so dangerous a reme-

dy; and for the same reason, these seeds are seldom, if ever, employed

in medicine by the Hindus. They are sometimes used, however, for a

very pernicious purpose by the distillers, who add a quantity of them in

the process of distilling arrapck, to render the spirit more intoxicating.

( 1 ) Buryala. (2) Koochila, (3) NirmuUee*
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The seeds of the Strychnos Potatorum, though never used in medicine,

are highly valuable, and serviceable, to both Europeans and natives, from

the quality which they possess of clearing muddy water, and rendering

it potable; to which the trivial name of the tree, first given to it by

Koenig, alludes. One of the seeds is rubbed very hard, for a minute or

two, round the inside of an earthen vessel, into which the water is poured,

and left to settle. In a short time, the impurities subside, and leave the

water perfectly limpid and tasteless.

SiNAPis Dichotama. (Roxb. Ms.) Sersoni^) H. Sarshapa S.

Sp. Ch.—Dichotomous. Siliques cylindric, smooth, spreading. Beak straight

and tapering. Leaves stem-clasping ; the lower somewhat lyred; superior

ovate, lanceolate, entire : All are smooth, as are also the the stem and branches.

(Roxb. MS.)

SiNAPis Ramosa. (Roxb. IMs.) Raii^) H. Rdjicd S.

Sp. Ch.—Annual, Erect. Ramous. Siliques expanding, linear, vertically

compressed smooth. Leaves petioled; lower lyred: superior sublanceolate.

(Roxb. Ms.)

Both these species of mustard are extensively cultivated in Bengal,

on account of the oil procured from the seeds. In respect to medicinal

qualities, these seeds correspond exactly with the seed of the Sinapis

Nigra, (W.
)

and may be used, with equal advantage as the latter, ei-

ther internally, as stimulants in rheumatic and paralytic affections, or ex-

ternally for sinapisms. See Murray, II. 398. Woodvillc, III. 409.

SwiETENiA Febripuga. (W. ) Raliuiia H. Soymklo, Telinga.

All the four species of the noble genus Swietenia are lofty trees, re-

markable for the excellent quality of their wood. The three following

(I) Surson.

A a 2
(2) Ra^ee,
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are indigenous in Hindostan. 1. S. Febrifuga, which we have inserted in

the catalogue on account of the medicinal qualities of its bark. 2. S,

Chickrassaj (Roxb.) which affords the wood of that name, esteemed by

the cabinet-makers in Calcutta as little inferior to mahogany. *
3. S.

Chloroxylon, (Roxb,) the -wood of which, from the closeness of its grain,

and its beautiful bright yellow colour, has obtained from the English in

India the name of Satin-wood. The fourth is a native of Jamaica and

Spanish America, S. Mahogani. (W.) The excellence of the wood of this

tree, and its superiority to every other for all domestic purposes, is

universally allow'ed.

The Swietenia Febrifuga is indigenous in the mountainous parts of the
f r

Rajahmundry Circar. It is a large tree, rising with a straight stem to a

great height. The wood is remarkably durable; and on that account is

preferred by the Telingas to any other for the timber-work of their tem-

ples. The bark is covered with a rough grey cuticle, and internally is of

a light red colour. It has a bitter united with an astringent taste; both

in a strong degree, particularly the bitter. We are indebted to £)r.

Boxburgh for the discovery of its medicinal virtues. Judging from its

sensible qualities, that it might possess a considerable tonic power, and

prove a useful remedy for the intermittent fever, he made trial of it in se-

veral cases of that disease, and found it fully answer his expectation.

With the view of further investigation, he afterwards sent a quantity of

the bark to England, where it was tried in the hospitals with equal suc-

cess, and considered as a valuable substitute, in many cases, for the Cin-

chona. On that account it has been received by the Edinburgh College

into their pharmacopoeia,l together with its congener, the Swietenia Ma-

hogani, with wliich in its properties it nearly coincides. See Di\ Duncan’s
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Tentam : Inaiig. de Soymida : Edinb. 1794; and the New Edinb. Disp. 180G.

The Swietenia Febrifuga is not a native of Bengal ; and therefore is little

known either to the Hindu or European practitioners here. I have been

informed, however, that it was found, by the late Dr. Kennedy, on the hills

to the southward of Chunar, where it was called, by the natives, Rohuna

;

and it is probable that this valuable tree may be discovered in the mountain-

ous districts of some of the other upper provinces.

Syrium Myrtifolium. (Roxb. MS.) C/mnt/rtn,b) H. Chandana, S.

r Murray, II. 14.
Santalum Album.

IWoodville, IV. 136.

Tamarindus Indica. (W. ) H* AmUca,S>.

Murray, II. 552.

Woodville, III. 544.

Terminalia Belerica. (Roxb. ms. ) Dahira,^^^ H. Vibhi-iaca, S.

Terminalia Chebula. (W. )
and Hara,(5) U. Haritaca, S.

The unripe fruit, Ze?igi H.

The fruit of the Phyllanthus Emblica has been already noticed as one of

the kinds of the Myrobalans of the writers on pharmacy. Another

kind, the Beleric, is the dried ripe fruit of the first species of Terminalia

here inserted. It is about the size of an olive, of a yellowish grey colour,

obovate shape, and marked with five longrtudinal furrows. In sensible

and medicinal qualities, it coincides with the other kinds. The

second species, the Terminalia Chebula, yields several different kinds of

Myrobalans; different names having been given to the drupe, according to

its degree of maturity when taken from the tree. Those chiefly used in

medicine, are the Har and the Zengi Har. The Har is the dried ripe fruit.

( 1 ) Chundun, (2) Imlee, (3)
Buhera. Hur. (5) Hura. (6) Zungi Hur.
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It is the largest of the Myrobalans, of an oblong ovate shape, marked

with five furrows and five ridges alternately. It is sometimes used

medicinally as a gentle purgative, but more frequently employed for

domestic purposes, particularly by the dyers, who consume large quan-

tities of it for preparing the cloth to receive the colours. See As. Res.

IV. 41.

The Zengi Har is the Indian or Black Myrobalan of the pharmaceu-

tical authors. It differs from the other kinds in having scarcely the rudi-

ments of a nut, being the fruit dried in a half ripe state.* It is of an

• It was not until very lately that I could obtain any information respecting the tree which

affords the Zengi Har; the Hindu druggists to whom I applied, not having been able to give

me any account of it. Dr. Roxburgh, to whom I mentioned this circumstance, on exa-

mining the drug, conjectured it to be the unripe fruit, or the diseased germ of some species of

Tcrminalia, caused by some insect, like galls. The justness of his conjecture was soon after-

wards confirmed, on inspecting the unripe drupes of a Tenninolia Chebula in the Botanic

Garden ; the appearance of which corresponded exactly with that of the Zengi Har; and

w hich, on being dried, proved to be that very fruit.

The uncertainty in which the writers on the Maieiia Medica still continue resj)ecting the

trees which yield the different kinds of Myrobalans, appears from the following remark of

Professor IMuRRAY, (Ap. Med. VI. 235.) “ De reliquarum (Myrobalanorum) specie Bo-

“ tanica nihil certi pronuntiari potest, quin adhuc disputatur utrum ex diversis arboribus

“ petitae sint, an potius ex eadem.” A considerable degree of light will be thrown on the sub-

ject by the following extract from a Persian treatise on medicines, the Mekhzen-ul-Adtn/eh

of Muhammed Hosen Shira'zi, communicated to me by the kindness of Mr. Colebrooke;

and wliich, had I received it sooner, would have saved me the trouble of n»y inquiries respecting

the Zengi Har.

Under the head Ahlilej, (the Arabic name answ’ering to the Persian Ilalileh,) the author

distinguishes the following kinds as the produce of the same tree (TerminuUa Chebula) ga-

tliered at difl'erent degrees of maturity.

1. Halileh Zira, gathered when the fruit is just set. Being dried, it is about the size of

the Zira. (Ctmiin seed.)

2. H. Jaiei, when more advanced. It is the size of a barley-corn, CJav>‘J
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oblong, pointed shape, about the size of a pistachio nut, of a deep black

colour, and a firm, compact substance. Its taste is bitterish, and strongly

astringent. The Zengi Har is, as far as I can learn, more frequently used

in medicine, by the Hindus, than any of the other Myrobalans, being very
i

generally employed by them as a purgative. It operates briskly, but

without occasioning heat or irritation. Persons liable to redundancy of

bile, habitual costiveness, or any other complaint which requires the

frequent use of gentle laxatives, will find this one of the most convenient

which they can use.

Terminalia Citrina, Roxb. (MS.) Caducay, Telinga.

This tree is a native of the mountainous parts of the Northern Circars.

The fruit is the Myrobalanus Citrina of the shops. It is used in medicine

in the southern part of the Peninsula, but is not known to the Hindu prac-

titioners in Bengal. The chief use of it, however, to the southward, is as

a mordant for fixing the colours in printing their beautiful chintzes.

Trigonella Fcenum Grajcum. (W.) MeVliiS^) H. Met*hi, S.

Murray, II. 447.

Woodville, III.' 487.

Valeriana Jatamansi. (Roxb.) Jatamansi, H, Jatamansi, S.

The vegetable which affords the Indian Nard, so celebrated by the

ancients as a perfume, remained altogether unknown to naturalists, until it

3. H. Zengi, Hindi or Aswed, when the young fruit is still further advanced. Being

dried, it is of the size of a raisin, and is black; whence its name. CAswed, hldck, or Zengi,

negro.)

4. H. Chini, gathered when the nut has acquired some degree of hardness. The dried

fruit is of a green colour, inclining to yellow.

5. H. Asfer, when approaching to maturity. The fruit, when dry, is of a reddish yellow;

whence the name. CAsfer, yellow.)

6. H, Cdbuli, when the fruit is come to full maturity.

(1) Met’hee.
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was discovered by the late Sir JVilUam Jones, who, valuable as his time

was, considered the subject as not unworthy of his inquiry ; and with his

usual accuracy of research, proved beyond all question, that the spikenard

of the ancients is the plant called, by the Arabians, Sumbul-ul-Hind ; and

by the Hindus, Jatamansi. See As. Res. 11.405, and III. 105, 433. It is

a species of Valerian, and a native of Nepal and Butan. The perennial,

hairy portion of the stem, immediately above the root, is the part w'hich,

when dried, is so highly esteemed as a perfume ; .and which is also used in

medicine. The Hindu physicians prescribe it, chiefly, in diseases of the

bow^els; but, as it strongly resembles in taste, smell, and flavor, the officinal

valerian, there is reason to expect that it will be found equally efficacious

with that root, as an antispasmodic, in epilepsy, hysteria, and other

convulsive disorders. j

ViTEX Negundo. (W.) Nisinda and Sa??ib’halu,(^) H.

Sind’huca and Sind’havora, S.

This elegant shrub is very generally cultivated in Hindustan, as well

on account of its beauty, as its valuable medicinal qualities. It delights in

a watery situation, and is readily propagated bycuttings."**

The leaves of the Nisinda' have a better claim to the title of discutient,

than any other 'vegetable remedy with which I am accjuainted. Their

efficacy in dispelling inflammatory swellings. of the joints, from acute

rheumatism, and of the testicles, from suppressed gonorrhoea, has often

(1) Sumhhaloo Sumaloo.
* Tlie folloiving curious remark of Acosta, oii the facility with which this tree is cultivated,

shews tlie high estimation in which tlie Nisinda was held in his time : “ Adeo frequens est

“ hujus arboris usus ad medendum in illis regionibus, ut nisi Dcus pra:cisos ramos multiplici

" fact lira renasci faceret, jam diu fuissent consumptae arbores, aut certc inaximi prelii nunc

“ essenf.” Aroniat. Lib. traus. by Clusius, p. 287.
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excited my surprise. The success with which the natives employ them

in these complaints, has induced some European practitioners to adopt the

practice, and I hope it will come into general use. The mode of employ-

ing the leaves is simple. A quantity of them, pulled fresh from the tree,

is put into an earthen pot, and heated over. the fire, to as great a degree

as can be borne without pain. They are then applied to the part affected,

in as large a quantity as can be conveniently kept on by a proper bandage,

and the application's repeated three or four times a day, until the tumor is

THE following vegetable drugs are imported into Hindustan from the

neighbouring countries, none of the plants which yield them being either

indigenous, or found in a cultivated state in the Peninsula. The drugs

dispelled.

II. Medicinal Drugs.

I. VEGETABLE.

themselves, however, are in common use with the native practitioners, and

sold in all the principal bazars. '
i

Asa fcetida. Hing (*) H. Hinga S.

Benzoin. Luhdn H. and Arab.

r

, /|i V yStjjrax JBenzoin.

Ferula Asa foetida.

.
' r £

•J
Murray, ,IV. 358. ,

1
Woodville, I. 22.-{

<s

{
Murray, IV. 540 and 659.

Woodville, II. 200.

Cajeput Oil. Cajuputu, Malay.

Melaleuca Leucodendron.

(1) Ileeni

B bVoL. XI.

(•2) Looban.
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Camphor. Cafur(^) H. Curfura S

Laurus Camphora,

China Root, Choh Chinii^) H.

Smilax China

{

{

Murray, I. 490,

Woodville, IV. 66

Murray, IV. 445.

Woodville, IV, 66.

This root was formerly held in high estimation in Europe, as a remedy

for the venereal disease; but has long been superseded by its congener,

the Smilax Sarsaparilla; yet this last has been, by some authors of great

authority, considered as a very inert substance, and scarcely possessing

any medicinal virtuewhatsoever,** Those who judge more favourably of

its efficacy, may, in cases where it cannot be procured, have recourse to

the China root, as a substitute. Dr, Woodville, after observing that,

like the Sarsaparilla, the China root contains a considerable share of

bland nutritive matter,” adds, that it appeared to him not less adapted

" to tbe auxiliary purposes of medicine.”f If the sanative virtue of these

roots depends on this nutritive matter, which is probably the case, the

China root would seem to claim the preference ; as it contains it in a much

larger proportion, amounting to upwards of half the weight of the root
;

J

but there is much difficulty in appreciating the comparative efficacy of me-

dicines of such moderate activity as the two in question. The China root

was formerly much used in the hospitals here ; and, as far as I could

judge from my own experience, its utility, either as an auxiliary to mer-

cury, or for improving the general health after the use of that remedy,

is at least equal to that of the Sarsaparilla.

* J. Hunter, Ven. Dis. p. 371. Cullen, Mat. Med. p. 200. Duncan, Edlnh. New
Disp. Ed. 1806.

+ Med. Bot. IV. 67.

(1) Kafoor, (2) Cliob Cheenee.

t Aik in’s Lewis, Mat, Med. II. p. 331.
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Cloves, Laung^^) H, Lavanga S,

f Murray, III. 333,

Woodville, II. 366.
Caryopliyllus Aromaticus,

CoLUMBO Root. Kalumb, Mosambique.

'Murray, VI, 153,

Radix Colonibee. < Woodville, W. 164.

Asiat. Res, X. 385.V

See the interesting account of this valuable root in the 10th volume of

the As. Res. It is to be hoped, that by Dr, Berry's meritorious exertions,

we may soon have the plant cultivated in this country.

CuBEBS, Cubab Chinii^^ H,
Murray, V, 37.

Galls. (Aleppo.) Maju P'hal^^) ll, Mdju P'lial 3,

Quercus Cerris, Murray; I. 102.

Quercus Robur, Woodville, II. 346,

Gambir. Gambir}3, from the Malay, '

Uncaria Gambeer, Roxb. Pi. Cor. III.

Funis Uncatus, Rumph. A?nK V, 63.

Naudea Ga?nbir, Hunter, Zm?i, Trans. IX, 218.

This substance is used, by the inhabitants of the Malay countries, for

manducating with the Betel leaf and Areca nut, in the same manner as

the Catechu is by the natives of Hindostan. It is prepared from the leaves
*

of the shrub above referred to, (which belongs to a genus nearly allied to

the Nauclea,) in two different modes, 1, By boiling the leaves, and in-

spissating the decoction. 2, By infusing the leaves in warm water for

some hours, when a faccula subsides, which is inspissated by the heat of

the sun, and formed into small cakes. The Gambir prepared in this last

mode is by far' the best. In appearance and sensible qualities, it resem-

bles the Catechu, as also in its medicinal properties. Its taste is power-

fully astringent, and at first bitter, but afterwards sweetish. Tried by the

(1) Laong, (2) Knopah Cheenee,

B b 2
(3) Majoo P’hul,
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gelatine test, the Gambir appears to contain more of the Tannin principle

than any other vegetable astringent; and, were it not for its high price,

would be a most valuable material for the preparation of leather.

Gamboge. Gahkatu. Cingalese.

Stalag?nitis Gambogioides. Murray, IV. 106 Sc 654.

Manna. Shirkhisht^^) H. and P. Terenjabin, Arab.

Manna Persicum, Fothergill, Phil. Tr. XLIII. 47.

'The manna sold in the bazars here is imported from Bussorah, and is

the same with that described by Dr. Fothergill in the paper to which

I have referred. The plant which yields it is supposed to be the Hedy-

sarum Alhagi (L.) It is a very impure kind, and far inferior in quality

to the Calabrian manna.

Myrrh. Murr and B6l H. Bola S.

{

Murray, VI. 213.

Woodville, IV. 167

' Nutmegs. JdephaU^^ H. Jdtiphalo S.

The Mace. Jawatri^i) U., JdtipatriS.

Myristica Aromatica. Murray, VI. 135.

Myristica Moschata^ Woodville, II, 363,

Rhubarb. Rheum Palmatum. Rhand Chimin) H.

« Murray, IV. 362.

^ Woodville, I. 127.

Sago. Sabudana II.

SaguSj Rumphii. Murray, V. 13.

Sago is procured from the trunks of several other palms beside that

mentioned by Murray. An excellent kind is prepared from the tree

.called, by RumphiuSt Gomutus Gomuto, (Amb. I. 57;^ and by Dr. Rox-

burgh, Saguerus Rumphii, (MS.) This tree is also valuable on account

of the black fibres which surround the trunk at the insertion of the leaves

;

( 1) Shecrk'hisht, (2) Jaephul, (3) JuKutree. (4) Rewund Cheenee.
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which afford a stronger and more durable cordage for ships than any other

vegetable substance.

Salep. Salib Misri,C‘1 H. and Arab.

Orchis Mascula.
f Murray, V. 278.

IWoodville, II. 246.

Scammony. Sakmunyd'^) H. and Arab.

Convolvulus Scammonia

Senna Leaves. Send MecciS^^ H.

Cassia Senna,

f Murray, VI. 746,
' IWoodville, I. 13.

Send, Arab,

f Murray, II. 505.

IWoodville, III. 446.

2. MINERAL.

A. METALLIC.

Lead. Sisa,^^) H. Sisaca, S.

' The white oxide, Safeda, H.

The red oxide, Sindur,^^) H. Sindura, S

The semivitreous oxide, Murdar Seng,^^) H. & P,

Iron. Loha, H. Loha 8c Ayas, S.

The Carbonate, Kit’h,^^) H. Mandura & Sinliana, S.

The Sulphate, Casis^^) H.

Copper. Taniba, H. Tamra, S.

The Subacetite, Zangar 8c Pitrai, H. Pitalata, S,

The Sulphate, Tutiya, ^9) H. TutVha, S.

Tin. Ranga, H. Ranga Sc Trapu, S.

Antimony.

The Sulphuret, Surmeli,^^^) H. Sauhira, S.

The proper grey ore of antimony is imported from Napal, but a

galena, or sulphuret of lead, is frequently sold for it in the bazars, under

the name of Surmeh.

Arsenic.

The white oxide, Samul-k"har,(^^) H. Sancliya, S.

( 1 ) Salih Misree. (2)
Sooqmooniya. (3) Suna Mukkee, (4) Seesa, (5) Sindoor. (6) Moordar-

Sung. (7 ) Keet’h, (8) Kusees. (9)
Tootiyd, (10) Soormu, (11 ) Sum-ool~Khau
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The yellow Sulphuret, Hartali^) H. Haiitdla, S.

The red Sulphuret, Mansil,^-) H, Manah SilaJi, S.

Quick-silver. Pdra, H. Pdrada, S.

The red Sulphuret, Shengerfp) H.

A sub-muriate, RascapurM^ H.

Shcngerf, or fictitious cinnabar, is prepared by the natives in a very

simple mode. The quick-silver and sulphur are first triturated together,

until a black sulphuret is formed, which is put into a glazed earthen pot,

similar to those commonly used for dressing victuals. Over this, another

vessel of the same kind is placed inverted, and luted to it with clay.

Fire is then applied to the undermost vessel, and continued until the whole

of the contents is sublimed. The apparatus is then suffered to cool ; when

a cake of cinnabar is found adhering to the inner surface of the upper-

most pot.

Shengerf is used, internally, by the native practitioners, as antispas-

modic, and for the cure^ of cutaneous diseases ; but it is employed much

more efficaciously by them in fumigation, for such cases of the venereal

disease as are attended with ulcers in the nose, mouth and throat. The

fumigation is conducted in the usual mode, by making the patient, with

a blanket thrown over him, inhale the fumes of the Shengerf thrown on

red hot iron. In this mode, the cure is performed very rapidly, but it

frequently causes a violent and dangerous ptyalism ; nor is the patient

always secured by it against a relapse of the disease.

Rascapur is another mecurial preparation, in great estimation, and

much used by both the Hindu and Muhammedan practitioners. There

are various modes of preparing it, but none of them essentially different

( 1 ) HurtaL (2) MunsiU (3) Shungurf, (4) Emkupoor.
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from the others. In all of them Quick-silver and Muriate of Soda are

employed in equal parts, with the addition of either Sulphate of Alumine

or Sulphate of Copper. By the kindness of Dr. Hunter, I have now lying

before me three different processes for making Rascapur; one taken from

a Persian, and the two others from Sanscrit pharmacopoeias. The first,

which is the simplest, and least uncertain of the three, is literally as

follows :

Take Quick-silver, Armenian Bole, Alium, (' some prefer blue

vitriol, but allum is better,’) Rock Salt, of each nine parts. Rub the

whole in a mortar with water, and let them harden. Then put the mass

into a glazed earthen vessel, and place inverted, above it, another similar

vessel, plastered with ashes, and the milk of Datura. Lute them

together with Philosopher’s clay, and keep them three days and three

nights in a fire made with cow dung. Then let the vessels cool, and

“ take out what adheres to the bottom and sides of the upper vessel. This

**
is the Rascapur.”

The Quick-silver, in this preparation, is combined with a less proportion

of the muriatic acid than in corrosive sublimate, but with a much greater

proportion of it than in calomel. It is used by the native practitioners for

all the purposes for which the two preparations Just mentioned are

employed by the European. It requires, however, to be prescribed with

great caution ; as it is not only one of the most powerful mecurials that can

be ventured on for internal use, but uncertain in its strength, on account of

the different processes by which it is made. European practitioners need

never, I think, have recourse to it ; as Quick-silver may always be procured

from the bazars, with which safer and equally efficacious remedies may be

prepared.
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B. SALINE.

Nitrate of Potash. Shora, H. Yavac SJiora, H.

Sulphuric Acid. Gundac-ca Atr,i^) H.

Sulphate of Soda. C’hara Nunyi^) H.

Sulphate of Alumine. P’hitcari, (3) H. Sp’hatica, S.

Impure Carbonate of Soda. H, Sorjica, S.

Muriate of Ammonia. Nosader,^^) H.

Muriate of Soda. Nemec,^^) H.

Muriate OP Soda, fused with thel
Sc' CdtaNemec, (*) H.

fruit of Phyllanthus Emblica. J

^The following process for making this salt, was communicated, by a native

druggist, to Mr. Turnbull, at Mirzapore, and actually performed in his

presence. Mr. Colehrooke informs me, that it nearly corresponds with the

process which he found described in a Persian treatise on medicines. “ Fifty-

“ six pounds of Sammur salt (a fossile muriate of Soda) are mixed with

'^twenty ounces of dried Aonlas, (Emblic Myrobalans. ) One fourth of

these materials is put into a round earthen pot, with a narrow mouth,

which is put on a fire-place made of clay. The fire-place has a hole at the

bottom, for introducing the fire-wood. After the fire has been lighted

about an hour, and the materials in the pot appear' to be melted, the rest

of the materials is added by degrees. The whole is then exposed to a

strong red heat for about six hours. The fire is then allowed to die away,

" and the pot to cool ; which, upon being broken, is found to contain about

“ forty-eight pounds of Cala Nemec, or Bit-laban.”

The Bit-laban, or Bit-noben, as it is sometimes called, is a medicine in

great estimation with both the Hindu and Muhammedan physicians; but

( 1 ) Gunduk-ka-ulr. (2) K’kara Noon. (3 ) P'hitkaree. (4-) Sujee-muttee,

(5) Nosadur, (6) Nuinuk, (7 )
Bit lubun* (8)

Kala-mmuk.
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particularly with the former. It is very generally used as a tonic in

dyspepsia and gout, as a deobstruent in obstructions of the spleen and

mesenteric glands, diseases to which children in Hindostan are peculiarly

liable; and as a stimulant in chronic rheumatism and palsy. It is also one

of the many remedies employed as a vermifuge. For a further account of

this salt, see A Dissertation on the Bit-Noben, by John Henderson, of the

Bengal Medical Establishment. 8vo. Bond, 1803.”

JVIr. Henderson, having carried some of the Bit-Noben to England, it

was analysed by J\dr. Accum, and the result w'as as follows :

Four hundred and eighty grains of the salt yielded

Black oxide of Iron, 6 Grains.

Sulphur, 14

Muriate ofLime, 12

Muriate of Soda, 444

. 476

Loss, 4

480 ,

Nicholson’s Journal for August, 1803.

From this analysis we may conclude, that the virtues of Bit-laban, beyond

what may be fairly ascribed to the Muriate of Soda, depend on the

proportion of iron contained in it. This metal appears to have been

obtained, during the process, from the Myrobalans.

Impure Borate of Soda. Sohaga, H. Tancana, S.

C. INFLAMMABLE.

Sulphur. Gandhac,^^) H. Gandliaca, S.

(1) Gund-kuk,

c cVoL. XL
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Petroleum. Mitti H. Neft^ Arab.

This mineral oil is imported from the Burma country. See an account

of the Petroleum wells near Rainanghong, by Captain Cox, in the 6th

Vol. of the As. Res.

The oil is met with in the bazar of very different degrees of purity;

sometimes perfectly limpid and thin ; at other times of a dark brown colour,

and of the consistence of syrup. The first sort only should be used in medi-

cine. It has a strong, penetrating, not disagreeable smell, and a pungent,

acrid taste. It is very generally employed by the native practitioners

externally, as a stimulant in paralytic complaints, and in chronic rheuma-

tism. In this last disease, I can, from my own experience, recommend it as

an efficacious remedy ; having found much greater benefit from it, than from

the more costly Cajeput oil, which I had previously used.

Amber.** Cah~ruba,(^) H. and P,

s

3. ANIMAL.

Musk. Meslik, (3) H. and P.

(1) Miltee tel. (2) Kuhrooba. (3) Mushk.

\

* A concrete, resinous substance is imported from Bussora, which passes, at the Calcutta

Custom-house, and is also sold in the bazar, under the name of Cahruba, or Amber; but which

I found, ou examination, to be real Copal, the resin so much used, in England, as a varnish.

Tiiis substance is used for the same purpose by the Coach-makers in Calcutta. It resembles

so perfectly tlie finest amber, in colour and texture, that the jewellers make necklaces of it,

which pass for those of genuine Amber, and from which it is extremely difficult to distinguish them.

The Copal is, I believe, the produce of the Vateria Indica, a tree whiqfi grows on the Malabar

Coast. I was favored by Dr. Roxburgh with a specimen of the resin of that tree ; and found it,

both in appearance and chemical qualities, to coincide entirely with genuine Copal.
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Ambergrise. tAmbcr,^^^ H. Atfihara, S.

Considerable quantities of this substance are sometimes brought to Calcutta

by the commanders of trading vessels, who find it floating on the Indian

Ocean, or adhering to rocks, chiefly among the Moluccas, and other islands

to the eastward. It is esteemed, by the natives, as the most agreeable of all

perfumes, more especially by the Mahummedans. Their physicians consider

it also as an Aphrodisiac, a class of medicines of great importance in their

pharmacopoeias, but which probably contains not a single article that has

any claim to that title. •

Honey, JMedhu, H. Sheliedj- î) p, Meddm, S.

Wax. Mom, H. and P. Medhucli-hishta, S.

Lac. Lac'h and Lah, H. Lac&lia, S.

Hirudo Medicinalis, (L. )
H. Jelauca, S.

Leeches are found, in stagnant ponds and ditches, in every part of

Hindustan. In a country in which general bleeding is so much seldomer

required, or admissable, than in cold climates, and where consequently

the practitioner must more frequently have recourse to topical bleeding,

it is fortunate that this animal, so convenient for the latter purpose, can at

all times be procured.

Meloe Gichorei. (L. ) H.

A very full and accurate description of this species of Meloe, has been

given in the Cth Vol, of the Asiatic Researches, by Colonel Hardwicke,

to whom we are indebted for this valuable acquisition to our Materia Medica.

The insect abounds in every part of Bengal, Bahar, and Oude. In the

rainy season, during which it is in its most perfect state, it is found

feeding on the flowers of the various species of Hibiscus and Sida, and is

(1) Utnbttr, (2) Mud or Mudhoo. (3) Sliuhud, (4) Jonh, (5) Tdinee.

c c 2
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readily distinguished, by the three transverse, undulated black bands on

its yellow Elytra, which constitute its specific character.

The Meloe Cichorei, when applied to the skin, produces effects precisely

similar to those caused by the Spanish blistering fly, for which this insect

wdll be found a perfectly adequate substitute, either as an external stimulant,

a rubefacient, or for raising a complete blister, according to the mode in

which it is applied.

The flies should be gathered in the morning or evening, and immediately

killed by exposing them to the steam of boiling vinegar. They should

then be thoroughly dried by the heat of the sun, and afterwards put into

bottles to preserve them from humidity.



IV.

Sketch of the Sikhs.

BY

BRIGADIER GENERAL MALCOLM.

INTRODUCTION.

W^HEN with the British army in the Penjab in 1805, I endeavoured to

collect materials that would throw light upon the history, manners and

religion of the Sikhs. Though this subject had been treated by several

English writers, none of them had possessed oppqrtunities of obtaining more

than very general information regarding this extraordinary race; and

their narratives, therefore, though meriting regard, have served more to

excite than to gratify curiosity.

In addition to the information I collected while the army continued

within the territories of the Sikhs, and the personal observations I was

able to make, during that period, upon the customs and manners of that

nation, I succeeded with difficulty in obtaining a copy of the A''di-Grant’h,*

* The chief, who gave me this copy, sent it at night, and with either a real or affected

reluctance, after having obtained a promise that I would treat the sacred volume with great

respect. I understand, however, that the indefatigable research of Mr. Colebrooke has
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and of some historical tracts, the most essential parts of which, when I

returned to Calcutta, were explained to me by a Sikh priest of the Nirmala

order, whom I found equally intelligent and communicative, and who spoke

of the religion and ceremonies of bis ^ect with less restraint than any of

his brethren whom I had met with in the Penjab. This slender stock of

materials was subsequently much enriched by my friend Dr. Leyden, who

has favoured me with a translation of several tracts written by Sikh

authors in the Penjabi and Duggar dialects, treating of their history and

religion, w^hich, though full of that warm imagery which marks all oriental

works, and particularly those whose authors enter on the boundless field

of Hindu mythology, contain the most valuable verifications of the

different religious institutions of the Sikh nation.

It was my first intention to have endeavoured to add to these materials,

and to have written, when I had leisure, a history of the Sikhs; but the
\

active nature of my public duties has made it impossible to carry this plan

into early execution; and I have had the choice of deferring it to a distant

and uncertain period, or of giving, from what I actually possessed, a short

and hasty sketch of their ^history, customs and religion. The latter alter-

native I have adopted : for, although the information I may convey in such

a sketch may be very defective, it will be useful at a moment when every

information regarding the Sikhs is of importance; and it may perhaps

stimulate and aid some person who has more leisure, and better opportunities,

to accomplish that task which I once contemplated.

In composing this rapid sketch of the Sikhs, I have still had to encoun-

ter various difficulties. There is no part of oriental biography in which

procured not ciily tlie A'di-Grant’h, but also the Dasima Padshah ka Grant'h; and that

cousequcntly he is in possession of the two most sacred books of the Sikhs,
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it is more difficult to separate truth from falsehood, than that which relates

to the history of religious impostors. The account of their lives is general-

ly recorded, either by devoted disciples and warm adherents, or by violent

enemies, and bigotted persecutors. The former, from enthusiastic admi-

ration, decorate them with every quality and accomplishment that can

adorn men: the latter, with equal enthusiasm and aversion, misrepresent

their characters, and detract from all their merits and pretensions. This

general remark I have found to apply with peculiar force to the varying

accounts given by Sikh and Muhammedan authors, of Ndnac and his suc-

cessors. As it would have been an endless and unprofitable task, to have

entered into a disquisition concerning all the points in which these au-

thors differ, many considerations have induced me to give a preference,

on almost all occasions, to the original Sikh writers. In every research

into the general history of mankind, it is of the most essential importance

to hear what a nation has to say of itself; and the knowledge obtained

from such sources, has a value independent of its historical utility. It aids

the promotion of social intercourse, and leads to the establishment of

friendship between nations. The most savage states are those who have

most prejudices, and who are consequently most easily conciliated or of-

fended: they are always pleased and flattered, when they find that those

whom they cannot but admit to possess superior intelligence, are ac-

quainted with their history, and respect their belief and usages; and, on

the contrary, they hardly ever pardon an outrage against their religion

or customs, though committed by men who have every right to plead the

most profound ignorance as an excuse for the words or actions that have

provoked resentment.
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SECTION I.

Sketch qf the History andpresent State of the Sikhs;

WITH

Observations on their religious Institutions^ Usages,

Manners, and Character.

Na'nac Shah, the founder of the sect since distinguished by th.e

name of Sikhs,* was born in the year of Christ 1469, at a small village

called Talwandbf in the district of Bhatti, in the province of Lahore.

His father, whose name was Cdlu,\ was of the Cshatriya cast, and V^di

tribe of Hindus, and had no family except Ndnac, and his sister Ndnaci,

who married a Hindu of the name of Jayrdm, who was employed as

a grain-factor by Daulet Khan Lodi, a relation of the reigning Emperor

of Delhi. Ndnac was, agreeably to the usage the tribe in which he

was born, married to a woman of respectable family, at an early age,^

by whom he had two sons, named Srichand and Lacshmi Das. The

former, who abandoned the vanities of the world, had a son called Dherm

* Sikh, or Sicsha, is a Sanscrit word, vvliicli means a discipJe, or devoted follower. lu

the Penjdbi it is corrupted into Sikh: it is a general term, and applicable to any person that

follows a particular teacher.

f This village, or rather town, for such it has become, is now called Payapiir. It is

situated on the banks of the Beyah, or Ilyphasis.

I He is called, by some authors, Ka'lu' Ve'di'; but Ve'di' is a name derived from his

tribe or family.

§ Several Sikh authors have been very precise in establishing the date of the consumma*

tiou of this marriage, v^bich they fix in the month of Asdrh, of the Hindii acra of ViceA*

MADITYA, 1545.
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Chnnd, who founded the sect of Udasi; and his descendants are yet

known by the name of Nanac Piitrah, or the children of Ndnac.

Laeshmz Das addicted himself to the pleasures of this world, and left

neither heirs nor reputation.

Ndnac is stated, by all Sikh writers, to have been from his childhood

inclined to devotion; and the indifference which this feeling created to-

wards all worldly concerns, appears to have been a source of continual un-

easiness to his father; who endeavoured, by every effort, to divert his mind

from the religious turn which it had taken. With a view to effect this ob-

ject, he one day gave Ndnac a sum of money to purchase salt at one

village in order to sell it at another; in the hope of enticing him to busi-

ness, by allowing him to taste the sweets of commercial profit. Ndnac

was pleased with the scheme, took the money, and proceeded, accompa-

nied by a servant of the name of Bala, of the tribe of Sand’hu, towards

the village where he was to make his purchase. He happened, however,

on the road, to fall in with some Fakirs, (holy mendicants,) wdth whom

he wished to commence 'a conversation; but they were so weak, from want

of victuals, which they had not tasted for three days, that they could

only reply to the observations of Ndnac by bending their heads, and

other civil signs of acquiescence. Ndnac, affected by their situation,

said to his companion with emotioh, " My father has sent me to deal in

salt, with a view to profit; but the gain of this world is unstable, and pro-

*‘fitless; my wish is to relieve these poor men, and to obtain that gain

“ which is permanent and eternal."’ His companion* replied, *' Thy re-

solution is good ; do not delay its execution.” Ndnac immediately

* Bala Sand’hu, who gave this advice, continued, through Na'nac’s life, to be his

favorite attendant and disciple.

yoL. xr. D d
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distributed his money among the hungry Fakirs; vvho> after they had

gained strength from the refreshment which it obtained them, entered

into a long discourse with him on the unity of God, with which he was

much delighted. He returned next day to his father, who demanded what

profit he had made. “
I have fed the poor,” said Ndnac, and have

obtained that gain for you which will endure for ever.” As the father

happened to have little value for the species of wealth which the son had

acquired, he was enraged at having his money so fruitlessly wasted,

abused poor JV'ifwac, and even struck him; nor could the mild repre-

sentations of J^dnaci save her brother from the violence of parental

resentment. Fortune, however, according to the Sikh narrators of this

anecdote of their teacher’s early life, had raised him a powerful pro-

tector, who not only rescued him from punishment, but established his

fame and respectability, upon grounds that at once put him above all fear

of future bad usage from his low-minded and sordid father. When JVH-

nac was quite a youth, and employed to tend cattle in the fields, he hap-

pened to repose himself one day under the shade of a tree; and as the

sun declined towards the west, its rays fell on his face, when a large

black snake* advancing to the spot where he lay, raised itself from the

ground, and interposed its spread hood between J^'dnac and the sun’s

rays. Ray Rolar,-^ the ruler of the district, was passing the road near

the place where J^dnac slept, and marked in silence, though not without

reflection, this unequivocal sign of his future greatness. This chief over-

* The veneration which the Hindus have for the snake, is well known ; and this tradition,

like many others, proves the attachment of the Sikh writers to that mythology, the errors of

which they pretend to have wholly abandoned.

t Ray, a title inferior to that of a Rajah, generally applied to the Hindu chief of a village

or small district.
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heard Calu punishing his son for his kindness to the Fakirs, He imme-

diately entered, and demanded the cause of the uproar ; and when in-

formed of the circumstances, he severely chid Cdlu for his conduct, and

interdicted him from ever again lifting his hand to Ndnac, before whom,

to the astonishment of all present, he humbled himself with every mark

of the most profound veneration. Though Cdlu, from this event, was

obliged to treat his son with more respect than formerly, he remained as

solicitous as ever to detach him from his religious habits, and to fix him in

some worldly occupation ; and he prevailed upon Jayi'dm, his son-in-law,

to admit him into partnership in his business. Ndnac, obliged to acqui-

esce in these schemes, attended at the granary of Daulct Khan Lodi,

which was in charge of Jayrdm; but though his hands were employed in

this work, and his kindness of manner made all the inhabitants of Sultan-

pur, where the granary was established, his friends, yet his heart never

strayed for one moment from its object. It was incessantly fixed on the

Divinity ; and One morning, as he sat in a contemplative posture,' a holy

Muhammedan Fakir approached, and exclaimed, “^Oh, J^dnac! upon

what are thy thoughts now employed ? Quit such occupations, that thou

mayest obtain the inheritance of eternal wealth.” Ndnac is said to

have started up at this exclamation ; and, after looking for a moment in

the face of the Fakir, he fell into a trance, from which he had no sooner

recovered, than he immediately distributed every thing in the granary

among the poor;* and, after this act, proceeded with loud shouts out of

the gates of the city, and running into a pool of water, remained there

three days; during which, some writers assert, he had an interview with

• Tliis remarkable anecdote in Na'nac’s life, is told very differently by different Sikh authors.

I Lave followed the narrative of Buacta Malli. They all agree in Na'nac’s having at this

period quitted the occupations of the world, and become Fakir.

D d 2 \
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ihe Prophet Elias, termed, by the Muhamraedans, Khizzer, from whom

he learnt all earthly sciences.

While Ndnac remained in the pool, abstracted from all worldly con-

siderations, holding converse with a Prophet, poor Jayra/n was put in

prison by Daulet Khan Lodi, on the charge of having dissipated his

property. Nmac, however, returned, and told Daulet Khan that

Jayram was faultless; that he was the object of punishment ; and that,

as such, he held himself ready to render the strictest account of all he

had lost. The Khan accepted his proposal: Jayrdm's accounts were

settled ; and, to the surprise of all, a balance was found in his favor ; on

which he was not only released, but reinstated in the employment and

favor of his master. We are told by the Sikh authors, that these wonder-

ful actions increased the fame of Ndnac in a very great degree ; and that

he began, from this period, to practise all the austerities of a holy man

;

and, by his frequent abstraction in the contemplation of the Divine Being,

and his abstinence and virtue, he soon acquired great celebrity through all

the countries into which he travelled.

There are many extravagant accounts regarding the travels of Ndnac.

One author,* who treats of the great reform which he made in the wor-

ship of the true God, which he found degraded by the idolatry of the

Hindus, and the ignorance of the Muhammedans, relates his journey to

all the different Hindu places of pilgrimage, and to Mecca, the holy tem-

ple of the Muhammedans.

It would be tedious, and foreign to the purpose of this sketch, to ac-

• Bhai Guru Valt, author of the Gnydna Ratndvali, a work written in the Sikh

dialect of the Penjdhi,
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company Ndnac in his travels, of which the above-mentioned author, as

well as others, has given the most circumstantial accounts. He was ac-

companied (agreeable to them) by a celebrated musician, of the name of

J\Ierdana, and a person named Bala Sand’hu; and it is on the tradition

of the latter of these disciples, that most of the miracles and wonders of

his journies are related. In Bengal, the travellers had to encounter all

kinds of sorcerers and magicians. Poor Merdana, who had some of

the propensities of Sancho, and preferred warm houses and good meals

to desarts and starvation, was constantly in trouble, and more than

once had his form changed into that of a sheep, and of several other

animals. Ndnac, however, always restored his humble friend to the

human shape ; and as constantly read him lectures on his imprudence. It

is stated in one of those accounts, that a Raja of Sivanab’hu. endea-

vored to tempt Ndnac,. by offering him all the luxuries of the^-world,

to depart from his austere habits, but in vain. His presents of rich meats,

splendid clothes, and fair ladies, only afforded the Sikh teacher so many

opportunities of decrying the vanities of this world, and preaching to the

Raja the blessings of eternal life; and he at last succeeded in making him

a convert, and resided at Sivanab’hu two years and five months ; during

which period he composed the Pran Sancali,* for the instruction of his

followers. After Ndnac had visited all the cities of India, and explained

to all ranks the great doctrines of the unity and omnipresence of God,

be went to Mecca and Medina, where his actions,, his miracles, and his

long disputations with the most celebrated Muhammedan saints and doctors,

are most circumstantially recorded by his biographers. He is stated, on

this occasion, to have defended his own principles without offending those

* It b believed, that this work of Na'nac has been incorporated in the first part of the

A'di Grant’k.
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of Others ; always professing himself the enemy of discord, and as having

no object but to reconcile the two faiths of the Muhammedans and Hindus

in one religion ; which he endeavoured to do, by recalling them to that

great and original tenet, in which they both believed, the unity of God;

and by reclaiming them from the numerous errors into which they had

fallen. During his travels, JYdnac was introduced to the emperor Bd~

her,* before whom he is said to have maintained his doctrine with creat

firmness and eloquence. Baber was pleased with him, and ordered an

ample maintenance to be bestowed upon him; which the Sikh priest refused,

observing, that he trusted in him who provided for all men, and from

whom alone a man of virtue and religion would consent to receive favour

or reward. When Ndnac returned from his travels, he cast off the

garments of a Fakir, and wore plain clothes, but continued to give in-

structions to his numerous disciples ; and he appears at this period to

have experienced the most violent opposition from the Hindu zealots, who

reproached him with having laid aside the habits of a Fakir, and with the

impiety of the doctrines which he taught. These accusations he treated

with great contempt: and an author before cited, Bhai Guru Das

VuU, states, that when he visited Vatala, he enraged the Yogls'warasf

so much, that they tried all their powers of enchantment to terrify him.

Some (says this writer) assumed the shapes of lions and tygers; others

'' hissed like snakes; one fell in a shower of fire, and another tore the

stars from the firmament;” but Ndnac remained tranquil; and when

* Tills interview must have taken place in 1526 or 1527, as it is stated to have been

immediately after Daulet Kha'n Lo'm' had visited Paniput in 1526, wlicre that prince

had fought and subdued Ibrahim, emperor of Hindustan.

t Recluse penitents, who, by means of mental and corporeal mortifications, have acquired

a command over the powers of nature.
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required to exhibit some proof of his powers, that would astonish them,

he replied, I have nothing to exhibit worthy of you to behold. A holy

teacher has no defence but the purity of his doctrine : the world may

'‘‘change, but the Creator is unchangeable.” These words, adds the author,

caused the miracles and enchantments of the Yogis'waras to cease, and

they all fell at the feet of the humble Ndnac, who was protected by the

all-perfect God.

Ndnac, according to the same authority, went from Vatala to Multan,

where he communed with the Pirs, or holy fathers of the Muhammedan

religion of that country. " I am come,” said he, when he entered that

province, " into a country full of Plrs, like the sacred Ganga visiting

" the ocean.” From Multan he went to Kirtipur,* where, after perform-

ing numerous miracles, he threw off his earthly shape, and was buried

near the bank of the river Ravi, which has since overflowed his tomb.

Klrtipur continues a place of religious resort and worship ; and a small

piece of Ndnac’s garment is exhibited to pilgrims as a sacred relic, at

his Dharmasala, or temple.

It would be difficult to give the character of Ndnac-f on the authority

of any account we yet possess. His writings, especially the first chapters

of the A'di-Grant'h, will, if ever translated, be, perhaps, a criterion by

which he may be fairly Judged ; but the great eminence which he ob-

tained, and the success with which he combated the opposition which he

* Ki'nipur Dehra, on the banks of the Ravi, or Hydraotes.

t He is throughout this sketch called Na'nac. Muhammedan historians generally term

him Na'nac Shah, to denote his being a Fakir ;
the name of Shah being frequently given to

men of celebrity in that sect. The Sikhs, in speaking of him, call him Baba Na'nac, or

Gui'u Na'nac, father Na'nac, or Na'nac the teacher ;
and their writers terra him Na'nac

Nirinkar, which means Na'nac the omnipresent.

I
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met, afford ample reason to conclude, that he was a man of more tiian

common genius ; and this favorable impression of his character will be

confirmed by a consideration of the object of his life, and the means he

took to accomplish it. Born in a province on the extreme verge of India,

at the very point where the religion of JMuhamjtied, and the idolatrous

worship of the Hindus, appeared to touch, and at a moment when both

these tribes cherished the most violent rancour and animosity towards

each other, his great aim was to blend those jarring elements in peaceful

union ; and he only endeavoured to effect this purpose through the means

of mild persuasion. His wish was to recal both Muhammedans and Hin-

dus to an exclusive attention to that sublimest of all principles, which in-

culcates devotion to God, and peace towards man. He had to combat the

furious bigotry of the one, and the deep-rooted superstition of the other

;

but he attempted to overcome all obstacles by the force of reason and

humanity : and we cannot have a more convincing proof of the general

character of that doctrine which he taught, and the inoffensive light in

which it was viewed, than the knowledge that its success did not rouse the

bigotry of the intolerant and tyrannical Muhammedan government under

which he lived.

Ndnac did not deem either of his sons before-mentioned, worthy of the

succession to his spiritual functions, which he bequeathed to a Cshatriya of

the Trehun tribe, called Lthana, who had long been attached to him,

and whom he had initiated in the sacred mysteries of his sect, clothed in

the holy mantle of a Fakir, and honored with the name of Angad,* which,

according to some commentators, means own body.

• Tliis fanciful etymology represents the word Angad as a compound of tlie Sanscrit Ang,

which signifies body, and the Persian Khtid, which signifies own. This mixture of language

is quite oomraon iu the jargon of the Peiijdb.

I
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Guru Angad, for that is the name by ^vhich he is known by all Sikhs,

was born at the village of Khandur, on the bank of the Bdyah or Ilyphasis,

in the province of Lahore. His life does not appear to have been distin-

guished by any remarkable actions.' He taught the same doctrine as

Ndnac, and wrote some chapters that now form part of the Grant’h. He

left two sons, Vdsu and Ddtu, but neither of them was initiated; and

he was succeeded, at his death,* which happened in the year A, D. 1552,

and of the Sam vat 1609, by Amera Das, a Cshatriya of the tribe of

B’hale, who performed the duties of a menial towards him for upwards

of twelve years. It is stated, that the daily occupation of A?nera Das

was to bring water from the Beyah river, a distance of six miles, to

wash the feet of his master; and that one night, during a severe storm,

as he was returning from his journey, his foot slipped, and he fell, and

broke the vessel that contained the river water, opposite the door of a

weaver, who lived next house to Angad, The weaver, startled at the

noise, demanded, in a loud voice, of his wife, from whence it proceeded.

The woman, who was well acquainted with the daily toils and the devo-

tion of Angad’s servant, replied, it was poor Amera Das, who know’s

neither the sweets of sleep by night, nor of rest by day. This con-

versation was overheard by Angad; and when Afnera Das came next

morning, to perform his usual duties, he treated him with extraordinary

kindness, and said, ''You have endured great labor; but hence-

" forward enjoy rest,” Amera Das was distinguished for his activity

in preaching the tenets of Ndnac, and was very successful in obtain-

ing converts and followers, by the aid of whom he established some

temporal power, built Kujaraw^, and separated from the regular Sikhs,

• Axgad died at Khandir, a village about forty miles east of Lahore,

Voi. XI. E e
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the Utlasi sect, which was founded by Dlierm-Cliand, the son of Nanac,

and was probably considered, at that period, as heretical.

Amera Das had two children ; a son named Mohan, and a dau^ter

named Mohani, known by the name of B’haini, regarding whose marriage

he is stated to have been very anxious ; and as this event gave rise to a

dynasty of leaders who are almost adored among the Sikhs, it is recorded

with much minuteness by the writers of that nation.

Amera Das had communicated his wishes, regarding the marriage of

Blidini, to a Brahmen, who was his head servant, and directed him to

make some enquiries. The Brahmen did so, and reported to his master,

that he had been successful, and had found a youth every way suited to be

the husband of his daughter. As they were speaking upon this subject

in the street, Amera Das asked what was the boy’s stature ? “ About

the same height as that lad,” said the Brahmen, pointing to a youth

standing near them. The attention of Amera Das w’as instantly with-

drawn from the Brahmen, and intently fixed upon the youth to whom he

had pointed. He asked him regarding his tribe, his name, and his family.

The lad said his name was Ram Das, and that he was a Cshatriya, of a

respectable family, of the Sondi tribe, and an inhabitant of the village of

Gondawal. Amera Das, pleased with the information he had received,

took no more notice of the Brahmen, and his choice of a son-in-law, but

gave his daughter to the youth whom fortune had so casually introduced to

his acquaintance.* Amera Das died in the year A. D. 1574, and of the

* Though a contrary belief is inculcated by Na'nac, the Sikks, like the Hindus, are

inclined to be predestinarians, and this gives their minds a great tendency to view accidents as

decrees of Providence ; and it is probable that this instance of early good fortune in Ra'ji Da's,

by impressing his countrymen with an idea of his being particularly favored of heaven, gave

rise to an impression that promoted, in no slight degree, that success which it anticipated.
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Samvat 1631, at the village of Gondawdl, in the province of Lahore, and

was succeeded by his son-in-law. Ram Das,* whom he had initiated in the

sacred mysteries of his holy profession, and who became famous for his piety,

and still more from the improvements he made at Amritsar, which was

for some time called Rampur, or Ramdaspur, after him. Some Sikh

authorities ascribe the foundation of this city to him; which is not correct,

as it was a very ancient town, known formerly under the name of Chak.

He however added much to its i.population, and built a famous tank, or

reservoir of water, which he called Amritsar, a name signifying the water

of immortality, and which has become so sacred, that it has given its

name, and imparted its sanctity, to the town of Ramdaspur, which has

become the sacred city of the Sikh nation, and is now only known by the

name of Amritsar.

After a life passed in the undisturbed propagation of his tenets, iii expla-

nation of which he wrote several works, he died in the year A. D. 1581,

and of the Samvat 1638, at Amritsar, leaving two sons, Arjunmal and

Rharatmah He was succeeded by the former,f who has rendered himself

famous by compiling the A'di-Grant’h.| The A'di-Grant’h, or first sacred

• No dates of the eveirts which occurred during the rule of Ra'm Da's, arc given in any of

the autliorities from which this sketch is drawn. One author, however, states, tiiat he lived in

the time of Akber, and was honored with the favor of that truly tolerant and great emj)eror.

t Arjunmal, or Abjun, as he is more commonly called, according to B’hai Gu'ru'

Da's B’hale', the author of the Gnyan Rutndvali, was not initiated in the sacred mys- ^

tcries of his father. This author says, that Arjun, though a secular man, did not suffer the

otfice of Guru, or priest, to leave the Sondi tribe. “ Like a substance,” he adds, “ which

“ none else could digest, the property of the family remained in the family.”

; Grant'h means book; but as a mark of its superiority to all others, is given to this vvork,

as “ The Book.” A'di^Grant'h means, the first Grant’h, or book, and is generally given to this

work to distinguish it from the Das'ama Padshah ka jGrant’h, or the. book of the lentir king,

composed by Gu'fiu' Go'vinu.

R e 2
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volume of the Sikhs, contains ninety-two sections. It was partly composed by

Ndnac and his immediate successors, but received its present form and

arrangement from Arjunmal* who has blended his own additions with what

he deemed most valuable in the compositions of his predecessors. It is Arjun,

then, who ought, from this act, to be deemed the first who gave consistent

form and order to the religion of the Sikhs; an act which, though it has

produced the effect he wished, of uniting that nation more closely, and of

encreasing their numbers, proved fatal to himself. The jealousy of the Mu-

hammedan government was excited, and he was made its sacrifice. The mode

of his death, which happened in the year of Christ 1606, and of the Samvat

1663, is related very differently by different authorities: but several of the

most respectable agree in statiUg, that his martyrdom, for such they term

it, was caused by the active hatred of a rival Hindu zealot, Dam'chand

Cshatriya, whose writings he refused to admit into the A'di-Grant’h, on the

ground that the tenets inculcated in them, were irreconcileable to the

pure doctrine of the unity and omnipotence of God taught in that sacred

volume. This rival had sufficient influence with the Muhammedan governor

of the province, to procure the imprisonment of lArjun; who is

affirmed, by some writers, to have died from the severity of his confinement

;

and by others, to have been put to death in the most cruel manner.

In whatever way his life was . terminated, there can be no doubt,

from its consequences, that it was considered, by his followers, as an

atrocious murder, committed by the Muhammedan government ; and the

* Though tlie original A'di-Grant’k was compiled by Arjunmal, from the writings of

Na'NAC, Angad, Amera Da's, and Ra'm Da's, and enlarged and improved by his own

additions and commentaries, some small portions have been subsequently added by thirteen

different persons, whose numbers, however, are reduced, by the Sikh authors, to twelve and a

half: the last contributor to this sacred volume being a woman, is only admitted to rank in the

list as a fraction by these ungallant writers.
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Sikhs, who had been, till then, an inoffensive, peaceable sect, took arms

under Har Govind, the son of Arjunmaly and wreaked their vengeance

upon all whom they thought concerned in the death of their revered priest.

The contest carried an by Har Govind, against the Muhammedan chiefs

in the Penjab, though no doubt marked by that animosity which springs

from a deep and implacable sense of injury on one part, and the insolence

and violence of insulted power on the other, could not have been of great

magnitude or importance, else it would have been more noticed by contem-

porary Muhammedan writers ; but it was the first fruits of that desperate

spirit of hostility which was soon after to distinguish the wars between the

followers of Ndnac and those of Muhammed

;

and from every account of Har

Govind’s life, it appears to have been his anxious wish to inspire his followers

with the most irreconcileable hatred of their oppressors.

It is stated that this warlike* Guru, or priest militant, W’ore two

swords in his girdle. Being asked why he did so ;
“ The one,” said he.

• Several historical accounts of the Sikhs, particularly that published by Major Browne,
which is in general drawn from authentic sources, appear to be in error with regard to the

period at wiiich this race first took arms, whicli the last author states to have occurred under

Gu'ru' Go'vind ; but several Sikh authors, of great respectability and information, agree in

ascribing to the efibrts of Har Go'vind, the son of Arjun, this great change in the Sikh

commonwealth ; and their correctness, in this point, appears to be placed beyond all question,

by a passage in the Ratnavali of B’hai Gu'ru' Da's B’hale'. “ Five phials (of divine

“ grace) were distributed to five Pirs, (holy men,) but tire sixth Pir was a mighty Gun't,

“^(priest.) Arjun threw off his earthly frame, and the form of Har Go'vind mounted the

“ scat of authority. The Sondi race continued exhibiting their different forms in their turns.

“ Har Go'vind was the destroyer of armies, a martial Guru, (priest,) a great warrior, and

“ performed great actions.” The mistake of some European writers on this sulyect, probably

originated in a confusion of verbal accounts
; and the similarity of the name of Har Go'vind,
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to revenge the death of my father; the other to destroy the miracles

of Muliammcd”

Har Govind is reputed, by some authors, to have been the first who

allowed his followers toeat** the flesh of animals, with the exception of

the cow; and it appears not improbable, that he made this great change in

their diet at the time when he effected a still more remarkable revolution

in their habits, by converting a race of peaceable enthusiasts into an in-

trepid band of soldiers.f He had five sons, Bobu Gurudaitya, Saurat

Sinh, Tegh Bahadur, Anna Ray, and Atal Ray. The two last died

without descendants. Saurat Sink and Tegh Sinh or Tegh BahMur, were,

by the cruel persecution of the Muhammedans, forced to fly into the

mountains to the northward of the Penjab. His eldest son, Gurudaitya,

died early, but left two sons, Ddharmal and Har Ray, the latter of

whom succeeded his grandfather, who died in the year A. D. 1644, and

of the Samvat 1701. It does not appear that Har Ray enjoyed much

temporal power, or that he entered into any hostilities with the Muham-

medans; his rule was tranquil, and passed without any remarkable event;

owing, probably, to the vigor which the Muhammedan power had attained

in the early part of the reign of Aurungzeh. At his death, which

the sou of Arjunmal, and Go'vind, the last and greatest of the Sikh Gurus, the son of

Te'gh Baha'dck. In the sketch which Major Browne translates, the name of Har
Go'vind is not mentioned. The son of Arjunmal is called Gu'ru' Ba'm IIa'y, which is

obviously a mistake of the author of that manuscript.

• Na'nac had forbidden hog’s flesh, though a common species of food among the lower tribe

of Hindus, iu compliance with the prejudices of the Muhanwiedans, whom it was his great wish to

reconcile to his faith by every concession and persuaaon.

t It is stated, by a Sikh author named Nand, that Har Go'vind, during his ministrj’,

established the practice of invoking the three great Hindu deities, Brahma', ViSHNU, aud

'Si\A ;
but this isuot confirmed by any other authority which 1 have seen.
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happened in the year A. 1). 1661, and of the Samvat 1718, a violent

contest arose among the Sikhs, regarding the succession to the office of

spiritual leader; for the temporal power of their ruler was, at this pe-

riod, little more than nominal. The dispute between his sons, or, as some

Sikh authors state, his son and grand-son, Har Crishn and Ram Rdy^

was referred to Dehli, whither both parties went; and by an imperial, de-

cree of Aurungzeb^ the Sikhs were allowed to elect their own priest.

They chose Har Crishn, who died at Dehli in the year A. D. 1664, and

of the Samvat 1721 ; and was succeeded by his uncle, Tegh Behddur.

He, however, had to encounter the most violent opposition from his ne-

phew, Ram Ray,* who remained at Dehli, and endeavoured, by every

art and intrigue, to effect his ruin. He was seized, and brought to Dehli,

in consequence of his nephew’s misrepresentations; and after being in

prison for two years, was released at the intercession of Jayasinh, Raja

of Jayapur, whom he accompanied to Bengal, Tigh Behddur after-

wards took up his abode at the city of Patna,f but was pursued, agreeable

to Sikh authors, to his retreat, with implacable rancour, by the jealousy

and ambition of Ram Ray; who at last accomplished the destruction of

his rival: he was brought from Patna, and by the accounts of the

• Tlie violent contests of tlie Sikhs are mentioned by most of their writers; and though

they disagree in their accounts, they all represent Tk'gh BEUAffiuR as falling the innocent

sacrifice of Muhammedan despotism and intolerance; which, from the evidence of all res-

pectable contemporary Muhaminedan authors, would appear not to be the fact. Te'gh

Beha'dur, agreeable to them, provoked his execution by a series of crimes, having joined

with a Moslem Fakir, of the name of Hafiz ed Di'n, collecting a number of armed men-

dicants, and having committed, with that body, the most violent depredations on the peace-

able inhabitants of the Penjdb. The author of the Seir Mutdkhherin says, he was, in conse-

quence of these excesses, put to death at Gwalior, and bis body cut uito four quarters, one of

which was hung up at each gate of the fortress,

•

t A Sikh college was founded in that city.
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same authors^ publicly put to death, without even the allegation of a

crime, beyond a firm and undaunted assertion of the truth of that faith

of which he was the high-priest. This event is said to have taken

place ill the year A. D. 1675, and of the Samvat 1732; but the Sikh

records of their own history, from the death of Har Gdvind to that

of legh Beliddur, are contradictory and unsatisfactory, and appear to

merit little attention. The fact is, that the sect was almost crushed in

consequence of their first effort to attain power under Har Gdvind;

and from the period of his death to that of Tegh Behddur, the Mo-

gul Empire was, as has been before stated, in the zenith of its power,

under Aiirungzeb; and the Sikhs, who had never attained any real

strength, wxre rendered still weaker by their own internal dissentions.

Their writers have endeavoured to supply this chasm in their history, by a

fabulous account of the numerous miracles which were wrought by their

priests. Ram Ray, Har Crzshn, and even the unfortunate Tegh Behd-

dur, at Dehli, all of whom are said to have astonished the Emperor and

his nobles by a display of their supernatural powers; but their wide dif-

ference from each other in these relations, would prove, if any proof was

wanting, that all the annals of that period are fabricated.

The history of the Sikhs, after the death of Tegh Behddur, assumes

a new aspect. It is no longer the record of a sect who, revering the con-

ciliatory and mild tenets of their founder, desired more to protect them-

selves than to injure others; but that of a nation who, adding to a deep

sense of the injuries they had sustained from a bigotted and overbearing

government, all the ardor of men commencing a military career of glory,

listened with rapture to a son glowing with vengeance against the mur-

derers of his father, who taught a doctrine suited to the troubled state of

his mind, and called upon his followers, by every feeling of manhood, to
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lay aside their peaceable habits, to graft the resolute courage of the sol-

dier on the enthusiastic faith of the devotee, to swear eternal war with the

cruel and haughty Muhammedans, and to devote themselves to steel, as

the only means of obtaining every blessing that this world, or that to

come, could afford to mortals.

This was the doctrine of Gilru Govind, the son of Tegh Beliddui’i

who, though very young at his father’s death, had his mind embued with

the deepest horror at that event, and cherished a' spirit of implacable re-

sentment against those whom he considered as his murderers. Devoting

his life to this object, we find him, when quite a youth, at the head of a

large party of his followers, amid the hills of Srinagar, where he gave

proofs of that ardent and daring mind which afterwards raised him to

such eminence. He was not, however, able to maintain himself against

the prince of that country, with whom he had entered into hostilities; and,

being obliged to leave it, he went to the Penjab, where he was warml}’’

welcomed by a Hindu chief in rebellion against the government. This

chief gave Govind possession of Mak’haval,* and several other villages,

where he settled with his followers, and repaid his benefactor by aiding

him in his depredations. Govind appears at this moment, to have been

universally acknowledged by the Sikhs, as their Sat-guru, or chief spiri-

tual leader ; and he used the influence which that station, his sufferij'tgs,

and the popularity of his cause, gave him, to effect a complete change in.

the habits and religion of his countrymen.f It would be tedious and

iiseles to follow the Sikh writers through those volumes of fables in

u

* town on the Sailij,

t Gu'rc' Go'vind is stated by a S>kh auHior of respectability, B’hai Gl'ko' 1) \'.-

BhiAi.r.', to have been fourteen. years of . age. \yliei) Ids fa.ther.l'w j},ut to death.

VoL. XI. F f •

.
.
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which they have narrated the wonders that prognosticated the rise of this,

the most revered of all their priests, to power; or to enter, at any length,

into those accounts which they, and Gdvind himself, for he is equally

celebrated as an author and as a warrior, have given of his exploits. It

will be sufficient for the purpose of this sketch, to state the essential

changes which he effected in his tribe, and the consequences of his in-

novation.

Though the Sikhs had already, under Har GSvind, been initiated in

arms, yet they appear to have used these only in self defence; and as

every tribe of Hindus, from the Brahmen to the lowest of the Sudra, may,

in cases of necessity, use them without violation of the original institu-

tions of their tribe, no violation of these institutions was caused by the

rules of Ndnac; which, framed with a view to conciliation, carefully ab-

stained from all interference with the civil institutes of the Hindus. But

his more daring successor. Guru Gdvind, saw that such observances

were at variance with the plans of his lofty ambition; and he wisely

judged, that the only means by which he could ever hope to oppose the

Muhammedan government with success, were not only to admit converts

from all tribes, but to break at once those rules by which the Hindus had

been so long chained; to arm, in short, the whole population of the coun-

try, and to make worldly w’ealth and rank an object to which Hindus of

every class might aspire..

The extent to which Gdvind succeeded in this design, will be more

fully noticed in another place. It is here only necessary to state the lead-

ing features of those changes by w’hich he subverted, in so short a time,

the hoary . institutions of Brahma]* and made the Muhammedan con-

* The object of Na'nac was to abolish the distinctions of cast amongst the Hindiis, and
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qiierors of India, see with terror and astonishment, the religious prejudices

of the Hindus, which they had calculated upon as one of the pillars of their

safety, because they limited the great majority of the population to peace-

able occupations, fall before the touch of a bold and enthusiastic innovator,

who opened at once, to men of the lowest tribe,* the prospect of earthly

glory : for all who subscribed to his tenets were upon a level ; and the

Brahmen who entered his sect, had no higher claims to eminence than the

lowest Sudra who swept his house. It was the object of Gdvind to make

all Sikhs equal ;f and' that their advancement should solely depend upon

their exertions ; and, well aware how necessary it was to inspire men of a

low race, and of groveling minds, with pride in themselves, he changed

the name of his followers from Sikh to Sinh, or lion: thus givins: to all

his followers that honorable title which had been before exclusively as-

sumed by the Rajaputs, the first military class of Hindus; and e\ery

Sikh felt himself at once elevated, by this proud appellation, to a footing

with the first class.

to bring them to the adoration of that Supreme Being before whom all men, lie contended,

were equal. Gu'ru' Go'vind,* who'adopted all the principles of his celebrated predecessor, as

far as religious usages were concerned, is reported to have said on this subject, that the four

tribes of Hindiis, the Brahmen, Cshatriya, Vaisya, and Sudra, would, like Pan, (betle-

ieaf,) Chundm, (lime,) Supdri, (betle-uut,) and Khat, {Terra Japonica, or Catechu,) become

all of one colour when well chewed.
'I «

* Some men of the lowest Hindu tribe, of the occupatiojj of sweepers, were employed to

bring away the corpse of Te'gh Eeha'dur from Dehli. Their success was rewarded by
high rank and employment. Several of the same tribe, who have become Sikhs, have been

remarkable for their valor, and have attained great reputation ; they are distinguislied, among
<be Sikhs, by the name of Ran-Rata Sinh

t That he did not completely effect this object, and that some distinctions of llieir former

tribes, particularly those relating to intermarriage, should still be kept up by the Sikhs, can-

not be a matter of astonishment to those acquainted with the deep-rooted prejudices of the

Hindus upon this point, which is as muclj a feeling of family pride as of religious usage.

pf 2
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The disciples of Govitul were required to devote themselves to arms;

always to have steel about them in some shape or other ; to wear a blue

dress; to allow their hair to grow; to exclaim, when they meet each other,

Jld ! Gunlji kd khdlsah ! Wd ! Gurujz ki futteh ! which means. Success to

the state of the Guru ! Victory attend the Guru !
* The intention of some

of these institutions is obvious ; such as that principle of devotion to steel

by which all were made soldiers, and that exclamation which made the

success of their priest, and that of the commonwealth, the object of their

hourly prayer. It became, in fact, the watch-word w'hich was continu-

ally to revive, in the mind of the Sikh disciple, the obligations he owed

to that community of which he had become a member, and to that faith

w’hich he had adopted.

Of the causes which led Govind to enjoin his follow‘ers to regard it as

impious to cut the hair of their heads, or shave their beards, very different

accounts are given. Several Muhammedan authors state, that both this

ordination, and the one which directed his followers to wear blue clothe^

was given in consequence of his gratitude to some Afghan mountaineers,

who aided his escape from a fort in which he was besieged, by clothing

him in a chequered blue dress, and causing him to allow his hair to grow,

in order to pass him for one of their own Pirs, or holy fathers ; in

which they succeeded. This account, however, is not supported by any

Sikh writer; and one of the most respectable and best-informed authors

of that sect, states, that when Guru Govind first went to Anandpur

Mak’haval, which was also called Cesgher, or the house of hair, he spent

much of his time in adoration at a temple of Durga Bhavani, the god-

dess of courage, by whom he was directed to unloose his hair, and draw

• Spiritual leader.
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his sword. Gdvind, in consequence of this pretended divine order, vowed

he would preserve his hair devoted and sacred to that divinity, and directed

his followers to do the same.* The origin of that blue chequeredf dress

which was at one time worn by all Gdvind’s followers, and is still worn by

the Acalis, or never-dying, the most remarkable class of devotees of that

sect, is differently stated by different authors; but it appears probable,

that both these institutions proceeded from the policy of Gdvind, who

sought to separate his followers from all other classes of India, as much

by their appearance as by their religion ; and he judged with wisdom when

he gave consequence to such distinctions, which, though first established as

mere forms, soon supersede the substance of belief; and when strengthened

by usage, become the points to which ignorant and unenlightened minds

have, in all ages of the world, shewn the most resolute and uncon-

querable adherence.

Guru Govznd inculcated his tenets upon his followers, by his preach-

ing, his actions, and his works ; among which is the Dasama Padshah ka

Grant’h, or the book of the tenth king or ruler ; Guru Gdvind being

the tenth leader of the sect from Ndnac. This volume, which is not

limited to religious subjects, but filled with accounts of his own battles,

and written with a view of stirring up a spirit of valor and emulation

among his followers, is at least as much revered among the Sikhs as the

A'di-Grant’h of Arjunnial. Gdvind is said to have first instituted the

Guru Mata, or state council, among the Sikhs, which meets at Amritsar.

* The goddess Durga' Bhava'ni' is said, by a Sikh author, to be represented, in some

images, with her hair long and dishevelled.

t This institution is also said to be borrowed from the Hindu mythology. Bala Ka'm,
the elder brother of Chiskna, wore blue clothes, from which he is called Nildmbar, or the

clothed in dark blue; and Shitivas, or the blue clothed.
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The constitution and usages of this national assembly will be described

hereafter: it is here only necessary to observe, that its institution adds

one more proof to those already stated, of the comprehensive and able

mind of this bold reformer, who gave, by its foundation, that form of a

federative republic to the commonwealth of the Sikhs, which was most

calculated to rouse his followers from their indolent habits, and deep-rooted

prejudices, by giving them a personal share in the government, and

placing within the reach of every individual, the attainment of rank and

influence in the state.

It could not be expected that Guru Goviml could accomplish all those

great schemes he had planned. He planted the tree, but it was not per-

mitted, according to Sikh writers, that he should see it in that maturity

which it was destined to reach; and this, these authors state, was foretold

to him by some Brahmens skilled in necromancy. It would be tedious to

dwell on such fables,* and it is time to return to the political life of

Govincl. The life of this chieftain is, in reality, marked by few events of

high importance, and these are either related by Muhammedan authors.

* One of tlie ino.st popular of these fables states, that in the year of the Hijerah lllS,

Cc'rLi' Go'vind, agreeably to the directions he had received from \wo Brahmen necroimn-

cers, threw a number of magical compounds, given him by these Brahmens, into a fire, near

which he continued in prayers for several dajs. A sword of lightning at last burst from the

flame of fire; but Go'viND, instead of seizing this sword in an undaunted manner, as he was

instrucled, was dazzled by its splendor, and shrunk from it in an alarm. The sword instantly

tlevv to heaven, from whence aloud voice was heard to say, Gu'ru^ Go'vind ! thy wishes

“ shall be itdtilled by thy irosterily, and thy followers shall daily increase.” The Brahmens were

in deep despair at this failure ;
but after deep reflection, they told Go'v IN D, there was still one

mode of acquiring that honor for himself, which apf)eaved by the decree that liad been

pronounced, doomed for his posterity. If lie would allow them to take off his head, and

fliio\y it into the fire, he would be resuscitated to the enjoyment of the greatest glory. The

Chiu excused himself from trying this experiment, dedaring that he was content that hit*

descendants should enjoy the fruits of that tree which lie lu.d planted.
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who detract from all the pretensions of this enemy of their faith and name;

by his disciples^ who exalt the slightest of his actions into the atchievements

of a divinity; or lastly, by himself, for he wrote an account of his own

wars, in terms more calculated to inflame the courage of his followers,

than to inform the historian.

Guru Govind Sink, in the Vichitra Natac, a work written by hrm-

self, and inserted in the Das'ama Padshah ka Grant’ll, traces the descent of

the Cshatriya tribe of Sondi, to which he belongs, from a race of Hindu

Rajas,* who founded the cities of Casur and Lahore. He was born, he

states, at Patan, or Patna, and brought up at Madra Des', in the Penjab.

He went, after his father’s death, to the banks of the Calindi or Yamuna,

and addicted himself to huntins the wild beasts of the forest, and other

manly diversions; but this occupation, he adds, oflended the Emperor of

Dehli, who ordered chiefs of the Muhammedan race to attack him., Gti-

ru Govind describes, in this work, with great animation, his own feats,

and those of his fnends,f in the first of his actions, in which, by his ac-

* These Rdjds appear, from the same authority, to be descended in a direct line from.

Hindu gods.

t The following short extract from the translation of the Vichitra Ndtac, will shew that

Go'vind gave his friends their full meed of j)raise, and will also exhibit the character of his

style: “ Cripa'l rages, wielding his mace: he crushed the skull of the fierce Hya't Khan.
“ He made the blood spurt aloft, and scattered the brains of the Chief as Crishna crushed

“ the earthen vessel of butter. Then Nand Chand raged in dreadful ire, launching the

“ spear, and wielding the sword. He broke his keen scimetar, and drew his dagger, to sup-

“ port the honor of the Sondi race. Then my maternal uncle Cripa'l advanced in his rage,

“ and exhibited the skilful, war feats of a true Cshatriya. The mighty warrior, though
“ struck by an arrow, with another made a valiant Khan fall from his saddle

; and Sa'heb
“ Chand, of the Cshatriya race, strove in the battle’s fury, and slew a blood-thirsty Khm,
“ a warrior of Khordsan.” After recording the actions of many others, Go'vind thus de-

scribes his own deeds; “ The blood-drinking .spectres and ghosts yelled for carnage; the fierce

“ Veta'la,. the chief ot the spectres, lauglied for joy, and sternly prepared for his repast.
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county the arrows of the Sikhs were victorious over the sabres of the Mu-

hammedans.* * _

His first success appears to have greatly increased the number of

Guru Govind’s followers, whom he established at Anandpur, Khilor,

and the towns in their vicinity ; where they remained till called to aid the

the Raja of Nad6n,f Bhima Chand, who was threatened with an invasion

by the Raja of Jammu, excited to hostilities by Mia Khan, a Mogul chief,

who was at enmity with Bhima Chand.

Guru Gdvind gives an account of this war, which consisted of attack-

ing and defending the narrow passes of the mountains: he describes Bhi~

ma Chand and himself as leading on their warriors, who advanced, he

says, to battle, “ like a stream of flame consuming the forest.” They

“ The vultures hovered around, screaming for their prey. Hari Chand, (a Hindu chief

“ ill the Emperor’s army,) in his wrath, drawing liis bow, first struck my steed with an arrow;

“ aiming a second time, lie discliarged his arrow, but the deity preserved me, and it passed

“me, only grazed by my ear. His third arrow struck my breast; it tore open the mail, and

“ jiierced the skin, leaving a sliglit scar; but the god whom I adore saved me. \Vlicn I

“fell this hurt, my anger was kindled; I drew my bow, and discharged an arrow
;

all my
“ champions did the same, rushing onwards to the battle. Then I aimed at the young hero,

“and struck him. Hari Chand perished, and many of his host; death devoured him,

“ who was called a Rnjd among a hundred thousand Riijds. Then all the liost, struck with

“ consternation, lied, deserting the field of combat. 1 obtained the victory through the

“ favor of the Most High; and, victorious in the field, we raised aloud the song of triumph.

“ niches fell on ns like rain, and all our warriors were glad.”

* Hya't Kha'n and Nkja^bet Kha'n are mentioned as two of the principal chiefs of the

emperor’s army that fell in this first action. Go'viND, speaking of the fall of the latter, says,

“ When Neja'bet Kha'n fell, the world exclaimed, Alas! but the region of Siixirga (the

“ heavens) shouted victory.”

A mountainous tract of country that borders on the Penjdh. It lies to the N. W’. of

Srinagar, and the S. E of Jammu, The present Raja, Sansa'r Chand, is a chief ot great

respectability. His country has lately been over-run by the Rdjd ot Arjx'il and Gorc’ha,
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were completely successful in this expedition; the Raja of Jammu, and his

Muhammedan allies, having been defeated, and chased with disgrace

across the Satlej, fled to their strong holds and fastnesses.

Guru Govind next relates the advance of the son of Dildxuer

Khan against him. The object of the Muhammedan chief appears to

have been, to surprise Govind and his followers at night; but when that

project was defeated, his troops were seized with a panic, and fled from

the Sikhs without a contest. The father, enraged at the disgraceful re-

treat of his son, collected all his followers, and sent Hosain Khan, who

made successful inroads upon the Sikhs, taking several of their principal

forts.* A general action at last took place, in which the Khan, after per-

forming prodigies of valor, was defeated, and lost his life. Guru Go-

vind was not present at this battle. The lord of the earth,” he says,

“ detained me from this conflict, and caused the rain of steel to descend

in another quarter.”

Dildwer Khan and Rustatn Khdn next marched against the Sikhs,

who appear to have been disheartened at the loss of some of their princi-

pal chiefs, and more at the accounts they received of Aurun^zeh’s rage

at their progress, and of his having detached his son to the district of

* Though the account of this war is given in a style sufficiently inflated for the wars of the

demons and angels, yet as Go'viND relates, that HoSAiN Kha'n returns a messenger, which

one of the principal Rdjds had sent him with this message to his master, “ Pay down ten

“ thousand rupees, or destruction descends on thy head," we may judge from the demand,

and the amount of the contribution, of the nature of this contest, as well as its scale. It was
evidently one of those petty provincial wars, which took place in every remote part of the

Indian empire when it was distracted; and, at this period, Aurungzeb was wholly engaged

in the Dek’hin, and the northern provinces were consequently neglected, and their govern-

ments in a weak and unsettled state.
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Madra,^ in order to take measures to quell them. At the prince’s ap-

proach, Every body,” says Guru Govincl, was struck with terror.

Unable to comprehend the ways of the eternal, several deserted me,

and fled, and took refuge in the lofty mountains. These vile cowards

were,” he adds, “ too greatly alarmed in mind to understand their own

•^"advantage; for the emperor sent troops who burnt the habitations of

those that had fled;” He takes this occasion of denouncing every

misery that this world can bring, and all the pains and horrors of the

next, on those who desert their Guru, or priest. The man who does

this,” he writes, ‘‘ shall neither have child nor offspring. His aged pa-

rents shall die in grief and sorrow, and he shall perish like a dog,

and be thrown into hell to lament.” After many more curses on

apostates, he concludes this anathema by stating, that the good genius of

prosperity in this world, and eternal blessings in the next, shall be the

certain reward of all who remain attached to their Guru; and, as an in-

stance, he affirms, that not one of those faithful followers who had ad-

hered to him at this trying crisis, had received the least injury.f

Guru Gdvind closes his first work, the Vichitra Natac, with a fur-

ther representation of the shame that attends apostacy, and the rewards

that await those that prove true to their religion; and he concludes by a

* This must have been in the year 17OI, when Baha'deR Shah was detached from the

Dek’hin to take cliargc of the government of Cdbul, and was probably ordered, at the same

time, to settle the disturbances in the Penj&b.

t There is a remarkable passage in this chapter, in which Gu'au' Go'vind appears to

acknowledge the supremacy of the emperor. “ God,” he says, “ formed both Baba (Na'-

“ Nac) and Ba'ber, (the emperor of that name.) Look upon Baba as the Padihah (king)

“ of religion, and Ba'ber, the lord of the world. He who will not give Na'nac a single

“ Damr'i (a coin the sixteenth part of an ana,) will receive a severe puhishment from Ba-.
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prayer to the deity, and a declaration of his,intention to compose, for the

use of his disciples, a still larger work, by which the Sikhs conceive that

he meant the rest of the Das'ama Padshah ka Grant’h, of which the

Vichitra Natac forms the first section.

An account of Govind’s war with the Raja of Kahilur* is found in a

work written in the Dugar, or mountain dialect of the Penjabi tongue,

which gives an account of, some other actions of this chief. Though this

account is greatly exaggerated, it no doubt states some facts correctly,

and therefore merits a brief notice. According to this authority, the R4-

jas of Kahilur, Jiswal, and others, being defeated and disgraced in seve-

ral actions, applied to the court of Aurungzeh for aid against Guru G6-‘

find, from whom they stated that they had received great injuries. When

the emperor asked who made the coniplaint, the answer was, “It is the

“ chief of Kahilur, thy servant, who has been despoiled of his country by

‘^violence, though a faithful Zemindar, (land-holder,) and one who has

“ always been punctual in paying his contributions.” Such were the re-

presentations, this author states, by which they obtained tlie aid of an ar-

my from the emperor.

Their combined forces proceeded against Guru Gdvind and his fol-

lowers, who were obliged to shut themselves up in their fortresses, where

they are said to have endured every misery that sickness and famine can

bring upon a besieged place. Gdvind, after suffering the greatest hard-

ships, determined to attempt his escape. He ordered his followers to

leave the fort, one by one, at midnight, and to separate the moment they

* Kahilur, or Kahlore, is situated on the Satlej, above Mdk'haval. It is near the moun-

tains, through which that river., flows into the Penjdb, Anotlier place of the name of

Kahlur, or Kalhore] is situated a short distance from Lahore, to the N. E. of tliat city.
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went out. The misery of this separation, which divided the father from

the child, the husband from the wife, and brothers from sisters, was hor-

rible, but it was the only chance which they had of safety; and his orders

were obeyed. He himself went among the rest, and, after undergoing

great fatigue, and escaping many dangers, he arrived at Chamkour, by the

Raja of which place he was received in a kind and friendly manner.

His enemies had entered the fortress which Go'vind left the moment he

fled, and made many prisoners; among which were his mother and his two

children, who were carried to Fovjdar Khan, the governor of Sirhind,

by whose orders they were inhumanly massacred.* The army of the

emperor, aided by the Rajas hostile to Govind, next marched to Cham-

kour, and encompassed it on all sides. Govind, in despair, clasping his

hands, called upon the goddess of the sword.f “ The world sees,” he
i«

exclaimed, “that we have no help but thee !” saying which, he prepared,

with his few followers, to make the most desperate resistance.

The emperor’s army, employed at this period against Govind, was

commanded by Khtvdjeh Muhammed and Nahar Khan, who deputed,

at the commencement of the siege, an envoy to the Sikh leader, with the

following message: “This army is not one belonging to Rajas and Ranas:

“ it is that of the great Aurungzeb: shew therefore thy respect, and

“ embrace the true faith.” The envoy proceeded, in the execution of his

mission, with all the pride of those he represented. “ Listen,” said he,

from himself, to Gvru Govind, “ to the words of the Nawab: leave

“off contending with us, and playing the infidel; for it is evident you

• The Muhammedan authon blame Vi'ei'r Kha'n for this unnecessary and impolitic act

of barbarity.

t Bhava'ni' Durga'.
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never can reap advantage from such an unequal war.” He was stop-

ped by Ajit Sinh, the son of Govind, from saying more. That youth,

seizing his scymiter, exclaimed, " If you utter another word, I will hum-

ble your pride : I will smite your head from your body, and cut you to

'' pieces, for daring to speak such language before our chiefs.” The

blood of the envoy boiled with rage, and he returned with this answer to

his master.

This effort to subdue the fortitude and faith of Govind having failed,

the siege commenced with great vigor. A long description is given by

B’hai Guru Das B'hali, and other Sikh authors, of the actions that

were performed. Amongst the most distinguished were those of the

brave but unfortunate AjitSink,** the son of Gu'rvf Govind, whose

death is thus recorded, A second time the Khan advanced, and the

battle raged. Some fought, some fled. Ajit Sinh, covered with glory,

“ departed to Swarga, (heaven.
) Indra,f first of the gods, ( Devatas,

)

advanced with the celestial host to meet him ; he conducted him to De-

vapur, the city of the gods, and seated him on a celestial throne

:

“ having remained there a short time, he proceeded to the region of the

sun. Thus,” he concludes, “ 4jit Sinh departed in glory, and his

• In the Penjdbi narrative of B’hai Gu'ru' Da's B’hale', tlie actions of Ajit Sinh,

and Ranjit Sinh, sons of Go'vind, are particularly described; and, from one part of the

description, it would appear that the family of Go'Vind, proud of their descent, had not

laid aside the Zundr, or holy cord, to which they were, as belonging to the Cshatriya race,

entitled. Speaking of these youths, the author says, “ Slaughtering every Turk and
“ Pohtan whom they saw, they adorned their sacred strings, by converting them into sword-
“ belts. Returning from the field, they sought their fiither, who bestowed a hundred blessings

• • •

on their scymiters.

t The Sikh author, though he may reject the superstitious idolatry of the Hindus, adorns

bis descriptions with every image its mythology can furnish; and claims for his hero the same
high honors in Sviarga that a Brahmen would expect for one of the Pdndu race.
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** fame extends over three worlds, for the fame of the warrior lives for

ever,”

Though Govind shewed an invincible spirit, and performed prodigies

of valour, having killed, with his own hand, iN'dhar Kkan, and wounded

Khu'qjeh Muhammed, the other leader of the emperor’s troops, it was

impossible to contend longer against such superior numbers; and he at

last, taking advantage of a dark night, fled from Chamkour, covering his

face, according to the Sikh author, from shame at his own disgrace.

This sketch of the life of Govind is compiled from his own works, and

those of other Sikh writers, such as Nand, and B’hai Guru Das; and the

events recorded, allowing for the colouring with which such narratives

are written in the east, appear to be correct: the leading facts are almost

all established by the evidence of contemporary Muhammedan writers, to

whom we must trust for the remainder of his history ; as the authorities

we have followed end at the period of his flight from Chamkour.

Most accounts agree that Guru Govind, after his flight, was, from a

sense of his misfortunes, and the loss of his children, bereft of his reason,

and wandered about for a considerable time in the most deplorable con-

dition. One account states, that he died in the Penjab; another, that he

went to Patna, where he ended his days ; a third, taken from a Sikh au<-

thority,* asserts, that Gu'ruf Govind, after remaining some time in the

Lak’hi-Jungle, to which he had fled, returned without molestation to his

* Mr. Foster has followed this authority in his account of the Sikh nation; aud I ara

inclined to believe that the part of it which relates to Gc'ru' GoVind’s dying at Ndded, in the

Delc’hin, of a wound received from n Patdn, is correct; as it is written on the last page of a

copy of the J'di-Grant’h, in niy possession, with several other facts relative to the dates of the

births and deaths of the pTUicipal high priests of the Sikhs,
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former residence in the Penjab ; and that, so far from meeting with any

persecution from the Muhammedan governnient, he received favors from

the emperor Bahdder Shah; who, aware of his military talents, gave

him a small military command in the Dek’hin, where he was stabbed by a

Patna soldier’s son, and expired of his wounds in the year 1708, at

Naded, a town situated on the Caveri river, about one hundred miles from

Haiderabad.

It is sufficiently established, from these contradictory and imperfect

accounts of the latter years of Gu'ru' Govind, that he 'performed no ac-

tions worthy of record after his flight from Chamkour ; and when we con-

sider the enthusiastic ardor of his mind, his active habits, his valor, and

the insatiable thirst of revenge, which he had cherished through life,

against the murderers of his father, and the oppressors of his sect, we

cannot think, when that leading passion of his mind must have been in-

creased by the massacre of his children, and the death or mutilation* of

his most attached followers, that he would have remained inactive ; much

less tliat he would have sunk into a servant of that government against

which he had been in constant rebellion: nor is it likely that such a leader

as Gu'ru' Gdvind could ever have been trusted by a. Muhammedan

prince; and there appears, therefore, every reason to give credit to those

accounts which state that mental distraction, in consequence of deep dis-

tress and disappointment, was the cause of the inactivity of Gu'ru' Go-

vind’s declining years: nor. is such a conclusion at all at variance with

the fact of his being killed at Nadedl as it is probable, even if he was re-

duced to the state described, that he continued, till the close of his exis-

* Both at Chainkour, and other forts, from which the famished Sikhs attempted to escajw,

many of them were taken, and had their noses and ears ent off.
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tence, that wandering and adventurous life to which he had been so_ early

accustomed.

In the character of this reformer of the Sikhs, it is impossible not to re-

cognize many of those features which have distinguished the most celebra-

ted founders of political communities. * The object he attempted was great

and laudable. It was the emancipation of his tribe from oppression and per-

secution ; and the means which he adopted were such as a comprehensive

mind could alone have suggested. The Muhammedan conquerors of India,

as they added to their territories, added to their strength, by making prose-

lytes through the double means of persuasion and force; and these, the mo-

ment they had adopted their faith, became the supporters of their power

against the efforts of the Hindus, who, bound in the chains of their civil

and religious institutions, could neither add to their number by admitting

converts, nor allow more than a small proportion of the population of the

country to arm against the enemy. Govind saw that he could only hope

for success by a bold departure from usages which were calculated to keep

those, by whom they were observed, in a degraded subjection to an in-

sulting and intolerant race. “ You make Hindus Muhammedans, and are

^‘justified by your laws,” he is said to have written to Aurungzeb. “Now
“ I, on a principle of self-preservation, which is superior to all laws, will

“ make Muhammedans Hindus.* You may rest,” he added, “ in fan-

“ cied security ; but beware ! for I will teach the sparrow to strike the

“ eagle to the ground a fine allusion to his design of inspiring the low-

est races among the Hindus with that valour and ambition which would

lead them lo perform the greatest actions.

* Meaning Sikhs, whose faith, tliough it differs widely from tlie present worship of the

Jlindus, has been thought to liave considerable analogy to the pure and simple rcligioa

originally followed by that nation.
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'The manner in which Gooiiid endeavoured to accomplish the great

plan he had formed, has been exhibited in the imperfect sketch given of

his life. His efforts to establish that temporal power in his own person, of

which he laid the foundation for his tribe, were daring and successful, in

as great a degree as circumstances would admit ; but it was not possible

he could create means, in a few years, to oppose with success, the force of

one of the greatest empires in the universe The spirit, however, which he

infused into his followers, was handed down as a rich inheritance to their

children; 'who, though they consider Baba Ndndc as the author of their

religion, revere,. -iwith a just gratitude. Guru Gdviiid as the founder of

their worldly greatness and political independence. They arc conscious^
%

indeed, that they have become, from the adoption of his laws aiul institu-

tions, the scourge of their enemies; and- have conquered and hekl, for

more than half a century, the finest portion of the once great empire of

the house of Taimur.- - f:
, i

’

r. .
•

I

.

_Guru Govind w^s the last acknowledged religious ruler of the Sikhs;

a prophecy had limited their spiritual guides to the number of - ten ; and

their superstition, aided, no doubt, by the action of that spirit of indepen-

dence which his institutions had introduced, caused its fulfilment. The

success, however, of Banda, a Bairagi, who was the,devoted follower

and friend of Guru Gdvind, established their union under his banners.

A short period after Got-rnd’s death, the grief of Banda at the misfortunes

of his priest, is said, by Sikh authors, to have settled into a gloomy

and desperate desire to revenge his wrongs. The confusion which took

place on the death of Aurungzeb, which happened in the year 1707, was

favorable to his wishes. After plundering the country, and defeating most

of the petty Muhammedan chiefs that were opposed to him, he thought

VoL. XI. H h
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himself sufficiently strong to venture on an action with Foujdar Khan,

the governor of the province of Sarhind, and the man of all others most

abhorred by the Sikhs, as the murderer of the infant children of Guru

Gdvind. This action was fought with valor by the Muhammedans and

with all that desperation on the part of the Sikhs, which the most savage

spirit of revenge could inspire; and this, aided by the courage and con-

duct of their leader, gave them the victory, after a severe contest.

Foujdar Khan fell, with most of his army, to whom the enraged Sikhs

gave no quarter : nor was their savage revenge satiated by the destruction

of the Muhammedan army; they put to death the wife and children of

Vizir Khan, and almost all the inhabitants of Sarhind, They destroyed

or polluted the mosques of that city ; and in a spirit of wild and brutal

rage, dug up the carcases of the dead, and exposed them to be devoured

by beasts of prey. Encouraged by this success, and hardened by the

lessons of Banda, to deeds of the most horrid atrocity, the Sikhs rushed

forward, and subdued all the country between the Satlej and the Jumna;

and crossing that river, made inroads into the province of Saharanpur.*

It is unnecessary to state the particulars of this memorable incursion,

which, from all accounts, appears to have been one of the severest scourges

with which a country was ever afflicted. Every excess that the most

wanton barbarity could commit, every cruelty that an unappeased appetite

of revenge could suggest, was inflicted upon the miserable inhabitants of

the provinces through which they passed. Life was only granted to those

who conformed to the religion, and adopted the habits and dress, of the

Sikhs; and if Behddur Shah had not quitted the Dek’hin, which he did

This province lies a few miles to the N. E. of Dehli, between the rivers Jumna and Ganges.
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in A. D. 1710, there is reason to think the ^vhole of Hindustan would have

been subdued by these merciless invaders.

Tb6 first.ncheck .the Sikhs received, was from an array undeV Sultan

Ki^li J^hdn.

.

That, chief defeated, one of thein advanced corps at Panipat’h,

which, after being dispersed, fledito join their leader, Banda, at Sarhind.

The death of Behddur Shah prevented this success from being pursued;

and the confusion which followed that event was favorable to the Sikhs.
‘

Banda defeated Islam Khan, the viceroy of Lahore ; and one of his ‘fanatic

followers stabbed Bdyezid Khan, the governor of Sarhind, who had marched

out of that town to encounter this army* i This, however, was the last of

Banda's successful atrocities, Ahdal Sdmad Khdfi, a. general of great repu-

tation, w’as detached, with a large army, by the emperor Farakhseir, against

the Sikhs, whom he defeated in a very desperate action, in w'hich, agreeable

to Muhammedan authors, Banda performed prodigies of valor, and was

only obliged to give way to the superior numbers and discipline of the

imperialists. The Sikhs were never able to make a stand after this defeat,

and were hunted, like wild beasts, from one stro.ng hold to another, by

the army of the emperor, by whom their leader^ and his most devoted

followers, were at last taken, after having suffered every extreme of

hunger and fatigue,*

Ahdal Samad Khan put to death great numbers of the Sikhs, after

the surrender of Loh gad', the fortress in which they took refuge; but sent

Banda, and the principal chiefs of the tribe, to Dehli, where they were

* They were taken in the fort of Lohgud', wliich is one hundred miles to the north-east

of Lahore. This fortress was tompletely surrounded, and the Sikhs were only starved into

surrender, having been reduced to such extremes, that they were reported to have cateu what

to them must have been most horrible, the flesh of the cow.

H h 2
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first treated with every kind of obloquy and insulb and tlien executed.

A Muhammedan writer* relates the intrepidity with which these Sikh

prisoners, but particularly their leader, Banda, met death, “ It is sin-

gular,” he writes, “ that these people not only behaved firmly during

'' the execution, but they would dispute and wrangle with each other who

should suffer first, and they made interest with the executioner to

obtain the preference. Banda,"' he continues, ** was at last produced, his

son being seated in his lap. His father was ordered to cut his throat,

which he did, without uttering one word. Being then brought nearer

the magistrate’s tribunal, the latter ordered his flesh to be torn off with

red hot pincers, and it was in those moments he expired ; his black

soul taking its flight, by one of those wounds, towards the regions for

which it was so well fitted,”

Thus perished Banda; who, though a brave and able leader, w'as one

of the most cruel and ferocious of men, and endeavoured to impart to his

followers that feeling of merciless resentment which he cherished against

the whole Muhammedan race, whom he appears to have thought account-

able for the cruelty and oppression of a few individuals of the persuasion.

f

Though the Sikhs, from being animated by a similar feeling, and

encouraged by his first successes, followed Banda to the field, they do not

revere his memory ; and he is termed, by some of their authors, a heretic.

* The author of the Seir Mutdkherin.

+ It is necessary, however, to state, that there is a schisniatical sect of Sikhs, who are termed

Bunddi, or ihe followers o/’Banda, who totally deny this account of the death ot Banda, and

maintain that he escaped severely wounded from his last battle, and took refuge iu B’habar,^

where he quietly ended his days, leaving two sons, Ajit Sinh and Zora'wek Sink, who

successfully propagated his doctriue. This sect chietly resides in Multan, Tata, and the other

cities on the banks of the Indus, They receive the A'di~Grant'h, but not the Dasawia Pddshdh

ka Grant'll.]
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who, intoxicated with victory, endeavoured to change the religious institutions

and laws of Guru Govind, many of whose most devoted followers this

fierce chief put to death, because they refused to depart from those usages

which that revered spiritual leader had taught them to consider sacred.

Among other changes, Banda wished to make the Sikhs abandon their blue

dress, to refrain from drinking, and eating flesh ; and, instead of exclaiming,

Wa ! Guruji ki Fateh ! Wa J Khalsaji ki Fateh ! the salutations directed by

Govind, he directed them to exclaim, Fateh D’herm ! Fateh ders'an

!

which means. Success to piety, success to the sect. These innovations

were very generally resisted; but the dreaded severity of Banda made many

conform to his orders. The class of Acalis,* or immortals, who had been

established by Gurii Govind, continued to oppose the innovations with

great obstinacy ; and many of them suffered martyrdom, rather than change

either their mode of salutation, diet, or dress; and at the death oi Banda,

their cause triumphed. All the institutions of Guru Govind were restored;

but the blue dress, instead of being, as at first, worn by all, appears from

that date, to have becorne the particular right of the Acalis, whose valor in

its defence, well merited the exclusive privilege of wearing this original

uniform of a true Sikh.

After the defeat and death of Banda, every measure was taken, that

an active resentment could suggest; not only to destroy the power, but

to extirpate the race of the Sikhs. An astonishing number of that sect

must have fallen in the last two or three years of the contest with the

imperial armies, as the irritated Muhammedans gave them no quarter;

and, after the execution of their chief, a royal edict was issued, ordering

all who professed the religion of Nanac to be taken and put to death.

* An account of this class of Sikhs will be hereafter given.
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wherever found ; and, to give effect to this mandate, a reward was offered

' for the head of every Sikh ; and all Hindus were ordered to shave their

hair off under pain cf death. The few Sikhs that escaped this general

execution, fled into the mountains to the N. E. of the Penjab^ where they

found a refuge from the rigorous persecution by which their tribe was

pursued, while numbers bent before the tempest, which they could not

resist, and abandoning the outward usages of their religion,, satisfied their

consciences with the secret practice of its rites.
^

From the defeat and death of Banda till the invasion of India by Nadir

Shah, a period of nearly thirty years, we hear nothing of the Sikhs ; but

on the occurrence of that event, they are stated to have fallen upon the

peaceable inhabitants of the Penjab, who sought shelter in the hills, and to

have plundered them of that property which they were endeavoring to

secure from the rapacity of the Persian invader.

Enriched with these spoils, the Sikhs left the hills, and built the fort

of Dalewal, on the Ravi, from whence they made predatory incursions,

and are stated to have added, both to their wealth and reputation, by harass-

ing and plundering the rear of NMir Shah’s army, which, when it returned

to Persia, was encumbered with spoil, and marched, from a contempt of

its enemies, with a disregard to all order.

The weak state to which the empire of Hindustan was reduced, and the

confusion into which the provinces of Lahore and Cabul were thrown, by

the death of Nadir, were events of too favorable a nature to the Sikhs to

be neglected by that race, who became daily more bold, from their numbers

being greatly increased by the union of all those who had taken shelter

in the mountains; the readmission into the sect of those who, to save their

li^cs, had abjured, for a period, their usages; and the conversion of a
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number of proselytes, who hastened to join a standard under which robbery

was made sacred, and to plunder, was to be pious.

Aided with these recruits, the Sikhs now extended their irruptions over

most of the provinces of the Penjab; and though it was some time

before they repossessed themselves of Amritsar, they began, immediately

after they quitted their fastnesses, to flock to that holy city at the periods

of their sacred feasts. Some performed this pilgrimage in secret, and in

disguise ; but in general, according to a contemporary Muhammedan author,

the Sikh horsemen were seen riding, at full gallop, towards their

favorite shrine of devotion. They were often slain in making this

attempt, and sometimes taken prisoners; but they used, on such occasions,

to seek, instead of avoiding, the crown of martyrdom;” and the same

authority states, that an instance was never known of a Sikh, taken in

his way to Amritsar, consenting to abjure his faith.”

)

It is foreign to the' object of this sketch, to enter into a detail of those

efforts by which the Sikhs rose into that power which they now possess.

It will be sufficient to glance at the principal events which, have marked

their progress, from the period of their emerging from; the mountains to

which they had been driven, after the death of Banda, to that of the

conquest and subjection of those fine provinces over which their rule is

now established. The sect, as has been before stated, have never admit-

ted a spiritual leader since the death of Guru Govmd. It was success,

and the force of a savage but strong genius, which united them for a

period under Banda;: and they have, since his death, had no acknow-

ledged general, leader or prince. Each individual followed to the field’

the Sirdar or chief, who from birth, the possession of property, or from

valor and experience, had become his superior. These chiefs again were
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of dlfTercnt rank and pretensions : a greater number of followers,, higher

reputation, the possession of wealth, or lauds, constituted that difference

;

and from one or other of these causes, one chief generally enjoyed a decided

pre-eminence, and consequently had a lead in their military councils. But

nevertheless they always went through the form of,^electing a military

leader at their Guru raata', or national council, where, however, influence

prevailed, and the most powerful was certain of being elected.

- .
.

,

' f
, ...

Such a mode of government was in > itself little calculated to give that

strength and union which the cause of the Sikhs required ; but the pecu-

liarities of their usages, the ardent character of their faith, the power of

their enemies, and the oppression they endured, amply supplied the place

of all other ordinances. To unite and to act in one body, and on one

principle, was with the first Sikhs a law of necessity ; it was, amid the

dangers with which they were surrounded, their only hope of success, and

their sole means of preservation; and it was to these causes, combined

with the weakness and internal contests of their enemies, to which this

sect owes its extraordinary rise; not to their boasted constitution, which,

whether we call it an oligarchy, which it really is, or a theocracy, which

the Sikhs consider it, has not a principle in its composition, that would

preserve it one day from ruin, if vigorously assailed: but of this their

history will furnish the best example.

Encouraged by the confusion which took place on the first Afghan*

invasion, the Sikhs made themselves masters of a considerable part of* the

Duab of Ravi and Jalendra,f and extended their incursions to the neigh-

• A. D. 1746.

t The country between the rivers Kdvi and Bej/ah, and that river and the SadeJ,
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bouring countries. They, however, at this period, received several severe

checks from Mir Manu, the governor of Lahore, who is said, by Muham-

medan authors, to have been only withheld from destroying them, by the

counsel of his minister, Kod'd Mol, who was himself a Sikh of the Khalasa*

tribe. Mir Manu appointed Adina Beg Khan to the charge of the countries

in which the Sikhs maintained themselves : and, as that able but artful

chief considered this turbulent tribe in no other light than as the means

of his personal advancement, he was careful not to reduce them altogether ;

but, after defeating them in an action which was fought near Mak’havdlii

he entered into a secret understanding with them, by which, though their

excursions were limited, they enjoyed a security to which they had been

unaccustomed, and from which they gathered strength and resources foi*

future efforts.

At the death of Mir Manu,\ the Sikhs took all those advantages

which the local distractions of a falling empire afforded them of extending

and establishing their power. Their bands, under their most active lea-

ders, plundered in every direction, and were successful in obtaining

possession of several countries, from which they have never since been

expelled ; and their success, at this period, was promoted, instead of

being checked, by the appointment of their old friend, Adina Beg

Khan, to Lahore ; as that brave chief, anxious to defend his own govern-

ment against the Afghans, immediately entered into a confederacy with

* A sect of nonconformist Sikhs^ who believe in the A'di-Grant’h of Na'NAC; but do not

conform to the institutions of Gu'ru' GoVind. They are called Khalasa. This word is

said, by some, to be from Khdlis, pure or select, and to mean the purest, or the select: by

others, from Khalds, free, and to mean the freed or exempt, alluding to the tribe being

exempt from the usages imposed on the other Sikhs.

t A. D. 1752.

1 iVoL. XL
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the Sikhsj whom he encoupaged to plunder the territories of Ahmed

Shah Ahdali*

The Afghan monarch, resenting this predatory warfare, in which the

governor of Lahore was supported by the court of Dehli, determined

upon invading India. Adma Beg, unable to oppose him, fled ; and the

Sikhs could only venture to plunder the baggage, and cut off the stragglers,

of the Afghan army, by which they so irritated Ahmed Shah, that he

threatened them with punishment on his return; and when he marched

to Cabul, he left his son, Taimiir Khan, and his Vizir, Jelidii Khan, at

Lahore, with orders to take vengeance on the Sikhs for all the excesses

which they had committed. The first expedition of Taimur Khan was

against their capital, Amritsar, which he destroyed, filling up their sacred

tank, and polluting all their places of worship ; by which action he provoked

the whole race to such a degree, that they all assembled at Lahore, and

not only attempted to cut ofF the communication between the fort and

country, but collected and divided the revenues of the towns and villages

around it. Taimur Khan, enraged at this presumption, made several

attacks upon them, but was constantly defeated ; and, being at last

reduced to the necessity of evacuating Lahore, and retreating to Cabul,

the Sikhs, under one of their celebrated leaders, called Jasa Sink Caldl,

immediately took possession of the vacant Subah of Lahore, and ordered

rupees to be coined, with an impression to the following import :
“ Coined

“ by the grace of Khdlsah jt, in the country of Ahmed, conquered by

“ Jasa Si?di Caldl.'*

The Sikhs, who were so deeply indebted to the forbearance of Ad/na

Beg Khan, now considered themselves above the power of that chief,

who, in order to regain his government from them and the Afghans, was
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obliged to invite the Mahrata leaders, Eagliundt’h Edo, Sahcb Palcil,

and Mallidr Edo, to enter the Penjab: aided by these chiefs, he first

advanced to Sarhind, where he was joined by some Sikhs that remained

attached to him. Samacl Khdn, the officer who had been left in charge

of Sarhind by Ahmed Khdn, found himself obliged to evacuate that place

;

which he had no sooner done, than the Sikhs began to plunder. The

Mahratas, always jealous of their booty, determined to attack and punish

them for this violation of what they deemed their exclusive privilege ; but

Adma Beg, receiving intelligence of their intentions, communicated it to

the Sikhs, who, taking advantage of the darkness of the night, saved

themselves by flight.

After the fall of Sarhind, the Mahratas, accompanied by Adma Beg

Khdn, advanced to Lahore, and soon expelled both the Sikhs and the

Afghans from the principal towns of the provinces of Sarhind and Lahore,

of which they not only took possession, but sent a governor to the

province of Multan ; and Saheb Pateil advanced to the Attock,* where he

remained for a few months. But the commotions of Hindustan and the

Dek’hin, soon obliged these foreigners to abandon the Penjab, which they

did the same year they had reduced it. They appointed Adma Beg

Khdn governor of Lahore. He died in the ensuing year, and, by his death,

aflbrded an opportunity to the Sikhs, which they eagerly seized, to make

themselves again masters of the province of Lahore. Their success was,

however, soon checked by Ahmed Shah Abddli, who, irritated by their

unsubdued turbulence, and obstinate intrepidity, made every effort (after

he had gained the victory of Pdnipat’h, which established his supremacy

* The empire of tlie Mahratas had, at this proud moment, reached its zenith. Tiie battle

of Panipat’h took place soon afterwards ; since which it has rapidly declined.
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at Dehli) to destroy their power ; and, with this view, he entered the Penjab

early in 1762, and over-ran the whole of that country with a numerous

army, defeating and dispersing the Sikhs in every direction. That sect,

unable to make any stand against the army of the Abdali, pursued their

old plan of retreating near the mountains ; and collected a large force in

the northern districts of Sarhind, a distance of above one hundred miles

from Lahore, where the army of Ahmed Shah was encamped. Here they

conceived themselves to be in perfect safety ; but that prince made one

of those rapid movements for which he was so celebrated, and reaching the

Sikh army on the second day, completely surprised and defeated it with

great slaughter. In this action, which was fought in February, 1762, the

Sikhs are said to have lost upwards of twenty thousand men ; and the

remainder fled into the hills, abandoning all the lower countries to the

Afghans, who committed every ravage that a barbarous and savage enemy

could devise. Amritsar was razed to the ground, and the sacred reservoir

again choaked with its ruins. Pyramids* were erected, and covered with the

heads of slaughtered Sikhs ; and it is mentioned that Ahmed Shah caused the

walls of those mosques which the Sikhs had polluted to be washed with

their blood, that the contamination might be removed, and the insult

offered to the religion of Muhammed expiated.f

This species of savage retaliation appears to have animated instead of

depressing the courage of the Sikhs, who, though they could not venture

to meet Ahmed Shah’s army in action, harassed it with an inccessant pre-

* This is a very common usage amongst eastern conquerors. The history of Je'nghi'z

Kha'n, Taimur, and Na'dir .Shah, afforded many examples of this mode of treating their

vanquished enemies.

t Foster’s Travels, Vol. I. p. 27'9.
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datory warfare; and when that sovereign was obliged, by the commotions

of Afghanistan, to return to Cabul, they attacked and defeated the general he

had left in Lahore, and made themselves masters of that city, in which they

levelled with the ground those mosques which the Afghans had, a few months

before, purified with the blood of their brethren.

Ahmed Shah, in 1763, retook Lahore, and plundered the provinces

around it; but being obliged to return to his own country in the ensuing

year, the Sikhs again expelled his garrison, and made themselves

masters of the Penjab ; and, from that period until his death, a constant

war was maintained, in which the enterprize and courage of the Afghans

gradually gave way before the astonishing activity, and invincible perse-

verance, of their enemies, who, if unable to stand a general action,

retreated to impenetrable mountains, and the moment they saw an advan-

tage, rushed again into the plains with renewed vigor, and recruited

numbers. Several Sikh authors, treating of the events of this period,

mention a great action having been fought by their countrymen, near

Amritsar, against the whole Afghan army, commanded by Ahmed Shah

in person ; but they differ with regard to the date of this battle, some

fixing it in 1762, and others later. They pretend that the Sikhs, in-

spired by the sacredness of the ground on which this action was fought,

contended for victory against superior numbers with the most des-

perate fury, and that the battle terminated in both parties quitting the

field, without either being able to claim the least advantage. The histo-

rians of Ahmed Shah are, however, silent regarding this action, which

indeed, from all the events of bis long contests with the Sikhs, appears

unlikely to have occurred. It is possible the Sikhs fought at Amritsar

with a division of the Afghan army, and that it might have been commanded
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by the prince; but it is very Improbable they had ever force to encounter

the concentrated army of the Abdalis, before which, while it remained in

a body, they appear, from the first to the last of their contests with that

prince, to have always retreated, or rather fled.

The internal state of Afghanistan, since the death of AJuned Shah, has

prevented the progress of the Sikh nation receiving any serious check

from that quarter ; and the distracted and powerless condition of the empire

of India, has offered province after province to their visurpation. Their

history, during this latter period, affords little but a relation of village

warfare and predatory incursions. Their hostilities were first directed

against the numerous Muhammedan chiefs who were settled in the Penjab,

and who defended, as long as they could, their Jagirs, or estates, against

them ; but these have either been conquered, or reduced to such narrow

limits, as to owe their security to their insignificance, or the precarious

friendship of some powerful Sikh chief, whose support they have gained

;

and who, by protecting them against the other leaders of his tribe,

obtains a slight accession of strength and influence.

The Sikh nation, who have, throughout their early history, always

appeared, like a suppressed flame, to rise into higher splendor from every

attempt to crush them, had become, while they were oppressed, as for-

midable for their union, as for their determined courage and unconquerable

spirit of resistance; but a state of persecution and distress was the one

most favorable for the action of a constitution like theirs; which, formed

upon general and abstract principles, required constant and great sacri-

fices of personal advantage to the public good ; and such can alone be

expected from men acting under the influence of that enthusiasm which

the fervor of a new religion or struggle for independence only impart, and
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which are ever most readily made when it becomes obvious to all, that a

complete union in the general cause is the only hope of individual safety,.

The Sikhs would appear, from their own historians, to have attributed

the conquests they made entirely to their valor, and to have altogether

forgot that they owed them chiefly to the decline of the house of Tai-

mur, and the dissensions of the government of CabuL Intoxicated with

their success, they have given way to all those passions which assail the

minds of men in the possession of power^ The desire, which every petty

chief entertained, of increasing his territories, of building strong forts,

and adding to the number of his troops, involved them in internal wars

;

and these, however commenced, soon communicated to numbers, who

engaged in the dispute, as passion or interest dictated,^ Though such

feuds have no doubt helped to maintain their military spirit, yet their ex-

tent and virulence have completely broken down that union which their

great legislator, Govind, laboured to establish. Quarrels have been trans-

mitted from father to son ; and, in a country where the infant is devoted

to steel, and taught to consider war as his only occupation, these could not

but multiply in an extraordinary degree ; and, independent of the compa-

rative large conquests in which the greater chiefs occasionally engaged,

every village* has become* an object of dispute; and there are few, if

any, in the Penjab, the rule of which is not contested between brothers

or near relations, f In such a state, it is obvious, the Sikhs could alone be

* All the villages in the Penjab are walled round, as they are in almost all the countries of

India that are exposed to sudden incursions of horse, which this defence can always repel;

t When the British and Mahrdta armies entered the Penjab, they were both daily joined

by discontented petty chiefs of Sikhs, who offered their aid to the pow er that would put

them in possession of a village or a fort, from which, agreeably to their statement, they had

been unjustly excluded by a father or brother. Holkar encouraged these applications,

and used them to his advantage. The British commander abstained from all interference in

such disputes.
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formidable to the most weak and distracted governments, Suchj indeed,

was the character, till within a very late period, of all their neighbours;

and they contined to plunder with impunity the upper provinces of Hin-

dustan, until the establishment of the power of Daulct Rao Sindtd,

when the regular brigades, commanded by French officers in the service

of that prince, not only checked their inroads, but made all the Sikh

chiefs, to the southward of the Satlej, acknowledge obedience and pay

tribute to Sindid

;

and it was in the contemplation of General Perron,

had the war with the English government not occurred, to have subdued

the Penjab, and made the Indus the limit of his possession ; and every

person acquainted with his means, and with the condition and resources of

the Sikhs, must be satisfied he would have accomplished this project with

great ease, and at a very early period.

When Holkar fled into the Penjab, in 1805, and was pursued by that

illustrious British commander. Lord Lake, a complete opportunity was

given of observing the actual state of this nation, which was found weak

and distracted, in a degree that could hardly have been imagined. It was

altogether destitute of union ; and though a Guru-mata, or national coun-

cil, w’as called, with a view to decide on those means by which they could

best avert the danger . by which their country was threatened from the

presence of the English and Mahrata armies, it was attended by few

chiefs ; and most of the absentees, who had any power, were bold and for-

ward in their offers to resist any resolution to which this council might

come. The intrigues and negociations of all appeared, indeed, at this mo-

ment, to be entirely directed to objects of personal resentment, or personal

aggrandizement ; and every shadow of that concord which once formed the

strength of the Sikh nation, seemed to be extinguished.
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SECTION II.
r' . f'

Neither the limits of this sketch, nor the materials from which it is drawn,

will admit of my giving a particular or correct account of the countries

possessed by the Sikhs, or of their forms of government, manners and habits;

but a cursory view of these subjects may be useful, and may excite and

direct that curiosity which it cannot expect to gratify.

I'
’ --'J’ -)

The country now possessed by the Sikhs, which reaches from latitude

28® 40' to beyond latitude 32° N. and includes all thePenjab,* a small

part of -Multan, and most of that tract of country which lies between the

Jumna and the Satlej, is bounded, to the northward and westward, by the

territories of the king of Cabul; to the eastward, by the possessions of the

mountaineer Rajas of Jammu, Nadon, and Srinagar; and to the southward,

by the territories of the English government, and the sandy deserts of

Jasalmer and Hansya Hisar.

The Sikhs, who inhabit the country between the Satlej and the Jumna,

are called Malawa Sinh, and were almost all converted from the Hindu

tribes of Jats and 'Gujars. The title'^ of Malawa Sinh was conferred upon

them for thmr extraordinary gallantry ‘under the'Bair%i Banda, w^ho is

stated to have declared, that the countries granted to them, should be

fruitful as Malawa, one of the provincesf in India, The principal chiefs

* A general estimate of the value of the country possessed by the Sikhs may be formed,

\^cu it is stated, that it contains, besides other countries, the whole of the province of

Lahore; which, agreeable to Mr. Bernier, produced, in the reign of Aurungze'b, two

hundred and forty-six /acA's and ninety-five thousand rupees ; or two millions, four hundred and

sixty-nine thousand, five hundred pounds sterling.

•r Tin's province now forms almost the whole territory of Daulet Ra'o Sindi'a'.

VOL. XI. K k
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among the Malawa Sinhs, are Sdheb Sink of Patiala, Blutngd Sink, of

T’hanesur, B’lidg Sink, of Jhind, and B’hailal Sink, of Keintal. Besides

these, there are several inferior chiefs, such as Gurudali Sink, Jud’h Sink,

Gujar Sink, and Carm Sink, all of whom have a few villages, and some

horse, and consider themselves independent; though they, in general, are

content to secure their possessions by attaching themselves to one or other

of the more powerful leaders.

The country of the Malawa Sinh is in some parts fruitful : but those

districts of it which border on Hansya and Carnal, are very barren

;

being covered with low wood; and in many places almost destitute of

water. Sarhind was formerly the capital of this country ; but it is now a

complete ruin, and has probably never recovered the dreadful ravages

of the Bairagi Banda, who is stated, not only to have destroyed its

mosques, but to have levelled all' its palaces, and public buildings, with

the ground. Patiala is now the largest and most flourishing town of

this province, and next to it T’hanesur, which is still held in high religious

veneration by the Hindus, who have also a very high reverence for the

river Serasweti, which flows through this province. The territories of

the chiefs of Malawa Sinh are bounded, to the N. W. by the Satlej, between

\vhich and the Beyah, is the country called the Jalendra Beit, or

Jalendra Duab, the Sikhs inhabiting which are called the Duaba Sinh, or

the Sinhs who dwell between the rivers.* The country of Jalendra Duab,

which reaches from the mountains to the junction of the Satlej and the

Beyah, is the most fruitful of all the possessions of the Sikhs; and is, per-

• With the chiefs of the Sikhs in the Jalendm Duab we are little acquainted. Ta'ea'

.Sinh is the most considerable, but he and the others have been greatly weakened by their

constant and increasing internal divisions.
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haps, excelled in climate and vegetation by no province of India. The

soil is lightj but very productive: the country, which is open and level,

abounds in every kind of grain. That want of water, which is so much

felt in other parts of India, must be here unknown ; as it is found, every

where in abundance, within two lor at furthest three feet from the sur-

face of the soil. The towns of Jalendra and Sultanpur are the principal in

the Duab.

The country between the B^yah and Ravi rivers, is called Bari Duab,

or Manj’ha; and the Sikhs inhabiting it are called Manj’ha Sinh. The

cities of Lahore and Amritsar are both in this province, and it becomes, in

consequence, the great centre of the po\ver of this nation. Rcmjit Sinh,

of Lahore, Fateh of-^ARuwal, and Judli Sink, of Ramgaciiajf are

the principal chiefs of this country.

The country of Bari is said to be less fertile, particularly towards the

mountains, than Jalendra; but as it lies on the same level, it must possess

nearly the same climate and soil.

The inhabitants of the country between the Ravi and Chanhab, are

called D’harpi Sinh, from the country being called D’harpi. The D’hani-

gheb Sinh, are beyond the Chanhab, J but within the Jehalam river,
. . j »

The Sind Sinh is the term by which the inhabitants of the districts

under the Sikhs bordering on the Sind are known; and Nakai Sinh is

the name given to the Sikhs who reside in Multan, With the leaders of

* Fateh Sinh is, like Ranji't Sinh, of a Jdt family,

t Jud’h Sinh, of Ramgad'id, is of the carpenter cast.

J The term of Gujarat Sinh is sometimes given to the inhabitants of this Duab, of which

the chiefs of Gujarat and Rotas are the principal rulers.

KkS
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the Sikhs in these provinces, the extent of their possessions, or the climate

and productions of the country under their rule, I am little acquainted.

Those in Multan, as well as those settled on the river Jehalam, are said

to be constantly engaged in a predatory warfare either with the officers

of the Afghan government, or with Muhammedan chiefs who have Jagirs

in their vicinity.’

f

,The government of the Sikhs, considered in its theory, may, as has

been before stated, , be termed a theocracy. . They obey a temporal chief,

it is true; but that chief preserves his power and authority by professing

himself the servant of the Khalsa* or government, which can only be

said to act, in times of great public emergency, through the means of a
I

•

national council, of which every chief is a member, and which is suppo

sed to deliberate and resolve under the immediate inspiration and impulse

of an invisible being; who, they believe, always watches over the inte-

rests of the commonwealth.

The nature of the power established by the temporal chiefs of the

Sikhs, has been sufficiently explained in the narrative of their history.

It will be necessary, before any account is given of the forms and action

of their Guru-mata, or great national coitncil,. which is intended to have a

supreme authority over their federative republic, to take a view of that

body of Acalis, or immortals, who, ,
under the double character of fanatic

priests and desperate soldiers, have usurped the sole direction of all reli-

gious affairs at Amritsar, and are consequently leading men in a council
.

’ fi •: ,1

• The word Khdhd, which has before been explained to mean the state or commonwealth,

is supposed by the Sikhs to have a-inyiSlical rheahin^'/'and to imply that superior govern-

uieut under the protection of which “they live, and to the established rules and laws of

“ which, as fixed by Gi/ru' Go'vind, it 15, their civil aud religious duty to conform."
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\vhich is held at that sacred place, and which deliberates under all the in-

fluence of religious enthusiasm.

The Acalis* are a class of Sikh devotees; who, agreeably to the his-

torians of that nation, were first founded by Guru Govind, whose

institutes, as it it has been before stated, they most zealously defended

against the innovations of the Bairagi Banda, They wear blue chequer-

ed clothes, and bangles or bracelets of steelf round their wrists, initiate

converts, and have almost the sole direction of the religious ceremonies

at Amritsar, where they reside, and of which they deem themselves the

defenders, and consequently never desire to quit it, unless in cases of great

extremity.

This order of Sikhs have a place, or Bunga,J on the bank of the

sacred reservoir of Amritsar, where they generally resort, but are indivi-

* Acali, derived from Acdl, a compound term of cdl, death, and the Sanscrit privative

a, which means never-di/tng, or immortal. It is one of the names of the divinity, and

has probably been given to 'this remarkable class of devotees, from their always exclaiming,

Acdl>. Acdh in their devotions. .
‘

t All Sinhs do not wear bracelets ; but it is indispensable to have steel about their persons,

which they generally have in the shape of a knife or dagger. In support of this ordinance

they quote the following verses of Gu'ru' Go'vind:

,
'1 j

.

Saheb bea ki rach’ha hamnd,

.. ,Tuhi Sri Saheb, churi, kati, katar—

Acal purukh ki rach’ha hamn^,

Serv loh di rach’ha hamn6,

. Servacal di rach'ha hamnd,

Serv lohji di sada rach’ha hamne :
'

which may he translated,
' The protection of the infinite Lord is over us; thou art the Lord,

the cutlass, the knife, and the dagger. The protection of the immortal being is over us:

the protection of ALL-STEEL is over us: the protection of all-time is over us: tlie protec-

tion of ALL-STEEL is constantly over us."

J The Shahid and Nirmala, two other religious tribes among the Sikhs, have Bungds,

or places, upon the great reservoir of Amritsar; but both these are peaceful orders of priests.
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dually possessed of property, though they afTect poverty, and subsist

on charity ;
which, however, since their numbers have increased, they

generally extort, by accusing the principal chiefs of crimes, imposing fines

upon them, and in the event of their refusing to pay, preventing them

from performing their ablutions, or going through any of their religious

ceremonies at Amritsar.

It will not, when the above circumstances are considered, be thought

surprising, that the most powerful of the Sikh chiefs should desire to con-

ciliate this body of fanatics, no individual of which can be offended with

impunity, as the cause of one is made the cause of the whole; and a chief

who is become unpopular with the Acalis, must not only avoid Amritsar,

but is likely to have his dependants taught, when they pay their devotions

at that place, that it is pious to resist his authority.

The Acalis have a great interest in maintaining both the religion and

government of the Sikhs as established by Guru Govind; as on its

continuance in that shape, their religious and political influence must de-

pend. Should Amritsar cease to be a place of resort, or be no longer

considered as the religious capital of the state, in which all questions that

involve the general interests of the commonwealth are to be decided,

this formidable order would at once fall, from that power .and considera-

tion which they now possess, to a level with other mendicants.

When a Guru-mata, or great national council, is called, as it always is,

or ought to be, when any imminent danger threatens the country, or any

whose duty it is to address the deity,* and to read and explain the A'di-Grant'h to the Sikhs.

They are, in general, men of some education. A Sikh of any tribe may be admitted into

eitlrcr of these classes, as among tbc Acalis, who admit all into their body who chuse to coo-

tbrm to their rules.
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large expedition is to be undertaken, all the Sikh chiefs assemble at Amrit-

sar, The assembly, which is called the Guru-mata, is convened by the

Acalis; and when the chiefs meet upon this solemn occasion, it- is con-

cluded that all private animosities cease, and that every man sacrifices his

personal feelings at the shrine of the general good; and, actuated by

principles of pure patriotism, thinks of nothing but the interests of the re-

ligion and commonwealth to which he belongs.

When the chiefs and principal leaders are seated, the A'di Grant’h and

Das'ama Padshah ka Grant’h, are placed before them. They all bend

their heads before these scriptures, and exclaim, Wa! Guruji ka Khalsa!

Wa! Guruji ki Fateh ! A great quantity of cakes, made of wheat, butter,

and sugar, are then placed before the volumes of their sacred writings,

and covered with a cloth. These holy cakes, which are in commemora-

tion of the injunction of Ndnac, to eat, and to give to others to eat, next

receive the salutation of the assembly, who then rise,^ and the Acalis pr^iy

aloud, while the musicians play. The Acalis, when the prayers are finish-

ed, desire the council to be seated. They sit down, and the cakes be-

ing uncovered, are eaten of by all classes* of Sikhs; those distinctions

of original tribes which are on other occasions, keptup,, being on this oc-

casion laid aside, in token of their general and complete union in one

cause.-j" The Acalis then exclaim, ‘^Sirdars! (chiefs) this is a. Guru-

• A custom of a similar nature, with- regard . to- all tribes eating promiscuously, is ob-

served among tlie Hindus at the temple of Jaganndth, where men of all religions and casts,

without distinction, eat of the Mahd Prasad, the great offering, i. e. food dressed by the

cooks of the idols, and sold on the stairs of the temple.

t The. Srihh priest, wlio gave an account of this custom, was of a high Hindu tribe;

and, retaining some of his prejudices, he at first said that Muhaimnedan Sikhs, and those

who were converts from the sweeper cast, were obliged, even on this occasion, to eat a little

ajrart from the other S/Ms; but, on being closely questioned, he admitted the fact as stated'
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mata!” on which prayers are again said aloud. The chiefs after this sit

closer, and say to each other, The sacred Grant’ll is betwixt us, let us

swear by our scripture to forget all internal disputes, and to be united.”

This moment of religious fervor, and ardent patriotism, is taken to re-

concile all animosities. They then proceed to consideir the danger

with which they are threatened, to settle the best plans for averting it,

and to chuse the generals who are to lead their armies^ against the com-

mon enemy. The first Guru-mata was assembled by Guiil Gdvind,

and the latest was called in 1805, when the British army pursued Hoi-

kar into the Penjab.

• The principal chiefs of the Sikhs are all descended from Hindu tribes.

There is, indeed, no instance of a Sinh of a Muhammedan family at-

taining high power a circumstance to be accounted for, from the

hatred still cherished, by the followers of Guru Govind, against

the descendants of his persecutors; and that this rancorous spirit is un-

diminished, may be seen from their treatment of the wretched Muhamme-

dans who yet remain in their territories. These, though very numerous,

appear to be all poor, and to be an oppressed, despised race. They till

the ground, and are employed to carry burdens, and to do all kinds of

hard labour ; they are not allowed to eat beef, or to say their prayers

in the narrative; saying, however, it was only on this solemn occasion that these tribes are

admitted to eat with the others.

* Tlie army is called, when thus assembled, the D'al Khdlsd, or the army of the stale.

+ The Muhajnmedans who have become Sikhs, and their descendants, are, in the PenjdH

jargon, termed Mezhebi Sinh, or Sinhs of the faith ; and they are subdivided into the four

^ classes wliich are vulgarly, but erroneously, supposed to distinguish the followers of Mu-
hammed, Sayyad Sinh, Sheikh Sinh, Moghul Sinh, and Pata'n Sinh, by which de-

signations the names of the particular race or country of the Muhammedans have been affixed,

by Hindus, as distinctions of cast.
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aloud, and but seldom assemble in their mosques,* of which few indeed have

escaped destruction. The lower order of Sikhs are more happy : they are

protected from the tyranny and violence of the chiefs under whom they

live by the precepts of their common religion, and by the condition of their

country, which enables them to abandon, whenever they chuse, a leader

whom they dislike; and the distance of a few miles generally places them

under the protection of his rival and enemy. It is from this cause that the

lowest Sikh horseman usually assumes a- very' independent stile, and the

highest chief treats his military followers with attention and conciliation.

The civil officers, to whom the chiefs entrust their accounts, and the manage-

ment of their property and revenue concerns, as well as the conduct of their

negociations, are in general Sikhs of the Khalasa cast, who, being followers

of Ndnac, and not of Gurii Govind, are not devoted to arms, but educated

for peaceful occupations, in which they often’ become very expert and

intelligent. a'
'

•

In the collection of the revenue in the Penjab, it is stated tqdb'e a general

rule, that the chiefs to whom the territories belong, should receive one^

half of the produce,f and the farmer the other ; but the chief never levies

the whole of his share; and in no country, perhaps, is the Ryat, or

cultivator, treated with more indulgence. Commerce is not so much

encouraged : heavy duties are levied upon it by all petty rulers through'

whose districts it passes: and this, added to the distracted state in which

the Penjab has been, from the internal disputes of its possessors, caused

• The Muhammedan inhabitants of the Penjab used to flock to the British camp, where

they said they enjoyed luxuries which no man could appreciate that had not suffered privation.

They could pray aloud, and feast upon beef.

t Grain pays in kind
;
sugar-cane, melons, &c. pay in cash.

VoL. XI. L 1
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the rich produce of Cas'mir to be carried to India by the difficult and

mountainous tract of Jammu, Nadon, and Snnagar. The Sikh chiefs have,

however, discovered the injury which their interests have suffered from

this cause, and have endeavored, and not without success, to restore confi-

dence to the merchant; and great part of the shawl trade now flows

through the cities of Lahore, Amritsar, and Patiala, to Hindustan.

The administration of justice in the countries under tlw? Sikhs is in a

very rude and imperfect state ; for though their scriptures inculcate general

maxims of justice, they are not considered, as the Old Testament is by the

Jews, or the Koran by the Muhammedans, as books of law : and, having

no fixed code, they appear to have adopted that irregular practice which is

most congenial to the temper of the people, and best suited to the unsteady

and changing character of their rule of government. The following appears

to be the general outline of their practice in the administration of justice*

Trifling disputes about property are settled by the heads of the village

by arbitration,* or by the chiefs: either of these modes, supposing the

parties consent to refer to it, is final ; and they must agree to one or

other. If a theft occurs, the property is recovered, and the party punished,

not with death, by the person from whom it was stolen, or by the inha-

bitants of his village, or his chief, on either of whom he has a right to

call upon such an occasionf for aid. Murder is sometimes punished by

* This is called Panchaj/at, or a court of five, the general number of arbitrators chosen to

adjust difierences and disputes. It is usual to assemble a Panchai/at, or a court of arbitration,

in every part of India under a native government; and, as tliey are always chosen from

men of the best reputation in the place where they meet, this court has a higii character for justice.

t A Sikh priest, who has been several years in Calcutta, gave this outline of the aduiinis-
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the chief ; but more generally by the relations of the deceased, who, in

such cases, rigorously retaliate on the murderer, and sometimes on all

who endeavour to protect him.

The character of the Sikhs, or rather Sinhs, which is the name by

which the followers of Guru Govind, who are all devoted to arms, are

distinguished, is very marked. They have, in general, the Hindu cast of

countenance, somewhat altered by their, long beards, and are to the full as

active as the Mahratas, and much, more robust, from their living fuller,

and enjoying a better and colder climate; Their courage is equal at all

times to that of any natives of India; and when wrought upon by pre-

judice or religion, is quite desperate. They are all horsemen, and.have no

infantry in their own country, except for the defence of their forts and

villages, though they generally serve as infantry in foreign armies. They

are bold, and rather rough in their address, which appears more to a stran-

ger from their invariably speaking in a loudtone* * of voice: but this

is quite a habit, and is alike used by them to express the sentiments of re-

gard and hatred. The Sikhs have been reputed deceitful and cruel, but I

know no grounds upon which they can be considered more so than the

other tribes of India ; they seemed to me, from all the intercourse I had

traiioB of justice among his countrymen. He spoke of it with rapture ;
and insisted, with tnie

})atiiotic prejudice, on its great superiority over the vexatious system of the English government,

which was, he said, tedious, vexatious, aud expensive, and advantageous only to clever rogues.

* Talking aloud is so habitual to a Sikh, that he bawls a secret in your ear. It has often

occurred to me, that they have acquired it from living in a country where internal disputes

have so completely destroyed confidence, that they can only carry on conversation witli each

otlier at a distance; but it is fairer, perhaps, to impute this boisterous and rude habit to their

living almost constantly in a camp, in which the voice certainly loses that nice modulated tone

wiiicti distinguislies the more polished inliabitants of cities.

L 1 2
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^vith thenij to be more ojjen and sincere than the Mahratas, and less

rude and savage than the Afghans. They have, indeed, become, from

national success, too proud of their own strength, and too irritable in their

tempers to have patience for the wiles of the former ; and they retain,

in spite of their change of manners and religion, too much of the original

character of their Hindu ancestors, (for the great majority are of the

Hindu race,) to have the constitutional ferocity of the latter. The Sikh

soldier is, generally speaking, brave, active, and cheerful ; without polish,

but neither destitute of sincerity nor attachment; and if he often appears

wanting in humanity, it is not so much to be attributed to his national

character, as to the habits of a life, which, from the condition of the society

in which he is born, is generally past in scenes of violence and rapine.

The Sikh merchant^ or cultivator of the soil, if he is a Sinh, differs

little in character from the soldier, except that his occupation renders

him less presuming and boisterous. He also wears arms, and is, from

education, prompt to use them, whenever his individual interest, or that

of the community in which he lives,* requires him to do so. The gene-

• TLe old Sikh soldier generally returns to bis native village, where his wealth, courage,

or experience, always obtains him respect, and sometimes station and consequence. I'he

second march which the British army made into the country of the Sikhs, the head-quarters

were near a small village, the chief of which, who was upwards of a hundred years of age, had

been a soldier, and retained all the look and manner of his former occupation. He came to

me, and expressed bis anxiety to see Lord Lake. I shewed him the General, who was sitting

alone, in his tent, writing. He smiled, and said he knew better: the hero who had over*

thrown Sindi'a' and Holkar, and had conquered Hindustan, must be surrounded with at-

tendants, and have plenty of persons to write for him. I assured him that it was Lord Lake ;

and on his lordship coming to breakfast, I introduced the old Sinh, who seeing a number of

ofiicers collect round him, was at last satisfied of the truth of what I said ; aud, pleased with the

great kindness and condescension with which he was treated by oue whom he justly thought so
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ral occupations of the Khal^a Sikhs has been before mentioned. Their

character differs widely from that of the Sinhs. Full of intrigue, pliant,

versatile, and insinuating, they have all the art of the lower classes of Hindus,

who are usually employed in transacting business; from whom, indeed, as

they have no distinction of dress, it is very difficult to distinguish them.

The religious tribes of Acalis, Shahid, and Nirmala, have been noticed

;

their general character is formed from their habits of life. The Acalis are

insolent, ignorant and daring
:
presuming upon those rights which their num-

bers and fanatic cotirage have established, their deportment is hardly tolerant

to the other Sikhs, and insufferable to strangers, for whom they entertain a

contempt which they take little pains to conceal. The Shahid and the

Nirmala, particularly the latter, have more knowledge and more urbanity

;

they are almost all men of quiet, peaceable habits ; and many of them are

said to possess learning.

There is another tribe among the Sikhs, called the Nanac Pautra,

or descendants of Nanac, who have the character of being a mild, in-?

great a man, sat down on tlie carpet, became quite talkative, and related all he had seen from

the invasion of Na'dir Shah to that moment. Lord Lake, pleased with the bold manliness

of his address, and the independence of his sentiments, told him he would grant him any favor

he wished. “ I am glad of it,” said the old man
;
“ then march away with your army from my

“ village, which will otherwise be destroyed.” Lord Lake, struck with the noble spirit of the

request, assured him he would march next morning, and that, in the mean time, he sliould have

guards who would protect his village from injury. Satisfied with this assurance, the old Siiih was

retiring, apparently full of admiration and gratitude at Lord Lake’s goodness, and of wonder at

the scene he had witnessed, when, meeting two ofikers at the door of the tent, he put a hand

upon the breast of each, exclaiming at the same time, " Brothers ! where were you born, and
" where are you at this moment ?” and without waiting for an answer, proceeded to his village.
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offensive race ; and, though they do not acknowledge the institutions of

Guru Gdvind, they are greatly revered by his followers, who hold it

sacrilege to injure the race of their founder; and, under the advantage

which this general veneration affords them, the Nanac Pautra pursue their

occupations ; which, if they are not mendicants, is generally that of travelling

merchants. They do not carry arms; and profess, agreeably to the doctrine of

Nanac, to be at peace* with all mankind.

The Sikh converts, it has been before stated, continue, after they have

quitted their original religion, all those civil usages and customs, of the

tribes to which they belonged, that they can practise, without infringing

the tenets of Nanac, or the institutions of Guru Gdvind. They are

most particular with regard to their intermarriages; and, on this point,

Sikhs descended from Hindus almost invariably conform to Hindu customs,

every tribe intermarrying within itself. The Hindu usage regarding diet,

is also held equally sacred; no Sikh, descended from a Hindu family,

ever violating it, except upon particular occasions, such as a Guru-mata,

when they are obliged, by their tenets and institutions, to eat promiscu-

ously. The strict observance of these usages has enabled many of the

Sikhs, particularly of the Jat-f and Gujar| tribes, which include almost

* Wlien Lord Lake entered the Penjdb, in 1805, a general protection was requested, by

several principal chiefs, for the Nanac Pautra, on the ground of the veneration in which

they were held, wljich enabled llieni, it was slated, to travel ail over the couulvy without

molestation; even when the most violent wars e.\istcd. It was, of course, granted,

+ The Jdis are Hindus of a low tribe, who taking advantage of the decline of the Moghul

empire, have, by their courage and enterprise, raised tliemselves into some consequence on

the north-western parts of Hindustan, and many of the strongest forts of that part of India

are still in their possession.

I The Gujars, who are also Hindus, have raised themselves to power hy means not dissiuiilur

to lljose used by the Jdts. Almost all the thieves in Hindustan are of this tribe.
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all those settled to the south of the Satlej, to preserve an intimate inter-

course with their original tribes; who, considering the Sikhs not as

having lost cast, but as Hindus that have joined a political association,

which obliges them to conform to general rules established for its pre-

servation, neither refuse to intermarry’^ nor to eat with them.

The higher cast of Hindus, such as Brahmens and Cshatriyas, who have

become Sikhs, continue to intermarry with converts of their own tribes, but

not with Hindus of the cast they have abandoned, as they are polluted by

eating animal food, all kinds of which are lawful to Sikhs, except the cow,

which it is held sacrilege to slay.f Ndnac, whose object was to concili-

ate the Muhammedans to his creed, prohibited hog’s flesh also; but it was

introduced by his successors, as much, perhaps, from a spirit of revenge

against the Moslems, as from considerations of indulgence to the numer-

ous converts of the Jat and Gujar tribe, among whom wild hog is a favo-

rite species of food.

The Muhammedans, who become Sikhs, intermarry with each other, but

are allowed to preserve none of their usages, being obliged to eat hog's

flesh, and abstain from circumcision.

The Sikhs are forbid the use of tobacco,| but allowed to indulge in

spirituous § liquors, which they almost all drink to excess; and it is rare

• A marriage took place very lately between the Sikh cliief ot Patiala, and that of tlie

Jdt Rdjd of B haratpur.

t Their prejudice regarding the killing of cows is stronger, if possible, than that of the

Hindus.

I Khaldsa Sikhs, who follow Na'nac, and reject Gu'ru' Go'vind's institutions, make

use of it.

§ Spirituous liquors, they say, are allowed by that verse in the A'di Grant'h, which states,

“ Eat, and give unto others to eat. Drink, and give unto others to drink. Be glad, and make
“ others glad.” There is also an authority, quoted by the Sikhs, from the Hindu S'dstras, in
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to see a Sinh soldier, after sunset, quite sober. Their drink is an ardent

spirit,** made in the Penjab; but they have no objections to either the wine

or spirits of Europe, when they can obtain them.

-
.

*•
1

The use of opium to intoxicate is very common with the Sikhs, as with most

of the military tribes of India. They also take B’hang,f another inebriating
i

drug.

The conduct of the Sikhs to their women, differs, in no material 'respect,

from that of the tribes of Hindus, or Muhammedans, from whom they

are descended; their moral character, with regard to women, and indeed

in most other points, may, from the freedom of their habits, generally

be considered as much more lax than that of their ancestors, who lived

under the restraint of severe restrictions, and whose fear of excommunication

from their cast, at least obliged them to cover their sins with the veil

of decency. This the emancipated Sikhs despise; and there is hardly an

infamy with which this debauched and dissolute race are not accused, and I

believe with justice, of committing in the most open and shameful manner.

The Siks are almost all horsemen, and they take great delight in

riding. Their horses were a few years ago famous; and those bred in

favor of this drinking to excess. Durga', agreeably to tlie Sikh quotations, used to drink, because

liquor inspires courage; and this goddess, they say, was drunk when she slew Mahi'shassUR.

* When Fateh Six H, of Aluudl, who was quite a young man, was with the British ar-

my. Lord Lake gratified liim by a field review. He was upon an elephant, and I attended

him upon another. A little before sunset, he became low and uneasy. I obsei-ved it ; and

R’ha'g SiNH, an old chief, of frank, rough manners, at once said, “Fateh Sinh wants his

“ dram, but is ashamed to drink before you.” I requested he would follow his custom, which

lie did, by drinking a large cup of spirits.

f Cannabis Saliva.
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the Lak’hi Jungle, and other parts of their territory, were justly cele-

brated for their strength, temper, and activity; but the internal distractions

of these territories has been unfavourable to the encouragement of the

breed, which has consequently declined; and the Sikhs now are in no re-

spect better mounted than the Mahratas; and, from a hundred of their

cavalry, it would be difficult to select ten horses that would be admitted as

fit to mount native troopers in the English service.

, ’i

Their horsemen use swords and spears, and most of them now carry

matchlocks, though some still use the bow and arrow, a species of arms

for excellence in the use of which their forefathers were celebrated,' and

which their descendants appear to abandon with great reluctance.

The education of the Sikhs renders them hardy, and capable of great

fatigue; and the condition of the society in which they live, affords con-

stant exercise to that restless spirit of activity and enterprise which their

religion has generated. Such a race cannot be epicures; they appear,

indeed, generally to despise luxury of diet, and pride themselves in their

coarse fare. Their dress is also plain, not unlike that of the Hindus,

equally light, and divested of ornament. Some of the chiefs wear gold

bangles, but this is rare; and the general characteristic of their dress and

mode of living is simplicity.

The principal leaders among the Sikhs affect to be familiar and easy

of intercourse with their inferiors, and to despise the pomp and state of

the Muhammedan chiefs; but their pride often counteracts this disposition;

and they appeared to me to have, in proportion to their rank and conse-

quence, more state, and to maintain equal if not more reserve and dignity

%vith their followers, than is usual with the Mahrata chiefs.

VoL. XI. M m
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It would be difficult, if not impracticable, to ascertain the amount of the

population of the Sikh territories, or even to compute the number of the

armies which they could bring into action. They boast that they can

raise more than a hundred thousand horse; and, if it were possible to as-

semble every Sikh horseman, this statement might not be an exaggera-

tion; but there is, perhaps, no chief among them, except Ranjit Siiilt, of

Lahore, that could bring an effective body of four thousand men into the

field: and the force of Ranjit Sink did not, in 1805, amount to eight

thousand, and part of that was under chiefs who had been subdued from

a state of independence, and whose turbulent minds ill brooked an usurpa-

tion which they deemed subversive of the constitution of their common-

wealth. His army is now more numerous than it was, but it is composed

of materials that have no natural cohesion, and the first serious check

which it meets will probably cause its dissolution.

SECTION III

There is no branch of this sketch which is more curious and impor-

tant, or that ofl^ers more difficulties to the inquirer, than the religion of the

Sikhs. We meet with a creed of pure deism, grounded on the most

sublime general truths, blended with the belief of all the absurdities of the

Hindu mythology, and the fables of Muhammedanism; for Ndnac pro-

fessed a desire to reform, not to destroy, the religion of the tribe in which

he was born; and, actuated by the great and benevolent design of recon-

ciling the jarring faiths of Brahma and Mvhammed, he endeavoured to

conciliate both Hindus and Moslems to his doctrine, by persuading them to

reject those parts of their respective belief and usages, which he contend-
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ed were unworthy of that God whom they both adored. He called upon

the Hindus to abandon the worship of idols, and to return to that pure de-

votion of the deity in which their religion originated. He called upon the

Muhammedans to abstain from practices like the slaughter of cows, that

were offensive to the religion of the Hindus, and to cease from the per-

secution of that race. He adopted, in order to conciliate them, many of

the maxims which he had learnt from mendicants, who professed the

principles of the Sufi sect; and he constantly referred to the admired

writings of the celebrated Muhammedan Kabir* who was a professed

Sufi, and who inculcated the doctrine of the equality of the relation of all

created beings to their creator, Ndnac endeavoured, with all the power

of his own genius, aided by such authorities, to impress both Hindus and

Muhammedans with a love of toleration, and an abhorrence of war; and

his life was as peaceable as his doctrine. He appears, indeed, to have

adopted from the hour in which he abandoned his worldly occupations, to

that of his death, the habits practised by that crowd of holy mendicants,

Sanyasis and Fakirs, with whom India swarms. He conformed to their

customs, and his extraordinary austeritiesf are a constant theme of praise

with his followers. His works are all in praise of God; but he treats the

polytheism of the Hindus with respect, and even veneration. He never

shews a disposition to destroy the fabric, but only wishes to divest it of its

* This celebrated Sil/i, or philosopliical deist, lived in the time of the emperor She'r

Sha'h. He was by trade a weaver; but has written several admired works. They are all

composed in a strain of universal philanthropy and benevolence, and above all he inculcated

religious toleration, particularly between the Muhammedans and Hindus, by both of whom
his memory is held in the higliest esteem and veneration.

t Na'nac was celebrated for tlie manner in which he performed Tapasya, or austere devo-

tion, wliich requires the mind to be so totally absorbed in the divinity, as to be abstracted

from every worldly thought, and this for as long a period as buman strength is capable of

f Jstaiuing.

Mm2
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useless tinsel and false ornaments, and to establish its complete depen

dence upon the great creator of the universe. He speaks everywhere of

Muhammed and his successors with moderation; but animadverts boldly

on what he conceives to be their errors; and, above all, on their endeavour&

to propagate their faith by the sword..

As Ndnac made no material invasion of either the civil or religious

usages of the Hindus, and as his only desire was to restore a nation who

had degenerated from their original pure worship* into idolatry, he may

be considered more in the light of a reformer than of a subvcrter of the

Hindu religion; and those Sikhs who adhere to his tenets, without admitting

those of Guru Govind, are hardly to be distinguished from the great mass

of Hindu population; among whom there are many sects who differ, much

more than that of Ndnac, from the general and orthodox worship at present

established in India.

The first successors of Ndnac appear to have taught exactly the same

doctrine as their leader; and though Har Govind armed all his follow-

ers, it was on a principle of self-defence, in which he was fully justified

even by the usage of the Hindus. It was reserved for Guru Govind to

give a new character to the religion of his followers; not by making any

material alteration in the tenets of Ndnac, but by establishing institutions

and usages, which not only separated them from other Hindus, but which,

by the complete abolition of all distinctions of casts, destroyed, at one

blow, a system of civil polity, that, from being interwoven with the reli-

gion of a weak and bigotted race, fixed the rule of its priests upon a basis

that had withstood the shock of ages. Though the code of the Hindus

• The most ancient do not appear to have paid adoration to idols; but though they

adored GoD, they worshipped the sun and elements.
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was calculated to preserve a vast community in tranquillity and obedience

to its rulers, it had the natural effect of making the country, in which it

was established, an easy conquest to every powerful foreign invader ; and

it appears to have been the contemplation of this effect, that made Guru

Govind resolve on the abolition of cast, as a necessary and indispensable

prelude to any attempt to arm the original native population of India

against their foreign tyrants. He called upon all Hindus to break those

chains in which prejudice and bigotry had bound them, and to devote

themselves to arms, as the only means by which they could free themselves

from the oppressive government of the Muhammeclans ; against whom

a sense of his own wrongs, and those of his tribe, led him to preach

eternal warfare. His religious doctrine was meant to be popular, and it

promised equality. The invidious appellations of Brahmen, Cshatriya, Vaisya,

and Sudra, were abolished. The pride of descent might remain, and keep

up some distinctions ; but in the religious code of Govind, every Khalsa

Sinh, for such he termed his followers, was equal, and had alike title to the

good things of this world, and to the blessings of a future life.

Though Guru Govind mixes, even more than Ndnac, the mythology

of the Hindus with his own tenets; though his desire to conciliate them,

in opposition to the Muhammedans, against whom he always breathed war

and destruction, led him to worship at Hindu sacred shrines; and though

the peculiar customs and dress among his followers, are stated to have

been adopted from veneration to the Hindu goddess of courage, Durga

JBhavdni; yet it is impossible to reconcile the religion and usages which

Govind has established with the belief of the Hindus. It does not, like

that of Ndnac, question some favorite dogmas of the disciples of
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JBrahmd, and attack that worship of idols which few of these defend,

except upon the ground of these figures, before which they bend, being

symbolical representations of the attributes of an all-powerful divinity

;

but it proceeds, at once, to subvert the foundation of the whole system.

Wherever the religion of Guru Gdvind prevails, the institutions of

Bralimd must fall. The admission of proselytes, the abolition of the

distinctions of cast, the eating of all kinds of flesh, except that of cows,

the form of religious worship, and the general devotion of all Sinhs to

arms, are ordinances altogether irreconcileable with Hindu mythology,

and have rendered the religion of the Sikhs as obnoxious to the Brahmens,

and higher tribes of the Hindus, as it is popular with the lower orders of

that numerous class of mankind.

After this rapid sketch of the general character of the religion of the Sikhs,

I shall take a more detailed view of its origin, progress, tenets, and forms.

A Sikh author,^ whom I have followed in several parts of this sketch,

is very particular in stating the causes of the origin of the religion of

Nanac

:

he describes the different Yugas, or ages of the world, stated

in the Hindu mythology. The Cali Yug, which is the present, is that in

which it was written that the human race would become completely de-

praved : ^‘Discord,” says the author, speaking of the Cali Yug, will

"rise in the world, sin prevail, and the universe become wicked; cast will

" contend with cast ; and, like bamboos in friction, consume each other to

" embers. The Vedas, or scriptures,” he adds, ** will be held in disre-

" piite, for they shall not be understood, and the darkness of ignorance

B’hai Gc'ro' Da's B’hale'.
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** will prevail every where.” Such is this author's record oF a divine

prophecy regarding this degenerate age. He proceeds to state what has

ensued :
" Every one followed his own path, and sects were separated ;

some worshipped Chandra, (the moon;) some Surya, (the sun;) some

prayed to the earth, to the sky, and the air, and the water, and the lire,

while others worshipped D'herma Raja, (the judge of the dead,) and

in the fallacy of the sects nothing was to be found but error. In short,

pride prevailed in the world, and the four casts* established a system of

** ascetic devotion. From these, the ten sects of Sanyasis, and the twelve

sects of Y6gis, originated. The Jangam, the Srivira, and the Deva

Di^ambar, entered into mutual contests. The Brahmens divided into

^'different classes; and the S'astras, Vedas, and Puranas,f contradicted

each other. The six Ders'ans (philosophical sects) exhibited enmity,

" and the thirty-six Pashands (heterodox sects) arose, with hundreds of

^‘thousands of chimerical and magical (tantra mantra) sects; and thus,

from one form, many good and many evil forms originated, and error

prevailed in the Cali Yug, or age of general depravity.”

The Sikh author pursues this account of the errors into which the Hindus

fell, with a curious passage regarding the origin and progress of the

Muhammedan religion.

" The world,” he writes, ** went on with these numerous divisions,

“ when Muhammed Yara\ appeared, who gave origin to the seventy-

two sects,§ and widely disseminated discord and war. He established the

* Brahmen, Cshatriya, Vaisya, and Sudra.

t Different sacred books of the Hindus.

t Ydr signifies friend

;

and one of the prophet’s titles among his followers, is Yar-i-Khudd,

or thefriend o/God.

§ The Muhammedan religion is said to be divided into seventy-two sects.
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" Rozeh o Aid (fast and festivals,) and the Namaz (prayer,) and made

his practice of devotional acts prevalent in the world, with a multitude

“of distinctions, of Pir (saint,
)
Paighamber (prophet,-) Ulema, (the

“order of priesthood,) and Kitab (the Koran.) He demolished the

temples, and on their ruins built the mosques, slaughtering cows and

“ helpless persons, and spreading transgression far and wide, holding in

“ hostility Cafirs (infidels,) Mulhids (idolaters,) Irmenis (Armenians,)

“ Rumis (the Turks,) and Zingis (Ethiopians;) thus vice greatly diffused

“ itself in the universe.”

“ Then,” this author adds, “ there were two races in the world, the

“ one Hindu, the other Muhammedan, and both were alike excited by

“ pride, enmity, and avarice, to violence. The Hindus, set their heart

on Ganga and Benares : The Muhammedans on Mecca and the Caaba.

“ The Hindus clunf^ to their mark on the forehead and brahminical string;

“The Moslemans to their circumcision. The one cried Ram (the name

“of an Avatar,) the other Rahim (the merciful;) one name, but two

“ways of pronouncing it; forgetting equally the Vedas, and the Koran;

“ and through the deceptions of lust, avarice, the world, and Satan, they

“swerved equally from the true path; while Brahmens and Moulavis

“ destroyed each other by their quarrels, and the vicissitudes of life and

“ death hung always suspended over their heads.”

“ When the world was in this distracted state, and vice prevailed,”

says this writer, “ the complaint of virtue, whose dominion was extinct,

“ reached the throne of the almighty, who created Ndnac, to enlighten

and improve a degenerate and corrupt age; and that holy man

“ made God the supreme known to all, giving the nectarious water that

“ washed his feet to his disciples to drink. He restored to virtue her
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‘‘strength^ blended the four casts* into one, established one mode of salu-

" tation, changed the childish play of bending the head at the feet of idols,

taught the worship of the true God, and reformed a depraved world.”

Ndnac appears, by the account of this author, to have established his

fame for sanctity by the usual modes of religious mendicants. He performed

severe Tapasya,f living upon sand and swallow-wort, and sleeping on

sharp pebbles; and after attaining fame by this kind of penance, he com-

menced his travels, with the view of spreading his doctrine over the earth.

After Ndnac had completed his terrestrial travels, he is supposed to

have ascended to Sum^ru, where he saw the Sidd’hisJ all seated in a cir-

cle. These, from a knowledge of that eminence for which he was predes-

tined, wished to make him assume the characteristic devotion of their

sect, to which they thought he would be an ornament. While means were

used to effect this purpose, a divine voice was heard to exclaim, " Nd-

nac shall form his own sect, distinct from all the Yatis§ and Sidd’his;

‘'and his name shall be joyful to the Cali Yug.” After this, Ndnac

preached the adoration of the true God to the Hindus; and then went to

instruct the Muhammedans in their sacred temples at Mecca. When at

that place, the holy men are said to have gathered round him, and demand-

* There is no ground to conclude, tiiat casts were altogether abolisiied by Na'nac; though his

doctrines and writings had a tendency to equalize the and unite all in the worship of

one God.

t A kind of ascetic devotion, which has been before explained.

J The Sidd’his (Saints) are the attendants of the gods. The name is most generally applied to

those who wait on Gane'sa.

§ The name Yati is most usually applied to the priests of the Jaims; but it is also applicable to

Sanydsis, and other penitents.

VoL. XI. N n
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ed, whether their faith, or that of the Hindus, was the best. " Without

the practice of true piety, both.” said Ndnac, ** are erroneous, and

“ neither Hindus nor Moslems will be acceptable before the throne of

God; for the faded tinge of scarlet, that has been soiled by water, will

“ never return. You both deceive yourselves, pronouncing aloud. Ram
" and Rahim, and the way of Satan prevails in the universe.”

. /

The courageous independence with which Ndnac announced his reli-

gion to the Muhammedans, is a favorite topic with hi§ biographers. He

was one day abused, and even struck, as one of these relates, by a Moul-

lah. for lying on the ground with his feet in the direction of the sacred

temple of Mecca. How darest thou, infidel,” said the offended Muham-

medan priest, ** to turn thy feet towards the house of God?" Turn them

**
if you can,” said the pious but indignant Ndnac, “ in a direction

where the house of God is not.”

Ndnac did not deny the mission of Muhammed. "That Prophet

" was sent,” he said, by God to this world to do good, and to dis-

" seminate the knowledge of one God through means of the Kordn;

" but he, acting on the principle of free will, which all human beings

" exercise, introduced oppression, and cruelty, and the slaughter of cows,*

" for which he died. I am now sent,” he added, " from heaven, to

" publish unto mankind a book, which shall reduce all the names given

" unto God to one name, which is God; and he who calls him by any

V " other, shall fall into the path of the devil, and have his feet bound in

" the chains of wretchedness. You have,” said he to the Muhammedans,

despoiled the temples, and burnt the sacred Vedas, of the Hindus; and

• Na'nac appears, on this, and every occasion, to have preserved bis attachment to Uiis

favorite dogma of the Hindus.
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you have dressed yourselves in dresses of blue, and you delight to have

" your praises sung from house to house; but I, who have seen all the

''world, tell you that the Hindus equally hate you and your mosques.

"I am sent to reconcile your jarting faiths; and I implore you to read

" their scriptures as well as your own ; but reading is useless, without

" obedience to the doctrine taught; for God has said, no man shall be

" saved, except he has performed good works. The Almighty will not

"ask to what tribe or persuasion he belongs; he will only ask. What has

" he done ? Therefore those violent and continued disputes, which subsist

" between the Hindus and Moslemans, are as impious as they are unjust.”

\

Such were the doctrines, according to his disciples, which Nanac

taught to both Hindus and Muhammedans. He professed veneration and

respect, but refused adoration to the founders of both their religions, for

which, as for those of all other tribes, he had great tolerance. " A hun-

" dred thousand of Muliammeds/* said Nanac, "a million of Brah-

" mas, Vishnus, and a hundred thousand Rdmas, stand at the gate of

"the Most High. These all perish; God alone is immortal. Yet men

" who unite in the praise of God, are not ashamed of living in contention

" with each other, which proves that the evil spirit has subdued all. He

“ alone is a true Hindu whose heart is just; and he only is a good Muham-

" medan whose life is pure.”

Nanac is stated, by the Sikh author from whom the above account of

his religion is taken, to have had an interview with the Supreme God,

which he thus describes. " One day Nanac heard a voice from above

"exclaim, Nanac, approach!” He replied, " Oh God! what power

"have I to stand in thy presence?” The voice said, "Close thine

"eyes.” Nanac shut his eyes, and advanced: he was told to look up;

N n 2
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he did so, and heard the word Wa J or, well done, pronounced five times,

and then Wa ! Guruji, or, well done, teacher. After this God said,

“ Ndtiac

!

I have sent thee into the world, in the Cali Yug, (or depraved

go, and bear my name.’* Ndnac said, Oh God! how can

I bear the mighty burthen ? If my age was extended to tens of millions

“ of years, if I drank of immortality, and my eyes were formed of the sun

and moon, and were never closed, still. Oh God! I could not presume to

"take charge of thy wondrous name.” "I will be thy Guru (teacher,”)

said God, " and thou shall be a Guru to all mankind, and thy sect shall be

** great in the world : their word is Puri Puri, The word of the Bairagi

" is Ram ! Ram ! that of the Sanyasi, Om ! Kama ! Narayen ! and the word

"of the Yogis, Ades'! Ades'! and the salutation of the Muhammedans is

" Salam AHkam ; and that of the Hindus, Ram ! Ram ! but the word of

" thy sect shall be Guru, and I will forgive the crimes of thy disciples. The

"place of worship of the Bairagis is called Ramsala; that of the Yogis,

Asan ; that of the Sanyasis, Mat ; that of thy tribe shall be Dherma Sala.

Thou must teach unto thy followers three lessons : the first, to worship

" my name ; the second, charity ; the third, ablution. They must not

" abandon the world, and they must do ill to no being ; for into every

"being have I infused breath; and whatever I am, thou art; or betwixt us

" there is no difference. It is a blessing that thou art sent into the Cali Yug.”

" After this Wa Guru ! or, well done, teacher ! was pronounced from the

" mouth of the most high Guru, or teacher, {God,) and Ndnac came to give

" light and freedom to the universe.”

The above will give a sufficient view of the ideas which the Sikhs

entertain regarding the divine origin of their faith, which, as first taught by

Ndnac, might justly be deemed the religion of peace.
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** Put on armour/’ says Ndnac, that will harm no one ; let thy coat

of mail be that of understanding, and convert thy enemies to friends.

Fight with valor, but with no weapon, except the word of God.” AH

the principles which Ndnac in&ulcated were those of pure deism ; but

moderated, in order to meet the deep-rooted usages of that portion of

mankind which he wished to reclaim from error. Though he con-

demned the lives and habits of the Muhammedans, he approved of the

Koran.* He admitted the truth of the ancient Vedas, but contended that

the Hindu religion had been corrupted by the introduction of a plurality

of gods, with the worship of images, which led their minds astray

from that great and eternal being to whom adoration should alone

be paid. He, however, followed the forms of the Hindus, and adopted

most of their doctrines which did not interfere with his great and leading

tenet. He admitted the claim to veneration of the numerous catalogue of

Hindu Devas, and Devatas, or inferior deities; but he refused them

adoration. He held it impious to slaughter the cow; and he directed

his votaries, as has been seen, to consider ablution as one of their primary

religious duties.

Ndnac, according to Penjabi authors, admitted the Hindu doctrine of

metempsychosis. He believed that really good men would enjoy paradise

;

that those who had no claim to the name of good, but yet were not bad,

would undergo another probation, by revisiting the world in the human

form ; and that the bad would animate the bodies of animals, particularly

dogs and cats : but it appears, from the same authorities, that Ndnac was

acquainted with the Muhammedan doctrine regarding the fall of man, and

• This fact is admitted by Sikh authors. It is, however, probable, that Na'nac was but

imperfectly acquainted with the doctrines of that volume.
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a future state; and that he represented it to his followers as a system in

which God, by shewing a heaven and a hell, had, in his great goodness,

held out future rewards and punishments to man, whose will he had left

free, to incite him to good actions, and deter him from bad. The principle

of reward and punishment is so nearly the same in the Hindu and in the

Muhammedan religion, that it was not difficult for Nanac to reconcile his

followers upon this point ; but in this, as in all others, he seems to have

bent to the doctrine of Brahma^ In all his writings, however, he borrowed

indifferently from the Koran and the Hindu Sastras; and his example was

followed by his successors ; and quotations from the scriptures of the Hindus,

and from the book Muhammed, are indiscriminately introduced into

all their sacred writings, to elucidate those points on which it was their

object to reconcile these jarring religions.

With the exact mode in which Nanac instructed his followers to ad-

dress their prayers to that supreme being whom he taught them to adore,

I am not acquainted. Their D’herma Sala, or temples of worship, are, in

general, plain buildings. Images are, of course, banished : their prescribed

forms of prayer are, I believe, few and simple :
part of the writings of

Nanac, which have since been incorporated with those of his successors,

in the A^di Grant’h, are read, or rather recited, upon every solemn occa-

sion. These are all in praise of the deity, of religion, and of virtue; and

against impiety and immorality. The A71i Grant’h, the whole of the

first part of which is ascribed to Nnnac, is written, like the rest of the

books of the Sikhs, in the purumuk'h* character, I can only judge very

imperfectly of the value of this work; but some extracts, translated from

• A modified species of the Bdgari character.
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it, appear worthy of that admiration which is bestowed upon it by the Sikhs.

The A'di-Grant’h is in verse; and many of the chapters, written by Ndnac,

are termed Pidi, which means literally, a ladder or flight of steps; and meta-

phorically, that by which a man ascends.

In the following fragment, literally translated from the Soiiar rag asa mahilla

pehla of Ndnac, he displays the supremacy of the true God, and the inferiority

of the Devatas, and other created beings, to the universal creator ; however

they may. have been elevated into deities by ignorance or superstition.

Thy portals, how wonderful they are, how wonderful thy palace, where thou slttest and

govemest all I

Numberless and infinite are the sounds which proclaim thy praises.

How numerous are thy Peris, skilful in music and song

!

Pavan (air,) water, and Vasantar (fire) celebrate thee; D’herma Ra'ja' (the Hindu

Rhadamanthus) celebrates thy praises at thy gates.

Chitragupta (secretary to D’herma Ra'ja') celebrates thy praises, who, skilful in

writing, writes and administers final justice.

Is'wara, Brahma', and DeVi, celebrate thy praises ; they declare in fit terms thy majesty

at thy gates.

Inora celebrates thy praises, sitting on the Indraic throne amid the Devatas.

The just celebrate thy praises in profound meditation, the pious declare thy glory.

The Yatis, and the Satis, joyfully celebrate thy might.

The Pandits, skilled in reading, and the Rishis'waras, who age by age read the Vedas,

recite thy praises.

The Mdhim's (celestial courtezans) heart alluring, inhabiting Stuarga, Mritj/a, and Pdtdld,

celebrate thy praises.

The Ratnas (gems) with the thirty-eight Tirt'has (sacred springs) celebrate thy praises.

Heroes of great might celebrate thy name ; beings of the four kinds of production celebrate

thy praises.

Tlie continents, and regions of the world, celebrate thy praises ; the universal Brahmdnda-

(the mundane egg) which thou hast established firm.

All who know thee praise thee, all who are desirous of thy worship.
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IIow numerous they are who praise thee! they exceed my comprehension : how then 'shall

Na'nac describe them?

lie, even he is the lord of truth, true, and truly just.

He is, he was, lie passes, he passes not, the preserver of all that is preserved.

Ofmm erous hues, sorts and kinds, he is the original author of Maya (deception.)

Having formed the creation, he surveys his own work, the display of his own greatness.

What pleases him, he does, and no order of any other being can reach him.

He is the Padshah and the Pddsdheb of Shahs ; Na'nac resides in his favor.

These few verses are, perhaps, sufficient to shew, that it was on a prin-

ciple of pure deism that Ndnoc entirely grounded his religion. It was

not possible, however, that the minds of any large portion of mankind could

remain long fixed in a belief which presented them only with general

truths, and those of a nature too vast for their contemplation or

comprehension. The followers of Ndnac, since his death, have paid an

adoration to his name, which is at variance with the lessons which he

taught; they have clothed him in all the attributes of a saint. They

consider him as the selected instrument of God, to make known the true

faith to fallen man; and, as such, they give him divine honors; not only

performing pilgrimage to his tomb, but addressing him, in their prayers, as

their saviour and mediator.

The religious tenets and usages of the Sikhs continued, as they had

been established by l^dnac,* till the time of Guru Govind, who,

though he did not alter the fundamental principles of the established faith,

made so complete a change in the sacred usages and civil habits of his

• Certainlv no n aferial alforalion was made, either in the belief or forms of the Sikhs, by

any of his successors before Gu'bo' Go'vind. Har Go'vind, who armed his followers to

rej el aggression, would only appear to have made a temporary effort to oppose his enemies,

willioiit an ei:dea\our lo efcct any serious charge in the religious belief or customs ot tb«

sect to w Lilli he belonged.
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followers, that he gave them an entirely new character; and though the

Sikhs retain all their veneration for Ndnac, they deem Gtinl Govind

to have been equally exalted by the immediate favor and protection of

the divinity; and the Das'ama Padshah ka Grant’h, or book of the

tenth king, which was written by Guru Govind, is considered, in every

respect, as holy as the A'di Grant’h of Ndnac, and his immediate successors.

I cannot better explain the pretensions which Gilru Govind has made

to the rank of a prophet, than by exhibiting his own account of his

mission in a literal version from his Vichitra Natac,

I now declare my own history, and the multifarious austerities which

I have performed,

" Where the seven peaks rise beautiful on the mountain Hemacuta,

and the place takes the name of Sapta Sringa, greater penance have I

performed than was ever endured by Pandu Raja, meditating con-

stantly on Maha Cal and Calica, till diversity was changed into one

form. My father and mother meditated on the divinity, and performed

the Yoga till Guru Deva approved of their devotions. Then the

« Supreme issued his order, and I was born in the Cali Yug ; though my
inclination was not to come into the world, my mind being fixed on the

foot of the supreme. When the Supreme Being made known his will,

I was sent into the world. The eternal being thus addressed this feeble

‘‘ insect

:

— I have manifested thee as my own son, and appointed thee to esta-

blish a perfect Pani’h (sect.) Go into the world, establish virtue, and

expel vice.”

—

—I stand with joined hands, bending my head at thy word ; the Pant’h

VoL. XI. 0 0
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shall prevail in the world when thou lendest thine aid,—Then was I

sent into the world ; thus. I received mortal birth : as the Supreme spoke

to me, so do I speak, and to none do I bear enmity. Whoever shall

call me Parameswara, he shall sink into the pit of hell : know that I

am only the servant of the Supreme, and concerning this entertain no

doubt. As God spoke, I announce unto the world, and remain not

silent in the world of men;

" As God spoke, so do I declare, and I regard no person’s word.

I wear» my dress in nobody’s fashion, but follow that appointed by the

Supreme. I perform no worship to stones, nor imitate the ceremonies

of any one. I pronounce the infinite name, and have attained to the

Supreme Being. I wear no bristling locks on my head, nor adorn myself

with ear-rings, I receive no person’s words in my ears, but as the

Lord speaks I act. I meditate on the sole name, and attain my object.

To no other do I perform the Jap, in no other do I confide. I meditate

on the infinite name, and attain the supreme light. On no other do I

meditate, the name of no other do I pronounce.

For this sole reason, to establish virtue, was I sent into the world by

Guru Deva. ‘ Every where,’ said he, * establish virtue, and exterminate

the wicked and vicious.’ For this purpose have I received mortal

birth, and this let all the virtuous understand; to establish virtue, to

exalt piety, and to extirpate the vicious utterly. Every former Avatar

established his own Jap, but no one punished the irreligious, no one

established both the principles and practice of virtue, (Dherm Carm.)

Every holy man (Ghous) and prophet (Ambia) attempted only to

establish his own reputation in the world; but no one comprehended the

Supreme Being, or understood the true principles or practice of virtue.
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" The doctrine of no other is of any avail: this doctrine fix in your minds.

There is no benefit in any other doctrine, this fix in your minds.

Whoever reads the Koran, whoever reads the Puran, neither of

them shall escape death, and nothing but virtue shall avail at last.

Millions of men may read the Koran, they may read innumerable Purans,

“ but it shafil be of no avail in the life to come, and the power of destiny

shall prevail over thern^”

Guru Govind, after this account of the origin of his mission, gives a

short account of his birth and succession to the spiritual duties at his father’s

death.

At the command of God I received mortal birth, and came into the

" world. This I now declare briefly ; attend to what I speak.

“ My father journeyed towards the east, performing ablution in all the

sacred springs. When he arrived at Triveni, he spent a day in acts of

devotion and charity. On that occasion was I manifested. In the town

of Patna I received a body. Then the Madra Des' received me, and

nurses nursed me tenderly, and tended me with great care, instructing

me attentively every day. When I reached the age of Dherm and

Carm, (principles and practice,) my father departed to the Deva Loca.

When I was invested with the dignity of Raja, I established virtue to

“ the utmost of my power. I addicted myself to every species of hunting

in the forests, and daily killed the bear and the stag. When I had be-

" come acquainted with that country, I proceeded to the city of Pavata,

where I amused myself on the banks of the Calindri, and viewed every

kind of spectacle. There I slew a great number of tigers; and, in

various modes, hunted the bear.”

o o 2
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- The above passages will convey an idea of that] impression which Gum
Gciiiicl gave his followers of his divine mission. I shall shortly enumerate

those alterations he made in the usages of the Sikhs, whom it was his

object to render, through the means of religious enthusiasm, a warlike

race.

Though Guru Govind was brought up in the religion of Ndnac, he

appears, from having been educated among the Hindu priests of Mathura,

to have been deeply tainted with their superstitious belief; and he was,

perhaps, induced, by considerations of policy, to lean still more strongly

to their prejudices, in order to induce them to become converts to that

religious military community, by means of which it was his object to destroy

the Muhammedan power.

The principal of the religious institutions of Guru Govind is that

of the Pahal, the ceremony by which a convert is initiated into the tribe of

Sikhs ; or, more properly speaking, that of Sinhs. The meaning of this

institution is to make the convert a member of the Khalsa or Sikh common-

wealth, which he can only become by assenting to certain observances;

the devoting himself to arms for the defence of the commonwealth, and

the destruction of its enemies ; the wearing his hair, and fputting on a

blue dress.*

* It has been before stated, that all the followers of Go'vind do not now wear the blue

dress, but they all wear their hair j and their jealous regard of it is not to be described.

Three inferior agents of Sikk chiefs were one day in my tent ; one of them was a Kh&lsa

Sink, and the two others of the KhaUsa tribe of Sikhs. I was laughing and joking with the

Kkdha Sinh, wha said he had been ordered to attend me to Calcutta. Among other subjects

of our mirth, I rallied him on trusting himself so much in my power. “ Why, what is

“ the worst,” said he, “that you can do to me, when I am at such a distance from home J”

J passed my hand across my chin, imitating the act of sliaving. The mau’s face was in an
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The mode in which Guru Gdvind first initiated his converts is described

by a Sikh writer; and, as I believe it is nearly the same as that

now observed, 1 shall shortly state it as he has described it. Guru

Gdvind, he says, after his arrival at Mak’haval, initiated five converts,

and gave them instructions how to initiate others. The mode is as fol-

lows. The convert is told that he must allow his hair to grow. He must

clothe himself from head to foot in blue clothes. He is then jiresented

with the five weapons a sword, a firelock, a bow and arrow, and apike.**

One of those who initiate him, then says, “ the Guru is thy holy teacher,

and thou art his sikh or disciple.” Some sugar and water is put into a

cup, and stirred round with a steel knife, or dagger, and some of the first

chapters of the A'di-Grant’h, and the first chapters of the Das'ama Pad-

shah ka Grant'h, are read; and those who perform the initiation exclaim,

Wa ! Guruji kaKhalsa! Wa ! Guruji ki Fateh! (Succes to the state of the

Guru 1 Victory attend the Guru !.) After this exclamation has been repeated-

five times, they say, “ This Sherbet is nectar; it is the water of life ; drink

" it.” The disciple obeys, and some Sherbet, prepared in a similar manner, is

sprinkled over his head and beard. After these ceremonies, the disciple is

asked if he consents to be of the faith of Guru Govind. He answers,

I do consent.” He is then told, "If you do, you must abandon all

instant distorted with rage, and his sword half drawn. “ You are ignorant," said he to

me, “ of the offence you have given. 1 cannot strike you, who are above me, and the

friend of my master and the state
;
but no power,” he added, “ shall save tliese fellows,”

allud‘ing to the two K/uildsa Sikhs, “ from my revenge, for having dared to smile at your

“ action.” It was with the greatest didiculty, and only by the good offices of some Sikh

chiefs, that I was able to pacify the wounded honor of this Sinh.

* The goddess of courage, Bhavani Durga', represented in the Das'ama Pddshuh ka.

Grant’h, or book of kings of Gu'ru' Go'vind, is the soul of arms, or tutelary goddess of

war, and is thus addressed ; “ Thou art the edge of the sword ; thou art the arrow, the sword,,

the knife, and the dagger.”
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intercoursCj and neither eat^ drink, or sit in company, with men of five

sects which I shall name. The first, the Mina D’hirmal, who, though of

the race of Ndnac, were tempted by avarice to give poison to Arjuri,

and though they did not succeed, they ought to be expelled from

society. The second are the Musandia, a sect 'who call themselves

Gurus, or priests, and endeavour to introduce heterodox doctrines.*

The third. Ram Rayi, the descendants of Rdtn Rat/, whose intrigues

were the great cause of the destruction of the holy ruler, Tigk Sinlu

The fourth are the Kud^i-mar, or destroyersf of their own daughters.

Fifth, the Bhadani, who shave the hair of their heads and beards.’'

The disciple, after this warning against intercourse with sectaries, or

rather schismatics, is instructed in some general precepts, the observance

of which regard the welfare of the community into which he has entered.

He is told to be gentle and polite to all with whom he converses, to endea-

vour to attain wisdom, and to emulate the persuasive eloquence of

Baba Ndnac. He is particularly enjoined, whenever he approaches any

of the Sikh temples, to do it with reverence and respect, and to go to

Amritsar to pay his devotions to the Khalsa, or state, the interests of

which he is directed, on all occasions, to consider paramount to his own.

He is instructed to labor to encrease the prosperity of the town of Amrit-

sar; and told, that at every place of worship which he visits, he will be

conducted in the right path by the Guru (Guru Govind.) He is instructed

to believe, that it is the duty of all those who belong to the Khalsa, or

commonwealth of the Sikhs, neither to lament the sacrifice of property,

nor of life, in support of each other; and he is directed to read the A'di-

• Gu'ru' Go'vind put to death nianv of this tribe.

t This barbarous custom still prevails amoug the Udjaputs in many parts of Hindustan.
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Grant’h and Das'ama Padshah ka Grant’h, every morning and every evening.

Whatever he has received from God, he is told it is his duty to share with

others : and after the disciple has heard and understood all these and similar

precepts, he is declared to be duly initiated.

Guru Gdvind SinJi, agreeably to this Sikh author, after initiating the

first five disciples in the mode above stated, ordered the principal person

among them* to initiate him exactly on similar occasions, which he did.

The author from whom the above account is taken, states, that when

Gdvind was at the point of death, he exclaimed, " Wherever five Sikhs

are assembled, there I also shall be present and, in consequence of

this expression, five Sikhs are the number necessary to make a Sinh, or

convert. By the religious institutions of Guru Gdvindy proselytes are

admitted from all tribes and casts in the universe. The initiation may

take place at any time of life ; but the children of the Sinhs all go througb

this rite at a very early age.

The leading tenet of Guru Gdvind^

s

religious institutions, which

obliges his followers to devote themselves to arras, is stated, in one of the

chapters of the Dasama Padshah ka Grant’h, or book of the tenth king,

written in praise of Durga B'havdrii, the goddess of courage ;
“ Durga,"*

Guru Gdvind says, “ appeared to me when I was asleep, arrayed

in all her glory. The goddess put into my hand the hilt of a

bright scymiter, which she had before held in her own. The country

" of the Muhammedans” said the goddess, ** shall be conquered by thee,

^^and numbers of that race shall be slain.” After I had heard this, I

• Agreeable to this author, Gu'ru' Go'vind was initiated on Friday, tlie 8th of tlie month

B*hddra, in the year 1753 of the aera of Vicrama'ditya ; and on that day his great work, the

Dus'ama Padshah ka GrarU% or book of the teiuh king, was completed.
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exclaimed, This steel shall be the gtVard to me and my followers, because,

in its lustre, the splendor of thy countenance. Oh goddess ! is always

'' reflected."* h ;

t
;

J
.

I I ^ .

. , O u
J.

The Das'ama Padsh&h ka Grant’h of Gu'ru' Govind appears, from the

extracts which I have seen of it, to abound in fine passages. Its author has

borrowed largely from the Sastras of the Brahmens, and the Koran.

He praises Ndnac as a holy saint, accepted of God; and grounds hiis faith,

like that of his predecessors, ' upon the adoration of one whose

power and attributes he, however, describes by so many Sanscrit names,

and with such constant allusions to the Hindu mythology, that it appears

often difficult to separate his purer belief from their gross idolatry. He

however rejects all worship of images, on an opinion taken from one of

the ancient Vedas, which declares,* “ that to worship an idol ‘made of

wood, earth, or stone, is as foolish as it is impious ; for God alone is

** deserving of adoration."

The great points, however, by which Guru Gevind has separated

his followers for ever from the Hindus, are those which have been before

stated. The destruction of the" distinction of casts, the admission of pro-

selytes, and the .rendering the pursuit of arms not only admissible>' but

the religious duty of all his followers ; whereas, among the ' Hindus, agree-

able to the Dherma S'astra, one of the most revered of their sacred

writings, carrying arms on all occasions; as an occupation, is 'only lawful

to the Cshatriya .or military' tribe. 'A Brahmen is allowed to obtain a

'

i ,
-— ..d—A \ L .'Miii.U ai.f 1 —:

—

L; :

* All author whom I have often quoted, savs, Gu'ru' Go'vind gave the following injunc-

tions to his followers :
“ It is right to slay a Muhummedan wherever you meet him.

“ If you meet a ilindii, beat him, and plunder him, and divide liis property among you.

** Employ your constant efforts to destroy the countries ruled by Muhammedans. If they

*’ oppose you, defeat and slay theni.^
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livelihood by arms, if he can by no other mode. The Vaisi/a and Svdra are

not allowed to make arms their profession, though they may use them in self

defence.

The sacred book of Gu ru' Govixd is not confined to religious subjects,

or tales of Hindu mythology, related in his own way ;
but abounds in ac-

counts of the battles which he fought, and of the actions which were per-

formed by the most valiant of his followers. Courage is, throughout this

work, placed above every other virtue; and Govind, like Muhammed,

makes martyrdom for the faith which he taught, the shortest and most certain

road, to honour in this world, and eternal happiness in the future. The

opinion, which the entertain of Govind, will be best collected from

their most esteemed authors.

“ Gu'ru' Govind Sinh,” one* of those writers states, “ appeared as

“ the tenth Avatar. He meditated on the creator himself, invisible, eternal,

“ and incomprehensible. He established the Khdlsa his own sect, and by

“ exhibiting singular energy, leaving the hair on his head, and seizing the

“ scymiter, he smote every Avicked person. He bound the garment of

“ chastity round his loins, grasped the SAVord of valour, and, passing the

“ true Avord of victory, became victorious in the field of combat; and seizing

the Devatds, his foes, he inflicted on them punishment, and, Avith great

“ success, diffused the sublime Guru Jdp, (a mystical form of prayer com-

“ posed by Gu'ru' Govind,) through the Avorld. As he was born a Avar-

“ like Sinh, he assumed the blue dress ; and by destroying the Avicked

“ Turks, he exalted the name of Hari (God.) No Sirdar could stand

* B’hai Guru Das Bhai.e.
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“ in battle against him, but all of them fled
;
and, whether Hindu Rajda

V or Muhammedan lords, became like dust in ins presence. The mountains,

“ hearing of him, were struck with terror ; the whole world was affrighted,

“ and the people fled from their habitations. In short, such was his fame,

“ that they were all thrown into consternation, and began to say,—Besides

“ thee, O Sat Guru! there is no dispeller of danger.—Having seized and

“ displayed his sword, no person could resist his might.”

The same author, in a subsequent passage, gives a very characteristic

account of that spirit of hostility which the religion of Gu^ru' Govind

breathed against the Muhammedans

;

and of the manner in which it treated

those sacred writings, upon which, most of the established usages Hindus

are grounded.

“ By the command of the eternal, the great Guru disseminated the true

“ knowledge. Full of strength and courage, he successfully established the

“ Khdlsa (or state.) Thus, at once founding the sect of Sink, he struck the

“ whole world with awe ;
overturning temples and sacred places, tombs and

“ mosques, he levelled them all with the plain
; rejecting the Vedas^ the

“ Purdns, the six Sdstras, and the Kordn; he abolished the cry of Namdz

“ (Muhammedan prayer) and slew the Sultans
;
reducing the Mirs and Firs

“ (the lords and priests of the Muhammedans) to silence, he overturned all

“ their sects; the Moullahs (professors) and the Kdzis (judges) were con

-

“ founded, and found no benefit from their studies. The Brahmens, the

“ Pandits, und the Jotishis (or astrologers) had acquired a relish for worldly

“ things; they worshipped stones and temples, and forgot the supreme.

“ Thus these two sects, the Muhammedan and Hindu, remained involved

in delusion and ignorance, when the third sect of-the Khdlsa originated
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in purity. When, at the order of Gu ru' Govind, the Sinks seized and

“ displayed the scymiter, then subduing all their enemies, they meditated

“ on the eternal ;
and, as soon as the order of the most high was manifested

“ in the world, circumcision ceased, and the Turks trembled, when they

“ saw the ritual of Muhammed destroyed: then the iVaA:dm (large drum)

“ of victory sounded throughout the world, and fear and dread were abo-

“ lished. Thus the third sect was established, and increased greatly in might.”

These extracts, and what I have before stated, will sufficiently shew the

character of the religious institutions of Gu'ru' Govind; which were ad-

mirably calculated to awaken, through the means of fanaticism, a spirit of

courage and independence, among men who had been content, for ages, with

, - that degraded condition in society, to which they were taught to believe

themselves born. The end which Govind sought, could not, perhaps, have

been attained by the employment of other means. Exhortations respecting

their civil rights, and the wrongs which they sustained, would have been

wasted on minds enslaved by superstition, and who could only be persuaded

to assert themselves men, by an impression that it was the will of heaven

they should do so. His success is a strong elucidation of the general cha-

racter of the Hindu natives of India. That race, though in general mild

and peaceable, take the most savage and ferocious turn, when roused to

action by the influence of religious feeling.

I have mentioned, in the narrative part of this sketch, the attempt of the

Bairdgi Banda to alter the religious institutions of Gu'ru' Govind, and

its failure. The tribe of Acdlis (immortals) who have now assumed a dic-

tatorial sway in all the religious ceremonies at Amritsar, and the JSirmala

and Shahid, who read the sacred writings, may hereafter introduce some

p p 2
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changes in those usages which the Sikhs revere ; but it is probable that

the spirit of equality, which has been hitherto considered as the vital prin-

ciple of the Khdlsa or commonwealth, and which makes all Sikhs so reluc-

tant to own either a temporal or spiritual leader, will tend greatly to preserve

their institutions from invasion; and it is stated, in a tradition which is

universally believed by the Sikhs, and has, indeed, been inserted in their

sacred writings, that Gu'ru' Govind, when he was asked by his followers,

who surrounded his death-bed, to whom he would leave his authority, re-

plied, “ I have delivered over the Khdlsa (commonwealth) to God, who

“ never dies. I have been your guide, and will still preserve you ;
read the

“ Grant'll, and attend to its tenets; and whoever remains true to the state,

“ him will I aid.” From these dying words of Gu''ru' Govind, the

believe themselves to have been placed, by their last and most revered Pro-

phet, under the peculiar care of God ;
and their attachment to this mys-

terious principle, leads them to consider the Khdlsa (or commonwealth) as a

theocracy
; and such an impression is likely to oppose a very serious obstacle,

if not an insuperable barrier, to the designs of any of their chiefs, who may

hereafter endeavour to establish an absolute pow'er over the whole nation.

1
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AN ACCOUNT OF

EXPERIMENTS
MADE AT THE

OBSERVATORY NEAR FORT ST. GEORGE,

FOR DETERMINING THE

LENGTH OF THE SIMPLE PENDULUM BEATING SECONDS OF TIME AT THAT PLACE;

TO WHICH ARE ADDED,
«

Comparisons of the said Experiments,

WITH

OTHERS MADE IN DIFFERENT PARTS OF THE GLOBE,

AND SOME

Remarks on the Ellipticity of tlie Earth, as deduced from these Operations.

By CAPTAIN JOHN WARREN,

OF HIS majesty’s THIRTY-THIRD REGIMENT OF FOOT.

i.When I was perusing Mr. Le Gentil’s book, entitled “ Voyage

dans la Mer des Indes,” I noticed a passage, of which the following is a

translation.* “ I cannot disguise that my experiments do not seem to agree

“ with those made by Mr. Bouguer, whatever be the cause: but I assert

“ tvith pleasure, that they agree with the experiments made at Pello.”

* Vol. II. page 331, where he gives an account of his experiments on the length of the pen-

dulum at Blanilla.
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2. In our days, the votaries of science have been taught to clear their

doubts, not by argument, but by actual investigation. Seeing two such

good authorities at variance, I undertook to ascertain, by means of facts,

what was the cause of this seeming discrepancy.

3 . As my results have turned out very consistent with Mr. Le Gentil’s

operations at Pondicherry^^ I shall give a less detailed account of my experi-

ments than I originally had intended: not omitting however any thing essen-

tial, to prove that they have been made with sufficient care and accuracy, to

deserve the attention of the Asiatic Society.

PREPARATION.

4. Much depending on the permanent length of the substance used for

the pendulum of experiments, I chose, in preference to silk, a sort of string,

seemingly of the same substance as that used by Mr. Le Gentil, both at

Manilla and Pondicherry. Tha-t gentleman describes it as a species of wild

plantain tree (Bananier SauvageJ which he calls Balizier.-\ It is easily pro-

cured in Madras, where it comes from China and the Philippine Islands.

5 . The string which I used was about -rwths of an inch in diameter, and a

length of 5 feet 5 inches of the same weighed 4. 71 S grains troy weight.

I

* When combining the results at Madras and Pondicherry, to obtain the length of the pendulum
at the equator, the results were :

—

By Manilla and Pondicherry 38.944860.
By Madras and Pondicherry 38.945390.

See the table at the end.
f

f Vol. I. page 450.

t Weighed by Mr. Roebuck, in the assay scales at the Madras mint.
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susponded, for some time, a four pound weight, to about six feet length of

this string; and on removing it, I fastened, in its stead, a ball of cast lead,

of 1 . 34 inch diameter, weighing 7 * 384 oz. troy weight, with which the ex-

periments were made. The insertion was contrived, by boring a very small

hole, of a sufficient depth, towards the centre of the ball, into which it was

introduced, and secured by a small pin, strongly driven, and then filed even

with the surface of the sphere, so that there was no loop, and the whole

length was uniform.*

6. The pendulum of experiment being thus prepared, T fastened it to an

iron head, made at one end in the shape of a common nail, and at the other

in that of an oblong square ; so that, when fixed, it projected about two

inches from the wall, and was perfectly immovable.

7. Near the extremity of this square, I caused a very small hole to be

perforated, just large enough to admit the thread, so that the axis of motion

of the pendulum should be exactly at the lower surface of the iron head.

8. This apparatus was fixed against the northern wall of the Observatory,

and close by the clock, w'hich keeps mean time
; an excellent piece, made

f)y Haswall, who brought it out to India, and placed it himself where it

now stands.

9. Several concentric circles, of a radius nearly equal to the pendulum of

experiments, w^ere drawn against the wall, from the iron head as a centre.

These were divided into quarter inches, in order to determine the arcs of

vibration.

* It wa-i first weighed with the string in bulk
;
then the string was weighed separately.
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10. The next object (and this one of the greatest importance) was to con-

trive a very accurate scale, as little liable to alterations as possible. This was

measured from a standard scale belonging to Major Lambton, graduated in

the temperature of 61°, transferred by himself on a brass ruler, originally also

a standard scale, but since disfigured.

1 1 . Having fixed a plate of glass, with nails and bees-wax, against the

wall, and secured the whole by pasting paper over the edges, 1 then drew,

with great care, on a slip of paper (fixed on the field of the glass) a six

inches diagonal scale, directed downwards. Then, taking the length of the

standard scale with beam compasses, I applied one of the points to the three

inch line, letting the other hang downwards.

12. Under this, I fixed another plate of glass, by the same process
; and

where the inferior leg of the compass fell, I drew an horizontal line, which

being made equal to the upper dimensions, terminated the scale. It requires

no further detail, to acquaint the reader, how, by means of other plates of

glass, all unconnected, it was lengthened or shortened at pleasure
;

I shall

only add, that on repeated trials, during more than one month, it did not

vary in any perceptible degree ; and with it I could measure to parts of

an inch, and estimate still nearer.

13. Before and after every experiment, I measured the pendulum, in the

following manner, noticing each time the thermometer. I applied firmly

the sliding leg of the compasses, to the lower surface of the iron head
; and

then caused the ball to swing gently over the inferior or adjusting leg, so as

just to touch it. The least friction was easily discernible, by the hand

holding the beam; and 1 carefully examined, with a magnifying lens, whether

the upper leg was close in contact with the iron head at the insertion of the
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string, and if the lower one touched the ball at one point only. The

greatest care meanwhile was taken, to exclude the external air, as well as

during the experiments.

14. With a view to a fair comparison with Mr. Le Gentil’s experiments

(who used a thread nearly of the ultimate length of the composed pendulum

for the latitude where he observed); I tried, by way of approximation, the

following lengths: of which however I shall only give the abstract account;

not being used in the final results.

Vibrations
of

Peudul.
Mean time elapsed.

%

Length of com-
posed Pendulum.

Length of simple
Pendulum beating

seconds.
Mean.

6610
8010

h. VI. s.

1 : 48 : 22,8069
0 : 46 : 1,9069

feet. inch.

3—2,444

2—7,3615

feet. inch.

3—3,02420
3—3,02243

3—3,02332

The manner in which I deduced the mean length of the simple penduluni,

as given in the 4th and 6th column, shall be particularised hereafter: for the

present, having assumed this as a given quantity, and reversing the process,

I determined, that a composed pendulum, constructed as mine was, in order

to beat seconds of time in this latitude, ought to be 39*674 inches nearly.

Particulars of Experiments.

16. My method for counting the vibrations was as follows.

16. Having placed myself opposite to the pendulum, I counted nine vibra-

tions with a low voice, and the tenth aloud
; when an assistant, stationed

opposite the clock, took instantly the time. A second assistant registered

the number of periods, and the whole of the time elapsed was a further

check, in counting the number of vibrations.

VoL. XI. O o
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17- On the ninth of December, at noon, I verified my divisions, and found

that the scale had sustained no alterations. I let off the pendulum describing

arcs of 3 inches and and after accounting for the rate of the clock,* the

mean time elapsed was 16 minutes, 39 seconds parts. There were ex-

actly 1000 oscillations of the pendulum of experiment.

18. At the beginning I had measured the pendulum 39,694

At ending it was 39,703

Mean length of pendulum 39,6995

19 . It described, at the beginning, arcs of 31 inches, and at ending 11;

hence, it described, on a mean, arcs of 2^ inches, which were equal to those
0

described by the clock pendulum. The thermometer was, at beginning and

ending, 81°; the external air was carefully excluded during the experiment.
V

20. For the reasons given in par. 3d, I shall dispense with detailing the

particulars of the other .experiments, and merely state here, at one view,

the different mean lengths of the pendulum, as it was measured before

and after the observations.

21. By the annexed table, it will be found, that

the medium length of the pendulum, at these differ-

ent measurements, was 3 feet 3,6981 inches: and as

an equal number of vibrations, both of the clock pen-

dulum, and that of experiment, were always taken

in even thousands, I shall proceed now to shew how

the time was regulated, in order to ascertain what

was the duration of one vibration of the latter.

Days

of

the Month.
Therm.

Lengths of Pen-
dulum of expe-

riments.

9
0

81 -

feet. inch.

3—3,6995
12 80 3—3,6993
13 79 3—3,7017
22 78 3—3,6955
23 78 3—3,6970
24 79 3—3,6975
26 78 3—3,6945
27 78 3—3,6970
28 78 3—3,6970
29 78 3—3,6970

Mean 78.9 3—3,6981

* See article 23.
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Rate of the Clock.

‘2^. The transit of the sun was generally observed by the Bramin assistant

Senivassa-Ch AIRY, either during, or about the time of the experiments ;

and the mean time was deduced therefrom, as is usual in all observatories.

The followina: table will shew the rate of the clock, which was used, for

twenty days.

Days of
Month.

Clock

fast.
'

Rate
gaining.

Days of
Month.

Clock

fast.

Rate
gaining.

Nov. 14
/ //

7-21.6
//

2.9 25
/ //

7-56.3
//

2.8

15 7-24.2 2.55 26 7-59.7 3.4

16 7-27.4 3.26 27 8-2-7 3.0

17 7-31.0 3.54 28 8-5.7 3.0

18 7-34.0 3.0 29 8-8.6 2.9

19 7-37.4 3.4 30 8-10.1 1.5

20 7-40.8 3.4 Dec. 1 8-12.3 2.3

21 7-43.4 2.6 2 8-14.9 2.6

22 7-46.9 3.5 3 8-17.0 2.1

23 7-50.9 4.0 4 8-20.6 3.6

24 7-53.5 2.6 5 8-22.8 2.2

23. By this statement, the

mean rate of the clock ap-

pears to be 2'.91 per diem,

gaining. So that, in one se-

cond of time, its gain M-^as

0".00003367. This quantity

has been used, in reducing

the time per clock to the true

mean time elapsed : and, by applying this correction, and dividing the true

time elapsed by the number of oscillations of the clock pendulum, we have,

on a mean of 10 sets, 0''.9999663 of time, for one oscillation of the same.

COMPUTATION.

2-f. In order to resolve the present problem, we have three different quan-

tities to compute: 1st, the diameter of the ball: 2d, to deduce from thence

the length of the simple pendulum, which will be isochronal to it. 3d, To

deduce from the above, the length of a simple pendulum which will strike

seconds in latitude ! 3° 4' 12'^

25. For these various operations we require the following data :

—

Q Q 2
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Grains.

1. The weight of the ball W=3743.282
2. The weight of the string w =2.0061

3. The specific gravity of cast lead 8=11.325

Ounces.

4. The weight of a cubic inch of water n=0.5578
5. The area of a circle whose diameter is 1 a=0.7854

Inches.

6. The length of the composed pendulum of experiments /=39.6981

• \st.

ti6. If d, represents the diameter of the ball in inches, then,

3

d = \/ 3 X w'
2 a n S

Hence by expounding the formula with the above data, we have

d = 1.35692; and 4~= r = 0.678456

27 . To find the distance from the axis of motion (from what precedes) to

the centre of oscillation.

As a thread may be considered as a cylinder, whose thickness (physically

speaking,) is infinitely small, Mr. Fugere^ gives us the following elegant

formula, where L represents the simple pendulum isochronal to /.

“ 2r=
- + 4- ' 4-

3
^ +

L=
w I

+
W./+r

28. Previous to expounding the formula, we are to correct the length 1; for

the difference of temperature when the standard and mural scale were con-

structed.

^ Le Gentil, Volume II. p. 333.
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29 . It was found, by General Roy’s experiments, that standard scale brass

will expand, for one degree of Faranheit, by 0.0001237- Now the brass

standard scale, sent from England to Major Lambton, was graduated (as

has been stated higher up) at the temperature of 61° : whereas the mural scale

W'as constructed at that of 82°, and for this distance of 21°, we have on one

foot 0.00259775 and for the length I (= 36.6981) we have to add 0.007795 &c.

30. To proceed, we had the

Length of the pendulum on a mean 39.6981

Correction for temperature -|- 0.00779

Corrected length of I 39.70589

Diameter of the ball, d — 1.35692

Length of the string I 38.34897

Semi-diameter of ball, r 0.67845

Corrected length 39.02742

Hence expounding the formula, we have

wl^ = .... 983.4091

3

W. I +r
I

' = 5701540.0

2 r » = , ... 0.1841_ _
Sum 5702523.5932 log. = 6.7560660748

v>i = . . . 38.4065

W. /^ = 146090.6067.

Sum 146129.0732 log. = 5.1647383975

L = 39.023625 N. N. 1,5913276773

which length L is that of the simple pendulum isochronal to 1.

3d.

31. To deduce from the length L, that of a simple pendulum, striking

seconds of time.

It is known to mathematicians, that if two pendulums vibrate in similar
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arcs, the times of vibration are in subduplicate ratio of their leng ths. Hence, if

T = l""; t= the time of one vibration of any pendulum
; and x = the length

of the simple pendulum striking seconds, we have -y/ x ==Zj/±
t

Now T being = l'" and L = 39.02362 log. 1.5913276773

y/ L = log. 0.7956638386
and i (Para. 17) 0.9999663 log. 9.9999853300

= y/jT = 0.7956785086
^ 2

X = 39.026273 N. N. 1.5913570172

Inches.

which quantity 39-026273 is the length of the simple pendulum striking

seconds in latitude 13° 4 ' 12 ."

32 . Gravity determined from the preceding experiments.

If P be the length of the pendulum striking seconds in any latitude, T the

time of one vibration (P',) c the circumference of a circle whose radius is 1, o-

the gravity, or space an heavy body will fall through in one second of time, then

Pc^

which being expounded, by means of the preceding data, will give

Indies. Feet.

g = 192.58693 = 16.04891.

The present Experiments compared with others made at the Equator and other

parts of the world.

33 . Before entering into the considerations which form the subject of this

article, I shall exhibit, in the following table, the results of several experi-

ments, made in various parts of the world, divested from any hypothesis on

the figure of the earth.*

* The reduction from the Frenc/t to the Fwg/wA measure was made from C avallo’s comparative

scale, (Ele7nents of Natural Philosophy, vol. IV. p. 410,) which gives the FrencA foot=1.06575
English; or the French line = 0.08881, &c. of an English inch.
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Places.
Latitudes

N. Differences.
Length of
Pendulum. Differences. Authors.

Equator
PortO'Bello ...

Pondicherry ..

Madras
Manilla
Paris

London
Pello

Kruys Island \
8pitz-Berg

3

“ / /,

0: 0: 0
9: 33: 30
11:55:40
13: 4:12
14: 33:36
48: 50: 15

51:30: 40
66:48; 16

79:50: 0

® / //

9: 33: 30
2: 22: 10

2: 8:32
1:29:24

34: 16: 39

2: 40: 25
15:17: 36

13: 1:44

Inches.

38.9948867
39.002878
39.011509
39.026273
39.043620
39.1272012
39. 1280000
39.1813700

39.200034

Parts of Iiic.

0.008011
0.0088631
0.014764
0.017347
0.0835812
0.0007988
0.053370

0.018664

Bouguer.
Bouguer.
Le Gentil.

Present Expts.

Le Gentil.

Varin & des Hayes.

Graham.
Maupertuis.

Lyons.

1 shall now consider what the computed length of the pendulum at the

equator will prove, by combining any two of the lengths given here from ex-

periment in different latitudes ; and then compare these results with Mr.

Bouguer’s actual determination.

34. Proceeding on the hypothesis that the length of the pendulum decteases

in the ratio of the square of the sines of the latitudes ; if / be the length of

the simple pendulum at the equator ; L, that at the pole
; 7, the length in

the latitude whose sine is s; 'h that in the latitude whose sine is S, then we

have the following formula, for the length of the simple pendulum at the

pole, and at the equator.

l — At the Equator.

I
-K^L—/) At the Pole.

Example 1.

Let the length of the pendulum aX. London be 39.128=''L;

That at Madras 39.02627-3=7
The sine of the latitude of London (51 30^ 40^') 9.89361 13=S
The sine of the latitude of Madras (13 4 12 ) 9.3543799= s

Then we have 'I 23.9100000
2.0010013

S»7 — s='L = 21.9089987
S“ = 0.6126644 Divided by
5* = 0.0511399

— 5* = 0.5615245 0.5615245

Pendulum at the equator I = 39.01693
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Example 2.

The length /, at the equator, being thus found, we have, for the length

at the pole
SV = 23.90428 ) 'L = 39.12800

('L— /)= 0.11107 f /= 39.01693

SH + ('L— /) = 24.01535 Vl - / = 0.11107

and 24.01533 -f- 0.6126644 = 39.198218 = L the length of the

at the pole.

pendulum

35. The tables at the end will shew the results of the various combina-

tions of experiments, under eight different parallels of latitude
; among

which, however, I have omitted computing for the length at the pole by the

four lowest latitudes combined ; being too near each other, and too remote

from the pole, to obtain results at all satisfactory. I did not, however, think

it expedient to omit combining the results of the four lower latitudes, for

obtaining the length at the equator
;
for the reason assigned lower down,

and also, because Manilla and Porto-Bello are sufficiently near to that cir-

cle, not to fear any material error in the result. This will appear from the

neap coincidence of the lengths thus computed with that resulting from

Mr. Bouguer’s experiment at the equator.

36. A circumstance occurs in these tables, which seems to claim our

attention
;

I mean the increase at the equator^ and decrease at the pole, as

the places referred to (combined with high northern latitudes) become more

distant from the equator ; and, on the contrary, the decrease of the lengths

at the equator, as the places referred to are higher than those with which

they are combined.

37 . Although these increments do not seem to follow any regular

law, yet they evidently indicate a deviation, not to be ascribed to chance
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or miscomputation, but rather to a latent discordance between the hypothesis

(the increase as the square of the sines of the latitudes) and the true curve

of the meridional circles. And such a discordance probably does exist, since

that hypothesis is grounded on the supposed homogeneity of the earth.

38. However, the great number of combinations, which I have used, with

latitudes both higher and lower than Madras, correct in a great measure

this defect
;
for it appears, that the results which fall most in defect in one

case, exceed also most in the other
;
as in the instance where ISIanilla is the

place referred to, where the greatest deviation is .observable; for it will be

found, that the mean result of the whole set for the equator coincides exactly

with Mr. Bouguer’s actual determination.

39 . Hence I attribute Mr. Gentil’s observation, “ that his experiments

at Manilla do not tally with those by Mr. Bouguer,” to his not having

combined them with a sufficient number of other results, in different higher

and lower latitudes.

40. By taking the mean of the respective combinations, wc have the follow-

ing lengths, at the pole and equator.

Names of Places. At the Ecjuator. At the Pole. Ellipticify.

Porto Bello 38.98G67 39.21517 I

Pondicherry 38.98012 39.21346 i
'

Madras 38.9871

1

39.20722 1

.Manilla 38.99507 39.20013 i

Mean 38.98724 39.20899 r

TJT*7

41. The mean result of these operations, as well as those made at Madras,

separately, give only a difference of -vzS-os of an inch from what Mr. Bou-

GUER has made it to be, at the equator, by actual experiments. Let us now

Von. XI. R R
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consider, what ratio between the earth’s diameters ought to result, from the

forces at the pole and equator, as derived from the present investigation.

>

45. The decrease of the pendulum, according to what precedes, is 0.22175

of an inch, which will give the forces at the equator and the pole as 176 to

177.^

43. But if our globe were homogeneous, it has been detenuined, that the

equatorial diameter ought to be to the polar axis, as 230 to 231. Hence,

the above results give an heterogeneous spheroid, the difference of whose

axis will be the less, as the difference between the polar, and the equatorial-

force, will prove greater than i 3 o*^

*

44. In order to apply this reasoning to the present case, Mr. Clairaut

has given us the following formula.

Let F represent the polar force (177)

y the equatorial force (176)

E the ellipticity of the homogeneous spheroid

X the true ellipticity of the earth’s figure ; then

r = 2 E— F-/
f

and by expounding this expression, we haxe ^=77^ which proves some-

what too little; the ratio of the earth’s diameters by Colonel Mudge and

Major Lambton’s operations being ttt*

45. I shall now consider the results of my own operations separately,

where the length at the equator was 3S,9S71 1? and at the pole 39.50722.

46. The effects of gravity, in one second of time, at the pole, will then

be 16.12332 feet; and at the equator;}: 16,03280; which quantities are in the

* See Par. 46. t See Clairaut Figure de la Terre. 1 See the formula, article 32.
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ratio of 179 to 17S; whence is derived ^ = irr.9
ellipticity ; which

result comes much nearer to the above quoted authorities, and I believe as

near as any such operations, (without the assistance of chance) are likely to

approximate; for after all, we have proceeded on a supposition that the

meridians are ellipses, and if they are not, it is a matter of doubt (though

by no means an impossibility) whether the differences of the diameters be, or

be not proportional to the difference between the polar and equatorial forces.

' 47 . The recording of the present experiments must depend on an opinion of

the accuracy and skill with which they were made; as to the rest, investiga-

tions like the present will always be preserved to advantage; for although

these trials may not be conclusive, as to any hypothesis respecting the shape

of the earth, (when applied as has been done hitherto,) yet they may be con-

sidered as so many dots, serving to describe, mechanically, the curve, at the

respective places where they were made ; which may ultimately lead to some

knowledge of its equation : and with regard to less speculative objects, it may

be of some utility in several branches of practical science, such as gunnerjq

horologery and mensuration, to have the length of the simple pendulum de-

termined at the spot w'here it is required, not from theory, but from actual

investigation.

48. I shall conclude, by observing, that what precedes confirms Mr.

Bouguer’s determination at the equator; and that Mr. Le Gentil was

mistaken, when he thought that his operations agreed better with those

made at Pello than at the equator: I think them, however, equally accurate,

and, on the whole, I am of opinion, that we may with confidence take the

pendulum for Pondicherry at 39-01159 inches, and at 39-096273

inches, as deduced from the present experiments.

H. C. Observatory,

l.s'/ of June, 1 8O9 .

R R 9

-TOHN WARREN.
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TABLE I.

Sheivvig the respective lengths of the simple pendulum at the equator and the pole, deduced from
.experhnents made at the equator, Porto-Bello, Pondicherry, Madras, and Manilla; combined

until those made at Paris, London, Pello, and Kruiz Island (Spitzberg.)

Names
of Places.

Places

referred to.
Latitudes.

Length at

Equator.

Length at

Pole.

Equator by actual experiments 38.994887

Paris

London ....

Pello

Spitz Berg

Porto-Bello.
9“ 33' 30"

4S“50' 15"

51 30 40
66 48 16
79 50 00

38.99548
38.99699
38.99550
38.99710

39.22786
39.21081
39.21549
39.20653

Paris

London
Pello

Spitz Berg

Pondicherry
IP 55' 40"

39.00154
39.00134
39.00197
39.00280

39.22323
39.20805
39.21619
39.20636

Paris

London
Pello

Spitz Berg

Madras.
1.3“ 4' 12"

39.01625
39.01694
39.01608
39.01655

39.21218
39.19822
39.21167
39.20681

Paris Manilla.
14“ 33' 26"

39.03344
39.03.381

39.03243
39.0326S

'39.20540

39.20871

39.18755
39.19885

London
Pello

Spitz Berg

E([uator ....

Mean by Porto-Bello

by Pondicherry

by Madras
by Manilla

Mean of the whole ...

38.99488

39.21517
39.21346
39.20722
39.20013

38.99616
39.00191
39.01645
39.03309

39.01194 39.20899

P
D
C

p
3
cr

g
fi>

p

C" C"
“

Porto-BelloPondicherry

Madras

Porto-BelloPondicherry

Manilla

Porto-Bello

MadrasManilla

Pondicherry

I

MadrasManilla

Names

of

Places.

<

£-

MeanTable

1

is! ^ 'TJ 'TJ

H ^ c- o
= ^ Lp /• sr Do
. ; g-

i I ?

I

Manilla, Madras,
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j
Porto-Bello, Places

referred

to.
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CASE OF THE CITE

OF A

POISONOUS SNAKE
SUCCESSFULLY TREATED.

BY JOHN MACRAE, ESQ.

To JOHN FLEMING, Esq.

President of the Medical Board, Fort William.

SIR,

THE disease in the human body, consequent to the bite of the serpent, from

being so very rapid in its progress, has seldom afforded, to medical men, an

opportunity of observing, and accurately ascertaining, its symptoms, in its

more early stage; and, for that reason, a complete medical description of it,

has been, as yet, a desideratum in physic.

It has been lately my lot to have the opportunity, in my oivn person, of as-

certaining, from my immediate feelings, the several symptoms of this disorder,
I

’

in its different stages, from the moment of receiving the poison into the habit,

until (when it had nearly overcome the powers of life) it was happily counter-

acted by the use of medicine; and my mind having been perfectly collected,

(though so deeply interested in the result,) while I made my observations,

they may be relied on as correct. And every communication, that may tend
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to elucidate a subject so little understood, and of so much importance to

mankind, being deserving, more or less, of attention, I do myself the plea-

sure of transmitting to t/ou the history of my case, with my remarks upon it.

I am. Sir,

Your very obedient

Atid humble servant,

July 22, 1809. JOHN MiVCRAE,

Civil Surgeon, Chittagong.

On the night of the 12th of May, on stepping into the southern veran-

dah of my house, I observed a small snake, of a dark colour, running along

the terrace; and which, after several unsuccessful attempts, I at length hit

and killed, with a small cane I had in my hand. Immediately thereafter,

as I walked, I felt a slight uneasiness below the inner ankle of my right

leg, as if I had taken off a bit of the skin, and this, I imagined, I had done,

with the heel of the other foot, in my eagerness to kill the snake
; and

therefore, after gently rubbing the part with my hand, I thought no more

of it; but, in a few minutes, returned into the house, and began to undress

to go to bed.

While undressing, I looked at my ankle, and could perceive a small red

spot, where I felt the uneasiness (pain I could not well call it,) but there

was not the least appearance of blood, nor was there any of the skin rubbed off.

At this time I felt a great glow over my body, with a strong palpitation of

the heart ;
but as the night was warm and calm, I ascribed it to that cause

and the exertion I had made in killing the snake
;
and, under that impression

I went to bed. 1 could not, however, sleep ; for the heat, and palpitation

of the heart, soon increased so much, as to render me very restless ; and I

felt, besides, a very singular sensation, as if a warm fluid was circulating in
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my veins, to the very extremities of my fingers. This symptom, and the

strong palpitation of the heart, which had become extremely disagreeable,

were such as I had never experienced before
;
and being of so very extraor-

dinary a nature, I began to consider what could be the cause of them. I ex-

amined the state of my pulse, and found it to be full and strong, but indicat-

ing no disposition to fever. I then began to think if it was possible that

the snake could have bitten me, without my being sensible of it at the

moment, and that the symptoms I felt could be the effect of such an acci-

dent. The uneasiness at my ankle still continued as before, without appear-

ing to increase, and I recollected, that while endeavouring to kill the snake,

it had once made a dart towards me, and got between my feet, but as I did

not perceive it to touch me, I was unwilling to ascribe to so alarming a cause,

the unusual sensations I felt
;
yet I could not otherwise account for them.

While this reasoning passed rapidly in my mind, I was seized with a violent

fit of vomiting, which at once solved all my doubts, as to the nature of my

case ;
for having observed sickness at stomach invariably to follow the bite

of a snake, in all such patients as I had had the opportunity of seeing

labouring under the effects of the poison, I was no longer at a loss to de-

termine the cause of my disorder, and I accordingly got out of bed imme-

diately, to apply some remedy.

The first thing I did was to drink a strong mixture of brandy and water,

with the view of relieving the sickness at stomach, which greatly oppressed

me. At the same time, I walked briskly backwards and forwards in my
room, in order to keep off the stupor, to which I knew there was so strong

a tendency in this disorder. But a second fit of vomiting, more violent than

the first, speedily came on ;
which entirely cleared the stomach of its con-

tents, and left me in so very languid and exhausted a state, that, unable
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any longer to walk, 1 was obliged to throw myself upon a couch, and there

to remain. The palpitation of the heart had now subsided, and was suc-

ceeded by a most distressing oppression in breathing, that compelled me to

make frequent deep inspirations. The heat of my body had also abated,

and was followed by a deadly coldness of the skin, and profuse perspiration,

with a slow, weak pulse; yet still I was sensible, in some degree, of the

extraordinary feel, as if a warm fluid was circulating in my veins, though I

was becoming less so every moment.

Having-’a‘ small medicine chest, fortunately, in the room where I lay, I

directed a' tea-spoonful to be given me of the Spiritus Armnonice composilus,

in a Madeira glass full of water. This I took, in preference to the plain

volatile alkali, from the idea, that the aromatic oil would render it more

grateful to the stomach, which was still' ‘much oppressed with sickness.
I

Finding that the first dose agreed with me, in about five minutes, (I ima-

gine,) I took a second, and so on, a third, fourth, fifth, and sixth ;
when

the medicine began to have a favourable effect. The first benefit I was

sensible of deriving from it, was a relief from the sickness at the stomach;

my breathing next became easier, my skin then began' to recover its natural

warmth, and the perspiration, with which I had been in a manner drenched,

dried up by degrees. I still went on with the medicine, but at longer inter-

vals, for every now and then I had a slight return of the oppression in breath-

ing, which was immediately relieved on taking the alkali. I had thus gone

on, until I had taken thirteen spoonfuls, or a wineglassful of the medicine,

before I considered myself as out of danger ;
and, in proportion as I reco-

vered, I became more and more sensible of the nauseous taste of the alkali,

which latterly seemed to burn my throat as I swallowed it, though I could

scarcely perceive the taste of the first dose T took, so totally gone was the

nervous sensibility of my palate.
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in the course of three hours from my receiving the bite, I was out of dan-

ger, but five hours had elapsed before I had entirely got the better of the

effects of it. While lying on my couch, during the first three hours, I had

my watch on the table before me, most anxiously looking forward to the

passing time
; for I thought if the poison did not overpower me within that

period, that T would have every chance of recovery, from the continued use

of the medicine. I was very uneasy, lest T should lose my recollection,

before I had taken the medicine in sufficient quantity to counteract the

poison ;
as those around me, in that case, from not knowing my disorder,

would most probably discontinue giving it to me; yet, from an extreme

unwillingness to distress my family, by a disclosure of the nature of my
illness, which happily had been considered, hitherto, a mere bilious attack,

I never hinted to any one the true cause of it
;
nor would I send for any

of my friends in the place to attend me, as that would be indicating an

apprehension of danger, which might prove equally alarming. For this

reason, therefore, as well as from the certaiiity with which I was enabled to

judge, by my imm'ediate feelings, of the effect of the alkali, I took it in

much larger, and more frequent doses, than I would have ventured to have

prescribed for any other person in a similar situation
; and to this circum-

stance, of taking it in so unusually large a quantity, in so short a space of

' time, 1 have, under Providence, to ascribe my recovery; for after the second

fit of vomiting, I was sinking so fast, that nothing, but so powerful a

stimulus, could have saved me.

The poison must have been of the most virulent nature
; otherwise the

very minute portion, that could have been introduced into my habit, would

not have produced so immediate and violent an effect; for on examining

the part where 1 received the injury, on the following morning, no appear-

VoL. XI. SS
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ance whatever of a wound was visible ; but on touching the spot with the

hnger, and passing it gently along, a small rising, like a pimple, was percep-

tible, around which, on a close and minute inspection, a slight discoloura-

tion, 6f a livid appearance, was discernible. One fang only, and but the

very point of that, could have wounded me ; for the snake being small, and

the skin below my ankle in a state of great tension, as 1 stood, the animal

was unable to lay hold of me
;
but in the attempt to do so, it struck against

my leg with the point of this fang, and that so slightly, as to draw no blood;

and therefore 1 did not feel it at the moment, nor was I aware of it after-

wards, when I looked at my ankle, while undressing to go to bed.

Mad a larger quantity of the poison entered my habit, there can be no

doubt, but that it would have proved fatal, before I could have had any sus-

picion of danger, or have applied a remedy. I have not ascertained the

species of the snake, having thrown it away, without examination, imme-

diately as I killed it
;
but a bearer, who was with me, and saw it, calls it

Chopperpoora, and says, it is peculiar to Choppers of old buildings. The

outer verandah of my house is covered with grass, from which it most likely

came to the terrace.

I continued, for several days after the accident, in a state of the greatest

lassitude
;
but felt no other unpleasant symptom, and this gradually wore off,

until I recovered my usual health, without the aid of any medicine.

From the foregoing statement it appears, that the first effect of the poison,

on being received into the body, was to excite the action of the heart and

arteries, and to produce a great heat over the whole body
;
and, as a simi-

larity of effect proves a similarity of cause, and the effect of all stimuli is
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to excite, it follows, that the poison of the serpent is a ctimulus, and of

the most powerful nature, that destroys life by its excess.

The symptoms of debility which so immediately ensued, viz. the sick-

ness at stomach, profuse cold sweat, and low pulse, are also consequent to

the application in excess of other stimuli
;
and, according to the greater or

less degree of this excess, so is the state of debility that ensues, and death

follows, sooner or later, from it. There are instances recorded, where the

poison of the serpent proved so quickly fatal, as in a manner to preclude

the possibility of applying any remedy ; but, in general, some hours elapse,

from the time of receiving it into the habit, before it destroys life ; and

there is consequently an opportunity afforded, of counteracting its effects,

when assistance is at hand. The volatile alkali has been long in use in such

cases ; and has been frequently administered with the greatest success ; but,

unfortunately, our knowledge of the disorder, consequent to the bite of the

snake, has been so imperfect, and the principle upon which its cure had

been accomplished, (whenever this happened,) had been so little under-

stood, as to have produced much indecision in our practice ; and this

valuable medicine, therefore, has been, on many occasions, either entirely

laid aside, or it has been given in such trifling doses as could do no good
;

and it has, in consequence, been considered as of verj^ doubtful virtue, if

possessing any. Indeed, this want of confidence prevails with respect to the

efficacy of every description of medicine, in the cure of this alarming disease.

But, in the foregoing case, is given a connected detail of symptoms, as they

succeeded each other, from the earliest stage, with an accurate account of

the operation of the alkali, from its first perceptible effect, in counteracting

them
; and having thus a complete history, as well of the disorder, as of its

remedy, we are thereby enabled to form a correct opinion of both, and to act

s s 2
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accordingly, upon a plan of cure, equally fixed and systematic, in this, asfn

any other disease, incident to the human body
;
a circumstance, it is to be

hoped, that cannot but prove of much future benefit to mankind.

In prescribing, and administering medicine for this disorder, much decision

and promptness are necessary, because its progress is so very rapid. This is

a point that cannot be too strongly impressed upon the mind. Our remedy

must be powerfully applied, before the vital powers are so far gone as to be-

come insensible of its effect. For this reason, such stimuli as are of most

immediate operation are to be preferred, and the volatile alkali, on that

account, is so particularly useful, as (no doubt,) aether will be found to be.

But whatever medicine is administered, it is to be given in large, and fre-

quently repeated doses, until we perceive that a favourable change is pro-

duced. The state of the skin, and of the pulse, with the patient’s remarks

as to his feelings, are to be our guide, and to direct our judgment in this

;

for until a return of the natural warmth of the skin, and an increase in the

strength and quickness of the pulse take place, we ought to push our reme-

dies. And so far from considering the sickness at stomach as the conse-

quence of giving medicine, and therefore an objection to our further doing so,

it is the very reason why we should continue a more powerful application of

it ; because, the sickness at stomach, being the effect of the debility induced

by the poison, the continuance of it proves, that a sufficient stimulus has

not been applied to overcome this debility, and therefore more is necessary to

produce that end. In short, the stimulus must be proportioned to the degree

of debility to be overcome ;
and on the judgment with which this is done,

depends entirely our success in the cure.

I

In the famous Tunjore pill, mentioned by the ingenious Docter Patrick
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IlussEL, as being iti such estimation on the coast, for the cure of the bite of

the serpent, we find arsenic is an ingredient; a stimulus of so powerful a

nature, that it destroys life, on common occasions, in a very minute quantity.

In this district, the natives use the stimulus of heat ;
it being a common

practice with them, to place near a strong fire persons bitten by snakes. They

also administer ardent spirits, and hot spices internally ;
and further compel

the patient to take as much exercise as he possibly can. It is worthy of

remark, that the remedies they thus make use of, from the experience and

observation of ages, in countries where accidents from the bite of serpents

must be particularly frequent, should tend to confirm the principle of cure

I have pointed out from my case, namely, that of excitement from the use

of stimuli.

It were foreign to such a communication as this, to enter into a discussion

of the several opinions that have been entertained, of the nature of the

poison of the serpent, and of the particular manner in which it acts, upon

being received into the human body. The many experiments, that have

been made with it, upon various animals, have tended only to establish the

degree of its virulence in the different species of serpents
;
for the subjects

of these experiments, being unable to communicate what they felt and suf-

fered from the poison, whatever opinion was formed, of the manner in which

it acted, is entirely conjectural; and accordingly, every writer, who has made

it the object of his inquiry, has left it in the original state of uncertainty, in

which he found it.



VII.

DESCRIPTIONS

^

' OF SEVERAL OF THE - '

Wonandrous Plants of' India,

BELONGING TO

THE NATURAL ORDER.

CALLED

ScitaminecB by Linnaius* Cannes by Jussieu, and DrimijrhizcB by Venten at.

BY W. ROXBURGH, M. D.

The venerable founder of the Society, the late Sir William Jones,

justly observes, when describing one of his favourite plants, Bhu'champaca,

Asiatic Researches, 4. 243.

“ Among all the natural orders, there is none, in which the genera seem -

“ less precisely ascertained by clear essential characters, than in that, which

“ (for want of a better denomination,) has been called and the

“ judicious Retz, after confessing himself rather dissatisfied with his own

“ generic arrangement, which he takes from the border of the corol, from the

“ stamen, and principally from the anther, declares his fixed opinion that
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“ the iienera in this order will never be determined with absolute certainty,
o

“ until all the scitamineous plants of India shall be perfectly described.

Kcenig was the first botanist of the Linnaean School, that had resided

long enough in India, to acquire any tolerable knowledge of the scitaminean

plants of this country; for it is only in the living, or recent state, that their

flowers can be well understood
;
particularly the nice structure of the anther,

which is here of more importance in determining the genera, than in any

other order. From the labours of Kcenig, Retz was enabled to make his

arrangement, and there first pointed out the anther as the chief organ ;

which has very lately been successfully followed up by Roscoe, in his

“ neio arrangement of the plants of the Monandrian Class, usually called

Scitaminece'' Trans, of Linn. Soc. 8. 330. To these authorities, I gladly

add my own experience and suffrage.

Although amongst the plants of this very natural order, there is a won-

derful similarity, yet they very naturally separate into two divisions. To

the first belong such as are truly herbaceous, (that is, perishing annually

down to the root,) viz. all the species of Curcuma, Kcempferia, Zingiber,

and Globba^ as well as our solitary species of Hedychium. To the second,

or more permanent division, belong Canna, Phrynium, Amomum, and

Alpinia. Our single species of Costas forms a link, which joins these

;

for its stems are sometimes biennial, or more durable, though in general

herbaceous.

In all, the root is of two or more years duration. That part, which I call

the bulb, is solid, generally of an ovate shape, and gives support to all the

parts of the plant which appear above ground
; as well as to the creeping,

jointed, often palmate tubers
; from these, as well as from the base of the
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bulbs, spring the proper fibrous roots, which penetrate deep into the soil

;

and in some of the genera, many of them end in oblong pendulous tubers.

The leaves, in most of the genera, are bifarious, (pointing two ways,)

their shape is very generally lanceolar,'* or lanceolate, with entire margins,

and fine subulate, or filiform points. The leafstalks, or petioles, are inva-

riably sheathing, or invest whatever is within them in form of sheaths, or

tubes.
,
From a single strong nerve, or rib, numerous, simple, delicate veins

take their rise, and run to the margin, forming with the nerve, an angle

of about thirty degrees.

The inflorescence is pretty constantly the same in each genus, but differs

widely in the different genera.

All Scitaminean flowers consist of a superior calyx, an irregular, one-

petalled corolla with double border. J A single filament, inserted on some

part of the corolla, generally on the mouth of the tube, opposite to the lip

;

supporting a single, or double anther, which is naked, or variously appen-

daged. A germ, for the most part three-celled, § which,, in those genera

with a double anther, and whose style remains free down to its insertion

on the germ, is invariably crowned with two small glandular bodies,

(nectariaoi Kcenig, and Retzius;) one on each side of the base of the

* Tapering equally at each end.

f Broadest at, or near the base, and from thence tapering to the apex.

X The exterior border is uniformly divided into three segments, which cannot form any good
part of the essential character; but I am inclined to think the interior divisions may be advan-

tageously employed therein
;
and it is by employing this part that I differ most from Roscoe,

whose elegant, concise method I admire much.

§ The only exception, known to me at present, is Glohba

;

there the germ is one-cclled, with

the seeds attached to three parietal receptacles.
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style, within the bottom of the tubo of the corolla. The shjLe^ in all the

genera with a double anther, is of a very delicate, filiform structure, with its

\

apex lodged in a deep groove between the lobes of the anther, elevating the

ciliate, infundibuliform stigma, a little beyond the apex of the anther. In

the two genera with a single anther (viz. Canna and Phrynium,) it forms part

of the tube of the corolla
; above that it is robust, and supports itself. The

seed vessel, in all except Glohha, is three-celled, each containing, (except in

Phrynium,) more seeds than one, which in most of the genera are arilled,

and, except in Globba, attached to the axis of the capsule.

MONANDRIA.
MONOGYNIA.

* Anther simple.

1. Cakna. SfyZe growing to the tube of the corolla, above spatulate. Stigma linear.

Capsule 3-celled, many-seeded.

2. Phrynium. Style growing to the tube of the corolla, above uncinate. Stigma

infundibuliform. Capsule tricoccous.

** Anther double.

3. Hedychium. Corolla with interior border 3-parted, and resupinate. Anther naked.

Capside 3-celled, many-seeded.

4. K.empferia. CoroZ/a with interior border 3-parted. Anther with hiM crest. Cap-

sule 3-celled, many-seeded.

5. CuRCUxMA. Corolla with interior border 3-parted. Anther bicalcarate. Capsule 3-

celled, many-seeded.

6. Amomum. Corolla with interior border unilabiate. Anther with entire, or lobate crest.

Capsule 3-celled, many-seeded,

7. Zingiber. Corollo with interior border unilabiate. Anther beaked. Capsule 3-

celled, many seeded.

8. CosTUS, Corollo with interior border subcampanulate. Anther on the centre of

the lanceolate filament. Capsule 3-celled, many-seeded.

\ O L . X 1 . T T
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9. Alpinia. Corolla with interior border unilabiate. Anther naked. Capsule 3-celled,

many seeded.

10, Globba. Filament long, slender, incurved, with tubular winged base. Capsule

one-celled, receptacles parietal
;

seeds many.

1. CANNA.
Gen. Char. Anther single, attached to the edge of the petal-like filament. Style

spatulate, growing to the tube of the corolla. Stigma linear. Capsule 3-celled,

3-valved. Seeds several, naked.

9. Cassa hidica. Linn. sp. pi. ed. fVilld. 1.3.

Leaves ovate-lanceolate. Segments of the inner border of the corolla lan-

ceolate, and bidentate.

Krishna-tamara of the Telingas.

Katu-bala, Rheed. mal. 1. t. 43.

Cannacorus, Rumph. amb. 5. /. 7L

The red and yellow are common in every garden over India, and in

flower all the year. The parts of the corolla are exactly alike in both.

The yellow variety of the Hortus Kewensis, C. luiea of Roscoe, must there-

fore be different, as the inner limb of the corolla is there bifid.

CANNA INDICA.

Katuhalla. Bheed. Raun Tassibeh. Rumph.

Hind. Sabbajaya, Sarvajaya.

Beng. Sarbajaya. The red variety, Lai sarbajaya.

Malah. Catubala, Rana-ceH.

Malay. Daneb-tasbib.

In a catalogue of /KdiVm plants (As. Res. Vol. IV. p.236.) Vanaceli is given as the Sanscrit

name of the Cannn. That name seems to have been assumed by Sir William Jones from the

Hortus Malabaricus of Van Rheede
;
who observes, that the Brdhmanas oi Malabar call this

plant jR«wa Sum. On the plate, the word engraved in Nagari characters is Rdna-celi, whence

Sir William Jones appears to have deduced the Sansern Vanaceli. But the word, as exhibited by

Van Kheede, corresponds to the vernacular name stated by him, Katubala, answering likewise

to the Portugueze Figueira de Mato, and signifying wild plaintain or banana; the plant being

so denominated from the fancied similarity of the leaves.
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Turned into Sanscrit, the name would tlierefore be, not Vunaceli, but Vuna cudali or Aranya-

cadali

;

which accordingly does occur in a Sanscrit treatise on the Materia Medica, entitled

lidjanigfiantii

;

and is there stated as eorresjionding with the names Runaceli and Co-bale in the

Marahatta and Cunara languages. The author of that treatise, however, understood these to be

names of a plant bearing an eseulent fruit : for he has so placed it in his systematic arrangement

of plants by their uses. It must be inferred, that, although the Canna indica may bear the

appellation of Rdna-celi in Malabar, where Van Rheede’s enquiries were conducted, that name

belongs to one of the wild species of Musa in other parts of the Dekhin.

• The native (gardeners at Nagpur, and I believe in Hindustan likewise, call this plant Akilbehra,

w hich is apparently corrupted from the Arabic Akik-ulbehr qu. Carnelion of the sea. In Calcutta,

it is named by the gardeners Sabbajayd, which is probably meant for Sarvajayd, a title of the

Goddess Dluga “ all conquering.” This name, as I am informed, is also in use in Hindustan.

The seed of the Canna indica is used in rosaries
;
w'hence the Malay name Daun Tussibch

(i, e. Daneli tasbih

)

as is remarked by Rumphius. Note by the President.

2. PHRYNIUM.

Gen. Char. Anther single, terminal on a short erect filament. Style growing to

the tube of the corolla. Stigma infundibuliform. Capsule 3-celled, 3-valved. Seed

solitary, arilled at the base. Embryo uncinate, and furnished with a jpemjpen».

Hitherto I have found only three plants that can be referred to this genus,

viz. Loureiro’s Phi/llodes placentaria., Thalia canneeformis of Forster,

and a new one from the late Dr. Anderson’s garden at Madras. These

three evidently belong to the same family
;
and I prefer Phri/nium, because

one of our species is that from which Willdenow constituted this genus;

and the other two agree very perfectly. (The other species of Thalia,

viz. geniculata and dealbata are unknown to me, except by imperfect

descriptions.) All the three are perennial, with similar, jointed, slowly

creeping roots. Their habit is however different
;
yet in their generic cha-

racter they agree particularly^ well
;

the calyx, corolla, stamen, and pistil

being almost exactly the same ; and in dichotomum, and capitatum, the

tricoccous capsule; smooth, round, partially arilled, nuciform seeds; peris-

T T 2
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perm, and hooked embryo, are perfectly similar. The fruit of virgatum I

have not yet seen.

1. Phuynium dichotomum. R.

Shrubby, dichotomous. Leaves cordate.

Arundastrunfi Tonckat seytan. Rumph. amh. 4. t. 7.

Thalia cajmo^jrmis. Linn. sp. pi. ed. Willd.1.16.

Donax Arundastrum. Loureir. Cochinch. 15. is no doubt this very plant, but whether

Aublet’s Maranta Tonchat, or not, I cannot presume to say.

A native of various parts of India, Malay Islands, &c. delights in humid,

or watery situations. Flowering time the hot, and rainy seasons. Seed ripe

in July and August. -

PHRYNIUM DICHOTOMUM.
Tonckat Seytan. Rumph. Thayngpayng. Buch.

Beng. Muctapata, Madur-pata, Pattipata.

Malay. Takat Shaitan.

Mats made of the split stems of this plant, being smooth and particularly cool and refreshing,

are termed, in Hindi, Sital-pdti, which signifies a cool mat : whence the plant itself is said to

bear the same name. Suspecting, however, this to be a misappropriation of the term, I ha e in-

quired of natives of the eastern parts of Bengal', who assure me, that the plant is named 3Iucta-

patd, Mddurputa or Pdttipatd, and that the mat only is called Sitalpdti.

This term is in use in Bengal, as well as Hindustan, and is composed of words of Sanscrit

origin. It does not, however, appear that the corresponding compound term Sitala-pattica is

employed in the Sanscrit language, as a name either for the plant, or for the mat made of its

stem. Note by the President.
t

2. Phrynicm virgatum. R.

Stems simple. Leaves bifarlous, lanceolate.

Found in the late Dr. Anderson’s garden at Madras, and from thence

introduced into the Botanic Garden at Calcutta, where it flowers in August,

but has not yet produced ripe fruit.

The roots are ligneous, perennial, and creeping. Stems also perennial,
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numerous, erect, or oblique, according to their place in the clump; (for

they grow in tufts, many springing from the same root;) quite simple, po-

lished, deep green, jointed: lower joints considerably swelled; general

height from 6 to 8 feet. Leaves bifarious, short-petioled on their sheaths,

lanceolate, polished, from 6 to 18 inches long. Injlorescence lo^^, slender,

curved, dichotomous, terminal Flowers rather small, pure white,

inodorous. Calyx-, corolla, &c. as in the genus.

3. iVM capitatum. Linn. sp. pi. ed. fVilld.l.lf.

Stemless. Leaves radical.

Phyllodes phcentaria. Loiireir. Cochinch. 1/.

Naru-kila. Rheed. mal. \l. t, S4.

Cadali of the Bengalese, which also signifies a plaintain.

A native of Bengal, and like the former species, thrives best in a wet soil

;

and flowers about the beginning of the rainy season.

3. HEDYCHIUM.
Gen. Char. .CoroZ/ct with long slender tube; both borders three-parted; inner resupinate.

Anther double, naked. Capsule 3-celled, 3-valved. Seeds numerous, arilled.

1. Hedychium co?’owaraon. Linn, sp. ed. fVilld.l.tO.

Curt. Bot. Mag. 70S. Retz. obs. 3. /3,

Gandsulium. Rumph. amh, 5. t. G9.f. S.

Gooruk-nadtah, also Dulala-champa of the Bengalese.

I have only seen this most beautiful plant in its cultivated state, though

a native of various parts of India; the Malay Archipelago, &c. It rises

with a straight, herbaceous stem, furnished with alternate, bifarious, lance-

olate leaves; and a terminal, oblong, compactly imbricated spike, of very

large, pure white, exquisitely fragrant^oit'ers-, which continue to expand in

succession, during the greater part of the rainy season.
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With Retzius and Jussieu, I was long inclined to consider this a

species of Kismpferia. They agree in being herbaceous
;

in the long slender

tubes of their corollas, in both the borders being three-parted, with all the

segments exceedingly alike ; and lastly in the structure, and contents of

their germs.

In the following particulars they disagree, Hedychimn being caulescent,

with terminal inflorescence ; whereas in Kctmpferia, all the species (known

to me,) are stemless, w'ith radical leaves, and spike. In the former, the

interior border of the corolla is resupine, (that is, the large bifid lobe is

uppermost, the two smaller under it, having the filament between, wdth

the two polliniferous grooves of the double anther on the upper side,

fronting the broad, two-lobed lip ;) and lastly, in having a crestless an-

ther. For these weightier reasons, I am now induced to consider it a dis-

tinct genus. The inverted position of the stamen, and inner border of the

corollo, seem fully as cogent as the nakedness of the anther.

4. K^MPFERIA.

Gen. Char. Corolla with long slender tube, and both borders three-parted. Jntlier

double, surmounted with a two-lobed crest. Capsule 3-celled, many seeded.

This genus, as it now stands, is neat, and natural. The plants that

compose it are all natives of India. They liave all tuberous, biennial

roots

;

no stem

;

their leaves radical, and herbaceous
;
the inflorescence a la-

teral, radical in rotunda; in the other three central (that is, rising in

the centre of the leaves.) The superior calyx is subcylindric, with con-

tracted, unequally divided mouth. The tube of the corolla remarkably long,

and slender
;
the lower segment of the inner border, answering to the Lip,

or Nectary, is large, tw'o-lobed, and more highly coloured than any other

i
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part. The characteristic crest of the double anther, large and bifid, or

bidentate. Kcenig’s nectarial bodies subulate. The stigma infundibuliform
;

and the germ 3-celled, with many seeds in each, attached to the axis. The

ripe seed vessel has not been seen, so rarely do they arrive at that state
; I

cannot therefore say whether the seeds are arilled, or naked.

1. K^iMpferia Galanga. Linn. sp. pi. ed. fVilld. 1.15.

Leaves sessile, subrotund. Spikes central. Upper segments of the inner'

border of the corolla oval.

Sonchorus. Rumph. amb. 5. t. 69. f. 2.

Katsjula-kelengu. Rheed. mal. 11. t. 41.

Alpinia sessilis. Retz. obs. 3. p. 62.

Chandra-mula of the Bengalese.

I have only found this plant in its cultivated state. Kcenig found it wild

in the vicinity of Malacca. In Bengal it blossoms during the rainy season.

Sir Joseph Banks has been so kind as to ascertain that the dried root of

this plant is unknown to the druggists in London.

Note by Dr. Carey.

“ This plant, which is said to be very common on the mountainous districts beyond Chat-

“gong, is called Camala. I find on further enquiry, that it is cultivated by the Jmma Mugs,
“ by them brought down and sold in the markets, under the above name,, to the people of Ben-

“ gal, who use it as an ingredient in their betle.”

2... KiEMPFERiA rotenda. Linn. sp. pi. ed. Willd. 1. 15.

Leaves oblong (coloured.) Spikes radical, and before the leaves. Upper seg-

ments of the inner border of the corolla lanceolar, acute.

Malan-kua. Rheed. mal. 11. t. 9.

Bhuchampaca. Asiatic Researches. 4. p. 242.

Bhuchampac, or Bhuichampa of the Bengalese. \

r
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A native of various parts of India. In Bengal it blossoms during the hot

season, when the plant is destitute of leaves. See Sir W. Jones’ elegant

description of this charming plant, above quoted, under the Sanscrit name

Bhuchampaca.
KiEMPFERIA ROTUNDA.

This plant derives its name of Bhuchampa, or Ground Michelia, from the radical situation of the

s]jike, joined with a fancied resemblairce of the flower to the Michelia CAa/njoaca. a Another deno-

mination (Malan-kuwa,) by which it is known in Aar according^o Van Rheede, is by him '

explained as signifying mountain ginger.
^

From the vernacular name first mentioned, rvhich is composed of Sanscrit words, the corres-

ponding Sanscrit name is inferred : and authority for it is found in a vocabularj'^ of the Sanscrit

language, where the following synonyma are added : Tdmrapushpa, Sidd’ha-band' hit Drughana.

The first of these names indicates, that the flower js of the colour of copper
;
which may perhaps

be reconciled to the purple hue within the blossom of this Kcempferia. Note hj the President.

3. KiEMPFERiA angustlfaliq. R.

Leaves radical, lanceolate. Spikes central. Upper two segments of the inner
N

body of the corolla linear-oblong, obtuse.

Canjan-boora of the Hindoos.

A native of Bengal, where it blossoms during the rains. Dr. Carey

informs me that it is known amongst the native gardeners by the name

Madamanirbisha, and used as a remedy for cough, for which purpose a small

quantity is mixed up with their Betle.

4. K^mpferia p'andurata. R.

Leaves petioled, broad-lanceolar. Spikes central. Upper two segments of tlie

inner border of the corollo obovate, obtuse
;

inferior panduriform.

Zerumbet claviculatum. Rumph. amh. 5. t. 6‘9. J. 1. and I could almost wish to quote

Manja-kua. Rheed. mal. 11. t. 10. although already referred to by Linn^us for

Curcuma rotunda, a plant I have never met with, if this be not it
;

and again by

Roscoe for his Kcempferia ovata, which seems to differ from our plant, in the shape

of the leaves, and nectary, or lip.

A native of Sumatra. In this garden it flowers in July and August.
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3. CURCUMA.
Gln. Char. Corolla witli both borders three-parted. Anther double, base bicalcarate.

Capsule 3-celled. Seed numerous, arilled.

Tlie plants of this genus, are the most easily distinguished of all the

Scitaminean tribe; not excepted. The exact uniformity of the double,

crestless, calcarate'anther, is alone a sufficient mark to know them by. But

unfortunately, this uncommonly great similarity extends to almost every

other part
;

which renders it so difficult to distinguish the species,* that

without the aid of colour, I should despair of making their specific cha-

racters discriminative. From daily habit I find no difficulty in recognizing

them, yet it is by no means easy to find words that will convey that know-

ledge to others.

GENERAL DESCRIPTION.

In this family, as well as in the other herbaceous genera, the root is bien-

nial, and consists of what I shall call Bulbs., Tubers, and Fibres. The

former are, during the first year, like other bulbs, formed in the centre of

the bases of the sheaths of the leaves
; and may, during this period, be

called phyllophoroLis receptacles. These bulbs have on their opposite sides,

a vertical row of buds, corresponding with the number of the bifarious

leaves, and sheaths, (there being one in the axil of each,) which grew on

the bulb. From these buds, or eyes, issue the palmate tubers, which pro-

ceed nearly horizontal, in opposite directions, and branch out, more or

less, according to the nature of the plant, &c. From the lower part of the

bulbs, the fibres, or genuine roots, chiefly spring; these are strong, thick,

long fibres, with numerous small fibrils from their sides; penetrate deep

*
I say species, because their disagreements, or rhavks, by wliich I shall attenijA to discriminate

them, are, so far as my expeerince goes, invariable; continuing unchanged year after year.

V^OL. XT. '
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into the soil, in various directions ; and, in by far the greater number of the

species, if not in all, several of them terminate in a single, oblong tuber.

These are invariably less deeply coloured, and less fragrant than the ovate

bulbs, and palmate tubers of the same plant. In various parts of Indiay

the natives prepare, from these tubers, and from no other part, a very

fine, pure white starch or feculuy which they use medicinally, and as an

article of diet. It is -every way like what is met with under the name

arrow-root; and the process for obtaining it is exactly as described by Dr.

Wright, for obtaining that substance from the roots of Muranta arundi’^

riacea. That followed by the Malays^ is mentioned by Rumphius in his

Herharimn Amhoinense. 5.P. 171*

All the above described parts lie dormant in the ground, the whole of the

cool season ;
analogous to the winter in Europe; and on the approach of the

rains, the buds on the opposite sides of the bulbs, which had remained

unproductive during the first year, (that of their formation,) and on the

apexes, rarely the alternate buds, sometimes found in two rows on opposite,

(upper and under) sides, of the palmate tubers; begin to swell, and produce

the plants of the advancing season, which perish on the approach of the

Avinter, &c. In no instance have I found the pendulous tubers productive.

They seem solely intended by Providence for the use of man.

It may be proper to observe, that all the descriptions, and figures of the .

roots of the plants of this genus, are taken when in their most perfect state ;

that is, during the winter, or cool season, Avhen no other part exists.

In all the species, the leaves are radical ;
as it is only their sheaths that

form the resemblance of a short stem. They are bifarious, and herbaceous ;



monandrous plants. 3:3

1

making their appearance with the first showers in April, or May ;
and perish

about the beginning of the cool season, in November.

The inforescence is constantly a simple, erect scape, of a few inches in

length ;
either lateral, that is, rising from the root, distinct from the leaves,

and generally with or before they appear; or central, that is springing

from their centre, when they have attained their greatest luxuriance ; sup-

porting, in both cases, in loosely imbricate, simple, subcylindric, erect,

comose spike. The coma is composed of more highly coloured hractes than

those of the body of the spike, and they are for the most part, if not

always, sterile. The flower-bearing hractes which surround the body of the

spike, are. nearly alike in all, and have their lower margins united to the

backs of the lower half of the next two immediately within-, and above
;

forming pouches for the flowers, of which there are generally three, four,

or five in each, expanding in succession ; and are mixed with some small

proper bractes, which help to form the fascicle, lihe flowers are more or

less yellow in all ;
the two upper segments of the interior border are con-

fined, in an erect, or somewhat incurved position, by the conical, acute

apex of the yipper segment of the exterior border ; these three form a vault

over the anther and stigma, giving to the whole the appearance of a ringent

corolla. The lip or lower segment is large, more highly coloured, and

generally emarginate. The filament short, and broad
;

standing between

two superior segments of the inner border, opposite to the lip. Anther

double
; the lobes separated by a deep groove, through which the stvle

passes
; the lower end of each lobe ends in a large conspicuous sjmr, which

for these twenty years past, I have considered the essential character of the

genus. Style filiform. The nectarial bodies which embrace its base, are

here subulate. The stigma is somewhat bilabiate, and infundibuliforin,

u u 2
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and generally ciliate. The germ is superior, 3-celled, with numerous

seeds in each, attached to the axis. This genus, like other plants abound-

ing in other means of extending, or continuing the individual, verv rarely

ripen their seed ; when they do, the progress is rapid, three or four

weeks being the usual time between the flower and seed. The capsule

is oval, smooth, pale straw colour, thin, and nearly pellucid, 3-celled, but

there is no regular division into .valves. When the seeds are ripe, the

elasticity of the segments of the arils bursts the vertex into various por-

tions, from whence the seeds are soon expelled, .by the elastic power of the

aril. Seeds several in each cell, arilled, shape various, but the most pre-

vailing is oblong. Aril cut to the very base, ijito several slender, unequal,

white, fleshy segments ;
which unite to the seed round the umbilicus. In-

teguments two \
spongy, with highly polished, slippery, light brown

surface; membranaceous. Perisperm (albumen pure

white, hard, but friable, and occupies the lower half of the seed. Vitellus

clearer, but less white, and of a harder, and tougher texture than the

albumen, occupying the upper half of the seed, and is particularly fragrant.

Embryo length of the seed, tending to be clavate. Radicle truncate, resting

immediately over the umbilicus.

Sect. I. Spikes lateral, appearing before or with the leaves.

1. CvncvMA Zedoaria. R.

Bulbs small, and with the long palmate tubers inwardly yellow.

Leaves broad-lanceolar, subsessile on their sheaths, sericeous underneatli
;
the

whole plant green.

Amomum Zedoaria. Linn. sp. pi. ed. Willd. 1. 7*

’ Judwar, Jedwar, or Zedwar, of the Arabians.

•Jungli haldi, or Bun-haldi, of the Bengalese.
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A native of various parts of Flowers during the hot season, April

and ]\Iay ;
when the plant is destitute of leaves : soon after they appear.

The dry root agrees pretty well with the drug known in England, by the

name Zedoaria rotunda.

CURCUMA ZEDOARIA.

Arab. Jedwar or Zedwar (Geiduar of Avicenna.)

* Sans. Nirbisha, Apavisha, Vishaha, &c.

Hind. Nirbisi, Niiabisi.

Marhut. if Cam. Nirbishi.

Beng. Banhaldi.

3Ialab. Cuvva.

Malay. Tomon.

As the root is stated to agree prejty well with the round zedoary of the shops, the Jszarzc syno-

nyma are probably correct. Georgius, in his alphabet of Tibet (p. 447), remarks the correspond-

ence of the Indian Nirbisi with the Zedoar or Zedoary
;
and the author of the Mekhzenu’lddviyeh

also furnishes the Hindi name, whence the corresponding Sanscrit is concluded,) as the equivalent

for the Arabic appellation of Zedoary. The Sanscrit term implies, that the drug is used as an

antidote to poison. The Malabar and Malay names are given by Van Rheede and Rumphius

for Zedoary; and their descriptions are cited by Willdenow for this plant, but appear to suit

better with the next species of Curcuma. If the drug be not the true Zedoary, the synonyma
must be transferred to some other plant

;
except perhaps the Bengalese appellation, which u’as

furnished by natives from the inspection of this plant. Note by the President.

2. Curcuma Zerumhef. R. Ind.pl.3. No. 201.

Bulbs small, and wdth the palmate tubers pale straw colour. Leaves green-

petioled, broad-lanceloar with a purple cloud down the middle. Flowers

shorter than their bractes.

Catchur, Cachura, Cachoramu, &c. of the Hindus and Telingas.

Sat’hi, or Sotee of the Bengalese.

Kua. Rheed. mol. 11. #.-7.

Zerumbed. Rumpli. amh. 5. t. 68.

Amomum Zerumbeth. Rets. obs. 3. 55.

A native of various parts of India. Flowering time the hot season, before

the leaves appear.
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The pale colour of the roots ; crimson coma, and ferruginous mark down
the centre of the leaves, which is a constant mark in this elegant species,

readily point it out from every other, which I have yet seen.

The dry root appears to be the Zedoaria of the shops in England.

CURCUMA ZERUMBET. *•

Kua. Rheed. Tommon. Rumph.

Arab. Zerambad.

Scms. Carchuraca, Carchiira, Sat’hf.

Hind. Cachur, Cachora.

Penjdb. Cachur, Carachur.

Marhdt. and Guzr. Cachora.
,

, Cam. Cachora, Cachorabu.

Telang. Cachoramu.

Beng. Sat’hi.

Or. Capura.

Malab. Cuwa.

Malay. Tomon.

The root of this species has been ascertained to be the Zedoary of the druggists in London. The

Malay and Malabar synonyma are furnished by Rumphius and Van Rheede, whose figures and

descriptions appear to agree with the plant.

There is some confusion in the writings of the Hindu physicians, concerning the Smiscrit and

Hmdi names w hich have been cited for the plant and drug. They notice a supposed species of

turmerick under the denomination of Capur lialdi, which 'the author of the Bltava pracdsa iden-

tifies with the Amra gandlti karidra, making the Ambihaldi to be the same with the Sat’hi. But the

Rajanigliantu states this as equivalent to Carpuraca, which is the Carpura haridra of some authors,

but is called Cachora by others, from the Sanscrit Carchuraca, for so they read the name.

The Cachur or Cachora is, according to Persian writers on Materia Medica, the Hindi name of

their Zerembdd. Garcias, andafter him, Rumphius, have in like manner stated Cachora as the

name by which Zerumbet is knowm in Guzrat, Canara, and other parts of the Dekhin; and that

actually is, in all those provinces, the vernacular name, which corresponds with the Sanscrit Car-

chura. If then this plant be really (as scarcely can be doubted) the species of Zedoary called Ze-

rumbet, the Sanscrit and Arabic synonyma are ascertained. Note by the President.

.3. Curcuma ccesia. R.

Bulbs ovate, and with the palmate tubers inwardly bluish, (caesius.) Leaves
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lanceolar, petloled, a deep ferruginous-purple cloud down the middle, which

penetrates to the under side
;
.every other part green.

Nilkunth’ha, or Kdld-haldi, of the Bengalese.

Tomon-itam. Rurnph. amb. 5. p. 169.

A small species, a native of Bengal., where it blossoms in May
; so6n

after the leaves make their appearance. The inward colour of the root,

more or less blue, as the vernacular name implies
;
and the deep ferru-

ginous purple stripe, down the centre of the leaves, are marks sufficiently

strong to know it by. The petioles, and sheaths are green, the scapes

lateral
; the fertile bractes ferruginous green ;

the coma a deep lively

purple
;
the exterior border of the corolla is also purple ; and the interior

yellow.

Note by Dr. Carey.

The Hindus bruise the roots and apply them to remove pain or swelling of the joints.

4. Curcuma aeruginosa. R.

Bulbs ovate, and with the numerous incurved palmate tubers inwardly aeru-

ginous. Leaves petioled, broad-lanceolar, above the middle a faint purple,

evanescent cloud on the upper surface only j
every other part green.

A very stately species ; introduced into this garden from Pegu, by Dr.

Carey. Here it blossoms in May, immediately after the leaves ap-

pear. It is distinguished from all other Curcumas, by the internal aeru-

ginous colour of the bulbs, and palmate tubers ; while its numerous, pen-

dulous, oval tubers are inwardly of a pale pearl colour. The comose lateral

spike, is in this, as in the other species. The exterior border of the corolla

rose-coloured ; the interior deep yellow. The smooth leaves are from 2 to

3 feet long, their petioles, and sheaths about as much, making the whole

height from 4 to 6 feet.
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5. Curcuma ferruginea. R.

Bulbs and palmate tubers copious. Inwardly pale yellow. Sheaths of the

scapes, and leaves ferruginous-red, with a faint reddish tinge down the middle

of the upper surface of the leaves.

A native of Bengal. Flowers in April and May. By attending to the pale

yellowish, very fragrant roots, and to the rusty-reddish sheaths of the scapes,

and leaves
;
and to the faint reddish mark down the middle of the smooth

broad-lanceolar leaves themselves, this species may be readily ascertained.

When the leaves are old, this mark is often very vague, though very con-

spicuous wjaile young, particularly in those which appear first in the season.

The flowers are few, but large, with the exterior border reddish ; and the

inner a deep yellow. Thebractes of the fertile part of the-spike ferruginous;

of the coma few, and of a pretty bright crimson colour. The whole of this

species is about four feet.

6. Curcuma rubescens. R.

/ b s ovate-lanceolate, and with the palmate tubers inwardly pearl-coloured.

Leaves broad-lanceolar, with petioles and ribs deep red. Flowers longer than

their bractes.

A native of Bengal, at l^ast I have only found it there, and in an old

neglected garden, which belonged to a native; from thence brought into

this garden, where it is now abundant, and blossoms in INIay ;
and some-

times from the centre of the leaves, in September. The roots, though in-

wardly very pale, are powerfully aromatic. The sheaths of the scape, and

leaves, as well as the petioles, and rib of the leaves, are a deep red
,
the

surface’ of the leaves have also a ferruginous tinge throughout.

7. Curcuma comosa. R.

Bulbs large, oval, inwardly pale ochraceous. Spike clavate ;
fertile bractes
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pale pink : coma copious and rosy. Leaves petioled, lanceolar, every part

green.

For this large, uncommonly elegant species, we are indebted to Mr.

Felix Carey, who found it in Pegu, and sent plants of it from Rangoon

to this garden ;
where they blossomed in May last : about the same time of

the year the young foliage begins to appear. The root, so far as we have

yet seen, consists of very large, oval bulbs, inwardly of a pale ochraceous

colour ; no palmate tubers, but many of the oblong pendulous kind, which

are inwardly white, and penetrate very deep into the earth. The leaves very

large
;
petioles and sheaths included, from five to six feet high

; colour of

every part thereof uniform green, except in those which appear first in the

season ; these have a faint ferruginous cloud from the middle up the centre

of the surface only. The spikes are uncommonly large and elegant. The

flowers numerous, with the exterior border of the corolla pink, and the in-

terior yellow.

8. Curcuma leucorhiza. R.

Bulbs ovate, palmate tubers long, and spread far, both sorts inwardly pale

straw' colour. Leaves petioled, broad-lanceolar, smooth, uniform green in

every part. Spikes few-flowered, with coma as long the fertile portion.

Tommon Poeti. Riimph. amb. 5. p. 169.

A nativ^e of the forests of 7>u/<ar. Prom Bhuglepur Mr. Glass, the sur-

geon of that station, sent roots to this garden, under the name Tecour,

{TikhurJ and observed that it is not cultivated, but grows in the forests to

the southward of that place. The process, he says, for obtaining the flour

called Tecour is as follows :
—“ The root is dug up, and rubbed on a stone,

“ or beat in a mortar, afterwards rubbed in water with the hand, and

“ strained through a cloth: the fecula subsides, the water is poured off, and

“ the fecula dried.”

VoL. XI. X X
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This plant grows freely in the botanic garden, and flowers in May. Here

the palmate, or horizontal tubers, are particularly straight and long : thev

run far, and very deep in the earth. Their inward colour, as well as the

bulbs, very pale ochraceous yellow, almost pure white. Pendulous tubers

numerous, oblong, inwardly pearl-white. Leaves broad-lanceolar, uniform

green ;
about 2 feet long

;
whole height of the plant from 3 to 5 feet. Spikes

lateral, the inferior fertile portion not longer than the rosy coma. Flowers

length of thebractes; exterior border slightly tinged with pink
; inner yellow.

From Chittagong, jNIr.JMc IIae, the surgeon of that station, sent me the

living roots of this plant, (or of one so very like as not to be distinguished

in their present state,) under the name Cachur, and observed that from the

roots the powder called is obtained. See Mr. Colebrooke’s note

on the next species, C. angustifolia.

9, CvRcuMA angustifolia. R.
'

Bulbs oblong, with pale oblong pendulous tubers only. Leaves petioled, nar-

row lanceolar. Flowers longer than the bractes.

Tikhur of the Hindus.

Found by Henry Colebrooke, Esq. in forests from the banks of the

Sone, to Nagpur, and by him introduced into the botanic garden at Calcutta,

where it flowers in May, June, and Jul^\ The leaves make their appearance

about the same time, and decay about the beginning of the cool season,

in November.

It has now been seven years in this garden, and it has not been observed

that it ever produces any of the palmate tubers, so common in the other

species; but abounds in pendulous tubers, which furnish that fecula, or
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starch called Tikhur or Ticoi\, which is sold in the markets at Benares, &c.

and is eaten by the natives. In this garden there is another species, or va-

riety, received from Traveneore, which has not yet flowered. In that country

the natives prepare a very beautiful pure starch from its pendulous tubers,

like that of Maranta arundinacea, (Arrow root,) and Tacca pinnatqfida,

which forms a very considerable part of their diet. It is more than probable

that all those pendulous tubers, so common in this genus, abound in a simi-

lar fecula.

'curcuma angustifolia.

From the tubers of the root of this plant and of Curcuma Leucorhiza, Tikhur, a sort of starch

or flour like arrow root, is prepared by a very simple process. The Kherwars, one of the tribes of

mountaineers inhabiting the forests of the Vind’hya mountains, use the following method, accord-

ing to the information tvhich I received when traversing those forests. The roots are ground,

and water is added in considerable quantity. The starch or flour settles at the bottom of the ves- '

sel
;
and, the water being then poured oflj the starch is dried in the open air. From eight parts

bjr weight of the root, one part of starch or flour is obtained. It is said to be commonly bartered

by the Kherwars south of the Sonc for an equal weight of salt.

Having reason to believe, that the same sort of starch or flour is also obtained in the district of

Chatgaon

;

I applied to Mr. Macrae, surgeon at that station, and received verj' satisfactory infor-

mation. The powder obtained at Chatgaon from the roots, is well known by the name of Tikhur;

and the plant itself is there called Phalepa and Cachur. Judging from the specimens of the leaves

and roots, which were received from IMr. Macrae, I have little doubt that the plant is allied to

this species : and probably belongs to the kindred one C. Leucorhiza. The powder, prepared from

the root, is considered by the natives at Chatgaon as an excellent restorative in cases of consump-

tion
j
and a preparation of it, in the form of a sweetmeat, is sold in the market.

1 shall only add, on the subject of this nutritious powder, that it is very similar to the powder

which is obtained in America from the roots of Maranta Arundinacea, and which is known in

Europe by the name of Indian arrow' root
;
and there is reason to believe, that other plants of

the same natural order afibrd a similar produce.

In regard to the Asiatic names of the plant, and of its produce, I am unable to add any well

ascertained synonyma to the received name of Tikhur. It is unnoticed under this denomination

in the works of iiiwdw and writers on the Materia i\Iedica of India: and the name

of Cachur, by w hich the plant is distinguished in Chatgaon, properly belongs to the Zennnbet,

(Curcuma Z.) Kote bp the President.

X X 2
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Sect. 2. M'^ith Spikes central.

10. Curcuma bngu. Linn. sp. j)l. erf. Willcl.l.^4. Retz. obs. 3. 72 .

Bulbs small, and with the numerous, long, palmate tubers inwardly deep orange-
'

yellow. Leaves long-petioled, broad-lanceolar, uniform green.

Manjella-kua. Rheed. mal. 11 . f. ll.harf.

Curcuma. Rurnph. amb. 5. p. 162. t. 67-

Amomum. Curcuma, Gmelin. and Jacq. Hort. Find. 3. t. -1.

Haldi, Halidra, or Haridra of the Hindus, and Bengalese.

Cultivated very generally over the southern parts of Asia; where indi-

genous T cannot say.

CURCUMA LONGA.

Manjella-Kua, Rheed. Cuning, Cunjet. Rumph.

Sans. Haridra, Pita, Cancliani, Cauri, &c.

Hind. Ilaldi, Haladi, Halidra, Pit-ras.

Beng. Halud, Halidra, Pit-ras.

Or. Haladi.

Cam. Arisau, Arisin.

Teling. Pasupu.

Guzr. Haradul.

Marhat. Halad, Haladi.

Penjab. Halad, Haradra.

Cashm. Lyadar.

Pers. Zerd-Chobeb, Zcrd-chdb (Darzard Garcias.)

Arab. Uruku’s sufr, Uruku’s sabaghin (Carcuinaa Avicenna.) ,
.

Malab. IManjella-cuwa Rheed. (iMaiijella Coiia Rumph.)

dlalay. Cunjet. Rcmph. Cunbit, Howison. Cunhir H. Cuiiin R. and H.

The botanical appellation of the genus has been taken from a supposed Arabic name of the

species, which came into use as a denomination of the drug, upon the authority, as it should seem,

of the LftO'/i version of Avicenna. The original term, however, which is Curcum, signifies not

turmerick, but saffron. It is Persian according to Richardson; Arabic in the dictionarj" of

CoLius and Meninski
;

//eireiu in Parkhurst’s lexicon
;
but is Sj/riac according to the author of

the Mekhzeuu’l adviyeh. It probably is derived from the same source with the Sanscrit Cuncuma,

with the Greek Crocos and Crocon; and with the Latin Cj’ocks and Crocutn

;

all signifying saf-

fron: an affinity of names which had been already remarked by Ri mphics.
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The colour of the root, and its similarity to saflion, have indeed su<f}jested appellations for the

turmerick in more than one language. Thus it has been named Crocus Indicus, and by the Portuguese

Saffron de terra. The Persian, Arabic and Alalay names of it are all relative to its yellow dye or

golden colour, and so in general are the Sanscrit synonyma. The familiar term, Haridrd, whence

the vernacular names of it in most countries of India are taken, is explained by ‘etymologists as

also bearing allusion to the colour, ‘ brighter than a tawny hue Note the President.

11. CuRcvM.s. Amuda. R.

Bulbs conic, and with the palmate tubers inwardly pale yellowL Spike scanty,

few-flowered. Leaves long-petloled, broad-lanccolar. The whole plant uni-

form green.

Tommon manga. Rmnph. amb. 5. p. 169.

Amada of the Bengalese., which signifies ; the fresh root

possessing the peculiar smell of a green mango, which alone will distinguish

this species from every other i have yet met with. Dr. Carey observes,

that it is also known by the name Kajula-gauree., and used by the natives to

excite appetite, when lost by long weakness.

A nativ^e of Bengal. Flowering time the rainy season. The nativ^es eat

the root in their curries, and use it medicinally.

12. CvRCUMX viridiJJora. R.

Bulbs oblong, and with the palmate tubers inwardly deep yellowL Leaves long-

petioled, oblong. The whole i)lant, (spike and coma,) uniform green.

Tommon giring. Ritmpli. amb. 5. p. 169.

A native of From thence Dr. Charles Campbell sent the

plants to this garden, under the Malaij name Tommon, the root of which,

he observed, yield the Malat/s a yellow die ; though the colour is paler than

that of C. longa. The odour is also very different; the plant much larger

and entirely green, even the coma of the spike, which in all the rest is the

most highly coloured part.
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13. CvRcvMA montana. Corom.pl, 2. A’b. 151.

Bulbs conic, with pale yellow palmate tubers. Leaves short-petiolcd, oblong.

The whole plant uniform green, except the rosy coma of the spike. .

A native of the vallies amongst the Circar mountains, and blossoms during

the rains. The exterior border of the corolla very pale pink
;
the point of its

upper segment broad, and rather obtuse
;
in most of the other species it is

acute.

14. Curcuma reclinata. R.

Bulbs fusiform, with scarce any palmate tubers, but many straw coloured, oval,

jiendulous. Leaves petloled, oblong, reclinate.

A native of Hindostan. Blossoms during the rains. Is the smallest of the

genus which I have yet seen. The spike purple throughout
;
the flowers

of the same colour, except a small tinge of yellow on the centre of the lip
;

and the sheaths of the leaves tinged with red.

Besides the foregoing fourteen species, there are in the garden several more,

or varieties, which have been lately introduced, and have not yet flowered.

One of them with an mruginous root, found by Colonel Hardwicke in

the Dual). One or two from Malabar, said to be sorts of Arrow root, and

two or three introduced by Dr. Carey from Pegu; making in all about

twenty species in this garden.

6. AMOMUM.
Gex. Char. Corolla with interior border unilabiate. Aniher double, surmounted with

an entire, or lobate crest. Capsule 3-celled, 3-valved. Seeds many, arilled.

As this genus now stands, it is a good, and natural one. The plants be-

longing to it, of my acquaintance I always mean, are but few. They liave
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creeping, jointed, perennial, tuberous roo/.«f, with numerous strong fibres there-

from, which dip deep into the soil. Their sfcmfi are at least biennial, in-

vested in the sheaths of the bifarious leaves. The inflorescence uniformly

radical spikes, rather loosely imbricated ;
with one-flowered bractes

;
and

cither a horiilet, or glandular enlargement, between the base of the filament,

and insertion of the lip, as in most of the Alpinias. The capsules are 3-celIcd,

3-valved, and contain many seeds, enveloped, while recent, in a soft gela-

tinous aril, which vanishes, or is scarce discernible when dry. The embryo

subclavate, and furnished with both a perisperm, and vitellus.

1. Amomum Cardamoimim. Linn. sp. pi. ed. M'^illd. 1.3.

Leaves short-petioled, lanceolar. Spikes even with the earth, lax. Bractes lan-

ceolate, acute. Lip with anterior margin 3-lobed. Crest 3-lobed.

Cardamomum minus. Rnmph. amb. 5. t. 65. f. 1.

»

A native of the Malay Iskmcls; from Samatra Dr. Charles Campbell

sent plants to this garden, where they blossom during the month of May, just

before the rains begin. To the taste the seeds are agreeably aromatic, and

are used by the Malays as a substitute for the real Cardamom of Malabar.

2. Amomvm angustifoUvm. Linn. sp. pi. ed. Willd.l.S.

Leaves broad-lanceolate. Spikes elevated, linear-oblong. Bractes oblonsj,

rather pointed. Lip obovate-cuneate, entire. Crest three-toothed.

Amomum angustifolium. Sonnerat’s Voijage. 2. 242. t. 137.

A native of Madagascar. From the Mauritius Captain Ten next brought

it to this garden, where it blossoms during the cool season. The flowers pos-

sess a considerable share of spicy fragrance, and are showy
; the exterior border

of the eorolla and superior bractes being red, and the large lip yellow.
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3. Amomum aculeatum. R.

Leaves sulisessile, cordate-lanceolate. Spikes obovate, even with the earth.

Bractes lanceolate. Crest amply 3-lobcd. Capsules oval, echinate.

A native of the Malay Archipelago; from thence introduced into the

botanic garden, where it blossoms freely in April and INIay
; seed ripens in

October. The capsule is perfectly destitute of grooves ; for this and other

reasons, I think it cannot be Kolnig’s Amoimnu, an Globba crispa; nor

lluMPHius’s Globba cripsa viridis, because the cortex of the capsule is of a

soft fleshy texture; hence likewise I conclude it cannot be A. echinalum.

Linn, sp.pl.ed. Willd.X. 8.

As in the Alpinias, there are two hornlets, one on each side, between the

insertions of th'e lip, and filament on the mouth of the tube.

4. Amomum maximum, R.

Leaves petioled, lanceolar, villous underneath. Spikes oval, even with the earth.

Bractes lanceolate. Crest of one semilunar lobe. Capsules round, nine-winged.

A native of the Malay Archipelago. In the botanic garden at Calcutta,

where it has long been, it blossoms in April and May ; and the seeds are

ripe in September and October.

The flowers are nearly white, with a small tinge of yellow on the middle

of the lip. The seeds have a warm, pungent, aromatic taste, not unlike the

real cardamom, but by no means so grateful. IIumphius’s representation

of the fruit of his Globba crispa rubra, Vol. 6. t. 6(). D. might serve for

this; but, as the seed vessel of my plant is perfectly destitute of hairs, 1

cannot believe it is Louretro’s A. villosum. See Willdenow’s edition

of the species, 1. ^,8. Ifc.
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7. ZINGIBER.

Gbn. Char. Coro/ia with interior border unilabiate. J^itlier double, crowned with a single

(horn-shaped,) curved beak. Capsule 3-celled, 3-valved. Seeds many, arilled.

The plants, which fall under the above essential character, further differ

from the Amomums in being herbaceous: (whereas in that genus they are all,

at least biennial.) Their inflorescence uniformly radical, or terminal spikes :

compactly* or openlyj* imbricated with one-flowered bractes. To render the

specific characters of the different species more concise, I have arranged

those with radical spikes in one section, and those with terminal in a second.

Sect. I. Spikes radical.

1 . Zingiber officinale, Roscoein Trails, of Linn. Soc. 8. 348.

Leaves linear-lanceolate. Spikes compact, strobiliform, elevated. Bractes

acute. Lip 3-lobed. '

Common Ginger.

Amomum Zingiber. Linn. sp. pi. ed. Willd. 1.6.

Inschi. Rheed. mol. 11. t. 12.

Zingiber majus. Rumph. amh. 5. t. 66. f. 1.

Ada, or Adrac of the Hindus, and Bengalese.

A plant too well known, to need an}^ further description.

ZINGIBER OFFICINALE.

Inschi. Rheed. Alea. Rumph. '
'

Sans. Ardraca, Ardra, Srmgavera.

Hind. Adrac, Adarac, Ada, Ad.

Beng. and Or. Ada.

Tir/i. Ad.

Gitzr. Adu.

Caskm. Adaru.

* As in officinale, Zerumbet, Cassitmunar, and the two with terminal spikes,

t As in squarrosum, roseum, riibens, and ligulutum.

VoL. XI. Y Y
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Penjab. Adarac. Adra. Adi.

Marhat. Ale.

Cam. Alla.

^ Telang. Allam.

Arab. Zenjabil.

Malab. Ale, Inclii. Rheed. Imji. Rumph.

JMalay. Halva, Alea. Rumph. Alia. Howison.

Among- the Sanscrit synonyma of ginger, Srmgavera (signifying horn-shaped,) or, as it is pro-

nounced in some places, Srmgabera, has a marked affinity with the Greek the Latin

Zingiber, and even the Arabic Zenjabil
;

as well as w'ith all the names which the drug obtains in

the various languages of Europe. This affinity of the Arabic and European names had been long

ago remarked by Garcias. Its origin is now traced to the ancient and learned language of Lidiu.

The plant and fresh root are in Hindi called Adrac and Add from the Sanscrit Ardraca and

Ardra; and the dry root is named bj’^ most nations Sont'h or Sunt'h from the Sanscrit

Sunt'hi ov Sunt’ hi. The etymology of these terms seems to indicate the contrast of wet and dry

for such is the radical sense of the \\ovd& Ardra zwA Sunt’h: but iSawicr/t grammarians explain the

first as alluding to the moisture which ginger induces on the tongue
;
and the other as indicating

the virtue which it is supposed to possess .of drying up phlegm. Note by the President.

2. Zingiber Zerumbet. Roscoein Trans, of Linn. Soc. 8. 348.

Stems declinate. Leaves approximate, sessile, lanceolar. Spikes compact,

strobiliform, much elevated, oval, obtuse. Bractes broad-obovate, obtuse;

margins coloured. Lip 3-lobed.

Arnomum Zerumbet. Linn. sp. pi. ed. Willd. 1. 6.

Katu-inshi-kua. Rheed. mat. 11. t. 13.

Zingiber spurium. Retz. obs. S. 60.

Lampujum. Rumph. amb. 5. t. Gi.f. I.

A native of various parts of India. Flowering time the rainy season.

Seeds ripen in November and December, by which time the plant has

perished down to the root.

ZINGIBER ZERUMBET.

Katu-inschi-kua. Rheed. Lampujang. Rumph.

This plant was supposed by Rumphius to be the Zerumbet; and i\\e Brahmens, who assisted

ViWN Rheede, appear to Irave mistaken it for the Galangal, for they named it to him Colanjana,
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as mav be gathered from his text corrected by the Nagari characters in tlie plate. It is neither

of those celebrated drugs
;
but bears more resemblance to the Cassumunar, which is however the

root of the next species. I^ote by the President.

3. Zingiber Cassiimunar. R.

Stems erect. Leaves sessile, linear-lanceolate. Spikes compact, strobiliform,

elevated, lanceolate, acute. Bractes obovate, pointed. Lip 3-lobed.

"Bun-ada of the Hindus and Bengalese.

Car-puspoo of the Telingas.

A native of various parts of India. Flowering time the rainy season. Seed

ripe in November.

The root of this plant Sir Joseph Banks and Dr. Combe think the true

Cassumunar of the shops. When fresh it possesses a strong- camphoraceous

odour, and warm, spicy, bitterish taste
;
when dried considerably weaker.

ZINGIBER CASSUMUNAR.
From the name, as ascertained by Dr. Roxburgh, and which is composed of words of

SrtwicrU origin, a Sanscrit name might be inferred, Vandrdraca signifying wild ginger; but I find

no authority for it. This plant was brought to me for the Dar-kaldi, which is the Ddrvicd of

Snnerit authors, and noticed as an efficacious drug in the writings of the Hindu physicians.

I am at a loss to conjecture the origin of the name by which the drug is knowm in England. It

Was first introduced into practice by M.uiloe, as a medicine of uncommon efficacy in hysteric,

epileptic, and paralytic disorders
;
but is gone out of repute. Note by the President.

A. Zingiber roseum. Roscoe in Trans, ofLinn. soc. 8. 348.
*

Leaves short-petioled, lanceolate. Spikes lax, half immersed ia the earth.

Braetes lanceolate, coloured. Lip entire,

Amomum roseum. Corom.pl. 2. No. 126.

Buma catchicay of the Telingas.

A native of the vallies amongst the mountains of the northern Circarss*

where it blossoms during the rains.

Y V g
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5. Zingiber tigulaUm. R.

Leaves approximate, sessile, lanceolate. Spikes lax, obovate, apex even with

the earth. Bractes cuneiform. Lip sub-hastate.

A native of Hindostan, where it was first noticed by Colonel Hardwicke.

Flowers during the rainy season ; seed ripe in December.

6. Zingiber ruhens. R.

Leaves lanceolar. Spikes lax, half immersed in the earth. Bractes linear-

lanceolate, straight. Lip narrow-ovate, entire.

Sent by Dr. F. Buchanan, from the district of Rungpur to this garden,

where it grows freely, and blossoms in August.

7. Zingiber squarrosim. R.

Leaves lanceolar. Spikes squarrose, half immersed in the earth. Bractes linear,

with long, taper, weaved, recurved apexes. Lip 3-lobed; apex bifid.

A native of Pegu, where it ripens its seed in December. From Rangoon

Mr. Felix Carey sent the fresh roots, entire capsules, and ripe seeds to

this garden, where the plants from both the seeds and roots grow freely,

and the latter blossomed in August.

Sect. 2.
,
Spike terminal.

8. Zingiber capitatum. R.

Leaves linear-lanceolate, stem-clasping. Exterior bractes lanceolate; interior

ovate.

A native of Hindosian, where it was also first noticed by Colonel Hard-

wicke
;
and, (with the last,) sent to the botanic garden at Calcutta, under

the Hindu name Jengl’i-adrac. It blossoms in the early part of the mins ;

and the seed ripens abundantly in September and October.
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9. Zingiber margimtum. R.

Leaves sessile, lanceolate. Exterior bractes obovate, with broad, transparent,

membranaceous margin.

Native place uncertain.

8. COSTUS.

Gen. Char. Cowl with interior border of one campanulate back-cleft lobe. Filament

lanceolate, with the double anther attached far below its apex. Capsule 3-celled,

3-valved. Seeds numerous, naked.

1. CosTUS speciosus. Smith in Trans, ofLinn. Soc. 1. 249.

Leaves sessile, spirally arranged, oblong, villous underneath.

Banksia speciosa. Retz. obs. 3. 75.

Tsjana-kua. Rheed. mal. 11 . t. 8.

Ceyu of the Hindus and Bengalese.
\'

Cashmira, Pushcara, Sanscrit names.

’A native of all the southern parts of Asia. In Bengal it blossoms during

the rains, and the seed ripens in October and November. No use, so far

as 1 can learn, is made of any part of the plant by the natives of India, and

Sir Joseph Banks informs me, that the root does not at all resemble the

Costus Arahicus of the shops.

The tuberous part of the root runs horizontal a few inches under the sur-

face of the earth; is often two inches in diameter, marked with annular rings;

irom every part, the proper fibrous roots issue, and penetrate deep into the

soil; colour of the old parts pale yellow; of the young, white; texture,

firm, tough, and fibrous
; and has not any of that spicy, or camphoraceous

odour, so common to the plants of this order. Stems erect, or nearly so ;

some straight, while others from the same root rise with a spiral contortion ;

lower half invested in simple, downy sheaths; general thickness about that
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of a walking cane, and from 4 to O' feet high. Leaves ’spirally arranged

round the upper half of the stems, subsessile, oblong, cuspidate, very downv

underneath; length from 6 to 15 inches. Spike a single, oblong, firm one,

crowns the top of each stem, imbricated with numerous, exterior, ovate,

concave, hard, polished, pointed, one-flowered, permanent bractes, or scales;

colour green, ferruginous, or red, but all become bright red by the time the

seeds are ripe ; besides these, each flower has a smaller interior, boat-shaped

bracte, embracing the left side of the 3-cleft calyx, which also becomes red

by age. Carol large, pure white, with a faint blush of pink
;
inodorous

;

the inner border resembles the limb of the flower of Convolvulus sepium, but

bent out in a recurved direction, and with the margin elegantly laciniate-

dentate. Filament lanceolate, incumbent over the middle of the inner bor-

der, back clothed with much long, soft, white hair: nearly to its centre,

on the underside, is attached the oblong double anther. Style shorter than

the filament. Stigma large, bilabiate, and even with the apex of the anther.

Capsule 3-sided, smooth, hard, deep red, crowned with the still perfect,

permanent, rigid, coloured calyx, 3-celled, 3-valved, opening on the sides.

Seeds numerous, angular, black, smooth. Perispcrm conform to the seed,

pure white, and cartilaginous. Vitellus thin and closely embracing, like a

case, all but the base of the embryo, which is central, cylindric, and as long

as the perisperm, with its truncate radicle close to the umbilicus.

9. ALPINIA.

Gen. Char. Carol with interior border unilabiate. Anther double, naked, (uncrowned.)

Capsule berried, 3-celled. Seeds a few, or numerous, arilled.

The plants which come under this definition, form a good natural genus;

for besides the common character of the family, the other affinities of the

individuals which compose jt, are peculiarly striking, viz.
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In having strong, thick, crooked, permanent tubers, which run nearly

horizontal, a little below the surface of the earth, are strongly marked with

the annular scars of the decayed sheaths ; and from every part the long,

thick, fibrous, fibres issue, which form the real root.

The stems are from biennial, to perennial, numerous, growing in tufts>

straight, and erect, or more or less recurved, according to their place in the

tuft; clothed with bifarious, lanceolate, acute leaves; and all, except Carda-

momum, terminate in a copious raceme, or panicle of large, gaudy flowers.

The culi/.v, as in the other genera of this order, is superior, and consists of

one leaf, having its margin very irregularly divided. This part furnishes

little or no help in discriminating the species. The corol is of one petal, with

a double border, the exterior three-parted ;
inner of one, large, more highly

coloured lobe, or lip, or nectary, placed on the under side, opposite to the

stamina ; on each side of its base, or insertion, a curved hornlet is to be

found in the greatest number of the species. Thejilament is broad, slightly

grooved on Ihe inside, supporting a large, double, emarginate, crestless an-

ther, with a deep fissure between its lobes, for the reception of the style.

The germ inferior, 3-celled, with many seeds in each, (except in Galanga,

where the number is constantly two in each cell,) attached to a thickened

portion of the partitions, a little removed from the axis. Style slender,

and of a length sufficient to raise the infundibuliform, ciliate stigma, even

with, or a little above the apex of the anther. Nectarial scales, in this genus

generally united into one, thick, short, crenulate, truncate body, which

embraces the base of the style on the exterior side. The capsule is one of

those that may be called berried, invariably 3-celled. The seeds more or less

numerous, invested in a multifid aril, and two integuments. In those I

have had it in my power to examine, there is a perisperm, or albumen

;
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and vitcllus. The embryo is generally an inverted crescent, more or less per-

fect, with a straight portion, the radicle, from the middle of its convex, or

underside, pointing to the umbilicus of the seed.

1 . Alpinia Galanga. Linn, sp.pl. ed. JVilld. 1 . 12.

Leaves sessile, broad-lanceolar. Paniele terminal. Lip oblong, with bifid

apex, linear claw, and two conic coloured glands at its base. Germ with

two-seeded cells. Capsules obovate, smooth, few-seeded.

Galanga major, Rumph. amb. 5. t. 63.

Alpinia Galanga. Roscoein Trans, of Linn. Soc. 8. 345.

A native of the Malay Archipelago. From Sumatra Dr. Charles Camp-

bell sent plants to this garden in 1800 : where they flower during the hot

season ;
and ripen their seed, though very rarely, in November. The seed

vessel is small, obovate, smooth, deep orange red, does not open sponta-

neously, and cannot contain more than two seeds in each cell, (that being

the number in the germ,) which are three-fourths covered with a white aril.

To the taste they are bitter, and nauseous. These circumstances induce me

to believe it to be Rumph lus’s plant, but I doubt whether any one of

Kcenig^s Languas' s can be referred to this. For the same reason 1 would

exclude Lctureiro’s A. Galanga.

By the assistance of Sir Joseph Banks, and Dr. Combe, it has been

found, that the root of this plant is the real Galanga major of our shops (in

London.)

ALPINIA GALANGA.
Lanqaas. Rumph.

Arab. Kholinjan, Khulinjan.

Sans. Culanjaua, Culanja, Sugandha-vacha, Maliabhari-vacha.

ITind. Culinjan, Culenjiii, Cnlajan.
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Cam, and Marhut. Culanjan.

Mala^, Lanquas. Rumph. Laiicooa. IIovvison.

The root of this plant being' ascertained to be the Galanga major of the druggists, conformably

with what had been said of it by Rumphius, there is no doubt of its being the Kholinjdn of the

Arabs, termed in Hindi Culinjan. In Sanscrit it is called Culanjana according to one authority (the

lidjnighantu ;) but Sugand’hd vachd, or sweet scented .<4c‘cr«5, as also Mahabliari vachd according

to another Indian treatise (the Bliavapracdsa.) If the first name be genuine Sanscrit, which is

however doubtful, the similar names in other languages, including the European term galanga,

must be derived directly or mediately from it. Note by the President.

2. Alpinia Allughas. Roscoe in Trans, of Linn. Soc. 8. 346.

Leaves lanceolar, polished. Panicle terminal. Lip bifid j lobes refuse. Cap-

sules spherical, polished, (black,) one-valved, many-seeded.

Hellenia Allughas. Linn. sp. pi. ed. Willd. 1 . 4.

Mala-inschi-kua. Rheed.mal. 11. 14.

Tdraca. Asiatic Researches. 4. 240.

Tara, or Tarac of the Bengalese.

A native of Bengal., and very common. Flowering time the whole of the

rainy season. Seed ripe in October and November.

ALPINIA ALLUGHAS.

According to Van Rheede, this plant is called by the Brdhmanas, Giri Kolinjana or mountain

ginger. This name is obviously taken from the Sanscrit Giri a mountain, and Culanjana the

(Jalangal, to which indeed the plant is much nearer than to the ginger.

It has been described by Sir W. Jones, under the Sanscrit name of Tdraca, the authority for

which I have been unable to discover. The word is indeed Sanscrit

;

and, among other senses, is

stated in dictionaries to be the name of a tree : a description which is not recoacileable with this

plant. Note by the President.

3. Alpinia malaccensis. Roscoe in Trans, of Linn. Soc. 8#345.

Leaves lanceolar, petioled, villous underneath. Racemes terminal, simple. Lip

broader than long, obscurely three-lobed, (lateral lobes incurved into a tube.)

Maranta malaccensis. Linn, sp.pl. ed. JVilld. 1. 14.

Galanga malaccensis. Rumph. amb, 5. t. 71 . f. 1.

V OL. XI, Z 7,
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A native of Chittagong; from thence introduced into the botanic garden

at Calcutta, where it flowers in April and May.

This is the most stately, and most beautiful of our scitamineous plants.

The flowers are particularly large, with the bractes, and exterior border of

the corolla, pure, smooth, lucid white
;
and the large lip variegated with

crimson and yellow.

-4. Alpinia nutans. Roscoe in Trans, of Linn. Soc. 8. 346.

Leaves lanceolar, short-petioled, polished. Racemes terminal, drooping. Lip

obscurely three-lobed, (lateral lobes incurved into a tube.) Capsules spherical,

opening down the sides. Seeds a few, round; aril white; (nectaries square and

truncate.)

Renealmia nutans. Andr. Bot. repos. 5. t. 360.

Globba nutans. Linn. sp. pi. ed. Willd. 1. 153.

Poora-nag-champa of the Hindus.

A native of the interior parts of Bengal. From Dinajpur Dr. Wm. Carey

sent plants to this garden, where they are perfectly at home, producing

quickly from the same root, numerous, luxuriant stems, of from 5 to 8 feet

in length, and as thick as a man’s finger
;
flower abundantly during the hot

season, (March, April and May,) and the seed ripens in October and Novem-

ber. The seeds possess a small degree of spicy warmth. The root is also

odorous, and is sometimes carried to England for Galanga major. In this

the apex of the anther is bifid. Stigma large, with hairy callous lips.

5. Alpinia mutica. R.

Leaves short-petioled, narrow-lanceolar, polished. Racemes terminal, erect,

compound. Lip 3-lobed
;
base spurless. Capsule berried. Seeds numerous,

angular
;

aril evanescent.
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Found by Mr. W. Roxburgh in the forests of Prince of Wales Island,

from thence introduced into this garden, where it flowers more or less the

whole year, but chiefly during the hot season. It is also an elegant species,

and holds a middle rank between nutans and calcarata.

6. Alpinia calcarata. Roscoe m Trans, of Linn. soc. 8. 347.

Leaves narrow-lanceolar, polished. Spikes terminal, erect, compound. Lip

ovate-oblong, with curled bilohate apex. ,

Renealmia calcarata. Andr. Bot. Repos. 6. t. 421.

From China it was introduced into this garden in 1799? where the same

root quickly produced innumerable stems, of about the thickness of a com-

mon ratan, and about 3 or 4 feet long ; and in flower more or less the whole

year, but chiefly in March and April.

7. Alpinia Cardamomum. R.

Scapes from the base of the stems, ramous, procumbent. Lip 3-lobed, with

calcarate base.

Amomum Cardamomum. R. Ind. pi. 3. N. 226.

Amomum repens. Linn. sp. pi. ed. Willd. 1. 9. SoJinerat, ^c.

Elettari. Rheed. mal. 11 . t. 4. a?id 5.

Cardamomum minus. Pharm. Land, and Edinb.

Ela, one of its numerous Sanscrit names.

Elachi, or Ela'ichi of the Hindus and Bengalese.

Ailum-chedy of the Malahars on that Coast.

V

A native of the mountainous parts of Malabar, where it is found both

wild and cultivated. In the latter state it begins to blossom during the first

rains, when about 4 years old; and the ripe fruit is gathered in November.

It continues to be productive till about the seventh year, when it is usual to

cut it down, and from the roots other stems rise, which are treated as before.

z z 2
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Elettari. Rheed.

Sans. Ela, Siicshma-ela, Dravidi, Truti, Corangi, Upacunchi, &c.

Hind. Elachi, Ilachi, Elaichi, Ch’hoti lachi, Gujrati elachi. I

Beng. and Or. Elaich.

Cashni. Lochiel.

Malab. Ela. Elettari. Rheed. Ailum chedi. Rojtn.

Marhat. Ela, GujratPhi ilachi.

Cam. Erare, Eraci, Chiri yalacci.

Telang. Sanaa yillacci.

Arab, ^akulah, Hal.

Pers. Hil.

Two sorts of Cardamoms, denominated in various languages large and small, are distinguished by

the Hindi names of Ptlrbi and Guzrdti Elachi, or Cardamoms produced in the east of Hindostan

and in Guzrat. The Sanscrit synonyma make the small sort to be the production of Drdvida or

the southern part of the peninsula of India. It is the seed of this plant, which is a native of the

mountains near Cochin and Calicut. The large sort, according to the Sanscrit synonyma, is a

production of Triputi. Note bp the President.

8. Alpinia spicata. R.

Spike terminal, oblong, compactly imbricated with naiTow-lanceolate, acute

bractes.

A native of Sumatra, and the smallest of the genus I have yet seen. It

was brought by Mr. W. Roxburgh from Bencoolen to this garden in 1803;

and at the close of the rains of 1808 it blossomed for the first time, and was

then only about two feet high.

10. GLOBBA.

Gen. Char. Corolla with interior border two-lobed, or none. Filament very long, curved

;

base tubuhu’, and winged with a cuneiform lip. Anther double (appendicled, or naked.)

Capsule one-celled, 3-valved. Seeds many, attached to 3 parietal receptacles.

As Roscoe observes, in his new arrangement of the vSeitaminean plants,

no genus in the whole order is more strongly marked than Glohba ; though

certainly the Linnaean description could never have led to a discovery of the
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plants of it. It is to Dr. Smith, who found the original specimen of Glohba

mamntina in the Linnccan Herbarium, that we are obliged for detecting and

correcting this error in his description of the plant, in his Exotic Botany.

The same plant', 1 had, till this dlscovery was made known, considered to

belong to an undescribed genus, which I called' Colebrookia, in honour of our

President, whose knowledge of botany, and the benefit the science has

derived from his help, justly entitle
j
him. to this distinction; which by all

true botanists is considered the highest, reward,^ and more lasting than even

a monument of marble or brass. And I also take this opportunity of thank-

ing Dr. Smith for having (in consequence of his discovering that my

Colebrookia hulbifera was Globba marantina of Lirjnceus,) transferred that

name to another new genus of East Indian plants.

- t i

The individuals of this family are all herbaceous; of rather small size,

(their stems and inflorescence together rarely exceed three feet in height
;)

and perish down to the root about the month of November. Their Iddves

lanceolar, (tapering equally at each end;) or lanceolate, (tapering from or near
1

1

•

'

the base;) nearly smooth, and tapering into longer and finer points than any

other of the order. In all the species here noted, the injlorcscence is terminal,

except in the last. The prevailing colour of the flowers yellow
; and the

lip, or icing oi the filament (as in the whole of the order,)' the brightest, and

most ornamental part. Thejilament is particularly long, very slender, and

much incurved. Anther donhXe, variously appendaged, or naked. The style

uncommonly slender
; sometimes it passes along a groove on the inside of

the filament to the anther
; sometimes it take's a straight, and more direct

course, but always passes between its lobes. The stigma funnel-shaped. The
capsule oval, generally fleshy and tubercled, 1 -celled, fJ-valved, opening from

the apex. . Seeds many, attached to three parietal receptacles, by the inter-

vention of a thick, spongy, umbilical cord, resembling a small aril.

r
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1. Globba marantina, Linn.sp.pl. ed. fVilld. 1. 153.

Leaves lanceolar. Spikes terminal, subsessile, strobiliform, bulbiferous. Anthers

four-horned.

G. marantina. Smith's Exot. Bot. 2. t. 103. and Roscoe in Trans, of Linn. Soc. 8. 356*.

Lampujum silvestre minus. Rumph. amb. 5. t.f.

A native of the Malay Islands: from Amhoyna it was originally intro-

duced into this garden, where it thrives luxuriantly, and flowers during the

rains, but never produces seed here ;
though the germ is perfect, with many

seeds attached to its three parietal receptacles. A small ovate bulb is pro-

duced in the bosom of each bracte, and by these the plant is more readily

propagated, than it could be by seed.

2. Globba hidbifera. R.

Stems bulbiferous. Leaves oblong. Racemes terminal, erect, shorter than the

leaves, bulbiferous.

Conda-puspoo of the Telingas,

A native of the vallies among the Northern Circar mountains. Flowers

during the rains.

The original description of this species has been lost, and I have only my

recollection, and an imperfect drawing, to go by in making out the specific

character.

3. Globba orixensis. R.

Leaves oblong. Panicle terminal. Anthers naked. Capsule verrucosc.

A native of the moist vallies amongst the Circar mountains, where it

blossoms during the rainy season. Dr. Buchanan has also found it in the

Rungpur district, and sent plants to this garden, where they blossom through-

out the rainy season.
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4. Globba Hura. R.

Leaves ovate-oblong. Raceme terminal, erect; pedicels tern, three-flowered.

Anthers with a membranaceous coronet.

Hma siamensium, Koenig, in Retz. ohs. 3. p. 49.

5. Globba pendula. R.

Leaves lanceolate. Racemes terminal, compound, greatly longer than the

leaves, pendulous. Anthers bicalcarate.

Found by Mr. W. Roxburgh, wild in the forests of Prince of Walea'

Island.

6. Gxobba radicalis. R.

Panicle radical. Anthers w'inged.

Found by Mr. W. Roxburgh indigenous in the forests of Chittagong,

and from thence introduced ipto the botanic garden at Calcutta, where it

flowers from April, to the end of June. About the same time the herbaceous

stems and leaves appear. There is a constant succession of the flowers from

the extremities of the lengthening branches of the panicle, for nearly two

months. The whole panicle, peduncles, both common and partial, bractes,

and flowers, (except the deep, but bright yellow lip or lower wing of the fila-

ment,) are of a lively blue-purple colour, and uncommonly beautiful.
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EXPLANATION OF THiE FiOT
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!

Tab. I. Phrynium capitatum.'
‘‘

^
'*

Fig. 1. The entire flower, with the upper part of the tube' which supports tlie inner

border, laid open. «, a, The calyx, h, h, b. The segments of the exterior

border of the corolla, c, c. The two large segments of the inner border, and

d, the thiee inner, e, The anther. ^ The stigmai’ .

2. Tlie germ and sections. All the above magnified.!;/ •
: [ ,;

3. The ripe capsule, natural size.

4. Two thirds of the same with an entire seed in one' cell, and a section in the

other ;
natural size.

5. A vertical section of a seed, magnified : a, the perisperm*: h, the embryo.

•

^ ^ (((j.

Tab. 2. K.empferia paiulurata.

Fig. 1. The corolla, natural size, a. The tube.i h, h, h, The three segments of the exte-

rior border, c, c, The two'superior segments of the interior border, removed

to some little distance, d, The lower segment or lip, also removed, e. The

anther and crest.

2. The germ and transverse section, a. b, The calyx laid open, which exposes to

view the two awl-shaped bodies, which embrace the base of the style, c.

d, The stigma, natural size, and magnified.

3. 3. The two bractes.

Tab. 3. Curcuma angnstifolia.

Fig. 1. The calyx laid open, exposing to view the two Xccj/igeau awl-shaped scale.s, em-

bracing the base of the style.
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Fig. 1.

2 .

3.

4.

5.

6 .

7 .

8 .

9.

;i6i

The germ and section. '

The Interior hracte. -
.

The stigma.

The corolla laid open, o, a, a, The three segments of the exterior border.

b, b, The superior segments of the inner border, c, The lip, or lower seg-

ment. d, The calcarate anther, on Its short filament.

The capsule and section.

One of the seeds with its aril expanded.

The above figures are but a little magnified.

Sections of a seed magnified, a, The perisperm. b, The vitellus. r, The embryo.

T.^b. 4. Amojium amleatum.

The interior bracte, which is here tubular.

The germ, and transverse section.

The cal}Ti, laid open.

The corolla laid open, a, a, a, The three segments of the exterior border.

h, The lip. c, c,*Two conical glands between the base of the filament d,

and lip b.

The double anther, and three-lobed crest, with the infundibuliform stigma in

the centre.

Capsule cut transversely, with the upper portion separate.

A seed, without its gelatinous aril.

A vertical section of the same, magnified.

The vitellus, and embryo, removed from their place in the centre of the perisperm,

still more magnified.

Tab. 5. Zingiber,

C

a^mnumar.

Fig. 1. A back view of a flower, with its exterior, and interior bractes.

2. The germ and section.

3. The interior bracte.

VoL. XI.
^
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4. The calyx, laid open.

5. The corolla, laid open. • r?,

6. The anther, and horn-shaped beak, or crest.

7. The open capsule, natural size.

8. One of the seed, and aril, laid open.

9. A vertical section of a seed, magnified, a, The perisperm. b, The vitellus.

c. The embryo.

10. Section of a seed, after vegetation is a little advanced.

Tab. 6. Globba oiixensis.

Fig. 1. The corolla removed from the germ, a, a, a. The three segments of the ex-

terior border, h, h, The two interior, c. The lip, or wing of the long

slender curved filament d. e, The naked anther, and stigma, f. The part

of the style proceeding to the anther, in a more direct course, than the

groove of the filament.

2. The germ and section.

3. The calyx, laid open.

4. The capsule and section, natural size.

5. One of the seed, natural size.

6. Section of the same, magnified, with the partial aril thro\vn back. The internal

structure has not yet been ascertained.

In all, the principal figures are uniformly of the natural size of the parts delineated, and

afford a scale to guess how much the other figures are magnified.
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THE ROSHENIAH SECT,

AND ITS

FOUNBEjR bayezib ansam.

BY J. LEYDEN, M. D.

In the course of some researches relative to the language and literature

of the Afghans, I met with an account of an author of that nation, named

BA'YEzio Ansa'ri, which greatly excited my curiosity, and induced me to

investigate his history. I now submit to the Asiatic Society, the result of

my enquiries, in the following sketch of his life and opinions. Having

been the founder of a heretical sect, which attained a very formidable

degree of power, and was suppressed with extreme difficulty, his works

have been proscribed, and his memory regarded with horror among the

greater number of the Afghanis, while the adherents to his sect, who still

exist, are confined to the wildest and most inaccessible districts, concealing

their books, and their tenets, with equal care. I am informed by AmIr-

Muh^vmmed, a native of Paishdwer, that some of the reputed followers of

Ba'yezid are still to be found, both in Paishdwer and Cdbul, but that they

are reckoned still more numerous among the wild tribes of the Yuscfzei.

3 A 2
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In Paishdwer, they are supposed to hold secret meetings, by night, at an

ancient edifice, with a dome, where Ba'yezid formerly resided, and at

which the pious Moslems, as they pass by the ruins, generally cast stones,

in token of their abhorrence, accompanied with fervent imprecations and

curses on the founder. Though, from the circumstances mentioned, I have

not been able to procure any of the original compositions of Ba^yezid, yet

1 have met with some pretty copious details of his proceedings, the most

important of which are contained in the Makhzan-Afghani, a work in the

Afghan or Pashtit language, and in the celebrated Persian work, named the

Dabistan-i-Mazdhib, by JNIohs ani-Fa^ni. From the epithet

Roshan or the luminous, which Ba'yezId assumed as a title, his followers

derived the appellation of Roshenian, which literally signifies illuminati.

The Rosheniah sect received its origin in Afghdnistan, in that dark, turbulent

and sanguinary period, which preceded the accession of Acbar to the throne

of India; a period when an extraordinary ferment pervaded the minds of

men in the east, and when it is difficult to say, whether civil or religious

matters w'ere in the most changeful and uncertain state. Their founder, by

birth an Afghdn, but of Arab extraction, appears to have been a man of ex-

traordinary natural abilities, and extreme subtlety of genius. In his early

youth he acquired a taint of the Ismd'ilii/ah heresy, which, at that time,

flourished in some of the mountainous districts of Khorasdn and Maicar-al-

nahar

;

and in his character of prophet, he appears to have modelled his con-

duct according to the ideas of that sect, concerning a perfect unerring reli-

gious guide. The doctrines which he first propagated, seem not to have

differed essentially from those of the Slfis; but as he proceeded, he

diverged wider and wider from the pale of Islam. As his sect increased in

number and power, it assumed a political, as well as a religious aspect
;
and

soon made such formidable progress, that, at last, it embraced nearly the
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whole nation of the Afghans^ to whom it was almost exclusively confined.

Ba^yezId, at first, appears to have advanced no pretensions but eloquence,

to persuade men to follow his doctrines
;
but he no sooner found himself at

the head of a formidable party, than he asserted his right to conquer, by

the sword, those who were deaf to the persuasions of his eloquence. Esta-

blished by the ability of its founder, and supported by the united influence

of two powerful principles, a sectarian and a national spirit, the Rosheniah

s’ect maintained its ground, for the greater part of a century, during the most

prosperous period of the Moghul government
;
and flourished, in spite of the

most vigorous exertions to suppress it, from the beginning of the reign of

Acbar, to that of Sh ah-Jeh a'n.

The two principal authorities, which I have followed in the account of

Ba'yezid Ansa'rI, are of the most opposite description ; and have very

little in common, either in manner or matter, Mohsani Ea'ni, the author

Dabistdn-i--Mazuhih, appears to be almost as favourably inclined towards

Ba'yezid, as Akhu'n Derwe'zeh,* the author of i\\e Makhzan Afghani^

is rancorous and hostile. The character of INIohsani Fa'ni is already

known to orientalists, by the eulogy of the illustrious founder of the Asiatic

Society ;
and his account of the Rosheniah sect and its founder, which is

concise, distinct, and luminous, I have closely translated. Akhu'n Der-

we'zeh, the author of the Makhzan Afghani^ is less known to Ruropeans,

than Mohsani Fa'ni, though a much more celebrated character in

Afghanistan. He is however chiefly famous for his sanctity; for of his

history, little more is known than what he himself has recorded. He
was of Tajic origin, and resided chiefly at Banher, in the country of the

* Akhun a religious instructor, a doctor in theology, is U'cd in Afghanistan as synonymous
with the term Mulla, a judge, a doctor in laws, and both terms are applied indiscriminately to
a man of learning.
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Yusefzei. He studied under Said Ali Tirmizi, who resided in Banker;

and he was a most inveterate opponent of Ba'yezid Ansa'ri. The Makh-

zan Afghani, of which he is the principal author, is a miscellaneous com-

pilation, on the ritual and moral practice of Islam, composed in the Pashtu

or Afghan language, in a style of measured prose. The texture of the

work is of a very loose and unconnected nature
; so that the different

chapters, of Avhich it consists, admit of easy transposition
; a circum-

stance which has given rise to great diversity of arrangement and variety

of readings. The Makhzan Afghani has long been popular among the

Afghans, and chiefly among those classes, who are by no means curious

with respect to style and arrangement. Hence, though the practice of

writing is by no means common or general among the Afghans, not even

among those persons who are well versed in the Arabic language, and skilled

in the doctrines of Islam, yet such diversity of readings has arisen in this

work, that almost every copy differs widely from another, and the omission,

or transposition of the chapters, seems to depend entirely on the pleasure of

the transcriber. Of this work, the narrative concerning Ba'yezid Ansa'rI,

forms a part, and is composed in the Pashtu language. Some copies, be-

sides the Pashtu relation, contain a similar narrative of the same transac-

tions, in the Persian language, composed in a very crude and inelegant

style. With the addition of some trivial facts, and the omission of others,

it coincides in general with the Pashtu account. Plaving, bj^ the zeal and

friendly exertions of Brigadier General Malcolm, procured several copies

of this work, I have carefully collated the text, as the basis of the following

narrative, in which I have retained as much as possible of the peculiar

colouring and manner of the original ;
supplying, from native authorities,

those local and historical elucidations which the subject seemed to require.

Akhu'n Derwe'zeh, author of the Makhzan Afghani, omits no oppor-
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tiinity of alluding to his contest with Ba'yezid Ansa'ri, and always men-

tions his own success, with the utmost self-complacency. “ A certain per-

son,” says he, “who arrogated to himself the name of Fir-i-Roshan * (the

father of light) but to whom I gave the more appropriate name of Pir-i-

Ta'ric (the father of darkness) lately circulated among the Yusefzei and

other Afghan tribes, certain poems in the Afghan language, pregnant with

wicked and impious doctrines, savouring of the heretical tenets of the

Mdtazalah and Rdfzi sects, and perverting the meaning of many sacred

texts. In opposition to this infidel, I also composed a variety of poems,

in the Afghan language, exhibiting the true and orthodox explanations

of the passages which the heretic had perverted ;
and I finally succeeded

in turning away many from his pernicious doctrines. In short, had it not

been for my exertions, not a Moslem had, at this -day, remained among

the Yusefzei.'”—Among the Afghan tribes, Akhu'n Derwe'zeh Ba'ba',

as he is generally denominated, is commonly reckoned the father of Pushtu

composition, and the first author who employed in his works the Afghan

language
;
yet, from this and other notices, it appears clearly that he was

preceded in this department by Ba'yezid Ansa'ri, the elegance and

beauty of whose style he praises, while he condemns his erroneous opi-

nions. Ba'yezId Ansa'ri may therefore be regarded as the first author

who composed in the Pushtu or Afghan language. The following is the

detail of his history :

—

In the district of Cdnigurum, on the borders of Kandahar., there lived,

among the Afghans of the tribe of Vurmud', a person named Abdu'llah,

who was a learned and religious man, sprung of learned and religious

* Pir is used technically, to denote a spiritual father, the master or superior of a religious order.
Thtprior of a Catholic monastery would receive this appellation in Persian.
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parents, for both he and his father were of the class of Ulema. He had a

son named Ba'yezid, whom he carefully instructed in learning, initiated

in the practice of the faith, and the exercise of devotion, and communi-

cated to him the prohibitions of the law. When this young man had made

some progress in learning, his mind became intoxicated with vanity,

he deserted science for traffic, and took to the profession of a travelling

dealer in horses, which he followed some time, for the sake of worldly

gain. One time, as he was conveying two horses from Samarkand to

Hindustan, he happened to tarry for some time in the district of Calinjir.

There he fell in with a person of the name of ^NIulla Sulima'n, who

was of the Malhed or irreligious sect ; and becoming attached to his

society, he frequented it, till he imbibed his irreligious notions and im-

pious principles. On the return of Ba\'Ezid to Cdniguranij ' these prin-

ciples soon began to display themselves
; he began to affect the manners of

a solitary recluse, and in a short time retired to a cell, which he had formed,

in the solitude of the mountains. But, that his object was not merely

solitude, appeared, from the manner in which he was accustomed to address

his visitors. “ Enter into this recess, fix your mind in profound medita-

tion, and within it you will see God.” But, as a Prophet has generally no

honour in his own country, Ba\''ezid quickly perceived that this was the

most inauspicious place that he could have chosen, for the propagation of

his opinions. The Moslems of the vicinity, alarmed at his pretensions,

reported his proceedings to his father Abdulla*h, who, in virtue of his

paternal authority, seized a long sword, and, without delay, repairing to the

cell which his son had chosen, without many questions, wounded him

severely, and did not quit him, till he had exacted of him a solemn promise, to

renounce his errors, and perform the usual acts of devotion, according to the

law and practice of /«/«/>?, as long as he lived. Ba'yezid, assailed in this
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summary manner, by his own father, found it necessary to temporize ; but no

sooner had he recovered from the wound, which he.had received, than he broke

the promise which had been exacted from him, and abandoning Caniguramy

his native country, retired to the region of Ningarhar^ where he took up his

residence in the house of the chief, Sultan Ah'med, in the district belonging to

the u4fghans of the tribes of ^ohmand and Khugiani. ^

Ningarha'k is the name of an extensive tract of country in Afghdnistany
\

which is watered by nine mountain streams, which fall into the river of Jelalabad.

The name is by some alledged to be a corruption of the term nelt-anhdr, the pure

streams ; by others it is reckoned a corruption of now nehdr, the nine streams.

The country of Ningarhar is irregular and uneven of surface, though it has

not any very high mountains. It is about 90 miles in length from East to West,

extending from Batikot to Surkhdb. In breadth it extends from Caggah or

CajjaJi, to the river of Lughmdn, a distance of nearly 30 miles. The inha-

bitants are chiefly Afghans and Tdjks. The antient capital of this country

was Adinahplur ; but as that was of difficult access and situated at a distance

from the chief river, the town of Jeldldhad was founded, on the great route

from Kanddhar to Cahul and Paishawer. The Afghdns who occupy Nin-

garhdr, are chiefly of the tribes of Mohnand, Khugiani, and IVaragzei. Of

these the tribe of Mohmand, which is divided into two branches, the Tarakzei

and the Bdezei, are the most numerous and powerful. Of this tribe, Sultan

Ah'med, the protector of Ba'yezi'd, appears to have been the clficf; and he

was highly pleased with the learning and abilities of the fugitive. As the

Afghdns have always been more addicted to martial exercises and rapine, than

to either learning or religion, he appears to have encountered few obstacles

in gaining the confidence of the ruler ; and would probably have succeeded

Vol. XI. B b b
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equally well with the tribe of MoJimand^ had it not been for the second class

of inhabitants, termed TajYc,
'

; .
»

.

‘
r •

;

'

The term Tdjic, in the Moghul language, is said to signify a peasant ; but is

generally applied by the Moghuls to the natives of Irctti, who 'arc neither of-

uirab no'r Moghul extraction. In Persian, the term Degan, which is_ said to

be a corruption oi Dehkan, -vtllagers or country ptople, is used to denote the same

nation or race*. It is, however, certain, that the terms Tdjic and Degan arc

general appellations given to the peasants or cultivators of the ground, by the

more ferocious and hardy tribes, who live by war and pasturage in Khotasan

and Mawar al nahar ; countries,- which like the greater part of modern

Persia and Asiatic Turhty^ exhibit a singular contrast of manners and inha-

bitants, in the same territory, between the tribes which follow the pastoral and

agricultural motles of life. This mixture of races has continued, with little

variation, from the earliest period of Islam, in these countries; and prevails in

every country, where the Moghul or -Turhiiaw n\hQ?> have been able to main-

tain their footing. The Tufie^ of great and little Bucharia resemble ihe

peasants of Asia Minor, Egypt, and modern Persia, in almost every point of

view', which concerns their civil or political situation. More civilized, polished,

and intelligent than the hcxcc nomadic pastoral ' tribes,' i w'hich rove tlirough the

country, and hold the plains in a state of oppressive' vassalage ; or the rude and

* According to the Farkatig Ibrahim Shahi, the term Tajic is applied to all who are not

Arabs, -AU'l cousequenily, iu, ibis sense, it may be consider/?,d as equivalent Xo Ajemi. It is

.-ulcled, on the authority of SHAHAB-En-niN Cirmanm, that it is also applied to the Turkish

tribes. Tijzic, and Taric are a'so said to be' forms of the same woixl; and are applied to the

de.->cendants of Arabs, -who have attained eminence in Ajcm. 1 he term Dckhaii is sometimes,

applied to the inbabitw.nts of DuiUni.
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hardy, but Ignorant mountaineers, who, protected by their natural fastnesses,

have been able to brave tlie tempest of war, which have often swept like a whirl-

wind the plains of Asia ; the Tujic are distinguished every wh.ere by superior

industryj' and often engross the little learning which is to be found in the

country. The Tajic extend, from the mountains of Chelar in Cashgdr, as far

as Kandahar and Balkh ;
and, generally speaking, wherever the soil is more

than usually fertile, or displays traces of superior cultivation, there may the

habitations of the Tdjic be. traced. In the mountains of Chetdr, and where

•the country is naturally strong, the Tdjic live in a state of independence,

under their- own chiefs, ;but for the most part they are subject to the Afghdn^

Turkman, or Uzhec tribes, among whom they reside, and to whom they are,

boundho pay a certain proportion of 'the produce of their grounds, which

often amounts to an half, a third, or a fourth part, according to the nature of

the soil, besides furnishing a certain quota of armed men. The races of Tdjic

are very numerous, and ithey are distinguished from each other by^ various

characteristics. Sonic affect to derive their origin from the Arabs, while others

'are reckoned of Moghid extraction
; but no doubt can possibly be entertained

that they are of a very mixed origin, considered as a people, and though gene-

rally of peaceable and industrious habits, in some districts, such as Cashgar

and Khoten, they are distinguished for their valour, and martial prowess.

Though the great mass of the Tdjic are industrious cultivators, yet various tribes,

of roving and unsettled habits, and uncertain origin, are commonly comprehended

under the same general denomination. Thus the roving tribes of Sidibdi, and

Takbdii, of Culangi and Ibranchi, Kdkshdl, and Khwajeh Khizri, of Muerdzi,

Tilburji, Bahsudi, Arab-GaJahban, Tufac-andaz, and several others, arc gene-

rally included under the name of Tajic. It is difficult to determine when

B b b 2
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the term Tajtcczmt into general use, but it appears to be of some antiquity, as it

is employed by Sheri'p-ed-din Ali Yezdi, who uses it in contradistinction

to the term Turc^ in his account of the wars of Tdimar in the mountainous

region of Cator. Emerging occasionally from obscurity, this race have pro-

duced many princes and great men, and are fond of enumerating the learned'

and religious characters which have arisen among them. Spread over a; vast

extent of country, they use a variety of languages, but in general they employ

Persicy Turciy or PashtUy and sometimes Barkiy Lughmdniy and Caskgaru It

was this race wiiich first opposed the propagation of Ba'vezid*’s principles

and tenets, and afterw'ards furnished his most formidable opponent..

When Ba'yezi'd took up his residence in Ningarhdry he assumed the cha-

racter of a Mulla ; and being of an acute genius, and sharp wit, as far as<

regards the wisdom of this world, though forgetful of the wisdom^of the world'.

which is to come, he for some time met with considerable success> especially
/

among the Afghans. But the tribes of TdjiCy in Ningarkdry were soon startled,

by the extravagance of his opinions
;
and being fond of learning,, and well,

versed in the doctrines of the Sonnay or tradition, they opposecL such a serious

resistance to his novelties, that he quickly determined to abandon Ningarhdry

and to choose a more favourable scene of action..

Few of the Afghan tribes w^ere at this period more ignorant than the TFaziri

of Caniguram among whom Ba'yezi'o had been bred. They have long pos-

sessed an extensive tract of strong hill country, and are ferocious robbers;

while their rudeness is so notorious among the neighbouring Afghdnsy that

they are proverbially said to be ignorant of every thing, but to live, eat, and

die,, like brute beasts. They, however, conjoined with their ignorance, am
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equal degree of bigotry, and aversion of every species of religious innovation.

The tribe of Wux'iri were particularly distinguished by their detestation of the

'Hindus ; and perhaps the knowledge tliat Ba"yezi'd had acquired his religious

opinions in the Penjdb, might co-operate in causing his want of success, as

well as the circumstance of his having been a native of the country, and bred,

among them.

On leaving Ningarhdr^ Ba^yezi'd proceeded to Pohhtankhd, or Afghu-

nistun proper, and took up his residence among Afghans of Gharihel, who

reside in the vicinity of Paishdwer, towards the N. E. of that city. The Gha-

r'thH Afghdns, who are of the tribe Khalil, were in a great measure devoid of

learning, and even of that species of theological knowledge, which the Mos-

lems often cultivate, almost to the exclusion of every other. The artful imposter

had little difficulty, in seducing to his purposes, men of this rude and simple

character. He announced* himself as a or religious leader, and Pir or

spiritual guide ; he informed them that no one but an able and perfect religious^

instructor could display the true way of God ; and that no person could be

approved of God, who did not chuse for himself a religious instructor. “ Now

therefore,” said he, “ come unto me, that I may bring you unto God for the.

Kordn directs you to seek after the divine union, and it is only through the

intervention of a perfect P/r, that this union can be accomplished.” The simple

and ignorant Afghdns took his assertions for truth
;
not knowing, says my

author, that in the Commentaries of BAhzA'wi, the union mentioned in thig

holy text, is explained, as denoting the performance of religious duty, and the

avoiding of sin. Moreover it is said, that except in conformity to the words of

the prophet, there is no path towards God.
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“ This apostate,” continues Akhu'n Der\ve''zeh, ‘^'composed many

Resdlehsot treatises, concerning the character of Pzr; and not only perverted and

confounded the meaning of many sacred texts, but forged, in the name of

the prophet, numerous interpolations of the or traditions
; and as there

was then no person in Afghanistan, perfectly instracted in learning, and the

principles of the Moslem faith, and able to expose his errors, these interpola-

tions were received without contradiction, and were even accredited by many

who had 'the character of learned men.” Ba'vezi'd being of a keen, crafty,

and versatile genius, as became the precursor (peshro) of Satan, had great

skill in discovering the inclinations of men, and great facility in accommodating

himself to their dispositions. When he perceived that a person was strongly

attached to the Sheridt or law, he concealed himself under the cloak of the

law, in order to gain his confidence; that by his learning, and plausible reason-

ing, he might, with the greater facility, seduce him from the faith. When

he had .gained his confidence, and caught him in his toils, he imposed on him

such grievous and heavy burthens, such severe devotional exercises, according

to the law, as could not fail to canker his mind with disgust and aversion.

Having thus perverted the purpose of the law, he signified to him, that no

person without renouncing the Sheridt or law, could attain the Tartkat or

means of perfection, but that those who were perfect in the law, might after-

w^ards safely lay aside useless severities. Tlie accused Ba'vezi'd, says Akhu'n-

Iverwe'zeh, in order to disgust his followers with the practice of the letter of

the law, among other things, affected great strictness in performing the regular

Numdz, or recitation of prayers ; and, instead of requiring the recitation of

the Tdshih, or names of the divine attributes, in the postures termed Rucud

(with the hands on the knees) and sdjud, (the act of prostration,} three times.
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as is commonly done, he required twenty, thirty, or’ forty repetitions of the

acr. Yet at the same time, says this author, it is a certain fact, that he

neglected to perform tne necessary rucazu or ablution; which proves that his

Namaz was without divine efficacy, and only a popular deception. When by

such means, he had rendered his followers ripe for renouncing the Sher'idi, he

proposed to them, such apologues as the lollowing-

‘ I.'

*' A SLAVE who takes up a load of wood, and knows not the master to whom

he is to bear his burden, must for ever carry his load on his head, and suffer

lasting distress and misery ; but he who knows his master, knows where to

deposit his load, and quickly relieves himself from his burthen. Therefore

come now, O disciple ! and learn to know the creator of the world, and

having already perfected thyself in the law^, throw down the authority of the

ordinances froni thy head*” .
. ^ _

n
'

"d

In the 'same manner, he announced to them', that in order to arrive at the

Hak'tk'at and 7ndrifaty or the true and intellectual knowledge of God, they

must first renounce the Tarikat or means of spiritual progress; and thus he

.seduced the ignorant peasants into infidelity, and, for an infidel, says our author

xhere is no path towards Gop. After having thus chilled the religious zeal of

his disciples, respecting the external ordinances, he gradually explained to

them his own doctrines, and initiated them in his. principles, by a variety of

gradations, not unlike the modern illum'matism of the German and French phi-

losophers. His mystic doctrines were graduated into eight degrees of know-

ledge, each of which w^as termed Zeker ; and his disciples were, in the same

manner, arranged in eight classes, which he denominated Khilwat
;
and when

once a person entered on his degrees, says Akhu'n Dervve'zeh, adieu for ever

to the doctrines of the law.
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Hirche poh ha shuh pazeker,

O mashgul ha shoh pa fehery

Ke Mr Mo dim strei voy

A Ehadet hayc nur naker.^

•
1

/ ^

Whosoever comprehended his formularies.

Or wickedly paid attention to them,

However religious he might be.

Performed again no other worship.

“ Thou fool,” said he, now that thou hast attained God, why shouldst thou

perform any farther worship or religious duty ? Thou hast performed obedi-

ence to the law, in order to acquire a knowledge of the excellence of God, and

to become acquainted with his goodness ; but now, ray friend, since thou hast,

attained this knowledge, leave off the performance of a duty, which has been

coinpleated. That knowledge which thou hast received, is the knowledge

of the spirit of God. The spirit of God is nature ; and visible forms, or

bodies, are his qualities.” Thus,” says Akhu'n Deuwe'zeh, “ he asserted

that the breath of life is God himself, and let the faithful be assured that such

a doctrine is only credited by infidels, unbelievers, and Yogis ;
* for God him-

self, is not to be comprehended, by the understanding of either mortal man

or Jin (genie.) Besides it is expressly stated in the fundamental books of religion,

that whoever asserts the Sheridt and hak'ik'at the exoteric and esoteric doctrines

of the law, to be at variance, is an infidel. Such an assertion is, in itself, impi-

* The Yogis are a Hindu sect who practise religious austerities.
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bus ; for it is maintaining before all mankind, that besides the law, there is

some other access unio God ; now it is undubirable, that besides the path of the

Sheridt or law, there is no access unto God.”

Ba'yezi'd composed for his disciples, when they had entered on his dif-

ferent degrees of religious exercise, formularies of instruction, which w^ere

delivered in his own name, and not in the name of God Almighty
;
and these

were eight in number, adapted to the different degrees or classes, into which

his followers were divided. To the u4fghdns he delivered his instructions,

by means of treatises composed in the Afghan language ; to the Hindus^ in the

Hindi ; and to the Persians in the Persic language ;
and such w'as the singular

versatility of his genius, that his writings in all these languages, are admitted

even by his enemies, to have been composed in the most alluring and attrac-

tive style. When his disciples had reached the eight mystic degrees of devo-

tion, he informed them that they had now attained perfection, and had notliing

further to do with the ordinances, or prohibitions of the law. He now inform-

ed them, that they might eat of what they pleased, whether lawful or prohi-

bited ; and though he had stated in a prior Resdleh or treatise, “ that no food

should be eaten but what is lawful,” yet this he now explained away, by

declaring “ that it was unlawful to eat what was obtained by dint of request or

beggary, but that whatsoever was acquired by violence, robbery, or the edge

of the scymlter, was lawful.” Now his purpose in the prohibition of beg

gary, adds Akhu'n-Derw'e'zeh, was to compel his followers to collect them-

selves into a body, and to accustom them to procure their subsi>tance, by

robbery and depredation. This observation is undoubedly justified by the

historical fact; for no sooner had he accustomed his followers to the use of

arms, than he took up his residence in the steep mountains of Afghduisian,

plundered merchants, levied contributions, propagated his doctrines by force.

VoL. XL C c c
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of arniSj massacred the learned who opposed him, and soon extended his powder

so much as to strike even princes with terror. Bavezi^d was now followed

by great multitudes both of men and women, who revered him as a prophet

and divine teacher* It is said, however, that his most ardent votaries were the

female sex, who, says our author, are a sex naturally prone to pleasure, and

addicted to voluptuousness. These females, the crafty impostor employed as

lures, to seduce the young men of the Afghan tribes, whom this 'Tape pro-

nounces, a race extremely prone to be led by the inclination of women : now

he that trusts to a woman, his eyes is dazzled, so that he sees double, and

as the prophet observes, “ there is no fitter sovereign, for such a people, than

a woman.”*—In the first stages of their initiation, the young men and young

women were classed separately, and had separate hours allotted for religious in-

struction. As they advanced in illumination, however, these restrictions wer«-.

removed, and he suffered them to mix again in promiscuous assemblies, for-

getting, says Akhu'n Derwe'zeh, that young women are fire, and young mem

like cotton. In these public assemblies, his followers amused themselves with

the recitation of poems and narrative stories : with singing, dancing, and clap_

])ing their hands in tumultuous acclamation. I am informed, by Ami'^r

Muh'ammed, of Peishdwer, that in the traditions of that district, Ba'yezi'd

and his followers, are accused of practising the abominations of the unchaste

sect, termed Cherdgh~cmh ; but had this been the case, it is probable that the

animadversions of Akhu'n Derwe'zeh, would have been still more severe
j

* Those who came to attend Bavezid, were fiistof all ordei^d to seat themselves, men and

women, promiscuously ;
a practice says Ak.hun Derwezeh, which led to great excesses, by

intlamiiig their passions, though it increased the number of his d sciples. When they entered on

a course ol devotional exercises, the sexes were separated, but they were again permitted to mix

in promiscuous assemblies, after they were initiated.
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for he seems chiefly to blame the imprudence of mixed assemblies, in his

strictures on the subject.

Ba'yezi'd having now matured his plans, exhibited to his disciples a book

which he had composed, entitled Kheir al Bian (The excellence of explanation)

which he pretended to have received b)?^ inspiration, like another Koran. He

also composed, from time to time, a variety of Rcsdlehs or treatises, concerning

the fundamental principles and doctrines of his sect. One of the crafty devices

which he practised in these treatises was to introduce many sententious max-

ims, and brilliant passages, which had no obvious heterodox tendency : but

which, by their force and beauty produced a deep impression on the simple

reader ; while none but those who were deeply versed in theological science,

could discover their real drift. Thus, in one of his latter Resdlehs he asserts,

that whatever exists in form, is the mirror of divinity ;
whatever is heard or seen,

is God, who alone exists ; while the material world is nothing but thought or

idea. The Lord preserve the faithful, says Akhu'n Derwe'zeh, from such an

infidel as this ! Ba'yezi'd was fond of introducing into his compositions, phi-

losophical ideas, and principles 'maintained by the Siif sect. He asserts, in

one passage that nothing exists, except God, and that besides the being of

God, there is no other being in existence. God, says he, remains concealed

in the human nature, like salt in water, or grain in the plant ; and he is the

same in all his creatures, and the soul of all.* He that is a true believer, will

not be the death of the meanest insect, for the giver of life is its fosterer, and

thou art not answerable for its subsistence. Harm therefore no being, and cut

* according to Rayezid, consisted in believing living souls to be G>d
;
the soul, said

he, is essence, and body is quality, and thus he reckoned the breath of life, God. Now let the

faithful be assured, that this is only the opinion of Malheds, Cajirs, and yegis, says Aitin'N Dsr-

WRZIiU .
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not down the tender shoots of existence
; form a true notion of the divinitr^

and regard the eighteen thousand races of beings, as your own body. • These

positions differ little from those of the S'ufs, but the most remarkable thing is

the inference, which he deduced from the doctrine of the sole existence of

the divine nature. “ Since nothing exists but God, what meaning can be

assigned to such words as right and wrong, good and bad, excepting that

every man should implicitly obey his Fir, or religious instructor ?” Behold

now,” added he, ‘‘ I am both your God, and your prophet. There is therefore,

nothing which you can do, so meritorious as to obey my commands. If you

fulfil my commands, I will, after death, restore you in the form of man ; and,

if not, you shall be produced in the forms of hogs and bears ; but those who

obstinately disobey my commands shall be utterly annihilated.” Thus it ap»

pears that he maintained the doctrine of transmigration.

Ba'yezi'd, in consequence of the double character of deity and prophet

which he had assumed, now caused two signets to be formed, which he em-

ployed in this two-fold capacity. On the first signet

^

which he employed in

his divine capacity, was the following inscription.

Sahhanaca a] male il hdri

Jiula card diem i niiri az tmri

BA^YEZi'D AnSA'rI.*

Glory to thee, the King, the creator,

Who hast distinguished the world of light, from that of fire,

Ba'yezi'd Ansa'ri.

k_LLjJI Ooffesewst ^

J U^2J I iAjjj\j
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The word wm/-, light

^

in this passage alludes to the name of the sect, Roshe-

niah, the enlightened', whom he represents as separated from the race of Jin and

demons, who are sprung from fire, and from unbelievers, who are devoted to.

fire..

On the other signet which he employed in his capacity of prophet, was the

following inscription :

Ba'yezi'd The humble Ba'yezi'd,

Hddi ahnuz'alin.^ The guide of those who err.

These signets, says Akhun Derwezeh, are still preserved, and employed

by his successors, who use no other personal signets, but say, “ We are one

with Bayezid, and the self same spirit.”

After hazarding so striking an innovation with success, it w^as not probable,

that he would hesitate at any thing of inferior importance. He is, accordingly,

said to have denied the Moslem doctrine of the bridge of dread, or Sinit, over

which mortals are believed to pass into Paradise : he set aside the doctrines of

the resurrection, and final judgement ; and pronounced prosperity to be

Paradise, and adversity Hell. This countenances the assertion, that in his

higher degrees of illumination, he totally denied the doctrine of a future state,

and directed his most perfect disciples, to follow their pleasures without reserve,

and gratify their inclinations without scruple. Certain it is, however, that he

inculcated with great success, on the rude Afghans, who were his followers, an

absolute right to dispose of the lives and properties of all who did not adhere

to his sect. This principle is alluded to, in the following crude Pashtii verses

of Akhun Derwezeh.
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Beayt da vu vajaranu ta va yeh he perwah

Nttr alom var a murda de dwi agah nadi lasah

Da mur mal di yu vandi pa mlras ye varesine

Sir mal oiv nekahuna ye jayiz partase dina*

On another occasion, he said, Come my friends, be of good cheer.

All the rest of the world are like unto the dead
;

They are not apprized of the value of the breath of life:

The inheritance of the wealth of the dead, devolves upon the living.

Their persons, wealth, and wives, are therefore yours, by right.”

The same sentiment is expressed in the following passage:

Piikhet baye hea da ove rashei las kanei paturah at yaran$

Da vara diem he zanah de os serprekavoi da bezano

Keh her so vum azizan di sir ye prekunei be dranga

Mal ravanre halal de nur ye mokanee rianga\

Come then, my friends, said be at last, lay hold of the sabre,

The whole world is devoid of life, smite off the heads ofthedlfeless.

Though thpy should be your own friends, smite of their heads, without delay.

Seize on their wealth, it is your own by right; no other respect is due to them.
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Bayezid commencing with the ui/ghans of Gharihel, had now gained

over and perverted the whole tribe of Khalil, and also obtained followers among

many of the other tribes of Afghans, and in particular among the Mahmudzfi.

The Mahmuchfi are a powerful tribe, who inhabit the district of Hashlnagdr

anciently termed Ashtanagara, and which seems to have formed a part of the

country of the ancient Aspagani, mentioned by Pliny,* from whom the

Afghans of the present day, most probably derive their nam.e. The country

of Hashtnagar has an adv^antageous central situation, in the middle of the

vast region to which the name of Pokhtunkhd, or Afghanistan is generally

given, and which may be roughly estimated at about 1000 miles in length,

and 350 in breadth. In the early Moslem times, this region was generally

denominated Roh. The district of Hashtnagar derives its name, which signi-

fies the' townships, from the eight original settlements of the country,

which are supposed to correspond to the eight following districts. I . Now

Sheherah. 1, Charsadd,iV[Q\\sA\ng Parang zndi Hesdr. 3. Rizzar. A Olmarmei.

5. Turii/igzei. 6. Omar^ei. 7* Sherpdi. 8. Tanggeh or Barkazfi. The region

of Hashtnagar is universally reckoned by the Afghdns, the place of their

original settlement in Afgldnistan. The tribe of the MahmuJzci, says Akhun

Derwezeh, were at this time a very ignorant set, in point of religious know-

ledge. Allured by tlie reputation of Bayezid, numbers of them went to visit

him, and were seduced by the craft of the arch apostate ; and his success

was rendered compleat, by the invitation which he received, to take up his resl-

{

*
Pliii. Nat. Hist. 1. VI. cap. 21.
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dence in the country of Hashlnagaf, Bayezid was not slow in perceiving the

advantages which the situation afforded him, for pursuing the operations, which

he
,
had so • successfully begun. He proceeded to Hashtnagar^ and took up

his residence at Kaleder in the district of Omarzei, where he founded a city.

Thence he issued circular letters, in every direction, addressed both to the

learned and to the ignorant, in the following terms. “ Come unto me, for I

am a perfect P/V, whoever lays hold of the skirt of my garment, shall obtain

salvation, and whoever does not, shall utterly perish.” He now assumed the

appellation of Plr Roshan^ which may be rendered “ the father of light,’’ and

it is fi’oni this title, that his sect were termed Rosheniah, or the enlightened.

The alarm of the orthodox Moslems, was now extreme : they had tampered

with the new sect, till it was almost too late to attempt to suppress it by force ;

Bayezid had firmly established his principles among the Jlfghans he in-

creased in Influence, day by day, and the country was ov’-errun with infidelity.

Many of the most learned of his opponents, had been baffled in controversy

by the profound knowledge, and versatile genius, w'hich he displayed. If we

may credit the authority of Akhun Derwezeh, however, very different

success attended his own exertions, and those of his spiritual inst*‘uctor. Said

Ali Tirmidi, who, at this period resided 2J1 Bmheir in the territory of the

Ynsejzei, and was the spiritual guardian of the age ; the preserver of true

religion among the Afghans, that Sheikh of Sheikhs and Oulias, and the scymiter

of the Sunnis.—Pokhtankha was now like night, and knew not its owm

good from its evil, but Said Ali was a light in the midst of darkness. He

remembered that it is said in the Hadis, or traditions, “ Wlien any heretic

appears among the followers of my religion, and there shall be any learned man,

who is able to confute him, and shall neglect this duty of reproof, may the
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course of God, of angels, and of all the learned, be on the head of that learned

man, and may every from his evil, have joy.” Recollecting this denun-

ciation, Said Ali Tirmizi determined to oppose the further progress of this

heresy, and, accompanied by his favourite scholar, Akhun Derwezeh, en-

gaged in a controversial discussion with Bayezid. In the debates which fol-

lowed, the controversy seems to have been chiefly managed by Akhun Der-

wezeh, who confidently claims the victory, and felicitates himself greatly for

having giving his opponent the name of Pir Tdric, the father of darkness,

instead of “ the father of light,” which he had assumed. “In several con-

ferences,” says Akhun Derwezeh, “ sometimes accompanied by my revered

Pir, and sometimes alone, I covered the infidel wdth such disgrace and con-

fusion, that he could not open his mouth in my presence, and I fixed on

him, as the brand of reprobation, the epithet of Pir Tdric, which he will con-

stantly retain, to the end of time.” Notwithstanding the exultation of Akhun

Derwezeh, if we judge of him by his compositions, it is difficult to consider

him as a match for the splendid talents of Bayezid ; and, by his own con-

fession, his victories produced no effect on the Afghans. As the power of

religion, and religious ordinance,” says he, “ is feeble without the authority of

the prince, my exertions were of no avail, for at that time there was no sovereign

of Islam to cut off the head of the infidel. It therefore happened, that

whenever I restrained any one of the ignorant Afghans from resorting to him,

two others constantly went in his stead. Many men he seduced to damnation,

hut the race of Afghans, above all others.”

The proceedings of Bayezid had now assumed a serious aspect, and

required the vigorous interposition of the Moghul government. The power of

the AJghdns had been recently broken in Hindustan, but the fierce and untract-

VoL. XI. D d d
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able trountaineers of Pohhtankhd, scarcely considered themselves as affected,

by the d sasiers of their countrymen, at a distance. The Moghuls had occu-

pied Kandahar, Ccibul, Ghassni, and a few more important posts, but had

scarcely attem Ued to penetrate into the deep recesses of the mountains.

Mahsan Khan Ghazi, an officer of great merit, was, at this time, governor

of Cdhul. He made a sudden irruption into the district of Hashtnagar, and

having seized the person of Baykzid, conducting him to Cdhul, where he

exhibited him as a spectacle, to the populace, with his hair shaven, on one side

of the head, and left untouched on the other.* But the impostor had a geniu'^,

too fertile in expedients, to be easily disconcerted ; and by dint of artifice, he

not only extricated himself from this disgraceful situation, but had the address

to preserve his credit unimirared, among his followers. He affected a profound

veneration for the Sheridt, or exterior ordinances of the law ; boldly denied the

charges of innovation ; affirmed that he had constantly conformed to the ritual

observances of religion ; and asserted that his opinions had been grossly misre-

presented by the ignorant and malevolent. In the discussions which ensued,

he defended himself with great vigour and ability, and extorted the admiration

of all the learned. “ At last,” says Akhun Dekwezeh, some ungodly

learned men interceded for him, with Mahsan Khan, and he was set at liberty.

They did not recollect the saying of Abu Shekur Silmi, recorded in the

Tanihid. “ The repentance of a punished infidel is of no effect, he shall cer-

tainly be put to death.” But, indeed, adds our author, if we attentively regard

those who pretend to be Ulema or learned, it will be obvious, that the greater

• In some Afghan Mss. it is said, that he cut off his nose
; but this is probably occasioned by

a fault of the transcriber, in writing the tip of the nose, the trunk of an elephant, for, rstu

locks of hair.
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part of them are incapable of distinguishing good from evil, or right from

wrong.” On this occasion, Mahsan Khan is supposed to have acted by the

advice of his religious instructor, to whom, Bavezid is asserted by Akhun

Derwezeh, to have given a bribe of three hundred tangas, which, I am told,

amounts to about six hundred rupees ; a sum which seems totally dispropor-

tionate to the magnitude of the occasion ; and which, though it may have been

given, can scarcely be deemed adequate to effect its object.

Bayezid having effected his release, immediately on his return from CahuJ,

collected his disciples, friends, and adherents, and retired to the mountainous,

district of Totei. Not regarding himself as sufficiently secure, in this position,

he again retreated, and took post in the strong and inaccessible hill country of

Tirah
;

a country which has been conjectured, to correspond to the territory

of the ancient Thyr'ue, or Qvpxioi mentioned by Arrian. I am informed, that

there is in this mountainous range a people named Turi or Tori, who are

sometimes improperly confounded with the Totei. The Totei are a division

of the Bangash, notorious even to the present day, for their attachment to the

Rosheniah sect. The Turi, on the contrary, are rigid followers of the Shiah

doctrines. The country occupied by the Turi, most probably corresponds to

the territory of the ancient Thyrtei. Tirah, is one of the divisions of the Ban-

gashat, or districts occupied by the Bangash Clan, which is one of the most

powerful, numerous, and valiant tribes among the Afghans. This tribe occu-

pies the difficult hill country to the south of the mountains of Lnghnan, which

is about two hundred miles in length, and one hundred in breadth, on a rough

calculation. The district of Tirah is about one hundred and fifty miles in

length, extending from K.o Cohat, is divided into numerous or

D d d 2
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niountaln-vallies, part of which arc occupied by the tribe and the rest,

by the Bangash. In this rough and dangerous country, Bayezid being

freed from all hazard of a sudden surpri?e, immediately set about retriev-

ing his late disgrace; and prosecuted his plans with increased ardour and acti-

vity. His sect began to assume a national character, and his doctrines to be

considered as the peculiar religion of the Afghans \ to .^hoin it now stood in

nearly the same relation, that the region of Muh'ammp.d originally occu; iedj

with respect to the Arabs. His treatment at Cabul had sunk deep, and

festered in his mind ; and no sooner had he collected his bands, than he-

renewed his ravages and depredations with greater fury 'han ever
; slaughtered

the Modern Ulema who opposed him, without mercy and openly announced,,

that he would abolish the religion of Muhammed, and substitute his own in

its place. His views expanded with his power ; he determined no longer toi

confine his operations to Afghanistan, and announced the design of conquering

both Khordsan and Hindustan. In the pride ot his heart, says Akhun Derwe-

ZEH, he seems to have imagined that he w'as Mehedi, or at least, that he

could perform his office; and he has staged this Idea in the following passage.

Deh ve rafhet yarano maskvcerct hru

Va seca las ba kru paturah da nail din ba ghalat kru-

Kul la-joej pama ravanrei ka khodaye ghox'arei khodai ham seyam

Keh nail ham ralah vayei la dagba nim ghaje neyam

Kch Mehedi ralah vayei par ma khair.a

Ham htidi da khalaik i,am baiver kanei leh yehina.*
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Come my friends, said he, and 1 wi'l advise you,

I will lay hand on tlie scymiter and destroy the religion of the prophet.

Place your full confidence in me if you would please God j

For 1 am your God, even 1 myself
;
regard me as the Prophet, I am in no respect

deficient.

Regard me as Mehedt, I am in no respect defective

1 am the true and sufficient guide : hold this for certain.

Baykzid had announced to his followers, that he would levy an army and

march into Hindustan, to overthrow the emperor Acbab ; and such was his

vanity, and arroi:>ance, that he already began to partition out tlie different pro-

vinces of the empire, amon^r his followers. One of these, to whom he con-

s gi;ed Debit, had the insolence to refuse it, alledg'ng that it lay almost

desolate. He did not however confine himself to empty vaunts, hut began to

levy men with great activity, and lo collect horaes tVom every quarter. In

pursuance of this dedgn, he issued a proclamation, requiring all who possessed

horses to bring them and deliver thim over to him without delay; and de-

claring that he would pay the oxvners double prices, as soon as he had con-

quered the emperor Acear, and possessed himself of the wealth of Jdiin-
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dustan. This order, however extravagant, he caused to be rigorously enforced,

and it fell on the merchants as severely as his avowed robberies.

The Moghuls of Cahul, when they learned that Ba'yezid was levying men,

purchasing horses, on the credit of the wealth of Ac bar, prepared to act against

him vigorously ; but it was necessary to proceed with caution, as in the moun-

tainous district of Tirah, he could no longer be taken by surprize. The

Afgham of Tirahj though they had embraced the sect of Ba'yezid, and

formally classed themselves among his disciples, appear, nevertheless, to have

preserved all their friendly habits, and connections with the Moghuls^ and to

have retained a secret partiality for the ordinances of Islam. Bayezid, hav-

ing discovered among them, some secret practices w'ith the Moghuls^ deter-

mined to inflict on them a dreadful vengeance, which might have the effect of

deterring others, from following their example. -But as the mountaineers

were brave and courageous, in order' to accomplish his design with safety,

he practised on them the following stratagem.-^After expressing some dissatis-

faction with their conduct, he said, If you would recover my favour, you

must all of you appear before me, one by one, with your hands bound, in

order that I may myself release you.” Bayezid had practised so many mys-

tical and symbolical ceremonies, that the rude and simple mountaineers were

induced, without hesitation, to comply with his order ; and in the blindness of

their delusion, did as he suggested. They appeared before him, severally, with

their hands bound ; and three hundred of them, he caused to be put to

instant death, and laid the district so desolate, that it never returned into the

possession of the original inhabitants, but passed into the hands of another

race of mountaineers. Thus, says Akhun Derwezeii, were the Afghans of

Tit ah punished for their apostacy, according to the words of the prophet.
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Whosoever ahall suffer wickedness and infidelity to prevail, the course of

God shall destroy them, and rest on the;r heads, till tive day or' judgement.”

Therefore, God, in his wrath, sent this infidel to them, for tiicir utter exter-

snination.

After the terrible example of TlraTt ; the whole hill country of the Afghans^

apostatized to the new heresy, renouncing the Koran and all the ordinances

of Islam, and practising in their place' the rules of the new sect. TI;ey aban-

doned the stated public prayers, tue prescribed dtmation of alms, and the regu-

lar fasts, according to the ordinance of Islam ; and they kept no fast whatso-

ever, excepting one ol ten days, in the beginning of spring, which they termed

Ro^eh cull, the compleat fast. God preserve us all, says Akhun Derwezeh,

from such infidelity as his.

» • r

Bayfzid’s projects were now ripe, and with his usual promptitude, he at-

tempted to carry them into execution. With a considerable force, he descended

into the plains of JSiingarhar, sacked a d burnt the town of Baroe, which is

also named Bar and Barur, and ravaged the adjacent districts. As he slowly

retired towards the mountains, he was pursued by Mah'san Kha'n Gha'zi
;

who, by one of the rapid marches, for which the were formerly so cele-

brated, came up with liim, and made a vigorous attack on his rear, in the

vicinity of Tor~raga. Bayezid had impressed his followers with tlie belief,

that, as soon as he should set eyes on Mah'san Kha'n, that chieftain would

fall dead from bis horse. By such representations, he prevailed on them to stand

the Moghul attack in the plain; but no sooner did they feel the sharpness of the

sabre of Mirs, and hear its whizzing stroke descend, than their irregular

bands were thrown into confusion, and by the impetuosity of the onset of the
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Moghul cavalry, who charged in mass, they were quickly dispersed. The pur*

suit was continued to the mountains, and dreadful slaughter was made of the

fugitives. Bayezid himself escaped, on foot, with much diificulty, amid the

general rout, and made good his reteat to Hashtnagar ; but the extreme fa-

tigue, which he had endured, and the distress, which he had suffered, from

parching thirst, and exposure to the sun, among the hills, brought on a

fever,^ which irritated by chagrin of mind quickly put a period to his exist-

ence. He died in the evening, at Sherpai^ in the western part of Hashtnagar ;

and thus, says Akhun Derwezeh, the father of darkness went into night.

He was buried in Hashtnagar) adds our author, where, that which appears to

be his tomb, still remains ; but, in reality, it is In heil. Such was the fate

Bayezid Anzari, whose genius, though subtile and acute, and whose powers,

though great and versatile, seem to have been more of 'a literary and philoso.

])hical, than of a political or martial cast. He was evidently better fitted for

founding a sect, than to empire j and yet he nearly succeeded in accomplish-

ing both.

The system pursued by Bayezid, however, had been too well matured

by the genius of that singular character, to leave no effect behind it. His

followers were numerous and enthusiastic ; and latterly, his sect by embracing,

in a particular manner, the Hfghan nation, has assumed a special national cha-

racter. According to Akhun Derwezeh, he left behind him five sons, who

had been the prime agents, both in his depredations, and in his instruction ; and

after the infidel went to hell, the eldest of these assumed his place and charac.

ter. The five sons of Bayezid were, 1. Sheikh Omar, 2. Nur-ed-din,

'l\\z Afghan Jolah, of which h« died, seems to be the disease which we term jungle fever.
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3, Kheir-ed-din, 4. Camaled-din, 5. Jelal-ed-din. Sheikh Omar, the

eldest of these, immediately after the decease of his father, grasped his sword,

and having collected his adherents, thus addressed them :
“ Come on my

friends, your Pir is not dead, but has resigned his place, to his son Sheikh

Omar, and conferred on him, and his followers, the empire of the whole world.’*

The vigour and alacrity of this leader, restored the confidence of the sect ;

and it appears that he trod closely in the footsteps of his father, and omitted

no means of reviving the enthusiasm, which had been damped by the bad

fortune and death of Bayezid. After a year had elapsed, he raised from

the grave, the body of the accursed father of darkness, and he had his white

bones enshrined in an ark, and borne before him in battle, and on all other

great occasions. To these bones, a species of homage was paid
; and they

were kissed, and revered as relics, by the sect. When any peril shall oc-

cur,” said Sheikh Omar, “ your P/> shall recover life, and rise to assist us,

and destroy our enemies.” Impressed with confidence in this singular delu-

sion, the Rvsheniah sect recovered new life, and for some time their affairs

succeeded prosperously. At last, however. Sheikh Omar, elated by success

inconsiderately involved himself in a contest with the tribe of Yusejuiy wJio

had long been the staunchest of his adherents.

The Yusej%,el are the bravest and most powerful of all the Afghan tribes,

and they occupy the greater part of the extensive mountainous districts of

Sevoady BajawcTy Batheiry Panjkora, Duder, and Chechh Hu%areh. These

countries are all of great natural strength, and consist of ranges of lofty moun.

tains, divided by vallies which are watered with mountain streams, and occa

sionally intersected by abrupt precipices. Several of these districts are of

considerable estimated extent. Sezvad is about seventy miles in length, and
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forty in breadth, and contains twenty-five vallies, each watered by its own

stream. Bajawcr, which contains eight extensive vallies, of which, the

largest, is nearly forty miles in length, is reckoned still larger than Sezvad, but is

only partially possessed by the Yusef%ei ;
many districts being occupied by the

IMohmandy Sapl, Shinzvari and Tarculanl tribes. Banher is about forty miles

in length, and nearly the same in breadth. The extent of these districts, how-

ever, is not accurately known. Paujkora contains six vallies or glens, each of

w’liich is al)out twenty miles in length
; and the district is roughly estimated at

about fifty miles in length, and about thirty-five in breadth. Duder is about forty

miles in length, and not much inferior in breadth. The original seat of the

Yusejzei w'as between Cahul and Ghazni
; but deserting this district, in the time

of Mirza Ulugh Beg, they conquered their present possessions from the

native princes or Sultans, who boasted to be descended from Secandek

Zulkarnein ;
as many persons in that country still do, and produce in

confirmation of this tradition, their genealogical tables. These persons form a

particular tribe, named &ecanderi, but nevertheless affect to be of ylrahic

origin. The countries possessed by the are in general w'ell cultivated,

and the tribe is very numerous. They never yeildcd more than a nominal obe-

dience, to any sovereign: but being divided into a number of distinct clans,

without any general head, they are much less formidable, than they would other-

wise be, to their neighbours.

The origin of the quarrel betw'een Sheikh Omar and the Yusef'ne}, who

had long been strenuous partizans of his sect, is not clearly explained ; but he

is asserted to have provoked them by some depredations. The warriors of

Ynsefsei) however, quickly collected in a body, and assailed Sheikh Omar

and his party, so sharply, at Bara, on the banks of the Sind, that they routed
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hIs adherents, and slew both that chiefand his brother Kheir ed-din. They

burnt the body of Sheikh Omar to ashes, and consumed the shrine of the

arch apostate Bayezid ; and his bones, which had been kissed, with so much

devotion, they seized, and most undevoutly threw into the Shid. On this occa-

sion Jelal-ed-din, the youngest of the five brothers, was also taken prisoner

by the Yusefzel-, and Nuu- ed-din, who escaped to ILnhlnagar, was slain on Lis

return by the Gujai^s.

The Gujars ai Afgluvnstan^ are of the same race as th.ose who occupy tlic

mountains of the Fenjul> and upper Hindustan. In some districts they are nearly

as numerous as the Afghans, especially in the territories of the tribe of Mandar,

which form an extensive district, about one hundred miles la length and sixty

in breadth. Before the reign of Acbar, all the Zemindars of ISJandar were of

the Gujar race ; but the Afghans had occupied the mountains, at a still more

early period, and descending from these, when favorable occasions occurred,

they gradually possessed themselves of the plains. The Gujars of -d-fghanislan

are still brave people, of pastoral habits, whose w'ealth consists chiefly in cattle,

and particularly in buffaloes. They are still numerous as I am informed, in the

district of Hashtnagar.

Jelal ED DIN, the youngest son of Bayezid, says Akhun Dervvezeh,

was now prisoner among the Yusefzel : what a pity that he had not been slain :

the w'orld would not have grieved at his loss
;
but travellers, merchants, and

holy men would have rejoiced at his destruction. It appears, that he had not,

as yet, compleated the sum of his iniquities. The emperor Acbak was care-

less of religion, and devoted to pleasure, and a worldly mind. As soon as he

heard of the transactions which had occurred between the Yusefzei and the

E e c 2
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sons of Bayezid, he issued his mandate to that tribe, to deliver up Jelal

ED DIN, and his partizans, who had been made prisoners, to himself. When

the slave of darkness entered the royal presence, he was most graciously receiv-

ed, and as he feigned sickness, he was desired, after some days, to present

himself again, in order to receive some mark of royal favour. That serpent

brood, however, recompensed his kindness with black ingratitude. Being of a

crafty and versatile disposition, he managed matters so skilfully, that he

escaped from Lahore, and reached the mountains of Tirah, before Ac ear was

apprized of his flight. The genius of Jelal ed din quickly retrieved the

affairs of the Rosheniah sect, and on every occasion, he displayed a degree of

energy worthy of his father Bayezid. He soon found himself at the head

of a numerous host, and announcing himself as emperor of the Afghans, or

Padshah of Pokhtankha, he called on all the Afghan tribes to follow' him into

Hindustan. “ Let the Afghans only attend me, said he, and I will soon over-

throw the bulwalks of Agra and Sikrei or Lahore'^ The Ajghans collected

around his banners, but they were vigorously opposed by the Moghuls, who

occupied PaUhavoer, and other parts of the country ; and Afghanistan, in itS'

distracted state, suffered every speices of calamity. Some perished by the ra-

vages of the Moghuls, others by the attacks of Jelal bd din. The Moghuls

slew many innocent men, as partizans of the apostate, and Jelal ed din

made reprisals, and many true Afghans suffered death, under the suspicion of

being Moghuls or Tajics. Thus infidelity brought its own reward, and Pokhtan-

kha was alternatel)^ ravaged by both parties. In these conflicts, Camal ed din,

the brother of Jelal ed din, was taken captive by t\\t Moghuls, and after-

wards died in prison. The perseverance of Jelal ed din was, however, gain-

ing ground, and he had extended his power considerably beyond that of his
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father, when by a sudden assault, he gained possession of Ghaz)ii. Finding

himself unable to maintain himself in this position, after sacking the city,

he was compelled to evacuate it. But as he retired, he was vigorously at-

tacked by the Hurrah, and perished in the conflict.

The Ha%:irah are a distinct race from either \X\c ytfghans, ov \X\c. l\Joghuh,

though their tribes are much intermixed with these and other races. Iheir

orieinal seat is supposed to have been the country between Herat and Balkh ;

but their possessions extend much wider, and they occupy a considerable part

of the districts which lie between Ghazni and Kandahar, in one direction, and

between Maidan and Balkh in the other. The learned Abu'l Faz'el, has

stated in the Ayin Jehari, that the Hazdrah are of Moghul origin, and that they

sprang from the remains of an army sent by Mangu' Khan to the assistance

of his brother Holaku'. But this opinion seems not to be founded on any

authority ; and the Hazdrah themselves maintain that they are the original in-

habitants of the country. In the reign of Acbar, the //izsanJ/ appear, from

the Ayin Achtiri, to have occupied several extensive districis, in the divisions

of both Candahar and Cahul. In the division of Kandahar, they occupied

'the district of Tarm ; which, in the military census of the Moghul empire, is

rated atone thousand five hundred cavalry, and three thousand infantry. The

'Ha%arah tribe Maidani, also occupied the extensive district of Maidan, in the

division of Cahid, which is rated at two thousand cavalry; and, in conjunc-

tion with a, Turkman tribe, they occupied the district of Ghoihand, in the same

division, which is rated at' three thousand cavalry, and five thousand infantry.

From every information that 'I have been able to'procure, relative to the Ha-

zorah, I am inclined to think them of Pahlavi extraction. The PahJavi Ian-
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?uagc is sometuiies denominated Az,voaresh and Hazwaresh\ and in all the

dialects of Afghanistan^ the change of sh into h is so common, that the word

may be almost identified with Hazarah. The Hazarah tribes, like those of the

Taj'ic, seem not to have embraced the Rosheniah sect ; but rather to have re-

garded it with jealousy, both in a religious and political point of view. From

their uncommon brat'ery, roaming habits, and local situation, they were for-

midable enemies to the new sect ; and particularly embarrassed them, by

betraying their motions to the Moghids,

After the death of Jela'l-ed-din, Ah'da'd the son of Sheikh OxMAR,

seated himself in the chair ot infidelity, and propagated the pernicious doc-

trines of the father of darkness; may God also destroy him utterly. Though

the accursed Ba'yezid died, as had been related ; though his shrine was burnt*

and his bones, that had been kissed, and venerated, thrown into the Smi

yet, says Akhun Derwezeh, his followers still pretend that his tomb is at

Cunlguram\ and there, evening and morning, they perform their devotions.

Such are the deceptions which they practise to seduce believers to destruction.

“ But let every one who desires to avoid the punishment both of this life, and

of that w'hich is to come ; who is anxious to remain stedfast in the faith of

Islam, and not to swerve into infidelity, avoid the Pirs of this sect of darkness,

and never become their disciple, else he is likely to run the same course. Of

a truth, all the calamities which, in these latter days, have wasted Afghanis-

tan, are to be attributed to these and their disciples. May God grant,

that all the Moslems of Pokhlankha, who retain affection, and attachment to

their Ulema, may be preserved from infidelity ; but the holy prophet hath said,

that whosoever shall associate with infidels and apostates, his faith shall perish,

and in the day of judgment his face shall be yellow ; and he shall not be
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numbered among the just. But whosoever maintains constant enmity, against

this race of darkness, may God illuminate his countenance. May every

Afghan^ and every person within the pale of hlhn, avoid the society of the chil-

dren of- darkness ; or may he be accursed, and for ever remain in hell. .

T, Akhun Derwezeh, have composed this narrative of facts, agreeably to

the maxims of the holy prophets, for no other purpose but tlie benefit of the

ignorant ; and I have written it in the Afghan language, because the greater part

of the Pokhians understand no other. This narrative has also been written at

the greater length for this reason ; that if any of the books and treatises, wliich

the accursed Bayezid left behind him, should fall into the hands of a true

believer, he may be induced to commit them to the flames, and may be

prevented from giving any credit to their doctrines, for though the style of the

father of darkness is alluring, impressive, and attractive, yet his tenets are

pregnant with infidelity and impiety.”

The narrative of Akhun Derwezeii terminates with the death ofJELAL

ED-DiN, and the accession of Ahead, as chief of the Roshenians, or as they

were latterly denominated Jelallans. This period, therefore, gives the date of

the composition of 'the Makhzan Afghani^ in which the author takes every

opportunity of alluding to the Rosheniah sect, and reprobating their tenets.

I

The Makhzan Afshani is still extremely popular among the Afghans^ being

written in quaint and rhyming periods, such as are termed by the l'*ersums,

Makafa and Masaja
; which, though void of quantity and rhythm, are easily

j.ecollected, and therefore the most striking passages are soon converted into

popular .proverbs and adages. Akhun Derwbzeh resided in Banher amono-
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the Yiisefzei \
and succeeded his P/r, Sheikh Ali Tirmizi. Though the

most active opponent of Bayezid, little is known concerning him, excepting

the facts which he himself has mentioned. By his own account, it appears,

that his endeavours to preserve the Afghans from the seduction of Bay'ezid,

had a very limited effect ; and if he afterwards acquired greater popularity

among the Afghans, this seems to have proceeded more from the resentment

occasioned by the attack of Sheikh Omar on the Yusef%e'i, than from any

merit of his own. Among the Tafic, however, of whom he was descended, he

has always been highly venerated. Mulla Asghar, fhe brother, and

Cerimdad the son of Akhun Derwezeh, likewise acquired some celebrity

in the same cause, and distinguished themselves, by the opposition, whicli

they offered to the progress of the heresy. The tomb of Cerimdad, is still

a place celebrated for the resort of the faithful, in the northern parts of

Sexvad. Fragments of both these authors are wrought up into the composi-

tion of the Makhzan Afghani.

One day, as I was conversing with one of the adherents of Bayezid, says

Akhun Derwezeh, he took occasion, in the course of conversation, to recite

one of that heretic’s poems, in vituperation of learning and the learned. My

brother Mulla Asghar immediately took him up, and offered to hear all

that he had to say on the subject, provided that he would listen to him in his

turn. The proposal having been accepted, when the Afghan had finished his

recitation, my brother repeated poetical invectives against Bayezid, in the

Afghan language, till his opponent was heartily ashamed, and promised no

more to derogate from the merit of the learned. The following is a specimen

of the invectives against Bayezid, composed by Mulla Asghar.
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Ljsten O friends! «ald the prophet, as he was one day sitting in the mosque ;

•“ Verily, the angel Jabrayil came to me, by the favour of the good God:

Then Jabrayil, the messenger of the good God, told me.

That after five hundred years, seventy-three sects would be formed among my i>coplc,—

Heretics there are of many sorts, but a poweiful one is Taric,

He claims the authority of Jabrayil, and Is the enemy •of the prophet.

This Tauc is like a counterfeit coin {Tanga) that has nothing but the stamp of gold
;

This Taric, when he offers Namaz, performs no Wazu
;

He would not perform this, were it not that tire people may believe in him. /

O Taric ! agent of Satan, this is your glory,

That you are inimical to the learned
:
[Ulema)

Is there any one, O ! accursed ! who is hostile to the learned, like you f

Seize hold of the bridle-reins of the learned, and they will conduct you in the true path.

-Listen to the dictates of the learned, for they are the light of a country;

Therefore, ye people, great and small, lay hold of the bridle-reins of the learned.

The learned sit, as heirs. In the heritage of the prophet;

Behold the learned, they ride in the right course, they ride in the way of the law, [Shtriat)

Every one who is an infidel, neglects to conform to the law, [Shcriat) and its precepts.

The Taric is cursed and accursed, he denies the appearance of God, and his life is unprofitable,

O Taric ! vile heretic, may you suffer utter perdition.

Practise not self importance, lest you be entangled in destruction.

O Taric \ hog, imperfect being, aecursed of a truth;

\Vhat enchantment have you practised, that your disciples are in every house.'

Ff f
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In order to display the character of this composition^ the translation is

rendered as literally as possible. It is obvious that such silly and outrageous

invectives were little calculated to oppose the progress of Bayezid, and

though they might have some effect among the Moghuls^ Tajl'c, Hii%arah^ and
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Other tribes, avowedly hostile to his cause, they do not appear ro hav e iriude

any impression on the Afghans, who were the real supporters of the sect.

Cerimdad-beni-Derwezeh is, perhaps, to be considered as the coadjutor

of his father, in the composition of the Mahkzan Afghani. Thougli almost

as intemperate as his father Akhun Dejiwezeh, he seems to liave been

a plain well meaning man, who valued tlie truths of religion, more

than the elegancies of style. In a ^dissertation on the peculiar letters of
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the Afghans, as didtlnguiihed from those of the Arabs, iiibCited iii that worh,

makes the following singular apology, for the inelegance of his corr position,

“ Know, gentle reader, that in Afghan poems, the authors are accuston.cu

to pay no great attention, to the correctness and similarity of the rhyme, oi

the equal proportion of the lines to each other, in a couplet ; nor are they more

careful, with respect to uniformity of orthography. For niy own part, 1 must

admit, that I have paid little attention to poetry, for the mere purpo.'C of

promoting the pleasure of the hearer ; but respecting the more importartt

matters of religion, I have been more careful ; and should any one profit by

my endeavours, the prayers of rbar person will be most acceptable to tl.e

author.”

Tins passage not unaptly characterizes the Alahl-^av Afghan], th.e style of

which is both quaint and rambling, rvhile the texture sets all method at

defiance. Indeed the work betrays few features of either power of thought or

vigour of expression. A considerable part of it consists of translations of sen-

tences, from common moral and religious tracts, in the Arabic and Persic lan^

guages
; such as the Kasideh Purdah, the Khalasei Ceidani, the Resaleh Imam

Omar Nasaf, the w'orks of Nasar Khosru and Bayezid Bostami. 'Ihesc

fragments of translation, are intermingled with religious exhortations, addressed

to the Afghan tribes ; common maxims of morality, quaint verses, and mys-

tical explanations of the Arabic and Pashtu letters of the alphabet. Some

Afghans are inclined to think, that the popular Mahh%an uifghani, is not the

conjunct work of Akhun Derwezeh and Cerimdad, but only a compilation,

from two distinct works of the same name ;
the first, composed by Akhun
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Dk-RWEZEHi and the second, by his son Cerimdad. It must be admitted,

that its present loose and disjointed state, seems to favour this opinion.

In this sketch ’ of the proceedings of Bayezid, and xht Rosheniah sect, I‘

have closely followed Akhun Derwezeh, his most determined enemy. The-

narrative, however'intemperate in point of religious zeal, is faithful and accu-

rate in point of fact. It. is,- however, defective, in not giving a clear and*

connected detail, of the tenets, or system of opinions propagated by that here-

siarch. To supply this and other imperfections, I shall therefore subjoin a-

translation of. the- ninth section of the Dahisian, a work composed in a style,

very' superior to the narrative of Akhun Derwezeh. Mohsani Fani, the

author of the Dahisian, appears to have drawn up his sketch of the Roshen'uih

sect, from the best authorities; he appeals to persons who were themselves

engaged in some of the transactions recorded, and he cites the works of Ba-*

YEZiD himself, which I have not been so fortunate as to procure.
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DABISTAN, C. IX,

Accomit of tjie Eosheniah sept, divided into three sections.

1. Of the appearance o/'Miyan Bayezid, -and of some of his payings.

2 . A short account of his proceedings.

3. Account of his sorts.

1 . ON THE APPEARANCE OF MIYAN BAYEZID.

In the Ilalnarneh^ whidi is composed by Bayezid himeelf, it is written,

that Bayezid Ansari was the son of Sheikh AsDUELAif, who was sprung

in the seventh descent from Sheikh Siraj ed din Ansari. He was born at

Jalinder, in the Penjab, in the latter period of the Afghan monarchy. About

a year after this event, the blessed Zehir ed-din Barer Padshah, was

victorious over the Afghans, and conquered Hind. In tlie IMoghid history

it is related, that Bae}-:r defeated Ibrahim Khan Afghan, in the year of the

TIejirnh, p32. In the Ilahiameh it is also stated that the mother of Bayezid

was named Bani.n, and that the father of Banin, and the grandfather of
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A ii DULL Air were brothers, and resided in the city of Jiihmier, wliere Mi yam

Jj v'vkzi'd was born. The father of Abdullah asked Banix, the (laughter

of Muhammed Amin, for Iris son- Abdullah, in marriage. Abdullah,

the fiUher of BAA'Kzih>, resided at Can'igurMiiy in the hill Goun'ry of tlie

jJfghans', and when the power of the .lA^'7/7/A began topre\ail, Ban ix also

went with BaA’EziT to Caniguram. Abdullah had no uftection for Banin,

and at last divorced her; and AIivan BaA’kzi'd sud'ercd great hardsliips,

from the enmity of a step-mother, and of her son named y.\Ki b, be-ules

the neglect of Ills father. It was the practice of Ba'vezid, wltenevcr he

went to tend Iiis own grain fields, to- guard, and pay attention hkewise lo

the fields of others; and from his childliood he had an inclination touardr

die first cause of all ;
insomuch that he once made this enquiry : “Mere are

die heavens and the earth ; but where is God ?” Khvva.ieh Is«m ail, who was

one of his relations, being moved by a sacred impulse, which he received in a

dream, devoted himself to austere exercises of devotiotL; and many persons

who attended- him derived great spiritual advantage from him. BaA'lz/d,

also, wished to become his disciple, but Abdullah forbade him, sayino-, “It

is a disgrace to me that you should become the discipk of tlie meanest of

your relations
;
go and attend the sons of Sheikh Ba.ha ed din Zecabia.”

Bayezid answered, “the character of -a Sheikh goes not by inheritance.”

At last, however, Ba^yezi'd was called to austere devotion, by an Invisible

influence, and passed tlirough the several gradations of the external ordi-

nances, or Sherial ;. reality, or hahkat ; true knowledge, or marifut
;

proxi-

mity, or kurhet
\
union, or nuisalct-, and indwelling in Gon, or sdciawt.

He was joined by the people; the envious were vexed at his success, and

he issued his call to the multitude, who had not attained the same

degrees. Ba^yezi'd had not respect for family descent; but only for
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science, and accomplishments.—“ Paradise is for the servants of God, though

they be negro {haheshi) slaves; and hell-fire is for sinners, though Sayyads of

'Korcish extraction.*’—He saw God manifest, according to the text, “ Perad-

venture you may see .your God made manifest and.BA'vEZiD was ordered

to pronounce the>seutence.—“ I'have seenThce, being with thee; I have known

thee, being with thee.”—And the just one said to him, ‘‘ the evil of this

world is light in comparison of the future; search diligently for what is good,

and search not after what is bad.” And the lord announced to him, “J have

ordained as duties, exterior and interior**idevotion : I have rendered exterior

worship a duty, as a means of acquiring marifat, or divine knowledge
; and

interior worship, an eternal duty.”—

B

a.yezid was perplexed. “ If I offer

prayer or 7uxmaz” said he, “ I am an idolater, and if I do not offer it, I am

an infidel.” Besides the prophet says, ‘‘ the performing of namaz idolatry,

and the neglect of it is infidelity.” Then the divine order arrived, perform

llie namaz of the nah'ia or prophets.” Pie asked what namaz that was. God

almighty declared, ‘‘ the praise of the all-worshipful.” After This, he adopted

that namaz, as it is said,
—“ The worship of those who are united to the divine

unity, like the w’orship, of. a w'orshipper, before men ; but before God., like the

object of worship.”—

B

ayezid employed himself much in the practice of secret

devotion, concerning which the prophet has said, “ the be^t remembrance of

Got), is secret remembrance.; and the best food, is that which is sufficient.”

And again, •“ remember your God, morning and evening, and be not one

of the negligent.” Ills adherents were informed, in a dream, and Ba'yezid

himself uas wared, by a voice, that they should call him Miyan Roshen.;

and he obtained eternal life ;
as God has said, “ Say not of him who is

slain in the way ,of the Lokd, that he is dead, but that he is alive. But you
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cannot distinguish the deaf, the dumb, and the blind, nor can they reply to

you, for they are deaf in hearing the truth, dumb in 'speaking the truth, and

blind in seeing the truth.”—From persons of that description, Baykzid saved

himself by separation ; and many revelations descended on him. Now, reve*

lation is a light, which descends into the heart, and displays the real nature of

things, according as they are. Jabuay il also descended to him, according

as it is said in the Koran : I send down angels, and the spirit, at mj' plea-

sure, on wdiomsocver I please, among my servants.” God almighty also

conferred on him the gift of prophecy, and elevated him to die rank of a pro-

phet ;
according as is said, “ I liave sent none before thee, excepting those

persons who have received revelation.” Miyan Roshen, or Bayezid was

extremely righteous in his actions, as it is said, When God intends the good

of one of his creatures, he gives him an admonisher in his spirit, and a

restrainer in his heart; so that of his own accord, he admonishes and restrains

himself.” Bayeztd said to the learned men, “ what says the calmei shahadet,

or confession of the faith ?” They replied, We bear testimony that there is

no God but God ;
that is, that there is no God worthy of worship, but

God almighty.” Miyan Bayezid said, “ if a person be not acquainted

with God almighty, and say that he is acquainted, is it not a lie ? for, as it

is said, “ he who sees not God, knows not God.” Moulana Zecaria

said to Miyan Ba'yezi'd, “ You say that you are acquainted with the heart,

and that its secrets are open before you ; inform me what is passing in my

heart, and when you have informed me truly of this, I shall then believe in

you.” Miyan Roshen said, “ I am acquainted with the secrets of the heart,

but you are devoid of heart; had you possessed a heart, I should have in-

formed you concerning it.” Then said Moulana Zecaria, (to those who

were pre^sent,) “ kill me first, and if you find a heart in me, then put Bayezid

VoL. XT. G g g
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to death ;
and if you find none, then let him be preserved.” Miyan Bayezid

said, “ that heart which you mention, you will equally find, if you kill a calf,

or a kid, or a dog; but that lump of flesh is not the heart.” Arabian

prophet declares, “ the heart of the faithful is more elevated than the empyreal

/ault, (aish) and more spacious than the region of the throne of God, (kurs).”

And again, “ Hearts testify of hearts.”

Moulana Zecaiua said to him, you say that you are acquainted with

the secrets of the tomb
;

let us go with you to a sepulchral ground, and

converse with the dead.” Miyan Ba'yezi'd said, “ if you listened to the

voice of the dead, I should not term you an infidel, (gabar)”

The author of this work observed to a Miyan, of the RoshemaJi sect, that if

instead of this answer, the Mijan had replied to him, “ your voice, which I hear,

is that of a dead person, proceeding from the tomb of corporeal embers,” it

had been better. He was pleased, and immediately wrote down on the

margin of the Halnameh, that this also was the reply of Bayezid. Thus

what the Mohedi\n^^, happened to me ;

In a fiiendly way, I have viewed, and I have given,

A mark unmarked, to the searchers of the way.

Then the learned men asked Miyan Bayezid, “ By what word or deed

of yours, shall we be convinced concerning you?” Bayezid answered, “Find

out a scholar, who has studied devotion, with the best, and ablest of you, and

let him attend me, and perform devotional exercises according to my rules, and

if he receive Improvement, then believe in me.” A person named Malec

Mirza said, “Bayezid, beware of arrogant speech, and assert not that men

have swerved into error ; whoever chooses, let him follow your path, and who-

ever does not choose, let him let it alone.” Miyan Roshen Bayezid said.
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‘‘I will propose to you a comparison. If there were a house, vvith only one

door, in which a great multitude had fallen asleep ; and that house were to

catch fire, and one person should accidentally awake, ought he to awaken

any one else, or not?” His enemies said, ‘ Bav^ezid, since you alledgc that

you have received the order of God Almighty, say if you please, Jabrayii.

visits me, and I am Mehedi but term not the people votaries of error, and

infidels.’

Mi van Roshen Bayez/d did not deem it right, to eat of the flesh of an

animal, killed by a person whom he did not know, or who did not adhere to

the doctrine of the divine unity.

Bayezid knew that a worldly wise man, {ah}) before man is living, but

before God, dead ; that his form is like the form of a man, but his qualities

those of a brute beast; whereas, an Aarif^ or enlightened man, is living before

God ; while his form is like the form of man, and his qualities, like the quali-

ties of the merciful God.

Bayezid said to his father Abdullah, the Arahian prophet has said that

the law [Sheriat) is like night; the Tarikaty or means of attaining goodness;

like the stars ; the Hakikaty like the moon ; and the Marifaty like the sun,

and nothing is superior to the sun.”

Miyan Bayezid Roshen said, the matters of the Sheriat, or law, are

the five Moslem principles: (l. Pronouncing the profession of the faith:

2- The stated prayers : 3 . Religious fasting: 4 . Haj, or pilgrimage : 5 . ZnMty

or the stated alms
;) also, reciting the kalmel shuhadety or profession of faith,

accompanied with true belief. The business of the Tarikat is the Tasbih and

Tahlil-, the recitation of the attributes of God; the constant mention of the

name of God ; the guarding of the heart from doubt.
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The keeping the fast of the month Ramazan, and abstinence from eating^

drinking, and sensual intercourse, are matters of

Fasting by supererrogation, the never filling the belly with food, but
p

accustoming it to a spare diet, and restraining the body from the lusts of

the flesh, are matters of Tarikat.

Thr giving the stated alms, or Zacat of wealth’, and the giving a tenth in<

charity, are matters which belong to the Sheriat: but the giving food and'

clothing to the religious mendicant, and the performer of fasts>- and assisting

the helpless, belong to the Tarikat-.

The performing the circuit of the house of the friend of Gou (Abraham)

the being free from wickedness and' crime, and avoiding war, are matters of

Sheriat : but the performing the circuit of the house of the friend of God, to wit,

the heart, and warring with the natural inclinations, and performing obedience

to the angelsj are matters of Tarikat.

To remain constantly meditating on Almighty God ; to believe firmly in the

instruction wdiich has been received; to remove the veil of whatever exists

besides God, from the heart; and to fix the view on the charms of the object

of Celestial afiection, are matters of Hahkat.

To view the divine nature with the eye of the heart'; to see him, on every

side, face to face, in every mansion, with the light of the understanding

and to injure no creature of the albjust, are matters of Marifal.

To know the all-just, and comprehend the mystic sound of the beads in;

reciting the tahih or rosa/y ; and to understand the import of the divine names,-

are matters of Kurbet, or proximity to God.

To chuse the renunciation of self, and- to do every thing, in the divine
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05sence ; to exhibit abstraction from superfluous objects, and to be con\inccd of

the divine union, are matters of IVasalel, or union with Goo;

To lose individuality, in deity absolute, and in surviving to become absolute,

and to be united with the unity, and to be delivered from evil, are matters

of Touhhl, or the being made one with God.

The indwelling, and being resided in, the assuming the attributes of the

deity absolute, and renouncing a person’s own attributes, are matters of Sacunel,-

or indwelling- in God ;
and beyond this, there is no superior degree.

The \.trvc\s Knrbet^ ’veasaht, wahadet, Sacunet, afe peculiar to Mi yax Ho-

SHEN Bayezi d, and placed by him above Sherial, TariJeat, and Mnrifal.

At that time, it was customar}’-, when friends had been separated, on their

coming together again, at the first meeting, to make inquiries, concerning the

health, wealth, and families, of each other. But the friends of Mi van Uo-

SHEN Bayezid were wont to inquire, first, concerning each other's' faith,

spiritual progress, experiences, love, and divine knowledge ; and- afterwards,

concerning their health and welfare. When they inquired concerning any

other person, it was in the following terms: ‘MIow is he with respect to reli-

gion, and the faith
;
and docs lie hold fast the love of the friends of God”

—

in these things he rejoiced. '^I'he prophet says, “ Verily, God does not regard

your formsj nor does he regard your wealth, l>ut he regards your hearts' and

your actions.

Miyan Bayezid, in his early youth, was worn to conform to the five ordi-

nances of hla7n, to repeat the confession of faith, to sny Namaz five times,

and to keep the slated fasts. Bur, as he was not master of sufficient wealth,

it was not necessary for him to perform V.antt, or offer the stated alms. He was
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desirous of going on Hajy or pilgrimage; but he was still too young (for this

to be a duty) when he attained to the perfection of religion. God Almighty

has said, “Verily, I am -near to mankind, nearer than their own necks; there

is no separation between me and mankind, and I am one with mankind, but

mankind know it not: nor can a man attain the knowledge of me, unless by

means of the assiduous perusal of the sacred volume, and not by much travel

of the feet ; but he may attain the knowledge of me, by ardent meditation.;

and, by obedience, a man becomes perfect.”—Thus far from the Hal Nameh

of Miyan Bayezid.

II. ACCOUNT OF THE HISTORY OF MIYAN BAYEZID.

HAVING assumed the character of a prophet, Ba'y.ezi'd .ordered his

followers to practise religious austerities, and caused them to perform Namaz ;

but not towards any determined quarter; for, as the sacred text runs, wJierever

you turn, you turn towards God.” He said, ceremonial bathing in w^atcr is

unnecessary, for as soon as the air blows upon us, the body is purified ; for the

four elements are equally pure. He said, whoever knows not himself, and

knows not God, is not a man : and if he be harmful, he is to be counted a

wolf, a tiger, a serpent, or a scorpion ; and fhe Arahian prophet lhas said, “ kill

a harmful creature ibefore it causes harm.” If, however, such a person be of

good conduct, and a performer of Namdz^ then he is to be considered as an

ox or a sheep, and the killing of such a creature is lawful. In conformity to

this doctrine, he ordered his enemies, who were self-conceited, to be put to

death, because they were to be regarded as brute beasts : as it is said in the

Koran, they are like brute beasts, n.iy, worse.”
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He said, that every one who knows not himself, and regards not eternal life,

and everlasting existence, is dead ; and the property of a dead man, when his

heirs are also as the dead, reverts to the living. In conformity to this notion,

he ordered the ignorant to be put to death. When he found a Hindu

acquainted with himself, he preferred him to a Musleman.

H-e, and his sons, for a certain time, practised highway robbery ; and pluij-

dered much wealth, from Muskmans, and others. A fifth part of the booty

he deposited in a store house, and when it was wanted, distributed it among

his trusty adherents. Ba'yezid, and his sons, were abstinent in point of chas-

tity, and refrained from lewdness, and improper actions ; from plundering the

Unitarians, and using violence towards those who believed in the unity.

The compositions of Ea^y*ezi'd are very numerous, in iht Arabic^ Persie,

Hindi, and Afghani languages. The Makso'd-ai.-Mumeni'n is in Arabic.

It is said that the all-just addressed him, through Miyanji Jabrayil.*

He also composed the book, called the Kheir-al-Bien, in four languages,

Arabic, Persic, Hindi, Pash(u, ox Afghani', and in these four languages,

the same import is conveyed. The address, in this work, is that of the ad-

just, almighty God, to Ba^yezi'd ; and. it is reckoned a work- of divine

inspiration. He also composed the Hal Nameh, in which he has given an

account of himself.

The most remarkable circumstance, in the history of Ba'yezi'd, is, that

he was an illiterate man, and yet explains the meaning of the Koran : and 'his

* The terms expressive of respect, in the oriental languages, equivalent to the English, honor,

highnets, majesty, ts’e. are not only applied to men, but in a way which often appears very

ludicrous, to prophets, angels, and even to the supreme Gob,
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speeches were usually pregnant with profound wisdom; so that learned men were

astonished at him.

It is said, that it was in consequence of the divdne command, that he put

to death those who knew not God. Three times he received the divine

command, without putting his hand to the sabre; but when it had been re-

peatedly received, being devoid of resource, he girt up his loins for the reli-

gious war.

He was contemporary with Mirza Muham med Hekim, the son of Ho-

MAYUN Padshah ; and the author has heard from Mirza Shah Moham-

med, who was surnamed Ghazni Khan, tliat it was in the year a. ii. Q4p,

that Miyan Roshen acquired strength, and established his sect. My father

Shah Beg Khan Arghun, surnamed Khan-Douran, said, he saw Miyan

Bavezid, before his great rising, when he was brought to the court of

Mirza Muhammed Hekim, and the Ulema, or learned, were baffled in

disputing with him; and were compelled to let him take his departure. In

the beginning of the year a. h. ppt, the tidings of the death of Mirza Mo-

hammed Hekim reached the elevated throne of empire, from Cahul. The

tomb of Miyan Bayezid is at Phata'hpur, in the hill-country of the Afghans.

'III, ON THE TRANSACTIONS OF THE SONS OF MIYAN BAYEZID.

OMAR SHEIKH, Camal ed din, Nuk ed din, and Jelal-ed-din,

were the sons of Bayezid, and he had a daughter named Camal Khatun.

After the Miyan,
,

Jelal-ed-din succeeded to his rank, and spiritual
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dignity, and attained great-'power. He was just, and pious; conformed

strictly to the rules of Miya'n Ba'yezid, and exerted himself with vigour

and activity. In the year a. h. 989, when the lofty standard of the sublime

presence of the emperor Acbar, was proceeding from Cdhul, to the seat of

authority, he came to meet him ; but after some days fled from the court.

In the year 1000, the sublime majesty of the emperor, sent Jafar Beg

Kazavini Bakhshi, who was surnamod A'saf Khan, to extirpate Jela'l-

ed-din Rosheni, whom the emperor termed Jeldlah; and in the same

year the emperor’s warriors having taken prisoners the wives and children

of Jela'l-eD"DIN, by the agency of a person named Wah’adet-Ali, pre-

sented them at the foot of the imperial throne. In the )^ear 1007, and during

the reign of the emperor Jela'l-ed-din Acbar, Miy'a’n Jela’d-ed-din

took Ghazni, and cruelly ravaged its confines, but was not able to main-

tain himself in that position. When he left Ghazni, however, a conflict

took place between the Hazdrah and the Afghdns, and Miya’n Jela'l-

E D-D IN being wounded by the hand of Sha’dma'n Haza’rah, fled to the

mountain Rabat, where Mura’d Beg, with some of the followers of Sherif

Khan Atcah, assailed him, and cut him off.

After him, JMiya’n Ah’da’d, the son of Omar Sheikh, the son of

Ba'yezid, who is known among illustrious men by the name ofAii’DAD,

sat on the throne of religious authority. He w'as a just and pious person,

and perfectly versed in the rules of his august predecessor. He never set

himself to amass wealth; but gave to every one the due reward of his labour.

The fifth of the spoil of the holy war, which he received, he deposited in the

treasury of the state; so that the warriors also shared in that part of the

booty. In the year a. m. 1035, and in the reign of Nu’r-ed-din Jeha’n-

ciR, the deceased emperor, Ahsan Ult.ah, surnamed Zafar Kha'n. the

VoL. XI. 3 H
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son of Khwa'jeh Abu'l Hasan Tabrizi, and the emperor's army, re-

duced him to great straits, and besieged him in the fort of Nudghar, where

he perished by a musket shot, in an attack on the fortress. It is said, that,

on the day preceding that of his death, which the sect term the day of

union, froz-i-was'alj Ah'da'd opened the and read

in it ; after which he said to his friends, “ to-morrow is the day of my
union” (with God:) and the evenbhappened as he said. The author also

saw a devout person of Cdbul, who said to him, “ on the day of Ah'd a'd’s

departure, I rejoiced, and mentioned him in severe terms ; but at night I

saw my religious preceptor, in a vision, who forbade me to do so, and said,

the sacred text “declare that God is one,” applies to Ah'da'd.”—The

disciples of Ah'da'd named him Aii'a'd, the one.

After the union of Ah'd a'd (with God,) the Afghdns carried away Abd al

Ka'der, the son of Ah'da'd, and betook themselves to the mountains
; and

the army of the emperor, who had no expectation of being able to take the

fortress, entered it. The daughter of Ah'da'd, who had found no oppor-

tunity of escape, was roaming about the fortress, and one of the soldiers

attempted to seize her. The maiden threw her robe over her face, and flung

herself down from the top of the battlements, and perished. Every one was

astonished at the deed.

After Miya'n Ah'dad, his son Abdal Ka'der sat on the seat of reli-

gious supremacy. Having found a favourable opportunity, he attacked

Zafar Kha'n. Zafar Kha'n fled, with the greatest expedition; while

all his baggage, with the beauties of his haram, fell into the hands of the

Afghdns; and only one of his wives, named Bu'zu'rg Kha'nam, was pre-

served from violence ; and this was only effected by the resolute efforts of
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Nawa'b Said Khan, the son of Ah'med Beg Kha'n Tarakha'n, and

other warriors. The author himself heard Peri Sult'an, a person of native

worth and ability, who has now received the name of Zulfaka'r Kha'n,

say, “ I went by order of Said Kha"n to invite Abdal Ka'der to sur-

render ;
and for the purpose of seducing him, carried with me a great

variety of the most delicate kinds of victuals and liquors.” One day, an

aged Afghan, after tasting some sweetmeats, got on his legs, and said, “ O
Abdal Ka'der ! from the time of your honoured predecessors, till the

present, the foot of the Moghul has never advanced thus far. This person

who is now come, wishes to deceive you, with garments of scarlet and

yellow, and victuals which are pleasant and sweet
; which are coveted by

those who make themselves slaves of their belly, but which are abhorrent

to the rules of the Dervesh. I therefore advise that we put him to death, so

that no other may afterwards come here, for dread.” But Abdal Ka'der

and his mother Bib! Ala i, the daughter of Miya'n Jela'l-ed-din, w'ould

not consent to this proposition. The day that Abdal Ka'der visited the

camp of Said Kha'n, his horse was frightened at the noise of the drums

and trumpets, and rushed from amid the crowd, to one side. An Afghan

said, “ the horse obeys the orders of.MiYA'N Roshen, but you do not
; be

assured, you will suffer from the after-sickness of this debauch.” Abditl-

Ka'der asked, “what did the Miyan order?” The answered,

“ To shun the Moghuls and keep your distance.” When Abdul Ka'der

presented himself at the court of Abu'l Mazafer Sh aha'b-ed-dIn Mu-
h'axWmed, Saheb-i-Kera'n Sa'ni, Am'ir-al-MuxMEnIn, Shah Jeha'n,

the victorious emperor, he was elevated to high dignity. Fie died in 104.3;

and was buried at Paishdwer. -

Mirza, the son of Nu'r-ed-din, was living in the reign of the emperor

3 h 2
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Jeha'n Shah, and was slain at the battle of Dawletabad. CerImda'd,

the son of Jela'l-ed-din, surrendered up the whole set of the Jeldlia?is,

to Muh'ammed Yaku'b Cas'miri, the agent of Said Khan of Tarakhan.

He was put to death in 1048, and Allah-da'd Kha n, the son of Jela'l-

ed-dIn, having received the title of RashId Kha'ni, was appointed to a

command of four thousand^ in the Dakhin, and died in 1057.”—Thus far

the Dabist'an.

IT has been stated, that the original perverter of Ba'yezId was Mu'lla

SuTima^n, the Malhed. The term Malhed, is the common epithet, by

Avhich Moslem writers denominate the heterodox sect of Ismuilii/ah; the

sect of BaA-ezId may therefore be conjectured to be a branch of the

IsnuXiliyah heresy. A short review of the peculiar doctrines of BA^YEziD,

will, I apprehend, show that this opinion is Avell founded.. The obnoxious

principles, which he is charged, by Akhu'n Derwe'zeh, Muth maintain-

ing, are chiefly the following :

I

1. God is all in all, and all existing objects are only forms of deity.

2. The great manifestations of divinity are Pirs^ or religious teachers, who are forms of

divinity, or rather the deity himself. In the spirit of this opinion, Bayezid said to

his followers, “ I am your Pir^ and your God.”

3. The sole test of right and wrong is oljedience to the Pir, who is the representative of

divinity, or rather deity itself; and therefore, right and wrong are not attributes of

a Pir; and the greatest of all sins, is disobedience to a Pir, which is disobedience to

the deity himself.

4. Those who will not receive the precepts of a Ph’, are in the situation of brutes, which

it is in some cases, meritorious, and in all, lawful to kill ;
or in that of dead men.
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whose property naturally devolves to the living, and may therefore be legally plun-

dered, at pleasure, by all true believers.

5. Human souls transmigrate into other bodies, and re-appear in other forms, and the

resurrection, day ofjudgment, paradise and hell, are only metaphors to express these

mundane changes.

6". Tlie Koran and Hadis are not to be interpreted literally, or according to the appa-

rent sense, but according to the mystic, secret, or interior meaning. The ordinances

of the law have therefore a mystical meaning, and are ordained only as the means of

acquiring religious perfection.

7. This mystic sense of the law, is only attainable by religious exercises, and the in-

structions of a Pir; it is the source of religious perfection
; and this perfection being

attained, the exterior ordinances of the law cease to be binding, and are virtually

annulled.

If this be considered as a correct summary of the peculiar doctrines of

Ba'yezid, and the Roshenlah sect, very little discussion is necessary to

show, that all these doctrines had been maintained by the Ismuiliyah sect,

for several centuries, before either Ba^yezid or the Afghan illuminati ex-

isted. This, I imagine, will sufficiently appear from the following account

of the Ismailiyah sect, translated from an intelligent and popular Moslem

author.

It is necessary to observe that the Shiahs are divided into four sects:

l.Uhe Imdmiah. 2 . T\\q Zeidiah, 3 . The Ismuiliyah. <^.The Nasariah.

Of the Ismailiyah Mu'rtiza Alem-al-Khod a, in his Tabsirat-al-

Awdm, gives the following account

:

“ The Ismailiyah are also denominated Bdt'aniah^ Kardmitah., Khuramiah^
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Sq/iah, Babeciah, and Majmirah. They have received the name of Bdtaniah,

from maintaining that whatever is to be found in the Koran and Hadis has

two significations, the apparent, and the secret or mystical, fzuher and

hdl en,J of which the first is, as it w^ere the shell, and the second the kernel

;

and they quote the following text as a proof of this, “ the secret gate is that

of mercy, the apparent one is that of suffering.” They say that God is

neither present nor absent; living nor dead; powerful nor weak
; ignorant

nor wise; first nor last; capable of seeing, nor of speaking
; capable of hear-

ing, nor yet deaf ;
and thus they describe all the divine attributes. They

also say that Isa was the son of Yusef, the carpenter; and they alledge

that where it is said in the Koran, that Isa had no father, it is only to be

understood, that he was not instructed in learning by his father, but acquired

it from the chief men of his time, yet not from the infallible instructor.

Also, where it is said that Isa restored the dead to life, the meaning is, that

by learning 'he revived the dead and torpid mind, and instructed the people

in the right way ;
and many such futile opinions they state, in giving an

account of their doctrines. They pretend, that no trouble need be taken

about external ordinances
;
and that whatever the Imdm says, is Namdz;

and that Zacai, is the giving in charity to the poor, (derweshanj whatever is

more than necessary for a person’s own family. The proclaiming of Namdz,

and the pronouncing the prayer termed kdmet, are intended for the purpose

of calling everyone before his own religious director, or Peshtva; and the

meaning of Rozeh or religious abstinence from food is this : whatsoever the

PlshuHi does, be silent, and refrain from blaming him ;
and whatever he

does, which is unchaste, or Zendekah, (heterodox) reckon this right and

proper ; on no account disobey him, and be so obedient, as to kill your-

selves without hesitation, if he should order you to kill yourselves for him.

Haj (or pilgrimage) according to them, signifies an ardent desire of \ isiting
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their Imam; and they reckon it incumbent, on every one who is able, to go

and visit him. Every thing prohibited, they reckon lawful ;
and Huram or

prohibition, they pretend, denotes enmity to certain descriptions of persons,

whom they are ordered to hate, and avoid, and on whom they are bound to

invoke curses. Farz, or necessary duty, they interpret, as friendship to

those whom it is necessary to love. They alledge, that the sacred texts,

“ mankind are great unbelievers,” is to be applied to x\bu-becar and

Omar; and that wdierever Pharaoh and Haman are mentioned in the

Koran, these persons are intended. In this manner they interpret the whole

Koran and Hadis. They say that God sent one of their chiefs, as a pro-

phet, to mankind, before /s/ayw; and that he was named Shardhi; and that

he was the highest of the apostles and prophets. They say, that nazu means

the foundations of religious truth, which they have established, and Namaz

signifies eloquent discourse ;
and the sound of Namaz and kdmet, denotes

a person that exerts himself to bring mankind to an eloquent spiritual guide.

They alledge that when God says, “ that Namclz restrains from uncleanness*

and denial of truth,” the meaning is eloquence, which restrains men from

wickedness ;
for Namaz is an open act, and prohibition cannot arise from an

act, but from an agent.

The first who maintained the doctrine of Bdt'eniat, or mystic interpreta-

fion, was Marzahan-beni-AbduUah-beni-Maimun-al-Kadah, who lived in the

time of Mamun. Hamaddn Karmati was the li6ad of this sect.

The Bdt'eniuh sect assert that there are seven Imams; Ah, Hasan,

Husain, Ah-beni-ai-Hosain, Mah'ummed-beni-Alt, Jafar-beni-Mah'ummed,

and Ismdil-beni-Jafar. They also say that Ismail is still alive, and that in

the latter days he shall return, and be Mehedi. This sect neither believe in

the examination of the tomb, in the last judgment, nor in hell. They say,
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the state of man is^ like grass, which withers and dies. But it is not their

practice to display their tenets, to any one, until he has been initiated into

their faith. They alledge that the divine attributes and the knowledge of

deity, are to be attained by true science, or elm-i-S'adik

;

and the accounts

of the prophets or Anbia, and the precepts of the Koran and Hadis they

quote for the sake of misleading men, and inducing them to suppose that they

believe in God, the prophet, the Imams, and the Koran.

Abdidlah-heni-Maimun-al-Kadah, the founder of this infidel sect, was

the servant of Imam Jafar S'adik, and also served Ismdil-beni S'adik. When

Ismail died, he left a son named Muh'ammed, whom he likewise attended

:

but when Abu Jafar Mansur Davanaki poisoned Imam Jafar S'adik, Ab-

dullah carried off his grandson Muh'ammed to Misr.^ When Muh'ammed

died, he left a concubine pregnant; znd Abdullah having put her to death,

substituted a girl of his own in her room. This girl brought forth a son, whom

•he instructed in infidelity, pretending that he was the son of Muh'ammed;

and when he grew up, he asserted him to be the Imam, and many of the

sovereigns of Ajem acknowledged allegiance to him. By this stratagem,

many were perverted. Some of this person’s descendants attained the rank

of sovereign in Mis'r, Secanderiah and Maghreb; and afterwards the heresv

spread far and wide. The first of these, w-lio sat on the throne of the

Khalifah, was Mehedi-al-Kaim Billah, and the line continued to the time

of Mostans'ir. Hasan S'abdh' perverted a great many persons to infidelity

by the direction of Mostans'ir. The line of Mis'r was afterwards cut off,

but the partizans of Hasan S'abdh' continue to the present day. This sect

consists of several divisions :

1. T\\Q,S'abdhiah. They say, that if mankind were endowed with sufficient

understanding, no person would have to complain of another; but that if
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they are not endowed with sufficient understanding, then rigVt cannot be

distinguished from wrong: and if the understanding is sufficieht, "lihe'reTs ho

need of an Imam, for the knowledge of God. Where is that imam., whom

you mention, and set forth your summons in his name? Such Si\i Iaium

you can never become acquainted with, excepting by the word of an uner-

ring instructor. If any person come, and pretend to be Imam, you can never

know whether his claim be false or true, excepting by means of" a preceding

S'adik, or unerring teacher. ' If any one pretend, that we may know him,

by miracles; then w^e answer (say they) that a miracle, when exhibited, is a

proof, as far as respects you, that the author is a skilful operator, and that
*

the miracle is his perfqimance; but a miracle can never make falsehood

truth. You cannot, therefore, know the Imam, till you know' the per-

former of the miracle, and be acquainted with the divine union and equality;

it follows, therefore, that you can never, of yourselves, know' either Goo,

or his Imam.

2. The Nas'ariah. Their chief is Nas'ar, who w'as a poet and learned man,

and seduced a multitude of people.

3. The Kardmitah. These are the followers of Ah'med-beni-Karmat,

who was a rustic, and becoming acquainted with one of the Malheds, was

perverted. When that deceiver died, the other pretended that he had suc-

ceeded him ; and many persons became infidels, at his persuasion. He
collected his adherents, and destroyed a caravan, and plundered its wealth,

and formed the resolution of ruining the Cdhah

;

but God almighty de-

stroyed both him and his adherents.

4. The Babeciuh. Babec w'as an accursed wretch of Azerbaijan, and col-

VoL. XI. 3 I
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lected a vast multitude of adherents, and rose in rebellion in the time of

Matas'em. After severe fighting, he was taken and put to death.

.5 . The Maknuyah, These are the followers of Ibn-MahniU who was an

adherent of Abu Moslem; and in the time of Mamun, when the Malhed

sect began to display itself, the followers of Ibn-Maknd were friendly to

that person, and are still included in the Malhed sect. From the Abu Mus-

lemah and the Ibni Makna, sprung the Izramiah. Ibn-Makna first pretended

to be a prophet, and afterw^ards to be God himself. His adherents are nu-

merous in the district of Ce'sA, and form a sect. As soon as he assumed the

character of God, he concealed himself from the sight of men, shew^ed

himself to nobody, but wore a veil
;
saying, nobody can bear to behold me.

His followers were also persuaded, that if he looked on any one, he would

be consumed by his brightness. When his follow^ers entreated him, in the

most earnest manner, to show himself to them, he prepared some burning

mirrors, and placed them so that the rays would fall on their faces ; and

then ordered them to advance; when those w'ho w’ere foremost were struck

by the burning rays, and the rest turned back, and seeing what had hap-

pened, exclaimed, “ Gazers cannot behold him, but he looks upon the

gazers ; he is the beautiful and the far seeing one.” This accursed person

had but one eye, and was named Hdshem. He was originally of Meric, and

was exceedingly well versed in mechanical devices, and the knowledge of

combustible materials; by w hich means he seduced the inhabitants of Cesh

and A'llak, in Freghdneh, who, after the rise of the Malheds, joined them,

and still continue in that sect.”

After the account of the Roshentah sect, which has been already given,

it appears unnecessary to dilate on its connection with the different sects,
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iiicluded in the Ismuiliifah heresy. It is obviously a branch of the same

stock, and may be considered as particularly connected with the last men-

tioned division, which seems to have flourished in Ferghdneh, at a later

period than that of Bdi/ezid. There is also considerable analogy, between

the character of Hdshem, and that of Bdi/eztd. Each of them began with

assuming the character of a prophet, and ended with claiming the honours

of divinity. In his prophetical character, Hdshem assumed the name of

Al-Barhui^ or the lightning-flasher; Bdijezid, in the same character, assumed

the title of Pir Roshen.

In several respects, the principles and proceedings of Bdyezid Ansari have

a manifest analogy to those of Hasan S'dhdh\ the great IsmdiUyah chief.

Mohsani Fdii't, the author of the Dahisfan, in his chapter on the Ismdiliyah

sect, cites a work composed by Hasan S'dbdh\ in which that celebrated

character grounds his principles on the necessity of a perfect Fir, or unerring

religious instructor; a doctrine which was also asserted by Bdyezid. The

necessity of this great principle, it appears that Hasan S'ahdh attempted

to demonstrate logically, first against the advocates of intellect or reason
;

secondly, against the ; thirdly, against the .S7<^d/^4^• and this he terms

the doctrine of the Mdlim, or spiritual guide. Hasan S'ahdh was the

founder of the celebrated dyn-AsXy oi t\\Q Hasasinah ov Assassins, iii Cohisian,

and may be denominated, according to the phraseology of the West, the

original old man of the mountain, and died a. ii. 50S. Ali, the third suc-

cessor of Hasan S'ahdh, is likewise a person of much celebrity, amoiio- the

votaries of the Ismdiliyah sect
; and some of his proceedings bear no small

degree of analogy to those of Bdyezid. It had long been understood, that

the Ismdiliyahs carried their mysticism to a great length
; and it was alledoed

that they maintained paradise to consist solely in the repose of the body,

.‘3 I 2
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from the troubles of life; and'/i€// to be nothing but the molestation of the

body, by tronbl^ an^i a|fliction,. hQwever, proceeded a,step beyond all

his predecessors, and boldly^ abolished the- authority of. the law, and its ex-

ternal ordinapee^,. The speech, which he made on. that occasion, in a. h.

659, is celebrated and is to the following effect, “I am the Imam of the

age, and I
j
hereby^ release. the inhabitants of the earth, from the burden of

the ordinances, a,nd the prohibitions, of. the law,. Let all created beings,

therefore,^ be mystically, united to Gop,^and let every one live openly as he

pleases.’’ The anniversary of. this.pccasion, was afterwards celebrated under

the napre of.the erf.a/ which,, in. their idioip, thefestival of

the .divine^ union; apd the occurrepce^was assumed as .an .aera. The analogy

which these proceedings.,bear tp .the abolition, .of, the..ordinances hy Bdyezid,

and the institution of the or general fast-, is very remarkable.

In faph it. is .only in the nse of some newrcoined naystic terms;and..expres-

si.ons,.^that BAyezid-fi^j^ ):)^, sgid.to .tipye di.ffered froni the general strain of the

Jsmdiliyah sect.



IX.

ON THE

sources! OF THE GANGES^

IN THE

IlrM’AD'RI OR EMO'D'US;

BY H. T. COLEBROOKE, ESQ.

I'N presenting "to tlie 'Asiatic' society', ' the interesting* narrative of a j6'urn’ey

to explore the sources of the Ganges, F shalUpfefi^ to it'a few^ introductory

observations' to explain the grounds,- on which the undertaking was proposed

bythe lat^ 'Lieut. Colonel Colebrooke, by whom it would haV^e been

performed ’ih person, had he not been prevented by the'ilhlesS- which termi-

nated in his 'death*.

On exami'nm'g' the authority, upon’ “which the course of the Ganges above

Hafidwdt^ has ‘ been laid' down 'in 'the geographical charts riOw in' use, it

appeared' to Uieiit. Colonel CoLEBROok'Ey that 'the'authbrityXvas Insufficient,

and the information whblly'mnsatisfactoryr* The early course"' of the river,' as

delineated iii‘ all the moderifma^s of Asia'and 'India,'ds taken* from' D’An-

VI lee’s correction of thlB"Zawd’’s map7 nibdified UioweVerV’ in Reni^ell’s

cbnstlrtiction; upon irifbrmatioh collected by'the niisSibhary’TiEt'FENa'H Al-

ee r. That the Lamas delineation of the Ganges was totally undeserving
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of the confidence which has*been placed in it, will be apparent from a brief

review of its history.

A map of Tibet* which had been constructed by persons in the retinue

of a Chinese envoy, was put into the hands of Father Regis, one of the

missionaries at Pekin, in 1711. Upon his report of its defects, the places

beino- laid down from common estimation, without any actual measurement

of distances, the Emperor K a nghi resolved to procure one more accurate

and satisfactory. With this view, he sent into Tibet two Lamas, who had

studied geometry and arithmetic in a Chinese college, patronised by his third

son. They were ordered to prepare a map of the country, from Si-ning to

Lasa, and thence to the source of the Ganges; and were enjoined to bring

some of the water of that river.

The map, which they executed, was delivered to the missionaries for ex-

amination in 1717 ;
and from this, compared with itineraries and other infor-

mation, the missionaries prepared the map of Tibet which is published in

Du H alde’s description of China.

While the were engaged on their survey, a revolution took place'

in Tibet, which was invaded with temporary success by the king of the

Ehiths. The country of Lasa was ravaged
;

the temples were plundered;

and all the Lamas, who were found, were put into sacks and thrown upon

camels, to be transported into Tartarij. The two Lamas employed in making

the map of Tibet, narrowly escaped the fate of their brethren. On the first

rumour of the incursions of the ravagers, they hastened the conclusion of

their work; and they contented themselves with making a map of the source

* Observ. geogr. and hist, sur la carte dii Tibet

:

dans I’hist. de la Chine, 4. 570, &c.
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of the Ganges and the countries around it, upon oral information, received

from Lamas inhabiting the neighbouring temples, and upon written notices

found at the grand Lamas at Lasa. They omitted however to take the lati-

tude of mount Kentaisse or Kanteshan^ (so the Chinese name the chain of

mountains which runs to the west.) They even omitted the latitude of the

temple where they halted, and whence they inquired the course of the

Ganges^ which flows from the western side of that mountain. The Jesuits,

therefore, considering this as a capital defect, were desirous that the map

should be re-examined by a learned geographer in Europe: and that task was

accordingly undertaken by D’Anville.

In the prosecution of the task, he was led, by obvious reasons, to remove

the head of the Ganges, from latitude 293°? Avhich is its place in the Lama’s

map, as published by Du Halde, to a more northerlj^ position, and carried

it as high as 32° nearly. But he preserved, and even enlarged, the sweep

given to the river in the Lama’s delineation of its course, and carried the

northern branch of it still higher, to latitude 36° nearly.

In Major Rennell’s first map of Hindustati, D’Anville’s construction

was in this instance copied almost exactly. Major Rennell, however, was

not insensible to the unsatisfactory character of the authorities, which D’An-

ville followed
;
and, in his memoir published in 1783, declared his distrust

of those materials, which, for want of better, he had been under the neces-

sity of employing; and intimated a suspicion, that the Ganges does not make

so large a sweep- to the north-west as has been given to it.

Anquetil DU Perron had previously, in 1776, pronounced the Lama’s

work to be faulty, erroneous, and in short unworthy of credit. It is n*eed-
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less to repeat his arguments; which are forcible and convincing, rising

naturally out of the account given of the Lama’s survey by its publishers.

It is indeed evident that ihe sources and subsequent course of a river

could not be laid down by the ablest geographer, with any approach to

accuracy, from oral information, collected on the opposite side of a moun-
tain, or rather chain of lofty mountains, in which it was said to take

its origin. That such information, hastily gathered by inexperienced geo-

graphers, as the Lamas were, must be grossly inaccurate, seems indis-

putable. They do not pretend to have seen any part of what they here

decribe. Their route, as traced in Du Halde’s map of their survev, does
T.

not approach nearer to their celebrated lake Mapama than a quarter of
•'

a degree, and terminates at a mountain marked M. Kentais; which, as %
before remarked, is the name of a chain of mountains, known to the Chinese

as the western range in Tibet, and which is exhibited in Du Halde’s map,

and in the still ruder copy of the Lama’s orignal delineation, published ^
by SouciET,* as intervening between their last station and the lake in

^
question. In short, all that is fairly deducible as authentic information, is, v

that the Lamas reached the chain of mountains which forms the south-

western boundary of Tibet; and halting at the foot of the range, learned,

from the inquiries which they there made, that the Ganges takes its rise

in the opposite side of that chain of mountains. But the whole of their

sketch of the river's course, from the 36th degree of longitude (from

Pekin) where their route terminates, to the 43d, in which they make

the two furthest branches of the Ganges turn due south after a westerly

course, and thence return by an easterly course to the same longitude,

with little difference of latitude, must be deemed vague and imaginary

* SouciET, obserxations, vol. 1. p. 138 and 208. pi. 8. fig. 5. and Bernoulli, vol. 2. Carte

generate, fig. 6.

c
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being at best founded on oral information, and very imperfect notices, hastily

collected in a season of danger and perturbation.

. Anquetil Du Perron, who, as before observed, rejected, on good

grounds, the Lama s authority for the sources of the Ganges, published in

1784-, the result of the geographical researches of father Tieffenth aller,

a Jesuil missionaiT in India. With the usual partiality of a first publisher,

he places great faith in the accuracy of the missionary’s itinerary and maps.

They were certainly not undeserving of attention. But Tieffenth aller

had not surveyed in person, either the Sarayu, of which he gives the course

from the lake Mdnasarovara to the plains of Hindustan, nor the Ganges

above Devapraydgu, the course of which he delineates to the Gangoutri. I

shall subsequently adduce proof of the latter part of this assertion. The

former part of it has never been doubted.

Major Hennell, on the erroneous supposition that Tieffenth aller did

himself visit Gangoutri, has relied on the position assigned by him to that

place. In the doubt even whether Tieffenth ALLER might not actually have

taken the latitude of Gangoutri by observation; Major Rennell did not ven-

ture to alter the parallel in which the missionary has placed it (tJ3°,) though

he conjectured it to be too far north : and proceeded to adjust to that posi-

tion the supposed course of the Ganges, from the Lama’s lake Mapama,

imagined to be the same with the Mdnasarovara, to the cataract described

by Tieffenth ALLER at Gangoutri.*

It is strange that Major Rennell should have ever supposed, that the

* Gangotri seu Cataracta Gangis, quam etiam Os Vaccae appellant; ex nipe prajceps actus, in

foveam amplam et profundam illabitur. Jacet in 33“ circiter gradu. lat. borealis, 73“ long. Tieff.

cited by Bernoulli. 2. 280.

VoL. XI. 3 K
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missionary had visited Gangoutr'i in person. Anquetil Du Perron, who
was in correspondence with him, says positively, that he did not. (D’autant

qu’il n’a pas ete lui-meme a la source du Gauge, que presente sa carte.*)

It appears likewise, from Tieffenthaller’s own statement, that the route

above Haridwdr was not surveyed with a compass. He says so in express

words, regarding the road from Haridwdr to Devapraydg, of which he gives

the estimated bearings,
"I*

(very erroneously, however, as will be hereafter

shown ;) and he states no bearings for the remainder of the way to Srinagar.

Bhadrindt’ h, and Mdnd, which, from the general correctness of his infor-

mation respecting names of places on this route, he might be supposed to

have actualh'^ travelled. The route which he gives from Srinagar to the

cow’s mouth, contains few names of places, and no indication of his having

travelled it ; and tow^ards the close, he expressly refers to the information of

others ;
which he would not have done, if he had personally visited the

spot, as supposed by Major Rennell. His words, in Bernoulli s trans-

lation, are these :
“ L’on se trouve enfin aupres du rocher auquel I’opinion

“ trompeuse des Indous attribue la fonne d’une t^te de vache. Selon le

rapport depcrsonnesjudicieuses^ ce rocher est partage en deux parties; de

“ la fente qu’elles forment, sort tin Jilet d'eau (instar stillicidii erumpit aqua)

“ tombant de la hauteur de 3 aunes, dans une fosse qui est audessous. C’est

“ de cette fosse que les gens puisent dans des flacons de verre, I’eau qu’ils

“ transportent dans les pays les plus eloignes. On ne pent aller au dela de

“ ce rocher, que Ton pourroit nommer la Cataracte du Gauge, et il n’est

“ pas possible de remonter jusqu’a la source de ce fleuve. De terns a autre

“ il arrive bien que quelquesuns, courant a une perte certaine, passent

“ au dela de ce rocher merveilleux, dans I’idee de penc4rer jusqu’aux mon-

“ tagnes de Kclasch (Cailas,) ou on pretend que Mahadeo a sa demeure.

* Bernoulli 3. p. 276. t Ibid 1. p. 148. Ibid 1. p. 150.
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“ et de se frayer par la une voye a la felicite eternelle; mais ces gens

“ perissent, soit par les devalemens des neiges, soit par le froid on par

“ lafaim.”

At the period of the publication of a second edition of his memoir, in

1792, Major Rennell was possessed of corrector information, concerning

the position of Srinagar, (visited in 1789, by Captain Guthrie and Mr.

Daniel ;) which enabled him to detect the gross error committed by Tief-

fenthaller, who placed Srinagar N. N. W. instead of E. N. E. from

Haridwdr. He was thence led to entertain a very just distrust of other in-

formation, resting on the same authority; and to expect, from future re-

searches, the acquisition of more correct knowledge. Reviewing the infor-

mation then before him. Major Rennell concluded, that the Bhdgiraf hi

and Alacanandd, the one from the N. the other from the N. E. join their

streams at Devaprai/dga, and then form the proper Ganges of Hindustan,

which afterwards issues through mount Seimlick at Haridwdr, That the

Alacanandd is the largest of the two streams, and has its source in the

snowy mountains of Tibet, and is traceable to Bhadrindth, nine journies above

Srinagar. That the Alacanandd is probably the same river which appears in

Du Halde, under the name of Menchou. That the BhdgiratTii has a

source far more remote than the Alacanandd. Major Rennell adds, ‘ as to

' the head of the Ganges itself, we cannot forget the particulars communi-

‘ cated by the Lamas, sent by Camhi ; whose report, although defective

‘ in geometrical exactness, has not fallen under any suspicions of error or

‘ misrepresentation, in plain matters of fact
; and their report was, that the

‘ Ganges issues from the lake Mapama, and runs westward: afterwards

‘ turning to the south, and south-east. The messenger, sent by Tieffen-

3 K 2
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‘ THALLER, appears to have corroborated this report; though without iii-

‘ tending it.’

*

'

In conformity with this notion, maps, which have been since published

(as Arrowsmith’s map of Asia in 1801, and of India in 1804;) continue

to represent the Ganges within the chain of snowy mountains, flow’ing for

many hundred miles, according to the Lama*

s

notion of its course, from

lake Mapama to Gangouiri.

This appeared to Col. Colebrooke, as to myself, to rest on very slender

foundations. We thought it very improbable, that a stream less than the

Alacanandd, as the Bhdgirat' hi was represented to be, should have its

source so much more remote than the larger stream : and that, flowing for

many hundred miles, through a mountainous region, it should receive no

greater accessions from mountain torrents. It seemed very extraordinary,

that the missionaries Desideri and Freyre,'|' who visited Ladak, w'here

they resided nearly two months, J and who travelled for twenty-six days in

the snowy mountains, from the ascent of mount Cantel (fourteen days

from Cdshmir,J to the town and fort of Ladak;^ and who describe the horrid

* Memoir of a Map, p. 370.

t Lettres Edif. XV. 183. Nouv. Edit.'xij. 434.

t From 25th June, to I7th August, 1715.

§ Le grand Thibet, commence au haut d’une aflreuse montagne, toute couverte de neige, nom-
mee Kantel. Un cote de la montagne est du domaine de Kaschemire, I’autre appartient au

Thibet. Nous etions partis de Kaschemire,-le 17 Mai de I’annee 1715, et le 30, fete de I’Ascen-

sion de Notre-Seigneur, nous passames cette montagne, c’est-a-dirc, que nous entrames dans le

Thibet. 11 etoit tombe quantite de neige sur le chemin que nous devious tenir
;

ce chemin,

jusqu’ a Leh, qu’on nomme autrement Ladak, qui est la forteresse ou reside le Roi, se fait entre

des montagnes, qui sont une vraie image de la tristesse, de 1’ horreur, et de la mort menie. Elies

sont posees les unes sur les autres, et si contigues, qu’a peine sont-elles separees par des torrens,

qui se precipitent avec impetuosite du haut des montagnes, et qui se hrisent avec taut de bruit

contie les rochers, que les plus intrepides voyageurs en sont etourdis et cflrayes. I.e haut ct le ba.s

des montagnes sont egalement impraticables
;
on est oblige de marcher a mi-edte, et Ic chemin y
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aspect of the country, and its eternal winter

;*
* should make no meiition

of so remarkable a circumstance as that of the Ganges flowing near to the

town, and, for a considerable part of the way, at very little distance from

their route. Yet such is the course of the river and position of Ladak, accord-

ing to the Lama’

s

map. The Lama s report, too, so far from being unim-

peached, as is argued by Major Rennell, seemed, on various accounts,

and for reasons long ago set forth by Anquetil Du Perron, liable to

great suspicion of error and misrepresentation. The information collected

by them on the eastern side of a chain of mountains, concerning a river not

seen nor identified by them, and said to flow on the western sMe of the

same chain, was likely to be replete with error and misrepresentation; and at

best was assuredly less to be depended on, than information procured on

the hither side of the mountains, and in sight of the river to be identified.

Now, it is acknowledged by Major Rennell, that, until the result of the

expedition sent by the emperor Camhi (Kang-hi) was known in Europe, it

was believed, on the faith of the Hindus, that the springs of the Ganges were

at the foot of mount Himdlaya.-\ '
I

The Hindus, when questioned, do indeed refer to the fabulous accounts,

which are to be found in their mythological poems, entitled* Purdn'as, and

which have been thence copied into graver works, including even the writings

est d’ ordinaire si etroit, qu’a peine y trouve-Uon assez d’ espace pour poser le pied
;

il faut done
marcher a pas comptes et avec une extreme precaution. Pour peu qu’on fit un faux pas, on
rouleroit dans des precipices avec grand danger de la vie, ou du moins de se fracasser les bras et

les jarnbes, comme il arriva a quelquesuns qui voyageoient avec nous. Encore si ces montagnes
avoient des arbrisseaux auxquels on put se tenir

;
mais elles sont si steriles, qu’on n’y trouve ni

plantes, ni meme un seul brin d’herbe. Faut-il passer d’ une montagne a 1’ autre on'a traverser
des torrens impetueux qui les separent, et I’on ne trouve point d’ autre pout que cpielques planches
etroites et tremblantes, ou quelques cordes tendues et entrelassees de branchages verds.

* Quant a la nature du climat, il est fort rude, ainsi qu’ on peut 1’ inferer de ce quej’ ai dit
L’hiver est presque la seule saison qui y regne tout I’annee. En tout temps la cime des montagnes
est couverte de neiges. Lettres edif. xij. 440.

t Memoir of a Map, p. 314.
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of their astronomers
; and, according to those accounts, the Ganges has a

long previous course, from the Mdnasarovara, or from another lake called

BIndusarovara, before it issues from the Himalaya. But these are too much

mixed with fable, and too full of contradictions and inconsistencies, to be

considered as intended for grave geographical information ; and no Hindu

has pretended, that the course of the river could now be traced between

the cow’s mouth and the sacred lake.

Even Pra'n-Pu’rI,* who professed to have visited 3Idnasar6vara, and

who att^pted to assign the relative positions of Caildsa and Brahmedan da

to which he referred the sources of the Bhdgirai' hi and Alacanandd, de-

clared, that the river at Gangouiri, Avhich was visited by him, on his return

from Cashmir^ is there so narrow, that ‘ it may be leaped over.’f

In his account of the Mdnasa lake, this pilgrim may have adapted his

communications to leading questions which had been previously put to him:

and in what he affirmed concerning the rivers Sarayu and Satadru issuing

from the Mdnasaruvara^ as well as respecting the fountains of the Ganges on

mount Caildsa^ he may have been guided by the Paurdnic fables. But re-

garding Gangoutri, he professedly describes what he saw ;
and what he thus

describes, is incompatible with the notion of a distant source of the river.

For a stream, so narrow that it may be crossed at a single leap, is a mere

rivulet or brook, whose remotest fountain can be but few miles distant.

To this reasoning might be objected the tenor of the Hindu fables, which

' assign to the a long course, from lake to lake, and from mountain

to mountain, before its final descent from the snowy cliffs of Himd-

* As. Res. vol. 5. p. 43 and 44. t Ibid. p. 43.
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laya* I answer, that a legend, which makes the Ganges gush from heaven

on mount ilfcrw, and, there dividing into four streams, and falling from the

stupendous height of Meru, rest in as many lakes, from which it springs over

the mountains through the air, just brushing their sumrryts,’]' is undeserving

of serious consideration. If it be proposed to receive fabulous accounts as

entitled to some notice, because they must be supposed to be grounded on a

basis of truth, however false the superstructure which has been built on it

;

I reply, that no presumption can be raised on the ground of an acknowledged

fable. After every gross impossibility has been rejected, what remains is

merely possible, but not therefore probable. It is more likely to be false than

true, since it was affirmed by evidence demonstrably unworthy'of credit.

The utmost then, which can be conceded, is that the conjectural basis of

a geographical fable may be used, with very little confidence however, as a

guide to inquiry and research. Upon this principle, it might not be un-

reasonable to institute researches, with the view of ascertaining whether any

lake exists within the snowy mountains, an imperfect knowledge of which

may have been the foundation of the fables concerning the Mdnasa and

Vindusarovara lakes of the Hindu poets, and the Mapama and Luncadeh of

the Lamas: and, if any such lake exists, whether a river issues from it, as

generally affirmed ; and whether that river be the Alacanandd^ as hinted not

only in PiirdtiasX but in the astronomical work of Bha"scara,§ or the

* As. Res. 8. p. 351. flbid, p. 321. 1 Ibid, p. -351.

§
‘ The holy stream from the foot of Vishnu deseends from the mansion of Vishnu on mount

‘ Meru, whence it divides into four streams, and, passing through the air, reaches the lakes on
‘ the summits of the upholding mountains. Under the name of Sitd, that river proceeds to
‘ Bhadrdsum : as the Alacanundd, it enters Bhdrata-versha (Hindustan.) As the Chacshu it o'oes
‘ io Cetutndla; and as the to the Northern Cwrws.’

^

Sidd’hdnta-sirdtnani ; Bhuvana cosha. -37 and 38.
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Sara^u, as intimated in otherPurdnas* * and as affirmed both by Pra'npu'ri

and by Tieffenthaller’s emissary.

On a review of the whole subject, it appeared that the Ganges had been

traced from Hindustan^ by Hindu pilgrims, into the snowy mountains,

which run in a direction from N. AV. to S. E. on the frontier of India; and

had been approached, on the side of Tibet, by Lama surveyors, whose route

terminated at mount Kentaisse, a range of snowy mountains on the west and

south of Tibet. The intervening space seemed to be the region of conjecture,

of fable, and of romance. Whether a vast tract of alpine country intervenes,

or simply a ridge of lofty mountains, clothed in eternal snow, could not be

judged from the uncertain positions at which the routes terminate, neither of

which had been ascertained, to any satisfactory degree of geographical pre-

cision. However, the latter supposition seemed the more probable conjecture,

from the proximity of Bhadrindlh to the termination of the Lamas route.

For the temple of Bhadrindt'h was placed, by Tieffenthaller, at an

estimated distance of 57 miles, and by Colonel Hardwick, at nine journies,

from Srinagar; which is situated, according to Rennell, in 304” N. and

79° E. and the route of the Lama surveyors ends in the 36th degree of long.

W. of Pekin, (81° E. of London) and lat. 291° according to Du Halde’s

* ‘ In the midst of the snowy (Himavat) range of mountains is mount CazWsrt, where Covera
‘ dwells

;
the God of riches, with his attendant demigods.

‘ There is a peak named Chandraprabha, near which is situated ‘ the Ach’hoda lake, whence
‘ flows the river Menddcini. On the bank of that river is situated the divine wood, the vast

‘ grove Chaiirarat’ha.*
‘ On the north-west of Caildsa is mount Cucudmdn, whence Rudra sprung. At the foot of that

‘ mountain is the Mdnasa lake, from which the Sarayu flows : and on the bank of that river is the

* forest of Vaihhrdja.
‘ North of Caildsa is the golden peak, at the foot of which is the lake Vindusaras, Avhere the king

‘ Bhagirat’ha sojourned during many years, when he went tliither to fetch Gangd.’

Matsya-purdna ;
hhuvandcosha.

* Cover a’s garden.
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map. Still however, there was room for the supposition of a lake interposed,

out of which a branch of the Ganges, perhaps the Alacananda, might really

issue, conformably with the whole current of popular belief.

This view appeared to present an object of inquiry, deserving the labour of

the research. An actual survey of the Ganges, above Haridwdr, (where it

enters the British territories,) to the farthest point to which it had been

traced by Hindu pilgrims, and to its remotest accessible source, was an un-

dertaking worthy of British enterprise. Perhaps the national credit was

concerned, not to leave in uncertainty and doubt a question which the

English only have the best opportunity of solving : and one at the same time

so interesting, as that of exploring the springs of one of the greatest rivers

of the old continent, and whose waters fertilize and enrich the British terri-

tories, which it traverses in its whole navigable extent.

These considerations, partly the suggestions of his own mind, and partly

pressed on his attention by me, induced Lieut. Col. CoLEBROOKE'to under-

take the proposed enterprize, for which the sanction of government was

accordingly solicited and obtained. But, in consequence of illness, as al-

ready intimated, the execution of it'devolved on his assistant Lieut. Webb,
who was accompanied on the journey by Capt. Rarer and Capt. Hear-
say. The journal of Capt. Rarer has furnished the narrative which is pre-

sented to the society.

The result of the survey is briefly stated in a letter from Lieutenant Webb
to my address.

‘ Should you deem the intelligence collected in this tour worthy of com-
VOL. XI. .
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iTumication, you may perhaps wish, that, in addition to the map, I should

give a summary of the -geographical information required: and these, with

the account which I formerly sent you of the trade carried on with the trans-

alpine countries,* compose my exclusive share of the communication.

‘ The abstract of material positions ascertained is as follows; and I am
perfectly satisfied with the correctness of all the results, excepting that of

Ceddr-yidth

;

and even this cannot fail of being a very near approximation.

Gangoutri Lat.
0.

31 4 N.
Jamoiitri - 31 23 N.
CMdr-ndth 30 53 N.
Bhadr'mdth 30 43 N.
Dedpraydg 30 9 N.
Srinagar - - 30 11 N.
dlmoi'a - - - 29 36 N.
Source of the 7

Rdmgangd R. |
30 7 N.

78 59 E.
78 31 E.
79 19 E.
79 38 E.
78 31 E.
78 43 E.
79 42 E.

79 23 E.

Formation of the Gogra river by the^
junction of the two streams at >29 55 N. 79 52 E.
Bagheswar

‘ Considering the most important information gained, to be a knowledge

that the sources of the Gange$ are southward of the Himalaya, I subjoin mv

reasons for adopting this opinion':

1st. ‘ It had been universally experienced, during our journey, that the

supply of water from springs, and numerous tributary streams, was sufficient,

in a course of eight or ten miles, to swell the most minute rivulet into a

considerable and unfordable stream, et vice versa. Now the course of the

Bhdgirat' hi and Alacanandd rivers was followed, till the former became a

shallow and almost stagnate pool, and the latter a small stream
; and both

* Inserted in a note in the following narrative of the journey.
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having, in addition to springs and rivulets, a considerable visible supply

from the thawing snow, it is therefore concluded, by analogy, that the sources

of these rivers could be little, if at all, removed from the stations at which

these remarks were collected.

2d. ‘ The channel of a great river is usually a line to which the contiguous

countiT gradually slopes ;
and perhaps on this account, in the mountainous

country, (as information and experience have taught me,) the sides of a river

always furnish the most practicable road in the direction of its course.*

Noav, if the Bhdgirat' hi diX\d Alacanandd rivers had a passage through the

H^idlaya^ it should follow, that the channel of its stream w ould form the

Ghditti by w'hich the snowy range* became passable. But, since this prin-

ciple holds good in practice, and since it is utterly impossible to cross the

snowy range in a direction w'hich the channel of these rivers might be sup-

posed to assume, 1 consider that at least all former reports are determined

fictitious,

3d. ‘ I have conversed with two or three intelligent natives, whose infor-

mation I have found correct in other instances, and who have, in' pilgrimages

and on business, traversed the northern skirt of HimdLaifa; and I have

their assurances, that no river, except one, exists westward of the Mdnci-

sdrovara lake

;

that this stream is called the Saturuz fSaialaJJ river

;

and

that it turns southerly west of Jamoutri,

‘ The extreme height of the Himdlaya is yet a desideratum
;

but by a

mean of numerous altitudes of a conspicuous peak, taken at different hours

* The only exception to this maxim is perhaps in the case of a cataract, such as the falls of
Niagara, n here a river descends precipitously from an elevated ledge of rock. But no such cas-
cade of the Ganges has been found. H. C.

:3 L 2
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of the day with an excellent instrument, its distance being previously ascer-

tained, by observation, from the well determined extremities of a sufficient

base, in the level country of Rohilkhund, and allowing an eighth of the in-

tercepted arch, which is supposed to exceed the mean of terrestrial refraction

;

its height is calculated at twenty-one thousand feet above those plains.

- ‘ The usual rise of the rivers at Deopraydg^ ascertained by measuring with

a line the distance between the water’s limits on a perpendicular scarp, is

about forty-five or forty-six feet ;
the nature of the channels not admitting of

any increase in breadth. They are subject to irregular and temporary swells,

of sometimes ten feet perpendicular, in Heavy or sudden falls of rain.’ ^

I entirely subscribe to the arguments of Lieutenant Webb, which to my

apprehension are conclusive. No doubt can remain, that the different

branches of the river, above Haridwdr, take their rise on the southern

side of the Himalaya, or chain of snowy mountains : and it is presumable,

that all the tributary streams of the Ganges, including the Sarayu (whether

its alledged source in the Mdnasarovara lake be credited or disbelieved,) and

the Yamuna, w4iose most conspicuous fountain is little distant from that of

the Ganges, also rise on the southern side of that chain of mountains.

From the western side of the mountains, after the range, taking a sweep

to the north, assumes a new direction in the line of the meridian, arise

streams tributary to the Indus, and perhaps the Indus itself.

*

From the other side of this highest land, (for ifis hardly necessary to re-

mark, that the remotest fountains of rivers mark the highest ground ;) a de-

clivity to the north or west gives to the mountain torrents, and finally to the

rivers which they compose, one or other of these directions. It is- probably
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true, that the sources of the Sampoo or Brahmeputra and its tributary

streams, are separated only by a narrow range of snow-clad peaks from the

sources of the* rivers which constitute the Ganges, or which serve to swell

its stream : and the whole province of Ladak, elevated and rugged as it is,

most likely declines from its southern limit to both the north and west.

This notion is supported by the information received from traders who

traffic between Hindustan and Tibet, as Lieut. Webb has remarked
;
and it

is countenanced by routes from Cdshmir to Ladak, with which Major Wil-

FORD furnished me, and which were collected by him from merchants accus-

tomed to travel between these countries.

In short it can scarcely be doubted, that the snowy mountains, seen from

Hindustan and especially from 'Rohilkhand, are the highest ground between

the level plains of India and the elevated regions of southern Tartary.

Whether the altitude of the highest peaks of Himalaya be quite so great as

Lieut. Webb infers from observation, I will not venture to affirm. The

possible error from the uncertainty respecting the quantity of the refraction

is considerable
;
and, owing to disappointment in the supply of instruments,

no barometrical observation could be made to confirm or check the conclu-

sions of a trigonometrical calculation.' Without however supposing the

Himalaya to exceed the Andes, there is still room to argue, that an exten-

sive range of mountains, which rears high above the line of perpetual snow,

in an almost tropical latitude, an .uninterrupted ,chain of lofty peaks, is

neither surpassed nor rivalled by any other chain of mountains but the Cor-

dilleras of the Andes.



X.

NARRATIVE
I

OF

A S U R V E Y i

FOR THE PURPOSE OF DISCOVERING t

THE SOURCES OF THE GANGES,
|

BY CAPTAIN F. V. RAPER.

COMMUNICATED BY THE PRESIDENT, '
1

The information of which geographers are hitherto in possession regarding

the source or sources of the Ganges^ being uncertain and unsatisfactory, the

supreme government of Bengal determined, in 1807, to authorize a survey

of the course of that river, up to its fountain, or as far as might be practicable;

and Lieut. Col. Colebrooke, the surveyor general, then employed on a

survey of the newly acquired provinces, was directed to execute this com-

mission. Col. Colebrooke’s long and extensive experience, together with

the ardent zeal which he had always displayed for the advancement of geo-

graphical knowledge, qualified him eminently for this task
;
but he was ren-

dered unable to proceed by the fatal malady which terminated his useful and

meritorious labours. At his recommendation, Lieutenant Webb was nomi-

V
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I

iiated to continue the enterprize, for the conduct of which he had instruc-^
,A.\

tions to the following effect.

f: * t .

1. ‘ To survey the Ganges^ from Haridwdr to Gangotr'i, where that river is

supposed either to force its way, by a subterraneous passage, through the

Himulaifa mountains, or to fall over their brow, in the form of a cascade.

To ascertain the dimensions of the fall, and delineate its appearance, and to

observe its true geographical situation in latitude and longitude.

2. ‘ To ascertain whether this be the ultimate source of the Ganges

;

and

in case it should prove otherwise, to trace the river, by survey, as far to-

wards its genuine source as possible. To learn, in particular, whether, as

stated by Major Rennell, it arises from the lake Manasarohar

;

and, should

evidence be obtained confirming his account, to get, as nearly as practicable,

the bearing and distance of that lake.

y. .•

3. ‘ To fix, as well as it can be done, by bearings of the snowy mountains,

and by the reports of the natives, (should the time not admit of a more

particular 'sur^'ey,) the positions of the sources 0;f the Ahicanandd ^'Wer at

Bhadi-indtha, aiid of the Cct///r riveri which joins it above /.SV/wagY/ra, at

CtddrndVha. One or both of the peaks, under which these rivers rise^ are

stated by Col. Hardwicke to be visible from places near 'Srinagara; and

consequently their situation may probably be ascertained by bearings taken

at different stations on the' road to Gangolri.

f

4. ‘To inquire how far the source of the Yamund river lies to the west or

north-Avest of Gangotri\ and, if any particular mountain be pointed out as the

place where it rises, to fix the position of that mountain by bearings.
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6. ‘ To ascertain generally the positions of all the most remarkable peaks
in the Himalaya range

; taking their elevations to the nearest minute with a

theodolite, and drawing the appearances they present to the eye.

6. The situations of all towns, forts, places of Hindu worship, Dhar~

masalas or resting places, will be included, and an accurate delineation made
of the road, and of every remarkable or interesting object which is visible

from it. _ ,

7. ‘.The height of the barometer (should such an instrument be obtained

in time*) is to be observed at every halting place; for the purpose of being

combined with trigonometrical calculations, in ascertaining the heights of the

principal mountains in the Himalaya or snowy range.

8. It would be desirable that Lieut. Webb, after completing the survey

from Haridwdr^ by Srinagar or Devapraydga to Gangotri, should return, if

practicable, by a different and more easterly route, through Almora to Bareli*

Lieut. Webb was accompanied on his tour by Captain Raper of the

Honourable Company’s service, and Captain Hearsay foinnerly in that of

Madhaji Se'ndhiah.

Jt w^as proposed that Mr. Webb should commence his journey, as soon

as might be practicable after the conclusion of the fair at Haridwdr, which

takes place annually at the vernal equinox. It was expected, that by this

time, the necessary orders would be circulated, to the different Admils of

the Nepal Raja, to ensure a safe passage through the Gurchdli territories.

* Two mountain barometers were afterwards dispatched from Calcutta, but unfortunately

both vvere broken on the way.
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The party arrived, on the first of April 1808, at Haridwdra, and encamped

at the village of Canac hula, (KankhalJ on the west bank of the Gmiges^ at

the distance of about tw'o miles from the fair, and on the left of the detach-

ment which had been assembled for the purpose of maintaining tranquillity

on that occasion.

The bathing place, called Hara-ca-Pairi, situated at the northern ex-

tremity of Haridwdra, is 21 miles from Canac hala^ and the road lies through

a wood, on the banks of the river.
\

The town of Haridwdra is very inconsiderable in itself, having only one

street about 15 feet in breadth, and one furlong and a half in length. It is

situated in lat. 29 57 9 N. and in long. 78 8 30 E. as ascertained by Mr.

Reuben Burrow, and corresponds, in its relative situation, wdth the ob-

servations made by Lieut. Webb, from our camp near Ca^iachala, the lati-

tude of which he made 29 56 7 N.

The Hara-ca-Pairi (or foot of Hara) is the Ghdt where the ablutions are

performed ; and the temple dedicated to this deity, rises from the bed of the

river at the base of the hill. It is a plain building, surmounted by two

cupolas, one of w'hich contains the image of the divinity.

The customs and manners of the Hindus are so blended with their re-

ligious ceremonies, and their mythology is such a compound of allegory

and fable, that it is hardly possible to ascertain the origin of their

sacred institutions
;
we can therefore only relate traditions, leaving the

explanation to those who are more conversant with the subject. This place

derives its name from Hara, which is synonymous with ]\Iah a'deva, and

3 M
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Dwdra a door or passage*. The Ganges, after forcing its way throiigli

an extensive tract of mountainous country, here first enters on the plains
;

and the veneration which the Hindus have for this river, would naturally

point out this as a place deserving of peculiar worship. At the com-

mencement of the hot weather, an annual pilgrimage is enjoined, and

attended by people from all parts of Hindustan and the Dekhin, for the

purpose of making their ablutions in the holy stream. The bathing com-

mences in the month of Chaitra, when the sun is in Mina or Pisces, and

concludes on the day he enters Mesha or Aries, agreeably to the solar

computation of the Hindus, and corresponding with the 10th April, on

which day the sun has actually advanced 20°l in that sign. Every twelfth

year is celebrated with greater rejoicings, and is called the Cumbha

Mela, so denoted from the planet Jupiter being then in the sign of

Aquarius. 'Whether this sign be symbolical of the purpose for which they

meet, or whether the injunction be arbitrary or accidental, is not ascer-

tained
; but a pilgrimage at these duodecennial periods is considered the

most fortunate and efficacious. The present Avas one of those periods

;

being just twelve years since the visit of Col. Hardwicke to the fair,

when the contentions, which took place between the different sects of

religious mendicants, were attended with considerable bloodshed, as related

in the sixth volume of Asiatic Researches. To prev'ent a repetition of

such outrages, the detachment assembled for the preservation of peace

was this year of greater strength than usual. The fair is totally uncon-

nected with the ostensible purport of the meeting ;
but the Hindu never

loses sight of his worldly interests, and a Mela is a necessary conse-

* Haradxvdra, also called Gnngddwdra. It is written Haridivdra in the Ccddrac’handa of

the Scandd Purdna, and other Purdnas. This marks a diflerent etyinolo^

;

from Hari,

Vishnu, not from Hara, Maha de va. Note bj/ the President.
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quence of their religious convocations; numbers are led hither as much

from commercial as holy motives, and independant of the merchandize

brought by the merchants from the Penjdh, Cdhul, Cashmir and other

places, most of the pilgrims supply themselves with some articles, the

produce or manufacture of the country from which they came, for which

they are certain of an advantageous sale
;
through this channel the prin-

cipal cities in the Dudba, Delhi and Lakhmui are supplied with the pro-

ductions of the western and northern countries. To facilitate these

commercial transactions, which are carried on to an immense extent,

agents are deputed from the most respectable bankers, who exchange

money, and grant bills, to all parts of India, to any amount. This kind

of negociation must be extremely profitable, as a high premium is levied

on the Hund'i*, and the produce of the sales is generally remitted in this

manner; few articles from the Company’s or Vizier’s provinces being

disposed of in the way of barter. Although a very considerable traffic be

carried on at this season, it does not strike a person with that idea.

One great disadvantage, hoAvever, is the bad accommodation for the mer-

chants, who are obliged to stow their goods into all the vacant holes

and corners, where they arc not exposed to public vieAV, and which are

so confined as not to admit of the bales being unpacked. A person, there-

fore, who may be desirous of examining and ascertaining what articles may

have been brought for sale, is obliged to make his Avay, with great diffi-

culty, through an immense croAvd; and after hunting in vain, through

narrow, dark and noisome passages, he at length relinquishes the attempt

in disgust. The inconvenience might be obviated, without much expense,

by building a commodious street, Avith shops on each side ; Avhich, by being-

let out at a reasonable price, during the fair, Avould soon repay the original

cost. The protection afforded to the merchant, added to the convenience

* BUI of exchange.

3 M 2
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this arrangement would produce, might be the means of bringing a greater

variety of foreign productions through this channel. As very great amend-

jnents have already been made in the roads, tending much to the comfort

of the .passengers, and have excited their high commendations and thanks,

we may perhaps in time see these improvements also carried into effect.

The principal articles brought hither for sale, are horses, mules, camels, a

species of ^tobacco (called Caccar,) antimony, asafoetida, dried fruits, such

as apricots, figs, prunes, raisins, almonds, pistachio nuts and pomegranates,

from Cdbul^ Candahdr, Multan, and the Penjdh
; shawls, Dutas, Pattus,

from Cashmir and Amritsar', Chirds, (or spotted turbans,) looking-glasses,

toys, with various manufactures in brass and ivory, from Jayajmra ;

shields, from Rohilkhand, Laklmau and Silhet
;
bows and arrows, from

Multan and the Dual)
; rock salt from Labor

;
baftas and piece goods, from

Rahn, a large city in the Penjdh. The country of Mdrwdr also supplies

a great number of camels, and a species of flannel called Ldi. From the

company’s provinces are brought kharua, muslins, mashru (or sarcenet,)

cocoa-nuts and woollen cloths. Of the latter, a few bales are sent on the

part of the company ;
but the sale of them is very inconsiderable, and the

coarsest only meet with a ready market.

The northern merchants who visit the fair, travel in large parties called

Cdjilahs', and the cattle brought for sale are used also for the conveyance

of merchandize. Those who have no investments of shawls or dried fruits,

accommodate pilgrims, and other .travellers, from whom they receive more

than sufficient to defray the expenses of the animals on the road. We

inquired what might be the price of a seat on a camel, and were informed,

by a man who had travelled in that manner, that he had paid nine rupees

from Mdrwdr to Haridwdra. The machine, in which the goods and pas-

sengers are stowed, is a kind of wooden pannier^ about three feet long
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and two feet broad, with a low railing all round, and the bottom laced

with cords. One of these is suspended on each side the Camel, and each

pannier accommodates two passengers. The Cdjilaha generally assemble

at Amritsar^ about the end of February, and pursue their route through

the SWh country. At that place, and at the principal cities in the

Penjdb, duties are levied, not only on the merchandize, but on the tra-

vellers, at a fixed price per head ;
and they complain much of the inter-

ruption they meet with from the numerous banditti, who hover about for

plunder. These freebooters are always mounted, and go in parties of

twenty or thirty together ;
and although the Cdjilaks are sufficiently strong

to keep them at a distance, they often succeed in carrying away some of

the stragglers.

After crossing the Satlej, they proceed in security to Haridicdra, and the

road from Sehdranpur is a continued line of travellers, from the middle of

March till the conclusion of the fair.

This is the most frequented track ;
although, towards the end of the

festival, every avenue is closed, by the swarms which pour in from all

quarters. Those who come merely for the purpose of bathing, arrive in

the morning ; and, after performing their ablutions, depart in the evening,

or on the following day
; by which means a constant succession of strangers

is kept up ;
occasioning one of the most busy scenes that can be well

conceived. To calculate the probable amount of such multitudes would

be impossible, and it would be equally vain to hazard a conjecture ; but

if we estimate the number at two millions of souls, we shall probably fall

short rather than exceed the reality. During the Makarata government,

there were some grounds on which the calculation might have been made
;

as a kind of poll-tax was levied on those who came to the fair, and very
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heavy duties on cattle and merchandise; but this arbitrary system is now

abolished, and all casts and descriptions of people have free ingress and

egress, without impost or molestation.

To subsist such hosts of people, would, one might suppose, almost create a

famine; but the exhibited no appearance of scarcity, and flour sold

in our camp at the rate of twenty-four or twenty-five sers for the rupee. The

ephemeral visitors, in general, bring their own provisions
; and some thou-

sands of carts are employed in conveying grain to the fair. These supplies

are drawn chiefly from the Duuh
;
and, to judge by the appearance of the

crops in that quarter, subsistence might have been yielded to twice the

number
;
for the whole country was a perfect picture of affluence and

plenty.

Ifesides the articles above mentioned, we were much surprised to see

some Venetian and Dutch coins, and some toys of European manufacture,

exposed for sale in the market ; by what route the latter found their way to

India, it is difficult to say, but most probably by Surat.

d'he horses and cattle are dispersed, indiscriminately, all over the fair,

which is held in the bed of the river, at this season nearly dry. After the

first of April, the influx of people is so great, that few vacant spots are to

be found in the vicinity of the market ; and encroachments are made on

the neighbouring mountain
;
huts and temporary habitations are observed

to rise in every direction
; and, from a barren deserted bed of sand, the whole

surface is seen in motion. It is curious to observe the different cast of

countenance, of the various tribes who are here assembled ;
and the con-

trast of character would furnish an excellent subject for the pencil of an

Hogarth. The most conspicuous personages are the Fakirs, of whom
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there are several sects ; but the principal ones are the Gosains or Sami^asis,

the Bairdgis, the Jogis and the Uddsis. The four sects are again sub-

divided, and branch out into a great variety; the different shades and

discriminations of which it is difficult to make out, or comprehend. The

most numerous are the Gosains, who, during the Maharata government,

were sufficiently powerful to dispute the authority at the place ;
and not

only collected the duties, on their own account, but regulated the police

during the fair. This assumption was, of course, productive of many

serious disputes, Mffiich were decided by the sword : but the Gosains

were generally victorious, and maintained the sovereignty for many

years. The next powerful sect was the Bairdgi
; but, from the year

1760, till the company got possession of the Dudb, this cast was de-

barred from the pilgrimage. The cause of this exclusion proceeded

from two brothers, DTiocal Gir and Dayara'm Pat’ha, who having

determined on a life of penance, the former enlisted himself under the

banners of the Gosains, and the latter of the Bairdgis. In the Ciimbh-mila

of that year, they both happened to meet at Haridwdra, and mutual

recriminations took place, regarding the tenets which they had indivi-

dually embraced. From a private, it became a general cause
; and it

was agreed, that the sword should prove the superiority. On the Purbi

or last day of bathing, the two parties met, near Canac' hala, and after

a long and bloody contest, victory declared in favour of the Gosains. It

is said that eighteen thousand Bairdgis were left dead on the field. Since

that time, the Gosains have claimed the pre-eminence, and appear to have

exercised their authority in a manner little expressive of meekness or

toleration. Although their despotic sway is over, they still occupy the

best situations at the fair ;
the whole of the road between Canachala and

Haridii'dra being inhabited by this sect. Considerable expense must
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have been incurred by many of them, to render their temporary habitations

comfortable and convenient. On the ridge of the bank, on each side of the

road, grass huts and small Bangalahs are erected, in front of which are high

Chabutras, in imitation of forts and bastions, with embrasures, &c. On

these they repose, with all the pride of conscious superiority and inde-

pendence. Many of them profess a total disregard for all worldly concerns,

and appear completely .in a state of nature.

Among these Gosahis are many men of considerable property, who

assume only the garments of the devotee, being in other respects well

provided with all the comforts and conveniencies of life
; some of them

follow a military profession, but the greater number are engaged in

agricultural or commercial pursuits, in which they acquire large fortunes.

On occasions like the present, they expend large sums, in charity, am'ong

the poor of their own sect, and in presents to the priests or Brahmejis,

who preside over the different places of sacred worship. One mode of

dispensing their charity is by stationing people at different places on the

road, to distribute water to the thirsty passengers
;
and -although the boon

be small, it is very salutary, and there is always a constant succession of

claimants and petitioners.

The Gosains or Samiyasis are distinguished by a sheet or wrapper of

cloth, dved with red ochre, and round the neck they wear a string of

beads, called Riidracsha* ;
this latter, however, is not confined to this sect,

as the Udasis and Jogis make use of the same. The GosuinsS are the

worshippers of SivA. The Bairagis are the disciples of Vishnu, and are

distinguished by two perpendicular stripes of yellow ochre, or sandal, on the

* Seeds of the Ganitrus of Rumphius: a species of Eleocarpus.
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forehead, and by a string of Ttilasi beads round the neck. The Udcisis are

the followers of Na’nac, the founder of the Sikh sect; and address their

prayers to the prophet, whom they term Griiru. They are known by the

conical cap with a fringe, which they wear on all solemn occasions. The

Jogis or Cdnp'hatas are the disciples of SivA, as the Gosains; but, as the

term Cdnphata implies, they have a longitudinal slit in the cartilage of the

ear, through which a ring, or plate of horn, wood or silver, about the size of

a crown piece, is suspended. Another custom obtains among the Gosains

and Jogis, which is uncommon among the other Hindus, that of burying

their dead. All these casts engage in husbandry and commerce; but the

profession of arms is peculiar to the Gosains or Sannyasis: some of them

never shave, but allow the hair on the head to grow to an enormous length,

binding it round the forehead in small tresses, like a turban.

No particular ceremony is observed at the bathing, which consists entirely

in the simple immersion. Those who are rigidly pious, or may have any

apprehension in going into the water, are introduced by a couple of

Brdhmens; who, having dipped the penitent in the holy stream, recon-

duct him to the shore. Few, however, require this assistance; and, as the

water is not above four feet deep, the women even plunge in without hesi-

tation, and both sexes intermix indiscriminately. After the ablution is

performed, the men whose fathers are dead, and widows, undergo the ope-

ration of tonsure ; and naany of them strew the hair in some frequented path,

with the superstitious idea that good or bad fortune is indicated by the

person or animal that first chances to tread upon it. An elephant is consi-

dered peculiarly fortunate.

Besides the Har-ca-Pairi, there are several other places of religious

worship in the neighbourhood. The Pach-Tirt'ha is a collective name,

VoL. XI. 3 N
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given to five pools or basons of water, situated between two hills to the west
of the town. The names of these are Amrk-Cknd, Tapta-Cund, Rdma-
Cund, Siid-Cund^ and Surya-Cund. They all proceed from the same source

and appear to be beds formed in the rock by a water course, which may be
traced to the summit ot the hill. The Brdhmcns wished to persuade us,

that these reservoirs were supplied by springs, issuing from the side of the

rock; but there M^as no appearance to justify the assertion. The water is

strongly impregnated with minerals, diffusing an offensive smell; and it was

moreover extremely foul, by the agitation caused by the bathers.

The next place deserving notice, is Bkima Gkvrd, situated to the N. W.
of the town; and the road to it lies over the mountain contiguous to Harca-

Pairi. It is in a small recess of the mountain, which is a perpendicular

solid rock, about three hundred and fifty feet in height. It is said, that

Bhima was posted here, to prevent the river from taking a different course;

and immediately above the bath, about twelve feet from the ground, is an

artificial excavation in the rock, which they pretend Avas occasioned by a

kick from the horse on Avhich Bhima was mouitted. The cave is about

five feet square, and inhabited, during the fair, by a Fakir. Ladders are

planted for the convenience of the curious, Avho may be desirous of con-

vincing themselves of the powers which this horse was reported to possess.

The Cund, or pool, is larger than those above-mentioned; and, being in one

of the small channels of the river, receives a constant though scanty supply.

It is a commodious place for bathing, but not considered peculiarly holy bv

orthodox Hindus. Opposite to Har-cii-Pairi is a high hill, called Chan died

G'hdt't'a, on the top of which is a small temple, Avith a trident. This we

had not an opportunity of visiting, nor did Ave see Satya Cund, a sacred

place, about half a mile to the Avest of our camp.
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At the foot of the pass leading from Har-ca-Pairi, is’a Gurchdli Chokt or

post, to which slaves are brought down from the hills, and exposed for sale.

Many hundreds of these poor wretches, of both sexes, from three to thirty

years of age, are annually disposed of in the way of traffic.

Those slaves are brought down from all parts of the interior of the hills,

and sold at Haridwdr^ frona ten to one hundred and fifty rupees.

The show of cattle, this year, was very inferior to what might have been

expected; and the great demand, both on the part of the Company and of

individuals, raised the prices very considerably. The average price of the

camels from the Penjab was seventy-five rupees; and a common horse was

not to be purchased under two hundred and fifty, or three hundred rupees.

There were very few of the Persian or high northern breed ;
the prevailing

casts were the Turkic and the cross breed of Tnrki and Tdzh A singular

mode of conducting bargains obtains here ; which, however, is not uncom-'

mon in other parts of India. The merchants never mention viva voce^ the

prices they have fixed on their cattle, but the agreement is carried on by the

finger, and a cloth is thrown over the hands, to prevent the by-standers

from gaining any information. The following is the key to this secret lan-

guage, which is very simple, though expressive. Each finger, under the

term of Danah, implies one rupee, of Dohrah Ddnah two rupees. Thus,

by taking hold of three of the merchant’s fingers, and making use of the

first term, it would imply three, and of the second term six rupees." Sut

or Salili means twenty rupees, and each finger under that term, bears

that value. So, or hundreds, are expressed in the same manner; and it

is only necessary to give the term, to be clearly understood. Bargains

are concluded in this manner with great readiness*,' and it is very

3 N 2
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rare that any mistake- or misunderstanding occurs, between the pur-

chaser and the vender. Those who are not conversant in this lan-

guage, are obliged to employ Deldls or brokers, who are to be met

with in all parts of the fair, and receive a per centage on the purchase;

but, as they generally have an understanding with, and are in the interest

of the merchants, very little dependance can be placed on the honesty of

these agents.

The Governor of Srinagar, Hasti D’hal Chautra, being arrived at

Carcari, a small Gurchdli village, near Bhim-Ghora; we paid him a visit

on the 8th of April, and were kindly received. Our meeting was under a

large tree; his present temporary habitation being too small to receive us.

He expatiated much on the difficulties of our undertaking, and the priva-

tions to Avhich we should be subjected; but assured us of every assistance

in his power, only lamenting, that as a new governor had been appointed

from Nepal, he should not be able to yield us such effectual aid, as he

would have done, had the termination of his office been more remote.

He promised, however, that if it depended on him, every thing should be

ready for our departure two or three days after the conclusion of the

fair. The Chautra is a man about forty-five or forty-six years of age,

of middle stature, and rather corpulent. His countenance is pleasing,

and his manners very conciliatory; in his waist he wore a large curved

knife, with a plain ebony handle, the sheath mounted with gold. Most

of the chiefs about him were armed with weapons of the same shape,

but mounted with silver.

On the following morning, Hasti D’hal returned our visit; and the

subject of our journey was again resumed. In the course of conversation,
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he suggested, that the route to Gangotr'i, by the way of Srinagar would be •

very circuitous, and could not be completed in less than a month and a

half; whereas, by making Gangotrl our first object, we might return by

Srinagar in one month. By this arrangement, we had the advantage of

comprehending the whole circle of the places we wished to visit, within the

limits of a two month’s tour, leaving us one month for the performance of

the journey to Bhadri-ndt’h. The Chawtra staid but a short time; when

he took his leave, we presented him with a few articles of European ma-

nufacture, with which he appeared highly gratified.

The tenth of April, being the Purhi or last day of bathing, the crowds

of people were immense; every avenue to the Ghat was completely

choaked up; and the flight of steps, leading to the water, poured down

from the top such a constant succession of fresh comers, that the lower

tiers were unable to resist the impetus, and were involuntarily hurried

into the stream. The fair, however, concluded without any troubles or

disturbance, to the great surprise and satisfaction of numbers, who were

accustomed to consider bloodshed and murder inseparable from the

Cumh'ha Mela; as, for many ages past, these duodecennial periods have

been marked with some fatal catastrophe. A very salutary regulation was

enforced by our police; prohibiting any weapons being worn or carried

at the fair. Guards were posted, at the different avenues, to receive

the arms of the passengers; a ticket was placed on each, and a corres-

ponding one given to the owner; the arms were returned on the ticket

being produced.

This arrangement had the desired effect; for the utmost tranquillity pre-

vailed; and from the content and satisfaction that were expressed, by all
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ranks of people, on this occasion, we may anticipate the praises that will be

carried hence, to all parts of Hindostdih on the mild system of the British

government.

On the eleventh, we received a visit from Hast! D’hal, accompanied by

BhairoTapah, his successor in the government of Srinagar, on w'hom

the arrangements for our journey were in future 'to depend. We found in

this man great disinclination to forward our views. He at first endeavoured

to deter us from the journey, by exaggerated representations of its difficulties;

and afterwards threw various obstacles in the way of our preparations. At

last, however, in conformity to the instructions of his government, though

with evident reluctance, and at an exorbitant rate, he furnished as many

coolies and bearers, for the Jampuans or hill litters, as enabled us to proceed

on the following day.

Lieut. Webb took the height of Bhhn G^hura, which he ascertained to be

four hundred and seven feet.

The following morning, we received the last visit of the benevolent Hasti

D’hal, whose removal from office we had much cause to regret. He ex-

pressed his sorrow, that we should set off so ill provided with carriage, and

that we had been detained so long. We parted, after giving mutual presents

;

and he promised to meet us at Srinagar, and accompany us to Almvra, where

his brother Bhim Sa'a was governor.

At ten o’clock, our baggage and tents were ready to move off, and we

commenced our line of march. It was quite a novelty, to see the Pahdrts

carrying their loads, which were contained in large baskets, called Candl or
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CantVhi. Tliey are made of Bainhu, about two and an half feet high, in the -

shape of a cone, and are slung to the shoulders, by means of a couple of

strong loops, made of rope, or plaited grass, through which the arms

are introduced. Each man is provided with a cross stick, in the shape

of the letter T, about three and an half feet high, which assists him in

walking, and serves as a prop or rest for the burthen, when he is inclined

to take breath, without disengaging his load. Those articles which

were too long or bulky to be packed in a Candi, were well secured with

cords, and carried on the back in the same manner. The Jampudn is a

small bedstead, about three feet in length and two in breadth: at each

corner is a post which supports a canopy. The poles are about eight feet

long, fixed on each side, with a transverse bar at the extremities
; in the

center of which is a small pole or rest, by which the carriage is conveyed

in the manner of a Tonjo?i. It is rather a confined and inconvenient

carriage at first; but the motion is extremely easy. This machine is

peculiarly adapted for a mountainous country, as the weight remains always

in equilibrio.

As soon as we struck our tents, the Chawtra, with the troops stationed

at Canac hala were put into motion, and set off towards their respective

destinations. Several companies of new levies from Nepal were going

to relieve a detachment of the Gurc hall troops, which had been em-

ployed for two years and a half in blockading Cdngra, a strong hill fort

belonging to Rajah Sansar-Ch and, without being able to reduce it

to terms, or make any impression. Our road, for four miles two furlongs,

run parallel with, and at a short distance from the river; when we

proceeded in a N. W. direction, quitting the track of the pilgrims, who

were going by the way of Hrishicesa (HfiJi hikes) to Bhadri-ndt'h and

Cedura-ndt* h.
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At five o’clock, P. M. we encamped, having marched twelve miles, in a

north-west direction.

We observed, on the road, several fig and white mulberry trees, with ripe

fruit; and the wild fowls, peacocks, and black partridges* were calling in

every direction. We saw some Obis or pits, for catching elephants, which are

numerous, and very destructive to the crops in this valley. The species

found here is small, and far inferior to those caught in other parts of Hin-

dostdn. They seldom exceed seven feet in height, and are sold, when first

caught, for two or three hundred rupees.

Two days, in which we marched twenty miles, about N.N.W. halfW.

brought us to Gurudwdra, an extensive village, of beautiful appearance,

pleasantly situated, and adorned with a handsome temple, erected by Ram-

Rae, one of the followers of Nanac, the founder of the Sik'h religion. The

priests are of the sect of Uddsis. During the Holi, an annual fair held here is

numerously attended, by pilgrims from the Penjdb and countries to the

westward.

About half a mile to the north of the village, is the field of battle, which

decided the contest between the Srinagar and Gurcha rajahs; the

former of whom was killed in the engagement, by a musket ball. The

accounts of his death spread general consternation through the country;

and the inhabitants, forsaking their villages, retired to the mountains,

whence they could not be drawn by any threats or persuasions. The

whole of this beautiful valley was laid open to pillage, and the following

year remained uncultivated, when Har-sewac-Ram, the present Mehant^

was reinstated in his possessions. Through his influence the peasants were

* Telrao-Francolinus,
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induced to return; and the country lias, in some measure, recovered from

this severe blow.

April l6th. The weather being stormy, with rain, we halted, and received

thevisitof Bhairo Tap ah, who appeared to evince a more friendly dispo-

sition than formerly; and as his route was now about to separate from ours,

took measures, by registering our attendants, to guard against their desertion.

He took his leave with many expressions of friendship. We made him some

trifling presents at parting, and separated, under the most flattering assur-

ances of his good will, and desire to render us every assistance.

17th. Marched to Ndgal. The first part of the road lay by the side of a

beautiful little river, which turns four or five water mills, placed in the de-

clivities of its bed. This machine for grinding corn, is of very simple con-

struction, and is in general use in this part of the country. It is composed

of two large round stones, about eighteen inches in diameter and four in

thickness. The under one is fixed, and the upper one placed in a perpen-

dicular axle, at the lower extremity of which eight or ten spokes are thrown

out horizontally. On these the water is brought to descend, from a sufficient

elevation to give the machine a quick rotatory motion.

The banks of this rivulet were lined with the willow and the raspberry

bush; the fruit of which was ripe, of a deep yellow, with hardly flavour

enough to call to recollection the fruit of Etirope. Wheat and barley were

produced in great abundance, in the vallies, which possess a fertile soil; but

the oppressive nature of the Giirc halt government, and the heavy exactions

which it lays on the labour of the husbandman, discourage cultivation. This

Parganah of Dhun, lying between the Ganges and Jumna rivers, which are

VoL. XI. 3 o
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here forty miles distant, is said to have formerly yielded to the Rajah of

Srinagar a lac of rupees annually
; which revenue, under the Gurchdl'i

government, is reduced to thirty-five thousand.

18th. Marched to Mugra. The distance is estimated ten or eleven miles

N. E. by N. On this day’s march, we crossed a mountain, about two thou-

sand feet high, the ascent and descent of which were very steep and rugged.

The mountain was, in some places, almost perpendicular; and the foot path

cut out into zigzags of about thirty feet in length. In other places, it ran

along a narrow ledge, not more than a foot in breadth; while, on the outer

side, was a precipice, of six or seven hundred feet. A most alarming pros-

pect to persons unaccustomed to such situations; and here we had reason

to admire the agility and steadiness of the ^ hill people, to whom habit had

rendered the travelling in such tremendous paths familiar.

In the commencement of this day’s march, we enjoyed a sight of uncom-

mon beauty, which was rendered more striking by being concealed by a jut-

ting point of rock, till we approached very near, and ascended a little bank,

when it burst suddenly on our view.

It was a fall of water, from an excavated bank, with a cave or grotto at

each extremity, formfng together an arch of about one hundred feet in per-

pendicular height, with a subtended base of eighty or one hundred yards.

Through every part of the impending summit, the water oozed in drops,

which fell in showers into a bason, whence it was carried, by a small stream,

into the river below.

The lofty trees and luxuriant shrubs which overhung the brow, threw a
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partial shade over the picture; while the sun, striking full upon the cascade,

was reflected in the sparkling globules; giving a richness and brilliancy to

the scene, which words are incompetent to express. The bason, or receiver,

was a hard solid stone, of an ochrous colour, smoothed by the action of the

water; but the bank itself was composed of a thin coat of earth, of the same

hue, but soft and friable at the top, and more indurated at the base. Upon

an inspection of the grotto on the right, we were struck with new and more

singular appearances.

It is a cavern, about six feet in height, ten in depth, and fourteen or sixteen

in length, and is a natural excavation, the walls and roof of which are of rock.

The water filters through the top, from which pendent shoots, like icicles,

are disposed in all the different stages of petrifaction. The small ramifica-

tions form variegated beds of moss, serving as conductors for the water when

it first begins to crystalize; and, from a tube or pipe, they become, by re-

peated incrustations, a firm consolidated mass. The various colours, pro-

duced by the vegetation, changing with the different shades of light, give to

the outer surface the appearance of mother of pearl
; but when the petrifac-

tion is complete, the inside has a great resemblance to alabaster.

The water is excessively cold and clear; and, from an examination of the

first ‘process, one would be inclined to suppose it impregnated with some fine

micous particles, which adhere to the vegetable substance; and by degrees,

accumulate into a solid body. We could with difficulty prevail on ourselves

to quit this beautiful spot; but, as we had a long and arduous journey to

complete before the evening, we had only time to examine its principal

beauties. It is called Sansdr D/iara, or the dripping rock. On this day’s

o 2
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march we first saw the mountain pine, called by the natives Chir', or

Kholdn^.

19 th. Marched to Bohan Devi, a small village, so called from a temple

which it contains, dedicated to a deity of that name. Distance computed

seven and an half miles, about N. E. by N. We crossed another mountain,

estimated at about one thousand and two hundred feet high. The thermo-

meter in the morning was at 48^°, and on this mountain we were delighted

to recognize, among its vegetable productions, many of our European ac-

quaintance, as the peach, apricot, walnut, strawberry, raspberry, dandelion,

butter flower and white rose. Near the temple of Bohan Devi stood a fine

spreading fir, of the species which the natives call Deoddr-\. It yields a

great quantity of pitch, and the trunk acquires much larger dimensions than

the Chir. The wood is more solid and durable, on which account it is more

prized by the natives for all purposes of building.—The adjacent hills were

covered with forests of this tree.

20th. Marched to Ldllari, a very small village, situated in latitude, by

observation, 30“ 33' 32" N. Thermometer in the morning 6T.

On the first part of the march, the land on the road side was well cultivated,

and even the sides of the hills Avere cut into small plats, rising one above

the other, faced with stones and watered by the small streams which issue

from the heights, and are conducted from the upper to the lower platforms

in succession. Here we found the Boorans^ and the Banja, a species of

oak. The mountains are covered with immense forests of these trees.

* Pimis Longifotia. Roxb. t Pimn Doedtuara. Rox.

1 Rhododendron puniceum. Rox. described by Col. Hardwicke, As. Res. v. VI. p. 359.
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Until one o’clock we had been gradually ascending, when we came to a

small space of table land, whence we beheld a sight the most sublime and

awful that can be pictured to the imagination. We were now on the apex

of one of the highest mountains in the neighbourhood; and from the base

to the summit the perpendicular height could not be less than four thousand

feet
;
probably it far exceeded this calculation. From the edge of the scarp,

the eye extended over seven or eight distinct chains of hills, one rising

above the other, till the view was terminated by the Himalaya, or snowy

mountains. It is necessary for a person to place himself in our situation,

before he can form a just conception of the scene. The depth of the valley

below, the progressive elevation of the intermediate hills, and the majestic

splendor of the “cloud-capt” Himalaya, formed so grand a picture, that

the mind was impressed with a sensation of dread rather than of pleasure.

The intermediate ranges appeared to run nearly parallel to each other, and

to have a general direction of about N. W. toS. E. The most distinguished

peaks of the snowy range are those designated by the names of Gangautrl

and Jamautri, whence the Ganges and Jamimd rivers are supposed to de-

rive their source. The direction of the former, as taken by Lieut. Webb,

from the spot where we stood, was N. 46° 3' E. its angle of elevation 3° V.

The natives distinguished it by the name ca-linga: its shape is

pyramidical, with a broad base, and the point rather flattened. The latter

bore N. 18° 34'' E. its angle of elevation 3° \7'. These two appeared to be

the highest peaks in the whole range. The horizontal distance of this ex-

tensive chain, according to the best estimate we were able to form, could

not exceed thirty miles. By the computations of the natives, we were

twelve days journey from the former; but the experience which we have
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already had of the nature of the country, does not tend to destroy the sup-

position, or render it extravagant.

We began now to descend by what is called the Nagur Ghat; and it was

two hours before we gained the base, which is watered by a rivulet called by

the same name. From the middle of the Ghdt^ we had a first vieAv of the

Bhdgirat’ hi river, which was hailed by all our Hindu servants with loud ac-

clamations, and with the accustomed terms of salutation and respect.

21st. Marched to Mangal-ndt'h-ca-T*hdn, which is a place of worship,

sacred to Mahddeva., and inhabited by a Jogl. Its latitude 30® 36^ 30''. N.

This morning the thermometer was 54®. After ascending a Ghdt for

about one mile, we came again in sight of the Bhdgirat' hi

^

distant from us

about two and an half or three miles on our right. The stream appeared to

run with great rapidity, and the breadth of it might be about forty or fifty

yards. On the E. bank was a very pretty village, with fine cultivation. It

is called Haddidri, and inhabited by Jogis. As we proceeded, the river

opened more fully upon us; and we could perceive its course, winding at the

foot of the mountains, for a considerable distance, to the N. N. E. Some

of the snowy tops of the Himdlaya were also visible, but we gradually lost

sight of them, as we descended into the valley. The Nagur river here falls

into the Bhdgirat' hi. Our road now lay on the W. side of the valley, which

may be about one and an half mile in breadth, and prettily interspersed with

hamlets. This is the only plain, deserving that appellation, that we have

met with since we quitted the Dhun Perganah. This valley is entirely con-

^
fined to the W. shore of the Bhdgirdt' hi

;

the E. bank being the base of a
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very lofty chain of mountains. The hills on our left had a very barren ap-

pearance ;
but the fertility of the soil below began to increase, as the vegeta-

tion of the mountain proportionally lessened. On one side, scarcely a ves-

tige of verdure or vegetation was to be seen, excepting here and there a

solitary fir; while, on the other, the rich flourishing crops exhibited a

pleasing contrast, and seemed to exult in the advantage of their situation.

The sound of the rustic pipe first called our attention to the labours of the

field, where we observed people of both sexes, engaged in their different

agricultural pursuits. The women take an equal share in the toil, and

while the men direct the oxen with the plough, the women follow with the

grain, and break the clods of earth. Other families were employed in

reaping barley, for which purpose they were provided with a small sickle,

with which they cut the grain about half way down the stem, and tie it

up ill bundles. The wheat and barley were sowed alternately in longitu-

dinal rows of six or eight yards in breadth, and occupied the higher ground,

while the lower was appropriated for the reception of rice, Masiir^* Man-

duah,-\ Sama, J &c. The fields under preparation for tillage were covered

with rich manure of dung and ashes, by which the farmers are enabled

to obtain an annual produce
;
but in other places, the soil is often so

unfriendly, that, after one culture, the ground is left fallow for two or

three seasons, when the people collect all the grass and underwood in the

vicinity, and by setting fire to il, prepare the land for the reception of

another crop. We have hitherto had few opportunities of gaining any in-

' sight into their art of husbandry, for most of the villages were deserted on

our arrival ; but to-day we perceived a great dift'erence in the manners of

the people. They appeared to be much more civilized, and so far Ifom ex-

* Ervum Lens. t Ci/nosurus Coracamis. j Panicum frumentaceum. Roxn.
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hibiting any signs of apprehension, they came running towards the road,

to see us pass. The women even, did not shew that bashfulness and re-

serve, which females in Hindostan in general exhibit
; but, mixing with

the crowd, they made their comments with, the greatest freedom. Their

dress differs little from that of the men
; it consists of a short petticoat and

a loose jacket with sleeves. Instead of the cap, they woar a piece of

cloth bound round the head like a turban. Their garments are made of

coarse cjoth; whereas those of the men are of thick blanket, manufactured

from the wool and hair of the sheep and goats, which are of kinds pe-

culiar to the hills. We could not help remarking, that, even in these

unfrequented regions, the female mountaineers exhibited the general fail-

ing of the sex, having their necks, ears and noses, ornamented with rings

and beads. When these are beyond their means, they substitute a wreath

or bunch of flowers; for which purpose the white rose is chosen, both for

its beauty and scent.

One of the largest villages we past was Chimdlt, in the vicinity of

which were several fields of poppy, from which they extract opium. We
saw also many trees of the wild barberry, with unripe fruit : the native

name for it is Bingor. After crossing a small spring, issuing from the

mountains, we left a large village called Buret'ha on our left. It is elevated

about eighty feet above the bed of the river ; and contains forty or fifty

houses. From hence, we proceeded through fields, by a good footpath, to

the place of our encampment. Our arrival was ushered in by a couple

of trumpeters, who welcomed us, with such a harsh discordant peal, that

we were happy to give a little respite to our ears at the expense of

our purse. The summons was, however, attended by several people from

the neighbouring hamlets, particularly by those who were afflicted by any
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complaints tor which they required medical assistance. Among these we

observed a great number who had large tumors in the neck called goitre or

wens, to which the inhabitants of mountainous countries, particularly those

who live in the vicinity of snow, are very subject. Fluxions and disorders

in the eyes are also extremely common
;
and, in these months, the inter-

mittent fevers are very prevalent. In this part of the country, they appear

to be not only destiute of medical aid, but totally ignorant of any remedies

to stop the progress of a disorder
;
and we saw repeated instances of people

who had been laboring for years under the effects of a complaint or wound,

which was most probably very slight at first, but, from want of proper care,

had risen to an incurable height.

22d. Marched to Dunda
;
distance six and an half or seven miles. Ther-

mometer in the morning 54°. After rounding a point of the mountain, by an

ascending path, we regained the bed of the river, and crossed a rapid stream,

which falls from the west into the Bhdgiraf by a bridge called Sdngha,

which will be described hereafter.

From hence, the passage of the road was too difficult to allow us leisure to

make any observations
;
our attention being wholly taken up with our own

safety. Following the course of the river, and rounding the different points

of mountain, which mark and occasion the windings of the stream
; the

road was a continued line of rise and fail, sometimes within fifty or one

hundred feet of the base, at others, mounting to the height of two or three

thousand above the level of the river. In some places, large jutting points

of rock formed a perpendicular ascent
; in which, at the distance of three or

four feet, small steps had been worn by the passage of travellers. In other

places, the road ran along the scarp of the hill, where the footpath was at

VoL. XI. 3 p
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times trackless ; and when again visible, appearing only in a dismembered

state, the earth having crumbled, or been washed away by the rain, leaving

only a projecting stone to rest the foot upon. In these situations, and in-

deed during the whole of the march, a tremendous precipice was open on

the outer side
; and, for the greater part of the way, we found it necessary'

to avail ourselves of the assistance of the bearers, to conduct us by the hand.
$

The smoothness of the stone in some places, and the dry leaves often strewed

over the path, rendered it so slippery, that we judged it expedient to take

off our boots, to maintain a footing. To those who may hereafter be in-

clined to pursue this track, it may not be an unnecessary precaution, to go

provided with netted sandals, or socks of a texture sufficiently thick, to

guard the feet from the sharpness of the stones.

On our entrance into the valley, we saw vines, with the fruit beginning

to form, and a few plants of asparagus.

23d. Marched to Bdrdhat. Distance about seven and an half miles.

Latitude by observation 30“ 43' 30" N. Thermometer in the morning 34l

;

but at noon in the shade 91-

The greatest part of the road lay through a winding valley, and we crossed

two streams which fall into the Bhdgirat' hi.

At the village of Jusivdra is a bridge over the Bhdgiraf hi ofthe kind called

Jhida, the first we had yet seen in our travels.

There are several kinds of bridges constructed for the passage of strong

currents and rivers, but the most common are the Sdngha and Jhula. The
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former consists of one or two fir spars, thrown from bank to bank, or from

one large rock to another ;
but, where the extent is too great to be covered in

this mode, they substitute the Jliu/a or rope bridge, which is made in the fol-

lowing manner. A couple of strong posts are driven into the ground, about

three feet asunder, with a cross bar, in the form of a gallows. One of these is

erected on each bank of the river, and twelve or fourteen thick ropes divided

equally to both sides, leaving a space of about one foot in the centre, are

stretched over the scaffolds, and fixed into the ground by means of large

wooden piles. These ropes form the support of the bridge, which describes

a catenary curve, with the lower part, or periphery, at a greater or less eleva-

tion from the water, according to the height of the bank. About two feet

below them, a rope ladder is thrown horizontally across, and laced with cords

to the upper ropes, which form the parapet, when the bridge is completed.

The first passage of so unsteady a machine, is very apt to produce a sensation

ofgiddiness. The motion X)f the passengers causes it to swing from one side

to the other, while the current, flowing with immense rapidity below, ap-

parently encreases the effecjl. The steps are composed of small twigs, about

two and an half, and soihetimes three feet asunder
; and are frequently so

slender as to give an idea of weakness, which naturally induces a person to

place his chief dependence on the supporting ropes or parapet, b3'^ keeping

them steady under his arms. The passage, however, is so narrow, that if a

person is coming from the opposite quarter, it is necessary that one should

draw himself entirely to one side, to allow the other to pass ; a situation

_ very distressing to a novice. The river at this place is about thirty yards in

breadth, and the stream very rapid. Four men are employed in keeping the

bridge in constant repair, for which they are allowed a small portion of land,

exclusive of a measure of grain, which they receive from each zemindar of the

neighbouring villages at the time of the harvests.

3 P 2
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The town of Bdrahut by no means answered the expectation we had

formed of it, being in extent and population, far inferior to many villages

we had passed on the road. The houses, like those of all the villages in

this part of the country, are built of large stones, with slated roofs ; but

none of them appear in a habitable state. One cause, however, of its present

dismantled condition, proceeds fromthe injury it sustained from the earth-

quake of 1803, in which all the houses suffered materially, and some were

completely buried in the ground. It is said, that two or three hundred people

were killed by the falling in of the roofs ; and that great numbers of cattle

were destroyed on that fatal occasion. Few of the habitations have been re-

built ;
and those that remain are so scattered and unconnected, that the place

exhibits a striking picture of ruin and desolation. Bdrahdt is the capital of

a Tdlukah of the Rowain Perganah, and originally derived that name from

its being the chief mart of twelve villages, which send here their goods

for sale.

Its central position enabled it to maintain a free communication with all

parts of the hills ; and pilgrims, who are going to Gangotri, in general, halt

here, to lay in a stock of provisions for twelve or fourteen days, as there are

no intermediate villages, where they could be certain of getting su'pplies.

This latter circumstance must have chiefly contributed to render it a place of

note ; as it does not appear that the town itself was ever very extensive, or

that any great foreign traffic was carried on. The only article brought from

any considerable distance, is salt from Butdn
;
but the quantity imported

does not exceed the internal consumption of the place.

The distance from hence to Gangotri is calculated at seven days journey,

to Jamautn five, to Ceddra Ndith twelve, and to Srinager six

;

but, ex-
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cepting to the latter place, the roads are very bad and difficult. That to

Jamatri is considered by much the worst.

At this place we halted on the twenty-fourth and twenty-fifth, to pro-

cure a stock of provisions for our farther march ;
as the inhospitable regions,

we were about to enter, afforded no prospect of any future supply. Al-

though we had taken the precaution to send on two Gurchdli Sipdhis, two

days before, to give notice of our approach, we could not on our arrival

obtain provisions for that day, and parties sent out by the Subaddr returned

in the evening, with only enough for the consumption of three days. The

next day was still less successful ;
so that, finding we were not likely to get

supplies without halting for several days, we determined to march the next

morning, and trust to the promise of the Subaddr^ that he would forward

them to Rkal^ a village near our road, and two days march from hence.

On the hills near this place are great numbers of black partridges, {Pcrdiv

francolinus Lath.) and Chacors [Perdix Rufa Lath.) A servant of Cap-

tain Hearsay’s shot one of the latter.

Near the village is a curious Trisul or trident, the base or pedestal of

which is made of copper, in size and shape of a common earthen pot : the

shaft is of brass, about twelve feet long, the two lower divisions decagonal,

and the upper one spiral. The forks of the trident are about six feet in

length. From each of the lateral branches, is a chain, to which bells were

originally suspended. By what means it came hither, or for what purpose it

was constructed, no person could tell
; and although the inscription be

legible, and most probably contains the information, no one could even tell

us in what language the characters are written. ^Ve had with us two or
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three men, who could ve-AdNdgrt, Persian and Sanscrit, but they were unable

to decipher a single letter. The lower part of the inscription bears some

resemblance to the Chinese character, and the natives here have a tradition,

that, many centuries ago, this part of the country was inhabited by, or

tributary to, the Chinese or Tartars
; and imagine it possible this trident

may have been constructed by people of one of those nations. We were

very unwilling to yield to this supposition, as we must have given it credit

for greater antiquity than its appearance or probability would justify. The

design far surpasses any of the kind we have yet met with, and the exe-
«

cution is above mediocrity. The circumference of the pedestal is not above

three feet, forming a base so disproportioned to the height, that it was a

matter of surprise the machine could maintain its perpendiculai’ position.

It seemed as though the slightest touch would have thrown it down; but

the Brahmen, who was in attendance, assured us it would defy all our

efforts; and it was not until we had made two or three unsuccessful

attempts to overset it, that we discovered the cheat, it being fixed in the

ground by an inner shaft of iron, incased in that of the pillar. T4ie only

reason they assign for holding it in reverence, is from its being the em-

blem of one of their deities. It had formerly a temple erected over it, but

in the earthquake of 1803, the mansion was thrown down, and, wonderful
%

to, relate, the pillar escaped without injury. But a large patched fracture in

its side, a little staggered our faith as to its miraculous preservation. The

former Raja of NapdC sent some learned Pandits for the express purpose of

deciphering the inscription, but their attempts were equally unsuccessful

with those made before or since. Captain Hearsay took an inverted copy

of the inscription ; by smearing the shaft with ink, and applying long strips

of paper to it, in the mode which the natives practise in taking oft’ the im-

pression of a seal.
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26th. Marched to Manheri. Latitude' 30“ 45' 1
5'' N. Distance about

six miles. Thermometer in the morning 53°, but the heat at noon, in the

vallies, was very great. The road lay principally through the valleys, and

was in general good.

27th. Marched to Bat'hen. Latitude 30° 49' 5" N. Distance six and a

half or seven miles. Thermometer in the morning 54°.

The road to-day was very b^d
; ^
the ascents and descents being too steep

to admit of proceeding in the Jampudns. The grounds in some parts are

allotted to the culture of poppy, which appeared to be in a very thriving,

state ;
and we were informed that the opium extracted from it was of an ex-

cellent quality.
f

The village of Bat' had is placed on the hill, about three hundred feet

above the bed of the river; to the S. of it runs a small rivulet called

the Rkal Nadi, which issues from the mountain, and falls into the

Bhdgirat'hi. There is a small temple sacred to Maha'de'va. It is con-

structed of large stones, piled one above the other, without mortar

or cement. The form of it is conical, with a square' sloping roof;

and altogether, if has a great resemblance to a Chinese model. On

the opposite side of the river is an extraordinary cascade, which issues

from the summit of the mountain, and exhibits five distinct falls of water,

one above the other. The lowest is the most considerable, descending,

from the height of ninety or a hundred feet, in a perpendicular and solid

body. The top of the mountain is covered with snow, from the melting

of which the waterfall derives its chief supplies. Near this village, we

saw a great variety of beautiful larkspurs of different colours, and the
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banks of the rivulet are prettily ornamented with hawthorn bushes in full

blossom.

2Sth. Thermometer 50°. The arrangements which had been made

for getting our supplies at Retal, or at this place, obliged us to halt here

to-day. Agreeably to the Subaddrs promise, we found a sufficient

stock of provisions for our people ; but it was requisite also to settle what

part of our baggage could accompany us, and to leave every article that

was not in a portable shape, in some place of security, until our return.

The accounts we received of the roads were of a nature the most dis-

couraging i and the difficulties represented, far exceed any we have yet

met with j although we have passed many places, which, to a lowlander,

appeared really alarming. These situations the Pahdris traversed with the

greatest unconcern
;
but the continuation of the route from hence is, even

in their ideas, fraught with danger. To a person who goes without a

load, and is in the habit of travelling in these mountainous regions, the

distance to Gangotri is calculated at three or four days journey
; but

we could not expect to reach it in less than six or seven days
; and to

insure our attainment of it even in that time, we should be under the

necessity of leaving our tents, Jamj/uatis, and even our beds behind us.

Whatever inconvenience we might suffer by being deprived of these neces-

saries, we determined not to relinquish the attempt, until we were con-

vinced by ocular demonstration, that the prosecution of our journey would

be impracticable.

In the room of the Jampuans, we were obliged to substitute what is called

a Daandi, which is simply a pole with a blanket or small carpet slung to it,

in the form of a hammock.
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99th. Leaving our tents, Jampuans, beds, and heavy baggage, at this

place, under a small guard of Sepdhis, Ave commenced our march; and ten

minutes walk brought us to a descent leading to the bed of the Bfidgirat’ki.

Here the road lay over immense stones and rocks, the passage of which was

not only fatiguing but dangerous ; for they were heaped in such loose dis-

ordered piles, that the utmost caution was required in the footing. In

some places, little drippling streams, falling from the mountains, passed over

the rocky bank, rendering the path very slippery. Fifty minutes over this

road brought us to a steep bank, which we ascended, and halted, to re-

cover ourselves a little from the fatigue Ave had already experienced. For

fifteen minutes we proceeded along the banks, in a gradual rise, when we

regained the bed, by a very steep and almost perpendicular descent, of tAvo

hundred and fifty, or three hundred feet. Here Ave met Avith the same ob-

structions as before ;
and Ave pursued our Avay ov^er the rocky surface, for

thirty-five minutes, Avhen Ave again ascended, and receding from the Bhd-

girat’hi, inclined a little more to the W. In tAventy minutes Ave arrived at

the Su'dr Nadi, by a very steep descent. This is a rapid stream, about

thirty feet broad, and over it is a narroAv Sangha, Avith a platform made of

small fascines.

Here Ave were again obliged to halt, for the purpose of gaining sufficient

strength to encounter the ascent which lay before us. It Avas by a very

narroAV dangerous path, in some places excavated from the rock, while a

projecting point above obliged a person to stoop as he passed along, and

threatened to precipitate him to the bottom. Forty-five minutes, in this

laborious ascent, brought us to the summit, Avhence Ave saw a large village,

called Sdlang, about mid-Avay up to the hill, on the opposite side of the

VoL. XI. 3 Q
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river. From hence, also, we saw two cascades, falling from the top of the

same mountains, into the Bhdgirat' hi. We now began to decend, and in

fifteen minutes, by a rugged path, we reached the banks of the Cajan'i

Nadi, which we crossed, and again halted.

The impediments and fatigue we and our people had experienced, in

making a progress of three or four miles, through that part of the road which

was considered as the least obstructed, but which, upon trial, we found to

be not only difficult, but dangerous, naturally excited the apprehension,

that our inquiries in this direction could not be prosecuted without the

greatest risk ; and we consulted what, in the present circumstances, would

be the best course to adopt.

We were now within six or seven days journey of the place which is

called Gangotri; and to relinquish it, when almost w'ithin our reach, w-as

very contrary to our inclinations; although the information which Lieut.

Webb, Captain Hearsay, and myself, had been able to obtain, of the

source of the Bhdgirat' hi, and of the existence of the cowl’s mouth, en-

tirely removed all our doubts on the subject. From the appearance of the

river itself, which becomes contracted in its stream, and from the stupendous

height of the Himdlaya mountains, whence it flows; there can be no doubt

but its source is situated in the snow'y range ; and any other hypothesis

can scarcely be reconciled to hydrostatical principles. The pilgrims, and

those people in the vicinity of this place, who gain a livelihood by bringing-

water from the spot, say that the road beyond Gangotri is passable only for

a few miles, when the current is entirely concealed under heaps of snow,

which no traveller ever has or can surmount. With respect to the Cow’s
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Mouthy we had the most convincing testimony to confirm us in the idea that

its existence is entirely fabulous, and that it is found only in the Hinduhodk

of faith.

The reasons which operated to our making a retrograde motion, are fully

explained in Lieut. AYebb’s public letter to Col. Coleerooke,* and they

* Extract of a Letterfrom Lieut. Webb to Lieut. Col. Colebrook, dated Srinagur, May 15, 1808.

Determined not to relinquish the attempt, until 1 should be convinced that the impediments

were of a nature to render the prosecution of my researches in this quarter impracticable, I made

the necessary arrangements on my arrival at Bat’heri, on the 27th ult. with the intent of con-

tinuing my route, under the inconveniences and deprivations of which 1 was led to expect.

Having left a guard in charge of the baggage, which was too heavy to be carried on, I pro-

ceeded the next morning
;

but, in a progress of three or four miles, through that part of the road

which is considered the least obstructed, L found the difficulties so far exceeded what had been

represented, that 1 was fully convinced, it w ould be in vain to persevere
;
and I was at length

induced to return, from a consideration of the following reasons.

1st. Had no natural obstructions intervened, to render the attainment of the object doubtful, all

other considerations w ould necessarily have given way
;
but when the prospect of success became

uncertain, it was necessary to advert to other concurrent inconveniences, w hich would attend so

precarious a journey. The alternate changes of the weather, from excessive cold in the morning
and evening, to oppressive heat at noon, were such as no constitutions uninured to the climate

could well support
;
particularly under the exposure to which they would now be subjected

;
and,

had any of the people fallen sick, which would undoubtedly have been the case, as many of them
already began to feel the cflects of this day’s journey

;
I was unprovided with the means of bring-

ing them aw'ay
;
and to leave them in qny place of security would be equally impossible, as this

part of the country is quite uninhabited.

2d The information, which I had already obtained, from some intelligent persons, who had
gone on the pilgrimage, and from the inhabitants of Bat'hvri, many of whom gain a livelihood

by bringing water from tlie spot, w'as of a nature to convince me that the prosecution of my
inquiries in this direction would not be productive of any advantages to be put into competition

w iih the hazard and difficulties that were likely to be opposed
;
for every account agreed, that

tlie source of the river is more remote than tlie place called Gaiigautri, which is merely the point
w hence it issues from the Himalaya, not as is related through a secret passage or cavern bearing
any similitude to a cow’s mouth, but its current is perceptible beyond that place, although the

access be so obstructed as to exclude all farther research.

3d. By prosecuting the journey for three or four days, and being then obliged to relinquish it, a

delay would be occasioned, by w'hich the completion of my survey in another quarter would be
prevented, as the advanced period of the season would not admit of my visiting the source of the
Alacarunida river at Bhadrindt’th before the setting in of the jieriodical rains ; and as this river

contributes equally to the formation of the Ganges at its junction with the Bkdgirat'hi river at

Deopraydg

;

it was no less an object of inquiry, and barely within the compass of the time I had
before me.

3 Q 2
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appeared to us of sufficient weight to cause a decision in our future plans.

Having communicated our intentions to the coolies, we began to retrace

our steps
; and at five and a half reached the place which we had quitted in

the morning. Although we had provided ourselves with Daandis as sub-

stitutes for the Jampuans, we found them equally useless
; for we were

forced to walk the greatest part of the way. In difficult and dangerous pas-

sages, a person is obliged to dismount
; but the conveyance itself is so ex-

tremely unpleasant and inconvenient, that curiosity or necessity would be

the only motives to induce one to have recourse to it ; and, after he had once

satisfied the former, he would not be desirous of a second trial.

30th. About twelve o’clock last night, came on a very heavy shower of

rain, which continued with little intermission till the morning, and oblised

us to halt. It was our intention, however, to have proceeded, had the

weather cleared towards noon sufficiently to dry our tents
; but the people

complained much of the fatigue they had undergone yesterday
;
and most

of them had their legs terribly swollen, from the bite of a small insect,

which we had found very troublesome for some daj^s past. The exercise

had heated the blood, and the parts stung broke out into festers, and were

4th. In the event of failure in this direction, all the purposes of the survey wo»i!d be entirely

defeated
;
and even admitting I had been so successful as to mark the course of the stream as

far as Gan^autri, a distance not exceeding sixteen or eighteen miles in a horizontal line, and
found the appearance of the river such as had been represented, 1 could not have furnished so

satisfactorily, or so complete a detail, as I had reason to expect would be supplied by a journey to

B/iadrindt’k,

These arguments made me relinquish the attempt, and I hope and trust that the reasons as-

signed will appear to you sutficiently urgent to have caused my decision, and that my present

plans are in every respect conformable to your wishes and instructions.

To supply as well as possible the deficiency occasioned by my abandoning the tour, and to

ascertain satisfactorily the correctness of the accounts I had received; I jdispatched an intelligent

native, furnished with a compass, and instructed in the use of it, with directions to proceed to

Gangautri, and I am in hopes his report will convey every' necessary information.
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extremely painful. The weather was cloudy, with partial showers, the

whole day. The tops of the mountains, at the base of which we had passed

yesterday, were this morning covered with snow, that had fallen during the

night; and from the appearance of the clouds, hanging over their summits,

we suppose the snow continues to fall. As it was Lieut. Webb’s intention

to depute a person to Gaiigotr't, for the purpose of ascertaining the direction

and appearance of that place. Captain Hearsay’s moonshee, a very intel-

ligent man, was selected for that undertaking. To render his observations

more correct, he was provided with, and instructeddn the use of the com-

pass. It was also signified to those of the Hindus who had set their minds

on the pilgrimage, and whose services were not immediately required, that

they would be permitted to proceed in company with him, and rejoin us at

Srinagar. Although the greater part of our establishment was composed of

Hindus^ there were only two or three whose ardour was not damped by

yesterday’s march, and who availed themselves of the proffered indulgence.

The greater number of them chose rather to send their offerings than present

them in person.

Two or three pilgrims, who had accompanied us from Haridwdr, were

deputed to lay the gifts of the absentees at the foot of the holy shrine, and

to bring back a little water from the sacred fount. The commission was ac-

cepted with due gravity and reverence ; the deputy standing while he re-

ceived the purposed oblation, which was a pecuniary one, proportioned to

the abilities or zeal of the offerer, who presented it in a prostrate posture,

bowing to and touching the feet of the pilgrim.

The pilgrimage to Gangotri is considered a great exertion of Hindu devo-

tion
; the performance of it is supposed to redeem the pilgrim from troubles
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in this world, and to ensure a happy transit, through all the stages of trans-

migration, which he may have to undergo. The water taken thence is drawn

under the inspection of a Brahmen, to whom a trifling sum is paid for the

privilege of taking it. It is afterwards offered up, by, or on the part of the

pilgrim, at the temple of Baidya Nath, a celebrated place Hindu worship

in Bengal.

The specific gravity of this water is said to exceed that of the Alcananda;

and, according to the belief of the credulous Hindu, is so pure as neither to

evaporate nor become corrupted by being kept. When offered at the temple,

its quality is ascertained by the Brahmens; and its weight, as he pretends,

decides its purity. It is also presented at the temple of Rdmeswara, in the

Hehhan.
\

May 1st. Marched to Manheri, and encamped on the same ground as on

the 26th of April. Thermometer in the morning 58.

2d. Marched to Joswdrah, which lies about six furlongs to the south of

Bdrdhdt, on the east bank of the river. Thermometer 58T

.8d. Marched to B'haldah. Thermometer 57.

' In the last three or four days much rain had fallen. The road this day was

very beautiful and romantic; along the slope of the mountain, through ex-

tensive forests of fir and oak
;
with many trees of the Laurus Cassia, called

by the natives Caceld; the leaves of which are known by the name of Tezpdt.

There were said to be several tygers in the neighbourhood, and numerous

wild hogs.
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4th. Marched to Patdri. Thermometer 48. Road good. Weather after

sunset piercingly cold.

5th. Marched to Bairok’h. Lat. 30° 33' 93" N. Therm. 56.

6th. Marched to Tinalgong. Therm. 53. Several fields of wheat and barley

were by the road side, and the hills were covered with oak and walnut trees.

7th. Marched to Dhunga. Lat. 30° 96' 59" N. Thermometer 61.

We ascended the Gudlara g*hdt, through an extensive forest of walnut, oak

and Burmis, and from the summit beheld a chain of the snowy mountains,

extending from N. 24° 12^ W. to N. 7° 40' E. which last was pointed out as

the direction of Jamautri. The ascent was tolerably gradual, but the de-

scent steep and difficult.

8th. Marched to DeulL Therm. 57-

On this day’s march we crossed the Billang river, which is the most con-

siderable stream we have met with, excepting the Bhdgirathi, and is con-

sidered sacred by the hill people, who saluted it in the usual terms of respect.

Its source is in a mountain, about two day’s journey from this place, in an

E. N.E. direction, and it falls into the Bhdgirai’hi about five miles to the

s. w . near a village called Tirhi. The breadth of the current, at this season,

is about sixty or seventy feet
;
and over it is a rope bridge, suspended on one

side to a jutting craggy point of rock, thirty or forty feet above the water, and

on the opposite bank to the branches of a ver}'^ large Semel or cotton tree.*

* Bombax keptaphyllu?n.
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The ascent to it is by a narrow path, cut in the rock, which leads to the

entrance of the bridge
; and, on the opposite side, the descent is by a per-

pendicular ladder, placed at the edge of the stream. The Jidda is not in such

good repair as the one crossed at Josivdra; but the passage of it did not ap-

pear so formidable, as the water flows below with a smooth even surface, not

occasioning that giddiness which the rapidity of the Bhdgirat’ hi tended to

create.

9th. Marched to C/iawntZawh Therm. 61.

Passed the Cdndicol and Chandrahadni Ghats. From the top of this last,

we had a clear view of the Himalaya range, and took the bearings of the fol-

lowing remarkable points: Jamautri N. 5° 6' W. Gangotri N. 14° 35' E.

Bhadrincit'

h

N. 63° 12' E. Ceddrandt*

h

N. 58° 33' E.

10th. Marched to Gosd'en Gam. Therm. 58|.

On this day’s march we had a sight of the Alacanandd or Daidi river, at

the distance of three miles on our left. Road good, distance ten or eleven miles.

11th. Marched to Lat. 30° 8' 6" N. Therm. 70. This place

is situated at the confluence of the Bhdgirat' hi and Alacanandd. From the

point where these two rivers meet, the Bhdgirat' hi, as far as its course is

perceptible, comes from the N. and the Alacanandd falls into it perpendicu-

larly from the E. The contrast of the two streams is very remarkable
; the

former runs down a steep declivity, with a rapid force, roaring and foaming

over large stones and fragments placed in its bed, while the placid Alaca-

nandd, flowing with a smooth, unruffled surface, gently winds round the

point, till, meeting with her turbulent consort, she is forcibly hurried down.
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and unites her clamours with the blustering current. 'Yhe. Alacanandd, how-

ever, before the junction, is, in width and depth, the most considerable

stream
; being one hundred and forty-two feet in breadth ; and, by the ac-

counts of the natives who are resident here, it rises forty-six or forty-seven

feet above its present level, in the rainy season. The rope bridge, by which

we crossed, is elevated fifty-two feet above the present level of the water, and

the people who have charge of it affirm, that in the rains it is frequently

carried away by the torrent. The breadth of the Bhdgirat'hi is one hundred

and twelve feet, and it is said to rise forty feet in the rains: It has also a

Jhuld thrown across it, a little above the junction, and elevated about sixteen

or eighteen feet. The banks of these rivers are composed of a hard black

rock ;
those of the Alacanandd almost perpendicular, to the height of eighty

or one hundred feet
;
those of the Bhdgirat'hi stony% shelving and expanded.

The union of these two streams forms the Ganges, the breadth of which is

eighty yards at this season, immediately below the junction.

Deopraya'^g is one of the five principal Praijdgs* mentioned in the Sds-

iras, and is considered by all Hindus as a place peculiarly sacred. The town

is situated at the confluence of the Bhdgirat' hi and Alacanandd rivers, and

built on the scarp of the mountain, about one hundred feet above the water.

It forms two sides of a square, one face looking towards the Alacanandd, and

the largest towards the Bhdgirat'hi. The foundation is a soil of hard rock,

in which a flight of steps is cut, leading from the water’s edge to a consi-

derable distance up the mountain, which rises eight or nine hundred feet

above the town. The houses are in general two stories high, built of large

stones, with a coarse Cancar f cement, and covered in with a sloping roof of

* This word is applied to the point where two rivers meet.

t A coarse kind of limestone, found in roundish nodules, generally pretty near the surface of
the earth.

V OL. ^I. Sr
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shingles. In the upper part of the town stands a temple, sacred to IIagiiu-

n'at’h or Ra'mach ANDRA. This edifice is constructed of large pieces of

'cut stone, piled up without mortar. Its form is a quadrilateral pyramid,

bulging in the centre and decreasing towards the top, surmounted by a white

cupola, over which, supported on wooden pillars, is a square sloping roof,

composed of plates of copper. Above the whole, is a golden ball and spire.

It is raise'd on a terrace, twenty or thirty yards square, and about six feet

high. The whole height of the building may be sixty or seventy feet. The

entrance is on the western face, which has a portico, where the religious

perform their devotions ; and from the roof of which, bells of different sizes

are suspended. The presiding deity is seated at the east extremity, under

the cupola, opposite to the door. It is an image about six feet high, cut in

black stone, which colour the face retains
;
but the lower part is painted red.

Opposite to the portico, and fronting the divinity,- is a small cupola, con-

taining the brazen image of a Garucia, represented under a human form,

with an eagle’s beak instead of a nose; and to his shoulders are attached a

pair of spreading wings. One knee is bent on the ground, and his hands are

joined, in the attitude of supplication or prayer. Under the terrace is a

temple sacred to Maha'de'va.

The bathing place is at the point of junction ;
and, as the water flows with

great rapidity, three Cimdas or basons have been cut in the rock, below the

surface, to prevent the bathers being carried away by the stream. The town

contains two hundred, or two hundred and fifty houses ;
and is inhabited by

Brahmens of different sects; but principally those from Puna and the Dekh 'm.

Twenty-five villages were conferred in Jdgir by the flaja of Srinagar, and

since continued by the Gurchdli government, for the support of this esta-

blishment ;
but the annual produce of them, not exceeding one thousand or

one thousand and two hundred rupees, is very insufficient foi the mainte-
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nance of the numerous officiating priests, who are obliged to have recourse

to more worldly expedients to gain a subsistence. Exclusive of the dona-

tions and fees which they receive liom the pilgrims, for the privilege of

bathing, many of them keep shops, for the the sale of grain ; and the num-

ber of travellers* who pass this road, renders this speculation probably the

most lucrative.

Those who perform their ablutions, have their names registered, by lirdh-

mens of their own sect ;
and although we had not undergone the immersion,

we were petitioned to add our names to the consecrated list
; an honour

which would not have been offered, without the expectation of a handsome

reward. We paid, however, the sought for tribute, and had our names

recorded ;
but with what class of Hindus we were associated, we did not

1

take the trouble to inquire.

• The town was terribly shaken by the earthquake in 1 803 ; many of the

private houses, together with the terrace and cupola of the temple, suffered

material injury. This latter has been lately repaired b}'^ the hands of Brah-

mens^ who were sent by Daulet Rao Sinde'a, under the inspection of

his Guru or high priest, for the express purpose of restoring its dilapidations,

as also those oi BhadrindC ha, which is likewise under the superintendance

oiBrahmens, from the Dekhin, and Avas much injured by the same convulsion.

We could gain no information, when, or by whom this edifice was con-

structed; the only point on which the could speak ppsitivelv, was,

that it had been in existence ten thousand years.

In the AlacuncMdd are a great number of fish of the Rohit species (Cy-

prmus denticulatus

J

four or five feet in length. They are fed daily by the

3 R 2
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Brahmens.) and are so tame as to take bread out of the hand. We found the

heat of the weather to day very oppressive ; for our situation was such as

to exclude every breath of wind
;
which was entirely shut out by the high

mountains, rising on every side. The thermometer, at 1 P. M. stood at

101, in our tent, which was pitched under the shade of a mango tree.

12th. Marched to Thermometer 71 t- At noon 101 in the

shade. The general direction of the road was N. E. by N.

On this day’s route we passed a branch of the Alacanandd) over which

was a Dindla) or sliding bridge. It is composed of three or four strong

Munj ropes, made fast on each bank ;
on these a small bedstead, about

eighteen inches square, is made to traverse, by means of a couple of hoops,

one at each end. On this machine the passenger is seated, and conveyed

across, by a rope, pulled by a man from the opposite shore. A few paces

beyond this, we passed what is called a Mtigra, or artificial bank, through

which water is brought to the road from some neighbouring spring. It k

made for the convenience of travellers, and has a carved device of an ele-

phant’s head, fixed into it, for the passage of the water.

The breadth of the Alacanandd) at Rani Bdgh, is about seventy or eighty

yards. The stream runs at the rate of seven or eight miles an hour.

On the road we met several pilgrims, returning from Ceddra Ndth. Some

of them informed us they had travelled thence in nine days. We understood

that the temple oi Bhadri NdthwoxAd be opened this day, and continue ex-

posed, for the purposes of religious worship, for the six ensuing months..

13th. Marched io Srinagar. Thermometer 73. The road consisted of
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Several ascents and descents ; and in some parts came in contact with the

river. We met with several bushes of the red raspberry, the fruit of which

w'as ripe, of a dark purple colour, approaching nearly to black. It is smaller

than the white species, but does not possess an equal flavour, or that acidity

which renders the other palatable to the thirsty traveller.

Our first encampment was under a couple of mango trees, to the south of

the town ;
but the situation in this low ground was so hot and unpleasant,

that we struck our tents in the evening, and went to a mango grove, on a

ridge, about four hundred paces to the south, where we found a very con-

venient and much cooler spot, in a field of stubble. We had there the benefit

of a freer circulation of air, and sufficient shade for the accommodation of all

our people. Another advantage we derived by this removal was, that w^e

were less exposed to the curiosity of the natives, who came in such crowds

about our tent, that two or three of the Gurchuli Sepdhis were kept in con-

stant employment, in restraining them from bursting in upon us. So anxious

were they to see Avhat kind of beings ^ve were, that a messenger was deputed

by the body corporate, to request we would take a walk through the city,

to gratify the curiosity of the inhabitants.

The whole of the road, from Devaprm/dga, is exceedingly good, and has

been lately repaired, by order of Hasti Dhal Chautra, who went by that

place to Haridwdr. Excepting in two or three places, on a rocky ledge,

where there is nothing to break the view of the precipice, and which could

not be remedied, without great labour, the path is wide and even
;

in fact,

almost the only one on wffiich we could travel with satisfaction, without fear

of being interrupted by obstructions, when it w'ould be necessary to dis-

mount from the Jampnans.
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At this place we received, and returned, the visits of Hast! Dual, the

former governor, and of Shi sxa Tap ah, son of Bhairo Tapah, who was

in charge of the executive government, during his father’s absence at Cdngra.

Both these chiefs shewed us great civility
; and from each of them we

received a present of live stock and other provisions. Among these articles

the following are worthy of notice : 1 . A young animal of the hog kind,

called Giirl; 2. A species of hill pheasant, called Mundl,* answering so per-

fectly to the description given by Col. Hardwicke, of the Miirghi Zerrin,

we suppose it to be the same bird. The female is called Dappea

;

and they

are brought from the mountains in the vicinity of the Himalaya. 3. Several

small, and one large fish, called Sober. The latter was caught in the Ala-

canandii, where the species is found in great numbers, some of an asto-

nishing size, six or seven feet in length. The scales on the back and sides

are large, of a beautiful green, encircled with a bright golden border
; the

belly white, slightly tinged with gold, the tail and fins of a dark bronze.
t

The flavour of this fish is equal to its beauty
;
being remarkably fine and

delicate. 4. The fruit called KaiphuU the produce of a tree of which we

had seen great numbers on our road, and which is described by Col. Hard-

wicke, (As. Res. V. VI. p. 380.) This fruit is much admired for its very

agreeable acidity.

By a mean of our observations, taken b}'’ Lieut. Webb, the town of

Srinao-ar lies in lat. N. 30® 10' 62". It is situated on the S. bank of the Ala-

canandd, in the centre of a valley, which is about four miles in length, run-

ning nearly in the direction of E. N. E. to W. S. W. and about two miles in

its greatest breadth. The city extends along the banks of the river, and

* Phusianus Jmpeianus.
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forms, in shape, a small segment of a circle, of which the stream constitutes

the chord. The principal street runs through the city, about four furlongs

in length, and contains the grand Bazar. The houses are in general

two stories high, constructed of large stones, with a shelving slated roof

of shingles. The lower apartments are allotted for shops and merchan-

dize, the upper for the accommodation of the families. The rigid uni-

formity of the buildings, both in structure and materials, shews what

little advancement has been made in architecture, at the same time that

it detracts from the beauty of the place. A narrow projecting verandah,

or balcony, forms the only apparent difference in the houses of the higher

class of inhabitants ; and such a system of equality prevails, that one

might suppose it the effect of design, or of a cautious fear to manifest an

increase of wealth, by an ostentatious display in their outward appearance.

Even those of the two chiefs by no means convey the idea of mansions

appropriated to the residence of men to whom was committed the goveni-

ment of a province. '

When Col. Hardwicke visited this capital, in the j'ear 1796, it was

under the government of a Raja, to whom it had hereditarily descended

through many generations ;
and it might be supposed to be in its most

flourishing state
;
yet its appearance was not marked with opulence or splen-

dour; but since- that period, many natural and fortuitous causes have com- v

bined, to reduce it to a lower state of poverty and insignificance. The en-

croachments annually made by the Alacananda, on the houses contiguous to

its current, the earthquake of 1803, which shook every building from its

foundation, and the Gurchdl't invasion at the close of the same year, formed

such an accumulation of evils on this devoted capital, that one might be

inclined to believe it a decree of fate, that the city should not survive its
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native princes. Every house appears to have felt the shock : in the main

street, not above one in five is inhabited
; of some, the roofs have fallen in

;

of others the walls are rent asunder, and many lie a complete heap of

ruins. The palace of the Raja is exactly in the same situation
;
some parts

of it are entirely dismantled, and others in so tottering a condition, as to

render it unsafe to pass under its walls. Many of the inhabitants, who

attended us, expressed much sorrow at these events; and spoke of their

former sovereign with great marks of feeling. They seemed to have plea-

sure in relating little anecdotes, that brought him to their recollection
; and

talked, in the presence of some Gurchdli Sepahis, in a manner that asto-

nished us. “ These,” cried one, “ were the apartments allotted for the

Ram and her attendants

“

in those,” said another, “ the Raja held his

court, here he performed his religious devotions, and there he used to repose

in the heat of the day; but all is now gone to wreck, and what the earth-

quake saved, the Gurc halts have destroyed.” These sentiments were no

doubt dictated by their real feelings
;
for whatever oppressions they might

formerly have laboured under, they no doubt fell short of the exactions of

the present day.

Under its Gurc’ halt rulers, the city is not likely to recover from this forlorn

condition
;
for all classes of people complain much of the peculation of

the chiefs, and of the injustice, with the want of method, that attends all

their proceedings. On our putting the question to some of the complain-

ants, why they continued under so arbitrary a government, or why they

did not endeavour to procure a subsistence elsewhere ;
they answered, that

it was the place of their births ;
that a removal to the low lands, after a

certain age, was fatal to their constitutions, *and that habit had so far re-

conciled the existing evils to their minds, that of two ills they preferred
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what they thought the least. The inhabitants are composed chiefly of

people, descendants of emigrants from the Dudb, Rohilc'hand and Audh.

The greater portion of them arc Hindus

;

the number of Musselman families

not exceeding sixty or seventy. Most of these are petty shopkeepers, who,

to gain a scanty subsistence, are forced to enter into various speculations

;

and a piece of silk or a se'r of onions may be procured at the same shop. The

principal persons are the agents of great banking houses at Najibahdd and

in the Dudb, who are employed in the sale and exchange of merchandize

and coins. They reside here only eight months in the year
;

quitting the

hills, and returning to their houses, at the commencement of the rainy

season. The traffic in silver and specie forms one of the most profitable

branches of commerce, and is carried on to a considerable amount. Bullion

and coins are imported, for the purpose of being converted into Temdshas,

the currency of the hills
;
and as a constant coinage of them is kept up at

the mint, the supplies are furnished by the Serrdfs, who receive a premium,

agreeable to the quality of the silver, amounting to one and a half, or two

per cent, on the Farrakdbdd or Bareli rupee. The Temdsha is a small un-

even silver coin, four of which pass for the nominal rupee of the hills; and

five for the Furrakhdbad or Bareli. Spanish dollars also find their way

hither, and are converted into the same currency. The inferior coin is a

small piece, ten Tacas of which are equal to one Temdsha.

I'hc other articles of speculation consist in the produce of the hills, and

imports from Butdn. The former are bhang, (hemp); a coarse cloth; or

sort of canvas, manufactured from it, called Bhangela; lead, copper, drugs,

gums, wool, and a species of flannel made from it called Panc’hl; from

Butdn are received chaurs or cow'-tails, musk in pods, saffron, borax, salt,

V'oL. XI, ‘ 3 s ,
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drugs of different kinds, and a few shawls, which come by that route from

Cashmir. Among the drugs is one called Nirbisi,* held in great value and

repute, by the natives, for its supposed medicinal qualities, as an antidote

against the bite of a snake, and for its efficacy in healing tumors, sprains,

boils, &c. by rubbing it over the part affected. In shape and appearance

it somewhat resembles a shrivelled date, of a dark colour, and has a strong

bitter taste. They judge of its quality by wetting and rubbing it on a piece

of cloth; if it yields a bright purple, it is pronounced fresh and good.

The English name for it is Zedoary. Hawks are also brought down from the

hills. In exchange for the above, the following articles are supplied from

the low countries. Coarse cotton and woollen cloths, silk, spices, Lahore

salt, sugar and tobacco. On all these goods a greater or less duty is

levied at Srinagar, amounting on an average, to one Ana in the rupee,

or about eight and a third per cent
;
and additional duties are collected

at different posts, in their transit through the country. These imports

are not regulated by any fixed principles ;
but a retrospective reference

is frequently made to the accounts of former years; and if the statement

of the owner falls short of the usual amount imported by him, the

duties are proportionally augmented. A free communication formerly

existed with the people of Butdn, who were in the habit of bringing

their goods for sale to this market, and taking hence other commodities

in exchange ;
but, owing probably to the above exactions, they have dis-

continued the practice, and very little direct intercourse is now main-

tained. The annual amount of traffic, carried on at this capital, must be

very inconsiderable; for most of the above articles are^produced in as great

abundance, and find an easier channel, through the hills to the E. and by

the city of Almbra.

* Curcuma Zedoaria. p. 333 cf this Volume.
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The territories which formerly belonged to the Raja of Sr'magar, are

now divided into eighty-four Perganahs; included in three Pal'his, or

divisions ;
over each of which is appointed a military governor, who has

the supreme jurisdiction in his own district. The three Serddrs now in office

are Bhairo Tapah, Budd'i Tapah, and Parsuram Tapah, all of

whom are employed in the siege of Cdngra; while the affairs in this

' quarter are transacted by deputies, who hold pro tempore the authority of

the chiefs, and pass decision on all civil causes. If a reference is made by

the inhabitants of two districts, the Serddrs of those districts meet in

council, to determine the point. The mode of proceeding is undoubtedly

very summary ; and in criminal cases a court of judicature may be consi-

dered unnecessary
;

for, when an unlimited power of life and death is vested

in the governor, a form of trial becomes a mere mockery. The common

mode of punishment is by levying a Dand or fine, upon a Perganah, vil-

lage, or individual; and in default of payment to seize the person, property,

or families of the offenders.

It had long been a plan in agitation, at the court of Napdl^ to invade

the territories of the Raja of Srinagar, and to extend their possessions

to Cashmir. So far back as the year 1791, after reducing Camdon and

its dependences, the Garc hulls made an attempt to subdue the country of

Garwdl; but the opposition they met with, at the fort of Langur, before

which they were unsuccessfully detained for upwards of twelve months,

and the invasion of Napdl by the Chinese Tartars, drew their forces from

this quarter, and obliged them to postpone their project to a later period.

The result of this expedition, however, tended to render the Raja of

Srinagar tributary to Napdl, and he entered into terms, to pay in homage,

3 s 2
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the annual sum of three thousand rupees, and to maintain, at his own
expence, a Vacil^ or agent, ' from their government. The sum above sti-

pulated was increased, under various pretences, to nine thousand rupees;

while the establishment of the resident, with the exactions made by the

different Garc hull chiefs, who, under pretence of going on a pilgrimage,

passed through the capital, for the purpose of obtaining presents, suitable

to their rank, amounted to thrice the sum of the augmented tribute. Neither

did this treaty secure the country from the irruptions of the Gurc hulls,-

inroads were made in different directions, and cattle and other articles of

plunder carried off.

Such M^as the state of affairs till the year 1803; when the mask was

thrown off, and an army of eight or ten thousand men was sent from Napul,

to carry their favourite project into execution. The command of this

body of troops was entrusted to Amer Sing Cadzi, and to Hasti' Dhal
Chawtra, who, entering the country, under the pretext of claiming

some arrears of tribute, marched, in two parties, directly towards the

capital. The knowledge they had acquired of the nature of the country,

by so long and free a communication, in some measure favoured their pro-

gress
;
but they met with little opposition from the Raja, who was a man

more inclined to a life of indolence and dissipation, than to encounter the

toils and dangers of war. His troops, it is said, amounted to fifteen or

twenty thousand men; but they were composed principally of mercenaries,

who endeavoured to shun an engagement ; and, after having made a short’

stand at Baruhdt, fled to Gnrudwdra, whither they were pursued by the

invading army; and the death of their chief, on those plains, secured the

conquest of the whole country to the Gnrchdlls. After remaining in
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Gerwal for a short time, for the purpose of making some internal arrange-

ments, anfl appointing provisional governors during their absence ;
the two

victorious chiefs proceeded with their troops, in the direction of Cashmir;

but were stopped in their progress by the fortress of Cdngra, a strong

hold belonging to Raja Sansa'r-gh and. It is situated on a high and

steep mountain, about twenty Cos to the W. of the Beijah river, or Hy-

phasis;' is well supplied Avith Avater, and contains sufficient ground to yield

subsistence to the garrison ;
consisting of three or four thousand men.

Before this place, the Gurchdlis have been ever since employed; and

all their efforts to get possession of it have hitherto proved ineffectual.*

About two years after the conquest of Srinagar, Hasti Dual Avas called

from Cdngra, to assume the government of these districts, in conjunction

with his brother Rudravir Sa^a, who was* sent from Napdl to notify

and receive the appointment. Having repaired to this capital, and being

invested Avith the chief controul, Hasti Dual remained at Srinagar;

Avhile his brother Rudravir, avIio had brought reinforcements from Na-

pdl, went in his room to Cdngra. The siege Avas now turned into a

blockade; but the internal resources of the garrison baffled all the endea-

vours of the besiegers; while the revenues of this country Avere drained

and Avasted, in the support of the Gurchdli army. In this posture of

affairs, it aa'rs deemed’ advisable to enter into some kind of treaty Avith

S'ansa'r Chand : and a messenger Avas sent to him, on the part of Amer

SiNH, to propose terms of negociation.

Although this Serddr held the first military command in the Gurc hdli

* It has been since ceded to the Sikhs, who have been called in as auxiliaries, and have repulsed
the Gurc’halis.
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army, the Cdngra Raja, who is a Rajput of high cast and principles, re-

fused to treat with a person, who, like Amer Sink, has risen from an

inferior station, and was of a lower cast
;
but declared himself ready to

accept of the mediation of Rudravir, whom he considered an equal.

Rudravir Sa'a, taking the responsibility on himself, accordingly offered

terms, which were accepted
;

viz. that the siege should be raised, and

Sansa'r Chand be reinstated in all his possessions, on paying a sum of

three lacs of rupees to the Gurchdli. The treaty, however, was conditional

;

and the ratification postponed, until an answer should be received from

Napdl. The state of politics at that court was not likely to prove favour-

able to the arrangements of RudravIr; for, since the accession of the

present Raja, Ghur Ban Judh Bicrama Sa'hi, a boy about nine or

ten years of age, the councils and entire management of the state are en-

trusted to, or rather have been usurped by Bhim Sin'h Tap ah, a man

of low origin, and whose object it is to raise a strong party of his own cast,

to oppose the interests of the Chawtras, who are Rdjputs, and uncles to

the reigning prince. The Tapahs are Castas, or cultivators of land, and

are formidable from their number. To this cast Amer Sinh belongs;

and the degrading language held to himbySANSA'R Chand, induced him

to make an unfavourable report of the treaty, by saying the distresses

of the garrison had caused the Cdngra Raja to acCept of the terms; and

he pledged himself to reduce the fort to an unconditional surrender, in

the course of three or four months. The removal of HastI Dhal and

RudravIr from their appointments, was the consequence of this treaty;

which, though the ostensible, was probably not the real cause of their

supersession. They were succeeded by the Tapah Serddrs, who now hold

the government. These intrigues have created a jealousy, which may be

productive of serious consequences; it is confidently reported and expected
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here, that a civil commotion is now on foot, and will shew itselt openly in a

short time.

On taking a view of Srinagar from a height, it has the appearance of a

double valley; one situated on a level with the river, the other on its

banks, elevated about forty or fifty feet, and extending along the base of

the mountain. The lower one, in which the city stands, has apparently

been formed bv the receding of the Alacananda Irom the south shore

;

and, although the period be too remote to ascertain the fact, the appear-

ance of the ridge or bank, marking the concavity, would incline one to

suppose that such has been the case; and that, in its present progressive

inclination, it is gradually returning to its former channel. From the

bottom of the upper valley, to the city, is a space of three or four fur-

longs, laid out in small fields and enclosures, with a few mango trees,

thinly scattered among them. Opposite to the city, the Alacananda divides

into two or three streams, which reunite about one mile below. On one

of the small islands, are the ruins of buildings, which were formerly con-

nected with the city. The aspect of the surrounding mountains is very

barren
;
here and there a solitary tree may be seen

;
but the general fea-

tures betray a rocky and unfriendly soil ;
and the little vegetation that is

produced on them, is soon parched up and dried. On the opposite side of

the -river, several hamlets are seen, situated along the foot of the hills,

with which a communication is open, by a Jhuld to the W. and a ferry

boat to the E. of the city. One of the largest of these villages is called

Rani Hat ' containing a temple sacred to Raja Iswara, at whose shrine

some rites are performed, in imitation of the mysteries observed in the

-temple of the Cyprian goddess. It is inhabited chiefly by dancing women
;

and the ceremony of initiation to this society consists in anointing the head
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with oil, 'taken from the lamp placed before the altar ; by which act, they

make a formal abjuration of their parents and kindred, devoting their future

lives to prostitution. A short distance beyond it is a Mat'

h

or fane of

Rassea De'vi, the god of love ; whose shafts, if we may believe the re-

ports and complaints of his numerous votaries, are tainted with a fatal and

pernicious poison : indeed, his wounds appear to be so generally diffused,

that four-fifths of the inhabitants are supposed to labour under the effects

of them ; and the calamity is heightened by their ignorance of proper re-

medies to check their progress.

At this place, we had an opportunity of seeing a curious ceremony,

which is occasionally observed by the hill people, and took place on the

opposite side of the river, nearly in front of our tents. It is called the

Bhart or Bhed'a; and is a kind of propitiatory oblation to the genius of

the mountain, to draw down his blessing on the land, and preserve the

crops from the destructive ravages of rats and vermin. A thick rope, of

amazing length, was made fast to a stake, near the bed of the river
;
and

the other end carried, by eighty or one hundred men, to the top of a hill,

nearly one mile in ascent; and being passed through a running block of

wood, it was secured to a large tree, and made as tight as it could be

stretched. On this hazardous vehicle, a man of the cast of Nat's, or tum-

blers, was placed astride, and, without being tied, or having any aid to

preserve his balance, excepting some large bags of sand, fastened to his

legs and thighs, he was started from the summit, and arrived in safety at

the bottom. The omen was considered fortunate, and the enterprise libe-

rallv rewarded, by the Zemindars, or owners of the land. Had the man

lost his seat, and fallen, he would most probably have been killed on the

spot but death was at all events the forfeit of failure ; for had any life
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remained, tlie head was to have been severed from the body, to be offered

up, as a sacrifice, or atonement, to the offended spirit. This superstitious

custom obtains, in many parts of the hills; and is generally resorted to, after

a bad harvest.

(

About four o’clock in the evening, came on a violent squall from the

north-west, attended with rain, which lasted for a couple of hours. The

day had been, excessively hot; and the thermometer stood, in the tent, at

101°. The storms, at this season of the year, may be considered periodical,

at this place ;
for we had experienced them, in a less or greater degree, every

evening, since our arrival ;
and the inhabitants informed us, that for this and

the ensuing month, the day regularly closed with one.

On the 18th, after repeated messages to the chief, Shista Tapah, it was

at length settled, that the same establishment should proceed with us
; and

the rates of hire were fixed, by contract, from Bhadri Nath to Almora.

The balance due on the last, and the necessary advance of the new

agreement, having been sent to Shista Tapah, the requisite Periodnas

were made out, and stamped with the seals of the three chiefs. In the

morning, we were joined by the' party from Ga?igotri, who all returned

in health and spirits. The sequel of their journey, after quitting us, was,

by their account, a series of difficulties and hair breadth escapes, which

were no doubt a little exaggerated
;
but what greatly tended to obstruct

their progress, was the heavy rain, for three or four days successively,

which attended them in their outset. Two days before their arrival at

Gangotr'i, they were overtaken by a fall of snow, which occasioned no

small alarm and inconvenience to the party, none of whom had ever expe-

VoL. XI. 3 T
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rienced, or seen, but from a distance, the element in this flaky state of

congealment. The description the Munshi gave of the appearance of the

river, corroborated by the observations of his companions, was such as ac-

corded with our previous information. A few miles beyond Gangotri, the

river is entirely concealed, under beds of snow
; beyond which no person

has hitherto been able to penetrate. The breadth of the stream is about

fifteen or twenty yards; the cuiTeilt .moderate, and not above waist deep.

Two miles beyond, is the spot called Gau-mnc hi, or the cow’s mouth. It

is a large stone, situated in the middle of the bed; the water passes on each

side, but a small piece of the fragment is disclosed above the surface, to

which fancy may attach the idea of the object*. The river runs from the

direction of N. by E. and, on the bank near Gangotri, is a small temple,

about eight or ten feet high, containing two or three images, representing

the Gangd, BhdgiratM, &c. There are three Cundas or basons, where

the pilgrims bathe, called Brdhma-cunda, Vishnu-cunda and Suryd-cicnda,

formed in the bed of the river. The mountains in the vicinity have a very

barren appearance ;
the only tree produced there is the Bhurjapatra.

19th. Marched to Gusti. Lat. 30° 13 ’
1 1”, Thermometer in the morning

72°. The road to-day was good ; and, for the greater par t, along the banks

of the Alacanandd. We met on the road a great number of pilgrims, re-

turning from Bhadri Ndt’ka and CMdr-Ndt'ha.

)

20th. Marched, at half past six in the morning, when the thermometer

'

was at 75§, and encamped at noon, in a confined spot, near a deserted

village, about one hundred and fifty feet above the river. On the opposite

- A>cow.
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side were two or three villages in sight. The whole of the road to-day was

a continued rise and fall
;
but the path was generally speaking good, in

the steep parts of ascent or descent, or where the soil Avas hard and rocky,

small steps had been formed, by the passage of travellers ;
and in some

places stones had been laid, to render the access easier. Considerable

pains and labour appear to have been bestowed, in making this road

passable; indeed it must be a great object of the government, to remove

all obstructions, and keep the communication with the holy places as open

as possible; as the numerous pilgrims, who pass annually, must prove a

great source of revenue. Near the banks of the small streams, and under

the cavities of the rocks, temporary habitations have been made, by the

pilgrims, Avho travel together in small parties, and pass the night in any

convenient spot they may find on the road. ^Under the shade of large trees,

small Chabulras are raised, of loose stones, near wiiich they generally

halt, in the heat of the day, to prepare their meals. A great number of

people, of both sexes, passed us, on their return from Ceddra and Bhar'di

\Nut^h. They Avere principally inhabitants of the Penjeib; those Avho

come from the eastern parts of the country strike off from Carn-praydg to

' Almora. The Fakirs composed the majority of the multitude ; and were

very troublesome and importunate in their demands. In the early part of

this day’s march, we came to the top of a mountain, about four or five

..hundred feet aboA'e the leA^el of the riA^er, Avhich runs immediately below

it
; and from hence, AA^e had a vieAv of six or seven ranges of mountains,

running parallel to each other, from about N. E. to S. W. On several of

the hills, Avhich Ave passed, the grass had been lately set on fire; the

whole surface Avas black Avith soot, and the trees completely naked. Oh
the summit of one of these mountains is a small space of table land, in

the middle of which is a tomb, called Pacli-bhdi, by which name the

3 T 2
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pass is also designated. It is a Chabutra, about six feet square, built of

large pieces of slate, with five stones, placed perpendicularly in the centre,

to represent the five brothers ; the tomb stands here a monument of the

effects of usurpation and of female revenge. The persons whose ashes it

contains, were the relations of Upe'ndra Sahi, one of the former Rajas

of Srinagar, at whose death the government devolved to his nephew, the

infant son of Dulebh Sahi. These brothers, who were next of kin,

usurped the management of the state, and are said to have committed the

most horrid acts of cruelty, until the Rani, the mother of the child,

formed a plot to way-lay them at this pass; and thus relieving the country

from their tyrannic sway, she reinstated the young Raja, Preta'b Sahi,

and herself assumed the regency.

21st. ^Q.xc)\edi to Mathurdpuri, a small village, inhabited hj Fakirs o^

the Bairdgi sect. Therm. 83®. The road consisted of ascents and descents.

We first passed through a forest, inhabited by the species of baboons,

called in Hindustan, Langur, and here Ghuni. On this day’s march we

saw the confluence of the Alacanandd with the Cdli Ganga, a large stream

which rises in the mountains of Ceddr, and is in the Sdstra denominated

Manddcini. Its junction with the Alacanandd, called Rudrapraydga, is

one of the five principal Praydgas mentioned in the sacred books of the

Hindus. The pilgrims, who visit the temple of Ceddr-Ndth, generally

pursue the road on the W. bank of the Alacanandd river, and follow the

track of the ik/awc?aeewf from the point of junction. At an inconsiderable

elevation from the water, is a small Mat' h, or temple ; and a few houses,

inhabited by the Brdhmens, Farther on, is a large fragment of rocks,

called Bhim-ca-Chiila. It is about thirty feet high, and fifteen feet in

diameter; completely excavated, somewhat in the shape of a dome, with a
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couple of apertures at the top, on which the gigantic Bhima is supposed

to have placed his culinary utensils. The side towards the road is unclosed,

to the height of twelve or thirteen feet, in a broken irregular arch
; and the

numerous little Chulas, which the pilgrims have left standing within, shew

that it is still applied to the purposes for which BhIma intended it.

22d. Marched to Carna-praydga, the confluence of the Alacanandd with

the Pindar river, which comes from the S. E. This is another of the five

Praydgas, mentioned in the Sdstras^ and considered the third in point of

consequence, The village contains only six or eight houses, with a Mat'h^

or shrine, in which is placed the image of Raja Carna. Here is a Jhuld

or hanging bridge, over the Pindar. The course of the Alacanandd., as far

as visible, is from the N. E. Lat. 30° 16' 00"'. Therm, in the morning 76°.

The road is winding, with steep ascents and descents ; and in some parts

not a little dangerous ; being formed on a ledge of rock, with here and there

a small projecting point, not above five or six inches wide, to rest the foot

upon ; requiring the utmost care and caution in the passage.

On this day’s march we passed a fixed bridge, built by the Gurc’hdlis,

a few years ago. The bank, on each side, was faced with stone, in the

form of a pier head, from which strong beams were thrown out horizon-

tally, the one above the other : the lowest timber projected about two feet,

and each successive one was lengthened, in this progressive proportion, so

as to compose an arch, leaving only a space of ten or twelve feet in the

centre, to be covered with strong planks. The model of this bridge appears

to be entirely foreign ; and it was most probably introduced into this country

by the Gurchdlis. It had a very neat appearance ; but it would seem not
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SO well- calculated as those of a more yielding nature, for these rapid streams
;

as, either from the force of the current, or the badness of its construction,

some of the timbers had given way, and the upper planks had fallen in
;

although the materials appeared perfectly sound and new.

A little beyond this, we entered a fine extensive plain, about one mile

and a half in diameter, encircled by an amphitheatre of hills. A large space

of it was covered with rich grass, on which great numbers of cattle were

grazing. In the centre was a large Pipel* tree with a Chabutra. This

part of the valley is called Gaochar,'dind appropriated solely for pasturage
;

to 'which ithe inhabitants of all the neighbouring villages have a common

right. The following is the reason assigned for this ground being unculti-

vated. Several years ago, a Zemindar, belonging to this place, happened,

by chance, to kill a cow, which had intruded upon his premises
;
and

being distressed, not only on account of the impiety of the act, but of the

penalty to which he was subject, by the Hindu law
;
went to represent his

misfortunes to a rich Sdhucar, or merchant, from the Dekhin, who hap-

pened to be near the spot, on a journey of pilgrimage. The merchant

was an eye witness of the accident
;
and, being touched with compassion,

purchased the ground for three thousand rupees, and offered it up to Bhadri

Nat’h, in the name of the guilty person, as an atonement for the offence

;

on the express condition, that it should be applied to no other purpose, than

that of pasturage.

Farther on, we passed Panha, a large neat village, containing forty or fifty

huts, situated about one hundred feet above the base of the mountain.

* Ficus religiosa.
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Three Cos to the south of this place, are the lead and copper mines of

Dhanjmr. They are at present farmed, for the annual sum of four thousand

rupees, by a- man named Puki Sonar, whom we saw at the capital, and

who furnished us with a few specimens of the ores. The copper is pro-

duced in various soils ; it is sometimes mixed in strata of different coloured

clays, and sometimes runs in veins, through hard and solid rock. When

the veins are rich, they yield two thirds of metal, but the average quantity

extracted, amounts to about one half. Two or three hundred people are

employed, the whole year round, in working the mines, and smelting the

ore ;
the process of which is very simple, consisting only in pounding the

ore, and making it up, with cow dung, into balls, which are put into a fur-

nace, sufficiently heated to produce a fusion of the metal. About four

Cos to the north, on the opposite hills, are the copper mines of Nagpur;

which, although considered the richest of any in the Srinagar district, are

not worked at present ; as a considerable capital would be required to open

them, and no person has been found willing to ‘undertake the risk, under

the precarious security of Gurchdli faith.

At seven minutes past three, P. M. we experienced a slight shock of

an earthquake, which lasted for six or seven seconds, accompanied by a rum-

bling noise, like distant thunder. Our tent was pitched at the foot of a

high mountain, .covered with rock and large stones : the daily ocular demon-

strations we had of the destructive effects of these convulsions in the hills,

made us not a little apprehensive for our safety
; and we sought for refuge

on the plain, where we waited for some time, in anxious expectation of the

result. The temple of Maha'de^va stood a melancholy proof before us,

having lost its cupola and roof, in the concussion of 1803 ; and the spot
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we fixed on, as the most secure, was between it and the mountain, distant

from each other about fifty or sixty paces. After remaining for some time in

this situation, and finding the shock was not repeated, our alarms began to

subside. We had found the day extremely hot, but the therm, stood only

at 94, a few minutes after the shock had taken place.

23d. Therm. 72. Marched to Nandapraydga, the confluence of the

Alacanandd with the Nanddcnt, a small river which comes from the di-

rection of S. 30 E. The course of the Alacanandd^ as far as visible, is

from the north. This is the most northern of the principal Praydgas,

Four of these holy places of ablution we have already passed
; the fifth is

Allahabad^ which is called Bhat-praydgi or by way of distinction, as it is

the largest, and considered most holy, it is simply denoted by the name of

Praydg. There was formerly a temple, and a small village, at this place,

but no remains of either are now to be seen. A few Baniahs have fixed

their temporary shops here, for the purpose of selling grain, to the pas-

sengers ; and to supply the deficiency of a temple, in a place of such

sanctity, a few loose stones are piled up, in the form of a Chabutra, on

which some Hindu images are exposed, for the adoration of the pilgrims.

A Brdhmen has stationed himself here, to receive the offerings at this sea-

son ;
but, as the temple, with its contents, are scarcely worth preservation,

it may be presumed, that he oflSciates only during the time that the grand

crowd is passing.

The greatest part of the road lay through a succession of small

vallies, near the course of the Alacanandd, whose bed, in one place, was

considerably expanded, and comprehended several small islands, covered
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with vertiurc and beautiful plantations of young Sisu trees.* Several fields

of rice and barley, now in the stubble, lay by the road side.

Over a very rapid but narrow part of the river, was thrown a substitute for

abridge, called in the language of the country, Tihi. It consists simply of

two or three strong strong ropes, fixed by stakes, into the ground, on each

bank, and elevated about eight or ten feet above the water. On these, a

person conveys himself across, by clinging to them with his hands and feet,

while a sinall hoop, suspended from the ropes, serves as a rest for the back,

and is a trifling, though it must be allowed, a very frail security, should the

person quit his hold. This passage is not calculated for all descriptions of

travellers ;
the water rolls below with such foaming violence and stunning

roar, that it requires no small degree of resolution to make the attempt.

However, where the inconvenience is without remedy, the hands and feet of

the person are tied above the ropes, his eyes blindfolded, to prevent his seeing

the danger ; and he is drawn across by a cord passed round the waist.

In the evening arrived an Harmrah from Shista Tap ah, charged to

report what progress we had made, and apparently to deter us from the

prosecution of our design, by exaggerated representations of the difficulties

which w^e should have to encounter. Finding this scheme defeated by our

incredulity, he took his departure. At ten at night came on a violent storm

of rain, with thunder and lightning.

21th. Therm. Our encampment this day w' as on the banks qf the

Hirhi Gangd. The road was in general good, and the distance which we

travelled could not be less than ten or eleven miles. Yet we passed some

* Dalbergia siso Roxb.

3 uVoL. XI.
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very steep ascents and descents, on a rocky scarp, where the path was not

broader than the palm of the hand.

On this day’s route we overtook a large herd of goats, laden with grain.

These animals, and sheep, are constantly employed for burthen in this part

of the country : they are saddled with small bags, containing about six sers

of grain ;
and are sent, in flocks of one hundred and fifty or two hundred

together, under the charge of two or three shepherds, with their dogs. An

old steady ram is generally fixed on for the leader, and is denoted by a small

bell, suspended round the neck. In the traffic to Butan, where grain forms

one of the principal articles of commerce, these animals are found very

serviceable for carriage; and on their return they bring back salt. The

species of goat employed in this service is rather small, scarcely exceeding

in size that produced in Bengal. The sheep are of the common species,

but their wool attains a much greater length, and is used in the manufacture

of the coarse Camma/ or blanket. They are amazingly sure footed, passing

over with their burthens, declivities and craggy precipices, where no person

could follow them.

At eleven o’clock at night we had another violent thunderstorm.

26th. Therm. 73. Marched to Frtwe’/ii Mat'h; Lat. 30“ 27' 2T". This

village, which had been recently deserted, is situated on the banks of a

large stream, called Ghurdl Gangd, which falls into the Alacanandd about

one furlong below.

In some parts of this day’s road, the narrow path, along the scarp of the

rock, was so obstructed by fragments, which the rain had detached from
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above, that we could not have passed, witliout the aid of people, who had

been sent to repair the breaches. Along the banks of a deep water course,

at some distance from the Alacanunda^ were several large rocky caves, which

had been widened by the pilgrims, many of v.diom had taken up a temporary

residence here. Some of these cells were capable of containing one hundred

and fifty or two hundred people. To the right was a cascade, falling from

the height of sixty or seventy feet.

On the road to-day, we observed a great number of bilberry and barberry

bushes with ripe fruit. The former possesses rather an agreeable flavour, the

latter has an insipid sweetness, and entirely wants the pungent acidity of

the Europe fruit. In its first stage of maturity, it assumes an azure blue

colour, which changes to a dark purple. It is covered with a rich bloom,

and attains the size of a common field pea.

The heavy continued rain, Avhich we had experienced for three or four

days, made us apprehensive that the periodical wet season had already set

in ;
but we were informed, by the natives, that, in the neighbourhood of

these mountains, the changes of the moon, at this time of the year, are al-

ways brought in by violent thunder-storms and showers
;
and that we had

vet twenty days to make good our retreat from these hilly regions.

"26th. Therm. 6l®. ISIarched to Salur, where we encamped near a spring,

in a small rice field, about mid-way up the mountain. The road was, in

some parts, elevated to the height of three or four thousand feet above the bed

of the river; and the mountains, covered with sno.w, were at the distance of

only eight or ten miles. We had a small thick rain, and the weather was

3 u 2
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piercingly cold. The latter part of the route lay through a forest of pines,

Burdns and oak, with a few walnut trees thinly scattered among them.

27th. Therm. 56'’; the morning raw and chilly. Marched to JoshnaM:

Lat. 30" 33' 40". This village is situated in a hollow recess, on the scarp,

about a third way up the mountain, and sheltered, on three sides, bv a

high circular ridge ; while the lofty mountains, to the N. secure it from the

cold blasts, which blow over the Himalaya. The entrance to the town is

by a bank, cut into steps, faced with slate and stones. It contains one hun-

dred, or one hundred and fifty houses, neatly built, of grey stone, and

roofed with shingles. They are raised to the height of two or three stories,

with small areas or enclosures, with a flagged terrace. The streets are

paved, but in a very irregular manner; some parts with large round stones,

and others with flags of slate. The first object that attracts notice, on en-

tering the town, is a line of water mills, placed on the slope, at the distance

of fifteen or twenty yards from each other. The water, which turns them,

is supplied by a stream, which flows down the mountain, and, having-

passed through the upper mill, is conducted to the next, by a communica-

' tion of troughs, made of the hollowed trunks of firs. A few paces beyond,

is the house of the Rauhil, or high priest of Bhadri-NdCh, who resides

here, during the six months of the year that the temple at that place is shut

up. At the commencement of the cold^ weather, when the snow begins to

accumulate on the mountains, all the inhabitants quit that neighbourhood,

and take up their residence at this place, until the roads become again acces-

sible. Adjoining to this house is a temple, containing the image of Nara-

SiNGHA, one of the Hindu deities. It was placed here, by a native of Ca-

7ndon, of the Jusi fJyotishiJ cAass oi' Brahmens ', and this ton n has since
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borne its present appellation, in honour of the idol. The building is said to

be three hundred years old ;
but it has the appearance of being of much later

date, and resembles a private habitation much more than a Hindu place of

worship. It is built with gable ends, and covered in with a sloping roof of

plates of copper. The doors were not open when we went to visit it in

the evening, and we were consequently obliged to return without seeing the

interior of it. In the upper part of the town is a large square, where the

pilgrims who halt here put up for the night. To the right of it is a stone

cistern, with two brazen spouts, whence water keeps constantly flowing into

a bason below. It is constructed for the convenience of the town’s people,

and supplied by the stream from the 'mountain. Close to it, extending

along another face of the square, is a collection of temples, which bear the

marks of great antiquit3\. They are raised on a terrace, about ten feet high,

and in the centre of the area, stands the ])rincipal one, sacred to Vishnu.

It is surrounded by a wall, about thirty feet square: at each angle, and in the

centre of each face, are inferior temples, containing diflerent deities. Several

of them were destroyed, and thrown down by the earthquake
; and most of

them are in a very tottering condition. Those which suffered the least, and

have the images perfect, are the temples of ATshn'u, Canes'a, Su'rya or

the sun, and the Nau-de'vi. Of these, the statues repre.senting the two

former are carved in a very superior style of workmanship. The first is an

image cut in black stone, about seven feet high, supported by four female

figures standing on a flat pedestal. The figure of Gane's'a is about two

feet high, well carved and polished. The temple of Nau-De'vi has been

lately repaired, and is covered in with a square copper roof. It contains the

images of Bhava'ni under nine different forms, but the whole of them umre

so plastered with grease, that no part of the figures were visible
; and al-

though the doors were opened, purposely for our inspection, the stench
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that issued from the place was so offensive, as to stifle all farther

curiosity.

The mountains, on this day’s route, were clothed with forests of oak

;

while their summits were covered with a species of the fir which the natives

call Realla. A few of this kind were growing near the road. The leaves are

about two and a half inches long, produced all round the twigs, which hang

pendant from the branches, and for want of a botanical term, we might dis-

tinguish it by the name of the weeping fir. At a village called Sillang,

belonging to BhadrindC h, the whole scarp of the mountain, from the base

to nearly the summit, was laid out in fields of different sorts of grain. The

crops of wheat and barley were luxuriantly rich, just ready for the sickle.

28th. Therm. 59. Marched to Pane’//

a

village containing twenty or

thirty houses, and havinganeat temple, sacred toVishnu. Lat.N. 30° 37 .31."

In the commencement of this day’s route, we passed Vishu uprai/uga,

formed by the junction of the AJacanandd with a river called Dauli or Let),

which comes from the S. E. and is more considerable than the former, being

about thirty-five or forty yards in breadth, and flowing with a rapid current,

over a very strong bed. Its banks are steep and rocky; and the passage of

the river is effected by a platform Sangha, about five feet broad, and ex-

tending from shore to shore. The Alacanandd, above this confluence, is

called Vishnu Gangd, from its flowing near the feet of Vishnu at IVhudri-

Natdi. It comes from the north. Its breadth is twenty-five or thirty yards,

and its stream is rapid.

Having crossed the bridge, we ascended a bank of rock, above which is
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the village of Vishn upraifdgu, containing two or three houses, with a small

Madia, the doors of which were shut, and no needy Brahmen or Fakir was

in attendance, to do the honours of the temple, or receive the offerings of

the curious, or religious visitant. This apparent inattention, however, may

proceed from its not being a place held in great veneration
;

for although,

in point of magnitude, this Praydga may be considered next to Devapraydga:

no particular ablutions are here enjoined by the Sdsiras; and the only

reason which occurs for the omission is, that there is no convenient place

for bathing, on account of the rapidity of the two currents. Along the banks

of the Dauli is one of the high roads leading to Biitdin. From hence, we

began to ascend the scarp, on the E. bank of the Alacanandd

;

(we shall

continue to call it by this name to prevent confusion.) The mountains,

on each side, rise to a stupendous height, and nearly meet at their base, leav-

ing only a passage of forty or fifty feet for the current of water.

The bed of the river is obstructed by large masses of rock. At eight

o’clock we crossed at the foot of a cascade, falling from the height of ninety

or a hundred feet
;
whence it rolls, over large fragments, into the river.

Hence, winding between the two chains of mountains, Avith the river con-

siderably below us, Ave came, in fifteen minutes, to a Sangha, throAvn across

the Alacanandd. This bridge Avas about four feet broad, composed of three

small fir spars, with planks across, and supported by a rock, on each bank,

elevated a hundred and thirty or a hundred and fifty feet aboA^e the Avater.

Hence Ave ascended, for ten minutes, and proceeded along the slope, at a

greater or less elevation, till 10 A. M. when there Avas a steep descent, for

eight minutes, Avhich brought us to a path, cut in the solid rock. Where

the side Avas perpendicularly scarped, -to a considerable height, an artificial

bank, and flight of steps, Avere raised Avith stones, to the level of the road :
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and, in some places, where the rocks projected, the communication was

continued planks, from one point to another, and supported below by a

scaffolding of wood. Although formidable in appearance, the path was

tolerably secure ; and, by all accounts, infinitely preferable to the one for-

merly pursued, which was higher up the mountain. This road has been

newly made by the Gurc hulls

;

and considerable labour has been bestowed,

in bringing it even to its present passable state. In a quarter of an hour

we came upon the bed of the river, covered with large stones, whence we

reascended on the bank, and proceeding, over a very indifferent road, for

fifteen minutes more, we arrived at a flight of steps, raised on a Chahutra^

to the height of thirty feet. In the centre of it was abroad ladder, fifty or

sixty feet long, resting on a projecting point of rock. The materials were

strong and good ;
but the crowds of people, who were passing up and down,

made the scaffolding shake ;
and some of the rounds having given way,

rendered the passage more difficult. The roaring noise of the water, to-

o-ether with the buzz and tumult of the crowd, added not a little to the

unpleasantness of the situation ;
and the progress upwards was so slow,

that a person had full leisure to attend to the suggestions of danger, which

a rocky precipice of ninety or a hundred feet, would naturally create, under

such circumstances. Having reached the ledge, which was in some places

not above a foot in breadth, we continued a short ascent, by steps, whence

we began to descend ;
and, in ten minutes, regained the regular path on

the slope.

These are called the Churl Dhar and Canda Dhar Chdls, well known to all

iravellers on this road. We had heard accounts of them several days before

our arrival, and were prepared to encounter their difficulties. At 10-40

A. M. we halted for seven niiiiutes, opposite to the C(V/7>rou/ Nddh which
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falls into the Alucanamld on the other side. From hence the road continued,

along the slope, rendered very bad, in some places, by intervening banks

of rock. About eleven o’clock, the rain began to fall, in a drizzling shower,

and as it continued to increase, we halted, for half an hour, in a small cave

1)V the side of the road. After pursuing our route, we arrived, in fifteen

minutes, at a small village called Hut'. Hence we proceeded, over large

stones, near the bed of the river, and, in a few minutes, came opposite to

a stream, aiWed the Bimdr Nad), which falls into the^Alacunandd from the

S. E. Immediately above the junction, is a Sangha, supported on two large

fragments of rock, about five or six feet above the water. At one o’clock,

the rain descended in a heavy shower, which continued, with litttle inter-

mission, till the ev^ening.

The. road of to-day is considered, and justly so, the worst between Sr'i-

nagar and Bhadri-Nul'h. Although great pains have been taken to render

it passable, it is still in need of much improvement
; and there are some

parts of it, which few people, unaccustomed to such passages, could traverse,

without feeling some sensation of apprehension. The hills, in general, bore

a very barren appearance
;
the lower ridges, which were sheltered from the

winds, were partially covered with verdure and small trees; while the higher

ones produced only a few' clumps of the weeping' fir. The tops of the moun-

tains, to the N. about five or six miles distant, w'ere completely covered

w ith snow. For these three days past, the change in the weather has been

very perceptible ;
as w'e approached the hoary peaks, we found our warm

cloathing absolutely necessaiy.

29th. Therm. 59. The morning cloudy, the wind sharp and piercing.

Marched to Bhadri Nddh
; lat. dO” 42' 28" N. Long. 80” 18' 22" E. Our

VoL. XL 5 X
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encampment was about two furlongs to the south of the town, near a small

stream called Riica Gatigd, which derives its source from the snow, on a

mountain to the left, and falls into the.Alacanandd about two hundred paces

below. Over this stream is a strong Sang/ia.

On this day’s route, we passed over several beds of snov/
; some of which

could not be less than seventy or eighty feet in thickness. The ri\^er was,

in some parts, entirely concealed by the snow
; which was so firmly con-

gealed, as hardly to receive the marks of pressure. It was occasionally dis-

closed, and again lost from view.

We are now completely surrounded by hoary tops, on which snow eter-

nally rests, and blights the roots of vegetation. The lower parts of the hills

produce verdure and small trees. About mid-way, the fir rears its lofty

head ; but the summits, repelling each nutritious impulse, are veiled in gar-

ments of perpetual whiteness.

30th. Therm. 48. This morning we made an excursion, with a view to

explore the northern extremity of the valley, and to proceed in the direction

of the river, to the point whence the stream emerges from the depths of

snow, which over-lay and conceal its currents. At the distance of two and

an half furlongs, we passed the town and temple of Bhadri Ndt'ha; whence,

proceeding by the road, centrically placed between the river and the moun-

tain, we crossed several small streams, issuing from the hills, and formed by

the melting of the snow upon the summits^ Some of these water courses

exhibit a very grand and pleasing appearance; falling from one ledge to

another, on the scarped rock, in successive cascades. The one called India

Dhdrd is the most considerable ; its track being perceptible to the beds of
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snow, whence it derives its source. Its distance from Bhadri-Ndl'

h

is one

mile two furlongs; and three quarters of a mile beyond it, on the opposite

side of the Alacanandd, is a large town, called Mdnah, situated at the foot of

a mountain, which, by Rn inclination to the N. W. bounds the valley in its

N. E. direction. The hill is composed of rock, and covered with large loose

fragments, which seem to threaten destruction to the houses placed at the

foot of it. It is called Caldpu Grdm; and, as every rock in this neighbour-

hood is sanctified by some holy tradition, this place is distinguished as the

residence of Surya-Vansi and C/umdra-Vans'i, the patriarchs of the two

races of Rdjputs. From hence we proceeded along the hanks of the Alaca-

7iandd, ill the direction of W. N. W. The breadth of the current is here

considerably decreased, not exceeding eighteen or twenty feet
; the stream

shallow, and moderately rapid. At the distance of four furlongs, we crossed

the river, over a bed of snow, and mounted on the o})posite bank, whence

we descended into another valley, in which we continued our route, for two

or three miles, passing over several deep beds of snow, collected in the

cavities of water courses and ravines. The north faces of the mountains,

to the south of the river, were completely covered Avith snow, from the

summit to the base ; and the bleak aspect of the country, with the sharp

piercing wind, gave the appearance and sensation of the depth of winter,

in a much more northern latitude. When the surface of the mountains was

partially disclosed, the soil was of a hard solid rock ; and excepting at the

base, not a vestige of verdure or vegetation Avas to be seen. The breadth of

the valley is about five or six hundred yards ; a small space of it is laid

out in field,* but the sides of the mountains are too steep and abrupt to

carry the cultivation *beyond the low ground, and are accessible oidy to the

sheep and goats, that are seen browzing, a short distance up the slope.

At twelve o’clock, we reached the extremity of our journey, opposite to a

3x2
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water-fall called Barsii Dhdrd. It is formed in the cleft of a high mountain,

to the N. of the river; and falls from the summit, upon a projecting; ledge,

about two hundred feet high, where it divides into two streams, which

descend in drifting showers of spray, upon a bed of snow, where the particles

immediately become congealed. The small quantity that dissolv^es, under-

mines the bed
;
whence it issues, in a small stream, about two hundred

paces below. This place forms the boundary of the pilgrim’s devotions

;

some few comie hither for the purpose of being sprinkled by this holy shower

bath.

From this spot, the direction of the Alacanandd is perceptible to the

S. W. extremity of the valley, distant about one mile ; but its current is

entirely concealed, under immense heaps of snow, which have most probably

been accumulating for ages, in its channel. Beyond this point, travellers

have not dared to venture; and, although the Sdstrns mention a place called

AlucapuraA whence the river derives its source and name, the position

or existence of it is as much obscured in doubt and fable, as every other part

of their mythological history.

Having now attained the limits prescribed for Lieut. Werb’s inquiries

in this direction, we commenced our return, and proceeded by the road

which leads to the town of Mdnah. In an hour and a half we arrived at

Caldpa Grdni, the beauties of which were not perceptible from the opposite

side of the river. From the summit of this hill, a large stream, called the

Saraawati Nadi, appears to force a j)assage, through a rocky cavern ; whence

it descends, with irresistible violence, in a solid coi*npact body, disclosed

to the height of forty or fifty feet. The breadth of the cavity may be twenty-

* Alacd is the falmloui city of Cuveua, the Plutls of Hindu mythology. II. 0.
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five or thirty feet
;
and some large fragments, that have been thrown down

by the earthquake, are collected, and wedged in together, at the month,

through the interstices of which, the water is seen descending from a still

greater elevation. At the bottom is a deep bason, or reservoir, composed

of rock, rendered perfectly smooth by the action of the water. From henc(‘,

the stream flows in a gentle current, between two perpendicular rocky

banks, about seventy or eighty feet in height, and twenty feet in width.

The w'ater is perfectly clear, of a beautiful ultramarine colour ; which it
X

retains for a considerable distance, after its union with the Alacananda,

about seven hundred yards below, and forms a singular contrast with the

turbid water of that stream. The point of junction is called Casupraydgd.

The passage over the Sarasivat't is by a bridge, formed of one entire piece

of rock, about six feet in thickness, ten or twelve in breadth, and so ex-

actly fitted to the width of the stream, as to have the appearance of being-

placed by the hands of mechanism ; and, notwithstanding the assertions of

our guides, we could hardly believe its position to have been accidental-

This place goes by the name of JSIansula Bed. Hence we ascended the

bank leading to the town, situated a little above the confluence of the two

streams. On the left of the road,, are two or three rocks, in the cavities

of which small temples are erected. Of these, the Gunesa Avatar is the

most conspicuous, more from its position than from the structure of the

temple, which is about five feet high, and built of square stones, piled

one above the other, decreasing towards the top. It stands in a large cavern,

close to w hich a small stream comes rippling from the mountain.

The town of Mdnah is built in three divisions, containing one hundred

and fifty or two hundred houses, and is more populous than aii}'^ place

we have met with of the same extent. The number of its inhabitants is
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computed at fourteen or fifteen hundred people ; who appear to be of a dif-

ferent race from the other mountaineers of Genoa/. They are above the mid-

dling size, stout, well formed, and their countenances partake more of

the features of the Tartars or Biifias., from whom they they are most pro-

bably descended. They have broad faces, small eyes, and complexions of

a light olive colour.

As soon as ive entered the town, all the inhabitants came out, to wel-

come us; and we observed a greater display of female and juvenile beautv^

than we recollect to have seen in nny Indian village.

The Avomen were, in general, handsome, and had a ruddiness in their

complexions, of which the children partook in a very great degree; many

of them approaching to the floridness of the European. The dress of the two

sexes differs little from each other
;

that of the men consists in a pair of

troAVsers, made of Cammal or PancTu, Avith a loose sleeved jacket, of the

same cloth, reaching doAvn to the knee, and bound round the Avaist, Avith

a Avoollen cord. On their heads they wore a round cap, Avith flaps, turned

up behind and in front, Avith a cloth edging of a different colour. The

women, instead of troAvsers, Avear a wrapper, in the form of a petticoat; the

upper garment is nearl}^ the same with that of the men ; but rather finer in

texture, and of different colours, of which red appeared the favourite and

predominant. Some of them Avear small conical caps, others have a piece

of cloth round the head, in the shape of'a turban. Their necks, cars, and

noses, Avere covered Avith a profusion of rings, various ornaments of beads,

with trinkets in gold and silver, little adapted to their appearance, or to

the coarseness of the rest of their apparel. Some of the children Avere

actually tottering under the Aveight of these costly burthens ;
bearing, on
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their necks and arms, silver necklaces and rings, to the amount of five or

six hundred rupees. The houses by no means correspond with this outward

shew of luxury, being, in point of neatness or convenience, in no respect

superior to the generality of the villages. They are all built after the same

model, raised two stories, constructed with stone, and covered in with small

deal plank, instead of slate. These may be considered only their summer

residences, for, in the winter season, the town is entirely buried under

snow ;
and the inhabitants are compelled to quit this neighbourhood, to take

up their abode in a less rigorous climate. The villages J6si~mat' h, Pan-

cheser, and their vicinity, afford them an asylum, for the four inclement

months of the year. After the first fall of snow, they retire, with their

wives and families, carrying all their property with them ;
excepting the

grain, which they bury in small pits, securing the top with stones.

The inhabitants of Mdnak profess t\\e Hindu religion, and call themselves

Rajputs. This is a very ambiguous definition of cast, in this part of the

country ;
for our hill coolies and bearers lay claim to the same appellation,

although they scruple not to perform the most menial offices ; and in the

article of food are less nice than the lowest class of sweepers. Like most

inhabitants of cold climates, the Mdnah people are much addicted to drink-

ing; and even consider it necessary for their health. The liquor to which

they are particularly attached, is a spirit extracted from rice, prepared in

the usual mode of distillation. We presented to one of them a bottle of

brandy, which excited not a little the envy of his companions, who
pressed about him to be indulged with a taste of it. He distributed his

favours in a few scanty drops, that were barely sufficient to impart the

flavour, but the sigirificant nods that passed, testified their strong approba-

tion of this beverage.
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The town of Mdnah forms the boundary of the Srinagar possessions in

this quarter. It belongs to Bhadrl-Ndt’h, and is under the jurisdiction of

the Rauh'/l or high priest, on which account the inhabitants are exempted

from the duties and exactions to which the people of lay villages are sub-

jected. It carries on a considerable trade with Butdn; and through it, many

productions of that country are forwarded to the interior of Geni'dl. Towards

the latter end of Jul}% when the snow has melted, and opened a passage over

the mountains, these people set off, in parties of a hundred or a hundred and

fifty together, with merchandize, but principally grain, laden upon sheep and

goats. In exchange, they bring back the produce of Butdn, for which the

annual pilgrimage ensures them a certain and advantageous sale. In this

traffic, many of them acquire very large fortunes
; and there was then present

a young man, who was offering a few articles of small value for sale, whose

grand-father, as we were informed, had, on one occasion, come forward with

a loan of two lakhs of rupees, to assist the Raja of Srinagar in the first

Gurc hdli invasion.*

The principal articles imported from Butdn are salt, saffron, borax.

Nirhisl (Zedoary) dried grapes, gold dust in small bags, called p’hutac,

cowtails, musk in pods. Pane his or blankets, Gazgd'es which are cowtails

of an inferior quality, divided into strands and prolonged with extraneous

hair to the length of eight or ten feet: they are used by the natives as

trappings or horse furniture ;
Zehrmohreh (Bezoar,) a soft stone, of a pale

green colour, considered an antidote for the bite of a snake, and a cooling

* The expedition to Butdn takes about one niontli in going; and returning; tw euty days are

passed on the road, and the remainder is devoted to business. During the absence of the men,

the women are employed in agricultural pursuits at home; indeed, the labours of the field appear

to be entirely under fheir province; for the few people whom we saw engaged in that occupation,

were of the female sex.
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remedy against fevers, when pounded and taken inwardly. A few articles

of porcelain are also brought down ;
but the demand for them is small, as

also for tea, of which they import only the quantity required for their own

private consumption. Hill ponies, called Gunts, Char Singhas and Ch’ ha-

Shighas, or sheep with four and six horns, and the Sura Gde,* or cow

from which the Chaurs are supplied, are also brought from those transalpine

regions. Of the latter we saw several grazing in the valley. It is about the

size of a common buffaloe, but the head has a great resemblance to that of

the ox. The ears are small, the horns long, curved inwardly, with a little

outward bend at the point. The forehead and hump are covered with a kind

of wool ; from the shoulder to the knee, and along the flanks in a line with

the lower ribs, also from the haunches, the hair falls, lank and straight, to

the length of ten or twelve inches. The tail, which is the most singular

part, is set on like that of a horse, and the long hair commences from the

upper joint. This animal is considered very strong and hardy. The people of

Mdnah make use of them both for carriage and for riding. They are of differ-

ent colours, but the black appear to be the most common.

Dogs are also brought down by these people ;
and two or three very fine

ones were offered to us for sale. One of them w^as a remarkably fine animal,

as large as a good sized Newfoundland dog, with very long hair, and a

head resembling a mastiff’s. His tail was of an amazing length, like the

brush of a fox, and curled half way over his back. He was however so

fierce, that he would allow no stranger to approach him
; and the same

fault was observable in the rest of this species. Having staid about an hour

at this place, for the purpose of seeing and making a selection of any curio-

VoL. XI.

* Bos grunniens, or Yak of Tarta>y.
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sities we might chance to meet with, we were obliged to return without

success ;
for the pilgrims had forestalled the market, and left the refuse only

for our inspection.*

This delay prevented our visiting the temple, to which we had received

an invitation from the high priest.

* The following information regarding the trade carried on w'ith the countries situated beyond

the Himalaya range, was obtained by Lieut. Webb, from an intelligent Pandit, who had visited

those districts.

The traffic carried on with Thibet by our Napalese neighbours, passes the snowy mountains

bounding their dominions by four distinct G’hdtis and routes.

TBy Tagla-Cot'h, N. N. E. from Almora,

From Camaon < 16 days journey.

{JBy Hhunipu, N. 14.

-p 7 f By Lit’hi-Dhdha, N. N. W. 16.
rom erwa

^ Mdnah to Dhdba, East from Mandh, 6.

The distance from Tagla-Cot’h to Dhumpu, seven Manzils, in a western direction.

The principal of these G’hdtis is the Jiwdri road, or that to Dhumpu. The Beopdris, by

this route, continue their journey thence due north, four Alanzils to Gerfokh, the market at

which all the Napalese exports are bartered
;
with this difference, that the merchants, by every

route except that of Dhumpu, find an intermediate market for their commodities at the G’hdtis, to

which they respectively resort, their goods being carried to Gertokh at second hand, while

the trader by Dhumpu has the exclusive advantage of carrying his merchandize to the grand

mart direct.

The exports of Gertokh consisted of grain, gur (inspissated treacle, oil, sugar, cottons, chintz,

iron, brass, lead, woollens, pearls, coral, Cowrees and Conchs, dates and almonds.

Gertokh sends to Lehdac, for the Cashmirean market, shawl wool, the produce of Thibet, to

Napal, Hindustan, &c. gold dust, silver in wedges, musk, fur, scented leather, shawls, china

ware, tea in cakes, salt, borax, drugs, and small horses, (Tdnghens.)

Lehdac, an independant territory, is situated from Gertokh west, from Cashmir north,* at a

distance of thirteen day’s journey from either place. The trade is entirely managed by in-

habitants of Thibet, who find a direct road beyond the Himalaya, and over a level country

from Gertokh thither.

The trade is carried on with the greatest security to the merchant. No taxes of any kind are

collected, with the exception of salt only, on which a small transit duty is levied in kind, on its

entering the Gurc’hdli territories.

* So the iaforinant. But more probably east.
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" 31st. Therm. 46. This morning was set apart for the visit to the temple,

to which we proceeded before breakfast, having §ot intimation from the

Rauhil that every thing was arranged for our reception.

The town and temple of Bhadri-Nat'h are situated on the west bank of

the Alacanundd, in the centre of a valley, about four miles in length, and

one mile in its greatest breadth. The east bank rises considerably higher

than the west bank ;
and is on a level with the top of the temple. The posi-

tion of the sanctuary is considered equidistant from two lofty mountains,

which are designated by the names of the Nar and Ndrdyeria Parvatas. The

former is fo theuast, and is perfectly bare; the latter to the west, and com-

pletely covered with snow, from the summit to the base.

The town is built on the sloping bank of the river, and contains only

twenty or thirty huts, for th*e accommodation of the Brdhmens, and other

attendants of the deity. In the centre, is a flight of steps, leading from the

water’s edge, to the temple, which occupies the upper part of the town.

The structure and appearance of this edifice are by no means answerable to- »

the expectations that might be formed of a place of such reputed sanctity,

and for the support of which large sums are annually received, independent

of the land revenues appropriated for its maintenance. It is built in the

form of a cone, with a small cupola, surmounted by a square shelving

roof, of plates of copper, over which is a golden ball and spire. The height

,
of the building is not above forty or fifty feet

;
but its advantageous posi-

tion, on the top of the bank, renders it the most conspicuous object in the

valley. The aera of its foundation is too remote to have reached us, even bv

tradition; but it is supposed to be the work of some superior being. This

specimen, however, of divine architecture, was too weak to resist the shock

3 Y 2
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of the earthquake, which left it in so tottering a condition, that human efFort«

were judged expedient, to preserve it from ruin; and the repairs, which it

has lately undergone, have completely modernized its external appearance.

The body of it is constructed of large flat stones, ov^er which is a coat of fine

white plaister, which adds to the neatness, but has destroyed all its outward

pretensions to antiquity.

Notwithstanding the summons, we were not allowed immediate access

to the temple
;
as it was first necessary to have an interview with the Rauhil,

who was to introduce us, in due form, into the presence of the sacred

image. Instead, therefore, of ascending, we went down the steps, leading

to the baths. About the middle of the bank is a large cistern, about twenty

or thirty feet square, covered in ydth a sloping roof of deal planks, sup-

ported on wooden posts. This is called Tapta-Cund^ and is a warm bath,

supplied by a spring of hot water, issuing from the mountain, by a subter-

raneous passage, and conducted to the cistern, through a small spout, re-

presenting a dragon’s or a griffin’s head. Close to it is a cold spring, which

is conveyed by another spout
;
by which means, the water may be reduced

to any degree of temperature, between the two extremes. The water of the

Tapta-Cund it as hot as a person can well bear ; and from it issues a thick

smoke, or steam, strongly tainted with a sulphurous smell. The side of the

cistern, towards the river, is raised only to the height of three and a half or

four feet; and over it, the water flows, as the supplies are received from the

opposite quarter. This is the principal bath, in which people of both sexes

perform their ablutions, under the same roof; without considering any par-

tition necessary, to preserve the appearance of decency. 1 he water from this

Cund^ independent of its supplying the cistern, is conducted through the

huts and private houses, to which it imparts a suffocating warmth.
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i’rom lienee, we descended to the bed ok' the river, where, in a small

recess of the bank, is Ndreda-Cuml, sheltered by a large rock, whose

projecting angle breaks the force of the current. A little to the left of it

is Surya-Ckml, another hot spring, issuing, in a very small stream, through

a fissure in the bank. There is no bason, or reservoir, to receive the w'ater

;

but the pilgrims catch it in their hands as it falls, and sprinkle them-

selves over with it. This ceremony is observed, as much for comfort, as

from any motive of piety ; for the water of the river is so cold, at this

season, that after performing their frigid ablutions, the bathers are glad

to have recourse to the element in a more tepid state. Besides these,

there are numerous other springs, which have their peculiar names and

virtues; which are, no doubt, turned to a good account by the Brahmens.

In going the round of purification, the poor pilgrim finds his purse lessen,

as his sins decrease
;
and the numerous tolls, that are levied on this high

road to paradise, may induce him to think, that the straightest path is not

the least expensive.

As we ascended the steps, the arrival of the Rauhil was announced. We
met him near the Tapta-Cund, where a cloth was spread for us, and a small

carpet of flowered China silk for the pontilf. He was preceded by three or

four Haredrahs and Chobddrs, with the silver emblems of their office
; be-

hind him was a man bearing a Chaurl of peacock’s feathers
; and in his

suite were the chief officiating priests of the temple. He was dressed in a

quilted vest, of green satin, with a white shawl Camerband. On his head

he wore a red turban, and on his feet a pair of party coloured socks
; his

ears were ornamented with a couple of large golden rings
; to each of which

was suspended a very handsome pearl, of considerable size. His neck was

decorated with a triple string of small pearls; and, round his arms, he wore
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bracelets, composed of precious stones. On most of his fingers were golden

rings, studded with sparkling gems.

After the usual salutations, a short conversation passed, for about a

quarter of an hour ; when he signified his readiness to conduct us to the

sanctuary. On our arrival at the outer portico, we were requested to

take off our shoes
; and having done so, we ascended five or six steps,

and passed through a small door, which brought us to the area of the

temple. About twenty feet beyond, was a vestibule, raised about a foot

and a half from the terrace, and divided into two apartments, the inner

one a little more elevated, and adjoining to the sanctuary. In the outer

room, two or three bells were suspended from the roof, for the use of

the religious visitants, w'ho are not permitted to go beyond it. We were

not allowed to advance so far; but taking our stand immediately in front

of the image, a few paces from the outer threshold, we had a perspective

view of the sacred repository. The high priest retired to one side, as

the dress he then wore was incompatible with his sacred functions. The

principal idol, Bhad?i-Nut'h, was placed opposite to the door, at the farther

extremity; above his head was a small looking-glass, which reflected

the objects from the outside : in front of him were two or three lamps,

(which were all the light the apartment received, excepting from the

door) diffusing such feeble glimmering ra^^s, ' that nothing was clearly

distinguished. He was dressed in a suit of gold and silver brocade

;

below him was a table, or board, covered wfith the same kind of cloth,

which, glittering through the gloom, might impress the beholder with the

idea of splendor and magnificence; but an impartial observer might sup-

pose it one of those deceptions of priest-craft, which are so successfully

practised on the JJmdu.
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This artificial obscurity may have the double effect of passing off tinsel

and glass, for gold and precious stones ;
and, by exhibiting the image in a

dubious light, the superstitious mind has a greater scope for its own con-

ceptions. From the indistinct view we had of it, we should suppose it to be

about three feet high, cut in black stone, or marble
;
but the head and

hands were the only parts uncovered. To the right of him, are the images

ofUoD’HAVA, Nar and Nara'y'ena ; to the left, Cuve'ra and Na're-

DA, with whom we were only nominally acquainted ; for to us they were

veiled, as ministers of perfect darkness.

Having satisfied our curiosity, and signified our wish to depart, a large

silver salver was brought forth, to receiye any offering we were inclined to

make. Our means were very insufficient, to answer the high expectations

which had undoubtedly been formed, from the marked and unprecedented

distinction that had been conferred upon us; but, as it was necessary to

acknowledge the favour by some pecuniary token, we presented one hundred

rupees at the shrine, and took our leave, without absolution or remission.

Although we derived little gratification from the inspection of the temple,

it was pleasing to find we had not offended any of their religious prejudices,

by our presence ;
for we were apprehensive some scruples or objections

might have been raised, as none but Hindus have ever visited the place.

Our Muslemdn servants were prohibited from approaching the spot
; and

a particular request was made, on our arrival, that no kid or living

creature might be deprived of life, within the precincts of the temple
;

but a large stone, on the opposite side of the river, at a short distance

from our camp, was pointed out, for the slaughter of any animals we

might require for the table.
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The temple of Bhadri-Ndt’

h

has more beneficed lands attached to it,

than any sacred Hindu establishment in this part of India. It is said to

possess seven hundred villages, situated in different parts of Gerwdl and

Camdon . Many of them have been conferred by the government
; others

have been given in pledge for loans; and some few, purchased by individuals,

have been presented as religious offerings. All these possessions are under

the jurisdiction of the high priest
; Mdio holds a paramount authority, nomi-

nally independent of the ruling power. The advantages, which the govern-

ment derives, from this institution, would make it cautious in infringing

openly its rights ;
while the accumulation of wealth, secures to the state a

certain resource in times of exigence.

The Rajas of Srinagar were in the habit of applying to this quarter, in

any case of emergency ;
and, under the plea of borrowing a sum of money,

would give up tw^o or three villages, as security for the repayment
;
but the

produce of them was so inferior, in value, to the sum lent, that the loan

was never repaid, and the villages continued under pledge. Thus the ap-

pearance of independence was maintained, on the part of the Rauhil, wdio

was so well aware of his actual weakness, that it was more for his advantage

to yield to a request, than subject himself to the risk of compulsion. The

selection for the office of high priest is confined to the casts of Dekhini

Brdhmens of the Chauii or Namburi tribes. In former times, the situation

was a permanent one ;
but, since the Gurc hah conquest, the pontificate is

held up for sale, and disposed of to the highest bidder.

All the villages belonging to Bhadri-Ndl h, which w^e had an opportu-

nity of seeing, were in a very flourishing condition ;
and the lands in a high
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State of cultivation. The produce is brought hither, and disposed of to the

pilgrims, who are obliged to pay dearly for the food- furnished from the

ecclesiastical granary. Two and a half sirs of rice, for the Temdsha, equal

to about seven sirs for the rupee, was the established price of this market;

and other grain in the same proportion. These exactions do not escape ob-

servation ;
numerous complaints are vented privately ; but, as the profits

are supposed to be applied to the use of the divinity, it might be deemed

impious to raise any open clamours : the only resource, therefore, left to

the deluded pilgrim, is to pay his devotions, and take his departure as

quickly as possible.

The territorial revenue forms, probably, the least part of the riches of

this establishment
; for every person, who pays his homage to the deity, is

expected to make offerings, proportionate to his means. The gift is included

under three heads; for each of which a separate salver is allotted. The first

is called the Bhit, which is an offering to the idol ; the second is the Bhog^

constituting his privy purse, the amount being appropriated to the expences

of his wardrobe and table ;
the third, and last, is for the Bauhil. These

presents, however, are voluntary ; and many persons assume the garb of

poverty, to avoid a contribution equal to their abilities
; while others lay the

whole of their property at the feet of the idol, and trust to charity, for the

means of returning to their homes.

It is impossible to form a conjecture of the probable amount of these

collections; for, although every person’s name, with the sum presented, be

registered, the book is withheld from the inspection of profane eyes. The

merchants and Sdhucdrs from the Dekhin^ are considered the most welcome

You. XI. 3 z
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visitors ;
for, if we may believe report, many of them have been known to

distribute and expend /aA7^s of rupees, in this holy pilgrimage.

In return for the oblations, each person receives what is called a Presdd,

which consists of a little boiled rice
; and in the distribution of it, due re-

gard is paid to the amount of the offering. Many of our Hindu servants

complained that they had been used very scurvily, having been put off with

a very scanty meal, insufficient to satisfy the cravings of appetite. However

sparing the dispensation of his favours may be in this world, the deity holds

forth ample rewards in the next, by the promise of an unqualified remission

from the state of transmigration. As we were not entitled to the same act

of grace, the high priest appeared desirous to make amends, by conferring

more immediate benefits; and, in the evening, sent to each of us a muslin

turban, a Gazgde, and a small quantity of Ceddrpatl, an odoriferous leaf,

taken from the garland of the idol. The former was stained, in large spots, of

a saffron colour, with the incense placed on the 'head of the deity ;
and we

were requested to wear them, in honour of Bhadri-Na't’h. This is con-

sidered one of the greatest marks of distinction, that can be conferred
;
and,

as a complment was intended, we could not do less than acknowledge the

favour, by placing the sacred badge upon our heads.

The temple is opened, every morning, at daybreak, and continues ex-

posed, for the admission of pilgrims, till one or two o’clock in the after-

noon ;
the deity is then supposed to be ready for his dinner, which being

prepared for him, he is shut up, to take his meal and evening repose. The

doors are again opened after sun-set, and remain so till a late hour, when a

bed is laid out before him, and he is again left to his meditations. The
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vessels he is served in are of gold and silver
;
and the expences of his

clothes and table, are said to be very considerable. A large establishment

of servants, of every description, is kept up ; and, during the months of

pilgrimage, the deity is well clothed, and fares sumptuously every day; but,

as soon as the winter commences, the priests take their departure, leaving

him to provide for his own wants, until the periodical return of the holy sea-

son. The treasures, and valuable utensils, are buried in a vault, under the

temple. It is said that a robbery was once committed by a few mountaineers;

who, taking advantage of a sudden thaw, found their way to the sanctuary,

and carried off eleven maunds of gold and silver vessels. The theft, how-

ever, was discovered, and the perpetrators put to death. The only persons

who have access to the inner apartments, are the servants of the temple
;
and

none but the Rauhil is permitted to touch the image. The Brahmens who

reside here, are chiefly men from the Dekhin, who have been led hither by

the prospect of acquiring a subsistence from the funds of the temple, and

from the small fees or donations presented by the pilgrims. As they all

arrive in a state of celibacj^ colonization is prevented, by the insuperable

obstacle of there being no women here of their own cast, with whom they

could form a lawful alliance. During thear residence at this place, they are

most strictly enjoined to maintain a state of carnal purity; but on their re-

turn to Josimat’ha, they give a greater scope to their pleasures; and the

above restrictions may probably be the cause of their running more eagerly

into acts of profligacy, very inconsistent with the sacerdotal character. Our

short acquaintance would have enabled us to gain very little insight into

their moral conduct, had not the hopes of relief induced several. of them to

make a confession of complaints they laboured under. Nara'yena Rao,

the present JRauhU, is a man about thirty-two or thirty-three years of age

;

his appointment was conferred on him by an order from Napdl; not, w.e

z 2
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presume, on account of exemplary conduct, for he was the first who applied

for remedies to cure a certain unaccountable disorder, with which he had

long been troubled, and which he innocently ascribed to the rarefaction of the

atmosphere
;
but it was sufficiently evident, that the shrine of his deity was

not the only one at which he had been paying his devotion.

The number of pilgrims who have visited Bhadri-Ndt’

h

this year, is cal-

culated at forty-five or fifty thousand ; the greater part of these. Fakirs, who

came from the most remote quarters of India. All these people assemble at

Haridwdr

;

and, as soon as the fair is concluded, take their departure for the

holy land; the road they follow is by Devaprayaga to Rudapraydga;

whence they strike off to Ceddr-Nal h. This place is situated about four-

teen or fifteen miles in direct distance to the W. N. W. of Bhadri-Ndt’h,

but the intermediate hills are inaccessible from the snow
; and the travellers

are obliged to make a circuitous route, of eight or nine days, by the way of

Josi-malha, hither. The road to Ceddr is much obstructed
; and, in many

places, leads over beds of snow, extending for several miles. Two or three

hundred people are said to have perished this year, on the journey
; having

fallen victims to the inclemency of this climate, and the fatigues they had to

undergo. '

By the time the pilgrimage to Ceddr-Ndt'

h

is completed, Bhadri-Ndlh is

ready to receive visitors ; who, having paid their devotions, return by the

road of Ndndpraydga and Carnpraydgd, which conclude the grand circle of

pilgrimage.

The ceremonies which Hindus undergo here, differ in no respect from the

customs usually observed at other places of holy ablution. After washing
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away their impurities, the men whose fathers are dead, and those of the fe-

male sex who are widows, submit to the operation of tonsure, which may

be considered an act of mourning and of purification; by which 'they are

rendered perfect to appear in the presence of the deity. One day suffices for

the observance of these rites ; and very few people remain here above a

couple of days, but endeavour to make their retreat from the hills, before the

commencement of the periodical rains. The great crowd had quitted it be-

fore our arrival; and the number who now come in daily, does not probably

exceed forty or fifty. By the middle of June, the lowlanders will have taken

their departure, leaving the place to its mountaineer inhabitants, and a few

stragglers from the southward.

June 1st. Therm 47°. We commenced our return, with the intention of

proceeding, by the way of .^4/jwora, to Bareli; and encamped on our former

ground at Pancheser:

2d. Therm. 61°. Marched to Josi-mat'h. Soon after our arrival at this

place, the Harcdrah^ who had overtaken us at Ndndapraydga, again made

his appearance, with a letter from Shista Tapah, addressed to IIar-

BALAM, an intelligent Brdhmen^ a native of Camdon, who had accompanied

us from Haridicdr, and who had been of great service to us in our trip. The

purport was, to state, that the orders of the government of Napdl. were

merely to facilitate our visit to Gangvtri; but that no instructions had been

received for our going to BhadrirNdt'h; that we had undertaken that journey

by the Brahmen s instigation, and that he must become responsible for any

accidents which we might meet with on the road. It concluded with direc-

tions, that at whatever place he might receive the letter, he should conduct

us from thence, by the way of Almora^ towards the Company’s provinces.

This was the result of a political jealousy, which the chiefs had conceived,
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of the purpose of our journey; which they began to suspect to be of a poli-

tical as well as a geographical nature. It was expected that the letter would

overtake us before we could reach our ultimate object, and prevent our

farther advance
; but the messenger, on his arrival here, learning that v/e had

got to the end of our journey, thought it best to wait our return.
- 'U- iy

3d. As soon as we awoke this morning, we were surprised to learn the

desertion of all our bearers and hired servants ; which we knew could not

have taken place, without the connivance or express order of the S7-inagar

government. We were, therefore, under the necessity of proceeding on foot,

to the next stage, leaving our baggage to the • care of the Gurc' halt Jema-

dar^ Intea-Rana Gurang, who, having received a sealed perwdnah, to

provide us with every thing we might require on the road, and to escort us

to Almora, and having got no message, or counter order, declared that no

part of our baggage should remain in the rear; but that we might com-

mence our march, in the manner we proposed, and firmly rely upon his

procuring people to bring up the whole of our property.

This morning the Therm, was at 66°. Marched to the village of Tu7igdsi,

above which we encamped in some small rice fields.

On this day’s route we passed through a very extensive forest, where we

were agreeably amused with a great variety of vegetable productions, some of

which we had not met with in any other part of the hills. The first object

that particularly attracted our notice, was'a fruit resembling the hazel, the

produce of a forest tree, growing to the height of fifty or sixty feet, with a

trunk of six or seven feet in circumference. The branches are thrown out,

about mid-way up the stem. The fruit ripens in the month of September;

and, by the accounts of the hill people, is only produced every third year.

I
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It is called Cupdshi or Pahdri Pdddm. The Pavjur, or horse chesnut, is

another ornament of this forest
;
and appears, at this season, to the greatest

advantage, being in full blossom. The fruit of this tree is frequently worn by

Fakirs, in strings, round the neck ;
it is given by the hill people to fatten

cattle ;
and the lower classes sometimes make use of it as an article of food,

/

by reducing the nut to powder, and steeping it in water, till the bitter taste

is in some measure extracted. We observed here also several bushes of holly,

which the natives call Kundal. The walnut trees were very abundant; the

fruit of- them had attained its full size, and the kernel had begun to acquire

a consistence. Along the sides of the road, particularly in the vicinity of

rivulets, were great numbers of the Bambu reed called Ringal. Some of

them grew to a tapering height, of thirty or thirty-five feet; and are used

by the inhabitants, in the thatching of houses and for mats.

The soil of these hills was various ; in some parts clayey, in others gravelly;

but in general, of a fine rich earth, producing plants and flowers, too numer-

ous to be minutely examined or described. We met with a few plants of

asparagus and wild lavender; but the strawberries more particularly engaged

our attention. They were dispersed in large beds, in the greatest profusion;

and the species found heredifi'ered from the common kind, being much larger,

strongly dimpled, and of a mottled colour, white and red. The natives to the

westward call the strawberry Cap' hullia, but in these hills it is known by

the name of Boinda. The flavour of those we found to-day was very supe-

rior to any we had yet tasted ; many of them fell little short of the Europe

fruit.

The GurPhdli Jemadar proved true to his word ; for in the evening he

arrived with all our baggage.
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4th. Therm. 57". Marched to Panhai^ a large village, containing fifty or

sixty houses, and situated about mid-way up the hill, in a large indented

scoop of the mountain, in which several other small villages are disposed

;

and the adjacent lands well cultivated. The march to-day is calculated at

twelve hill Cos, and could not be less than thirteen or fourteen miles. The

badness and inequalities of the road rendered the journey very fatiguing,

and the greater part of the baggage remained in the rear.

The forests, through which we passed this day, abounded in hazel,

walnut, and horse chesnut trees; while the upper parts of the mountains

were covered with a different species of the fir, called Deodar. Among

the productions of this forest was a species of oak, called Khairu. The

leaves oval, firm and indented, the young ones only pointed, of a bright

glossy green above, and rather lighter below. The stem rises straight,

to a considerable height before it branches. The acorns are now ripe, and

of an amazing size ; some of them as large, and in the form of a pigeon’s

egg. The trunk and branches covered Avith a thick moss. Some of

these trees attain the height of' sixty or seventy feet. The acorns are

giA^en to cattle. Here we saw for the first time the Bhojpatr tree. The

leaf is about two inches long, oval and sawed. The back of the stem, in

young trees,* is smooth and glossy, of a light chocolate colour, speckled

with small white spots. As the tree grows up, the bark acquires a

greyish hue, and becomes hard and scabrous, cracking or dividing into

small pieces. Below are fiA'^e or six inner coats or rinds, Avhich come off

in sheets, and are the parts used by the natives as paper, and in the

manufacture of Hooka snakes. When unprotected by the outer bark,

these coats peel off in shivers, giving a very gagged tattered appearance

to the tree. The small twigs are of the colour and resemble birch. If
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we may trust to the reports of the natives, the tree, if stript of these inte-

guments, renews them in the course of one or two seasons. The tree grows

to the height of thirty or forty feet, and the branches are thrown out about

mid-way up the stem. The largest we saw measured about four feet in cir-

cumference. In the vicinity of these trees were several currant bushes, just -

passing from the blossom into a state of fructification. The natives* say it is

of the red species, and the name they give to it is Cacal/a. A large colony

of baboons, called Langurs., have taken up their residence in the centre of

the forest. They appeared very attentive to all our motions, and some of

them had the temerity to advance within a few paces of us. Among the

flowery productions, we met with a very handsome shrub, called by the hill

people Chimula. It produces a head or cluster of bell flowers, similar in

size and shape to the Burdns. The leaves are lance-oval, firm, of a dark

green above, and of a deep yellow ochrous colour. The stem quite naked,

running along the ground, like a creeper, for the' distance of ten or fifteen

feet; when, taking a bend upwards, it rises to the height of eight or ten feet,

and throws out branches. The flowers were of different colours, varying,

from pure white, with all the intermediate shades, to a dark purple. The

examination of these novelties served to beguile the toilsome road
; and we

were led on from point to point, with the pleasing hope of having our

labour and fatigues rewarded by some new or beautiful production of vege-

tative nature.

After quitting these forests, .we ascended, over beds of snow, to the

summit of the Ctvdri G'hdt, which is a regular steep ascent, of not less than

four and a half or five miles ; whence we may estimate that its height above

our last encampment (which was itself a considerable elevation from the

valley) must be eight or nine thousand feet perpendicular.

VoL. XI. 4 A
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The Mundls^ or hill pheasants, are found in great numbers among these

hills; but they keep near the summits, and seldom visit the vallies, unless

driven down by heavy falls of snow. The mode the natives adopt to catch

them is by springs, with which they sometimes succeed in taking them

alive. The hill people put great value on their feathers, which they pre-

serve with the skin entire. They sometimes make them up into small hand

fans; and we have seen little tufts made up into a knot, worn as an orna-

ment to a greasy cap.

6th. Therm. 61". As many of our people were still in the rear, and

those who had arrived were extremely fatigued by yesterday’s march, we

were obliged to halt, very much against our inclination
;

for the weather

became more cloudy daily, portending what we had so much cause to appre-

hend, the commencement of the rainy reason. About five o’clock came on

a violent shower, attended by thunder and lightning, which lasted for several

hours.

6th. Therm. 66°; and weather cloudy. Marched to Rameni, and en-
X.

camped in a small field near it, between two rivulets.

The road this day lay through extensive forests of oak, holly, horse

chesnut and fir fDeodar.) The latter differed in its foliage from the species

we had before seen. The leav^es are about one and an half or two inches

in length, flat, sharply pointed, and produced horizontally on each side of

the twig. The bark more smooth, and the stem rises to the height of seventy

or eighty feet, with a circumference of seven or eight cubits. This species

acquires greater dimensions than any of the firs we have yet met with. The

natives call it also Deodar., which is a name they indiscriminately apply to
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all the different kinds, without having any particular name descriptive of

each. Since we quitted the neighbourhood of Bhadri Ndt’/i, we have seen

none of the drooping species, and these hills appear peculiarly favourable

to the kind above described. The other species, which produces the leaves

in tufts, and rises in the form of a cone, is to be found in most parts of the

mountain, beyond the limits to which the common C/<«r extends.

We passed two steep summits, called the Cdla-Cdnu and Jarodhi Ghats,

between which lay a quarry of very fine marble. Near the road were several

beautiful white slabs, twelve or fourteen feet in length, and three or four in

thickness. /

We found the insects at this place extremely troublesome.

The atmosphere swarmed with myriads of small flies, resembling gnats,

the attacks of which it was impossible to guard against, and the sting was

exceedingly sharp and painful. On the road we had another formidable

enemy to encounter, which was a numerous host of small leeches, brought

by the rain, and infesting the path, to the great annoyance of travellers. We
found that our shoes and stockings were .not proof against their attacks; for

by some means or other, they found their way to the skin
; and our attendants,

who were undefended in their feet and legs, arrived in streaks of blood, having

their lower limbs completely covered with this noisome reptile.

/ th. Therm. 58°. Marched to Khunbaghar, a village containing twenty

or thirty houses, and situated on a bank twenty feet high; below which
we encamped. Lat 30° 16' 34" N. The road lay through forests, and we
crossed two G'hdts or passes of the hills. We passed in sight of the Nan-

. 4 A 2
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ddcni river, called here Buret-ca-gdd, a large stream which joins the Alaca-

nandd at Nandapraydga.

The inhabitants of this place came forward immediately with supplies,

and offered their services, to convey our baggage to the limits of the Gerwdl

district, at a very reasonable rate. We were happy in the opportunity of

forming an arrangement that would make us independent of the precarious

assistance to which we had daily to trust ; and we entertained as many as

we thought would be necessary. As the Jemaddr had remained behind at

Panhai, for the purpose of bringing up part of our baggage, which had not

reached that place when we marched from it, we determined to wait his

arrival, that so we might proceed with all our baggage. But, next morning,

we were surprised to find the village entirely deserted
; owing to the arrival

of two Sipdhis from Sr'magar, with another letter from Shist a Tapah to

Har-balam, and a message to the Jemaddr. Both of those persons being

absent, we sent for the messengers ;
one of whom, on being interrogated

respecting the object of their message, replied, in the most insolent manner,

that his business lay with the Jemaddr.^ and that the only message he

had for us was contained in the orders he had received from his master

to bring us back. When Har-balam arrived, he, with no little agita-

tion, explained the purport of the letter, which was an injunction to

conduct us back by the way of Srinagar, on peril of severe punishment

if he disobeyed.

Independently of our personal safety, which Ave now had reason to think

would be endangered by compliance with this mandate, Ave Avere so’ far

advanced on the road to Ahnbra, that it Avould have been extremely incon-

venient to adopt the circuitous route of Srhiagar. We determined to halt
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this day, in hopes of assistance from the Jemadar, for the conveyance of our

baggage ; for, since the arrival of the two Sipdhis, none of the inhabitants

durst afford us the smallest aid.

9th. Therm. 67- Our friend the Jemadar not having yet arrived, though

Ave heard from his son, who joined ns the preceding evening, that he was

still employed in efforts to bring up our baggage ; we packed up as many

of the most necessary articles as our private servants could convey, and pro-

ceeded on our march, leaving a second division of our baggage, under charge

of the two Gurchdli Sipdhis, who continued to exert their prohibitory au-

thority. We took up our quarters under a small tree, opposite to Bdyij-

baghar, a village situated on the bank of a river called Chupela* and ele-

vated about four hundred feet above the stream.

This evening the Jemaddr arrived, bringing the whole of our baggage,

and accompanied by the Gurcbdli Sipdhis, who had obstructed, as far as in

them lay, his friendly exertions to serve us.

Our friend the Jemaddr, with a countenance expressive of his mind, con-

firmed the unwelcome tidings of his own recal. In delivering up the property,

the tear started in his eye, while he expressed his sorrow and regret, for the

circumstances that had occurred ;
but, said he, “ I am like you, a soldier, the

“ servant of a government, and bound to obey the instructions of my masters,

“ without inquiring into the motives of their conduct. My orders to return

“ are positive ;
and although they are not conveyed in the form 1 might have

“ expected, to refuse compliance would subject me to disgrace and punish-

ment. 1 consider it peculiarly unfortunate, that such events should have

* Is it this which gives name to the strait of Vopele in the old maps ?
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“ occurred, on the eve of your departure
; as I had every wish and hope to

“ conduct you, with comfort and satisfaction, to the end of the journey

;

“ but as the case now stands, I must, however unwilling, bid you adieu.”

We gave full credit to his words; for he was a plain open man, and his

countenance pourtrayed the picture of honesty and frankness. On taking

leave of him, we made him a present, which probably exceeded his expec-

tations, but was very inadequate to the services he had rendered us; for,

without his and his son’s assistance, we should have had but very indif-

ferent fare, during our journey
;

all the other Gurchdli Sipdhis being more

intent on slily plundering the villagers, than providing for our wants. How-
ever long the march might be, and at whatever hour we arrived at the

ground, one of these two immediately set off in search of kids or fowls;

and was frequently obliged to visit all the villages, for two or three miles

round, before he could succeed. We were certain, however, of being sup-

plied
;
for they never came back without some token of their diligence;

although they were frequently detained in the pursuit till midnight. Nor was

this trouble taken in the expectation of a reward; for modesty appeared the

most distinguished mark in the character of the father and the son. While

the other Gurehdlt Sipdhis committed acts of oppression, and endeavoured

to thrust themselves into notice on every occasion, without doing us any

material service, these two people kept constantly aloof, performing real

good, without arrogating any merit to themselves. In noticing the conduct

of these men, we perform a grateful part of our duty
;
and we may adduce

them, as the only instances we have met with, under the Gurchdli govern-

ment, where duty was cheerfully executed, and ready assistimce granted,

unactuated by any mercenary or self-interested views,

10th. Therm. 68”. The night stormy, and the morning set in with a

heavy rain. Aware of the Sipdhis endeavours to obstruct our march, we
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had taken the precaution to detain, under a guard of our own Slpdhis, eight

of the people, who had arrived, the evening befofe, with the Jemadar. To

these, and the four who had continued with us from Josimalh, we com-

mitted the articles most essentially necessary to our comfort; and, leaving

the remainder of our baggage, proceeded along the banks of the Chupela, and

over an ascent called Sancut-Ghdt, through a forest of Alls, Pdngur and oak,

to the village of Sancot, a village of forty or fifty houses, beautifully situated

on the top of a gentle eminence, in the midst of a circular table ledge, about

one mile in diameter. Lat. 30° lO' 16^'. The inhabitants were friendly, and

came forward with supplies of every kind, on moderate terms.

The lands in the vicinity of the village, and the sides of the hill, were

richly cultivated
;
producing different kinds of grain. It belongs to the Bud-

hdr Ferganah, which was formerly under the charge of Mohen-Sinh, the

Dewdn of the Raja, and was particularly famed for the fertility of its soil. A
direct intercouse was, at one time, carried on with the Butiyas, who came

hither, to purchase grain, which they found cheaper, and in greater abun-

dance, than at most of the other markets. In exchange for if, they brought

the produce and manufactures of their own country, but principally wool,

made up in small skeins called Cerias, and some of the inhabitants at this

place still gain a subsistence, by the manufacture of it into coarse

(blankets.)

A great many of the inhabitants were afflicted with large tumors in the

neck, which they ascribe to the qualities of the water; but there are no

snowy mountains in the neighbourhood, nor would it appear that any of

these springs or rivulets proceed, or derive increase, from any hills of that

description.
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1 1th. Therm, 65. Heavy rain early in the morning. Marched to Ctilsdri,

a village situated on the north-east side of the Pindar river, belono'ino’ to

Bhadri-Nat'h, and having a temple sacred to built after the model
of all the Hindu places of worship in this part of the country, in the shape

of a cone, with a square shelving roof.

Our route was circuitous, round several points of the mountains.

12th. Very heavy rain during the night. Therm. 72° in the morning.

Marched to Chirmg, a village situated three hundred paces from the Pindar

river. Lat. N. 33° 6 ' 13".

This was formerly a place of some note; but it is now completely in ruins,

and without inhabitants. Half of it belongs to the Geriml and half to the

Camddn district. We now considered ourselves beyond the reach of the Sri-

nagar chiefs; as the mountain, on which we were encamped, forms the

boundary of their jurisdiction in this quarter.

Near to this place, we passed a large village, called Chaparang, where there

is a Jhula over the river.

13th. Therm. 66°. Heavy rain in the night, but the morning proved

sufficiently clear to enable us to see two snowy peaks ; the highest of which

bore N. 32° E. and its angle -of elevation 8° 30'. Another, to the west of

it, bore N. 22° 49^ E. with an angle of 70° 7'. They appeared to be about ten

miles from us in horizontal distance.

Marched to Baidya-ncit' h, a village which derives its appellation from a
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large temple, erected here, in honour of the deity of that name. This build-

ing has the appearance of great antiquity ;
but is now in a very ruinous

condition, and no longer appropriated to sacred worship ; being converted

into a house for cattle. The images which it formerly contained are lodged

in a smaller edifice, apparently as ancient, and built in the center of a square,^

at the angles of which are several inferior temples, in a very dilapidated state.

The idols assembled here, compose a large proportion of the Hindu pan-

theon : the most conspicuous among them were Bhawa'ni, Gane'sa and

Vishnu. The temple stands on the left side of the Gdumat'hi river, across

which a bank, or causeway of stones has been raised, to dam up the stream,

which has the appearance of an artificial pond. The water finds a passage

through the stones
;
but within the enclosure it is sufficiently deep for the

purposes of bathing. A number of large fish, of different kinds, are preserved

in it, and daily fed, by the Brahmens and Fakirs. An annual festival is held

here, during the time of the FJaridwdr fair ; and is numerously attended, bv

people from all parts of the hills. The village contains only eight or ten

houses, inhabited principally by Gosahis; but there are also a few Canya-

cubja Brdhmens, who have charge and superintendence of the temple. The

village stands on the banks of the Gaumat'hi, which falls into the Sarju., or

G'hd^ra. river, at a place called Baheser. In the commencement of this

day’s march, we ascended the Chiring G'hdt. In one hour and ten minutes

we gained the summit, on which a small pile of stones denoted to the tra-

veller a temporary cessation from his labours. To the branches of the sur-

rounding trees, small scraps of cloth and tattered shreds had been suspended,

by the passengers, in token of their satisfaction, or as offerings to the divi-

nity, in whose honour the Tumulus is erected. These rude structures are

distinguished by the name of Deotas or Devafas, and are to be met with at

VoL. XI. 4 B
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the top of almost all the steep ascents, to mark the summit, and call down the

grateful effusions of the traveller, who is perhaps never more inclined to offer

up his thanksgivings, than on these occasions. The hill people regard these

places as sacred, and never fail to show their respects, by a reverential

obeisance. A short distance beyond this Devata is a Chahulru, which de-

notes the boundaries of the Gerwdl and Camdon districts. As we proceeded,

the road became wider and better, and the prospect opened around us on

every side.

Our feelings were in perfect union with the scene, and we experienced a

pleasure to which we had for some days been strangers. Our minds were

now relieved from anxiety, by the idea of having escaped from a land of

tyranny and oppression ;
and we contemplated with satisfaction the sur-

rounding scenery, which our internal sensations, no doubt, tended to em-

bellish. The view was no longer confined within a straightened valley, or

bounded by an invidious chain of rugged peaks ;
but, taking an extensive

range over six or seven undulatory ridges, was terminated by the horizon,

at the distance of twenty or thirty miles. The contrast of the two sides of

this Ghdt was too remarkable to pass unnoticed. The hills of Camdon

appear to rise in a regular gentle acclivity, from their bases, and the soil is of

rich earth, giving birth to fine verdure and extensive forests. The country

divides also into vallies tolerably spacious, Avhich the hand of tillage has

rendered fertile. The cultivation is more extended, and carried higher up

the mountains than in Gerwdl; while the neat little hamlets, dispersed along

the foot of the hills, prove its population and riches to be 'i^roportionally

greater. So apparent is this difference, that we could not help stopping every

now and then, to remark how nature and art seemed to vie with each other

in the varied landscape. On ascending the bank of a pretty streamlet, we
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arrived at the village of Culaur, part of which belongs to Camdon and part

to Gerwdl. This system of a partition of the villages bordering on the frontier

is still maintained, although it originated during the time of the Rajas, and

was established for the mutual security of the boundaries. From these

villages indemnification was sought, from the adverse party, for any preda-

tory acts of aggression ; but we may conceive the institution to have been

founded more upon mistrust than any sound policy
; for, while these joint:

possessions remained sacred, the adjacent places were not less open to

pillage ;
and the demand for restitution was not likely to have been made, or

granted, in an amicable manner. The two parties, however, placed here,

might act as spies, and be a check against any open incursion.

14th. Therm 71 The night had been tempestuous, and the morning

set in with heavy rain. When a fair interval was obtained, w^e commenced

our march, and arrived at P'haliah, a village containing five or six houses,

in one of which, the greater part of our baggage being left far behind, we

took up our abode for the night, Lat. 29° 49^ 46^'.

On this day’s march we crossed four rivers, viz, the Gaianat* h}, in which

the water was about waist deep
;

the Garuda-Ganga, about thirty feet in

breadth and three in depth, but very rapid ; the Basrul, of which the stream

was equally violent, having fallen, immediately above the ford, from a

shelving ledge of rock, six or eight feet high
; and the Cdusila, the water

of which was also three feet deep, but the current so strong that it was very

difficult to maintain a footing. Between the Basrul and this river, we

crossed a G'hdt called Cachinnah. About two hundred feet above the base,

is a large Chabutra called Masret C/iaivra; whence, in half an hour, we

arrived at a Mugra called Berhdm Dh-ca-Nau. It is a square building of

4 B 2
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Stone, about ten feet high, with a flat roof. The bottom of it is a small

cistern tliree or four feet square, supplied with water from a spring
; and on

each side is a small verandah or recess. Berha'xM De'o is said to have

been a very powerful Raja, who resided formerly at the town of Baidya-

Nddh. Whenever he sat down to his meals, the water from this spring was

forwarded, by a chain of servants, Avho were constantly kept stationed on

the road, solely for that purpose. This tradition may have contributed to

support the fame of the water, which is considered to possess some very'

superior qualities; although its appearance be such, as neither to excite

desire, nor convey an idea of its purity.

Near the place where we halted, we were met by a servant of Bhim Sa'ahi,

the chief of Almora, who informed us that a letter, dispatched by Lieut.

Webb, from Bdnjhaghar, had been received by his master, who had sent a

Subaddr with two companies of Sipdhis, to meet us, and deliver the answer.

We found them accordingly at the village ;
but the Subaddr deeming the day,

which was Tuesday, unpropitious, declined to deliver it till the following one.

15th. Therm. 73°. This day he paid us a visit, and delivered the letter;

which, after many professions in the oriental style of compliment, lamented,

that, in obedience to positive orders from the court of Napdf, the writer was

obliged to decline our visit at It concluded with desiring, that we

would take the route towards the low country, from whatever place we

might have reached, when the letter should come to hand.

This answer was by no means so favourable as we expected ; and our dis-

appointment on reading the contents was very great; for we had not only a

great desire to see the city of Almont, but we wished to procure several
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articles, whicli we had omitted to purchase at Srinagar, from the idea of

being able to obtain them better at the Camdon capital. J3esides these, two

very great objections offered to the route pointed out by Cdsivur, the first

Was the badness of the road, which our information led us to suppose was

infinitely worse than the one we wished to pursue
; the second was, that we

expected to find the baggage and tents, which we had left at Haridicdr,

awaiting our arrival at Rudrapur.

As the Subaddr stated himself not empowered to allow our proceeding by

a route which would lead us through the city of Almbra; it became neces-

sary to make another reference to the government; and Lieut. Webb accord-

ingly dispatched another letter, urging the request for permission to continue

the journey through Almbra, by all the arguments which appeared likely to

secure a compliance
;
concluding however, with expressing a hope, that if

the obstacles to granting that should prove insurmountable, the chief would

be pleased to appoint some other route towards Rudrapur, leaving Almbra

at a distance. As this place was not above fourteen miles distant from the

capital, we supposed an answer might be received in two da}^s at 'farthest.

Yet the reply did not come till the evening of the nineteenth, previously to

which, a messenger, dispatched by CoI.-Colebrooke, with supplies for us,

had arrived, and informed us that our baggage and tents, which We expected

to find at Rudrapur, awaited our arrival at Cdsiphr. One of the chief

objections to the route, pointed out to us by the chief of Almbra, being

thus removed, Ave were preparing to prosecute our journey in that direction
;

notwithstanding the Subaddr stated, that, the matter having been again re-

ferred to the government, he could not yield us any assistance, till a reply

should come to hand. The chief’s reply, however, having appoined us a
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meeting at Dhdmes, situated at the distance of three Cos from Almora, and

it being still an object of the survey to proceed by the route of Rudrapiu.,

we prepared to follow it ;
and immediately dispatched a messenger, to con-

duct our tents and baggage to the G'hdt, by which we should descend.

20th. Therm. 72. Marched to Giircandah. The road lay in great part

along the banks of the Causila; it was in general good, and the ascents gra-

dual. At the distance of every one or two miles, small stone benches were

erected, near the road, under the shade of a fine spreading tree, enticing the

wearied traveller to rest. These conveniences, however, are only to be found

in the roads much frequented, by the Gurc hdlis, who most probably first

instituted them for their own comfort and accommodation. Another practice,

very general, and of more public utility, is that of constructing small stone

buildings, somewhat resembling pavillions, over a spring, or clear drippling

rill. In the centre is a cistern, which contains the water, and on each side a

small porch. This kind of reservoir is extremely common, and very useful

to the traveller, who may find both shelter and good water.

We passed to-day in sight of a large fort, called Cdla Ma?idi, situated on

a high flat hill, bearing about E. S. E. and distant eight or nine miles. It

is said to be a fortification, extending over a wide space of table land, and

large enough to contain one thousand men. We were not sufficiently near

to examine it
;
but the outer wall appeared to be carried round the edge of

/

the mountain. It was made during the time of the Rajas, and is now much

out of repair, and unoccupied by a Gurchdli garrison.

21st. Therm. 74®. A^ery heavy rain in the night. AVe marched to
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Dhdmes, the place appointed for a meeting with Bhim-Sa hi, the governor

of Ahnltra. It is situated on the top of a ridge, in a large recess of the

mountain, and contains thirty or forty good huts. Lat. 29° 36' 10" N.

In the commencement of this day’s march, we ascended a hill, whence

we had a distinct view of the fort of Ldlmandi, and part of the city oi Aim '>ra.

The former bore S. 20 E; and to the N. E. of it stands the capital, built on the

top of a large ridge of mountains. The houses are much scattered, extending

down the slope on each side; but our view of it was too distant to enable us to

convey a more minute description of the place. It is said to be more extensive

and populous than Srinagar, as also a place of greater traffic. The inhabitants

are chiefly foreigners, or descendants of emigrants from the low lands.

On descending the hill, we arrived at a large stream, called the Tonghari

Nad), which falls into the Causila, about a quarter of a mile to the S. S. W.

Hence there was a tolerably steep ascent for half an hour, which brought us

to the village of Catdrmal, inhabited principally by Pafaris or dancing wo-

men. Above the town, under a peak of the mountain, stands a large, and

a[)parcntly a very ancient temple, sacred to Aditya. It is built at the W.

extremity of a square, and surrounded by fifty-one smaller pyramidical tem-

ples, which were formerly allotted for the reception of idols
; but few of them

remain in a perfect state, and most of the images are withdrawn from them,

and collected in the principal temple. Tradition reports it to have been

built by the Pdndus. On a small space of flat land, adjoining to it, an an-

nual fair is held, in the month of Pauslia. From hence, the city of Almora

appears directly opposite, bearing S. .96 E. distant about three miles.

22d. Therm. 73°. This evening we received the visit of Bhim Sa'hI,
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who had left Almora at ten o’clock in the forenoon; but a heavy fall of rain*

and the consequent swelling of the Causila, which he had to cross, retarded

his progress so much, that he did not reach our encampment till five o’clock.

He is a tall, stout, good looking man, about sixty years of age ; although,

from his healthy appearance, he might be supposed at least ten years

younger. His manners are affable and conciliatory; he talks the Hindustani

language tolerably well
;
but he has a quick mode of expression, and a sin-

gular impediment in his speech, which renders it rather difficult at times to

comprehend him. He is the elder brother of Hasti DhaLv and uncle to

the young Raja of Napdl. About the time that Ran Beha'dur went to
I

Benares, Bhim Sahi was detached, on some political mission, to Calcutta;

where he acquired an insight into the customs and manners of Europeans,

for whom he professes to entertain a great partiality. He is considered, by the

natives, as a man of universal talents
;
and is said to have a great turn for

mechanics, to the practical part of which he devotes most of his leisure.

From the ascendency which the party of the Tappas had gained in the’

counsels of the young Raja of Gurcliha, he had been superseded in his office

by Rewart Sinh Ku'a, a chief of that party. As Bhim SahI is more

esteemed, in his public situation, than any other chief, his removal appeared

to cause general regret.

23d. Therm. 72°. Marched to Chupra. Our road lay at first over

successive small ridges, between which were numerous streams and water

courses ;
and the remainder was a continued descent, to Baghar G'hdt

on the banks of the Causila. The breadth of the stream is twenty-five or

thirty yards, and the current very rapid. There being no ford, we were

detained for a considerable time, in collecting, from the neighbourine:
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village, Tumris or Tumbahs, which are large gourds,* by means of which the

passage is effected. Three or four of these are fastened to a string, and tied

round the waist of the man who serves as a guide ; a string of the same kind

is attached to the passenger, to prevent his sinking, in case of accident ; but

no personal exertions are required on his part, as he has merely to grasp

the bandage of the guide, who, being an expert swimmer, conveys him to

the opposite shore. The baggage was transported across on men’s heads ;

and the number of gourds was proportioned to the weight of the package.

There being only three pilots, and as very few of our party could cross with-

out their assistance, the passage was very tedious ; and the evening closed,

before one third of our people or baggage had come over.

24th. Therm. 73°. Marched to Naikhdnah, avillage situated about three

hundred feet above the rivulet, and inhabited by Pa/am or dan-

cing women. Lat. 29°. 30'. 44".

I

The road was sufficiently good to admit of measurement by the peram-

bulator, which gave the distance ten miles one furlong.

25th. Therm. 68°. Marched to Bhimesivara^ where we encamped in the

enclosure of a temple sacred to Maha'de'va, under the above name.

On this day’s march, we passed the last steep ascent which we had to

encounter. Small pieces of rag, and scraps of cloth, were attached to the

surrounding trees, and most of our people were so overjoyed, to find

their labours so nearly brought to a termination, that they expressed

VoL. XL
* Cucurbiia Lagenaria.
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their satisfaction, by adding to the number of the tattered relics; making
at the same time a vow, never to set foot again within these mountainous^
regions.

On a small hill, to the south of our encampment, is a Gurc'hdli fort,

called Chicata Ghari, the commandant of which paid us a visit in the even-
ing, and relieved our escort, by a party from his own garrison.

96th. Therm. 69®. Marched to Bamori, a village containing thirty or

forty scattered huts, few of which are inhabited at this season of the year. It

belongs to the Mewdtis, who have formed a small colony in these forests,

and levy a contribution, on all goods and passengers, on their way to and

from the hills. An annual fair is held here, in the dry season, to which

the hill people bring their merchandise for sale, or to exchange it for the low-

land productions.

At this place, which is the limit of the Gurchdli territories, our escort

took their leave.

97th. Therm. 79®. Marched to Rdmptir; the residence of-LAT Sink, the

expelled Raja of Camdmi; Avho now holds the situation of a Tahs'ilddr

under the British government. He happened to be absent at this time; but

his son, Goman-Sing-Cuma'r, paid us every attention
;
and, understand-

ing our baggage was considerably in the rear, he ordered his own tents to

be pitched for our accommodation. We expected to meet here our servants,

who had been left behind at Haridwdr, but the heavy continued rain had

thrown numerous obstacles in the road from Cdsipur, and it was supposed

that camels would be unable to travel ; we therefore dispatched a man, to
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bring up our horses without delay, and to desire our servants to join us at

Bareli with all practicable expedition.

We were encamped in a small grove, near the village, which is placed on

the west banks of the Baigal river. On the opposite side is Rudrapiir, a

town of considerable extent, belonging to the district of Murddabdd.

We halted on the twenty-eighth and next day, to wait for our horses, and

for some of our people, who, from lameness, were still behind. Therm, on the

28th', 79°, on the 29th 83®.

On the 30th we marched to Sirgdrh; and on the 1st of July attained the

end of our journey at Bareli.

4 c 2
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) ^N the enumeration which I published in the ninth volume of Asiatic

Researches, of the species of pepper, indigenous or cultivated in Prince of

Wales s Island, one called by the Malays, Gddu, Caudo or Gadukh, was

mentioned, (p. 392.) Of this kind, the specimens which I had then seen

being destitute of fructification, I was enabled by report only to refer it to

this genus, and had no adequate means of ascertaining the specific charac-

ter. To supply this defect, I obtained, by the assistance of a friend on the

island, some live plants of this species, and committed them to the care of

Dr. Roxburgh, who found them, when they blossomed, to be a species

which had been introduced into the botanical garden some years before, and

to which he has given the name of Piper Sarmentosum. To his kindness

I am obliged for the following specific character and description.

Wm. hunter.

Piper sartnentosum Roxb.

Erect, ramous at top, sarmentose. Leaves from broad-cordate, to oblong,

smooth, about five-nerved, the superior subsessile. Aments leaf-opposed,

short peduncled.

P. latifolium. Hunter in Asiat. Res. 9. 392.

Gddu, Caudo, or Gadukh of the Malays,

A native of the Malay Islands, and brought by Mr. Smith, into the
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botanic garden at Calcutta^ where it thrives luxuriantly, and is in fruit

most part of the year.

Stems erect, from six to eighteen inches high, ramous at top, jointed, and smooth.

Sarmentose shoots of a great length, issue in abundance from the top of the root, and

lower part of the stem, by which the plant is quickly propagated to any extent.

Leaves alternate, the lower petioled, the superior subsessile, the lower broad re-entering-

cordate j the superior obliquely-oblong
j all are smooth on both sides, and shining

above.

Aments solitary, opposite to the leaves, short-peduncled, oblong, very minute, being

rarely more than a quarter of an inch long.

THE END.
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